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ABSTRACT

This dissertation examines trends in the production of pottery at Mycenae in the
Late Helladic (LH) IIIC period (ca. 1200–1125 B.C.E) through the analysis of published
ceramic material from the site. It includes my own study of select unpublished material
from recent excavations on the Citadel (Building Kappa) and in the Lower Town.
The LH IIIC period, considered the beginning of the Dark Ages in Greece,
immediately followed the end of the Mycenaean palatial system, a phenomenon referred
to as the Collapse. The Collapse is characterized by the complete destruction of many
sites, possible loss of population, and a decrease in the number of occupied areas, and the
subsequent LH IIIC period is associated with socioeconomic, demographic, and artistic
decline. There are, however, notable indications of continued activity at many Greek
mainland sites, a notable sign being the proliferation of elaborate vase painting.
Through an examination of how certain pottery shapes and decorative styles were
manufactured and utilized at LH IIIC Mycenae, key trends and developments can be
discerned, and the changing preferences of the market for which these objects were
produced can be understood. I conclude that these developments can be characterized as
intentional responses of potters to the crisis that followed the demise of the palatial
administration. Potters in LH IIIC were able to create and exploit a sustainable market,
one that both reflected and influenced shifting political and social realities of
communities now operating outside of a palace-dominated system; their advances would
infuence pottery production in Greece for centuries to come.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

The Late Helladic (LH) IIIC period (ca. 1200–1125 B.C.E.), often considered the
beginning of the so-called Dark Ages in Greece, directly follows the demise of the
sophisticated Mycenaean palatial administrations, which is frequently referred to as the
Collapse. The Collapse was a widespread phenomenon certainly throughout the Argolid
and mainland Greece and potentially further afield. It has been characterized primarily by
the wholescale destruction of the monumental palaces and their associated structures.
Due to both a lack of scholarly attention and a dearth of securely datable contexts and
sites, this period is often misunderstood. Recently, however, increasing interest in the
post-Collapse era has led to a new understanding of the LH IIIC period. This interest,
along with a renewed look at previously excavated and published material, has provided
ample evidence for smaller-scale continuity at many sites, including Mycenae. The
details of this continuity can be handily traced through the analysis of ceramic remains.
Most scholars now agree that the Collapse did not mark the end of the Mycenaean Age,
but rather the beginning of its last, brief flourishing.
To date, archaeological evidence for the LH IIIC period at the eponymous site of
Mycenae in the Argolid region of mainland Greece (Fig. 1.1) has not been presented in a
unified fashion. The period is most commonly discussed in brief summaries, which often
appear at the end of monographs and journal articles more focused on the better-known
Palatial era; the scholarship that does focus on post-Collapse Mycenae primarily deals
with discrete excavations. The central aim of this dissertation, then, is to provide a
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comprehensive analysis of pottery dating to the period in order to bridge gaps in the
scholarship that have created artificial divisions in the research. By the conclusion of this
dissertation, it will be clear that a holistic approach to LH IIIC ceramic material from
Mycenae demonstrates nuanced changes in production, form, and style.
The production of pottery was an integral part of material culture in the ancient
Aegean world, and its rich tradition can be traced for thousands of years prior to the
Mycenaean Palatial period in mainland Greece (ca. 1425–1200 B.C.E.). Because the raw
materials required in the production of ceramic objects are inexpensive and readily
available, and the inorganic nature of a majority of these materials makes ceramics
largely invulnerable to decay, vessels and sherds (vessel fragments) are among the most
common artifacts recovered during archaeological excavation or survey. The analysis of
these ubiquitous ceramic remains readily provides archaeologists a wealth of essential
data crucial to the understanding of past cultures, and pottery study is therefore a vital
component of archaeological investigation.
A discussion and analysis of the events leading up to, surrounding, and following
the Collapse is offered in Chapter 2. In order to more fully understand the conditions at
Mycenae following this pivotal moment, and how it significantly impacted ceramic
production there, an overview of the nature of the site in LH IIIC follows in Chapter 3. In
Chapter 4, synthesized data from currently available (i.e., published) scholarship, as well
as that from my own analysis of new ceramic material from excavations in the Lower
Town and in Building Kappa on the Citadel, is discussed and analyzed. (The author has
been fortunate to participate in these new projects and their associated pottery studies
since 2003, under the invaluable direction of Prof. Christofilis Maggidis of Dickinson
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College in Carlisle, Pennsylvania.) This examination focuses on how certain shapes and
decorative styles were utilized at LH IIIC Mycenae, and thus why they were produced by
remaining workshops. As structured, it is possible to examine the development of some
shapes, the disappearance or replacement of other shapes, the introduction of new shapes
and styles, and the changing preferences of the market for which these objects were
produced. This organization is a deliberate choice—it makes apparent otherwise more
subtle changes in ceramic production and redresses any false discontinuities or
disappearances arising from the scholarship, which has tended to focus on individual
periods of the tripartite division of LH IIIC. Chapter 4 is informed and supplemented by
an extensive (although not exhaustive) catalog of representative examples of diagnostic
shapes and the motifs employed on LH IIIC pottery (Appendix A). When applicable,
associated contexts, artifacts, and parallels from other sites in the Argolid are discussed.
Conclusions regarding the effects of and responses to the Collapse with respect to potters
are offered in Chapter 5.

BACKGROUND

The study of Mycenaean pottery is particularly popular among scholars due to the
wealth of information it can provide about such details as the technology, style, and
function of vessels, and their role in exchange, to name a few. Additionally, the various
shapes and decorative styles employed by ancient potters inevitably changed over time,
and therefore ceramic materials can serve as important chronological markers,
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particularly when utilized in tandem with relevant stratigraphical sequences. The latest
phase of Mycenaean pottery was first recognized by scholars in the late 19th century
(Furtwängler and Loeschke 1876, 1879). Most early classifications depended primarily
upon stylistic criteria, but throughout the course of the last century, as advancements
have been made in archaeological field methods, a far greater amount of LH IIIC material
has been made available to researchers, allowing for the creation of more precise
characterizations.
The Mycenaean Palatial period came to an end at the close of the LH IIIB:2
period, ca. 1190 B.C.E. At this time, Mycenae, along with other mainland palatial sites
including Tiryns, Midea, Pylos, Orchomenos, Thebes, and Gla, suffered extensive
damage, evidenced by the presence of large, widely distributed, and roughly
contemporary destruction deposits. Some scholars blame the collapse of the palaces and
the end of palatial administration in Mycenaean Greece on violent invaders and/or large
scale migrations (Wace 1949; Desborough 1964; Drews 1993). Others have blamed
environmental factors or natural disasters, such as droughts or earthquakes (Carpenter
1966; French 1996, 2002), or have focused on economic issues such as overspecialization
or over-reliance on disrupted trade routes (Vermeule 1960; Betancourt 1976; DegerJalkotzy 1996; Sherratt 2001). It is likely that the collapse of Mycenaean palatial society
did not come at the hand of a single cause, but was influenced by a number of unfortunate
factors, among those previously mentioned.
The monumental palace constructed at Mycenae, and other palatial sites, was
never rebuilt, and most non-palatial sites suffered a similar fate. These destructions were
accompanied by a great deal of economic, political, and social upheaval, resulting in
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general unrest, the movement of populations, and changes in settlement patterns. In the
absence of the social complexity afforded by the culture propagated by the palaces,
civilization was fundamentally different, characterized by the loss of many hallmarks of
palatial society and administration, including the use of written language (in the form of
Linear B), monumental architecture, and various forms of elite-sponsored art.
Society underwent considerable and irreversible change throughout the course of
the LH IIIC period. Though the events that mark the end of the Mycenaean Palatial era
on mainland Greece were widespread, however, and the damage incurred by
communities was largely irreparable in the absence of a sophisticated, internationallyconnected central government, there are strong indications of continued habitation at
many mainland sites. Mycenae is no exception (see Ch. 2 for further discussion).
Additionally, culture remained largely Mycenaean in character, the pottery produced by
their struggling and entrepreneurial workshops being one of the most discernable
indications of this fact. Immediately following the Collapse, the economic and
ideological infrastructure provided by the palatial administration at Mycenae was
annihilated. Thus, the market provided by the Palatial period ceramics industry, which
demanded the mass production of vessel shapes intended to meet the needs of rituals,
feasts, and major overseas trade, was no longer in operation. This was a severe blow to
potterys, resulting in a catastrophic loss of that major market. In their diminished
capacity, struggling LH IIIC potters recouped some of their losses through the
modification of several aspects of production.
No longer living in the shadow of a palace-dominated system, the community or
communities that remained were driven to redefine themselves and adapt to shifting
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political and social realities, resulting in the formation of new ideologies and practices.
The disappearance of the influence of a higher authority allowed for more freedom of
choice in funerary customs, new practices in communal eating and drinking activities,
and sparked a renaissance characterized by innovative new styles and shapes. Potters
both exploited and influenced these new cultural norms, creating a number of new shapes
and innovative styles that would become essential to everyday life by the Protogeometric
period and beyond. Thus, they were able to maintain a steady–though much smaller–
stream of revenue with which to support themselves and continue the well-honed
traditions of their valuable craft. Overall, the ceramic evidence from LH IIIC Mycenae is
a testament to the ingenuity of potters operating after the Collapse, and also to their
ability to reinvigorate what must have been an ailing industry and influence trends in
pottery production for centuries to come.

The Citadel and Area of Mycenae

The low hill of Mycenae, part of the western portion of the Arachnaion mountain
range, is located in the northeastern corner of the Argive plain (Fig. 1.2). Approximately
278 m above sea level, it is located between two mountains, Profitis Elias to the north and
Zara to the south, and is separated from these by two ravines, the Kokoretsa and the
Chavos, respectively. The Citadel is therefore excellently situated on a natural strong
point, protected by deep gorges and rocky cliffs on all sides but the west. It is also located
at the mouth of the only passage that connects the Argive plain to the Corinthia, and was
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therefore probably able to exert some control over the passage to and from these region.
In its final phase, during the LH IIIB:2 period (ca. 1230–1190 B.C.E.), the Citadel of
Mycenae covered the entire expanse of the hill and was approximately 30,000 m2 in size,
with strong Cyclopean fortification walls 900 m in length (Iakovidis 1983, 23).
Additionally, it is estimated that the overall settlement of Mycenae at its apex covered an
area of ca. 32 hectares (ha) to the north, west, and south of the acropolis hill on which the
Citadel was constructed. It occupied primarily the lower areas of the western slope of the
acropolis and the top of the Panagia ridge to the north, in addition to parts of the valley in
between (Fig. 1.3; French 2003, 22; 2009a, 57). The area of greater Mycenae is thought
to have extended ca. 350 ha around the Citadel, and it included a complex system of wellbuilt roads and over 200 chamber tombs in 27 cemeteries (Shelton 2003a, 35; French
2003, 22; for the network of roads around Mycenae, see Steffen 1884; Lavery 1995;
Jansen 2002).
The area of the Citadel was inhabited as early as the Neolithic period, and within
its walls, pottery sherds from the areas of the later palace, the Great Ramp, and the South
House provide evidence for occupation in the Early Helladic period (ca. 3000–2000
B.C.E.).

A greater number and variety of remains can be dated to the Middle Helladic

period (ca. 2000–1600 B.C.E.), including fragments of walls on the summit of the hill, an
extensive cemetery located on the western slope (which was used into the early LH
period), and a great deal of ceramic evidence. Mycenae likely rose to power during the
LH I and II periods (ca. 1600–1400 B.C.E.), evidenced by the construction of the shaft
graves of Grave Circles A and B as well as the monumenta l tholos tombs in the
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surrounding area, in addition to a few small sections of wall in the area of the later
palace.
The earliest fortification walls at Mycenae can be dated to the middle of the 14th
century B.C.E., during the LH IIIA:2 period (Iakovidis 1983, 23). The palace complex in
its present form can also be dated to this phase, as part of a building program that
consisted of the construction of spacious terraces (Iakovidis 1983, 55–56). Toward the
middle of the 13th century B.C.E., the Citadel was at the height of its power: its size was
increased and its fortifications were strengthened through the construction of the western
section of the Cyclopean wall circuit, the monumental Lion Gate, and the Postern Gate.
Within the Citadel, a parapet was erected around Grave Circle A, serving to delineate and
venerate its inhabitants, and a number of buildings connected with the palace were
constructed or brought inside the walls, including the South House, the buildings of the
Artisan’s Quarter, and the buildings of the Cult Center, among others (Iakovidis 1983,
29–31, 33–34). The Citadel was extended to the northeast at the end of the LH IIIB
period (ca. 1190 B.C.E.), during which time an underground passage was cut below the
north wall that gave access to a cistern, 15 m below the surface, that was fed by the
nearby Perseia spring (Iakovidis 1983, 35–37).
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New Excavations at Mycenae

Building Kappa

The excavation of Building Kappa, located in the northwestern portion of the
Citadel of Mycenae between the Storerooms (Λ) of Megaron M and Building Complex
N, was undertaken from 2002 to 2008 (Figs. 1.4, 1.5). The project was carried out under
the auspices of the Archaeological Society of Athens, the general direction of Spyros
Iakovidis, and the field direction of Christofilis Maggidis of Dickinson College.
Undergraduate and graduate students from Dickinson College, the University of Athens,
Temple University, the University of Pennsylvania, and the University of Sheffield were
counted among the participants of the campaign.
Building Kappa is a single story Late Mycenaean building, attached to the
Storerooms (Λ) of Megaron M, roughly oblong in shape, and measuring 26 x 4 m (see
Fig. 1.4). The building was separated by cross-walls into three rooms at different
elevations, following the slope of the bedrock down to the north, with a low staircase
connecting the two northernmost rooms. Building Kappa opened to the north onto a small
open-air courtyard, measuring roughly 3.5 x 5 m. This small courtyard was also accessed
by a wide ramp that ran the entire length of the western wall of the building and provided
access to the Cyclopean fortification wall to the north.
The clay floor of the building, found best preserved in the southernmost room,
was located on top of a foundation fill tentatively dated to the LH IIIA:2 or IIIB:1
periods, thereby providing a terminus post quem for its construction. Furthermore, thick
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ash destruction layers located throughout the building have been attributed to the final
LH IIIB:2 period. Therefore, it is possible that Building Kappa was hastily built as a
temporary extension or addition to the badly damaged palatial storerooms of Megaron M
following the first LH IIIB destruction horizon at Mycenae in the final LH IIIB:1 or early
LH IIIB:2 period (ca. 1240 B.C.E.). Building Kappa was later destroyed at the very end of
the LH IIIB:2 period, ca. 1200/1180 B.C.E., likely through both earthquake and fire, and
the area in which the building was located was filled in.
A formal analysis of the pottery from Build ing Kappa was begun in the summer
of 2009 and ran until the summer of 2013; due to logistical problems, it unfortunately
remains incomplete. Nonetheless, a small amount of LH IIIC pottery was found to have
been present in a number of the excavated deposits in the building; select sherds have
been included in the catalog of the present work. The presence of LH IIIC pottery in
these select deposits has led to the conclusion that the area may have been occupied at
some point following the second destruction, rather than completely abandoned as
excavation notebooks describe (Peterson 2011). This hypothesis is consistent with
evidence for LH IIIC reoccupation in other locations on the Citadel, for example in the
area of the South House, and in corridor Gamma (Γ), which runs along the fortification
wall to the northeast of Building Kappa (French 1963, 52; Wardle 1973, 78; Iakovidis
1986, 240, 242).
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The Lower Town

The Dickinson College excavation of the Lower Town took place from 2007–
2014, under the auspices of the Athens Archaeological Society, the general direction of
Spiros Iakovidis, and the field direction of Professor Christofilis Maggidis. The
associated pottery study ran from the summer of 2012 until the summer of 2016 under the
direction of Prof. Maggidis, Dr. Katie Lantzas, and the author. The excavation area is
located immediately to the south of the Citadel, on terraced fields that flank the west side
of the dry Chavos riverbed (Fig. 1.6).
In previous years, the majority of projects at Mycenae have been focused on areas
within the walls of the Citadel. Outside of the Cyclopean fortification walls, the focus
largely has been on tombs, and only a small fraction of what must have been a vast
settlement associated with the palace has thus far been unearthed. The scattered, isolated
nature of these building groups, which encompass both palatial and domestic associations
randomly interspersed among mortuary spaces, led Christos Tsountas, and later Alan
Wace and others, to suggest that the inhabitants of the surrounding countryside lived in
isolated satellite sites—small villages or hamlets—focused; the prevailing belief was that
there was no town immediately surrounding the Citadel (Tsountas and Manatt 1897, 33;
Wace 1949, 103; 1956, 122). Elizabeth French, however, recently has stated that this
theory no longer holds water, remarking that, “there are absolutely no traces of these . . .
sites in the relevant areas” (2009a, 56–57). In fact, claims that Mycenae, and indeed
many other contemporary palatial centers, lacked any sort of sizeable urbanization, can
possibly be attributed solely to a lack of systematic research. This situation is clearly
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improving at places like Tiryns and Pylos, and at Mycenae itself, with various
combinations of survey and fieldwork projects being undertaken (see, e.g., Maggidis and
Stamos 2006, 157; Tournavitou 2015).
Only approximately 12–13 complete or partially excavated buildings, including
those of the Oil-Merchant Complex, the East House, the Panagia Houses, Plakes House,
and Petsas House, have been unearthed in the area around the Citadel of Mycenae (see,
e.g., Fig. 1.3). A purely or at least primarily domestic context can perhaps only be
assigned to one group of structures, the Panagia Houses, although there are indications
that storage and, in turn, economic activities associated with a larger perhaps palatialrelated economy were taking place there. These kinds of activities, however, are even
more solidly ascribed to the other aforementioned buildings located outside of the
fortification walls, where the associated finds and spatial organization of rooms indicates
anyone who may have been living in these structures likely were members of a
sophisticated echelon of society. Thus lack of any type of organized settlement begs more
than just the simple question “Where did the people of Mycenae live?” but also “Where
did the ordinary people, the people of the middle and lower classes, live?” The recent
Lower Town excavations were undertaken with the aim of answering these important
questions.
Although an important survey conducted from 1991–1993 and published in 2003
as the Archaeolgical Atlas of Mycenae was able to locate reportedly over 750 areas of
interest (Iakovidis and French 2003), no solid identification of a “Lower Town” could be
made. Maggidis, as well as Kim Shelton and others who have worked outside of the
Citadel, was a participant this survey, and notably the project included only the
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identification and mapping of visible remains. In order to supplement and enhance its
findings, therefore, and to perhaps also locate the Lower Town, Maggidis and Dickinson
College carried out an extensive geophysical prospection survey in the area from 2003–
2009, involving the location of possible ghost traces of walls or other structures through
the use of high-resolution aerial photographs, a ground-based remote-sensing survey with
the use of a digital electrometer, ground-penetrating radar, and gradiometer, and an
examination of the spatial distribution and orientation of visible ruins around Mycenae
(Maggidis and Stamos 2006, 158–159).
Excavation was focused in what is referred to as the South Sector, and the western
part of terraces I and II of the South-West Bank. The area falls in the 50 x 50 m grid
squares D4 and E4 within the overall topographical grid of Mycenae, which was also
utilized in the original Atlas survey, and these grid squares were in turn divided into 5 x 5
m squares. Overall, a number of possible Geometric and Archaic walls and buildings, one
undisturbed Geometric grave and some infant burials, and a few possible Mycenaean
walls were located during excavation (Fig. 1.7). Significantly, Mycenaean,
Protogeometric, Geometric, and Early Archaic pottery and small finds have been found in
relation to many of these structures. Some cultural habitation levels have been identified,
most solidly those of later periods, but more relevant to the present work is the
identification of a number of deposits containing large amounts of pottery dating to the
LH IIIC period. While the identification of secure contexts is tentative and analysis of the
architectural remains as relates to its chronology is on-going, the presence of significant
amounts of ceramic material from prior to, during, and following the Collapse in
conjunction with this evidence is strongly indicative of continuity of use at this location.
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The deposits containing LH IIIC pottery demonstrate human activity at this site, whether
that be of a domestic, industrial, or mixed-use nature. This conclusion can be based
firmly on the variety of shapes, fabrics, wares, and decorated as opposed to undecorated
pottery present in these deposits.
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CHAPTER 2
THE COLLAPSE OF THE MYCENAEAN PALATIAL CENTERS

The Mycenaean Palatial period came to an end at the close of the Late Helladic
(LH) IIIB:2 period, ca. 1200 B.C.E., in a phenomenon often referred to as the “Collapse.”
During the Collapse, the palace at Mycenae, along with those at other palatial centers like
Tiryns, Midea, Orchomenos, and Thebes, was damaged extensively by what Wace called
a “great conflagration” (1949, 101). For him, the ruined state of the Citadel of Mycenae
at the end of LH IIIB indicated that it had been violently attacked and looted, and that
every single building within the Cyclopean walls had been destroyed (Wace 1949, 101).
The destructions associated with the Collapse were accompanied by the complete
breakdown of the palatial administrations and the loss of many hallmarks of its carefully
regulated society, including the use of written language (Linear B), monumental
architecture, and various forms of elite-sponsored art. There are also indications that both
the number of occupied sites and the population declined significantly: Anthony
Snodgrass, for example noted that around 230 sites were inhabited in the 13th century,
compared to only 120 in the 12th century (1971, 364), while Vincent Desborough
supposed that the population reduced to a tenth of what it had been by the end of the 12th
century (1972, 18).
Traditionally, the Collapse is considered to mark the beginning of the “Dark
Ages,” an epoch often associated with socioeconomic, demographic, and artistic decline,
particularly as compared to the preceding Mycenaean period and following Classical
antiquity. The Dark Ages are thought to have lasted roughly until the Geometric Period,
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ca. 900 B.C.E., although there is no scholarly consensus about its exact chronology
(Coldstream 1968; Snodgrass 1971; Desborough 1972; see also Dickinson 2006, 3–9).
Although the era following the Collapse was severely impoverished and unorganized as
compared to others, it is now known that conventional conceptions about its destitute
nature are at least partially due a lack of available information, a circumstance
attributable both to a dearth of securely datable contexts and sites and a lack of scholarly
interest. An increasing number of recent examinations of the period has led to a new
understanding of the Dark Ages, and the new information provided has prompted many
scholars to adopt the significantly less-loaded term Early Iron Age for its designation.
Indeed, it is now accepted that the Collapse did not mark the end of the Mycenaean Age
but rather the beginning of its last flourishing, as signified by ample evidence for smallerscale continuity throughout the LH IIIC period at Mycenae and elsewhere, which can
notably be traced through the analysis of ceramic remains.
The exact origin of the Collapse of the Mycenaean palatial administrations has
long been a controversial topic in scholarly discourse. Following a brief discussion of the
circumstances leading up to this significant event, this chapter involves the discussion
and analysis of some of the most common hypotheses about its cause.

SIGNS OF INSTABILITY IN LH IIIB

Possible indications of insecurity and decline in Mycenaean society can be
observed as early as the LH IIIA:2 period conditions that may have lasted into LH IIIB:2
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(ca. 1225–1190 B.C.E.) and ultimately ended in the Collapse. This decline is perhaps first
signaled by a series of small, localized destructions at many of the palaces in LH IIIA:2
and, more importantly, at the end of LH IIIB:1 (Kilian 1985, 1988). At Mycenae itself,
many palace-related buildings outside of the Citadel were both destroyed and abandoned,
including some of those in the House of the Oil Merchant Group (the House of the Wine
Merchant and the House of the Oil Merchant), the House of Lead, Petsas’s House, and
the Panagia Houses (French 1996, 223). Inside the Cyclopean walls, the Pillar Basement,
the Cult Center, the Great Stair, the House of Columns, the Artisans’s Quarters, and
possibly also the palace itself suffered severe damage (Mountjoy 1993, 15; French 1996,
51; 2002, 59–61). Elsewhere in the Argolid, buildings on the Lower Citadel at Tiryns
were destroyed (Kilian 1996, 65). The cause of these early destructions is largely
unknown—perhaps natural disasters like earthquakes, internal strife, or even warfare are
to blame—but it cannot be doubted that they were a significant financial and possibly
also political strain on the administration at Mycenae, and they likely also introduced a
degree of instability to the functioning of society.
In economic terms, some also have argued that a decline approaching the
Collapse is also discernable in a decrease in the quality and quantity of Mycenaean
pottery exported to the east Mediterranean in the later part of the 13th century; this
circumstance is significant in contrast to the boom in exports of this type in the earlier LH
IIIA period, long thought to have been the peak of Mycenaean civilization. The decline
may also be signaled by an increase in the local production of Mycenaean style goods at
places where previously they had been imported on a large scale, for example in Italy and
Cyprus (Mountjoy 1993, 170–175; Dickinson 2006, 41–42). Additionally, much of the
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palace of Pylos was converted into a factory for manufacturing perfumed oil at this time,
perhaps an indication that the palatial societies were desperate to maintain their position
in international exchange systems by boosting the production of one of their highestquality and most in-demand commodities (Shelmerdine 1985; 1987; 2001; Dickinson
2006, 41–42).
Thus, unfortunate external and internal circumstances may have resulted in an
unstable LH IIIB:2 period, a phase that was characterized by even further societal
weakening and possibly also a general feeling of anxiety. Many sites like Mycenae and
Tiryns experienced further destructions, and the Citadel of Gla was burned down and
completely deserted, while other settlements were gradually abandoned before the end of
the period. Scholars have suggested that the compulsive recording of minute details in
Linear B documents and the elaborate building programs undertaken at some palatial
centers may be indications that palatial administrations may have been experiencing a
degree of uncertainty about their position (Voutsaki and Killen 2001, 7). Indeed, many of
the major Citadels went about renovating or expanding their fortifications, perhaps with
an aim to strengthen their defenses (Iakovidis 1983). At Mycenae, the fortifications were
reinforced and expanded, with new areas like the northeast extension being brought into
the walls, and the Lion Gate was constructed. The underground cistern in the northeast
extension also enabled ready access to an unspoiled water supply. Activities crucial to the
functioning of the palace were consolidated within the Citadel, with workshops,
administrative activities, and storage areas established in the Cult Center and the East
Wing of the palace (French 1981).
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Elsewhere in the Argolid, the Upper Citadel of Tiryns was fortified, the Lower
Citadel was enclosed within the fortification walls, and a water supply was secured;
fortification walls and access to water were also constructed at Midea. To the north, a
Cyclopean wall may have been constructed along the narrowest portion of the Isthmus of
Corinth, perhaps to guard from invasion, although a great deal of doubt has been shed on
its attribution as such (Broneer 1966; Morgan 1999, 362–365, 437–447). Other signs of
instability could also be reflected in the deposition of metal hoards at Mycenae and
elsewhere (Knapp, Muhly, and Muhly 1988; Kayafa 1999), and also in the installation of
a coast-watching system referred to in the o-ka Linear B texts from Pylos (Chadwick
1976a; Baumbach 1983; Palaima 1995; Deger-Jalkotzy 2008, 389). There is, however,
reason to cast doubt the attribution of the metal hoards, due to the unremarkable nature of
the objects included, their overall condition, and their general homogeneity; in
consideration with the practices of metalworking and recycling, it may be more likely
that the deposition of these objects was governed by more mundane concerns (K.
Lantzas, pers. comm.). Additionally, the installation of a coastguard at Pylos may have
been a standard measure rather than a strictly reactionary one.
In light of the aforementioned destructions, it is not hard to imagine that the
palaces may have been responding to a threat of some kind, or at the very least reacting to
very unstable conditions (Dickinson 1994, 162). It is important, however, to take into
account the amount of time it would have taken to construct these monumental
fortifications, a fact that casts doubt on their having been a quick reactionary measure to
immediate dangers (Loader 1995; 1998 65 n. 16, 72–73). Additionally, some scholars
prefer to see the monumental embellishments of the palatial centers in the light of
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increasing competition among rulers, as a way for various kings to display their strength
and abundant resources (see, e.g., Wright 2006, esp. 37–41). Nonethtless, if various
territories were indeed becoming increasingly competitive with one another, their actions
could have had a destabilizing element that ultimate facilitated collapse (Tainter 1988,
202; Deger-Jalkotzy 2008, 388).

POTENTIAL CAUSES OF COLLAPSE

In general, the myriad theories that deal with the Collapse of the Mycenaean
palaces fall into one of three broad categories: those regarding foreign attack or invasion
and/or migration, those regarding environmental problems or natural disasters, and those
regarding internal or inter-regional discord. An important facet of each of these theories,
however, is that they by-in-large cannot be understood to have been a single catalyst for
the catastrophe; rather, they incorporate complex processes that may have been triggered
by and/or involved a number of other mechanisms. Many different opinions and
hypotheses have been put forward, with the general caveat here that the complicated
situation surrounding the demise of the palatial system likely had a number of different
causes. Thus, all or some of the theories mentioned below could have occurred at one
time or another both leading up to and during the Collapse, both influencing each other
and ultimately influencing its outcome.
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Foreign Attack or Invasion and/or Migration

Notions involving attacks from and/or the migration of foreign elements have
long dominated discourse on the Collapse. As noted above, physical evidence of violent
destruction at the end of the LH IIIB period has been uncovered at many palatial sites,
and indications of instability and anxiety, perhaps related to the threat of violence, are
evident in the strengthening and extension of fortification walls and the securing of water
sources at places like Mycenae. Many scholars have perceived this threat as having come
from the invasion or migration of peoples from the north, perhaps the Dorians out of
Thessaly, or from the Sea Peoples of Egyptian or Near Eastern origin operating in the
Aegean Sea (Shelmerdine 2001, 583).
The Collapse has widely and traditionally been explained as the result of the socalled Dorian Invasion, a theory endorsed by Schliemann and other early scholars and
influenced by both historical and linguistic evidence, including myths told by both
Herodotus and Thucydides. There is no archaeological basis for this invasion, however,
and therefore related theories have been largely set aside. Nonetheless, Desbrough
notably favored the Dorian hypothesis, arguing for a two-wave invasion from the
northwest. His first invasion, however, was necessarily followed by the immediate
withdrawal of foreign forces, thus explaining the lack of material evidence. He then
argued that the second invasion was manifest in the culture of the later Submycenaean
period (1964; 1972, 22–23, 111), but this phase is now understood to have been the result
of the slow evolution of LH IIIC traditions rather than outside influences. Snodgrass
similarly preferred the Dorian hypothesis, but he argued that the culture of these invaders
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would have had to have been essentially identical to that of the Mycenaean survivors of
the Collapse (1971, 311–312), while both Hooker and Chadwick argued that the Dorians
were actually local Mycenaeans of lower classes who revolted against their palatial
masters, hence leaving no identifiable trace in material terms (Hooker 1976, 173, 179;
Chadwick 1976b, 173, 179).
Invasions by the Sea Peoples have also often been cited as a possible catalyst for
the Collapse. According to Egyptian sources, the Sea Peoples were a band of mercenaries
or pirates, comprised of migrating peoples from the Aegean and Asia Minor, who were
active and caused damage in Egypt, the Levant, Cyprus, and Anatolia in the late 13th to
early 12th centuries (Sandars 1978; Shaw 2000, 328). The idea that these peoples were
directly involved in the destructions and collapse on the Mycenaean mainland has been
largely disproven, however, because no archaeological evidence exists for their presence;
there is a similar lack of proof for them in the Aegean islands (Shelmerdine 2001, 375;
Dickinson 2006, 44; Deger-Jalkotzy 2009, 391). Additionally, there is little reason to
believe that the Mycenaeans, thought to have been well-organized and experienced in the
military arena, would have been so ill-equipped to deal with what must have been
relatively small groups of forces that they were ultimately overcome by them. It is
possible, however, that the Sea Peoples or other threatening forces operating in the
Mediterranean may have disrupted trade routes, thus affecting the economic stability of
the palaces and possibly leading to their demise (see below).
Notions of the migrations of new groups of potentially hostile peoples to Greece
have also been put forth as possible causes for the Collapse. Rutter, for example, argued
for a group of newcomers to southern Greece who he also held responsible for the
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destruction of Troy VIIA in addition to the Mycenaean palaces (1975; 1990). He linked
them to southeastern Romania on the basis of pottery parallels in so-called Handmade
Burnished Ware from Korakou, a pottery type found at many other sites and sometimes
referred to as Barbarian or Dorian Ware. Because it appears in contexts dating shortly
before and after the end of LH IIIB:2, Handmade Burnished Ware has often been
examined in the context of the Collapse (see, e.g., Desborough 1972; Small 1990, 8–9;
Romanos 2011, 3), some scholars maintaining that it was an indigenous development and
others suggesting that it was introduced by foreign elements. It has recently been
determined, however, that the ware was actually locally produced at sites where it has
been found (Mountjoy 2001, 92). Indeed, Rutter later noted that the appearance of
Handmade Burnished Ware could represent the beginning of a growing tradition of
handmade pottery that develops in the Post-Mycenaean world, and submits that it may
have been a precursor to Early Iron Age handmade pottery (1979, 1990; see also
Romanos 2011, 194–195). Indeed, it is found at Mycenae itself in contexts dating from
LH IIIB:2 to the end of LH IIIC, and thus continued to be produced and used following
the collapse of the palaces, meaning that it can be directly linked with the handmade
traditions of later periods.
In addition to Handmade Burnished Ware, the appearance of violin bow fibulae,
the Naue II type sword, cremation, and single inhumations have also been viewed as
indications of foreign elements in Greece. Violin bowl fibulae have Italian origins, while
the Naue II sword is thought to have originated in central Europe and northern Italy. Like
Handmade Burnished Ware, however, indications of these items are present in precollapse contexts at Mycenae, Tiryns, and Midea (Dickinson 2006, 52, 72, 161).
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Additionally, burial practices following the Collapse that favor single inhumations and
cremation are most likely indigenous developments (see Chs. 3 and 5, below). Overall,
the adoption of foreign elements into the fabric of Mycenaean society both leading up to
and following the Collapse does not have to be seen as the result of non-peaceful contact,
the kind that could have resulted in a violent end for the palaces. Indeed, the taking up of
these elements by indigenous peoples may be more indicative of positive, peaceful
interactions, and may be more solidly linked to changes in international trade in the 13th
century B.C.E. rather than to mass migration (Sherratt 2003; Middleton 2010, 44).
Finally, changes in warfare coupled with foreign invasion or migration have also
been put forth, primarily by Drews, as a way to explain why so many major sites in
mainland Greece were destroyed in such a small space of time (1993). Drews argued that
the Mycenaean palaces were largely reliant on chariot-borne archers during warfare, and
that these types of military forces were easily overwhelmed by foreign attacks. He
envisioned these threats as having come from Locris, Phocis, and inland Thessaly, and
believed them to have been comprised of infantrymen with javelins and long swords who
had increased maneuverability (1993, 104, 114, 119, 124, 221–222). Drews’s theory has
not met with widespread acceptance, however, again given that the Mycenaeans are
traditionally characterized as a warlike, militaristic peoples who were presumably well
versed in battle. Additionally, the rocky and mountainous terrain of Greece would have
made their sole reliance on chariot warfare exceedingly difficult and therefore unlikely.
Overall, then, this hypothesis, like the others involving foreign invasion or attack, are not
in and of themselves sufficient to explain cause of the Collapse.
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Environmental Causes and Natural Disasters

Environmental factors like climate change, drought, resource depletion, or
earthquakes are often cited as bringing about the collapse of the palaces. Issues like these
indeed would have had extremely widespread ramifications, potentially resulting in mass
destructions, large numbers of causalities, the desertion of sites, and so forth, and they
easily could have caused or exacerbated already unstable conditions.
Archaeologists have often proposed that a single large earthquake or series of
earthquakes caused or facilitated the Collapse. They cite things like unearthed destruction
layers full of debris, skeletons of individuals killed and buried under the wreckage of
ruined buildings, identifiable structural damage consistent with the occurrence of an
earthquake, and evidence for destruction immediately followed by reconstruction or
repair, often in an “earthquake proof” fashion (Stiros 1996, 152; Middleton 2010, 38–40).
The occurrence of earthquakes in ancient (as well as modern) Greece is well known,
particularly at Mycenae itself, which is situated directly on a series of major fault lines,
and the Cyclopean walls next to the Lion Gate were constructed directly on top of
polished scarp from a fault (Nur and Cline 2000, 48). It is notable, however, that the Lion
Gate is still standing, given its vulnerable position, and perhaps an indication that
earthquakes at Mycenae were not as catastrophic as is commonly presumed. At any rate,
a major earthquake is thought to have occurred at Mycenae sometime in the middle of the
LH IIIB:2 period, and the many destructions dating to this phase both inside and outside
of the Citadel walls have been variously attributed to it, in addition the new construction
that took place following the extensive damage, which may have been undertaken to
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strengthen buildings for the future (French 1996, 51, 54). Areas possibly affected by this
earthquake within the Citadel include the Citadel House Area, the South House, the
Southwest House, and the Ramp House, while outside the walls the Panagia Houses,
Plakes House, and the Oil Merchant Complex suffered damage. During excavation, most
of these structures were found to have deformed walls, fallen debris, and sometimes fire
damage, all possible indications of earthquake, and crushed skeletons were notably found
in the Panagia Houses, Plakes House, and the Southwest House (Mylonas 1977; Mylonas
Shear 1987, 19, 154; Nur and Cline 2000, 49–51; French 2002, 93; Middleton 2010, table
3.1). Although these supposed destructions by earthquake are thought to have taken place
well before the Collapse at Mycenae, it is feasible that they played a part in its demise by
destabilizing the situation, perhaps by undermining support of the administration or
forcing it to overextend itself financially to undertake necessary renovations.
Otherwise, notions about another massive earthquake or earthquakes directly
causing the catastrophe at the end of LH IIIB have not been ruled out; indeed, if
successive occurrences of earthquake could be substantiated, it is possible that the palace
did not have adequate time to recover from initial episodes before being struck again.
Iakovidis, for example, saw evidence for a massive earthquake in the large number of
destruction layers throughout the site of Mycenae that he believed to be dated to the end
of LH IIIB (1977, 134). French additionally noted that a massive fire struck the Citadel
House Area at that time, and the debris from this event was never systematically
removed, thereby, suggesting that there was no administration in place to organize its
cleanup and the Collapse had occurred (1998, 4). As Kilian had attributed earthquakes to
destructions at Tiryns, and a similar situation had been posited for those at Midea, French
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initially believed it was possible that the fire in the Citadel House Area also was
attributable to an earthquake (Kilian 1980; 1996; Aström and Demakopoulou 1996;
French 2002, 135). Regardless, French argued that the earthquake that may have occurred
at the end of LH IIIB at Mycenae would have been a breaking point for the palatial
administration, and that because of the destructions suffered at the end of LH IIIB:1, it
was unable to cope economically with the additional strain (French 2002, 135). If, as
some have argued, the palaces were indeed in decline during the second half of LH IIIB,
this circumstance is not impossible to imagine, although it does fly in the face of the
many building activities that took place at Mycenae in LH IIIB:2. In light of the latter,
then, perhaps the earthquakes, on top of this expenditure, were what ultimately ruined the
palace.
Hypotheses regarding earthquakes at Mycenae might indeed explain why that
particular palace fell, but they does not explain why the other palatial administrations
suffered the exact same fate. Indeed, evidence for massive earthquakes has not been
unearthed at every site that suffered the consequences of the Collapse. Additionally, it
has been shown that there are definite chronological differences between the various
earthquake and destruction horizons that have been detected at many sites (Muhly 1992,
11). To overcome this, Popham suggested that the various destructions of the palatial
centers could have taken place over a period of 25 or more years, while Nur and Cline
hypothesized that mainland Greece suffered from a so-called earthquake storm, or, more
accurately, an earthquake swarm, over a period of 50 years (ca. 1225–1175 B.C.; Popham
1994; Nur and Cline 2000, 61). Perhaps the destruction of one palatial center set into
motion a kind of domino effect, after which the others gradually followed suit for one
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reason or another. Nonetheless, it is likely that earthquakes were a relatively common
occurrence in the Mycenaean world, and it is therefore unsurprising that there is a great
deal of evidence for them in the archaeological record. This does not necessarily mean
that they were directly responsible for the demise of Mycenaean civilization, and
evidence for habitation into LH IIIC at sites like Mycenae where they are thought to have
occurred indicates that they were not impossible to survive. Additionally, a single
earthquake or series of earthquakes alone may not have been sufficient to undermine
palatial culture and cause the abandonment of all social and political norms.
Large-scale droughts and climate change have also been suggested as the cause of
the Collapse. Carpenter, for example, suggested that a mega-drought affected the
southern Peloponnese, Boeotia, Euboea, Phocis, and the Argolid around 1200 B.C.E.
(1966). He supposed this prolonged drought, coupled with climate change, was brought
on by long-term deviations in wind patterns, and ultimately resulted in crop failures,
depletion of resources, the abandonment of sites, depopulation, and possibly also internal
or inter-regional discord. The possibility of this drought was tentatively confirmed by a
later study carried out by climatologists and environmentalists (Bryson, Lamb, and
Donley 1974), but more recent research suggests that the areas Carpenter believed to
have been most severely affected by this drought likely did not experience the level of
depopulation necessary to support his hypothesis (Desborough 1972, 22; Dickinson
1974). In the Argolid, for example, it appears that populations increased and settlements
grew in some locations, in particular at Tiryns, and it is also clear that new buildings were
erected at Mycenae and Midea. Additionally, many communities were relatively
prosperous during the LH IIIC Middle period, which may not have been possible in the
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face of significant climate change (Drews 1993, 80; Dickinson 2006, 60–61; Thomatos
2006). Indeed, there are indications that grain grown in the Argolid in LH IIIC was of a
better quality than it was during the Palatial period (Deger-Jalkotzy 1998, 122), while in
Messenia, Linear B evidence from the later LH IIIB period provide no indication that
agricultural or pastoral activities were anything other than business as usual (Drews 1993,
81; Dickinson 2006, 55; Middleton 2010, 36–37).
Along these lines, it has also been suggested that damage to the environment and
natural resources may have caused the Collapse, including the overexploitation and
depletion of soils and the deforestation of trees in order to meet the needs of the palatial
administration and its dependents (Deger-Jalkotzy 1998, 122). Not a great deal of
evidence for such a circumstance exists, however, as, again, nothing is discernable from
the Linear B tablets, and all evidence suggests that agricultural activities remained a
viable means of population support following the Collapse in the Argolid and other areas
(Drews 1993, 81; Foxhall 1995; Dickinson 2006, 55). Overall, it is diffic ult to prove the
existence of large-scale climate change or drought as having caused the demise of the
Mycenaean palaces, but it is possible that a drought or crop failure played a small role in
an even larger pattern of events (Drews 1993, 78; Dickinson 2006, 55). Such
circumstances could be to blame for the abandonment of sites in some areas, for example,
or to uprisings in the face of famine or inter-regional conflicts to secure access to
increasingly scarce resources.
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Internal or Inter-Regional Discord

Many theories on the Collapse deal with a combination of both political and
economic factors, elements that may have led to internal or inter-regional discord within
or among the Mycenaean territories, including uprisings or war.
Some theories about internal or inter-regional discord deal with plagues and
epidemics, and are often based on the decline and movement of population that occurs
following the Collapse (Dickinson 2006, 67, 93–98). Williams, for example, linked
collapses or significant changes in the Aegean, the Near East, Egypt, and Anatolia to
episodes of the bubonic plague, which is both deadly and extremely infectious, can affect
large areas and populations of both animals and humans, and can spread rapidly and
linger in a single location for years at a time (1962, 109; Middleton 2010, 48). He notably
suggested that cremation was adopted as a response to plague, as a way to dispose of the
dead and mitigate the spread of disease (Williams 1962, 114, 116, 122); there is no solid
evidence for this, however, and there are indications that cremation was carried out in
Mycenaean Greece, though rarely, well before the Collapse. Walløe, who supported the
bubonic plague theory, notably remarked that mortality rates associated with the bubonic
plague are often higher among ruling classes, perhaps because they make up a smaller
proportion of society as a whole or generally have more freedom of movement (1999,
123). If such a plague happened in the Mycenaean palatial societies, it is possible that it
affected the elite most of all, which could explain the loss of literacy and specialized
crafts (Rutter 1992, 70; Dickinson 2006, 72–73; Middleton 2010, 49), and most certainly
would have seriously destabilized the functioning of society. There is no positive
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evidence for the plague or any other serious disease having caused the Collapse,
however; no mass graves have been unearthed, for example, and fast-moving diseases do
not often leave discernable traces on skeletal remains. It is additionally not possible to
know the real extent of population loss following the Collapse, and, again, some areas did
not experience depopulation at all while others increased their numbers (Kilian 1988,
135; Rutter 1992, 68–70; Dickinson 2006, 1994, 308; Middleton 2010, 48). Nonetheless,
widespread disease could have been a catalyst for the Collapse, and it is interesting to
note that there is textual evidence indicating that the Hittites, with which the Mycenaeans
had connections, were affected by plague in the Late Bronze Age (Bryce 1998, 223–225).
Several of the more economically based theories focused on internal or interregional conflicts are focused on the changing nature of trade during the Late Bronze
Age. Vermeule, for example, suggested that the disruption of Aegean trade by marauding
Sea Peoples in the late 13th century was the cause of the Collapse (1960). This
hypothesis depends largely on the idea that the Mycenaean palaces were solely dependent
upon trade to procure the commodities necessary for their survival and the survival of
their dependents. It is more likely, however, that the Mycenaean elites were reliant on
foreign trade for prestige items rather than the essentials to support their dependent
populations (Middleton 2010, 33). Additionally, as discussed above, there appears to be
no archaeological evidence that the Sea Peoples or similar were active in the Aegean Sea,
and if these individuals were working as pirates or raiders, there is no reason to believe
that the palaces themselves would not have been equipped to deal with the sort of smallscale disruptions that they may have caused (Dickinson 2006, 47–48). Nonetheless, the
inability of Mycenaean elites to procure prestige items could have led to a certain degree
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of social unrest, perhaps as the result of competition, which may have had a destabilizing
effect on society as a whole.
Similar to Vermeule, Sherratt suggested that the palaces were dependent upon
international trade for their survival. She supposed, however, that substantial changes in
international trade routes, not necessarily caused by pirates or the like, might have been
responsible for the Collapse (Sherratt 2001, 226–227; 2003). For Sherratt, the circulation
of Cypriot ships in LH IIIB may have been resulted in the palace of Pylos having been
bypassed along major trade routes, a situation that may have been similar for other
palatial centers. Such a circumstance may have ultimately led to new trade routes and
mechanisms no longer focused on the palaces. The palatial centers may have been made
additionally redundant through the increasing commonality of local imitations of
Mycenaean products, for example the production of Mycenaean style pottery in Italy and
that of oil and textiles of Cyprus, in addition to the devaluing of bronze as it became more
widely available and less tightly controlled (Sherratt 2001, 237–238; 2003, 40–44). The
change in the availability and circulation of materials and goods as the result of Cyprus’s
interventions in LH IIIB would have doubtless affected Mycenaean society. With new
opportunities and a wider access to goods and ideas, individuals may have begun to
believe that they could do better without the palaces, resulting in social changes that the
palaces could neither adapt to nor control (Middleton 2010, 34). It is notable that
international trade was not halted by the Collapse, but rather it continued throughout the
LH IIIC period and beyond, with Cyprus acting as an important conduit between the
eastern and central Mediterranean (Sherratt 2003, 51), further reinforcing the idea that the
palaces may have been made redundant in this respect sometime before the Collapse.
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Other economics-based theories are more focused on internal discord, generally
surrounding the over-centralization and specialization of the Mycenaean palatial system.
The Mycenaean Palatial period was defined by the nucleation of power on regional levels
and the intricate organization of an economy geared toward the production of surplus and
overseas trade, all of which was overseen and regulated by the palatial administrations.
Many scholars, therefore, have argued for a “systems collapse” wherein the Mycenaean
palace economy became too specialized and centralized to support itself during times of
difficulty. Betancourt was one of the first to argue this, submitting that the consolidated
nature of the palaces and the large populations that they supported rendered them unable
to effectively deal with the effects of major natural disasters like earthquakes or droughts
(1976; for systems collapse see also Kilian 1988, 134; Muhly 1992, 11–12). Such shocks
to the system and inadequate responses may have resulted in a complete organizational
breakdown, resulting in panic and destruction (Betancourt 1976, 44–45; 2001, 301).
Other blows that the palaces may not have been able to cope with could have been the
major destructions that occurred at the end of LH IIIB:1 and the economic strain
represented by the subsequent extensive building activities that took place in LH IIIB:2,
and possibly also the strains of a large population or the overexploitation of land and soil,
as evidence suggests that wheat and barley produced at the time may have been of poor
quality and largely contaminated by weeds (Kroll 1984; Deger-Jalkotzy 2008, 389).
Additionally, some scholars argue that the palaces could have reacted to these difficulties
by further centralizing the economy, which could have made it even more vulnerable to
challenging circumstances (Wright 1984; Shelmerdine 1987; Deger-Jalkotzy 1996;
Voutsaki 2001). Such scenarios would have increased competition between regional
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centers vying for resources, leading to violent conflicts or local uprisings (Hooker 1976,
177).
This systems collapse view, however, at least marginally supposes that the
palaces were the fragile center of the entire economic and social system of Mycenaean
Greece, a detail that may not be entirely accurate (Middleton 2010, 35–36). The view that
the palaces behaved as central clearinghouses for all of the commodities manufactured is
not substantiated by present evidence (Dickinson 2006, 36–41; Shelmerdine and Bennet
2008). It is clear that pottery production, for example, may have been undertaken largely
outside of their purview, and bronzesmiths may have been independent as well
(Dickinson 2006, 37). If the palaces in fact had relatively little control over the goods
flowing into and out of their economies, however, they may have been ill equipped to
deal with significant changes in the nature or availability of commodities (Middleton
2010, 35), a circumstance that could have potentially led to instability and ruin. Overall,
while economic theories are the most persuasive explanations for the Collapse, they do
not explain the destructions and abandonments of the palaces themselves, but rather more
convincingly provide a potential explanation as to why they were never rebuilt (Rutter
2000; Middleton 2010, 34).

CONCLUSIONS

It is clear that no single cause outlined above ultimate ly can be put to blame for
the collapse of the Mycenaean palaces. Whatever the reason for their demise, it was most
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definitely a complex combination of processes and events, perhaps occurring over the
course of many decades. It may be impossible to know for sure whether foreign attack or
invasion and/or migration, environmental problems or natural disasters, or internal or
inter-regional discord is to blame, but the noticeable decline and responses to it that were
set into motion at the beginning of LH IIIB could have been negatively affected by any
combination of factors. Individual palaces, for example, could have been increasingly
competitive with one another, resulting in war; environmental factors like earthquakes or
droughts could have severely undermined the political and economic functioning of
society; and if the palaces were overly dependent on trade, disruption of routes, whether
by pirates or other entrepreneurial societies, could have been a huge factor in their
demise. The over- and hyper-specialization of the palaces may have also resulted in a
overly fragile economic system, which would have been unable to deal with the effects of
any kind of abnormal shock, many of which are outlined above.
Ultimately, the Collapse caused a great deal of economic, political, and social
upheaval, resulting in a period characterized by general unrest, a great deal of population
movement, and changes in settlement patterns. Again, however, there was no immediate
Dark Age. While many settlements and associated cemeteries were completely
abandoned, others were newly founded or reused after a period of abandonment, or they
experienced relative continuity in habitation, like Mycenae (see Ch. 3, below).
Nonetheless, the general instability of the period following the Collapse is illustrated well
by the fact that several sites underwent subsequent destructions in LH IIIC Early,
particularly at Mycenae (see Ch. 3, below; French 1999, 223) and at Tiryns, where the
size of the Lower Town was reduced after a destruction at the end of the phase (Kilian
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1985, 77). After a brief period of flourishing (see Ch. 5, below), sites like Mycenae and
Tiryns again suffered severe destructions at the end of LH IIIC Middle (the Granary was
destroyed, in particular; see Ch. 3, below; Kilian 1985, figs. 1a, 1b), and the LH IIIC Late
and Submycenaean periods mark the final demise of these societies at the end of the 11th
century (Deger-Jalkotzy 1998; 2008; Dickinson 2006, 67–77).
Overall, although some objects of high technical skill continued to be produced
by some artisans, many of the artistic hallmarks of Mycenaean society disappeared, such
as literacy, frescoes, jewelry, seal engraving, ivory carving, glass and faience objects, and
monumental architecture. The uniform culture that had characterized its apex underwent
rapid changes, as the destruction of the palatial administrations made the way for new
types of interactions, increased freedoms, and innovative opportunities (Rutter 1992, 62;
Deger-Jalkotzy 1996, 726–728). In the absence of the high degree of social complexity
afforded by the palaces, civilization was fundamentally different, but LH IIIC culture
nonetheless remained largely Mycenaean in character, the pottery produced by their
struggling and entrepreneurial workshops being one of the most discernable indications
of this fact.
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CHAPTER 3

MYCENAE IN THE LH IIIC PERIOD

The demise of the palatial administration at Mycenae had drastic and irreversible
effects. Thus, the archaeological record reveals a stark contrast between the large,
affluent city of Mycenae that flourished during the LH IIIB period and the meager LH
IIIC settlement that followed. There are, nonetheless, several indications that the site
itself was far from an impoverished backwater and remained a nexus of activity even in
the absence of palatial influence.
As noted in Chapter 1, it is estimated that the overall settlement of Mycenae at its
apex covered an area of ca. 32 hectares (ha) to the north, west, and south of the acropolis
hill on which the Citadel was constructed. It occupied primarily the lower areas of the
western slope of the acropolis and the top of the Panagia ridge to the north, in addition to
parts of the valley in between (see Fig. 1.3; French 2003, 22; 2009a, 57). The area of
greater Mycenae is thought to have extended ca. 350 ha around the Citadel, and it
included a complex system of well-built roads and over 200 chamber tombs in 27
cemeteries (Shelton 2003b, 35; French 2003, 22; for the network of roads around
Mycenae, see Steffen 1884; Lavery 1995; Jansen 2002). Unfortunately, it is impossible at
present to make similar assumptions about the area in the LH IIIC period. Various
building activities took place in later periods, particularly during the Hellenistic phase,
causing many important Palatial period and LH IIIC structures and depositional levels to
be damaged (French 2002, 138). Natural erosion also has been a serious problem at the
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site, particularly in the Citadel House Area (Taylour, French, and Wardle 1981, 11;
French 2002, 138; 2011a). A final obstacle is the dearth of complete reports on a majority
of the more recent excavations at Mycenae, in addition to the need for a systematic and
comprehensive survey of its environs (see, e.g., Iakovidis 2003b, 117, who discusses the
former difficulty in detail).
It will nonetheless be made clear in the following discussion that isolated pockets
of LH IIIC material have been unearthed from nearly all major areas within the Citadel,
from many areas outside of the fortification walls that were important in LH IIIB, and
even from some areas that may have gone unused during the Palatial period; pottery from
most of these locations forms the basis for the present study (Figs. 3.1; 3.2). Although
there is still much to be learned about the nature of LH IIIC Mycenae, its continued
importance following the Collapse is substantiated by the presence of extensive and
sizable LH IIIC remains and continued inhumations in and around the Citadel and its
associated cemeteries. Additionally, the relative heterogeneity of these burials indicates
the continuation of a stratified society and the presence of some type of governing elite.
This is also supported by evidence that people continued to visit the area long after the
end of the period, perhaps to perform activities connected to ancestor worship or a hero
cult (Antonaccio 1995). The aim of this chapter, therefore, is to demonstrate the
significance of LH IIIC and Protogeometric Mycenae through an examination of
depositional, architectural, and funerary evidence.
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AREAS OF LH IIIC OCCUPATION OUTSIDE THE CITADEL

Areas of LH IIIC occupation outside the Citadel are few and far between (Fig.
3.2). In addition to a general lack of archaeological exploration, many buildings
associated with the Mycenaean palace that were not located within the fortification walls
were destroyed and abandoned sometime around the middle of the LH IIIB period.
Excavated buildings and building complexes outside the Citadel walls dating to the LH
IIIA and IIIB periods include Petsas House (Papadimitriou and Petsas 1950, 203–233;
Papadimitriou 1951, 192–196; Iakovidis 2000; 2001a; 2002, 18; 2003a, 23–24; Shelton
2010, 184–204), the Cyclopean Terrace Building (Wace et al. 1921–1923; Wace 1954),
Plakes House (Mylonas 1975), the Panagia Houses (Mylonas-Shear 1987), the Oil
Merchant Complex, (Tournavitou 1995), and the House of the Tripod Tomb (Onasoglou
1995). Solid evidence for the occupation of or activities nearby these structures in LH
IIIC, however, has been recovered only from the Cyclopean Terrace Building, the House
of the Tripod Tomb, the “Workshop,” and the East House. Elsewhere, small amounts of
fragmentary LH IIIC sherds have been reported from many other areas outside the
Citadel, primarily from disturbed upper depositional levels or those thought to have
formed through erosion.
The Cyclopean Terrace Building, located on the northern end of the Panagia ridge
to the northwest of the Lion Gate, was composed of two large structures built in the LH
IIIA:2 period, known as the North and South Megarons (Fig. 3.3; Wace 1954, 291).
These structures were some of the first outside of the Citadel walls to have been
excavated, preliminarily in 1922 and 1923 and completely from 1950 to 1953 (Wace et
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al. 1921–1923, 403; Wace 1954, 267–291). The only evidence of LH IIIC activity in this
area was the presence of LH IIIC late burials in the upper portions of the fill of the North
Megaron (see below).
The House of the Tripod Tomb was a building complex that covered an area of
ca. 450 m2 situated just at the foot of the northern slope of the acropolis hill (for location,
see Fig. 3.2); today its remains are covered by the entrance court of the Mycenae
Museum. This complex was constructed in the early part of the LH IIIB period, and at the
transition between LH IIIB and LH IIIC a few new walls were constructed at its eastern
end. The House of the Tripod Tomb was abandoned at the end of LH IIIC Early (before
the advent of the Close Style in LH IIIC Middle), and later in the LH IIIC period seven
pit graves were dug in the area of its ruins (see below).
The so-called Workshop was located on the north slope of the acropolis hill,
approximately 100 m northeast of the Lion Gate and rather near the House of the Tripod
Tomb. The structure itself, probably built in LH IIIA, measured 32 by 3–9.5 m (Fig. 3.4;
Daneilidou 2008, 299). The “Workshop” suffered an initial destruction in LH IIIA:2,
after which it was reconstructed in LH IIIB:1 and IIIB:2. Its final destruction occurred at
the end of LH IIIB:2, and it was used as a location for several graves into LH IIIC Middle
(see below; Daneilidou 2008, 345–346).
The East House, located on the slope below the main road southwest of the
Citadel, a few meters to the east of the southernmost structure in the Oil Merchant
Complex, has also recently furnished evidence of LH IIIC occupation (Fig. 3.5;
Tournavitou 2015, 37). This structure was first excavated by Verdelis in 1962–1963
(Verdelis 1962a, 1962b, 1963a, 1963b), and reinvestigations by Tournavitou and
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colleagues have been ongoing since 2010 (Tournavitou 2015, 40). The multi-room
structure contains pottery that dates from LH IIIA:1–LH IIIB:2, and it has also furnished
LH IIIC pottery, including LH IIIC Middle and a small amount of LH IIIC Late
(Tournavitou 2015, 44). Although further excavation is required to understand the full
extent of the LH IIIC building phases of the East House, investigators notably contend
that evidence for feasting during the period post-Collapse is present in both ceramic and
faunal remains (Tournavitou 2015, 48).
Elsewhere, scattered evidence for the LH IIIC period has been located in the area
of the Prehistoric Cemetery in the form of a few graves (see below) and structures found
east of the Tomb of Clytemnestra (Papadimitriou 1954, 268; Iakovidis and French 2003,
52). In the tomb of Clytemnestra itself, Wace reported finding possible Close Style
sherds (Wace et al. 1921–1923, 365–366; Iakovidis 2003b, 122). Additionally, as
previously discussed (see above, Ch. 1) to the south of the Oil Merchant Complex, in a
field east of the Chavos ravine, west of the Treasury of Atreus, and south of the Citadel,
excavations have been underway since 2007 in the so-called “Lower Town” of Mycenae.
Scattered architectural remains associated with LH IIIC and Protogemetric pottery
suggest that this area was inhabited during these periods.
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AREAS OF LH IIIC OCCUPATION WITHIN THE CITADEL

The Palace

Evidence for the character of the area of the Palace at the summit of the hill
during the LH IIIC period is insubstantial. In 1886 Tsountas, working on behalf of the
Greek Archaeological Society, undertook excavations there with the specific aim of
discovering the Mycenaean palace (Tsountas 1888). He unearthed small walls and rooms
from a structure located immediately above the destruction levels of the palace in the area
of the Great Court; they can plainly be seen in a plan drawn for Tsountas by Dörpfeld
(Fig. 3.6; Tsountas 1888, 60, pl. 4; see also Klein 1997, 250, pl. 49b, fig. 2). Tsountas
described these walls as being thinner (ca. 0.35–0.60 m in width) and of poorer
construction (small stones without mortar) than those of its palatial predecessor, and he
notably remarked that they showed no signs of having been destroyed by fire (Tsountas
1888, 61–62). He assigned the walls to the Geometric period due to the presence of
associated pottery exhibiting designs of birds and animals that he believed to be of a
different character than pottery found in the lower destruction levels of the palace
(Tsountas 1888). French maintained, however, that these vessels may date to the LH IIIC
Middle period when designs of a similar nature do appear in the Pictorial Style (2002,
138; c.f. Mountjoy 1986, 155–158). Additionally, when the walls unearthed by Tsountas
were removed by Wace in 1920 in order to facilitate the study of the Great Court, no
sherds later in date than LH III were located, a situation that would be strange had
Geometric occupation indeed taken place (Wace et al. 1921–1923, 201; French 2002,
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138). Unfortunately, the pottery from this area remains unpublished, and it has not been
located in storage; it is, therefore, not possible to know whether Tsountas was correct in
his original estimation.
If the walls atop the ruins of the Great Court were indeed the remnants of
structures erected at Mycenae during the LH IIIC period, it is interesting to note not only
their place of prominence at the summit of the Citadel, an indication that they were
perhaps associated with the upper echelons of society, but also their proximity to the
ruins of the megaron. Both French and Thomatos have suggested that a comparable
situation exists in the form of Building T at the nearby palatial site of Tiryns (French
2002, 136; Thomatos 2006, 184). Following the collapse of the palace there at the end of
the LH IIIB:2 period, Building T was constructed directly on top of the eastern half of the
ruins of the so-called Great Megaron (Kilian 1981, 160). The date of the construction of
Building T has been the subject of much debate as Schliemann and Dörpfeld recorded
none of the pottery that was found during their campaign at Tiryns (Schliemann 1885).
Blegen was among the first to suggest a date nearing the end of the Bronze Age (1921,
130–135; see also Thomatos 2006, 189 n. 61). Building T was a rectangular structure
consisting of a small, roughly square porch in the south, followed directly to the north by
a long narrow room with a central row of columns; notably, the base of the throne of the
Great Megaron was incorporated into this plan (Fig. 3.7; Maran 2001, 113). Twelve
storage vessels of LH IIIC date were also found along the inside of the northern wall of
the older Megaron, just outside of Building T, an indication that this area was used for
storage (Maran 2001, 118). It is conceivable, therefore, that various administrative and
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storage activities carried out by whatever sort of governing body that was in place at LH
IIIC Tiryns were centered at Building T.
If it is indeed the case that the structures built on top of the ruins of the Great
Court at Mycenae date to LH IIIC, and that they served as a central location for
administrative activities, they would somewhat parallel Building T at Tiryns. Unlike at
Tiryns, however, the structures at Mycenae were not built directly on the spot of the
earlier megaron. This circumstance could reflect the status of the structures in the Great
Court, and it could perhaps be an indication that no central administration existed at
Mycenae at this time (Thomatos 2006, 186). It is interesting to note, however, that their
location may have been chosen out of necessity rather than importance. The area of the
Great Court would have been comparatively free of debris following the Collapse
(Thomatos 2006, 184), while the terrace on which the megaron had been previously
constructed may have not been stable enough to support the weight of new buildings.
Indeed, modern-day visitors to the site are unable to walk in the area of the throne rooms,
as the ground beneath it is extremely unstable, and much of its southeastern portion has
collapsed and fallen into the Chavos ravine.
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The East Wing

The House of Columns, Houses Psi and Omega, and Room N

The House of Columns is located on the lowest of three terraces in the eastern
wing of the Citadel, immediately to the east of, and adjacent to, the Artisans’ Quarter
(Fig. 3.8; Iakovidis 1983, 63). The building was initially revealed by Tsountas in 1892,
re-excavated by Wace in 1939, and then further examined by Mylonas, who was able to
clarify the various phases of its use (Wace 1949, 91; Mylonas 1966a; 1966b, 78–79;
Iakovidis 1983, 64). The House of Columns was apparently a high-status residence or
administrative area during the Palatial period, but in LH IIIC three structures were built
atop its ruins: Room N, House Psi, and House Omega, whose size and attributes suggest a
structure or structures of some significance (Mylonas 1968, 37).
The terrace on which the House of Columns stood measured 20.5 x 27 m and was
supported by a strong retaining wall to the east that was situated close and parallel to the
Cyclopean fortification wall; this terrace contained material dating its construction to the
LH IIIB:2 period, sometime after the erection of the fortification wall in this area of the
Citadel (Iakovidis 1983, 64; Heisel 1990, 188). It was approached through an imposing
doorway, constructed with a fine conglomerate threshold and flanked by two pillars on
conglomerate bases, which led to a long corridor connecting it to an inner courtyard
surrounded by columns (five on the west and two on the north); the Artisans’ Quarter
could be directly reached through a door on the western side of the corridor. The southern
portion of the house was constructed on three separate levels. The basement rooms of this
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portion of the house were built within the terrace that supported the building, and they
most likely provided space for storage and furnished a number of pithoi and transport
stirrup jars, two of which were inscribed with Linear B, in addition to a clay Linear B
tablet dealing with cloth (Iakovidis 1983, 65; French 2002, 61–62).
Two columns in the north of the courtyard of the House of Columns form the
porch of a south-facing room (room 10) with a central hearth that Wace originally
believed to have been the main room of the house (Wace 1949, 92). It was later
concluded, however, that the walls that appeared to divide the room from another in the
north, giving the impression that it functioned like a megaron with associated rooms,
actually belonged to House Psi, one of three structures in this area erected after the
Collapse (Mylonas-Shear 1968, 252–253; Iakovidis 1983, 65). While the House of
Columns does not in itself add any information to the corpus of LH IIIC material at
Mycenae, its likely function as an administrative area, most probably closely connected
to both the Palace and the Artisans’ Quarters, may provide some insight into the ways in
which the space that it once occupied was utilized during the LH IIIC period.
In LH IIIC, House Psi, measuring 5.6 x 3.75 m and located directly to the north of
room 10 of the House of Columns, was constructed first (Fig. 3.9; see also Fig. 3.8).
House Psi was megaron-shaped and possibly had a portico to the north; it contained a
fireplace paved with LH IIIB:2 pottery, and its floor was made of earth and plesia (lime
plaster). House Omega was constructed second, directly over the corridor, court, and
“megaron” of the House of Columns, bordering room 10 on the west. It consisted
primarily of a large room measuring 7 x 5.7 m and a narrower room on its west
measuring 8.25 x 3.5 m. House Omega’s entrance was not preserved, but it was likely
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located in the south facing an open court. Mylonas suggested that because the building
was constructed directly on top of the “megaron” of the earlier House of Columns, it was
meant to replace it (Mylonas 1968, 33–38; Thomatos 2006, 185). He reported finding LH
IIIC pottery in both Houses Psi and Omega (Mylonas 1967, 12–14). Directly east of the
main room of House Omega was Room N, which measured 8.20 x 6.1 m (Mylonas 1968,
33–38; Thomatos 2006, 185). According to Iakovidis, new walls were built on top of this
space in the LH IIIC period and similarly-dated pottery was found among its stone
foundations and in the stairwell area of the nearby room 11 (Iakovidis 2003b, 120).

House Delta, House Gamma, and the North Storerooms

House Delta, located directly to the north and east of the House of Columns and
separated from it by a passage with a fine plaster floor, was first excavated by Tsountas
(see Figs. 3.8, 3.9). The building was generally believed to have dated to the Hellenistic
period; subsequent examination by Mylonas and Iakovidis, however, confirmed that it
was in fact part of the Mycenaean Citadel (Mylonas 1967, 16; Iakovidis 1983, 66).
Measuring 19 x 16 m, House Delta consisted primarily of a low, open veranda and a
series of rectangular basement rooms divided into two rows. Two more small rooms were
adjacent to these basement rooms to the east, and they likely had a staircase connecting
the basement rooms to an upper story. Although most of the remains of House Delta date
to the LH IIIB period, sometime before the construction of the Northeast Extension, the
drains and open areas associated with the house contained pottery dating to LH IIIC,
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indicating possible continuity or reuse of the area, if not the building, following the
Collapse (Mylonas 1967, 14–16; Iakovidis 1983, 66; French 2002, 100). To the north and
west of House Delta was House Gamma (see Figs. 3.8, 3.9). House Gamma measured
26.5 x 7–11 m and preserved two floor levels: one, covered with ash, dated to the LH
IIIB period, while the later level dates to LH IIIC (Mylonas 1967, 16–17; Iakovidis 1983,
66–67; French 2002, 100). The existence of an LH IIIC floor provides direct evidence for
the continuing use or the reuse of House Gamma at that time.
During LH IIIB, two stepped retaining walls were constructed to the west of
House Delta in order to support an artificial platform (Mylonas 1967, 18). At the corner
of the higher of these two walls, preserved in a LH IIIC level, was a drain with a broken
jar that likely served as an inlet (Mylonas 1967, 19). Iakovidis stated that at this time the
area between the retaining walls and the clearing was blocked by the construction of two
rooms with clay walls and packed earth and plesia floors. This lead to the conclusion that
contemporary LH IIIC buildings must have been located directly to the west of House
Gamma between the aforementioned retaining walls and the stretch of Cyclopean
fortifications to the north (Iakovidis 1983, 67; Heisel 1990, 188).
To the west of the House Gamma and the LH IIIC rooms, right alongside the road
running from the Postern (or Northern) Gate toward the Northeast Extension, a row of
storerooms was located (Fig 3.10; Mylonas 1968, 6–9). Called the North Storerooms,
they were bordered by the roadway to the north and a steep rock slope at the south; they
were supported by a retaining wall constructed above the Postern Gate. The complex
contained at least four storerooms that held jars for the storage of dry goods like cereals;
the jars are presumed not to have been used for liquids as at least one had been broken
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and repaired in antiquity, rendering it leaky and useless for that purpose (Iakovidis 1983,
67). A great many artifacts were located in the North Storerooms that likely fell from an
upper story: LH IIIB vases; two fragments of a Linear B tablet dealing with barley, flour,
and cyperus; and many ivory, bronze, and lead objects. Most importantly, however, these
finds were sealed by a burned destruction level dating to the LH IIIB:2 period. Following
this destruction, a fill containing LH IIIC pottery was laid on top, allowing the area to be
used as the terrace for a new roadway in LH IIIC that connected the Postern Gate and
Northeast Extension. Notably, this fill was higher and thus later than the LH IIIC level
from the final phase of House Gamma (Iakovidis 1983, 67; French 2002, 100), providing
evidence for multiple stages of activity on the Citadel during the period, a fact that has
been reinforced by the British excavations in the Citadel House area (see below).

The North Quarter

The North Quarter, located along the interior of the northern fortification wall
above and to the northeast of the Lion Gate, was first excavated by Tsountas in 1890 and
subsequent years (see upper left of Fig. 3.1, above; Tsountas 1891, 1893). Initially,
buildings in this area were believed to have belonged to the Hellenistic period, but later
investigations carried out by Wace, Mylonas, Iakovidis, and others have shown that the
majority belong to the Mycenaean Palatial period. Unfortunately, work in this area has
been made difficult by inadequate and incomplete early excavations and an overall lack
of publication. Nevertheless, isolated pockets of undisturbed levels have been studied in
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recent years (Iakovidis 1983, 50), and it has been possible to distinguish three main
building complexes in this area, all of which provide evidence for LH IIIC occupation on
the Citadel.

House N, House I, and House II

Houses N, I, and II, all constructed during the LH IIIB:2 period, were situated in
the westernmost portion of the North Quarter, in an area covering ca. 800 m2 of
northwestern corner of the Citadel (Fig. 3.11). Following Tsountas, Mylonas and
Iakovidis carried out systematic excavation there in the summers of 1984 and 1985.
House N was a large rectangular building (18.70 x 13.20 m) divided into four rooms of
roughly equal size. Directly to the east, on the other side of a small lane or corridor
(Gamma), was House I; it had two rooms, was trapezoidal in shape, and covered an area
of 200 m2 . To the north of House N is House II, which consisted of four rectangular
rooms covering an area of 300 m2 . These four rooms were separated from the
fortification wall in the north by three trapezoidal courtyards (Iakovidis 2006, 138–140,
143, 148).
Houses N, I, and II were abandoned after having been badly damaged in the
Collapse. According to Iakovidis, sometime immediately after this destruction two hoards
of bronze objects were hidden inside their walls (Iakovidis 2006, 177). These hoards
were unearthed during Tsountas’s early excavations here and, although he does not give a
great deal of information about their findspots, he lists a variety of tools, personal
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implements, raw materials, and weapons, all of which he dated to the transitional phase
immediately following the Palatial period (Tsountas 1891, 25). According to Maria
Kayafa, however, these two hoards have, over the years, been combined into one at the
National Museum at Athens, making it even more difficult to understand their context
(1999, 51). Nonetheless, one hoard reportedly furnished four double axes, three swords
with T-shaped handles and square shoulders (Sandars 1963, Type F), a one-edged knife
(Sandars 1955, Class 3a), a sword and dagger with T-shaped handles and shoulder guards
(Sandars 1963, Type G), a spear, a Naue II-type sword, a razor, a mirror, two small discs
with relief rosettes, five chisels, seven curved sickle-shaped knives, three one-edged
knives with or without handle flanges (Sandars 1955, Class Ia and Ib), nine drills, two
tweezers, 20+ bronze sheets, a horse bridle, and a golden wire hair-ring (Iakovidis 2006,
137). The other hoard contained five double axes, eight chisels, twelve sickle-shaped
knives, size one-edged knives (Sandars 1955, Class Ia and Ib), three tweezers, part of a
sword, and part of a bronze ingot (Iakovidis 2006, 137). Iakovidis uses the presence of
the Sandars type G dagger and the Naue II sword to date these hoards to the beginning of
the 12th century B.C.E., during the LH IIIC Early phase (Iakovidis 2006, 137), while
others have placed “Tsountas’s Hoard” in LH IIIB–C (Spyropoulos 1972; Kayafa 1999,
51–53). Kayafa suggests that these hoards likely belonged to a smith or smiths, as some
of the objects were in usable condition, some would have needed repairs, and some could
have been intended for re-melting (1999, 53). Iakovidis’s placement of the assemblages
in the LH IIIC Early period is accurate, and it is possible that the hoards were deposited
during a period of instability, particularly given what must have been difficult and
unstable socio-political and economic conditions following the collapse of the palaces.
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As mentioned in the previous chapter, however, the unremarkable nature of the objects
included in these hoards and others at Mycenae, their overall condition, and their general
homogeneity may make it more likely that the deposition of these objects was governed
by more mundane concerns (K. Lantzas, pers. comm.).

Building Kappa

Building Kappa was located directly to the east of Houses N, I, and II. Its
excavation was undertaken by Iakovidis and Maggidis from 2002 to 2008 (Figs. 1.4, 1.5;
see also Ch. 1). It was a single story late Mycenaean building, measuring 26 x 4 m, which
was attached to the storerooms of Building Complex M to the east (see below) and
consisted of three rooms at different elevations opening onto a small open-air courtyard
to the north. It is thought that Building Kappa was hastily built as a temporary extension
or addition to the badly damaged palatial storerooms of Building M following the first
LH IIIB destruction horizon at Mycenae in the final LH IIIB:1 or early LH IIIB:2 period
(ca. 1240 B.C.E.), and that it was destroyed at the end of LH IIIB:2 (Peterson 2011, 7–8).
Although the bulk of ceramic material recovered from Building Kappa places its use
within the LH IIIB period, the presence of a good deal of LH IIIC pottery indicates that
area may have been re-occupied in some fashion at that time (Peterson 2011). It is clear,
however, that areas of Building Kappa were excavated by Tsountas in the early 1900s;
his investigations were not published and could not be located in any of his notebooks. It
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is possible, therefore, that the LH IIIC material was taken from other locations on the
Citadel and dumped in the area to fill in excavation trenches.

Building Complex M

Building Complex M was situated east of Building Kappa in a triangular area
measuring 45 x 20 m in size (Fig. 3.12). According to Iakovidis, House M was
constructed near the end of the LH IIIB period, and ceramic evidence indicates that it
continued to be used throughout LH IIIC (Iakovidis 1983, 52; cf. Mylonas 1966b, 64). A
large building complex, it consisted of storerooms, staircases, and passageways
surrounding the so-called House M. House M was partially unearthed by Tsountas, but
was fully explored by Mylonas in 1963 who thought it served as the residence of the
military governor of the Citadel (Mylonas 1966b, 31). It measures approximately 17 x 14
m and was divided into four rooms—a vestibule, a central room, and a rear chamber—in
a configuration that somewhat resembles a megaron. Within one of its rooms, an
Egyptian faience plaque with the cartouche of Amenophis III (1405–1367 B.C.E.) was
unearthed in an undisturbed context, in addition to LH IIIB:2 pottery (Iakovidis 1983,
52). There are indications, therefore, that the megaron of House M at Mycenae was
intimately involved in the administration of storage activities, and perhaps also trade. The
fact that a location that was utilized for a very specific palatial function may have been
reused for the same purpose after the collapse of the administration has great significance
with regard to the nature of rulership at the time.
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North of the house were a number of hallways that led to storage rooms in the
west, and to the south of the structure was a road that led to other storage rooms situated
directly to the north and east. Most notable are the set of three storerooms constructed
inside the north fortification wall (upper right, Fig. 3.12; Mylonas 1966b, 62, 64;
Iakovidis 1983, 51). A fourth room, measuring 3.5 x 4 m and constructed by the side of
the fortification wall, was roofed and had a corbelled vault. It was uncovered initially by
Tsountas (Tsountas and Manatt 1897, 331) and reinvestigated by Wace in 1950 (Wace
and Rowe 1954). Notably, pottery found in these rooms indicates that they were still in
use in the LH IIIC period (Mylonas 1968, 28–29, 31; Iakovidis 1983, 50).

The Lion Gate “Stairway” Deposit

The famous Lion Gate at Mycenae was constructed in the LH IIIB:1 period,
around the middle of the 13th century B.C.E., when the Cyclopean fortification walls were
extended to include the western slope of the hill. It was made up of four massive
conglomerate blocks that form its lintel, threshold, and jambs; the lintel and threshold
each weigh over 20 tons (Fig. 3.13). Examination of the cuttings on the blocks produce
evidence for the existence of a heavy wooden doors that opened inward and could be
secured by a long horizontal wooden beam. The lintel was topped by a relieving triangle
of hard limestone onto which a relief sculpture was carved: two lions facing each other
with their front paws resting on two bi-concave altars standing side by side, which in turn
support a column and capital. The heads of the lions are lost, unfortunately, but it is
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generally believed that they faced front and were made out of some other heavy material
(Wace et al. 1921–1923, 15–16; Iakovidis 1983, 30–31).
Just beyond the Lion Gate was a small square, roofed courtyard, which was
flanked on the right by a free-standing wall. Immediately to the west of this wall was a
small area left untouched by Schliemann and excavated by Wace in 1920 (Fig. 3.14;
Wace et al. 1921–1923, 17). Wace’s initial hypothesis was that this area preserved the
foundation of a stairway that provided access to the Citadel wall (Wace et al. 1921–1923,
17–20). French maintained, however, that this area resembled in no way any other
stairway at Mycenae. In fact, the excavation notebooks kept by Wace and his colleagues
refer to this area as a shrine, a conclusion based on the presence of a large number of
fragmentary terracotta figurines and stirrup jars. According to French, the only parallel to
the structure is building H at Gla in the Kopais, which Iakovidis believed to be a storage
area or stable (French 2011a, 28, 30; see also Iakovidis 2001b, 80–81). Most notably, in
this area Wace unearthed and carefully documented a 3.80–4.00 m thick deposit
containing 13 successive levels dating from the time of the construction of the “stairwell”
in LH IIIB:1 (the same time as that of the Lion Gate), its abandonment toward the end of
the LH IIIB period, and finally to the LH IIIC phases on the Citadel (Fig. 3.15; Wace
1921–1923, 17–38; Iakovidis 1983, 41–42). Although the exact nature of this space is
unknown, the fruits of its investigation have proven invaluable to the study of Mycenaean
archaeology: the examination of the pottery preserved in its many successive levels has
greatly enhanced the understanding of its chronological and stylistic developments.
Stratum VIII of the “staircase” deposit contained LH IIIB:2 pottery in addition to
strong evidence of burning, and therefore most probably dates to the destruction of the
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Citadel at the end of this phase. The following Stratum IX was dated to the LH IIIC
Middle phase, indicating that the area was in use at the time, and it contained debris from
the destruction of the nearby Granary (see below) sometime during this period (Wace
1921–1923, 29). Sherratt has dated the next stratum (X) to LH IIIC Advanced (the latter
half of LH IIIC Middle; 1981), although Penelope Mountjoy has placed it within the
subsequent LH IIIC Late period (Mountjoy 1999; Thomatos 2006, 180 n. 6). Notably, the
next level, Stratum XI, most probably dated to LH IIIC Late, preserved the remains of a
large terracotta bath that Wace believed to have once contained a grave (Wace 1921–
1923, 34, fig. 4, pl. VI:c)

The Granary

The Granary is located just south of the Lion Gate Stairway to the north of Grave
Circle A (Fig. 3.16). It was partially investigated by Schliemann (1878), but Wace was
primarily responsible for its excavation in 1920 (Wace et al. 1921–1923; Iakovidis 1983,
42). The building was most probably used for the storage of cereals and other food
products, but it could have also served as a guard house due to its proximity to the Lion
Gate (Wace et al. 1921–1923, 60; Iakovidis 1983, 42). Iakovidis maintained that it was
most probably constructed sometime after the erection of the monumental double-wall
surrounding Grave Circle A; he wrote that not only do sherds found in the foundations
and beneath its floors date to LH IIIB:2, most probably shortly before the Collapse, but
the facade of the building facing the grave circle was also stepped back in order to
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accommodate for its shape (Iakovidis 1983, 42). French notably postulated that before the
Granary was constructed, the space where it later stood had been deliberately kept open
and utilized as public space just inside the main entrance of the Citadel, providing an
unobstructed view of, and easy access to, Grave Circle A. For her, the location of the
building in such a conspicuous location is a sign of the town planning of some type of
organized LH IIIC governing body (French 2009c, 109). Perhaps it was no longer
necessary for the new occupants of the Citadel to be able to easily observe the grave
circle, as its inhabitants, presumably some of the earliest rulers or elites of Mycenae,
were no longer held in high esteem.
Like the vast majority of ruins at Mycenae, the Granary survived only at the level
of its basements, but it was likely made up of at least two stories of corridors and rooms
connected by a stairwell; the building also directly abuts the fortification wall in this area.
The basement floor consisted of two main rooms, referred to as the East and West
Basements; the former furnished a destruction deposit with the remains of broken jars
containing carbonized wheat and barley, in addition to traces of wood ash, the debris of
clay floors, and decomposed brick and burned rubble masonry, presumably fallen from
the second floor. This deposit formed when the building was destroyed by fire sometime
in LH IIIC Middle, based on the presence of Close Style vessels and poor-quality
unpainted pottery (Wace et al. 1921–1923, 38–40, 48, 55, 60; French 2011a, 28). Much
of the LH IIIC pottery found in the Granary belongs to a class now known as the Granary
Style, comprised mostly of monochrome painted wares (Wace et al. 1921–1923, 40–41).
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The House of the Warrior Vase

Roughly to the southeast of Grave Circle A was the House of the Warrior Vase
(Fig. 3.17). Originally excavated by Schliemann (1878, 143), who believed the building
was a part of the palace of Agamemnon himself, it was restudied by Wace in the early
1920’s (Schliemann 1878, 143; Wace 1921–1923, 84–86). The House of the Warrior
Vase was likely constructed after the refurbishment of Grave Circle A in the LH IIIB:1
period; like the Granary, the facade of the House of the Warrior Vase facing the grave
circle is stepped back to accommodate its circular parapet (Iakovidis 1983, 43). The
building was made up of two separate complexes called the north and south apartments—
G1 and G2, respectively—which were in turn separated by a small hallway. The south
apartment takes the form of a small megaron with a vestibule or porch facing the
fortification wall, and the north apartment is made up of three separate rooms, the largest
of which is roughly L-shaped (Iakovidis 1983, 43; Heisel 1990, 126).
The House of the Warrior Vase gets its name from an LH IIIC Middle Pictorial
Style krater unearthed by Schliemann (1878, 132), which is thought to have fallen from
one of the upper levels of the building along with a number of vessels of the same date
(Fig. 3.18; Krater 44; Schliemann 1878, 132; Iakovidis 1983, 43). Schliemann also
reported the presence of more vessels, perhaps of the same period, but he only stated that
they were decorated with circular motifs (Schliemann 1878, 149–159; Iakovidis 2003b,
121). Other items he unearthed of possible LH IIIC date were a large broken bronze
tripod and a smaller bronze vessel in addition to a complete Naue II-type sword
(Schliemann 1878, 144, fig. 221; Wace 1921–1923, 86 n. 3).
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It should be noted that the exact findspots of these artifacts are unknown, as
Schliemann was not specific in his account. Nonetheless, for Iakovidis the presence of
LH IIIC pottery and other items provided clear evidence of occupation during the LH
IIIC period, and he supposed that the structure was destroyed around the same time as the
Granary (Iakovidis 1983, 43). French, however, suggested that the Warrior Vase may not
have actually been associated with the house, having been found at a much shallower
depth (5 m) than that of the floor of the basement (7 m; French 2006; 2011a, 26). She
maintained that the vase and other large kraters of the same date may have washed down
from higher elevations on the Citadel and were retained in the area of the House of the
Warrior Vase by the fortification wall. In fact, French found parallels to the LH IIIC
material found in the house in a series of graves unearthed on the Citadel, and suggests
that it may have come from one such inhumation (for the graves, see below and
Desborough 1973; French 2011a, 26).

The Citadel House Area

The Citadel House Area, originally named by Wace, is located within the Citadel
walls to the south of Grave Circle A (Fig. 3.19). It includes the South House, the South
House Annex, the Ramp House, and the Cult Center and its associated structures. The
area, which covers ca. 640 m2 , is commonly associated with the enlargement of the
Citadel and the extension of its fortification walls in LH IIIB. Excavations here took
place over several seasons in the 1950’s and 1960’s, though some areas were
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preliminarily investigated by Tsountas in the late 19th century. Excavators identified 14
phases of occupation in this area, dating from the Neolithic to Hellenistic periods, and
phases IX–XII have been dated to LH IIIC (French 2011a, table 1). Notably, both the
substantial slope of the land from east to west and the construction of large terraces to
support a dye-works in the Hellenistic period contributed greatly to the survival of a good
deal of both Palatial period and LH IIIC remains in the area (Bowkett 1995; French
2011a, x).
In her recent publication, French (2011a) has done a great deal to elucidate the
character of the Citadel House Area during the LH IIIC period. As she described, phase
VIII, which fell at the latter part of the LH IIIB:2 period, ended with a large and
devastating fire, causing many mudbrick walls and structures to collapse (French 2011a,
1). Rebuilding took place almost immediately during the transition to phase IX, with
destruction debris dating to LH IIIB:2 Early and Late having been packed into areas in
between standing walls to form a number of terraces (French 2011a, 1). In phase IX,
dated to LH IIIB:2 late–LH IIIC Early or LH IIIC Early, two large, well-built, multiroomed buildings, called the South and West Complexes, were constructed upon these
new terraces, in addition to an open area called the Courtyard (Fig. 3.20, red). Both the
South and West complexes were built on the same alignment as their underlying
structures. The South Complex, which may have held two stories, was constructed over
the former Temple Complex and Passage to the West (a small corridor in between the
Temple Complex and House of the Fresco Complex), and also incorporated the upper
levels of three rooms in the southern portion of the Room of the Fresco Complex. The
West Complex was located over so-called Service Areas to the north and west of the
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Room with the Fresco; it utilized many of the still-standing walls of the South House
Terrace to the north and the Citadel wall to the west. The Courtyard was located in an
open area between the South and West Complexes, directly on top of the Room of the
Fresco. No evidence exists for structures dating to this period elsewhere in the area,
perhaps due to later rebuilding (French 2011a, 1, 4, 11).
Phase IX ended with another destruction, perhaps by earthquake; a great deal of
LH IIIC Early pottery was preserved on the floors from this destruction, much of which,
fortunately, was not removed during rebuilding in phase X (French 2011a, 4). In phase X,
also dated to LH IIIC Early, rebuilding occurred over both the South and West
Complexes after a substantial terrace was again constructed out of destruction debris
(Fig. 3.20, green). French distinguished two areas of occupation, which she called the
Tower Complex and the South Flank, both of which utilized many of the still-standing
walls of the South House Terrace and the Citadel wall. The Tower Complex was
constructed over the West Complex and the Courtyard. Its walls were constructed on a
similar alignment as those of its predecessors, but were not located immediately above
them in every case. The Tower complex had a number of rooms and was named after a
round stone altar-like construction found in its western area, directly over the former
Courtyard. The South Flank was constructed over the top of the area of the South
Complex, both using earlier walls as foundations and building new ones; here, two
hearths with associated pottery were unearthed. There is unfortunately no sign of the
cause of the abandonment of this area or its reoccupation, most likely because remains
were removed during later rebuilding, although like previous phases it, too, met with a
violent end. Thus, there is almost no pottery associated with its floors, but Susan Sherratt
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was nonetheless able to define the pottery of phase X as the Tower Phase (French 2011a,
1, 4, 21–22).
There is little architectural evidence for the subsequent phase XI, dated to LH IIIC
Middle (Fig. 3.20, blue). A series of scrappy floors and flimsy walls over portions of the
Megaron, the Temple Complex, and the House of the Fresco Complex, however, have
been tentatively assigned to it due to the presence of associated pottery; these areas have
unfortunately been mostly destroyed by later building activities, including a
Submycenaean (phase XII) pyre and tomb over the South Flank (phase X) and the
Hellenistic dye-works. Notably, a series of clayey surfaces and wash levels of unknown
origin with a great deal of LH IIIC Middle pottery were found to the west by the Citadel
wall. The structures of phase XI in this area underwent a fiery destruction sometime
around the end of the phase, perhaps contemporary with that of the Granary and the
building inside the Hellenistic Tower (French 2011a, 7, 22–23). There is similarly little
evidence from phase XII (LH IIIC Late/Submycenaean), although at least one (and
possibly more) graves from the Northern Baulk of the excavated area are LH IIIC Late
(see below; French 2011a, 7, 22–24).

The South House

The South House was located directly south of the House of the Warrior Vase and
north of the area of the palatial Cult Center (see Fig. 3.19). Its excavation was begun by
Wace in the 1920’s and eventually finished by Taylour and Mylonas (Wace et al. 1921–
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1923, 86–103; Taylour, French, and Wardle 1981; French 2011a, 24). Initially
constructed in LH IIIB (Mountjoy 1976), the western portion of the South House
consisted of a long rectangular hall with five rooms. To the north and east of this area
was a square room known as the South House Annex, which was flanked on its eastern
and southern sides by either narrow storage rooms or staircases.
Little material dating to the LH IIIC period was unearthed in the area of the South
House, and it is not possible to know whether or not the area was actually rebuilt
following the LH IIIB:2 destruction because much may have been removed by
Hellenistic activities (French 2011a, x). Only one room of the South House, the East
Room, contained LH IIIC pottery on the top of a thin layer of white clay that had been
spread over a packed earth floor (Wace 1921–1923, 90, fig. 25c; Iakovidis 1983, 43;
Thomatos 2006, 182). Elsewhere, over the area of the West Room of the South House
Annex, floor levels dated to LH IIIC Middle were unearthed (phase XI), in addition to
unbaked clay vats that probably fell from the upper floor. Additionally, a cist grave was
cut into the wall between the Central and West Rooms (French 2011a, 24–25).

The Processional Way

At the end of the LH IIIB period, the Processional Way that led down to the Cult
Center and Tsountas’s House was closed off (Fig. 3.21). During the subsequent LH IIIC
period, a house or room with a hearth, two column bases, and a plaster floor was
constructed in its place (Mylonas 1966b, 108–110; 1968, 107–110; 1971, 146–153;
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Thomatos 2006, 183). This may be an indication that the Processional Way was no longer
in use and that the religious function that it once served during palatial times was not
incorporated into new cult practice.

The Hellenistic Tower “Epichosis”

Nearby, in an area sometimes referred to as the “Epichosis” and located to the
west of Tsountas’s House against the Hellenistic Tower constructed on the fortification
wall, excavators located a 3-m deep deposit containing five successive LH IIIC layers
and associated pottery (see Fig. 3.21; Mylonas 1968, 5–11; 1972, 121–122; Iakovidis
2003b, 121). In the southern area of the Epichosis, on the last LH IIIC Middle floor, a
fresco fragment showing the head of a female was found. Ash located in the same layer
indicates that the destruction of this floor may have taken place due to the same fire that
destroyed the Granary and the Citadel House Area (Mylonas 1966b, 10–11; 1971, 146–
147; Thomatos 2006, 183). Many scholars, including French and Iakovidis, maintain that
the presence of this fragment indicate that the palatial craft of wall painting continued
after the palace at Mycenae collapsed (Iakovidis and French 2003, 16). Iakovidis, in his
most recent 2013 volume on the Southwest Quarter (see below), states that this deposit
was in a building referred to as the House of the Chief Priest, which remains unpublished
(Iakovidis 2013, 513).
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The Southwest Quarter

The Southwest Quarter of the Citadel of Mycenae is located just south of
Tsountas’s House, similarly within the confines of the fortification walls (Fig. 3.22).
During the Palatial period, it was densely occupied by at least 11 building complexes
(Alpha–Lambda; 52 rooms total). Iakovidis reported that the buildings in the area appear
to not have been destroyed by earthquake or fire at the end of the LH IIIB:2 period, and
select areas were occupied into LH IIIC (Iakovidis and French 2003, 15–16; Iakovidis
2013, 514). This section of the Citadel was initially explored by Tsountas; his results
were neither recorded in his diaries nor published, and his finds may not have been
collected or stored (Iakovidis 2013, 515). Subsequently, areas left unexplored by
Tsountas were excavated by Mylonas in 1966, 1972, 1973, and 1974, and by Iakovidis in
1988 and 1989 (Iakovidis and French 2003, 15; Iakovidis 2013, 511).
In his 2013 publication on the buildings of the Southwest Quarter, Iakovidis
reported that the information presented represents less than ca. 14% of the original
contents of the structures; what information remains is incomplete and fragmentary due
to the inadequacy of Tsountas’s records and extensive Hellenistic occupation, particularly
in the areas of buildings Gamma, Iota, and Kappa (Iakovidis 2003a; see also Iakovidis
and French 2003, 16). Nevertheless, there is ample ceramic evidence to indicate that the
northern rooms of Building Complex A, located in the northeastern portion of the quarter,
were renovated in the LH IIIC period; Mylonas also reported the presence of plesia floors
(Mylonas 1966b, 107–109; Iakovidis 2013, 569, 580–581). LH IIIC pottery was also
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recovered from rooms in buildings Beta, Gamma, Zeta, and Theta (Mylonas 1968, 107;
1973, 103–107; 1974, 89–90; Iakovidis 2003b, 120; 2013, 581).

THE FUNERARY EVIDENCE

The mortuary landscape at Mycenae has considerable chronological depth,
ranging from the Middle Helladic (MH) through Late Geometric (LG) periods, and
primarily consists of 27 defined cemeteries, 250 known chamber tombs, and a range of
single burials and cremation mortuary contexts in pits, cists, and vessels (see Fig. 1.3;
Shelton 2003a, 2003b); based on currently available evidence, ca. 42 tombs were reused
and/or constructed during the LH IIIC period at Mycenae. Both Tsountas and Wace
theorized that each individual cemetery represented a small satellite site of the Citadel,
but there is no solid archaeological evidence for their assertions (Tsountas and Manatt
1897; Wace 1949). French maintained that these groups of tombs, many of which are
associated with a single large tholos tomb, were based on land holdings and resources
owned by families or clans (French 2009a). Evidence derived from the many burials in
the vicinity of the Citadel has proven invaluable to the understanding of nearly all aspects
of Mycenaean civilization. Significantly, mortuary evidence from the area of Mycenae
further supports the notion that there was some sort of community living here following
the collapse of the palatial administration.
Late Helladic IIIC funerary evidence from Mycenae notably displays increased
diversity in burial practices. Although Mycenaeans did not rely exclusively on tholos and
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chamber tombs during the Palatial period, following the collapse of the palaces cist, pit,
and vessel inhumations became increasingly popular. Currently, a great majority of the
evidence for the LH IIIC period at Mycenae comes from these mortuary contexts, due in
part to their preferential selection for excavation, and, although the valuable associated
artifacts contained in many tombs are often the target of looters, they are commonly not
subject to the disturbance caused by later habitation. Overall, however, LH IIIC burials
are rare at Mycenae, particularly as compared to contemporary evidence from Tiryns: in
the Lower Citadel, for example, 65 burials dating from LH IIIB:2 to LH IIIC Middle
have been unearthed (Thomatos 2006, 152–153). A further obstacle in the analysis of LH
IIIC mortuary contexts from Mycenae is the insufficiency of the published record. While
some burials doubtlessly await comprehensive final publications, others are published by
excavators with only a few lines of description or are mentioned by authors only in
passing; in these cases, bibliographic references are rarely provided.
What follows is an account of the available LH IIIC funerary evidence from
Mycenae, accompanied by brief inventories of burials dating to the Early Iron Age. The
latter are provided to demonstrate the lack of a complete break in the occupation of the
area following the Collapse, but more importantly to help demonstrate the changing
nature of burial practices in response to the absence of palatial influence, a point that will
be further elaborated upon in a concluding discussion.
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Funerary Evidence from within the Citadel

Cist, pit, and vessel inhumations dating to the LH IIIC period have been
discovered at several locations within the remains of the Citadel, suggesting that the
individuals living here following the Collapse maintained some sort of claim to the site
(Lantzas 2012, 53). Notably, these burials are situated in areas that had most probably
been abandoned, rather than in open areas between occupied houses, as is often the case
at places like Tiryns and Asine (Cavanagh and Mee 1998, 90–91). The placement of
internments within the Citadel, the former monumental seat of palatial authority, is
significant, and is evidently not surpassed at any other former palatial site. There are only
a few such burials in the Lower Citadel at Tiryns, while at Mycenae, evidence exists for
at least three (and possibly more) dating to the LH IIIC period, one (tentatively) to the
Submycenaean period, and at least 11 to the subsequent Early Iron Age within the
confines of the Cyclopean walls (Hägg 1974, 133; Lemos 2002, 160; Papademetriou
2003, 713–716; Lantzas 2014, 138). For Lantzas, the internment of the dead on the
Citadel is an indication that inhabiting communities were actively and intentionally
changing the meaning of the space, rendering it no longer a location for the living and
effectively prohibiting anyone from using it for political, administrative, or domestic
purposes (2012, 55). Indeed, there is very little new construction on the Citadel at
Mycenae in LH IIIC, and none in the subsequent Early Iron Age—the only evidence for
Protogeometric occupation of any kind at Mycenae exists in the form of the
aforementioned funerary contexts. In this light, individuals could have been attempting to
maintain a connection to the locality, perhaps to acknowledge and venerate their
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association with its former glory, or alternatively they may have been actively rejecting
palatial ideology and customs (Morris 1997, 541; Lemos 2002, 185; Lantzas 2014, 138–
139).
In the so-called Northern Baulk of the Citadel House excavations, the bottom of a
LH IIIC pithos was unearthed; it had been disturbed by a Hellenistic rubble terrace. A LH
IIIC trefoil- lipped jug (Trefoil- mouthed Jug 2) was found inside the pithos, suggesting to
French and others that it may have been used for a burial (Fig. 3.23; French 2011a, xi).
French also writes that “at least one and probably several more graves in the North Baulk
belong to LH IIIC Late” (French 2011a, 7), but no other information is provided. Other
graves in this area have also been reported (nos. 7, 9), but these contained only skeletal
remains and cannot be dated securely; they likely fall somewhere within LH IIIC Late–
Protogeometric (Wace et al. 1921–1923, 88, 90; French 2009b, 152–153).
Nearby the Citadel House area, under the third step of the Processional Way,
Mylonas unearthed a LH IIIC cist burial containing the skeleton of a child, two bronze
fibulae, and a bronze ring, in addition to an amphoriskos, although the latter remains
unpublished (Mylonas 1971, 151–152; Catling 1971–1972, 9; Lantzas 2014, table 16.1).
In Stratum XI of the Lion Gate “Stairway” deposit (see above), a layer that Wace
called “the last true Mycenaean stratum” (Wace et al. 1921–1923, 34, 36), a large larnax
or terracotta bath was found (Larnax 2; Fig. 3.24:a). Because broken bones that had
possibly been displaced by looters were located by the side of the larnax, Wace believed
that it may have served as a coffin. Four LH IIIC vessels were found in association with
the grave: two deep bowls, one of which was found inside the coffin, one jug, and one
two-handled jar (Fig. 3.24:b–e: Deep Bowls 167, 170, Large Jug 5, Cooking Pot Jar/Jug
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9). At least one of the vessels belongs to the Granary Class, again a common LH IIIC
Middle style, but Stratum XI itself is generally attributed to the LH IIIC Late period.
Notably, Wace’s notebook from these excavations indicates that there may have been a
second burial in this stratum, this time in a pithos, which was also associated with a
trefoil- mouthed jug, but this does not appear in his publication (French 2009b, 151 nn. 1,
2).
Finally, Iakovidis reported the presence of “several” infant burials beneath LH
IIIC floors in the Southwest Quarter of the Citadel (2003b, 120).
Burials dating to the subsequent Submycenaean through Early Geometric periods
are more frequent inside the Citadel walls than those dating to LH IIIC, further
demonstrating development in changing attitudes about the space following the Collapse.
Tomb Gamma 31, for example, located in the area behind the South House, was a cist
tomb containing the remains of a female child, along with two bronze dress pins, three
bronze fibulae, a bronze finger ring, a spindle whorl, and seven ceramic vessels. These
vessels, including a deep semiglobular cup, a small globular jug, two narrow-necked jugs,
two lekythoi, and a stirrup jar, are dated by Mountjoy and French to the Submycenaean
period, although Desborough considered them transitional Submycenaean to
Protogeometric in date (Fig. 3.25: Deep Semiglobular Cup 7; Small Globular Jug 4;
Narrow-necked Jugs 3, 4; Lekythoi 3, 4; Stirrup Jar 29; Desborough 1973, 96; Taylour,
French, and Wardle 1981, 53; French 2009b, table 2; Mountjoy 1999, 192, 194 nos. 453,
457, 458, 462, 465). Two other burials were located nearby (Nos. 7, 9), but they
contained only bones and cannot be dated securely, although they are likely associated
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with LH IIIC Late/Submycenaean/Protogeometric (Wace 1921–1923, 88, 90; French
2009b, 153).
Briefly, the Early Iron Age burial evidence from the Citadel is as follows:
(1) Tomb Gamma 21, located in the South House Annex, was a Protogeometric
cist tomb that contained the remains of a female adult and a single iron pin;
no pottery was recovered (Desborough 1973, Taylour, French, and Wardle
1981, 53). Notably, it is associated with an ash area thought to have been a
pyre (French 2009b, 153).
(2) Tomb Gamma 23, another Protogeometric cist, which was located in the area
of the Temple, contained the remains of an adult female along with an iron
pin, a bronze ring, a neck-handled amphora, and a lekythos (Desborough
1973, 92–93; Taylour, French, and Wardle 1981, 53).
(3) Two Protogeometric cists were unearthed on the rise of the south slope of the
Citadel near Grave Circle B, containing the remains of two individuals but no
associated grave goods (Papadimitriou 1953, 209; Hood 1954, 8).
(4) In the North Quarter, one Early Geometric–Geometric cist grave is reported
from the area of Building Kappa, which contained the remains of one child
but no associated grave goods (Danis 2004, unpublished field notes; Lantzas
2012, 123; 2014, table 16.1).
(5) Six Early Geometric pit graves containing the remains of six more children
are also reported from elsewhere in the North Quarter, but no grave goods are
noted (Tsountas 1891, 27; Desborough 1973, 98–99; Iakovidis et al. 2003,
12; Lantzas 2012, 2014, table 16.1).
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Funerary Evidence from the Area of Mycenae

Although indications of LH IIIC occupation outside of the Citadel at Mycenae are
scarce (see above), it is clear that settlement of some kind continued during this period, a
fact that is well-supported by an analysis of the funerary evidence.
Just outside of the Cyclopean walls, in the area of the Prehistoric Cemetery, one
LH IIIC grave has been unearthed. Grave XXXIX contained the skeleton of a single
infant in a poros stone casket, along with a steatite spindle whorl and two small vessels, a
deep bowl and a globular jug (Fig. 3.26: Deep Bowl 189, Small Globular Jug 3;
Desborough 1954, 258–259). The cist was placed partly over a roughly east-to-west–
running wall that may have previously served as a boundary for the cemetery in this area,
suggesting that communities continued to bury their dead in locations that once held
significance in the Palatial period (Desborough 1954, 258–259; Iakovidis and French
2003, 52).
The excavation of the Cyclopean Terrace Building by Wace furnished two LH
IIIC burials—one pit grave and one pithos burial—both located in the southern part of the
building during his 1923 campaign (Wace et al. 1921–1923, 403). The pit grave
contained a single poorly-preserved skeleton, probably that of an adult; a small stirrup jar
with features characteristic of the LH IIIC Middle–Late period was unearthed from
between its legs (Fig. 3.27; Stirrup Jar 30; Wace et al. 1921–1923, 406; Desborough
1964, 75). To the east was the pithos burial, dated to LH IIIC Late (Wace et al. 1921–
1923, 406–407, pl. LXII:21, 22). The pithos contained the skeleton of a single adult and
three ceramic vessels: two stirrup jars, one jug, and a large coarseware jar, which served
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to seal the mouth of the pithos (Fig. 3.28: Pithos 20, Stirrup Jar 42, Small Globular Jug
6). Although the contents of the pithos were deposited during a single event, these vessels
are not dated to a single period: one stirrup jar dates to LH IIIA:2–IIIB:1 (Mountjoy
1999, 139–140, fig. 34, 254), while the other stirrup jar and jug belong in LH IIIC Late
(Papadimitriou 2006, 542; for the stirrup jar see Mountjoy 1999, 183–184, fig. 55, 415;
the jug may actually date to the Early Iron Age, see Mountjoy 1999, 175, 178).
According to Papadimitriou, the pithos, which displays both applied and incised
decoration, has no parallels in the Argolid, either from LH IIIC Late or the Early Iron
Age (Wace et al. 1921–1923, 406; Papadimitriou 2006, 542).
In the area of the Lion Tomb, near the site of the new Archaeological Museum of
Mycenae, a LH IIB/C pit grave, belonging to a child, was unearthed during the
excavation of a large Mycenaean terrace. No associated pottery was unearthed, and no
further details are provided (French 1992–1993, 18).
In the area of the House of the Tripod Tomb, which was in use from LH IIIB to
LH IIIC Early and subsequently abandoned and used for burials, excavators found seven
pit graves, six of which contained no associated grave goods. The seventh pit, known as
the Tripod Tomb, contained the skeleton of a 30-year-old male covered by two large
bronze tripod cauldrons, which had presumably been used as grave markers. Other
associated grave goods included 20 unused bronze double axes and a bronze tool with
possible northern origins. The tomb may have belonged to a metalsmith and has been
dated to the final phases of the LH IIIC period (Onasoglou 1995, 25–29, 140–147, pls.
11–15; Papadimitriou 2006, 542–543). It is notable that one other vessel used to cover the
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tomb was similar to that used to seal the mouth of the pithos burial in the Cyclopean
Terrace Building (see above; Onasoglou 1995, pl. 22a; Papadimitriou 2006, 543).
Nearby the House of the Tripod Tomb, four LH IIIC single burials (Graves I–IV),
likely dating to LH IIIC Early/Middle, were found in the area of the “Workshop”
(Daneilidou 2008, 260–261, 331–332). Three of the LH IIIC graves were simple cist
tombs containing adult remains, while one contained a child in a small, lidded larnax.
Grave II reportedly contained coarseware vessels, but other grave goods were located
aside from figurines. Notably, a final burial, Grave V, is thought to date to the Geometric
Period, thereby demonstrating continuity at the site into the Early Iron Age.
In the Panagia Houses, a single LH IIIB/C inhumation was located above Room
12 in the form of a simple pit containing the remains of a single adult individual with no
associated grave goods (Mylonas-Shear 1987, 3, 33). This area would continue to be used
for burials in the subsequent Protogeometric period, during which time two pit
internments were dug into the courtyard of House I, one an adult accompanied only by
iron objects, and the other an child accompanied by iron objects, two stone buttons, and
pottery.
Tombs that were in use during the LH IIIC period farther afield in the area of
Mycenae were located in the Panagia, Third Kilometer, Kalkani, Alepotrypa,
Asprokhoma East, Souleimani, and Gourtsoulia cemeteries (Shelton 2003b; Thomatos
2006, 149). To date, all of these are chamber tombs. Cavanagh and Mee (1998, 99) report
that there are more than 11 LH IIIC chamber tombs in the area of Mycenae; based on
currently available literature, seven chamber tombs at Mycenae were constructed and/or
used during the LH IIIC period, but there may have been more. The most common type
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of tomb utilized during the LH IIIC period was the chamber tomb (Thomatos 2006, 149).
Often, chamber tombs that had gone out of use at the end of LH IIIB:2 were cleared and
reused, either by members of the same lineage or by unrelated settlers (Cavanagh and
Mee 1978; 1998, 89); in at least one instance, a new chamber tomb was constructed (see
below). Many arguments about the reuse of chamber tombs have been put forth by
various scholars—for example, foreign invaders reoccupying the tombs of conquered
peoples (Wace 1932, 138) or impoverished communities seeking economical ways to
dispose of their dead (Desborough 1964, 32–40)—but many of these theories alone have
proven insufficient. While it is possible that fluid and unstable populations in the wake of
the Collapse resulted in the inability of former residents to object to the practice
(Cavanagh and Mee 1978; Mee and Cavanagh 1984, 59–60), it is also possible that the
same individuals and communities that resided in locations prior to the Collapse
remained there, simply continuing to rely on old burial forms.
The Panagia Cemetery, first excavated by Tsountas in 1887 and 1888, is located
on the western slope of the Panagia Ridge (Tsountas 1888, 120–121; Shelton 1993, 199–
201; 2000, 51; 2003, 35). In 1972, three more tombs were excavated there by Mylonas,
including chamber tomb P-I, constructed in the LH IIIA:2 period. The final use of this
tomb is dated to the LH IIIC Early period on the basis of fragmentary ceramic material—
one rim fragment from a basin and several pieces of a stirrup jar (Mylonas 1972, 115–
116; Shelton 2000, 51–58, esp. 54).
The Third Kilometer cemetery, also first excavated by Tsountas (1888, 120ff.;
Xenaki-Sakellariou 1985, 278–291), is located on the eastern slope of the Panagia ridge
south of the Treasury of Atreus. It contained one chamber tomb, 502, that was
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constructed in LH III and excavated by Wace in 1921 (Wace 1932, 3–10). Tomb 502
contained eight complete vessels associated with its final inhumation that belong date to
LH IIIC Late, including small globular and trefoil- mouthed jugs, a neck-handled
amphora, stirrup and collar-necked jars, an amphoriskos, and two ring vases (Fig. 3.29:
Small Globular Jug 2, Trefoil-Mouthed Jug 3, Neck-handled Amphora 2, Stirrup Jar 43,
Collar-necked Jar 5, Amphoriskos 4, Ring Vases 3 and 4; Wace 1932, 6, 7, 8–9).
According to Shelton, chamber tombs in this cemetery were in use from LH II to LH
IIIC; the latter date may be in reference to Tomb 502 rather than to other tombs in the
cemetery (Shelton 2003b, 36).
The Kalkani cemetery, located on a hill southwest of the Citadel on the other side
of the Panagia Ridge, was also initially explored by Tsountas (1888, 119), who found a
total of three tombs there. Later, Wace discovered a total of twenty more chamber tombs
there (Wace et al. 1921–1923, 285; Wace 1932, 19). Tomb 515, located on the southern
slope of the Kalkani hill, contained pottery dating from the LH II period into LH IIIC
Late, including a kylix, deep bowls, small globular and wide-necked jugs, a stirrup jar,
amphoriskoi, and a dipper (Fig. 3.30: Kylix 58, Deep Bowls 168, 177, Small Globular
Jug 5, Globular Wide-necked Jug 4, Stirrup Jar 34, Amphoriskoi 5–7, Dipper 8; Wace
1932, 53–57). Tomb 517, also in the Kalkani Cemetery, furnished a LH IIIC Late
lekythos (Fig. 3.31: Lekythos 6; Wace 1932, 74), while Tomb 532, located on the
northeastern slope of the hill, reportedly contained a small amount of LH IIIC material
(Wace 1932, 110–113). The tomb was constructed in LH II and throughout its use a total
of at least 21 burials were made in the main chamber. It furnished a small a small amount
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of LH IIIC Early/Middle material, including a stirrup jug (Stirrup Jug 1) and a stirrup jar
(Stirrup Jar 36; Wace 1932, 67–74, 110–113; Thomatos 2006, 149).
The Alepotrypa cemetery, on the southeastern slope of the Kalkani hill, was also
initially explored by Tsountas (Tsountas 1883, 9; 1893, 8–9; 1896, 1–22; XenakiSakellariou 1985, 201–204, 215–222, 231–243). One chamber tomb in the cemetery,
Grave Gamma, located ca. 2 m from the previous, also reportedly contained LH IIIC
material. This tomb is notable because it was both constructed and used exclusively in
LH IIIC, and it was the only tomb of this type at Mycenae known to have been built post
Collapse (Verdelis 1962a, 76–78; Cavanagh and Mee 1998, 89; Shelton 2003b, 36).
Grave Gamma furnished a number of LH IIIC vessels, including a deep semiglobular
cup, a narrow-necked jug, an amphoriskos, a hydria, and a stirrup jar (Deep Semiglobular
Cup 19, Narrow-necked jug 7, Amphoriskos 9, Hydria 15, Stirrup Jar 42). Notably, a
painted stele from Tomb 70, also located in the cemetery, was reportedly reused in the
LH IIIC period (Tsountas 1896, 37–38; Xenaki-Sakellariou 1985, 201–204, esp. 203–
204; Shelton 2003b, 36). It was probably reused, as its original carved decoration was
plastered over and painted, and its style, with a number of horizontal registers, is often
compared to that of the Warrior Krater (see above; Crouwel 2007, 74–75).
From the Asprochoma East cemetery, a tomb excavated by Tsountas in 1887
reportedly furnished LH IIIC Middle material, but none of its pottery was published
(Tsountas 1888, 136–138; Shelton 1993, 194–195).
Northeast of Mycenae is the Gourtsoulia cemetery, first explored in by Mylonas
in 1964, who excavated four small tombs there (Mylonas 1964a, 68); according to
Shelton, at least two tombs in the Gourtsoulia cemetery remain unexcavated (2003, 37).
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One chamber tomb in particular, G-III, contained seven inhumations within its main
chamber and two in niches the walls of its dromos (Shelton 2000, 36, 38; notably,
Cavanagh and Mee contend that the entire cemetery dates to LH IIIC [1998, 89], and the
available literature is thus conflicted on this issue). The earliest burial in the chamber
tomb is thought to have taken place in LH IIIA:1, while its latest use has been dated to
LH IIIC Middle based on ceramic evidence, namely a Close Style stirrup jar found in the
fill of the main chamber (Fig. 3.32; Mylonas 1964a, fig. 71a; Shelton 2000, 38, fig. 7f).
In the nearby modern town of Phychtia, northwest of Mycenae, a small chamber
tomb, measuring 1.28 x 2.47 m, was used during the LH IIIA:2 period and again in LH
IIIC Middle, when a small child was interred in the southern end of the chamber along
with a number of Tau- and Psi-type clay figurines (Verdelis 1964, 120; Thomatos 2006,
149). Due to its proximity to Mycenae, it can be assumed that the chamber tomb at
Phychtia fell within the sphere of influence of the palatial center during its height, and
therefore perhaps its users had some association with the LH IIIC habitation there.
Finally, there is the burial mound at Chania, located 3 km to the southwest of the
Citadel of Mycenae. The burial mound is well demarcated by a ca. 1 m thick circular wall
of blocks and orthostats, and this organization resembles somewhat the ornate delineation
of Grave Circle B, perhaps intentionally so, giving the impression that the individuals
interred within were of some rank. A total of nine inurned cremations dating to LH IIIC
Middle and early LH IIIC Late are contained therein (Palaiologou 2013, 249–250).
Fourteen of the vessels from the Chania tumulus are included in the present catalog: Deep
Semiglobular Cup 12, Deep Bowls 147 and 164, Shallow Angular Bowl 37, Basin 6,
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Large Jugs 8 and 9, Amphorae 1 and 19, Belly-Handled Amphorae 1 and 2, Stirrup Jar
40, Amphoriskos 8, and Hydria 12 (Fig. 3.33).
Burials dating to LH IIIC are seemingly more frequent outside the Citadel walls,
and the same can be said for SM–EIA interments. Again, these burials appear to poor in
grave offerings:
(1) A cist grave (PG 12) was also unearthed, which contained one adult
inhumation along with bronze object (Mylonas-Shear 1987, 3, 70).
Elsewhere nearby, Mylonas reported the presence of Protogeometric graves
in an area northeast of the Treasury of Atreus (Mylonas 1964b, 132).
(2) One Early Protogeometric cist tomb, PG 601, was located in the area of the
House of Shields, with the remains of an adult female along with an iron pin,
a spindle whorl, a belly-handled amphora, and an askos (Desborough 1954,
259–260).
(3) A Protogeometric cist, PG 606, was located over Room 10 of the House of
the Sphinxes. It contained a child along with 24 pebbles, two bronze rings, a
possible lamp, and two jugs, a belly-handled amphora, and a shallow bowl
(Desborough 1956, 129–130).
(4) A Late Protogeometric–Early Geometric tomb was also unearthed in the area
of the House of the Sphinxes (PG 602). It was a pit that contained one young
adult female and two children, along with a pyxis and a trefoil- mouthed jug
(Desborough 1955, 240–241).
(5) Two Early Geometric graves, G 603 and G 604, one a pit and the other a cist,
were located in the House of the Shields. Tomb G 603 contained a single
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individual along with three bronze pins, three bronze finger rings, a bronze
earring, and a bronze fibula, along with three pyxides, three trefoil- mouthed
jugs (one of them miniature), an amphora, a cup, and a goblet (Desborough
1955, 241–245). Tomb G 604 contained two individuals, one male and one
female, along with two bronze rings, an iron knife blade, an iron pin, three
trefoil- mouthed jugs, and a pyxis (Desborough 1955, 245–247).
(6) An Early Geometric cist grave in the area of the House of the Sphinxes, G
607, contained an adult female along with a bronze earring, a bronze ring,
two bronze pins, four deep bowls, two amphoriskoi, nine cups, a lid, four
pyxides, an aryballos, three trefoil-mouthed jugs, two of them miniature, and
a neck-handled amphora (Desborough 1973, 87–91).
(7) An Early Geometric cist grave was found in the Lower Town, containing the
remains of an adult female along with a bronze pin, a bronze ring, four lidded
pyxides, and one courseware jug (SK. 1; Lantzas 2008, unpublished field
notes; Lantzas 2012, 57, 123, fig. 24).

Discussion

From the funerary evidence outlined above, a trend toward single inhumations in
cists, pits, or vessels following the Collapse in Mycenaean Greece is impossible to
overlook. Indeed, the increasing popularity of this style of interment is a phenomenon
that has been noted and commented on by many scholars. Desborough, for example,
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wrote that the increasing popularity of this burial type could only be attributed to the
arrival of newcomers, either by migration or invasion (1964, 37–40; 1972, 106–111).
These individuals would have had no previous ties to the area and thus no reason to
utilize the old chamber tombs (Thomatos 2006, 169). Snodgrass rejected this theory,
arguing that single inhumation was in fact the revival of long-suppressed MH cultural
norms (1971, 177–184, 314–316). Later, Cavanagh, Mee, and Dickinson would all reject
the notion of MH revival, preferring to see this new custom as having reflected new
sociopolitical conditions, more specifically uncertain and insecure circumstances (Mee
and Cavanagh 1984; Dickinson 1983, 55–67), none of which necessarily required the
mass influx of peoples of different ethnicities. Indeed, cist, pit, and vessel inhumations
are known, if rare, throughout all of the Late Helladic periods (see, e.g., Lewartoski
2000). Perhaps, then, due to the unstable nature of LH IIIC society communities, people
were unwilling or unable to expend the time and resources necessary to construct more
elaborate forms of burial, an argument also applied to the reuse of chamber tombs (see
above). Death rates may have also been higher at this time, resulting in the necessity for
quicker and more convenient inhumations (Thomatos 2006, 169). Whatever the practical
cause for the increased popularity of single burials throughout the LH IIIC and
Submycenaean periods may have been, it is impossible to deny that their gradual
adoption signals a major transformation in funerary beliefs. Notably, this transformation
would have doubtlessly necessitated the adaptation of pottery manufactures.
Also worthy of comment are the cremations present in the Chania Burial Mound.
Although cremation was a fairly widespread activity, it was not particularly well attested
during the LH IIIC period. Nonetheless, post-Collapse examples denote the
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commencement of a funerary ritual that would gain in popularity and be practiced
throughout many of the following centuries. Desborough, among others, has argued that
the spread of cremation approaching the end of the LH IIIC period is indicative of foreign
elements among the population, perhaps as the result of mass migrations or invasions
(e.g., Desborough 1964, 1972). Because, as has been discussed, the support for such
contentions is largely baseless (see Ch. 2), alternative explanations must be sought for its
appearance and gradual widespread acceptance.
It is notable that evidence for cremation burials have been found in contexts as
early as the Neolithic period in Thessaly, and also that the first Mycenaean cremation
burials, dated to LH IIIA and IIIB, occur in chamber tombs at Müsgebi in Asia Minor
(some of the 45 chamber tombs there were found to contain cremated remains loose on
the floor or, in one instance, in a large ceramic vessel; Boysal 1967, 79). While it is not
impossible to imagine that travelers from foreign lands may have aided in the spread of
the practice, it is clear from the aforementioned discussions that the LH IIIC period is
predominantly Mycenaean in character. Thus, the appearance of cremation may not
necessarily be indicative of a foreign element in the population. Indeed, Thomatos prefers
to see the advent of cremation burials as the result of increased access to information
following the breakdown of the centralized control of trade links in the absence of the
palaces (2006, 177). Also, without the dictates of the palatial administration, individuals
were increasingly free to exercise choice in the funerary arena.
Dickinson argues that the adoption of cremation at certain locations during LH
IIIC could have been a signal of status, as the rite offered a greater chance for display
during the funerary rite (Dickinson 2006, 180–181, 188). One ton of dry timber would
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have been needed to achieve the right temperature, which ranges between 830º–900ºC
(Parker Pearson 1999, 49). The cost of collecting and transporting this wood would have
been much greater than digging a simple pit in the ground, and those individuals
responsible for the burial, likely members of the same family or kin group of the
deceased, would have demonstrated access to material resources and labor, and thus great
wealth. Additionally, a cremation burial would have taken much longer to accomplish
than a simple inhumation, and its results would have been immediately apparent to
anyone watching. The flames and smoke would have been visible from a considerable
distance, and spectators would have been able to observe the way that the body actively
reacted to the heat, thus being directly exposed to the decomposition of the body. Thus,
the importance of the deceased would have been demonstrated through the rareness of
such an event in addition to its highly sensory and emotive nature (McKinley 1997, 134;
Williams 2004, 419; Lantzas 2012, 72–73).
Returning to Mycenae, Palaiologou preferred to see the individuals interring their
dead at Chania not as newcomers, but as local Mycenaeans, on the basis of the character
of the pottery (2013, 249). Indeed, a number of shapes common prior to the Collapse are
present. More notably, however, new shapes that become common in LH IIIC and
beyond were represented, including those that were used to cover the urns, namely two
deep bowls (nos. 148, 165), a shallow angular bowl (no. 37), a basin (no. 6), and a deep
semiglobular bowl. The tumulus is therefore an interesting mix of the old and the new,
vessels representative of older LH funerary customs and vessels that would become
popular urns and offering containers in the subsequent Early Iron Age. On this basis, one
could argue that the myriad burial choices exemplified by the tumulus, and the myriad
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choices exemplified by the mixed landscape of LH IIIC funerary practice overall, which
included both collective burials in chamber tombs and individual inhumations in a variety
of forms, are an indication that funerary practices and beliefs had changed significantly
throughout the period following the Collapse, but not immediately. Rather, they evolved
slowly, alongside the responding output of potters.
The cemetery of Perati in Attica also provides a notable example of this evolution
in action. Excavated by Iakovidis, the site was found to contain a total of 230 tombs,
primarily of the chamber type (1969, 1980), and each tomb was new in LH IIIC.
Although the site was extensively looted, it can be noted that the chamber tombs are
smaller and less well constructed than their palatial counterparts. Additionally, 61 of the
tombs contained the remains of only a single individual, the remainder containing only
two or three at the most, although when a number of internments are present they do
appear to have occurred throughout multiple phases. Nonetheless, this situation illustrates
well the move toward individual internments, in addition to the 26 tombs spread
throughout the cemetery that were simple pits. Cremated remains were also found in 10
of the chamber tombs, sometimes inurned and other times simply loose on the floor of the
chamber or in a pit (Dickinson 2006, 179–180). Lemos argues that the presence of
cremation in chamber tombs in particular is an indication that the rite was being practiced
by members of the same communities that existed both before and after the Collapse
(2002, 186).
Thus, when cremations and individual burials are found, although seemingly new
popular phenomena in LH IIIC, they appear alongside burial forms and offerings that
have longer traditions, an indication that funerary traditions did not change rapidly
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following the Collapse, but rather evolved to reflect shifting social and political realities,
all in stark contrast to the uniformity of the Palatial period. Indeed, Morris has argued
that a new ritual system was introduced in the funerary realm in the Early Iron Age, one
that promoted egalitarian values, again a focus on the individual over the group (1997,
542–543).

CONCLUSIONS

The aim of this chapter has been to demonstrate the importance of LH IIIC
Mycenae through an examination of depositional, architectural, and funerary material
remains. Clearly, a great deal of solid evidence exists, albeit on a small and somewhat
disconnected scale. Again, discrete areas of LH IIIC material remains have been
unearthed from nearly all major areas of the site, and although the extent of habitation on
the Citadel is not clear, the repair and reuse of older rooms and the construction of new
edifices in open spaces indicate that some form of organized activity was occurring. In
this light, it would not be surprising to find a pattern of habitation in the Lower Town and
other unexplored areas of Mycenae that mirrors that of the extensive remains of LH IIIC
Tiryns.
The devastating outcomes of the Collapse have previously been discussed (see
Ch. 2), and it has already been noted that a significant majority of the hallmarks of
palatial society did not survive following the end of LH IIIB:2 (e.g., the use of Linear B
and fine arts and crafts like sealstone carving or the manufacture of glass and faience
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objects); those that did, such as jewelry making, continued on a much smaller and less
elaborate scale. At Mycenae, however, there is again evidence to suggest that some crafts
reliant on the efforts of highly skilled individuals did survive, a detail that is consistent
with the notion that the site was never subject to overwhelming social and structural
devastation and is also well supported by the settlement and funerary evidence outlined
above. Most notably, numerous elaborate megaron-like structures were reused and built
in LH IIIC Mycenae, and various buildings may have been constructed in the area of the
Great Court in order to “replace” the former palace and echo its importance. When
coupled with the proliferation of decorated pottery and other crafts, which is most
suitably illustrated by the funerary evidence, these structural remains could indicate that
some sort of elite power base capable of supporting specialized artisans was in operation
following the Collapse.
Wall painting is a craft traditionally associated with palatial sponsorship.
Indications that its practice may have continued at least for a short time into LH IIIC at
Mycenae exists in the form of a fresco fragment unearthed from a LH IIIC layer in the
Citadel House Area, and a limestone stele located in the nearby Alepotrypa cemetery
covered with stucco and decorated with a pictorial scene (see above; Rutter 1992, 65;
Iakovidis and French 2003, 16). Additionally, and of most interest to the purposes of the
current study, is the commonly held belief that individuals previously associated with the
craft may have transferred their talents to other, perhaps less expensive and more easily
accessible media, namely vase painting. Particularly during LH IIIC Middle, pottery at
Mycenae was provided with elaborate decoration, much of which was pictorial in nature
and may have been inspired or influenced by Palatial period wall paintings (see Chs. 4, 5;
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Rutter 1992, 65; Mountjoy 1986, 155–156). Many new and unique decorative styles and
shapes in pottery also began to appear following the Collapse, and the quality of ceramic
vessels produced varied significantly, suggesting that it may have been produced outside
of the control of a single governing entity, perhaps by a number of different workshops.
No single functional category of pot was discontinued (e.g., cooking, serving, drinking,
eating, storage; Lantzas 2012, 85). Many of the same shapes continued to be produced,
and decorative motifs recognizable from earlier periods are common. These issues will be
further explored in later chapters, but it is important to emphasize the dynamic character
of pottery production in LH IIIC. In this case, the absence of a central governing
authority in the form of a palace did not stunt the efforts of craftspeople, but allowed for
more creative experimentation. This is perhaps an indication that several centers of power
existed, each of which was capable of supporting artistic talent to its own taste.
In other crafts, recent research has shown that nearly every functional category of
metal artifact is represented at post-Collapse Mycenae, including jewelry, weapons and
armor, tools, and vessels, primarily recovered from funerary contexts and so-called
hoards (Lantzas 2012, 92–93, tables 40, 41). It should be noted, however, that the metal
hoards (Schliemann’s Hoard, Mylonas’s Hoard, Tsountas’s Hoard, and the Poros Wall
Hoard) are generally dated to LH IIIB/C. Additionally, in an analysis of published metal
objects dating from 1400–900 B.C.E., Maria Kayafa (1999, 2006) demonstrated the
technological aspects of metal production remained the same throughout the entire LH III
period; thus, it could be argued that the techniques of metalworking were never entirely
lost to the inhabitants of the Mycenae and elsewhere in Greece following the Collapse.
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Finally, it has been shown that the funerary landscape of LH IIIC Mycenae is
complex and varied. The increased diversity in burial practices and the trend toward
single inhumation is indicative of major changes in the social and political climate of the
time period, and the transformation of funerary beliefs, a circumstance which
necessitated the adaptation of potters who produced ceramic materials for this purpose. In
the absence of a central authority, it may have become important for various community
“leaders” to exhibit and enhance their power and wealth in new and unique ways.
Notably, although LH IIIC tombs at Mycenae and elsewhere are generally modest in the
character of both their construction and the grave goods they contain, some sort of social
differentiation can be observed. Select burials were provided with objects made of
precious or exotic materials, and while many of these were undoubtedly heirlooms or
antiques manufactured during the Palatial period, the presence of metal vessels (primarily
bronze), luxury items (e.g., tweezers, razors), and weapons can perhaps speak to the
status of the interred. The presence of weapons in particular in many LH IIIC burials at
Mycenae is significant, and it may speak to the proliferation of so-called “Warrior
Burials” throughout Greece during the period (Cavanagh and Mee 1998, 95). In the
absence of a powerful administrative body, the display of weapons in funerary contexts
became somewhat more common in LH IIIC, most probably as a way to express the
possession of military prowess and elite status, or perhaps even to indicate the presence
of a ruler or leader (Deger-Jalkotzy 1999, 124–129; 2006, 152, 175–176). Unfortunately,
no inhumation worthy of the term “Warrior Burial” has thus far been discovered at the
site. This is possibly because it fell under the purview of other powerful centers in the
region, but the notable presence of hoards containing swords, other weapons, and
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elaborately decorated ceramic vessels displaying the iconography of war (e.g., the
Warrior Vase), may indicate that evidence for Warrior Burials at Mycenae has simply not
yet been found (Deger-Jalkotzy 2006, 168).
The picture presented by LH IIIC Mycenae is one of a transitioning community,
navigating the absence of a palatial authority as leader, consumer, and influencer. This,
among other reasons, is why an analysis of LH IIIC pottery that includes production and
style is critical to our understanding of the site at this time. The changes apparent in this
arena indicate not only changes in this particular craft, but also changes in economic
structures and consumption patterns, and, potentially, the workforce.
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CHAPTER 4
LATE HELLADIC IIIC POTTERY FROM MYCENAE

INTRODUCTION

Potters operating during the Mycenaean Palatial period had a wide range of
motifs, patterns, and shapes at their disposal, and although the quality of pottery was
noticeably poorer in the earliest phase of the Postpalatial period, pottery produced at the
time was not markedly different from its predecessors. Ceramic vessels were still
produced in the same fashion, resulting in the creation of a wide variety of similar shapes
and wares adorned with familiar designs. By the middle of the period, the high
technological level reached by palatial potters was achieved once again, but the absence
of highly organized and centralized palatial administrations resulted in the manufacture
of regionally diverse ceramic assemblages.
While the overall uniformity of shapes and motifs utilized by Palatial period
potters has made it possible for scholars to outline a generally precise chronological and
stylistic framework for its analysis, the marked regionalism exhibited in postpalatial
pottery makes similar endeavors difficult. Although the ceramic materials from many
locations with clear LH IIIC occupation exhibit similar characteristics, it is difficult to
define common features that can be applied to the phase as a whole. The problem of
regionalism has resulted in excavators most commonly attempting to define sequences
based on specific deposits from a single site. This process has resulted in the creation of a
diverse group of chronological schemes for the period with varied parameters and
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numerous sub phases, in addition to a great deal of debate about the merits or drawbacks
of each.
Attempts to clarify the development of pottery during the LH IIIC period have
met with a number of additional problems. Until recently, the majority of LH IIIC
material available to scholars has come from unstratified funerary deposits (Arne
Furumark, for example, was able only to rely on groups of pottery from tombs; 1972a,
1972b); stratified deposits from settlements dating to the period have increasingly
become the focus of many excavations, due in part to an increased understanding of the
importance of the Postpalatial period, but their number is still quite small. Compounding
this issue is a general lack of full, comprehensive publications that combine data derived
from ceramic analyses with relevant stratigraphical and contextual details. Often, ceramic
materials are presented only in preliminary reports, hopefully awaiting final publication,
or are presented piecemeal over time in series of short articles. When data is published,
there is little consistency in the recovery, analysis, and publication style of material due
to differing research aims and methodologies. Evidence may also come from early
excavations where no stratigraphical relationships were recognized or defined, and newer
excavations remain unpublished.
The aforementioned regional styles inherent in LH IIIC pottery make it difficult to
define common features that can be applied to the phase as a whole, a fact that serves to
underline the importance of site-specific research at this phase; only after a clear
understanding of developments on a local scale can wider comparisons be made. At
Mycenae, significant deposits of LH IIIC material have been unearthed from areas both
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inside and outside the Citadel walls, but the entirety of available data has yet to be
presented in a comprehensive way.
The aim of this discussion is to provide a synthetic study of the pottery from LH
IIIC Mycenae through an examination of the evidence, together, when applicable, with
associated contexts, artifacts, and parallels from other sites in the region of the Argolid. It
is not meant to be a comprehensive account of all of the LH IIIC pottery from the site, as
it is based only on currently available publications and data from the ongoing analysis of
ceramic materials from the new Building Kappa and Lower Town excavations.

METHODOLOGY

The pottery detailed in the following chapter and accompanying catalog has been
ordered first into broad categories, including open vessels, closed vessels, accessory
vessels, and specialized vessels. Open vessels can be broadly defined as shapes with
wide, unrestricted mouths that are most often intended for eating and drinking (i.e., cups
and bowls), although many would have certainly served other functions. Closed vessels
can be broadly defined as shapes with mouths that are comparatively narrow and
restricted, which are most commonly intended for storage or transport (Smith and Banou
2010, 16). Accessory vessels include those shapes that perform secondary functions, for
example, dippers used in conjunction with other, larger shapes to decant materials.
Specialized vessels are those shapes largely intended for a single, specific purpose,
commonly in ritual settings.
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Within the aforementioned broad categories, individual shapes are discussed.
Open vessels included in the catalog are cups, bowls, kraters, kalathoi, and basins; closed
vessels include jugs, amphorae, amphriskoi, alabastra, hydriae, and pithoi; accessory
vessels include dippers, lamps/braziers, and trays; and specialized vessels include
cooking vessels, larnakes, handmade miniature vases, feeding bottles, askoi, ring vases,
and rhyta.
When applicable, these shapes are organized by broad fabric categories, which
have been identified either through macroscopic analysis (in the case of material from
Building Kappa and the Lower Town) or by information provided in published accounts.
Broad fabric categories include fine, semifine, semicoarse, and coarse, and these
distinctions are based on the presence or absence of inclusions visible by the naked eye.
These inclusions are frequently present in natural clay deposits, but they can also be
intentionally added to clays to enhance their performance, by reducing plasticit y,
improving their workability, reducing shrinkage and expansion, increasing thermal
resistance during firing, and strengthening the body of the final product (Williams 1979,
74). Fabrics are also separated by color, which can provide insight into specific clay
sources utilized by potters, none of which, unfortunately, have been identified at
Mycenae. Nonetheless, the fabric colors commonly identified at the site are common and
relatively standardized throughout all excavated areas, as the descriptions as they appear
throughout the literature appear to be more or less the same. They are also associated
with pottery production in the wider Argolid. Colors include a pinkish- yellow, buff,
reddish-orange, greenish- yellow, and reddish-brown variety. In some cases, fabric
information is unfortunately unavailable; these instances have been noted accordingly.
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The aforementioned fabrics appear to have been the primary types utilized at
Mycenae. As mentioned, however, this analysis is macroscopic. More valuable and
nuanced information about the classification of these ceramic fabrics, however, will be
obtained in the future through the systematic thin-section petrographic analysis of the
pottery assemblages from the new Building Kappa and Lower Town excavations. This
method can provide evidence for a number of important aspects of ceramic studies
including the determination of provenance and the reconstruction of technology (see, e.g.,
Peterson 2009).
Within each fabric category, examples are presented chronologically. The
chronology adhered to is based primarily on the most commonly employed tripartite
scheme of Mountjoy (1986, 1999), that is, LH IIIC Early, LH IIIC Middle, and LH IIIC
Late. Although more complicated schemes for the chronological development if pottery
of this phase have been developed at many sites, including at Mycenae, for example for
ceramic material from the Citadel House. Sherratt and French divided this assemblage
into five separate chronological phases, Early, Tower, Developed, Advanced, and Late.
Briefly, the Early and Tower Phases make up the first and second parts of LH IIIC Early,
while the Developed and Advanced Phases comprise the first and second parts of LH IIIC
Middle. These distinctions are not without limitations: while most of these phases were
defined stratigraphically, the Developed Phase is based only on stylistic observations.
Excavators have additionally stated that the exact origins of a great deal of the material
under study was ultimately unknown, as much had been washed down from other
locations on the Citadel hill, resulting in secondary depositions and scattered isolated
deposits (French 2007, 175–176; Sherratt 2011, 61). These phases of the Citadel House
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Area will be discussed in more detail along with individual shapes as applicable
throughout the following chapter, but because of their not insignificant drawbacks, they
have been largely avoided in discussions of material from other locations at Mycenae. A
tripartite scheme is the most universally applicable, both within the site of Mycenae and
throughout the Mycenaean world as a whole. Finally, it should be stated here that some
of the LH IIIC pottery from the new Building Kappa and Lower Town excavations
similarly derives from unsecure and somewhat mixed contexts. Chronological
information thus can often can be provided only tentatively, particularly in the absence of
painted decoration and/or complete vessel profiles (LH IIIC). Nonetheless, the addition
of this new significant corpus of material, which is comprised of shapes and decorative
schemes familiar to other LH IIIC deposits at Mycenae, is a valuable addition to the
understanding of the period.
Within the catalog in particular, following the chronological distinctions examples
are separated into Furumark Shape (FS) number (these are also utilized throughout the
current chapter). These classifications are based on Arne Furumark’s significant
contribution to the field of ceramic analysis, the 1972 publication Mycenaean Pottery
(reprinted in 1972), which remains an invaluable resource for modern archaeologists.
Furumark produced his volumes on Mycenaean pottery out of necessity: his study of
ceramic material from the Swedish excavations at Asine, which began in 1928, was
severely inhibited by the lack of a definitive volume with which to work. Adolf
Furtwängler and Georg Loeschke’s publications from the later part of the 19th century
(1879, 1886), in addition to whatever excavation reports and museum catalogs were
available to him at the time, proved largely insufficient (Furumark 1972a, xvii).
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Furumark created a numerical system of reference for shapes and motifs: each motif and
vessel type was assigned a number, and these are referred to as Furumark Shape (FS) and
Furumark Motif (FM), respectively. This system has proven to be extremely practical and
can be universally applied, providing scholars with a rubric by which to classify ceramic
material and examine parallels from other sites, even those excavated by foreign teams.
In total, Furumark indentified 336 vessel types and 78 separate motifs.
Following FS number, vessels in the catalog are then roughly divided into
undecorated examples, examples with simple decoration (e.g., monochrome, linear, or a
combination of the two), and examples with more complex decorative schemes.
Furumark Motif numbers are also employed in the catalog and throughout the current
chapter to denote specific aspects of decoration.

OPEN VESSELS

Cups

A total of 107 cups are cataloged from LH IIIC Mycenae, including kylikes, deep
semiglobular cups, domestic shallow cups, mugs, cups with three vertical handles, and
carinated cups. Of these six cup types, most begin to be produced at Mycenae and
throughout the Mycenaean world in previous phases, while two types, deep semiglobular
cups and carinated cups, are unique to the LH IIIC period. About half of these cups were
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produced in fine fabrics, mostly the pinkish-yellow variety when color information is
available (52 total).
Cups can be distinguished from other open vessels, in particular bowls, on the
basis of their size, which is generally smaller. Additionally, cups are most commonly
furnished with one or two handles to facilitate use. In general the primary function of
cups was for the consumption of liquid beverages, but in most cases these vessels also
would have been suitable also for semiliquid or solid comestibles. Also, although there is
evidence for this in the present catalog, cups could have also been used as lamps
(although from Crete, see, e.g., conical cup no. IIB.47 from Mochlos: Smith and Banou
2010, 20). Because the majority of these cups were executed in fine fabrics, each
represented variety would have been well served during formal eating and drinking
events, including feasts, drinking ceremonies, and funerary rituals, occasions that are
well-documented in the periods preceding the Collapse and also well into the Geometric
and later eras of Greek history (see Ch. 5). Many types of cups would also have been
suitable for more mundane settings, for example in kitchens to measure out or separate
ingredients, or in storage areas to decant various materials.

Fine and Semifine Ware Kylikes (FS 257, 264, 267, 273–274, 277)

A total of 61 kylikes are cataloged from LH IIIC Mycenae, 40 of which come
from the new, unpublished excavations of Building Kappa (3 specimens) and the Lower
Town (37 specimens; Figs. 4.1–4.4). The kylix is one of the most recognizable pottery
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shapes in the Mycenaean repertoire. In general, it is a drinking vessel with a relatively
shallow upper body situated on top of a tall, narrow, and footed stem. Following its
appearance in LH IIIA:1, the kylix is extremely common in Mycenaean settlement and
funerary contexts in the LH IIIA:2–IIIB periods. Its dominance is surpassed by that of the
deep bowl in the latter part of LH IIIB, and later also by other types of cups and small
bowls (Mountjoy 1986, 93; 2001, 81, 84, 127, 129; Sherratt 2011, 69). Nonetheless,
kylikes, though rare, continue to be found throughout the LH IIIC period.
The vast majority of kylikes are of FS 274 or 275, both of which are new in LH
IIIC (Fig. 4.5). Also, the kylix is by far the most popular variety of cup cataloged from
post-Collapse Mycenae. Nonetheless, the popularity of the kylix among cup shapes is not
necessarily representative of its popularity during LH IIIC, when it is widely accepted
that the shape was functionally replaced by the deep bowl (later known as the skyphos).
Not only is the kylix extremely easy to identify in sherd material, a factor that likely
accounts for its over representation in excavation reports, but the deep bowl has been
found to be overwhelmingly dominant in many assemblages of the period (see, e.g., Unit
IV-1 at Nichoria, where the assemblages was dominated by skyphoi [Fagerström 1988a,
34, 128; 1988b, 39; Fox 2009, 129–133], and Building C at Asine [Wells 1983, 34;
Mazarakis Ainan 1997, 197; Lemos 2002, 211, Fox 2009, 134–135]), and it is notably the
most common vessel shape in the entire cataloged assemblage from Mycenae, with 219
examples (see below; see also below and Ch. 5 for further discussion on the replacement
of the kylix).
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The Kylix before LH IIIC

Evans argues that the kylix developed out of a Minoan vessel shape (1921–1935,
II, 363–371), which Furumark describes as an “elongated version” of the MM III–LM I
deep semiglobular cup with in-turning (closing) profile (1972a, 56). Adding to these
potential Cretan influences, Furumark also submits that a mainland Helladic predecessor
for the kylix is both possible and likely (1972a, 56–57); the most obvious choice is the
MH Minyan goblet. Late Helladic successors to the kylix include the LH I deep rounded
cup (FS 211, 212) and its predecessors, the LH II–IIIA:1 goblet (FS 254, 255) and the LH
IIIB Ephyrean-style goblet, the smaller variety of which has a tall, narrow stem and
shallow bowl, both features that were particularly influential to the development of the
kylix (Mountjoy 1986, 49). Mountjoy argues that the improvement of firing techniques in
LH IIIA:1 allowed the short-stemmed goblet FS 254/255, with its deep bowl, to develop
into the taller-stemmed and shallower-bodied kylix (2001, 63–64).
Furumark classed the many extant forms of the kylix he identified along with the
goblet as “stemmed cup[s].” His earlier iterations of the shape include FS 256–273, while
his later types, which run from his Myc. IIIB–IIIC periods, include FS 274–278
(Furumark 1972a, 628–633). Mountjoy discusses kylikes of FS 256–258, 274, and 275 in
her 1986 volume and FS 274 and 275 in the LH IIIC Argolid section of her 1999 volume,
and thus special attention will be paid to those forms only, as they are the most common.
Additionally, Late Helladic IIIC kylikes cataloged in this study include vessels of
Furumark’s later periods, FS 257, 267, 273–275, and 277 (see Fig. 4.5).
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The LH IIIA:1 kylix is rare, appearing at this time as a decorated shape in both
domestic and funerary assemblages. Mountjoy does not assign it a particular FS number
in this phase, writing only that it is a “cross between the goblet and the kylix” (1986, 66).
It retains the wide, flat strap handles of the goblet but has a taller stem and shallower
bowl, in addition to an everted rim and a stem and foot with a high dome-like impression
underneath (see Fig. 4.5; Mountjoy 1986, 66); the latter are diagnostic features that can
be used to identify the shape in sherd material. By LH IIIA:2 the kylix has completely
replaced the goblet and has become one of the most common shapes. In the early phase
of the period, often called LH IIIA:2 early, its type-form according to Mountjoy is FS
256, which features a narrow decorative zone on the body that ends at the base of the
handles (1986, 67), in which a relatively wide range of motifs can be present. The FS 256
version of the shape is also identified by the presence of a deep and in-turning bowl,
which is semiglobular in shape and has a short and rounded rim (see Fig. 4.5). This bowl
sits upon a relatively short stem that is roughly concave in shape, usually with several
wide bands decorating it and the foot (base); the stem can also be monochrome. This
foot, which is convex, continues to have the same high dome underneath that is found in
LH IIIA:1, and the shape also has two large loop handles, flattened in section, which are
attached at the rim and belly. These handles are usually monochrome with a triangular
reserved area at the top and two tails at the base (Mountjoy 1986, 88).
In the later phase of LH IIIA:2, often called LH IIIA:2 late, the kylix is FS 257
and is distinguished by the presence of a wider decorative zone that can end at the top of
the stem (see Fig. 4.5; Mountjoy 1986, 67). This shape has the same deep, semiglobular
bowl and short, rounded lip as FS 256, but it now has a more conical profile. The handles
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of FS 257 are also the same as the previous version, but their shape is less rounded and
they now reach a height slightly higher than that of the rim; these handles can be
“horned,” with a small vertical protrusion placed on their flat tops. The decorative zone
of FS 257 is wider than that of FS 256, and a similar variety of motifs are employed, but
toward the end of the phase it becomes progressively narrower. The stem is now straight
and taller than before, and it sits on a base that is flat or convex with a high dome
underneath, and it is decorated with wide bands that increase in number as the phase
progresses. The base is furnished with two broad bands or three thin narrow bands, and
the handle continues to receive monochrome decoration with a reserved triangle at the
top and two tails at the base, but the tails may now cross over a group of fine bands that
adorn the bottom of the decorative zone (Mountjoy 1986, 89–90). The very popular kylix
FS 264 is also found in LH IIIA:2 (see Fig. 4.5). This shape is always monochrome,
usually in a reddish-yellow or red color, and its general shape is rounded or deep conical,
with a profile that curves inward as it approaches a short, rounded rim; this rim always
has a thin groove underneath it. Furumark Shape 264 is always furnished two wide strap
handles, resembling somewhat those of the earlier goblet, and its stem, which sits atop a
convex foot that is concave underneath with no dome, is short and concave in shape
(Mountjoy 1986, 90).
In LH IIIB:1 the kylix is now FS 258 (see Fig. 4.5). There are two variants of this
shape, FS 258A, which is the so-called Zygouries kylix, and FS 258B. Both kylix types
have a shallow bowl (those of FS 258A can be extremely shallow) with a flaring rim and
a conical body. They have two vertical handles, oval in section, that are attached at the
rim and the belly and have the overall shape of a narrow loop. These handles never rise to
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a height higher than that of the rim, but they are sometimes “horned” like those of the
previous phase. The vessels sit atop a tall, narrow, straight-sided stem, and the base is
convex or flat with a short dome underneath. The Zygouries kylix, FS 258A, named after
the site in the Korinthia where a large numbers of the vessel shape were unearthed in the
Potter’s Shop (Blegen 1928, 143–147; Mountjoy 1986, 93), is distinguished by the
sparseness of its decoration: a single main motif, usually a whorl-shell or a flower, is
present in the center of one side. This motif reaches from the rim to halfway down the
stem where the decoration then often forms a panel-like arrangement that somewhat
resembles triglyphs on deep bowls. No other decoration is present. Furumark Shape
258B, which is much more common that FS 258A, is much more elaborate, with
decoration reaching from the rim to the top of the stem. This type of kylix receives a thin
rim band, a banded base and stem, and sometimes a group of thin bands at the top of the
stem. Its handles are monochrome, with the same reserved triangle at the top and pair of
tails at the base, and the whorl-shell is the most common motif (Mountjoy 1986, 113,
115). In LH IIIB:2, decorated kylikes are not produced, having been replaced by
unpainted conical (FS 274) and carinated (FS 267) types (see Fig. 4.5; Mountjoy 1986,
121; see also below).

Late Helladic IIIC Kylikes at Mycenae

In general, the conical kylix FS 274 is the preferred type in LH IIIC Early (see
Fig. 4.5). This type of kylix is conical in shape with straight sides and a lipless or
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incurving rim. It sits on a tall, narrow stem that sometimes bulges out in its middle, while
the base is convex with a shallow dome underneath it. The handles are oval in section and
attached at the rim and upper body, and they sometimes remain unpainted when the shape
receives monochrome decoration (Mountjoy 1986, 148). The carinated kylix FS 267 is
also still produced in this phase, but it remains undecorated (Mountjoy 2001, 92).
Eighteen kylikes cataloged from LH IIIC Mycenae are securely dated to LH IIIC
Early. One, Kylix 41, was dated on the basis of contextual information to the so-called
Transitional LH IIIB:2–LH IIIC Early Phase (French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 359–360). Of
the 18 kylikes dated to LH IIIC Early, 15 were recovered from the Citadel House Area,
14 of which (nos. 1–5, 41–49), were found on a floor in Room xxxiv, which likely acted
as a storage facility serving adjacent areas, possibly many related to religious activities
involving ceremonial eating/drinking (French 2011a, 19, fig. 16, Suppl. PDF 203–204,
414–415). One was found in another location of the Citadel House Area (no. 57). Here,
Sherratt notes that painted conical kylikes of FS 274 and 275 are not found in sherd
material until the so-called Tower Phase of that site, equivalent to the second part of LH
IIIC Early, but painted FS 267 kylikes do appear (1981, 63; 2011, 69; see also French and
Taylour 2008, 13). Elsewhere, one kylix (no. 58) was found in T. 515 of the Kalkani
Cemetery and two were found in the Lower Town (nos. 6, 7).
Of the aforementioned LH IIIC Early kylikes, three are of the aforementioned
undecorated FS 267 variety (nos. 2, 3, 42), while Kylikes 21 and 57, also of FS 267, are
outliers, having monochrome interiors and sloppy exterior linear decoration (Kylix 21 is
from the Lower Town; see Fig. 4.1). Nine of the LH IIIC Early kylikes (nos. 4, 44–50,
58) are of the FS 274 variety. While FS 274 can be decorated during this phase, all
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cataloged specimens are undecorated, a fact that conforms well to Mountjoy’s, French’s,
and Sherratt’s assertions that these kylikes do not receive decoration in the so-called
Early Phase at Mycenae (Mountjoy 1986, 134–135, 148; 2001, 91; French 2011a, Suppl.
PDF 824, graph 1; Sherratt 2011, 69).
Of the last seven cataloged LH IIIC Early kylikes, Kylikes 6 and 7 were
unearthed during the Lower Town excavations, both of which cannot be identified more
specifically than FS 274/275, as those two Furumark designations are considered to be
the standard LH IIIC variety. Kylix 7 is the only specimen with decoration worth
mentioning: it has a monochrome interior and possible whorl shell (FM 23.10) tails on its
exterior (see Fig. 4.1). The whorl shell motif, popular on kylikes dating to LH IIIA and
IIIB, does continue to be used in LH IIIC Early, but it does not appear in LH IIIC Middle.
Kylix 41 is of FS 257, with flattened vertical handles that rise slightly above the rim, a
dome underneath the foot, and sparse, somewhat badly drawn linear decoration. Notably,
this kylix has a single monochrome handle preserved, in addition to a spiral running up
the length of its stem and concentric circles in its interior base (French 2011a, Suppl.
PDF 359–360), both unique details that likely speak to the creativity of the potter (Fig.
4.6). Finally, Kylikes 5 and 43, both undecorated, have high-swung vertical handles that
rise well above the height of their rims, and these are of FS 277 and 273, respectively.
This particular detail may have made them easier to hold and display in communal
settings. Kylix 1, which is of FS 264, has flattened handles that rise slightly above the
height of the rim and a completely flat foot. All three of these “outliers” were found on
the floor of Room xxxiv, and as this space was intended for storage, it is not hard to
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imagine that they may represent holdovers from previous phases; as the excavators place
them in LH IIIC Early, they are included here.
In LH IIIC Middle, the kylix is again conical and is of FS 275, a shape primarily
distinguished by its height, which is not as tall as its predecessor FS 274 (see Fig. 4.5).
Overall, kylikes are rare at this time and most commonly furnished with linear
decoration, with a narrow area reserved in the handle zone, a banded or monochrome
stem, and a monochrome interior, sometimes with a reserves circle in the center of the
base (Mountjoy 1986, 172; Thomatos 2006, 136). The bowl of FS 275 is shallow, it can
have a lipless or incurving rim, and it sits on a tall stem that again sometimes bulges out
in the middle. The base is small and conical with a small dome underneath, and the shape
is furnished with two small handles attached at the rim and upper body (Mountjoy 1986,
172).
At Mycenae in particular, based on evidence from the Citadel House Area,
decorated kylikes are rare in the first part of LH IIIC Middle, called the Developed Phase,
as well as in the Advanced Phase of the latter part of the period (French 2007; Sherratt
2011, 72, 77). This situation is reflected in the evidence derived from the present work, as
only three cataloged kylikes can be securely dated to this period (Figs. 4.3, 4.7: nos. 52,
59, 61). One of these, the notable example Kylix 52 (FS 275), has added white pictorial
decoration in its monochrome interior in the form of a possible hunting scene showcasing
dogs or horses (Sakellarakis 1992, no. 57). Its exterior may additionally be decorated in
the Close Style, according to Mountjoy, with groups of parallel chevrons and isolated
semicircles (1999, 170). Although this example lacks an exact findspot, it was furnished
with the most elaborate form of decoration available at the time, and likely was a prized
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possession, perhaps used during eating/drinking rituals or events that would have enabled
the owner to showcase and enjoy its lively interior scene. The second LH IIIC Middle
cataloged kylix, Kylix 59, which is undecorated, was found in the East Basement of the
Granary. Finally, one example from the Lower Town, Kylix 61, can be added to this tiny
corpus, as it preserves a stem that is decorated with thick bands, a feature that appears to
occur elsewhere in LH IIIC Middle, but not in LH IIIC Early or Late (see Fig. 4.3; see
Mountjoy 1986, 172, fig. 275.2, 6).
Seventeen fragmentary kylikes from the Building Kappa and Lower Town
excavations (Kylikes 8–19, 51) can be assigned to LH IIIC, but with no more precision
than LH IIIC Early–Middle, as this designation most commonly derives from decorative
observations, primarily the presence of simple linear decoration and/or monochrome
interiors, the latter a detail that does not occur in earlier periods (see Fig. 4.2). Excluding
them from the later LH IIIC Late phase is the presence of exterior band decoration rather
than reserved lines on a dark ground (see below; Mountjoy 1986, 190). It should be noted
again that only in rare cases have kylikes been recovered from secure contexts in these
areas that likely (although tentatively) fall in LH IIIC. On the basis of observations from
the Citadel House excavations, however, it may be safe to assume that these kylikes, all
of which are decorated, fall somewhere between the Tower and Advanced Phases at
Mycenae—that is, the latter part of LH IIIC Early and the entirety of LH IIIC Middle.
In LH IIIC Late, the kylix becomes rare at Mycenae, according to Mountjoy
(1986, 182). Indeed, only one cataloged LH IIIC kylix (no. 60) is dated to this phase, but
it is noted for the Citadel House Area that kylikes do occur in LH IIIC Late contexts
(French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 824, graph 1; Sherratt 2011, 80). In general, however, FS 275
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is still the norm and its general form is straight sided and conical. The shape receives two
small handles that attach at the rim and upper body, and it sits on a straight or bulging
stem and a small conical base with short dome underneath. Notably, the diameter of the
rim can be smaller than kylikes produced in earlier phases, a condition that can result in
the creation of a somewhat funnel- like shape. The kylix FS 275 is usually decorated with
large monochrome areas, again anticipating decoration common in the later
Submycenaean period. Indeed, the kylix is most commonly completely monochrome with
groups of thin reserved bands down the body and the stem, and it can also sometimes
have a reserved handle zone (Mountjoy 1986, 182, 190). Kylix 20 from the Lower Town,
which features a monochrome interior and reserved handle, is dated no more securely
than LH IIIC Middle–Late (see Fig. 4.3).
Twenty-four kylikes in the catalog cannot be dated with any more precision than
LH IIIC (nos. 21–40, 53–56). Some are so poorly preserved and/or fragmentary that an
exact determination of their FS number was not possible, but some attempt has been
made (see Appendix A; nos. 38, 39, 56). A single specimen recovered from the Citadel
House Area, Kylix 22, is undecorated and of FS 274 (French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 684).
The remainder are additionally elusive, as they are undecorated, monochrome, or have
simple linear decoration and monochrome interiors (see, e.g., Fig. 4.4).
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The Production and Use of Kylikes at LH IIIC Mycenae

In the literature, the kylix is often considered the drinking vessel of choice, and it
is proven to have been used in a wide variety of contexts, from the ritual to the mundane,
most probably for the consumption of wine or other beverages (Lantzas 2012, 81).
Rachel Fox, in her dissertation on feasting from the Late Bronze to Early Iron Ages,
notes that a standard kylix at Pylos (FS 274) would have held approximately 0.75–1.2
liters of liquid, more than two standard pints and certainly an appropriate amount for a
single individual to consume or to share with others (Fox 2009, 285; see also Blegen and
Rawson 1966; Hruby 2006). The thick stems of these vessels also often survive
deposition, so it is quite easy for archaeologists to identify them in sherd material, and
kylikes are quite often present in abundance, particularly in contexts dating to the LH
IIIA–IIIB periods. This has led to the inevitable conclusion that the kylix was an
extremely popular Mycenaean vessel shape, having been frequently and repeatedly used,
broken, and replaced. Michael Galaty, however, notes that the circumstances of their
survival may be what accounts for their prevalence in the archaeological record; because
kylikes are readily identified, biases in recording may exist (Galaty 1999).
As has become clear from the previous discussion, kylikes continue to be
produced throughout LH IIIC in both undecorated and decorated varieties, and at
Mycenae, from which 61 both published and newly excavated kylikes making up more
than half of the total assemblage of cups can be attributed to the period, this may have
occurred with relative frequency. Here, they were primarily produced in fine, welllevigated fabrics with very few macroscopically visible impurities; indeed, only one kylix
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(no. 61) was produced in a semifine fabric and none in coarse fabrics. Forty of the 61
kylikes are made of the fine, pinkish- yellow fabric, while 12 were made of the fine buff
fabric, four of the reddish orange, and one of the greenish yellow; three additional kylikes
are also of fine fabrics, but specific color information was unavailable in the literature.
Based on the accepted primary function of kylikes as drinking vessels, the fact
that they were produced in very fine fabrics should come as no surprise. Fine fabrics that
have been produced with a great deal of care to ensure that they are devoid of a great
many large impurities result in vessels that are relatively lightweight and therefore easy
to lift and imbibe from. Indeed, Tournavitou, in her analysis of examples of the shape
from the Oil Merchant Complex, finds that their weight, in addition to their size and
shape, rendered them useful for this purpose (1992, 198). She also notes that the rim,
which is thin and lipless, would have been particularly suitable for drinking, and these
useful morphological features would have been difficult (although not impossible) to
execute during production with coarse, impure fabrics. The size and placement of the
handles of the kylix also aid in drinking, but these handles are sometimes very small and
thin, and the fine fabrics from which they are produced make them easily breakable—in
such cases, holding the stem of the kylix rather than its handles would perhaps have been
more convenient (Tournavitou 1992, 198).
Perhaps most importantly, the level of care and attention often paid during
production to LH IIIC kylikes and specimens from earlier periods is likely indicative
their important place in Mycenaean culture and society (for the importance of the kylix
during the Palatial period, see, e.g., Mountjoy 1993, 120; Bendall 2004, 128; Hruby
2006, 230; Galaty 1999; Lantzas 2012, 81). Additionally, there is a great deal of evidence
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indicating that kylikes, and more specifically drinking from them, were an important
component of both feasting and ritual activities during the Mycenaean period, functioning
as a practical receptacle for drink and also an important status symbol. However, it
should be here noted that some scholars have argued, particularly with respect to the LH
IIIB period (and more specifically LH IIIB:2 when large numbers of unpainted versions
of the shape were produced), that kylikes served a mundane purpose. In fact, they are
very often associated with careless mass production, a connection that has led to a
number of scholars considering them the “Dixie cup of the Mycenaean Age” and
therefore not highly valued objects in general but disposable vessels that were frequently
used, broken, and tossed aside (Galaty 2010, 236).
Evidence from Mycenae itself indicates that these vessels were indeed sometimes
made quickly and in large numbers. A good deal of variation in shape, finish, and
qualities of form among kylikes was observed in the Oil Merchant Complex assemblage,
for example. Tournavitou thus argues that kylikes in LH IIIB were probably “popular,
everyday drinking-vessels” used primarily in domestic contexts (Tournavitou 1992, 198;
see also French 1967, 183). This assertion echoes Ione Mylonas Shear’s observations on
the quality of kylikes from the Panagia Houses, located nearby across a modern road and
in proximity to the Treasury of Atreus. In the so-called Drain Deposit there, which was
located in a rock-cut channel running from the southeastern corner of a room in House II,
27 kylikes were discovered, many of which were poorly formed and fired (1987, 146–
147). Galaty argues, however, that the kylikes dealt with by with by Shear and
Tournavitou did not necessarily derive from mundane contexts, particularly with respect
to the West House in the Oil Merchant Complex, where Linear B tablet fragments, fresco
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fragments, and foreign trade goods were also found, possibly indicative of a more highstatus situation (1999). It is possible that the producers of these specimens were operating
under difficult circumstances that can perhaps be attributed to time constraints or
inexperience, and that their products were not up to the generally accepted standard.
Shear additionally contends that the many warped kylikes from the Panagia Houses could
have been the result of generally difficult conditions of their production (1987, 50), and
Tournavitou notes that some specimens are very fragile and have stems that are too high
to be convenient, both possible consequences of difficult conditions during production
(1992, 198). Perhaps, then, even skilled, experienced potters sometimes had a hard time
producing “perfect” kylikes.
Indications of such conditions were found following the examination by Juile
Hruby of the many kylikes discovered among the pottery from room 18–22 of the palace
at Pylos. These kylikes exhibit many qualities similar to those found at the Panagia
Houses and Oil Merchant Complex, uneven rims and stems, off-center bowls, and useless
handles, and Hruby concludes that a single potter may have been responsible for the
production of the entire assemblage, but that this individual may have been pressed for
time, perhaps responsible for producing hundreds of vessels for a large, upcoming feast
(see Hruby 2006, 192–209). It is not unreasonable, therefore, in the absence of a more
thorough specialized analysis, to conclude that potters at Mycenae may have operated
under similar circumstances at one time or another. Additionally, malformed kylikes
from Mycenae and other sites are still most frequently produced in fine, well-levigated
fabrics, indicating at the very least that some level of care was taken in the initial stages
of manufacturing.
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With 40 kylikes added to the catalog from the new Building Kappa and Lower
Town excavations, the corpus of identifiable and published kylikes from LH IIIC
Mycenae has now more than doubled, from 21 to 61. With the majority of these adhering
well to pre-established formal and decorative trends, their addition serves to supplement
and complement the observations made by French, Mountjoy, and Sherratt. What remains
to be understood, however, is why a shape as ubiquitous as the kylix fell out of popular
favor. It is fairly well established that the painted kylix went out of fashion following LH
IIIB:1. At Mycenae in particular, French (1967, 183; 1969, 84), Wardle (Wardle,
Crouwel, and French 1973, 304), and Tournavitou have found evidence for this in
locations both inside and outside of the Citadel walls, each noting the absence of painted
kylikes in LH IIIB:2 contexts. It is generally thought that at this time they were replaced
by the patterned deep bowl, a vessel shape that continued to be a popular throughout
much of the LH IIIC period, a situation reflected both in the literature and in the present
catalog, where the number of deep bowls outnumbers the kylix more than three times
over (French 1967, 183; Tournavitou 1992, 198; see also below). The reasons behind the
replacement of the kylix doubtless inform conditions surrounding their production and
use in LH IIIC Mycenae, primarily with regard to their relative scarcity but also with
respect to their patterns of decoration.
Approaching the end of the LH IIIB period, kylikes are commonly undecorated
and not furnished with a slip. Notably, Tournavitou writes that the porosity of many
vessel types—that is, the speed at which they absorb the liquid that they contained—was
perhaps more than was desirable (1992, 198). It should be noted, however, that she
mentions a personal communication with French wherein the latter states that the acid
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used to clean excavated ceramic vessels could influence porosity. More research on this
particular issue, therefore, is necessary before secure claims can be made (Tournavitou
1992, 198 n. 72). Kylikes with no decoration or slip, then, would have absorbed some of
their contents, thus rendering them difficult to clean and perhaps undesirable to drink
from if residue was left behind from previous occasions and affected taste. This
difficulty, with respect to kylikes in LH IIIB, was perhaps enough to render them useless
in popular opinion. Perhaps they were passed over for deep bowls and other vessel types
with monochrome and/or slipped interiors suitable to prevent the absorption of their
contents. This could also explain why kylikes begin to receive monochrome treatment on
the interior in LH IIIC, as can be seen above in many specimens from Mycenae. The
supposition that kylikes were “Dixie cups,” however, could be an indication that
undecorated versions were not meant to be drunk from more than once, so further
explanation is necessary.
With no stem to speak of and simple raised or flat bases on semiglobular bowls,
the majority of the weight of a deep bowl is closer to its ground and thus more stable than
a high-stemmed kylix, both when empty and full. These qualities render them both easier
to produce than a kylix and more useful in various kinds of contexts. Along these lines,
extant deep bowls are in general larger in volume than kylikes, and, though they were
perhaps difficult to hold and drink from in the case of sizable specimens, they would have
been ideal for the sharing of their contents (Fox 2009, 285–286). Kylikes could have, and
most definitely were, however, shared among participants of drinking and feasting
activities, and these individuals were doubtless encouraged to drink heavily, however, so
perhaps the adoption of the deep bowl points toward a subtle change in drinking and
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eating rituals and proceedings. In other words, perhaps the decline in the popularity of the
kylix was not the result of its functionality or difficult conditions of production, but was
more in line with its association with palatial ideology.
Fourteen of the kylikes in the present catalog were recovered from the floor of
Room xxxiv in the Citadel House Area, which is again understood to have been a storage
room serving nearby rooms and buildings that may have been involved in ritual activities,
as they are located in the vicinity of the former Cult Center. A further four kylikes were
found elsewhere in the Citadel House Area, while only one was found in the nearby
Granary (no. 59). Given the aforementioned discussion, perhaps kylikes at LH IIIC
Mycenae were intimately involved in ritual, commensal eating and drinking activities that
would have taken place in the area of the former Cult Center, thereby demonstrating links
to the former Palatial period not only through the use of the kylix and the activity of
feasting itself, but also through the use of locations that were previously important to
religious life. It could be that the use of familiar symbols and locations during these
activities served to legitimize them and reinforce the status of both the participants and
the host.
Most notably, of the 61 kylikes from LH IIIC Mycenae, three were uncovered
during the excavation of Building Kappa, while 37 were found in probable LH IIIC
contexts during the Lower Town excavations. The kylikes from these new, unpublished
excavations make up 66% of the total, greatly enhancing our understanding of the use of
this shape following the collapse of the palaces. While the kylix at LH IIIC Mycenae is
still vastly outnumbered by the deep bowl (see below), it is perhaps no longer possible to
assume that it feel out of favor quite as dramatically as has been previously assumed.
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While it is clear that their deposition in tombs is no longer a common practice, as only
one (no. 58) was found in a tomb dated to the period, individuals were still using the
kylix in both ceremonial (Citade House Area) and more mundane contexts (Building
Kappa, Lower Town), and while it is possible that some recorded specimens may be
hangovers from the LH IIIB period, this type of limited phenomenon does not adequately
account for its relative commonality in the pottery assemblage.
The data from the Lower Town at the very least suggests that the shape was still
being produced, although certainly on a smaller scale, by potters operating at LH IIIC
Mycenae. Perhaps individuals settled in at Mycenae following the collapse of the palaces
still valued the kylix and its associated eating and drinking activities, at the very least
with respect to those utilized in the Citadel House Area. Alternatively, this may be
representative of an effort by potters to reinvigorate interest in the kylix, and they may
have intended to elevate the shape and increase demand in order to stimulate the market
(see below, Ch. 5, for further discussion of the replacement of the kylix).

Fine Ware Deep Semiglobular Cups (FS 215–217)

A total of 19 deep semiglobular cups are cataloged from LH IIIC Mycenae. The
deep semiglobular cup is the second most popular cup type produced at LH IIIC
Mycenae, but they are nonethtless greatly outnumbered by kylikes (61 total examples).
They come from locations both inside and outside the Citadel walls, including the Citadel
House Area, the area of the South House, the Granary, the Lion Gate “Staircase” deposit,
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the Alepotrypa and Third Kilometer Cemeteries, and the Chania Burial Mound.
Unfortunately, no examples of this shape could be identified in probable LH IIIC deposits
in Building Kappa or the Lower Town. The rims of these vessels can sometimes be
furnished with dots (see below), much like those of the rosette deep bowl, and Mountjoy
rightly points out that one can often be confused for the other, although the rim diameters
of deep semiglobular cups are in general significantly smaller (1986, 147). As a great
deal of the sherd material from these new excavations is small and extremely fragmentary
(often resulting in rim diameters that cannot be determined), and because the deep bowl
is one of the most common LH IIIC shapes, it is important to note here that there may
currently be a bias in recording in favor of the rosette deep bowl.
The basic shape of FS 215–217 is a deep, semiglobular body with a flaring lipless
rim and an oval- or round-sectioned handle that attaches to the rim and lower body; the
base is ring or raised concave (Fig. 4.8). Semiglobular cups (FS 211, 212, 218, 219) are
produced throughout the entire Late Helladic period, beginning in LH I. The deep
semiglobular cup, however, is a new shape in LH IIIC Early, and it possibly replaces a
shallower version of shape (FS 220) at this time, as the latter no longer appears in the
archaeological record (Mountjoy 1986, 14, 146–147, 233; 1993, 90). Sherratt does,
however, note the presence of sherds of FS 215 in mixed LH IIIB:2–LH IIIC Early
deposits in the Citadel House Area (1981, 55; 2011, 64), so it is possible that they may
have appeared earlier at Mycenae.
In LH IIIC Early, deep semiglobular cups are generally of FS 215, although at this
time there is some observable variety in the shape of the cup and in its decoration. These
cups can have a typical deep semiglobular shape or a more shallow and broad shape with
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a conical lower body, which can be seen in Deep Semiglobular Cup 1 from Mycenae
(Fig. 4.9; French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 406–407). In terms of decoration, FS 215 can be
undecorated with only a dotted rim and a splash down the handle (e.g., no. 3), it can have
a medium band (ca. 2 cm wide) on the lip and a splash down the handle and a linear or
monochrome interior, or it can be undecorated on the exterior and monochrome on the
interior, with the center base reserved and a splash down the handle (e.g., no. 1;
Mountjoy 1986, 147; 1999, 156).
The shape of the semiglobular cup changes somewhat in LH IIIC Middle and Late
(see Fig. 4.8). Now classed as FS 216, it has a deep semigobular bowl, a flaring lipless
rim, an oval handle extending from the rim to the belly, and a high ring base. In LH IIIC
Late, the ring base is quite high, anticipating that of the SM variation. LH IIIC Middle
and Late semiglobular cups are usually decorated in a linear fashion (although there are
some exceptions), usually consisting of a medium band or a band below the rim and a
linear or monochrome interior (e.g., nos. 5, 12, 14–17; see, e.g., Figs. 3.33:a [no. 12],
4.9). The handle may have a single band or cross bars down it, the interior center base
may carry a spiral or be reserved (no. 18), and decoration is sometimes present in the
exterior handle zone (Mountjoy 1986, 171, 190; 1999, 185–186). Some of the
semiglobular cups in the catalog from Mycenae in these phases are undecorated (e.g.,
nos. 11, 13, 19[?]; see, e.g., Fig. 4.9), and others may in fact be Submycenaean in date
(e.g., nos. 6, 7 [see Fig. 3.25:b], 19). At this time, the cup is smaller than in previous
periods and is shaped like a bell, with a flaring lipless rim, and one handle with an oval
profile (Mountjoy 1986, 199; 1999, 194).
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Mountjoy notes that the deep semiglobular cup continues after LH IIIC through
the Submycenean and Protogeometric periods (1986, table III).

The Production and Use of Deep Semiglobular Cups at LH IIIC Mycenae

The vast majority of the deep semiglobular cups cataloged from LH IIIC Mycenae
were recovered from nondescript contexts in the Citadel House Area (9 of 19; 47%).
Given the location of this area in the vicinity of the former Cult Center, it is possible that
some of these cups may have been used during ceremonial eating and/or drinking events
in the area, perhaps associated with religious activities. Examples unearthed from the
nearby Granary and Lion Gate “Staircase” Deposit (nos. 11, 13–15, 17) may have been
served similar activities. Elsewhere, a number of examples (nos. 7, 12, 17, 19) were
found in funerary deposits, and, aside from no. 12, which served as the cover for a
cremation urn, these were likely intended as offerings for the deceased.
All of the deep semiglobular cups cataloged from LH IIIC Mycenae were
manufactured from fine fabrics, similar in color and perhaps identical to those of the
aforementioned kylikes, the pinkish- yellow and fine buff fabrics being the most common
among those for whom color information was available. Notably, a single deep
semiglobular cup (no. 7) found in the South House of the Citadel House Area was
published by Desborough as having a fine buff fabric with “traces of mica” (1973, 95, no.
1). Fine fabrics with traces of mica are noted by Desborough for vessels of different
shapes from LH IIIC Mycenae, and each of these are notably either LH IIIC Late or SM
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in date, so it is likely that potters were exploiting a new clay source. However,
Desborough is the only excavator who remarks on the presence of mica, and in the
absence of petrographic analysis it is not possible to say whether or not his observations
are accurate.
The single handle, flaring lipless rim of relatively small diameter, and manageable
size of deep semiglobular cups makes them ideal drinking vessels. Following production,
deep semiglobular cups could have been used in a variety of ways: in domestic settlement
contexts, they would have been well suited for the everyday drinking of liquids like water
or wine. They could have also been utilized to aid in the measurement of quantities of
comestibles for cooking, or made a convenient, portable lamp on a sturdy base, although
none of the specimens in the present catalog preserve traces of burning. In ceremonial
contexts, they could have been used during feasting events or funerary activities, much
like kylikes, although the presence of only a single handle perhaps indicates that they
were not shared among participants.
As we have seen in the case of the kylikes above, a particularly suitable drinking
vessel can be manufactured from a fine, well-levigated fabric. These types of fabrics
enabled the formation of the thin flaring lip of deep semiglobular cups, which is ideal for
the consumption of liquids. These cups are also relatively thin-walled, a trait that is only
enhanced by the use of a fine fabric, and they would therefore have been easy to handle
during use. Additionally, those deep semiglobular cups with monochrome interiors may
have been decorated in this fashion for aesthetic as well as functional reasons, both to
conform to prevailing tastes and also to decrease their porosity (see Tournavitou 1992,
198). These cups could have also held semi-solid or solid foods that were consumed with
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the hands or with utensils, and their single vertical handle enabled easy and safe handling,
particularly if contents were hot. The care taken in the production of these vessels, in
particular during the preparation of the clay before forming and firing, perhaps signifies
their importance in Mycenaean society, but because we have no representations of deep
semiglobular cups having been utilized in rituals or other special occasions, it is difficult
to substantiate this assertion. Nonetheless, they are sometimes found in tombs as
offerings for the dead (see, e.g., nos. 7, 12, 19).

Semifine Ware Domestic Shallow Cups (FS 222)

There is only one domestic shallow cup FS 222 (Fig. 4.10) in the catalog from LH
IIIC Mycenae (no. 1); it makes up only 1% of the total cup assemblage. It is undecorated
and of a semifine fabric. This vessel was found in the so-called Workshop, an area
located on the northern slope of the Citadel hill approximately 100 m northeast of the
Lion Gate. The “Workshop” was constructed in LH IIIA and destroyed at the end of that
period (LH IIIA:2), it was subsequently reconstructed in LH III:B1, the period to which
most of the excavated pottery belongs, and it was again destroyed (without fire) at the
end of LH IIIB:2. Following its final destruction, it appears to have been the site of a
number of burials until the LH IIIC Middle period (Daneilidou 2008, 299, 345–346).
Furumark coins the term “domestic shallow cup,” and he describes these vessels
as having a shallow, mostly conical shape, with a flat base and a convex-concave or
angular profile that ended in a lipless or somewhat splaying rim. Domestic shallow cups
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are furnished with a single vertical handle, flattened or round in section, which is attached
at the rim and side. Furumark argued that these vessels are found from the LH IIIA:1 to
the end of his Myc. IIIC:1 period, which ended roughly at the same time as LH IIIC
Middle. For him, domestic shallow cups are “a kind of conical cup,” vessels that were
used on Crete starting in the EM period before having been taken up by potters on the
mainland in LH I (Furumark 1972a, 52, 96, 622, fig. 15).
Perhaps unsurprisingly, Mountjoy and other scholars refrain from discussing
domestic shallow cups FS 222, so information about the prevalence of this shape in LH
IIIC is unfortunately unavailable. Nonetheless, it is more than likely that these cups were,
in much the same way as other handled cups that have been discussed, used for the
consumption of liquids like water or wine, or even semi-solid or solid foods. Because
Domestic Shallow Cup 1 is undecorated, it is unlikely that this specimen would have
served during commensal eating and/or drinking activities, but it would have been
perfectly suitable for more mundane contexts, like everyday meals. It could have also
served as a tool to measure or prepare substances during activities like cooking.

Fine Ware Mugs (FS 225, 226)

Seven mugs are cataloged from LH IIIC Mycenae. They make up a small amount
of the total cup assemblage, and were therefore clearly not a popular choice at the time.
Notably, five of the seven cataloged mugs were recovered from the Building Kappa and
Lower Town excavations (Fig. 4.11: nos. 2–4, 6 [5 not pictured]), while the other two
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were both unearthed from the Citadel House Area. Although on a smaller scale than that
of the kylix, the data from the former new, unpublished excavations supplements and
enhances our understanding of the use and popularity of the mug at LH IIIC Mycenae.
Furumark classified mugs as “cylindrical cups,” and his FS 226 ran into his Myc.
IIIC:1 period, which is roughly equivalent to LH IIIC Early and Middle (1972a, 623).
These vessels, with cylindrical bodies, lipless rims, and single vertical handles, were
produced in both large and small sizes (see below), and they were plain or furnished with
lavish decoration.

The Mug before LH IIIC

The Mycenaean mug is a new shape in LH IIIA:1, thought to have developed out
of the so-called Vapheio cups, which are commonly found in LH I–LH IIB contexts
(Mountjoy 1986, 51, 233). According to Mountjoy, it is the FS 225 version of the shape
that is manufactured at this time, even now in both large and small sizes (Fig. 4.12). The
mostly straight-sided, cylindrical bodies of FS 225 mugs are furnished with lipless rims
that can be either straight or somewhat flaring, and, notably, the bases of these vessels are
rounded and somewhat convex, meaning that the vessels can tip this way and that,
thereby lessening the security of their contents (Mountjoy 1986, 63–64). It is difficult to
know what specific purpose that this design may have served, or whether or not it was
intentional or a general flaw in the design, but its existence could be an indication that
these vessels were not meant to be put down until their contents were finished, and also
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that they could have been stored upside down on a shelf or hanging from their handles.
Mugs of FS 225 also have a ridge located in the center, or waist, of the body and a single
vertical strap handle attached to the body that straddles the waist. Exterior decoration
appears in the two zones separated by the central ridge, and the same motif is utilized in
both; common options include stipple, scale pattern, net, curve-stemmed spiral, and
running spiral. The interior and exterior rim and base can be decorated with bands, and
there is one band on the central ridge, while the underside of the base is commonly
furnished with numerous concentric circles and the interior base is unslipped.
Additionally, the handle is monochrome and may have a reserved area in the shape of a
triangle at its top (Mountjoy 1986, 63–64).
In the subsequent LH IIIA:2 phase, mugs can be of either the FS 225 or FS 226
variety (see Fig. 4.12). Furumark divides FS 225 and 226 on the basis of the presence of
the aforementioned waist ridge, concluding that only mugs of FS 225 have such ridges.
He also declares that FS 225 mugs are always smaller than those of FS 226 (1972a, 623;
Mountjoy 1986, 86 n. 35). Mountjoy, however, briefly details evidence from later
excavations at Mycenae that established the occurrence of waist ridges on larger-sized
LH IIIA:2 mugs, specifically those that have the straight sides of FS 225 rather than the
more concave ones of FS 226 (particularly in LH IIIA:2 late; French 1965, 176 n. 75;
Mountjoy 1986, 86 n. 26). She writes, then, that both shapes are still produced in large
and small sizes in this period. The larger-sized mugs will usually possess a ridge at both
the waist and the rim, and another ridge may also be present on the base. For the purposes
of her 1986 volume, Mountjoy classed those mugs with waist ridges as FS 225 and those
without as FS 226. Other than a cylindrical body and straight (FS 225) or concave (FS
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226) sides, LH IIIA:2 mugs can have a handle that is flat or round in section, and FS 226
mugs usually have a smaller handle than those of FS 225. The base can be flat or
concave, and it is again frequently decorated on the underside with concentric circles.
The exterior and interior rim is banded, and bands are also present on the exterior base
and the waist. The same motif again appears in both the upper and lower zones on the
body; popular choices include foliate band, chevron, flower, tricurved arch, wavy border,
curtailed running spiral, curve-stemmed spiral, N-pattern, U-pattern, whorl-shell, wavy
line, and diagonal pattern. The handle is again monochrome with a reserved triangle at
the top and two tails at its base, and sometimes a ring is painted on the body around both
bases of this handle (Mountjoy 1986, 85–86).
In LH IIIB:1, the mug is limited to the FS 226 variety, as mugs of FS 225 are no
longer produced. It is produced in both large and small sizes: on the former, ridges are
usually only present at the waist, although they can also be present at the rim and base;
and the latter have no ridges at all. The mug has retained its cylindrical shape and flat or
convex base, but now its sides are always concave, sometimes extremely so. The handles,
which can again be strap or oval in section, maintain their monochrome decoration and
reserved triangle and two tails; sometimes a second reserved triangle is present at the
base of the handle. The decorative zone is again split into two sections at the waist, with
the same motif in each, including most commonly the N-pattern, wavy line, zigzag,
curtailed running spiral, whorl shell, flower, multiple stem, triglyphs, chevrons, isolated
semicircles, quirk, and tricurved arch motifs. Notably, smaller mugs might have only a
single decorative zone, and for all examples, when they are decorated with the whorl
shell motif, it extends from the rim to the base, cutting across the band at the waist. On
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larger mugs, a supplementary decorative zone is sometimes also present above and below
the bases of the handle, and for all types concentric circles often adorn the underside of
the base (Mountjoy 1986, 112). Interior decoration appears to be in the form of bands at
and/or below the rim. In LH IIIB:2, mugs are rather uncommon, but they again have a
cylindrical shape and concave sides, while the base is slightly convex, and no ridges are
present at the rim, waist, or base. Decoration is no longer separated into two zones, now
running uninterrupted from rim to base, and a band at the exterior waist may or may not
be present. Popular motifs used on mugs during this phase include whorl shells and
triglyphs, and the rim is sometimes dotted (Mountjoy 1986, 128).

Late Helladic IIIC Mugs at Mycenae

In LH IIIC Early, the only phase that Mountjoy discusses as having mugs in her
1986 volume, the mug FS 226 is again uncommon, but it is still produced in both large
and small sizes. (Mountjoy does not dicsuss LH IIIC mugs at all in the Argolid section of
her 1999 volume, hence its exclusion here.) It retains its cylindrical shape, concave sides,
and lack of ridges, and its base is either convex or raised concave, while its rim is flaring
and lipless. Some examples also have a pinched-out spout. The handle, still attached to
the vessel at one side, is now wide and strap in section, and its decoration consists of a
stripe down each of its edges. Mugs can have a single, large decorative zone or two zones
separated at the waist that contain the same motif, and the interior can now be
monochrome or banded. Concentric circles are often present on both the interior and the
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underside of the base (Mountjoy 1986, 147). Specific to Mycenae, Sherratt reports the
presence of a few mugs in sherd material datable to the Tower Phase of the Citadel House
Area, roughly equivalent to the second part of LH IIIC Early at the site (1981, 64, fig. 84;
2011, 70). Those specimens briefly detailed by Sherratt have monochrome interiors and
exteriors with linear decoration, but no further description is provided. Mug 1 from the
Citadel House Area possibly dates to this phase of LH IIIC Early, but it is undecorated
with convex sides, a flaring lipless rim, and a single strap handle, but is otherwise
unremarkable. Notably, it was unearthed in Room xxxiv of the Citadel House Area,
which was likely intended for storage, alongside a great deal of pottery of a variety of
shapes (French 2011a, 19, fig. 16, Suppl. PDF 203–204, 414–415). The remainder of
cataloged LH IIIC Early Mugs number five in total; four (nos. 2, 3, 5, 6) were recovered
from the Lower Town while one (no. 4) was found in Building Kappa. Each of these
specimens are poorly preserved, but each has concentric circles adorning the underside of
its base, a feature noted by Mountjoy on a mug of that date from Phylakopi (1986, 147,
fig. 184:3; see Fig. 4.11). Only one example, Mug 6, preserves decoration of what may
be a running spiral (FM 46).
The final specimen, Mug 7, was unearthed in the Citadel House Area, and it is
preserved in only a single sherd (Fig. 4.13). Mug 7 is dated by its excavators to LH IIIC
Middle on the basis of its decoration, which appears to have been executed in the Close
Style, with a bird motif (FM 7) and concentric arcs (FM 44) on its exterior and a
monochrome interior. The sherd preserves neither a rim nor a base, but it was presumably
identified as a mug due to the presence possible presence of two grooves (or a single
ridge) on its body (French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 852, 853, 855, no. 16). If this identification
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is correct, it is not difficult to imagine that this elaborately decorated mug was a prized
possession and possibly used in association with events in the nearby Temple Complex.
Furthermore, it is notable that this specimen was dated to LH IIIC Middle, as mugs are
not commonly attributed to this period. Sherratt does, however, note that a few sherds of
mugs were present in deposits datable to the Advanced Phase in the Citadel House Area,
which is roughly equivalent to the second half of LH IIIC Middle (Sherratt 1981, 75;
2011, 77). Perhaps during its use in the Temple Complex, then, the mug was venerated as
a form that harkened back to and possibly drew upon the powers of religious practices of
the earlier Palatial period.

The Production and Use of Mugs at LH IIIC Mycenae

Every single mug in the present catalog was made of a fine fabric, and the
majority (six out of seven), when color information was available, was manufactured
from the pinkish-yellow fabric. As we have seen with kylikes, where the majority of fine
vessels are also executed in this fabric, it was clearly the fine fabric of choice. Those
same advantages for drinking that this fabric provided kylikes, including enabling the
creation of thin lipless rims and relatively lightweight vessels, can be applied to the
Mycenaean mugs of LH IIIC. Indeed, as mugs were generally of a larger size than were
kylikes, their weight may have been an important detail during manufacture, and the
difficulty of achieving this may account for their relative unpopularity following the
collapse of the palaces. It is more likely, however, that these vessels, like kylikes, were
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overwhelmingly associated with palatial ideology and were deliberately or necessarily set
aside for more popular drinking vessel forms, such as deep bowls.
At Mycenae, mugs in LH IIIC, rare though they were, were most probably used
in the same fashion as mugs of today: for the consumption of liquid beverages; they
could also have served as containers for semi-solid or solid foods, but the depth of the
average mug perhaps would have made it difficult, although certainly not impossible, to
use ones hands or a utensil to remove and consume its contents. Large decorated mugs of
relatively high capacity would have been well suited to communal (and possibly highstatus) drinking or feasting events when beverages might have been shared among
participants, while undecorated or sparsely decorated specimens would have served well
in more mundane contexts, perhaps within the home or kitchen.

Fine Ware Cups with Three Vertical Handles (FS 233)

Five cups cataloged from LH IIIC Mycenae are classed by Furumark as cups with
three vertical handles (FS 233), a vessel shape that he considers a wholly mainland
creation (1972a, 102, 624; Fig. 4.14). These make up only 4% of the total cup
assemblage.
All of these cups are roughly bell shaped, with three vertical handles that are flat
in section, evenly placed, and attached at the rim and belly. Their bases can be rings, as
seen on nos. 1, 2, and 4, or, in some cases, they are supplied a short stem with flat or
conical disc base, as in nos. 3 and 5. All five specimens are undecorated, and according to
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Wace they were executed in wide variety of fabric types ranging from fine to coarse
(Wace et al. 1921–1923, 53). Only black and white photographs of these vessels are
available, so no further information can be obtained regarding the color or quality of the
fabrics in which they were produced. Furumark rightly places these vessels in the later
part of his Myc. IIIC:1 phase (1972a, 624), roughly equivalent to LH IIIC Middle,
primarily because they were unearthed by Wace, who called them “goblets with three
handles,” in the East Basement of the Granary, a location that furnished vessels primarily
of the diagnostic Granary Style (Wace et al. 1921–1923, 48–54).
Wace mentions that a total of 44 such cups were found in the East Basement,
some among a “nest” of other fragmentary vessels on the floor of the room and situated
against the southern wall, and others in higher levels that likely comprised the debris
from upper stories. Cup with Three Vertical Handles 4 was notably found very near to
Stirrup Jar 28 (Wace et al. 1921–1923, 51, 53). Although these vessels can be securely
dated by context and related finds, they are not present in the literature following
Furumark’s inclusion in his 1972 volume; indeed, Mountjoy does not discuss any vessels
of FS 233 in her 1986 volume or in the Argolid section of her 1999 volume. As a result,
their inclusion in the LH IIIC catalog here should be considered tentative, as it cannot be
ascertained if cups of this shape were produced either before or after the fall of the
Mycenaean palaces.
The cup with three vertical handles, like other Mycenaean cups, was most
probably used for the consumption of liquid beverages like water or wine. The size and
placement of their handles would have enabled the vessels to be safely handled when full.
The three handles are unique and were perhaps intended allow the vessels to be shared by
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a number of individuals, maybe during feasts or ceremonial events. On the basis of
comparisons with other cups of the time period, manufacture in fine fabrics would have
produced vessels that were of an appropriate shape and weight for easy use. In this
respect, however, it is notable that they are undecorated, which would perhaps imply that
they were intended for more mundane, everyday circumstances, but given the
commonality of undecorated cups like kylikes, it is possible that these three-handled
vessels held more significance. Nonetheless, due to the number of fragmentary vessels
found in the East Basement of the Granary, it is not hard to imagine that the room was
used for the storage of these vessels, and perhaps they were intended to be used in the
upper stories of the Granary or in nearby buildings. Furumark mentions another vessel of
FS 233 found at the Mycenaean Sanctuary at nearby Asine (1972a, 624, no. 233.6; Frödin
and Persson, 298, 308). In that light, this particular shape may have been intended for use
during ceremonial events carried out at the nearby Grave Circle B or in the cult areas of
the Citadel House Area.

Fine Ware Carinated Cups (FS 240)

A total of 14 carinated cups are cataloged from LH IIIC Mycenae. Six are from
the Citadel House Area, two are from the Causeway Deposit, one is from the Granary,
and three are from the new Lower Town excavations (Fig. 4.15); the remaining two
carinated cups are currently located in the National Museum in Athens and their findspots
are unknown (Vermeule and Karegeorghis 1982, Sakellarakis 1992). Overall, carinated
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cups appear to have been a relatively popular shape, but they nonetheless make up only
12% of the total cup assemblage in the present catalog.
Furumark classified carinated cups as “deep cup[s] with two raised handles”
(1972a, 625), but this particular vessel form is characterized by a single high-swung
handle. Its basic shape is conical, with a carination at the mid-body, a cylindrical upper
body with concave sides, and a flaring lipless rim; the base is ring. The high-swung
handle attaches from inside the lip of the vessel to the carination (Fig. 4.16).
Some variation in the shape and decoration of the carinated cups can be observed
throughout the LH IIIC period. They are a new shape in LH IIIC Early, and at Mycenae
in particular, Sherratt reports small numbers of them in deposits dated to the Tower Phase
(LH IIIC Early 2) of the Citadel House Area (1981, 63; 2011, 69; see also Mountjoy
1999, 156 n. 817). In During this phase, these cups are most commonly furnished with
monochrome decoration, although they may occasionally have a reserved exterior lower
body (Mountjoy 1986, 147). Of the five total LH IIIC Early carinated cups in the present
catalog, five have interior and exterior monochrome decoration (nos. 5, 9, 13, 14), while
one (no. 10) preserves linear decoration on its exterior and a monochrome interior.
Carinated cups continue to be produced through LH IIIC Middle. In general, these
vessels have a higher ring base and may have a more pronounced carination (resulting in
more a more concave body) than in LH IIIC Early, and they are still most often
monochrome (Mountjoy 1986, 204). In the Citadel House Area material, however,
Sherratt reports the presence a few painted examples in the first part of this phase
(Developed Phase), and specifically pattern-decorated versions in the second half
(Advanced Phase; Sherratt 1981, 68, 75–76; 2011, 72, 77). The majority (nine of 14) of
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carinated cups in the present work can be dated to LH IIIC Middle (nos. 1–4, 6–8, 11,
12). Two specimens (nos. 1, 11) are entirely monochrome as preserved, and they can
perhaps be attributed to the earlier part of the phase, while others were furnished with
exterior decoration of motifs over monochrome areas (nos. 2, 3), and were possibly
produced during the second half of the phase. Other LH IIIC Middle carinated cups have
exterior linear decoration, sometimes accompanied by motifs (nos. 4, 6, 12), some of
which appear to be Pictorial or Close Style in character. Two examples (nos. 4, 6) are
elaborately decorated with a pictorial bird motif (FM 7) in addition to joining semicircles
(FM 44), which in Carinated Cup 6 are located within a reserved band below the interior
rim (Fig. 4.17). The interior base of LH IIIC Middle carinated cups can sometimes have a
reserved circle at its center, the rim can be reserved with dots, and added white
decoration may be employed in dots on a monochrome rim or on the carination of the
vessel body (Mountjoy 1986, 171–172), although no specimen from Mycenae can
currently be said to demonstrate these qualities. Finally, the highest point of the handle
can have an attached protome, often in the form of a bull’s head; animal- head protomes
occur in particular during the second part of LH IIIC Middle (Mountjoy 1986, 204).
Indeed, two examples from Mycenae (nos. 7, 8) were identified solely on the presence of
bovine animal head protomes that appear to have been attached to high-swung handles
(Fig. 4.18).
No LH IIIC Late specimen from Mycenae exists or has been published in the
literature; the presence of a large example from Tiryns confirms its survival into that
phase (Mountjoy 1986, 190; 1999, 186; 2001, 109). Nonetheless, it is clear that the shape
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was rare at the time, and it may have no longer been produced at Mycenae in particular
following LH IIIC Middle.

The Production and Use of Carinated Cups at LH IIIC Mycenae

Carinated cups, like each category of cup discussed above, doubtlessly served as
drinking vessels. Every single specimen in the present catalog was most probably
manufactured from a fine fabric: in particular, where this information is available, four
are in the pinkish-yellow fine fabric, four are in the fine buff, and four are in fine fabrics
of unknown color. Unlike kylikes and mugs, present evidence indicates that potters
making carinated cups may not have favored the fine pinkish-yellow fabric, an equal
number having been made in the fine buff. Nonetheless, because these cups were likely
produced in well-levigated fine fabrics only, it is clear that some care was taken in their
manufacture, perhaps indicating their social or cultural significance. Also, as we have
seen with other cups, fine fabrics enable the production of vessels suitable for drinking in
form, size, and weight. A majority of cataloged carinated cups (10 of 14) also have
monochrome interiors (nos. 1, 2, 4–6, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14), a feature that perhaps decreased
their porosity and made them more desirable for the consumption of liquids. Perhaps,
then, monochrome carinated cups functioned in domestic, everyday settings while more
elaborately decorated versions were used during rituals or feasting events. It is also clear
that cups of this sort with elaborate decoration also served as containers for burial
offerings and were likely also valued in their own right.
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The primary function of carinated cups (drinking) can sometimes be made
apparent from observation of use-wear marks on the surface. Bartłomiej Lis, through the
analysis of use-wear marks on LH IIIC pottery from Lefkandi among other locations,
concludes that there are three groups of such marks present on fine pottery: those that
result from handling the vessels, those from the use of utensils in conjunction with the
vessels, and those from contact with other vessels or objects (Lis 2010, 8). On carinated
cups from Lefkandi, Lis most often observed the presence of use-wear marks on the lips
and the carination of the lower body, the latter notably often evident directly opposite the
handle (2010, 10), which in my opinion is perhaps evidence that these vessels may have
been used during toasts. Additionally, the high-swung handle of a carinated cup would
have enabled it to be used like a dipper in order to decant liquids or solids contained in
larger vessels into smaller ones, a situation that would also have resulted in the presence
of use-wear marks on the carination directly opposite the handle. In this respect, it is
perhaps notable that dippers do not survive into LH IIIC Middle at Mycenae (see below);
perhaps the more versatile and multi- use carinated cup replaced them at this time.

Bowls

A total of 276 bowls are cataloged from LH IIIC Mycenae, including deep bowls,
shallow angular bowls, one-handled conical bowls, and stemmed bowls. Of these four
types, only the one-handled conical bowl is a new shape during this period, and it begins
to be produced during LH IIIC Middle. Also somewhat unique is the shallow angular
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bowl: although it as an unpainted shape as early as LH IIIA, it begins to be a decorated
shape in LH IIIC Early.
As mentioned above, bowls are the single most common shape in the entire
assemblage. Like cups, the majority of bowls were produced in fine fabrics, mostly the
pinkish-yellow variety when color information is available.
Bowls can loosely be defined as open vessels that are generally larger in size than
cups. Like cups, they were usually furnished with two handles. Bowls were most
commonly used for the consumption of liquid, semisolid, or solid foods. In most
contexts, they likely also functioned as serving vessels, and elaborately decorated
specimens, like many deep bowls (see below) would have been especially suitable for
formal eating and drinking activities. Also, like the cups, because these bowls are
primarily fine ware, they would have been well suited to formal eating and drinking
events, including feasts, drinking ceremonies, and funerary rituals.

Deep Bowls (FS 284–286)

Among bowls from LH IIIC Mycenae, the deep bowl is the most abundant type,
numbering 219. It is also the single most frequent shape in the entire cataloged ceramic
assemblage. Forty-three of the deep bowls in the present catalog were recovered during
the new Building Kappa (4 total: nos. 33, 57, 58, 76) and Lower Town (39 total: 4–14,
28–32, 34–41, 56, 59, 60, 65–75, 113) excavations (Figs. 4.19–4.22). Here, it should be
noted that the deep bowls from the Lower Town are all extremely fragmentary, and their
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identification as such should in some cases be considered tenatitive (see individual
catalog entries in App. A.).
Furumark aptly calls the deep bowl “deep rounded bowls with horizontal handles”
(FS 279–286; Fig. 4.23). He found his FS 282 version to run from LH IIIB–LH IIIC
Early/Middle, his FS 284 from LH IIIA:2–IIIC Early, his FS 285 in LH IIIC Middle only,
and his FS 286 in LH IIIC Middle/Late (Furumark 1972a, 633–635). Overall, the deep
bowl is likely rooted in a Middle Helladic tradition (see, e.g., Karo 1930, pl. 166.158),
but it began as a decorated shape in LH IIIA:2 late and was produced with varying
frequency through to the Submycenaean period (Mountjoy 1986, 91; 2001, 72 n. 252).
The basic form of a deep bowl is a deep semiglobular shape on a raised concave or ring
base with a straight or flaring lipless rim and two horizontal handles situated just above
the belly.
Based on current evidence, the deep bowl is one of the most ubiquitous shapes in
the Mycenaean potter’s repertoire, and it is recognized in copious amounts at most
relevant archaeological sites and is common in both funerary and settlement contexts.
Indeed, the 219 deep bowls cataloged from LH IIIC Mycenae were found in a number of
contexts both inside and outside of the Citadel walls. The reason for its prevalence likely
can be attributed to the ease with which deep bowls can be identified during excavation
and study, as distinctive decorative schemes were employed throughout many phases of
the Mycenaean period. The ubiquity of the deep bowl cannot be explained by research
biases alone, however; it was clearly a shape that was highly valued and sought after, and
these bowls were thus doubtless produced in great numbers during most of LH III.
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Fine Ware Deep Bowls

One hundred and seventy-seven of the 219 bowls in the present catalog were
manufactured from fine, well-levigated fabrics; indeed, deep bowls of all periods are
most commonly produced in fine fabrics. When color information is available, the most
common fine fabric at LH IIIC Mycenae was the pinkish-yellow variety (76), followed
by the buff (30), greenish yellow (6), and reddish yellow (1).

The Deep Bowl before LH IIIC. Although they begin to be produced in LH IIIA:2
late, deep bowls become much more common in LH IIIB, when three varieties, called
Group A, Group B, and rosette deep bowls are produced; the type shape of the period is
FS 284 (see Fig. 4.23; Mountjoy 1999, 1229). Group A deep bowls begin in LH IIIB:1,
while Group B and rosette deep bowls begin in LH IIIB:2 (Mountjou 1986, 117, 12). By
LH IIIB:2, Group A deep bowls have an upside-down, bell-like shape that sits on a ring
base, in addition to a flaring lipless rim. Their decoration greatly resembles that of the LH
IIIB:1 varieties, which usually consists of a decorative zone extending from the rim to
just below the belly, a belly with a single band or a fine line group, and a narrow exterior
rim band and occasional interior rim band; the handle is most commonly furnished with
three splashes and paneled patterns are the most popular motifs employed (Mountjoy
1986, 117–118, 129).
The shape of Group B deep bowls in LH IIIB:2 is the same as that of Group A,
although they are commonly larger in size. The decoration of Group B deep bowls
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appears to be very elaborate in contrast to those of Group A. They are furnished most
distinctively with a broad exterior rim band, usually ca. 3 cm in thickness, in addition to a
two wide belly bands, and one or two bands around the base. The presence of all of these
bands renders the decorative zone rather narrow; there, paneled patterns are again a
popular choice. Additionally, the interiors of Group B deep bowls are always
monochrome, making them very easy to recognize, and there can also be a reserved circle
at the center base; handles are usually decorated with three splashes (Mountjoy 1986,
121, 131).
The simplest deep bowl of LH IIIB:2 is the rosette deep bowl. These are in
general the same size as Group A deep bowls, and they have the same shape as both
Group A and Group B deep bowls. They are furnished with a distinctive dotted rim and a
single large motif in the center of each side, most commonly a rosette, hence the name,
but also sometimes a lozenge, and the handle is decorated with cross splashes (Mountjoy
1986, 121, 131).

Late Helladic IIIC Deep Bowls at Mycenae. Overall, by LH IIIC the deep bowl is
now furnished with a lip rim that has a very distinctive flaring shape, rendering it
extremely bell-like in shape. Additionally, they most commonly sit on ring bases that
become higher and more conical in shape as the period progresses (Mountjoy 1986, 205).
In LH IIIC Early in particular, deep bowls of FS 284 are still produced, and although
Group B deep bowls are no longer found, Group A and rosette deep bowls continue with
some new innovations. The horizontal handles of these bowls are often placed very high
on the body, and although ring bases are most common they can also be raised concave in
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shape. Mountjoy finds five distinctive types of deep bowl to have been produced during
LH IIIC Early, including: (1) the rosette deep bowl that is either smaller in size than that
of LH IIIB:2 with a smaller-sized motif placed higher up on the body and handles with
three splashes, or the same size as earlier Group A deep bowls but with additional linear
decoration on the rim, belly, and base and a monochrome or linear interior; (2) the Group
A deep bowl with decoration much the same as in LH IIIB:2 but now with a monochrome
interior, either one or two narrow exterior rim bands, or a medium band; (3) the
monochrome deep bowl; (4) the deep bowl that is linear with a monochrome interior; and
(5) the medium band deep bowl that has a monochrome interior and a medium band ca. 2
cm on its exterior rim and splashed handles (see below; Mountjoy 1986, 150–152; 2001,
91).
Most of the aforementioned types are found at Mycenae during LH IIIC Early
where, particularly in the Citadel House Area, the deep bowl is the most common
decorated shape (Sherratt 1981, 554–55; 2011, 64). There, in the so-called Early Phase of
LH IIIC Early, the Group A deep bowl with monochrome interior is the most common,
but medium band versions with monochrome interiors are also found (Mountjoy 1986,
135; French 1969, 135). Later, in the so-called Tower Phase of the same period, when
deep bowls remain the most common decorated shape, all Group A deep bowls are again
furnished with monochrome interiors and medium band deep bowls continue to appear.
Also notable is that completely monochrome deep bowls, sometimes with reserved areas
beneath the handles and in the interior bases, are found for the first time (Sherratt 1981,
62; 2011, 68–69; Mountjoy 1986, 135).
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In the present catalog, 63 fine ware deep bowls are dated LH IIIC Early (see, e.g.,
Fig. 4.19; nos. 4–33, 77–87, 107–110, 117–137; nos. 1–3 and 114–116 are Transitional
LH IIIB:2–LH IIIC Early, based on contextual information). These bowls largely confirm
the observations of Sherratt based on the Citadel House area material, although there are
some outliers. Of the 63, 28 (nos. 19, 20, 26, 27, 80, 81, 87, 117–135; Fig. 4.24) are
Group A or medium band deep bowls with monochrome interiors, while only two (nos.
14, 22; see, e.g., Fig. 4.19) are medium band with undecorated or linear interiors. Group
A deep bowls with undecorated or linear interiors are also somewhat common,
numbering ca. 11 in total (e.g., nos. 8, 9, 12, 14, 18, 30, 33; see, e.g., Fig. 4.19); these
could be hangovers from earlier periods, but as at least two of them (nos. 109, 110) were
found on the floor of Room xxxiv in the Citadel House Area, it may be that they
continued to be produced alongside versions with monochrome interiors. Indeed, a total
of 18 deep bowls of several varieties were found in this room (nos. 21–25, 78, 81–86,
107–110, 182, 183), lending further evidence to the hypothesis that it was a storage room
serving adjacent areas. Finally, many of the LH IIIC Early fine ware bowls of this variety
are rosette deep bowls, numbering 22 in total (5, 6, 10, 11, 13, 15, 23, 25, 28, 29, 32, 78,
79, 82–86, 107, 108, 136, 137; see, e.g., Fig. 4.19). Only three LH IIIC Early deep bowls
are outliers: no. 24 is undecorated, while nos. 16 and 17, preserved as small sherds only,
have pictorial decoration in the form of a horse (FM 2) and fish (FM 20), respectively.
Notably, a number of LH IIIC Early deep bowls are of unknown fabric, but these
can nonetheless also be shown to conform well to the general characteristics of the phase.
Eleven specimens (nos. 190–201), all from the Causeway Deposit, are LH IIIC Early
medium band deep bowls. A number of others from the same location and others also
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greatly resemble the typical LH IIIC Early Group A type deep bowl with monochrome
interior (nos. 202–206) in addition to Deep Bowl 216 from the House of the Tripod
Tomb.
By LH IIIC Middle, the deep bowl is now of FS 285, and bowls of this type are
not found in earlier periods (Thomatos 2006, 98; see Fig. 4.23). It retains its deep
semiglobular shape and flaring lipless rim, but its body can incurve a bit more than in
previous versions as it approaches this rim or it may have straighter sides overall; the
base is always ring. By this time, the deep bowl is the most popular decorated shape,
along with the amphoriskos and the stirrup jar (Mountjoy 2001, 97; Thomatos 2006, 98).
Mountjoy again isolated five distinct types of decorated deep bowls during this phase: (1)
Group A deep bowls with a one or two rim band, one of which is of medium width,
handles with three splashes, multiple splashes, or stripes, a monochrome or reserved
lower body below the decorative zone, and a monochrome interior, sometimes with a
narrow reserved rim band or a reserved base; (2) deep bowls with elaborate Close Style
decoration in their decorative zones, narrow reserved bands on the interior and exterior
rim, the occasional dotted rim, splashed handles, a lower body that is either monochrome
with multiple reserved line groups or with many narrow bands, and a monochrome
interior, sometimes with a reserved area at the base; (3) monochrome deep bowls with
multiple interior and exterior reserved bands, and sometimes a dotted rim and/or a
reserved interior base, and splashed handles; (4) monochrome deep bowls with reserved
lower bodies and reserved bands below the interior rim and sometimes with a dotted rim
and the area between the handle bases reserved; and (5) completely monochrome, again
sometimes with the area between the handle bases reserved (Mountjoy 1986, 176–178).
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Like in LH IIIC Early, most of the aforementioned types are found at LH IIIC
Middle Mycenae, where, again based on the material from the Citadel House Area and
the present catalog, the shape is extremely popular. Most deep bowls produced at
Mycenae and in the Argolid at this time have the aforementioned distinct bell shape, and
they are often very tall and deep (Thomatos 2006, 98). In the Citadel House Area, during
the so-called Developed Phase monochrome deep bowls, sometimes with reserved
interior bands below the rim, reserved bases, and reserved lower bodies are introduced,
although monochrome deep bowls without these reserved lines continue to be produced
in larger quantities than previously. Nonetheless, deep bowls with medium bands and
monochrome interiors are the most common overall, most commonly without patterned
decoration, although deep bowls with medium bands and decorative motifs (most often
running or antithetic spirals) are often produced as well (Sherratt 1981, 67–68; 2011, 72;
Mountjoy 1986, 156; French 2007, 176). By the so-called Advanced Phase in the Citadel
House Area, monochrome deep bowls now have multiple interior and exterior reserved
lines on the rim, belly, and lower body, and they often are furnished with dotted rims.
Sherratt also notes the presence of “negative” deep bowls, which resemble the
aforementioned monochrome variety but are reversed, with fine lines painted on a light
background. Completely monochrome deep bowls are also produced as well as
monochrome deep bowls with reserved bases, and deep bowls with popular spiral motifs
are found, but medium band deep bowls without paneled decoration are rare. Deep bowls
of Close Style are also produced in the Advanced Phase of LH IIIC Middle in the Citadel
House Area. These bowls exhibit the same interior and exterior multiple reserved lines
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that are found on others during the time period (Sherratt 1981, 70–71; 2011, 73, 75;
Mountjoy 1986, 156; French 2007, 178).
A total of 59 fine ware deep bowls in the present catalog are dated LH IIIC
Middle (nos. 42–59, 88–106, 111, 112, 138–164; see, e.g., Fig. 4.21). Overall, these
conform very well to the characteristics outlined above, particularly with respect to the
Citadel House material. Many Group A-like and medium band deep bowls with
monochrome interiors are present (total of 16: nos. 42, 50, 56, 57, 63, 98, 101, 112, 157–
164; see, e.g., 4.21), and these sometimes have reserved interior bases or reserved lines
on their interiors. There are also several monochrome deep bowls (total of 11: nos. 48,
49, 60, 100, 102–104, 111, 138, 140, 148; see, e.g., Fig. 4.21), many of which have
multiple reserved lines and interior and/or exterior reserved bases. Only one deep bowl
(no. 99) is completely monochrome with reserved areas under its handle bases, while
eight deep bowls (nos. 149–156) are completely monochrome as preserved with no other
distinctive decorative features. A few of the deep bowls were also deemed by Wace to be
of the Granary Style, largely based on their findspots in the Granary itself, but it is clear
that they could easily fit into the category of the aforementioned Group A, medium band,
and monochrome deep bowls: several (nos. 141, 143, 146) have rather elaborate
decoration in the form of antithetic spirals, parallel chevrons, rosettes, joining
semicircles, among others, while two are monochrome with multiple reserved lines
and/or interior and exterior bases (nos. 142, 144, 145; Fig. 4.25).
Finally, many of the fine ware LH IIIC Middle deep bowls in the catalog were
decorated in the distinctive Close Style. A great deal of these were furnished with the bird
motif (FM 7), a motif that we have and will see on many other vessels of this style that
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was doubtlessly extremely popular at Mycenae, and they have monochrome interiors that
often exhibit reserved lines (total of 18: nos. 44–47, 52–55, 91–97, 106, 139, 147; see,
e.g., Fig. 4.27). Two additional examples (nos. 51, 105) are also perhaps in the Close
Style and feature the goat (FM 6) and fish (FM 20) motifs, while two (nos. 89, 90; Fig.
4.24) even more notably feature men (FM 1), horses (FM 2), and chariots (FM 39). The
bird and fish motifs are also found on Deep Bowls 217 and 218, which are of unknown
fabric but are also dated to LH IIIC Middle, while a final deep bowl of this time period
(no. 147; see Fig. 3.33:b) served as the cover of a cremation urn in the LH IIIC Middle
Chania Burial Mound (Palaiologou 2012, 262–264, fig. 10:c, d).
In LH IIIC Late, the deep bowl is again of FS 285 (see Fig. 4.23). These vessels
continue to have a general bell-like shape, with a deep semiglobular bowl and distinctly
flaring lipless rim, and they sit on a very high ring base. Unlike earlier phases, Mountjoy
identified only three primary types deep bowl in this phase: (1) monochrome deep bowls
with a reserved base or lower body, sometimes with a reserved interior band below the
rim, a reserved band just below the exterior belly, or a reserved interior base; (2)
monochrome deep bowls with narrow decorative zones (sometimes left reserved),
sometimes with a reserved lower body and base, a reserved band below the interior lip,
and a reserved interior base; and (3) deep bowls with wide decorative zones and
monochrome interiors, sometimes with a reserved band below the interior rim, a wide
reserved band on the exterior rim, a reserved rim with a band below it, and two bands on
the belly (Mountjoy 1986, 190–192). Following these trends, later in the Submycenaean
period deep bowls are generally monochrome with reserved bases and sometimes a
narrow reserved band on the lower body. The LH IIIC Late narrow decorative zone does
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continue sometimes, usually furnished with a wavy line or a zigzag, but it is not common
(Mountjoy 1986, 195). The observations on LH IIIC Late are echoed in the Citadel House
material from the so-called Final Phase, where deep bowls are generally monochrome
with a single narrow reserved decorative zone between the handles that it sometimes left
blank or filled with a horizontal wavy line (Sherratt 1981, 79; 2011, 79; Mountjoy 1986,
182).
In the present catalog, only 12 (nos. 61, 62, 165–172, 176, 177; see, e.g., Fig.
4.28) fine ware deep bowls are dated to LH IIIC Late; these come primarily from the
Citadel House Area but some come from the Lower Town and elsewhere. Most are
monochrome on the exterior and interior, sometimes with reserved lower bodies and
bases, reserved rim bands on the interior, and reserved interior bases. Some also have
narrow decorative zones that are sometimes reserved but sometimes also filled with wavy
lines. Two are notably described by the excavators as being “medium band” (nos. 174,
175), a type that was thought to have died out by LH IIIC Late, so these may be
hangovers from earlier phases. A single deep bowl of LH IIIC Late (no. 219) date that
was manufactured from an unidentified fabric displays the same common features, with
monochrome interior and exterior decoration, a reserved lower exterior belly, and a linear
base (Onasoglou 1995, 136–137, fig. 55:1).
Unfortunately, a number of fine ware deep bowls from the Lower Town and
Building Kappa excavations (nos. 65–76) cannot be dated more precisely than general
LH IIIC, as they are preserve only as small sherds (see Fig. 4.22). These generally have
monochrome interiors and exteriors and were furnished with the simple wavy line motif,
although one example (no. 66) is undecorated.
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Mountjoy notably has deep bowls continuing through the Protogeometric period
(1986, table III).

Semifine Ware Deep Bowls

A small number of deep bowls from LH IIIC Mycenae were manufactured from
semicoarse fabrics (12 total; nos. 178–189; for no. 189, see Fig. 3.26:b), most commonly
the pinkish-yellow variety. These fabrics do not appear to have had a great deal of
inclusions, but they were nonetheless not as well levigated as those employed by their
fine ware counterparts. Perhaps, then, these deep bowls were expected to hold substances
of greater mass or temperature, or perhaps they were manufactured with less care due to
time constraints or a lack of technological skill. Overall, it will be clear that the
decorative schemes of the following semifine deep bowls mirror exactly those outlined
for the fine versions above, so it does not appear that different decorative choices were
made when different fabric choices were.
Six semifine deep bowls are dated to LH IIIC Early. Several were furnished with
pictorial motifs. One (no. 178) displays the ever-popular (at least at Mycenae) bird motif
(FM 7) and has a monochrome interior, while the man (FM 1; no. 179), stag (FM 5; no.
180), and goat (FM 6) motifs also appear. Sakellarakis notably writes that the man motif
on Deep Bowl 179 could be representative of a soldier carrying a stick from which a bag
or vessel is hung (1992, 22), something that is perhaps echoed on the so-called Warrior
Vase krater (see below). The last two (nos. 182, 183) LH IIIC Early semifine deep bowls
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are rosette deep bowls, both from the Citadel House Area and both found on the floor of
Room xxxiv.
Five semifine deep bowls are dated to LH IIIC Middle (nos. 184–188). The
popular bird motif is again found on two specimens (nos. 185, 186) and these were both
furnished with monochrome interiors with multiple reserved lines. Another man motif
(FM 1) is found on Deep Bowl 188, which was also provided with a monochrome
interior, while another pictorial motif of unknown character can be seen on Deep Bowl
189. Deep Bowl 184 is simply monochrome on its interior and exterior and has a reserved
band below its exterior rim. Finally, a single semicoarse deep bowl is dated LH IIIC Late
(no. 189). From the Prehistoric Cemetery, this specimen was notably fabricated from a
buff fabric with mica inclusions, which is found to have been utilized in several other LH
IIIC Late vessels from Mycenae. This specimen is typically monochrome with a narrow
decorative zone that contains sloppy a wavy line.

The Production and Use of Deep Bowls at LH IIIC Mycenae

Deep Bowls at LH IIIC Mycenae come from a wide variety of contexts in the area
of Mycenae, but notably very few of these are funerary in nature: (1) two (nos. 168, 177
[see Fig. 3.30:b, c]), both dating to LH IIIC Late, were found in Tomb 515 of the Kalkani
Cemetery; (2) one (no. 189) was found in LH IIIC Late Grave XXIX in the area of the
Prehistoric Cemetery; (3) two deep bowls, both dating to LH IIIC Middle, were used as
the cover of cremation urns in the Chania Burial Mound (nos. 147, 164). Deep bowls are
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not uncommonly found in tombs dating to the periods before the Collapse, so it is
interesting to note that they are still deposited in tombs in LH IIIC. It is notable that two
were utilized as covers for cremation urns, as this practice, although not unknown, was
relatively uncommon throughout the LH III period and only began to become more
popular approaching the Protogeometric period. Individuals at Mycenae were, therefore,
utilizing an old form in a new and innovative way.
The remainder and majority of deep bowls were recovered from settlement
contexts both inside and outside the Citadel Walls. These include various locations on the
Citadel itself, including the Granary, South House, Causeway Deposit, Lion Gate
“Staircase” deposit, and “Workshop,” in addition to the Citadel House Area, from where
an astounding 116 are cataloged. Of these, 18 were recovered from the floor of Room
xxxiv, a location that, again, is thought to have been a storeroom servicing nearby rooms
and buildings. In this respect, it is important to note that the location of the Citadel House
Area corresponds to that of the Cult Center of Mycenae. It is not hard to imagine, then,
that the vessels stored in Room xxxiv were used in ceremonial eating and drinking events
during the LH IIIC period, in an area where such activities most certainly took place
before the Collapse. It is also notable that known corpus of deep bowls from LH IIIC
Mycenae has been greatly supplemented by data from the new Building Kappa and
Lower Town excavations: while only four examples were located in Building Kappa, 39
were recovered from probably LH IIIC deposits in the Lower Town.
It is thought that deep bowls were employed by the Mycenaeans most commonly
as domestic vessels for eating and drinking, and elaborately decorated versions
doubtlessly served during formal events such as feasts or ceremonial activities. Along
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ritual lines, like other open vessel shapes, deep bowls were sometimes pierced at the base
and use as rhyta, for example (Mountjoy 2001, 125). Indeed 177 of the deep bowls in the
present catalog were manufactured from fine fabrics, most commonly the pinkish- yellow
variety, which would have been particularly suited for this purpose. Mountjoy writes that
they could have been employed to consume meats, grains, vegetables, and fruits (2001,
123). Tournavitou’s experiments led to the conclusion that their two horizontal handles
render them especially suitable for eating and drinking, particularly if their contents were
hot. She does note, however, that the handles seemed to be largely redundant if the deep
bowl was used for drinking only, as simply holding the vessels with both hands would
have been suitable (Tournavitou 1992, 199–200). Perhaps, then, the deep bowl was more
commonly used for eating alongside the kylix, a type of cup that, as we have seen, was
overwhelmingly popular during LH IIIA. When the kylix fell out of favor leading up to
and following the fall of the palaces, however, the deep bowl took its place and became
primarily a drinking vessel (Mountjoy 2001, 123). Indeed, Tournavitou does mention that
the interior decoration of many of these bowls was likely intended to be admired both
when the vessel was full and when it was empty; if that were the case, only purely liquid
contents would have been suitable (1992, 200 n. 74). It should be noted that, however, at
least at LH IIIC Lefkandi, some deep bowls were likely still being used for eating, as they
display use-wear marks that indicate they were held in one hand and their contents
scooped out with a utensil of some point (Lis 2013, 11); these types of marks are also
often found on deep bowls of every relevant period (Mountjoy 1993, 123).
Perhaps most importantly, as with kylikes the level of care and attention often
paid during production to LH IIIC deep bowls and specimens from earlier periods is
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likely indicative their import place in Mycenaean culture and society. Unfortunately, in
accounts of Homeric feasts, which, at least with respect to the Odyssey and the Iliad, was
the most frequently described activity after warring, the deep bowl is mentioned
specifically only once (Sherratt 2004, 187). Nonetheless, there is a great deal of evidence
indicating that deep bowls, and more specifically eating and drinking from them, were an
important component of both feasting and ritual activities during the Mycenaean period,
functioning as a practical receptacle for drink and perhaps also as an important status
symbol. As briefly noted above, there is some more direct evidence for communal eating
and drinking activities with deep bowls at Mycenae in the area of the Citadel House Area
(former Cult Center) in LH IIIC. Open vessels like deep bowls and kraters are found in
almost all areas, in addition to animal bones in a room over the former room 28.
Elsewhere in the area, deep bowls along with numerous animal bones of cattle, pigs,
sheep, and goats are documented in rooms 110, 100a, 117, and 119 (Fox 2009, table 5.3).
In nearby Midea, excavators noted a change in the pottery assemblage from LH IIIB to
LH IIIC, noting that the deep bowl was even more well represented than before, and the
kylix was almost totally absent; overall, their assemblage was dominated by kraters, deep
bowls, and shallow angular bowls (Walberg 1995, 90; 2007, 140–141; see also Fox 2009,
117–118).
Notably, deep bowls are extremely common in later Protogeometric assemblages
(then known as skyphoi), such as that at nearby Asine, where they dominated the 970vessel assemblage, and at Nichoria Unit IV-1, where they made up 63% of the fine-ware
assemblage, along, in both cases, with other vessels attributed to food and drink
(Macdonald et al. 1983, 26; Lantzas 2012, 86). This is both a testament to their continued
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importance in Greek society and the potter’s ability to influence taste (see Conclusions,
Ch. 5, for further discussion).
It is therefore clear that the LH IIIC inhabitants of Mycenae and other areas
greatly valued the deep bowl and its associated activities, namely eating and drinking.
That such activities can be linked to deep bowls in the literature of later periods is also
significant, and indicates that communal eating and drinking activities after the collapse
of the palaces remained an important tool for the negotiatio n and celebration of
sociopolitical and personal relationships in ancient Greece.

Shallow Angular Bowls (FS 295, 296)

A total of 40 LH IIIC shallow angular bowls come from Mycenae; 37 were
produced in fine fabrics, while three were produced in semicoarse (nos. 26, 27) and
coarse fabrics (no. 28). They have been recovered from locations both inside and outside
of the Citadel walls. The vast majority are from the Citadel House Area, but others are
from the Granary, the Lion Gate Staircase deposit, the House of the Tripod Tomb, the
Chania Burial Mound, and the new Lower Town excavations (nos. 9–12; Fig. 4.29); the
exact findspots of some are unknown.
The shallow angular bowl (FS 295, 296), which begins to be decorated for the
first time in LH IIIC Early, developed from the commonly undecorated LH IIIA:1
shallow bowl (Mountjoy 1993, 66, 84; Fig. 4.30). Furumark classed this shape along with
“shallow bowls with flat horizontal handles” (1972a, 636). His FS 295 variant of the
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shape is taller, with a mostly vertical upper body, a sharper angle below the handles, and
a higher base, while FS 296 is usually shallower and has a straight profile (Furumark
1972a, 53–54). Out of the 40 specimens in the present catalog, 18 are not provided
specific Furumark numbers, primarily due to the lack of preservation of diagnostic
features, while only two (nos. 19, 21) are classed as FS 296. Thus, in the material from
Mycenae that can be specifically identified, the FS 295 version of the shallow angular
bowl appears to be more prevalent, as it makes up half of the assemblage (20 of 40). In
1986, Mountjoy cataloged only FS 295 decorated shallow angular bowl in LH IIIC Early
and LH IIIC Middle, and in 1999, she again cataloged only FS 295 in LH IIIC Early and
Middle, stating that in LH IIIC Late the version of the vessel with band decoration
continues from the previous phase, citing only a single specimen from Tiryns as evidence
of the latter point (1986, 153–154; 1999, 159, 174, 190 n. 991).

Fine Ware Shallow Angular Bowls

Most of the fine shallow angular bowls in the present catalog (22) are dated LH
IIIC Early. In this phase, there are two main types of shallow angular bowl FS 295, Type
A and Type B. Type A consists of a shallow, carinated conical bowl with a flaring lipless
rim, two horizontal strap handles attached just below the rim, and a raised concave base.
Type B is less shallow, consisting of a semiglobular bowl with slightly incurving sides, a
rounded rim, two round or strap horizontal handles on the belly, and a raised concave
base. From Mycenae, only two LH IIIC Early shallow angular bowls are classed as Type
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A (nos. 1, 7), while six are Type B (nos. 3–6, 8, 22, 26; see, e.g., Fig. 4.31). Both types
most commonly carry linear decoration during this phase, an aspect that is reflected in
material from the Citadel House Area, and on the basis of that material French concludes
that the presence of linear-decorated shallow angular bowls, in sharp contrast to the
undecorated variety of LH IIIB, is a diagnostic criterion for the earliest LH IIIC phase at
Mycenae (1969, 135). Both she and Sherratt note that this is most commonly manifest in
a rim band that overlaps the top of the handles, two groups of thin bands on the upper and
lower body of the interior, and a spiral on the interior base (French 1969, 135; Sherratt
1981, 62–63; 2011, 69).
While one LH IIIC Early FS 295 shallow angular bowl in the present catalog is
undecorated (no. 1), seven others exhibit linear decoration in this fashion (nos. 3–7, 22,
29), while Shallow Angular Bowls 4 and 22 also have handles decorated with splashes,
Shallow Angular Bowl 5 has a dotted rim, and Shallow Angular Bowl 7 has a spiral on its
interior base, which is often found on other shallow angular bowls of this time period
(Mountjoy 1986, 153–154). Three cataloged FS 295 shallow angular bowl (nos. 9–11), of
both the Type A and Type B variety and all from the new Lower Town excavations, are
undecorated and thus cannot be dated more precisely than LH IIIC Early–Middle.
Because undecorated versions of the shape are extremely prevalent in LH IIIB:2, they
were most likely produced in LH IIIC Early. Shallow Angular Bowl 21 is of the FS 296
variety, and it is furnished with the prevalent linear decoration on both its interior and
exterior (Fig. 4.32), as do Shallow Angular Bowls 8, 26, and 30–35, all of which cannot
be classed more specifically than FS 295/296; a single shallow angular bowl (no. 2) also
cannot be classed more specifically than FS 295/296 and it is undecorated. Finally, LH
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IIIC Early Shallow Angular Bowl 8 has concentric circles on the underside of its base,
while, notably, Shallow Angular Bowl 23, also dated LH IIIC Early, has a monochrome
interior and the decoration of a fish on its exterior; it should be noted, however, that the
latter vessel is preserved in only a single sherd (Vermeule and Karageorghis 1982, 218–
219, no. X.89; Sakellarakis 1992, 106, no. 236).
In LH IIIC Middle, Mountjoy writes that only the Type A variant of FS 295
survives (Mountjoy 1986, 205); one specimen from the Citadel House Area is rightly
classified as Type B, however (no. 13; Fig. 4.33). The vessel form now has a more
“elegant shape,” with a conical lower body and a flaring lipless rim that is now concave;
horizontal strap handles are still attached just below the rim and the base is now ring
(Mountjoy 1986, 205; 1999, 174). Band decoration is still prevalent, and the presence of
a spiral on the interior base is more common, a feature that can be seen in cataloged LH
IIIC Middle Shallow Angular Bowls 16 and 17 (see Fig. 4.33). From the Citadel House
Area Material, Sherratt concludes that in the first part of LH IIIC Middle (Developed
Phase), shallow angular bowls of FS 295 begin to be produced in a standardized fashion,
with a sharp carination located relatively high up on the vessel body, interior linear
decoration and a spiral at the interior base, and a single exterior band (1981, 68; 2011, 72;
see also French 2007, 177). In the later half of LH IIIC Middle (the so-called Advanced
Phase) in the Citadel House Area, shallow angular bowls now have a more defined ring
base and horizontal strap handles that connect at the rim; linear decoration in the manner
of the previous half of the phase is still prevalent, although some specimens have an
exterior band at or below the point of carination, and spirals continue to adorn the interior
base (Sherratt 1981, 75; 2011, 77; see also French 2007, 178).
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Of the 12 LH IIIC Middle shallow angular bowls in the present catalog from
Mycenae, 10 have linear decoration of some kind (nos. 13–19, 27, 36, 37), sometimes
with interesting variations like a monochrome interior (no. 18), an undecorated exterior
(no. 36), or simply a narrow rim band on the exterior (nos. 15, 16, 27). Additionally, the
Pictorial Style, which commonly appears in LH IIIC Middle, is also found on some of the
shallow angular bowls from Mycenae: Shallow Angular Bowl 24 carries a bird motif
(FM 7) along with band decoration and a monochrome interior, while the same bird motif
(FM 7) is notably present on the interior of Shallow Angular Bowl 28. The bird motif
present on the former example (no. 24) is accompanied by joining semicircles (triangular
patch FM 42) and concentric circles (FM 44), so it may be an example of the Close Style.
Some LH IIIC Middle shallow angular bowls in the present catalog have a spiral on their
interior base (nos. 16, 17, 37), while one specimen has a simple dot in the center of the
underside of its base (no. 27).
Sherratt notes from the Citadel House Area material that shallow angular bowls
are rare in LH IIIC Late (1981, 81; 2011, 80). This situation is well represented in the
present catalog, where only five examples of the shape are attributed to the phase. From
these specimens, it is clear that linear decoration, both interior and exterior, continues to
be the norm (see, e.g., nos. 20, 25, 38, 39; Fig. 4.34).
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Semicoarse and Coarse Ware Shallow Angular Bowls

Two shallow angular bowls (nos. 26, 27) were manufactured from a semicoarse
buff clay, while one (no. 28) was manufactured from a coarse buff clay. Shallow Angular
Bowl 26 (LH IIIC Early) may be Type B, but it could also be considered a basin (FS
294). Shallow Angular Bowl 27 (LH IIIC Middle) is Type A, and Shallow Angular Bowl
28 (LH IIIC Middle) is too fragmentary to allow further definition of its shape. Shallow
Angular Bowl 28 is notable because it preserves a bird motif (FM 7).

The Production and Use of Shallow Angular Bowls at LH IIIC Mycenae

Shallow angular bowls in the present catalog date throughout the entirety of the
LH IIIC period and come primarily from settlement contexts in a variety of locations in
the area of Mycenae, including the Citadel House Area (27 total), the Granary, the Lion
Gate Staircase, and the House of the Tripod Tomb. Only four were added to the corpus
from the new Lower Town excavations, and only one (no. 37 [see Fig. 3.33:c]) was found
in a funerary context, serving as the cover for a cremation urn in the Chania Burial
Mound. Sherratt very briefly details the presence of shallow angular bowls FS 295 in
deposits dated to the a transitional LH IIIB:2–LH IIIC Early phase of the Citadel House
Area (1981, 55; 2011, 64). This evidence, in addition to their relative abundance at LH
IIIC Mycenae, demonstrates continuity in the production of these vessels following the
collapse of the palaces.
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Because only one shallow angular bowl from Mycenae was found in a funerary
context, these vessels do not appear to have been a common part of rituals surrounding
the internment of the dead nor were they a popular choice of grave good in LH IIIC,
although they have been found in funerary deposits dating before the Collapse alongside
kylikes, stirrup jars, and jugs, indicating that they were perhaps used in ceremonial
activities (Mountjoy 1993, 128). This is perhaps a testament to their mundane nature,
which is sometimes reflected in their decoration (either undecorated or simply linear).
Indeed, Tournavitou considers shallow angular bowls to have been a shape primarily
used in domestic contexts. She writes that the shallow bowl and horizontal handles of
these vessels are better suited for eating solid foods rather than for drinking, and that its
handles in particular would have enabled the consumption of hot substances (1992, 200).
Notably, the analysis of LH IIIC shallow angular bowls from Lefkandi led to the
identification of deep, grooved use-wear marks opposite the handles that are indicative of
them having been used like dippers to extract the contents of larger vessels; notably, an
earlier LH IIIA shallow angular bowl from Tsoungiza displays the same marks (Lis 2010,
10, figs. 2, 3). The vessel that Lis puts forth as an example of a LH IIIC shallow angular
bowl also appears to have been manufactured from a semicoarse fabric, so perhaps those
examples from Mycenae made from coarser fabrics were intended to be used in this
fashion rather than simply for eating. Sherratt notably considers these vessels to have
made up a large portion of the “painted drinking vessels” in use in the Citadel House
Area in the early half of LH IIIC Middle (1981, 68; 2011, 72). It is clear that their thin,
lipless rims, which are paralleled on all of the aforementioned cup types, would have
easily enabled this. The creation of these lipless rims on shallow angular bowls would
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have been greatly facilitated by the utilization of fine clays during manufacture, and these
fine clays would have resulted in vessels of an appropriate weight to bring up to one’s
lips and drink from. These vessels would have therefore been entirely suitable for both
eating and drinking, the former being the primary function and the latter being secondary.
The evidence from the Citadel House Area indicates that shallow angular bowls
were likely a popular choice during formal eating and drinking events. Indeed, their use
of in feasting events is supported by the presence of a number of them in the LH IIIB
pantries at Pylos, where it is the second most common shape in the assemblage after the
kylix. A total of 1,100 shallow angular bowls were recovered from Room 21 at Pylos
(Blegen and Rawson 1966, 129–132; Dabney, Halstead, and Thomas 2004, 82 n. 16). A
number of shallow angular bowls were also found along with animal bones, kylikes, and
serving vessels in a ceremonial feasting deposit at Tsoungiza, which has been dated to the
LH IIIA:2 period. Here, excavators argue that they were commonly employed for the
serving of meat dishes, an assertion possibly supported by the organic residue analysis of
a LH IIIB shallow angular bowls from Mycenae that indicated traces of animal fat
(Tzedakis and Martlew 1999, 133; Dabney, Halstead, and Thomas 2004, 82 n. 17). Even
more notable and relevant to the present volume is the fact that excavators at Midea noted
that LH IIIC pottery assemblages at the site were “dominated” by shallow angular bowls
along with kraters and deep bowls (Walberg 1995, 90; 2007, 140–141). Clearly,
therefore, the shallow angular bowl was a vessel shape commonly utilized in LH IIIC, not
only in mundane contexts but also likely during formal feasting events.
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Fine Ware One-Handled Conical Bowls (FS 242)

Six one-handled conical bowls are cataloged from LH IIIC Mycenae (Fig. 4.35).
One specimen (no. 1) was found during the excavations of the Citadel House Area, while
the remainder have been identified from the new Lower Town excavations (Fig. 4.36).
With this 83% increase in the total, the evidence from the Lower Town has again
significantly impacted our understanding of LH IIIC pottery from the area of Mycenae as
a whole. Significantly, this type of bowl is considered by Mountjoy to be a new shape in
LH IIIC Middle (1986, 155, 172, n. 21), but it is evident from the data from Mycenae that
at least there they likely began to be produced toward the end of LH IIIC Early (see
Mountjoy 1986, 172; 1999, 156 nn. 817, 818).
Furumark called these types of bowls “semiglobular cup[s] with one horizontal
handle.” He includes no LH IIIC Early or Middle specimens in his volume, but Mountjoy
considers them a new shape in LH IIIC Middle (Furumark 1972a, 625; Mountjoy 1986,
155, 172 n. 21). Through further examination, however, it is evident that these bowls
began to be produced late in the LH IIIC Early period at Mycenae (and possibly also at
Lefkandi: Mountjoy 1986, 172; 1999, 156 nn. 817, 818). Indeed, Sherratt reports that in
the second half of LH IIIC Early (Tower Phase) in the Citadel House Area, vessels of FS
242 are present, most commonly adorned with interior and exterior linear decoration; she
considers these a “forerunner” of those examples of the shape dated to LH IIIC Middle
and notes that both variations are rare (1981, 64, 76; 2011, 70). Only a single onehandled bowl (no. 1) in the present work may be attributed to LH IIIC Early, however,
and it should be noted that it was located in a mixed LH IIIC Early–Middle context in the
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Citadel House Area. This bowl has interior and exterior simple linear decoration and an
isolated spiral (FM 52) on the underside of its base. No handle is preserved, but the
published drawing of the vessel includes the hint of a single handle on one side (French
2011a, Suppl. PDF 633–634); whether this handle is horizontal or vertical is not
discernable.
In the better-defined LH IIIC Middle phase, the basic shape of FS 242 is conical,
with somewhat convex sides, a lipless rim, a single round horizontal handle on one side,
and a high ring base. Decoration is always linear on the exterior with a monochrome
interior, although there may be a reserved band present just below the interior rim and/or
a reserved circle on the interior base (Mountjoy 1986, 172). Sherratt notes that for the
Citadel House material, it appears that conical bowls are produced in a standardized
fashion, with a single horizontal loop handle and linear decoration at the rim and around
the belly, although as mentioned the shape is rare (1981, 76, 64; 2011, 70). Two
specimens from the Lower Town are dated LH IIIC Middle (nos. 2, 4), and it is notable
that they do not conform completely to examples from the Citadel House Area. Onehandled Conical Bowl 2 has interior and exterior linear decoration and a monochrome
handle, while One-handled Conical Bowl 4 has exterior linear decoration and no
discernable decoration on its interior.
The remaining three one-handled conical bowls (nos. 3, 5, 6) in the present work
are tentatively dated LH IIIC Middle–Late. All three have monochrome interiors.
Elsewhere in LH IIIC Late, it has been determined that one-handled conical bowls FS
242 have a somewhat higher foot that approaches the conical foots of the Submycenaean
period (Mountjoy 1986, 181). In addition to this high ring base, these bowls now have a
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semiglobular shape, a lipless rim, and a single horizontal handle, round in section,
situated just below the rim. Decoration at this time is always linear with a monochrome
interior, and sometimes there is a reserved circle on the interior base (Mountjoy 1986,
190). Notably, Furumark argues that the bowl FS 242 continues to be produced in the
Submycenaean period, but Mountjoy submits that his example may actually be LH IIIC
Late in date (Furumark 1972a, 625; Mountjoy 1986, 190 n. 15).
All one-handled conical bowls from Mycenae were manufactured from fine
fabrics, with an even split in terms of color: three are of the pinkish- yellow variety and
three are of the buff. Bowls of this type were most likely utilized for the consumption of
food or semi-liquid substances, their handles allowing the vessels to be safely handled
when full and protecting fragile human hands when contents were hot. The use of a welllevigated fabric allowed for the production of small, lightweight vessels that were
extremely easy to handle. The extremely wide mouths and lipless rims of one-handled
conical bowls, the presence of the latter also facilitated by the utilization of a fine fabric,
would have made them easy to drink from or dip utensils into, and the interior decoration
of these vessels was perhaps meant to be seen, thereby adding a sense of ceremony to an
event.

Fine Ware Stemmed Bowls (FS 305)

Ten stemmed bowls (FS 305; Fig. 4.37) are cataloged from LH IIIC Mycenae, the
vast majority of which were found deposits in the Citadel House Area; one was found
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nearby in the Causeway Deposit, three were unearthed during the new Lower Town
excavations (nos. 2, 4, 5; Fig. 4.38), and another is of unknown provenance. Furumark
categorized them as “deep stemmed bowl[s] with horizontal handles” (1972a, 637–638);
apart from the presence of the stem, they greatly resemble deep bowls.

The Stemmed Bowl before LH IIIC

The stemmed bowl is a new painted vessel in LH IIIA:2, uncommon until the
latter part of the phase and likely inspired by the shape of the Middle Helladic Minyan
goblets with horizontal handles (Mountjoy 1986, 67, 91; 1993, 72 n. 255). The basic
shape is a deep semiglobular bowl with a thick, rounded rim (sometimes lipless), two
horizontal handles, a short stem, and a dome underneath the base (Mountjoy 1986, 154,
205).
In LH IIIB, stemmed bowls often receive paneled decoration (FM 75), with two
medium bands or a group of thin bands just below the decorative zone between the
handles, a banded stem and base, and often banding on the interior lower body (Mountjoy
1986, 119, 133). A Transitional LH IIIB:2–LH IIIC Early type has been identified by
Mountjoy at Tiryns (1999, 153 n. 800), and Sherratt notes the presence of mostly
monochrome specimens in the transitional period of the Citadel House Area (2011, 65).
In LH IIIC Early, the shape is rarer than in LH IIIB; it has the same basic form but is
usually smaller in size, and in general the decoration is similar (Mountjoy 1986, 154;
1993, 90). Sherratt states that stemmed bowls are present in the material dating to the
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earliest phase of LH IIIC Early; the majority of these are again simply monochrome, but
those bearing decoration very much resemble those of the earlier LH IIIB period (Sherratt
1981, 57).

Late Helladic IIIC Stemmed Bowls at Mycenae

Notably, all cataloged stemmed bowls from Mycenae are dated LH IIIC Early
(although note that two, nos. 7 and 8, fall into Transitional LH IIIB:2–LH IIIC Early
based on contextual information), and they conform well to the characteristics outlined
above, being generally small in size and having typical banding and panel decorations.
One example, however, Stemmed Bowl 1, is large for the period and has Pictorial
decoration in the form of a goat (FM 6; Mountjoy 1999, 159 n. 857). It should perhaps be
dated LH IIIB:2 or Transitional LH IIIB:2–IIIC Early; indeed, it has a knobbed rim,
which is a characteristic of that period. Specimens more solidly dated to LH IIIC Early
commonly have monochrome or thick-banded stems, exterior and interior linear
decoration, and monochrome interiors; motifs like wavy line (FM 53), isolated
semicirlces (FM 43) are rarely used (e.g., nos. 7, 8, 10). A single stemmed bowl (no. 6)
notably preserves decoration in the form of a goat (FM 6) in addition to parallel chevrons
(FM 58) and a paneled pattern (FM 75).
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The Production and Use of Stemmed Bowls at LH IIIC Mycenae

Again, a total of 10 stemmed bowls are cataloged from LH IIIC Mycenae. Five of
the 10 were found in the Citadel House Area and one in the Causeway Deposit, while the
remainder were unearthed during the new Lower Town excavations. Notably, all of the
cataloged stemmed bowls date to LH IIIC Early, and thus stemmed bowls appear to have
died out following this early phase at Mycenae. This could reflect more widespread
patterns, as they also commonly do not appear in the literature from other sites following
LH IIIC Early. Nonetheless, the production of the stemmed bowl at LH IIIC Mycenae
further illustrates continuity in the both manufacture and tradition of pottery following
the Collapse, as it is a new painted shape on the mainland as early as LH IIIA:2 and were
likely inspired by the shape of Middle Helladic Minyan goblets
All stemmed bowls in the present catalog were manufactured using fine fabrics,
most commonly the pinkish- yellow variety. The utilization of these fine fabrics enabled
potters to produce vessels that were relatively lightweight and therefore easy to handle.
Additionally, when more elaborate decoration is present, a fine fabric allows for a more
uniform vessel surface that is perhaps easier to paint. Excavators at Tsoungiza consider
stemmed bowls to have been a popular serving vessel in LH IIIA:2 (Dabney, Halstead,
and Thomas 2004). Their horizontal handles would have made them suitable for the
handling of hot liquid or semi-solid substances, their stems would have kept these
substances from burning tables or other surfaces, and their interior decorative schemes
would have become visible as their contents were removed. The larger size of stemmed
bowls in LH IIIA and LH IIIB likely preclude their use as drinking vessels at that time,
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but as they are usually smaller in LH IIIC Early they could conceivably have been used
as such, their thin, lipless rims facilitating this purpose.

Kraters (FS 281, 282)

A total of 139 kraters are recorded in the catalog from LH IIIC Mycenae. These
come from locations both inside and outside the Citadel walls, including the new Lower
Town excavations (Figs. 4.39–4.42). They were produced in fine, semicoarse, and coarse
fabrics in a variety of colors, including pinkish yellow, buff, and reddish yellow, and 11
were manufactured out of “oatmeal” fabric (see below).
The krater first appears in LH I, at which time it is produced in coarse fabrics
(Mountjoy 2001, 35, 37, 38, no. 46). It begins to be decorated in LH IIIA:1, and it is
produced throughout the end of the LH III period into the SM (Mountjoy 1986, table III;
2001, 63). The type of krater with which we are most concerned is the so-called ringbased krater (FS 281, 282), which Furumark referred to as “deep rounded bowls with
horizontal handles” (FS 279–286) along with deep bowls (Fig. 4.43; see above for deep
bowls; Furumark 1972a, 633).
The basic shape of a krater is a relatively large and deep semiglobular bowl that
sits on a ring base and has two round, horizontal handles placed on its body just above the
belly. As they are larger, kraters, even those of fine fabrics, have much thicker bodies and
rims than do deep bowls, and although their decoration is often somewhat similar, this
helps to distinguish them in sherd material. It is generally thought that kraters, in
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particular large elaborately decorated specimens, were used for the mixing of wine and
water during formal eating and drinking events. This mixture would have subsequently
been labeled out with accessory vessels like dippers, or even with small jugs, cups, or
kylikes, and then distributed amongst participants (Mountjoy 2001, 123). Crouwel posits
that kraters, as large prestigious display pieces, would have naturally served well as the
center pieces for these types of events (2006, 19, 22; see also below). Indeed, the use of
vessels like kraters for this purpose are known to have been used in later symposia, which
are widely referred to in ancient Greek literature, of the Early Iron Age and beyond.
Thus, it is likely that Mycenaean kraters, in addition to the several other shapes typically
utilized during eating and drinking events and alongside these events themselves, served
as the forerunners of the tools and procedures of the symposia of later periods.
Additionally, the krater is the second most common shape in the catalog,
following only the deep bowl, of which there are 219. As it has already been shown that
the deep bowl was most probably primarily used as a drinking vessel, the preponderance
of the krater, which likely served as a container from which the liquids consumed in deep
bowls were distributed, serves to demonstrate that some version of the feasting events
that occurred during the Palatial period continued throughout LH IIIC (see Ch. 5 for
further discussion).
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Fine Ware Kraters

Fifty-nine of the 139 LH IIIC kraters cataloged from Mycenae were manufactured
from fine, well-levigated fabrics, most commonly the pinkish- yellow variety (35) but also
the buff (14) and reddish yellow (5), when color information is available.

The Krater before LH IIIC

As mentioned, the krater begins as a decorated shape in LH IIIA, at which time it
has a significantly different shape than those of later periods, being classified as FS 7.
These vessels have a conical or conical-piriform shape on a torus base, drastically everted
rims, and, notably, two wide strap handles that attach vertically from the rim to the belly
(Mountjoy 1986, 61, 84). More relevant to the present work is the FS 281 ring-based
version, which begins as a decorated shape in LH IIIB:1, but it is not yet common (see
Fig. 4.43). The basic form is a deep, semiglobular shape that closes as it reaches the rim,
which sits on a wide ring base. The rim is short, thick, and everted, and the vessel is
provided two round horizontal handles set just above the belly. Late Helladic IIIB:1
kraters have a wide decorative zone that reaches from the rim to just below the belly, and
the rim, belly, and base are all banded. On the interior, there is usually a single wide band
just below the rim and bands around the belly, while the handles are simply provided
with three splashes. The shape does not change overmuch in LH IIIB:2, where it is still
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FS 281, but it may be less tall, it may have a slightly less incurving upper body, its rim is
rounded on its upper surface, and there may be a single band present just above the
interior and exterior base (Mountjoy 1986, 116, 129, fig. 159).

Late Helladic IIIC Kraters at Mycenae

By LH IIIC Early, the ring-based krater is still being produced, and is now a quite
popular shape on mainland Greece, whereas in the previous LH IIIB period it was
primarily used as a conduit for the Pictorial Style and most frequently exported to Cyprus
and the Near East (Mountjoy 2001, 90). Now, the krater is of a slightly different shape,
FS 282 (see Fig. 4.43). Nonetheless, it has the same deep, semiglobular shape with
incurving upper body on a ring base, in addition the two round horizontal handles and a
wide, everted rim that is almost flat or completely flat at the top. The decorative zone on
these kraters is still rather large, located in the area between the handles, while the rim,
belly, and base are banded, the interior is banded or completely monochrome, and the
handles have three splashes, as in LH IIIB. Triglyph decoration is most common, but
zonal motifs and some Pictorial Style decoration are also found. Fine ware Pictorial Style
LH IIIC Early kraters include no. 6 with a fish motif (FM 20), no. 37, which was
furnished with a goat motif (FM 6), and no. 57, which is decorated with an interesting
snake (FM 8:8) or wavy line motif and added white (Fig. 4.44).
In the Citadel House Area material from Mycenae, in the earliest part of LH IIIC
Early, FS 281 and 282 kraters were observed, with decoration much the same as that of
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earlier periods, and the stemmed krater (FS 9) is no longer found. In the Tower Phase of
LH IIIC Early, kraters were observed with horizontal, squared rims and primarily
monochrome interiors. Sherratt writes that they were the most elaborate decorated vessels
of this phase, usually having spiralform or paneled patterns (Sherratt 1981, 57, 64; 2011,
65, 70).
The 27 LH IIIC Early fine ware kraters in the present catalog (nos. 1–20, 36–38,
50, 55–57), 16 of which were recovered during the new Lower Town and Building Kappa
excavations, largely conform to the aforementioned characteristics. However, as was
noted in the Citadel House Area material in general, several are of the earlier FS 281
type, which was not considered by Mountjoy to be the type-shape of the period (see, e.g.,
nos. 1, 2, 36, possibly also 55, 56). Four of the kraters (nos. 4, 5, 7, 12; see, e.g., Fig.
4.39) were provided with linear decoration in their interiors, primarily at the rim, belly,
and base. Several other LH IIIC Early kraters were furnished with monochrome interiors
(nos. 3, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13–18, 20, 36, 37, 50, 55, 56; see, e.g., Fig. 4.39), several of those
coupled with paneled patterns on the exterior (nos. 9, 15, 16, 18, 36, 37, 50, 56). Krater
38 (Fig. 4.45), which was unearthed from the Citadel House Area, is perhaps the most
interesting specimen, with an undecorated interior but an exterior that displays a chequer
motif (FM 56) in a paneled pattern framed by joining semicircles (FM 42) and two
elaborate antithetic spiral patterns (FM 50; French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 594–595).
In LH IIIC Middle, the situation becomes a bit more complicated with respect to
the krater. The krater at this time generally has the same deep semiglobular body on a
ring base two large horizontal handles above the belly, but Mountjoy has identified four
distinct types: (1) kraters with fat, rounded rims and incurving upper bodies, with wide
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decorative zones that run from the rim to the area of the body’s widest diameter and
banded or monochrome interiors; (2) kraters with short, everted rims and a carination at
the point of widest diameter on the body, which may be rather high up, an incurving
upper body above the carination, a narrow decorative zone, and a banded or monochrome
lower body and monochrome interior; (3) kraters with a squared rim, which is sometimes
decorated, and a much straighter upper body, with extremely elaborate decoration
(sometimes bichrome: black, red, yellow, brown) wherein every available space is filled
(not to be confused with the Close Style, however) and monochrome or linear interiors;
and (4) kraters with straight upper bodies that are nearly vertical and squared rims, with
relatively spare decoration consisting of two or three bands on the interior and exterior
rim, three bands around the exterior belly and two around the interior belly, some
banding on the interior base, and a single band on the exterior base, and long-splash
decorated handles. Some of these kraters can now have a plastic rib below the rim, which
is sometimes slashed, and handles that can be double or twisted; bull’s head protomes
also occur (Mountjoy 1986, 173–175; 2001, 97). Many kraters in LH IIIC Middle can
also be decorated in the Pictorial Style, which is well suited to the large decorative
surfaces that they provide, and the Granary and Close Styles also occur.
At Mycenae in particular, Sherratt made several observations about LH IIIC
Middle kraters based on the Citadel House Area material. In the first part of the phase,
the so-called Developed Phase, only the carinated-type kraters are found, many with
decorated, flat rims, monochrome interiors, and monochrome or banded lower bodies
(Sherratt 1981, 69; 2011, 73). French adds that during the Developed Phase ring-based
kraters with rounded rims continue to be found as well, many with elaborate decoration
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(French 2007, 176). In the subsequent Advanced Phase of LH IIIC Middle in the Citadel
House Area, many elaborately decorated kraters occur, which are “similar in conception
to the Close Style” but not of it (Sherratt 2011, 74); these likely resemble closely those of
Mountjoy’s third type described above. All kraters have monochrome interiors and the
exterior lower body is also often monochrome, sometimes with many reserved fine lines.
Double handles do occur, as well as animal- head protomes, and added plastic decoration
is often present below the rims of many kraters. Polychrome decoration, which can be
plainly seen on the so-called Warrior Vase (no. 44; see Fig. 3.18), also occurs, with added
red and/or yellow and added white (Sherratt 1981, 74–75; 2011, 77; French 2007, 178).
A total of 20 fine ware kraters in the present catalog are dated LH IIIC Middle
(nos. 21–33, 40–48, 51, 52, 58; see, e.g., Fig. 4.41), eight of which were found in the new
Lower Town excavations, and all of the kraters conform well to the aforementioned
characteristics. Some belong in Mountjoy’s incurving upper body type, including the
Warrior Vase (no. 44), which also features Pictorial decoration of soldiers marching, and
Krater 40, which is largely monochrome but has reserved areas of decoration, some in
added white. To this list can be added Krater 45 which features both a man (FM 1) and
horse (FM 2) motif, in addition to a monochrome interior. Pictorial motifs and
monochrome interiors can also be found on: Krater 23, which shows what may be a man
holding a shield (Fig. 4.46; Sakellarakis 1992, 33, no. 26); Krater 24, which may show
warriors carrying shields onto a chariot (see Fig. 4.46; Sakellarakis 1992, 34, no. 28);
Kraters 43 and 45, which features horses (FM 2) and men (FM 1); Kraters 25, 28, and 41,
which feature horse motifs (FM 2); Krater 26, which features a bird motif (FM 7); and
Kraters 29, 30, 42, and 46, which show men (FM 1l). Kraters of the carinated type are
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also cataloged, including nos. 31 and 40, and one squared-rim krater (no. 22) features a
monochrome interior and a slashed ridge below its rim. Finally, several LH IIIC Middle
fine ware kraters feature (or are preserved with) more simple decoration, including Krater
21 with a monochrome lower body, Krater 27 with a monochrome interior, wide rim
band, and simple stemmed spiral motif (FM 51) in the decorative zone, Krater 32 with a
possibly paneled pattern on its exterior coupled with a monochrome interior, and Kraters
47 and 48 from the Lower Town which feature simple running spirals and undecorated
interiors. Finally, a number of kraters from the Lower Town (nos. 51–53) may have been
decorated in the Close Style, but due to their poor state of preservation it is difficult to
make this determination (see Figs. 4.41, 4.42).
A single fine ware krater in the present catalog is dated no more precisely than
LH IIIC Early–Middle. The difficulty in dating this specimen stems from the fact that it
was broken and found in many different contexts in the Citadel House Area (no. 39, Fig.
4.47; French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 603). It is referred to as the “Spectacle Krater,” and it
features largely monochrome decoration on its interior and exterior with a reserved
decorative zone with circles (FM 41) and running spirals (FM 46) and a quirk (FM 48)
decoration on the upper surface of its flat rim.
By LH IIIC Late, the situation is again less complicated, and kraters are still
provided with a deep, semiglobular bowl on a ring base, but the upper body can be
straight or incurving, while the rim is horizontal or sloping. A slashed rim is still
sometimes present just below the exterior rim, and the handles are again horizontal and
placed just above the belly. Decoration is generally quite simple, with untidy motifs,
banded rims and bodies, monochrome or linear interiors, and handles decorated in the
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long-splash system. (Mountjoy 1986, 182, 190; 1999, 186; 2001, 110). The Citadel
House Material as detailed by Sherratt largely conforms to the aforementioned
observations (see, e.g., Sherratt 1981, 78–80; 2001, 80). Triglyphs are common, although
not very well executed, and sometimes stick-like figures that may be birds are utilized,
and sometimes the bases of kraters are pierced, presumably to enable them to be used as
rhyta (Mountjoy 1999, 186). Kraters are rarely detailed as having come from the
Submycenaean period, and none from Mycenae are known, but Mountjoy states that the
FS 282 type continues although there are perhaps no complete examples (1999, 194).
With respect to fine ware kraters, only two (nos. 49, 59) in the present catalog are
dated LH IIIC Late. One, Krater 49, was found in fragments in multiple areas of the
Citadel House Area. It features untidy decoration of wavy lines (FM 53) and parallel
chevrons (FM 53), and it has a monochrome interior and hatch marks on the rim (French
2011a, Suppl. PDF 680–681). The other, Krater 59, was unearthed from the Granary and
it has extremely simple decoration of wavy lines and bands on its exterior and bands on
its interior (Fig. 4.48; Wace et. al. 1921–1923, 50, fig. 12:b).
A number of fine ware kraters in the present catalog can be dated no more
precisely than general LH IIIC. These include Krater 34 from the Lower Town, which is
largely monochrome but features a running spiral on its exterior, Krater 34, which
features a bird motif, and Kraters 53, 54, and 85, all from the Lower Town and all
monochrome as preserved on their interiors and exteriors (see Fig. 4.42).
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Semicoarse and Coarse Ware Kraters

A total of 80 kraters (nos. 60–139) in the present catalog were manufactured from
coarse or semicoarse fabrics, most commonly the pinkish- yellow variety (30), but also
the buff (18), reddish-yellow (2), and oatmeal (11) fabrics when color information is
available. Clearly, therefore, kraters were more commonly manufactured in semicoarse or
coarse fabrics in LH IIIC Mycenae, and it can perhaps be said that these varieties were
preferred over the fine fabrics detailed above. This can probably be attributed to the
average size of these vessels, which commonly amounts to over 20 cm in height.
Manufacturing these vessels out of less well-levigated fabrics meant that they were more
sturdy and stable at this large size, and that they were less prone to breakage during use.
A number of the semicoarse and coarse ware kraters date to LH IIIC Early (13
total: nos. 60–67, 101, 126–129). Two of these (nos. 61, 126) may notably be of the FS
281 variety, which as we have seen is thought not to have been common during this
phase. Otherwise, the common thread among these specimens is the presence of Pictorial
motifs, including horses (FM 2; nos. 60, 65, 127, 128), dogs or stags (FM 8; nos. 62,
101), birds (FM 7; nos. 61, 63, 67), fish and bivalve shells (FM 20, FM 25; no. 64), bulls
(FM 3, no. 66), and men (FM 1; no. 126). Sometimes, these Pictorial motifs are
accompanied by monochrome interiors (nos. 62, 63, 66, 67, 101, 128). Finally, a simple
paneled pattern occurs on Krater 129, which was shown above to sometimes occur in LH
IIIC Early at Mycenae.
A great many semicoarse or coarse kraters in the present catalog are dated LH
IIIC Middle (57 total: nos. 68–83 [Fig. 4.41], 88–99, 102–109, 114–125, 130–137). Due
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to their state of preservation, many cannot be solidly attributed to any of Mountjoy’s four
types as outlined above, but Kraters 71, 72, 88, 107, 123, and 130 do feature incurving
upper bodies. What is perhaps more notable is that a great majority of them carry
Pictorial decoration, much like those from LH IIIC Early noted above. Motifs include:
man (FM 1; nos. 68, 78, 95, 98, 116); chariot (FM 39; nos. 69 [along with bivalve shell],
94); bird (FM 7; nos. 70, 71, 72, 79–81, 88, 89, 99, 102, 103, 108, 119–121, 130 [with
fish FM 20], 131); sea anemone (FM 27; nos. 74, 75); horse (FM 2; nos. 77, 94, 107, 114,
115); and stag, dog, deer, or bovid (FM 8; nos. 82 [could also be a man], 96, 117, 118,
122–124). Often, these Pictorial motifs are accompanied by monochrome interiors.
Unique specimens with Pictorial decoration include Krater 76, which was furnished with
both a man and a chariot, perhaps in a race scene, Krater 90, which has a possible
caterpillar motif (FM 8.12) that has no known parallels in addition to added white paint
(Sakellarakis 1992, 114, no. 253), Krater 91, which may display a helmet with a hanging
plume (Sakellarakis 1992, 118, no. 260), and Krater 92, which notably has a bucranium
motif (FM 4) along with rows of quirk (FM 48), the wings of a bird (FM 7), and a slashed
plastic rib below the exterior rim. A slashed rib can also be seen on Kater 109. Other
Pictorial kraters with added white include nos. 93 and 125, which were furnished with a
bird and fish, respectively. Other LH IIIC Middle semicoarse or coarse kraters were
furnished with perhaps more mundane decoration, including paneled patterns, running
spirals, isolated semicircles (FM 43), flowers (FM 18), circles (FM 41), and antithetic
spirals (FM 50), although no. 83 from the Lower Town may have been executed in the
Close Style (see Fig. 4.41).
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Twelve of the cataloged semicoarse or coarse kraters from the Citadel House Area
that date to LH IIIC Middle were manufactured from so-called oatmeal fabric (nos. 114–
125). This is characterized as a heavy fabric with large, visible inclusions, the surface of
which is treated with a fine slip through which these inclusions may be seen. French aptly
describes the look as “a bowl of good porridge,” hence its name (2007, 178; see also
Sherratt 1981, 74–75; 2011, 77).
A number of semicoarse or coarse kraters can be dated no more precisely than LH
IIIC Early–Middle (nos. 86, 87, 106, 112, 113). Each was furnished with a monochrome
interior, but they largely feature simple decoration of wavy lines or paneled patterns. A
final pictorial Krater that is dated LH IIIC Early–Middle is Krater 87, which also features
a bird motif. The total of Pictorial kraters from Mycenae featuring bird motifs is 22,
therefore, and it is doubtless that this was a very popular decorative choice.
Only two semicoarse or coarse kraters can be attributed to LH IIIC Late. One (no.
84), which is often referred to as the “Late Bird Krater” features the ever-popular bird
motif in addition to parallel chevrons and zigzags in a paneled pattern, features a pierced
base and according to French may have been a libation vessel (rhyton) or tomb marker
(Fig. 4.49; 2009c, 152; see also Mountjoy 1999, 186). The second (no. 100) is very
simply decorated with wavy lines and features linear interior and exterior decoration.
Finally, six semicoarse or coarse kraters in the present catalog (nos. 104, 105,
110, 111, 138, 139) can be dated no more precisely than LH IIIC. They include Pictorial
Kraters 104, 110, and 111, which feature dogs, horses, and men, and Krater 110 from the
Lower Town, which featured a monochrome interior and multiple wavy lines on its
exterior.
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The Production and Use of Kraters at LH IIIC Mycenae

A total of 139 kraters are cataloged from LH IIIC Mycenae. These come from a
wide variety of contexts and areas: the Citadel House Area, unknown locations within the
Citadel walls, the “Workshop,” the Granary, and the House of the Warrior Vase, the
Panagia Cemetery, and the Causeway Deposit. Based on current evidence, the new
excavation in Building Kappa furnished only one identifiable LH IIIC krater, but,
notably, a total of 33 have been cataloged from the Lower Town, thereby reinforcing
previously held notions about the popularity and importance of the vessel shape at this
time.
The kraters in the present catalog are made from a variety of fabrics, ranging from
fine (59 total) to semicoarse (41) to coarse (25); the fabric information for 14 examples is
unavailable. Kraters of all fabrics carried decoration, thus rendering them suitable both
for formal settings. Vessels of this shape made of finer fabrics may have had smoother,
more uniform surfaces better equipped to accommodate elaborate decoration, but even
decorative surfaces could have been easily achieved in coarser fabrics by smoothing the
surface of the vessel with a tool. Kraters of fine fabrics doubtlessly would have been
more lightweight and easier to handle, but their average size and relatively small size of
their handles is an indication that they were likely not meant to be transported often from
place to place. These somewhat inconvenient characteristics, however, rendered them
uniquely useful for their intended purpose: kraters were employed during communal
eating and drinking occasions as containers for the mixing of wine in the Palatial period,
post-Collapse, and even later into the Geometric, Archaic, and Classical periods. Indeed,
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the word krater finds its roots as early as the Mycenaean period, where the work ka-ra-tera appears on a Linear B tablet from Mycenae tablet listing vessel shapes also associated
with wine (Ue 611.12; Anderson 1994–1995; Morris 2008, 113–114). Additionally,
krater appears in Homer as “kreter,” and the term is also reflected in the early Greek
word keranumi, which means “to mix.” In Modern Greek, finally, the term is reflected in
the word for wine, krasi or “mixed” (Morris 2008, 214).
In early Greek literary texts, mixing of water and other flavoring agents with wine
appears to have been a critical step in its preparation, and in these writings kraters formed
part of a standard set of containers for the mixing, serving, and drinking of wine,
including bowls, pitchers, jugs, ladles, and different types of cups. In the Odyssey, Homer
details the mixing in a silver krater of 20 parts water to one part of strong wine, for
example (Od. 9.196–21). Morris writes that the mixing of water and wine in kraters
would have served several important necessities: the water would dilute the alcohol
content of the wine, ensuring that the guests of an event did not get out of control, and it
would cool the beverage for drinking, purify the water to kill bacteria, and prolong the
life of the supply (Morris 2008, 114); the latter may have been a crucial step following
the Collapse if resources were hard to come by and quantities were finite. Incidentally,
Palmer maintains that even though wine was distributed by the palatial administration of
the kingdom of Pylos, there are no indications in Linear B documents that it was diluted
with water as standard practice (1994, 115). Perhaps, then, though the mixing of wine
with water was a practice that existed earlier, it became even more prevalent in LH IIIC,
thus reinforcing the importance of the krater following the Collapse and ensuring its
popularity throughout the subsequent Protogeometric period and beyond.
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Eighty-one kraters in the present catalog are securely dated LH IIIC Middle.
Incidentally, approaching and throughout this phase, innovative potters attempted a
renaissance of sorts, working to reinvigorate and stimulate the market through the
introduction of increasingly elaborate pottery, which was decorated in innovative ways
with a wider variety of more complex patterns and a broader assortment of motifs. These
advances ultimately resulted in the production of higher-quality finished products at
Mycenae and elsewhere, as greater care in the forming and firing of vases was taken.
This revival was also accompanied by the creation of a number of local styles, including
the Close, Granary, and Pictorial Styles. There are also indications that society had begun
to stabilize for a time and individuals had begun to prosper, exemplified in particular by
Tiryns, where signs of social differentiation and authority are present in the construction
of Megaron W and House O in the Lower Town (Thomatos 2006, 194–196, 258–259;
Mülenbruch 2009, 315).
The krater, with a large surface area available for elaborate decoration, was the
perfect conduit for the new LH IIIC Middle styles, in particular the Pictorial Style.
Indeed, Vermeule and Karageorghis cataloged a total of 11 LH IIIA:1, 34 LH IIIA:2, 123
LH IIIC, 117 LH IIIB/IIIC, and 150 LH IIIC examples of this style on kraters (1982; Fox
2009, 143 n. 30), a clear indication that it was more popular after the Collapse than
before. Many examples of the Pictorial Style kraters can be found at LH IIIC Middle
Mycenae. The Warrior Vase is the most notable example (no. 44; Fig. 3.18), showing a
line of armored soldiers marching off to battle while a female figure bids them farewell.
Kraters 23 and 24 may show warriors carrying shields (Fig. 46:a, b), in one case onto a
chariot. Overall, chariots appear to have been quite popular, and they are found on other
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cataloged kraters from Mycenae (e.g., nos. 69, 76, 94). Additionally, a hunting scene
involving a deer running away from a dog can be found on Krater 123.
With the disappearance of other “higher” art forms, the relatively large area
available for decoration on kraters afforded the potter a larger canvas on which to paint,
and innovation and experimentation in this area allowed for the creation of prestigious
display pieces. As the appropriate and standard centerpiece of any table, then, the krater
served as a means of communication. Elite individuals who could afford large, richly
decorated kraters could efficiently advertise their status and wealth, and also promote
certain ideological and social ideals (Crouwel 2006, 19, 22; Thomatos 2006, 141–142;
Fox 2009, 143; Lantzas 2012, 83–84). Such large kraters could have also served as aids
for the telling of oral tales or epics (Fox 2009, 143), which themselves served to promote
societal principles.
Additionally, the many new types of pictorial motifs and scenes are employed on
kraters in this style that are unknown during the Palatial period, and their examination
may provide insight into changes in ideology and social norms. In the LH IIIC Pictorial
Style, human figures were depicted in dynamic scenes, including individua ls hunting,
seafaring and fishing, playing music, dancing, racing chariots, and practicing funerary
activities. Scenes of obvious palatial interest like bull-jumping or boxing were no longer
desired as activities associated with the palaces were set aside following the Collapse
(Rutter 1992, 63; Thomatos 2006, 141; Fox 2009, 144). Most human figures in many
scenes were shown armed and ready for or engaging in battle, likely conveying a need to
achieve power through the display of strength; attributes like bravery and battle prowess
were doubtlessly considered a necessity during an unstable time, particularly for elite
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individuals (Stockhammer 2009, 167; Yasur-Landau 2010, 94–95). Interestingly, YasurLandau maintains that similar imagery can be seen in iconography created during the
much earlier Shaft Grave period, which comprised the formative years of the Mycenaean
world, which harbored a similarly uncertain social and political environment (2010, 94).
It is also interesting to note that while pictorial pottery of LH IIIA and IIIB was
intended primarily for export, that of LH IIIC was most commonly consumed locally
(Yasur-Landau 2010, 83). This state of affairs could be indicative of a breakdown of
trading networks, but it also may indicate a desire for the elite to convey messages on a
smaller scale, with a focus on solidifying their power and their communities in order to
make for a more stable home environment. Whatever the specific purpose of Pictorial
Style pottery, the manufacture of this type of pottery and its flourishing during LH III
Middle is a testament to the increased size and sophistication of ceramic workshops at
this time, and to their ability to affect stylistic trends on a widespread scale.

Kalathoi (FS 290, 291)

A total of 28 kalathoi are recorded in the catalog from Mycenae (Fig. 4.50). When
provenance isknown, they come primarily from locations within the Citadel walls or just
outside (i.e., the Granary, Citadel House Area, “Workshop”); four were recovered from
the new Building Kappa and Lower Town excavations (nos. 4, 7–9; Fig. 4.51). Fifteen of
these kalathoi were manufactured from fine fabrics and nine from semicoarse, while the
fabric of four specimens (nos. 25–28) is not available in current publications.
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According to Mountjoy, the kalathos begins to be produced in LH IIB–IIIA:1 as
the undecorated deep conical bowl (FS 290; Mountjoy 1993, 58; 1999, 551; Thomatos
2006, 125). It is not a common painted vessel shape until LH IIIB, at which time it is
large with a conical shape, convex upper body, thick, down-sloping rim, two round
horizontal handles attached just below the rim, and a flat base (Mountjoy 1986, 118,
131). The shape continues into the LH IIIC period, at which time it is called the kalathos
(FS 291; Mountjoy 1999, 1230; Thomatos 2006, 125), and in general it has a profile that
is straighter and may be concave at its lower portion.

Fine Ware Kalathoi

The kalathos in LH IIIC Early has a cylinder-shaped lower body with a flaring
upper body, a thick rounded rim, two round horizontal handles attached to the upper
body, and a concave base with a beveled edge. The body is usually decorated with bands
and the handles with three splashes across them; sometimes decoration, primarily the
wavy line motif (FM 53), is present in the handle zone. A notable feature of the kalathos
is its rim decoration, which in this phase can include a variety of motifs, sometimes
arranged in groups (e.g., cross bars, blobs, horizontal chevrons, isolated semicircles [FM
43], quirk [FM 48], zigzag [FM 61]; Mountjoy 1986, 135, 152; 1999, 158).
Four fine ware kalathoi from Mycenae can be securely dated to the LH IIIC Early
period, nos. 1–4), and most were found in the Citadel House Area, although one was
recovered from Building Kappa (see Fig. 4.51). Two of the kalathoi for which fabric
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information is unavailable were also recovered from the Citadel House Area and date to
LH IIIC Early (nos. 25, 26); these will be considered here.
In the Citadel House Area, Sherratt reports two fragments of kalathoi from the
second phase of LH IIIC Early (Tower Phase), one with exterior linear decoration and a
monochrome interior (no. 25) and another with exterior linear decoration below crosshatched lozenges (no. 26; for both, see Sherratt 1981, fig. 48a:14; 2011, 70). Kalathos 1,
which was found in a LH IIIC Early context but resembles in form examples from LH
IIIB, is more elaborately decorated with blobs on the handles, a repeating floral pattern
on the rim, and a single lily (FM 9) or iris motif (FM 10A) on its interior (Fig. 4.52;
French 2011a, table 4, Suppl. PDF 331–332). Because kalathoi typically receive banded
interior decoration in LH IIIB, the interior motif of this vessel more closely resembles
that of LH IIIB Middle examples (FS 290; see also below), but its undecorated exterior
body resembles LH IIIC Early specimens. Kalathos 2 has the typical splashed handle and
blobbed-decorated rim, but it notably does not have band decoration on its interior or
exterior body. Kalathos 3 was found in a late LH IIIC Early context and its elaborate
decoration resembles the Close Style vessels that begin in IIIC Middle. It is banded on
the exterior and interior, and the exterior bands are so numerous that they cover almost
the entire body. There are concentric circles on the underside of the base, and a small
decorative zone immediately above the waist contains alternating foliate band (FM 64)
and lozenge (FM 76) motifs; it appears that a similar decorative zone was present in the
handle zone, but it is not preserved (French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 592–593). Finally,
Kalathos 4, found in Building Kappa, is decorated with hatch marks or groups of cross
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bars on its rim, a feature commonly found in this phase, and its exterior is completely
undecorated, a feature paralleled in Kalathos 1 (see Fig. 4.52).
Kalathoi are more frequent during the LH IIIC Middle period (Mountjoy 1993,
97), and this is certainly the case at Mycenae where 11 of the fine ware specimens date to
this phase (nos. 5–11, 21–24); two of the kalathoi for which fabric information is
unavailable also date to LH IIIC Middle (nos. 27, 28); these will be considered here. On
the basis of material from the Citadel House Area, French reports a small quantity of
kalathoi from the first part of the phase (Developed Phase; 2007, 117), while Sherratt
notes the presence of these vessels in the second part of the phase (Advanced Phase),
many elaborately decorated in the Close Style (Sherratt 1981, 75–76 n. 36, figs. 60, 61;
2011, 77–78 n. 43, fig. 20:c; see also French 2007, 178). Here, there is a good deal of
variety in their size and general features: they have a conical body, a straight or incurving
upper body, a flat, round, or down-sloping rim, two large, round horizontal handles
attached to the upper body, and a flat concave or somewhat convex base. Most examples
are banded, but the exterior of LH IIIC Middle kalathoi may be decorated with zonal
motifs or simple bands, and the base can receive concentric circles. The rim is decorated
with motifs similar to those found in LH IIIC Early although these can be reserved motifs
on monochrome rims. Notably, the main decoration of kalathoi is most often present on
the interior where the pictorial motifs and Close Style can be employed. Fish (FM 20) are
often a popular choice, but birds (FM 7), cuttlefish (FM 21), bivalve shells (FM 25),
isolated semicircles (FM 43), wavy lines (FM 53), and chevrons (FM 58) are also
common (Mountjoy 1986, 179–180; 1999, 174). The bird and fish motifs appear to be
particularly popular on LH IIIC Middle kalathoi from Mycenae, and they are present on 5
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of the fine ware specimens dated to the phase (Fig. 4.53; birds: nos. 6, 10, 11; fish: nos. 5,
28). Other kalathoi from Mycenae dated to LH IIIC Middle are preserved with simple
linear or monochrome decoration.
In LH IIIC Late, the kalathos has a conical or cylindrical lower body, an upper
body with concave sides, and a flat, rounded, or sloping rim. Its large, round, horizontal
handles are set on the upper body or at the waist, while the base is raised concave.
Kalathoi dating to this period often have large monochrome areas or simple band
decoration (interior or exterior), with the decorative motifs limited to the rim (Mountjoy
1986, 182, 193; 1999, 188 n. 990). Two fine ware kalathoi (nos. 20, 24) from Mycenae
are dated to this phase. Kalathos 24, from Stratum X of the Lion Gate Staircase deposit,
is typical of the phase, with large monochrome areas and cross bars on the rim (Fig.
4.54). Kalathos 20, from an unknown location on the Citadel, has more elaborate
decoration, with fish (FM 20), bivalve shells (FM 25), and isolated semicircles (FM 43)
in addition to bands. There is not a great deal of evidence for kalathoi in the
Submycenaean period, but Mountjoy writes that evidence from Asine indicates that they
were still in production, having a deep conical shape, cylinder-shaped lower body, and
flaring upper body (1999, 196).

Semicoarse Ware Kalathoi

Nine LH IIIC kalathoi from Mycenae were manufactured from semicoarse fabrics
(nos. 12–20). These specimens notably date to LH IIIC Middle and Late only. The LH
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IIIC middle specimens notably conform to those in fine wares with respect to their
decoration: birds and fish are very popular motifs (birds: 14, 18, 19; fish: nos. 13, 16, 17,
28). Additionally, Kalathos 15 has a pictorial hedgehog (FM 8.7) on its exterior beneath
the handle, in addition to bivalve shells (FM 25) and concentric arcs (FM 44) elsewhere.
Kalathos 18 notably has the bird motif (FM 7) on its interior, while a man (FM 1) appears
on its exterior (Fig. 4.55).

The Production and Use of Kalathoi at LH IIIC Mycenae

Six examples in the present catalog date to LH IIIC Early and only two to LH IIIC
Late, while 20 date to LH IIIC Middle, the phase during which the kalathos reached the
height of its popularity following the Collapse.
For those cataloged specimens for whom fabric information is available (24 of
28), the majority of kalathoi from Mycenae are produced in fine fabrics, primarily in the
pinkish-yellow variety but also in the fine buff. Notably, kalathoi are also produced in
semicoarse versions of both, in this case most often in the buff color. As we have seen
(particularly with kylikes), vessels made in well-levigated fine fabrics are sometimes
associated with ceremonial activities, for example feasts. Because these vessels would
have been difficult to cover due to the relatively large diameter of their rims, it is likely
that they functioned as serving vessels in such contexts. Their horizontal handles also
would have made them easy to handle when filled with hot foods, and the shape of the
interior lower body in some instances may have facilitated the scooping out of their
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contents, perhaps meats, stews, or soups. Additionally, eating food from these vessels can
also possibly be ruled out, as their deep shape would have made them somewhat difficult
to handle.
If kalathoi indeed functioned as serving vessels, their often-elaborate Pictorial or
Close Style decoration would have also lent itself well to a feasting context. The
decorative rims of kalathoi would have nicely highlighted their function as they were
passed around to participants, and any interior decorative motifs would have been slowly
revealed as contents were emptied. Perhaps fish dishes were served in those vessels
decorated with fish motifs, while poultry or other dishes were served in those decorated
with birds, although because this particular association cannot be made with other vessel
shapes it remains tentative. In this context, it is also perhaps notable that one kalathos
from Mycenae (Kalathos 24) was found alongside other vessels used in feasting
activities, namely semiglobular cups and deep bowls (Wace et al. 1921–1923, 31–34, fig.
9). Elaborately decorated semicoarse versions of this shape would have also served well
during ceremonial meals, as their decoration would have distracted from the somewhat
rough nature of their fabric. Perhaps, then, semicoarse kalathoi were less expensive than
their fine counterparts, but it is also possible that these vessels were intentionally
produced in rougher fabrics that allowed them to withstand higher temperatures and thus
enabled the serving of extremely hot prepared foods. Here, it should be noted again that
semicoarse kalathoi in the catalog date LH IIIC Middle and Later; this perhaps signals a
slight change in function after the LH IIIC Early period.
Elsewhere in LH IIIC, kalathoi are frequently found in funerary contexts
(Mountjoy 1993, 127), but it does not appear to have been a popular funerary shape at
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Mycenae. Again, as the wide mouth of the kalathos would have made it somewhat
difficult to cover effectively, in this context they may have served as vessels used in
ceremonial feasts or were valued as objects in their own right. Kalathoi have also been
found in more mundane contexts where they surely would have served as containers for
serving food because, again, they would have been difficult to cover to preserve their
contents.

Fine Ware Basins (FS 294)

There are eight cataloged examples of the basin (FS 294; Fig. 4.56) from LH IIIC
Mycenae, 11 of which come from the Citadel House Area; the twelfth basin was used as
the cover of a cremation urn deposited in the Chania Burial Mound (Palaiologou 2013,
256, fig. 6:c, d). Furumark’s shape 294 was classed as a “shallow bowl with flat
horizontal handles,” alongside SABs (see below; 1972a, 636), and its basic shape is a
large, deep semiglobular bowl with a heavy rim, large horizontal strap handles, and a ring
base.
The basin first appears as an unpainted shape in the LH IIB or LH IIIA:2 period,
but it is not commonly painted until LH IIIB:2 (Mountjoy 1986, 131, 133; 1993, 58;
1999, 1230). In this phase, the shape always receives band decoration, most notably in
the form of a wide rim band on the exterior that continues across the handles. The lower
body and base are often banded as well, and the interior may have a thin rim band or
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monochrome decoration. Also in LH IIIB:2, the heavy rim can be incurving (Mountjoy
1986, 131, 133).
The basin is not common to any one phase in the Mycenaean period (Thomatos
2006, 131), and based on the evidence from the present catalog, this is certainly true for
LH IIIC Mycenae. Most of the basins from Mycenae date to LH IIIC Early (6 of 8). Here,
the basin is a more popular decorated shape, and it has the same large, deep semiglobular
bowl, ring base, and large horizontal strap handle, its heavy rim is rounded and
overhanging, and it is sometimes equipped with a bridge spout. The shape commonly
receives band decoration on the exterior (e.g., no. 8), its rim band can continue across the
handles (e.g., no. 3), and it can either have a banded or monochrome interior (for banded
exterior and monochrome interior see, e.g., no. 4). The wavy line motif (FM 53) can
sometimes appear on the exterior in the handle zone, an attribute that appears on Basin 5
from Mycenae (Mountjoy 1986, 153). Basin 1 from Mycenae is undecorated, while Basin
2 is monochrome on its interior and exterior. Additionally, Sherratt reports a limited
number from the earliest part of phase in the Citadel House Area, most of them having
monochrome interiors (1981, 57, fig. 33; 2011, 65).
The basin continues to be produced in LH III Middle and generally has qualities
similar to examples of LH IIIC Early date, with banded decoration and a heavy
overhanging rim, and they commonly have monochrome interiors (Mountjoy 1999, 174).
Only one basin from Mycenae (no. 7) has been dated to this period, largely based on the
presence of a Pictorial motif in the form of a horse (FM 2; Fig. 4.57). Only its back end is
preserved, but the horse appears to have monochrome legs and a lower body filled with
wavy and vertical lines. The interior of this vessel is unpainted, however, and because
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only a fragment is preserved it is impossible to be certain whether or not it was indeed a
basin. The shape continues into LH IIIC Late, with the same deep semiglobular shape
with banded decoration, a heavy rim, and large strap handles, and specimens are now
furnished with bridge spouts (Mountjoy 1986, 193; 199, 190). Basin 6 from Mycenae can
be dated to LH IIIC Late, and it has a monochrome interior and band decoration and a
wavy line on its exterior. The shape is no longer manufactured in the Submycenaean
period (Mountjoy 1993, 114; 1986, 194).
Only eight basins are recorded from LH IIIC Mycenae. While the majority comes
from settlement contexts on the Citadel (mainly in the Citadel House Area: 6 total), one
notably served as the cover for a cremation urn in the Chania Burial Mound (no. 6; see
Fig. 3.33:d). Given the suspected primary use of basins, as serving vessels, it is possible
that the use of Basin 6 as part of a cremation internment is an aberration, but, the use of
smaller vessels to cap larger ones is known from other funerary deposits (e.g., the Pithos
Burial in the Cyclopean Terrace Building). The majority of cataloged basins are
undecorated or have simple linear decoration, but one example (no. 7) notably has
Pictorial decoration in the form of a horse.
The basin appears first in the Mycenaean potter’s repertoire in LH IIB or LH
IIIA:2. As the majority are dated to LH IIIC Early, they may have been most popular in
this phase, but this could be the result of excavation bias. At any rate, they do not appear
to have been very popular in any one phase in the Mycenaean period as a whole
(Thomatos 2006, 131).
All of the catalog basins from LH IIIC Mycenae were produced using fine, welllevigated fabrics. These specimens were likely used as serving vessels: their horizontal
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handles would have allowed them to be handled easily when filled with hot liquid or
solid foods, and because their handles were large, they could have easily been moved
about when their contents made them heavy. The heavy, sometimes incurving rims of
basins would have not allowed contexts to be poured out, so they were probably scooped
out with dippers or other types of vessels. On this basis, it is somewhat surprising that the
cataloged examples were made of fine fabrics, as they often had large handles and heavy
rims that may have been easier to produce in semicoarse or coarse fabrics. Less welllevigated fabrics would have also enabled these vessels to resist the dangers of day-today use and made them more susceptible to higher-temperature contents. Perhaps the
specimens from Mycenae were not intended to be used in mundane, everyday contexts,
as their simple decoration may have lent them a more formal purpose, and basins could
very well have functioned as serving vessels during large feasts or celebrations.

CLOSED VESSELS

Jugs

A total of 45 jugs are cataloged from LH IIIC Mycenae, including large jugs (9),
small globular jugs (6), globular wide-necked jugs (4 total), narrow-necked jugs (7) and
lekythoi (9), trefoil- mouthed jugs (5), stirrup jugs (1), and strainer jugs (4). The primary
function of these vessels was the pouring of liquids like water or wine; indeed, they are
provided with thin, spreading lips and single vertical handles, always situated opposite a
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spout if present, to facilitate this purpose. Larger versions were also used for the storage
or transport of liquids, wherein their relatively small rim diameters made them easy to
cover securely with other vessels or more flexible materials. Elaborately decorated jugs
may have been used in rituals for libations or in ceremonial meals, while examples with
simple band decoration and motifs could have served a more everyday purpose; all
decorated varieties could have served as part of formal drinking sets alongside cups,
bowls, and other accessory vessels.
Jugs first appear on the mainland in LH I, and throughout the Mycenaean period
they do not vary a great deal in their overall shape or decorative treatment, most
commonly being adorned with simple bands on the shoulder (Thomatos 2006, 56). The
basic shape of a jug is a vessel with a tall neck, thinner than the width of the body, a
somewhat splaying rim, which facilitates pouring of contents, and a single handle
attached from the rim to shoulder, which also serves to aid in pouring.
Overall, jugs most resemble amphorae in form, but with one handle instead of
two. Both jugs and amphorae also look a great deal like hydriae, and due to the
similarities in form and decoration, which was often simply linear for all three shapes, it
is often impossible to differentiate between these shapes not only in sherd material but
also in cases where diagnostic handles are not present on more complete specimens. This
important was recognized early on by Furumark, and it is not a problem unique to the LH
IIIC period alone. He writes that jugs of FS 105 and 106 (see below for full description)
are identical in form to the hydria FS 128, but the former is provided with two accessory
horizontal handles on the upper body in addition to a vertical handle from rim or neck to
shoulder. Similarly, he remarks that the FS 129 variant of the hydria parallels globular
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wide-necked jugs of FS 110–114 (1972a, 604). For these reasons, many scholars classify
amphorae, jugs, and hydriae in the same category. In her regional volume, Mountjoy, for
example, has a single vessel category deemed “amphora/jug/hydria FS 69/106, 110,
111/128” (see, e.g., p. 155).

Fine and Semifine Ware Large Jugs (FS 105–107)

Nine LH IIIC large jugs (FS 105–107; Fig. 4.58) are listed in the catalog from
Mycenae. They come from locations both inside and outside of the Citadel walls,
including the new Lower Town excavations (nos. 2–4; Fig. 4.59), and they date from the
LH IIIC Early period through to LH IIIC Late.

The Large Jug before LH IIIC

Furumark calls large jugs “tall domestic jug[s],” stating that they first appear on
the mainland in LH IIIB, and he places the FS 105 variety in LH IIIB and the FS 106 and
107 varieties in his LH IIIC:1 period (1972a, 34, 601). Mountjoy similarly places FS 105
in LH IIIB and FS 106 in LH IIIC, although at least one of the specimens from Mycenae
dating to LH IIIC Early can be assigned FS 105 or FS 105/106 (see below). While it is
possible that the FS 105 examples are hangovers from the earlier LH IIIB period, it does
appear that the distinctions previously made between the various types of large jug are
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based solely on the time period to which the vessels belong rather than to matters of
form.
The large jug FS 105 begins as a painted shape in the LH IIIB:1 period. In LH
IIIB:1 and LH III:2, according to Mountjoy, the archaeological record indicates that this
type of jug is rare, but this could be a function of the difficulty in differentiating this
shape from that of amphorae and hydriae (1986, 93, 100); she considers FS 105 at this
time, therefore, a “general LH IIIB” shape (Mountjoy 1986, 93, 100, 125). Nonetheless,
securely identified examples feature a large globular body and a tall neck with a lipless,
angular, round, or squared rim. A single round, vertical handle is attached at the rim and
shoulder and, notably, the handle can rise to a height slightly above that of the rim;
decoration is usually linear in the form of bands (Mountjoy 1986, 100, 125).

Late Helladic IIIC Large Jugs at Mycenae

In LH IIIC early, the large jug FS 106 largely continues as FS 105 before it, but
the vessel now has a globular or ovoid shape, a flat or concave base, and a round or oval
vertical handle attached to the rim and the shoulder that again can reach a height taller
than the rim. The shape’s tall neck has a round, squared, cut off, or slightly hollow rim
(Mountjoy 1986, 134, 143; 1999, 155). According to Mountjoy, decoration is again
primarily linear, with the lower body reserved, but the tassel motif can be present on the
shoulder and belly, the handle can have a cross, a vertical scroll, an open-topped figure
eight, or a wavy line down it, and an interior rim band is sometimes present (1986, 143;
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1999, 155). At Mycenae specifically, jugs in the so-called Early Phase of the Citadel
House Area (the first phase of LH IIIC Early) have no shoulder decoration and a hollow
lip, although the slight hollow only anticipates the pronounced variety found in later LH
IIIC (French 1969, 135; Mountjoy 1986, 135). Later, in the Tower Phase of the Citadel
House Area (the second phase of LH III Early), the tassel motif (FM 72) begins to appear
on some jugs (in addition to amphorae and hydriae; Sherratt 1981, 64; 2011, 69–70).
Five large jugs, all of FS 105 or 106, can be dated to the LH IIIC Early period,
three of these from the Lower Town. Large Jugs 1 and 6 feature simple band decoration;
the most complete of the two, Large Jug 1, has a thin interior rim band and a wavy line
down its round handle. Large Jug 1 also has a flat base while that of Large Jug 6 is
concave; the latter also features a flattened handle (French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 315–316,
408–409). Large Jugs 2 and 3 from the Lower Town are preserved as large, vertical
round handles with wavy lines down their lengths, while Large Jug 4 preserves a portion
of a shoulder or upper body with the tassel motif (see Fig. 4.59). Note here, however, that
these specimens could also be amphorae (FS 69) or hydriae (FS 128l not enough is
preserved to make definitive identifications. Large Jug 4 is dated LH IIIC Early on the
basis of contextual information.
In LH IIIC Middle, large jugs FS 106 have the same ovoid or globular body as in
previous phases, but they can now also be biconical in shape. Large jugs again feature a
tall neck, and they now have a long rounded or hollowed lip, a raised concave base, and a
round or flattened handle attached at the rim and the shoulder. Sometimes, the handle can
slant inward slightly in the direction of the base (Mountjoy 1986, 165; 1999, 163). As in
LH IIIC Early, decoration is linear, and the lower portion of the vessel is usually
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reserved, but now a decorative zone can be present extending from the base of the neck to
the base of the handle (Mountjoy 1986, 165). On the basis of ceramic material from the
Citadel House Area, Sherratt notes that during the first phase of LH IIIC Middle
(Developed), the hollowed rims of jugs (in addition to amphorae and hydriae) are more
distinctive than in previous phases; linear decoration and tassel pattern are again popular
decorative choices (Sherratt 1981, 68; 2011, 72; see also French 2007, 176). Sherratt
writes that these hollowed rims are likely from the potter running his fingers along the
inside of the rim during formation of the pot, and thus believes it unlikely to have been
the result of aesthetic preferences (2011, 72–73 n. 32). The tassel pattern in combination
with linear decoration continues to be popular in the second phase of LH IIIC Middle
(Advanced), and the scroll (FM 48:3) and whisker (FM 50:29, 51:27) are new motifs that
often occur together on jugs. While handles continue to be adorned with vertical wavy
bands, crossed loops or diagonal crosses are more commonly found, and twisted handles
sometimes occur as well (French 2007, 179; Sherratt 1981, 76–77; 2011, 78)
Three cataloged large jugs (nos. 7–9) from Mycenae can be dated to the LH IIIC
Middle period. Two of those (nos. 8 [Fig. 3.33:e], 9) were used as cremation urns in the
Chania Burial Mound (Palaiologou 2013, figs. 5:a, b, 11:a, b). Large Jug 8 has a
biconical shape and a handle that slants inward toward the base. Both primarily feature
linear decoration and, notably, both have flattened handles with figure-eight motifs on
them, one open topped with a horizontal line through the center and the other one closed,
while Large Jug 9 preserves a sketchy tassel motif (FM 72) on its shoulder opposite the
handle. Notably, Palaiologou assigns both of these large jugs to the so-called Advanced
phase of LH IIIC at Mycenae, and she suggests that Large Jug 4 could also date to LH
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IIIC Late (2013, 254, 256, 264; see below). Large Jug 7 is somewhat of an anomaly, as it
preserves pictorial decoration in the form of a bird (FM 7), with a tail, one preserved leg,
and a body filled with vertical lines, above two horizontal bands (Fig. 4.60). The vessel is
only preserved in a single sherd, which is identified by Sakellarakis as probably having
come from the shoulder of a jug. It appears to have been excavated by Schliemann from
somewhere on the Citadel in the late 19th century, but its exact findspot is unknown
(Sakellarakis 1992, 96, no. 207). Because this specimen is not well-preserved, it is
possible that it belongs to a hydria, amphora, or some other closed vessel, but its
placement within LH IIIC Middle at the very least seems well founded.
In LH IIIC Late the large jug FS 106 now has a biconical shape, rather than ovoid
or globular, but it still possesses a tall neck, although this tall neck now features a long,
hollowed rim. Its vertical handle is now strap, and it can still be attached at the rim and
the shoulder, but may now be attached at the neck instead of the rim (Thomatos 2006,
56). The base is raised concave. Decoration, if present, is still largely linear; when it is
present it is sparse and mainly confined to the upper portion of the vessel, although the
tassel and necklace remain a somewhat popular motif and the handle can have a scroll or
wavy line down it (Mountjoy 1986, 185–186; 1999, 175); evidence from the Citadel
House Area (Final Phase) studied by Sherratt conforms well to these general
characteristics (Sherratt 1981, 80–81; 2011, 80). One large jug FS 106 in the catalog
dating to LH IIIC Late (no. 5; see Fig. 3.24:d) was unearthed from the Bath Grave in
Stratum XI of the Lion Gate “Staircase” Deposit (Wace et al. 1921–1923, 36, pl. VI:b). It
has a very long, hollowed lip and is sparsely decorated with thin bands, while the tassel
and quirk motifs appear in its shoulder zone. In the later Submycenaean period, Mountjoy
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again groups the large jug FS 106 with amphorae and hydriae, a fact that again highlights
the difficulties with these shapes, noting that they still have long lips with very
pronounced hollows (Mountjoy 1999, 190).

The Production and Use of Large Jugs at LH IIIC Mycenae

The findspots of these jugs are distributed rather widely around the area of
Mycenae: one is from unknown location on the Citadel, two are from the Citadel House
Area, one was found in the Lion Gate “Staircase” deposit, two were found in the Chania
Burial Mound, and three were recovered from the new Lower Town excavations.
Although the data from the Lower Town does not significantly alter the total number of
large jugs from LH IIIC Mycenae, it certainly serves to reinforce the important notion
that these vessels continued to be produced following the Collapse, most probably to
serve functions very similar to those of previous periods.
Most (5) of the large jugs date to LH IIIC Early, but jugs are also found in LH
IIIC Middle and Late at Mycenae. That the majority date to LH IIIC Early could be a
function of excavation bias, but this could be an indication that this type jugs fell out of
favor following LH IIIC Early and was replaced by a different form. The majority of
large jugs were manufactured from fine, well-levigated fabrics (nos. 1–5, 8, 9), while two
were produced from semifine fabrics with very few inclusions (nos. 6, 7). Two (nos. 1, 6)
are of FS 105, which originates in LH IIIB:1; both date to LH IIIC Early. The remaining
seven large jugs are of FS 106, which is new in LH IIIC Early.
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In general, these jugs were doubtless used for the pouring of liquid contents into
smaller vessels, like cups or bowls. Some likely formed a component of formal eating
and drinking sets that included kraters, cups, bowls, and accessory vessels like dippers. In
general, the height of the large jug ranges between 20 and 30 cm (Mountjoy 1986, 165,
185), and those cataloged specimens for which height was able to be determined indeed
fall within this range. If these vessels were being used during formal eating and drinking
events, therefore, it is likely that they dispensed liquids that would have been in high
demand, like wine or beer. The relatively small diameter of their rims, however, would
have made them very easy to cover and therefore suitable for storage purposes, and
because large jugs were often used by the Minoans for transport, it is very possible that
some these jugs could have served that purpose as well; those specimens made from
semifine fabrics, as opposed to fine, would have been more durable and thus more
suitable for this purpose.
Sherratt describes the hollow lips of jugs, which can be found on several other LH
IIIC closed shapes at Mycenae and elsewhere (including hydriae and amphorae, shapes
that are very often confused with one another and with jugs in sherd material), as a
“technical or functional” feature that most probably had little aesthetic value or
significance. She writes that it was probably the result of “the potter running his fingers
along the inside of the rim while working on the heavy folded lip which is usual of LH
IIIC jugs and amphorae,” and notes that it could have facilitated pouring (Sherratt 2011,
72–73 n. 32; see also Cardew 1969, 104). One might add that the addition of a hollow lip
could aid in the covering of a vessel, in particular with another vessel of smaller size.
Perhaps also the addition of some sort of straining material, like wool, inside the hollow
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of the lip, although not the most convenient solution, may have served to make fermented
beverages more palatable.

Fine Ware Small Globular Jugs (FS 115)

Six LH IIIC small globular jugs are cataloged from Mycenae, from locations both
inside and outside the Citadel Walls, including the South House, Prehistoric Cemetery,
Cyclopean Terrace Building, and the Kalkani and Third Kilometer Cemeteries; one small
globular was recovered from the new Lower Town Excavations (no. 1; Fig. 4.61). They
range in date from LH IIIC Late to LH IIIC Late/SM, and all are manufactured from fine,
well-levigated fabrics, including the pinkish- yellow and buff varieties. The small globular
jug has been described as something of a cross between a jug and a lekythos, with its
short and narrow neck (Thomatos 2006, 56).
In his 1972 volume, Furumark calls jugs of FS 112–115 small globular jugs (Fig.
4.62), noting that FS 112 is the LH IIB–IIIA:2 variety, FS 113 is early LH IIIA:2, FS 114
is late LH IIIA:2–IIIB, and the FS 115 occurs in his LH IIIC:1 phase, which loosely
corresponds to LH IIIC Middle/Late (Furumark 1972a, 602–603; see also this vol., Ch.
3). Furumark’s terminology has stood the test of time, and, notably, all LH IIIC small
globular jugs from Mycenae are classed FS 115, so it appears that he was well on the
mark with his chronology.
According to Mountjoy, the small globular jugs FS 112–114 were new painted
shapes in the LH IIIA:2 period, at that time having either linear or monochrome
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decoration (Mountjoy 1986, 67, 74). Small globular jugs of the FS 112 variety begin
specifically in early LH IIIA:2; these have ovoid shapes, raised concave or flat bases, tall
necks, and round or strap vertical handles that attach to the rim and the shoulder. Jugs of
the FS 113 variety similarly begin in early LH IIIA:2, and these have globular shapes,
raised flat bases, tall necks, and single flat vertical handles from rim to shoulder. Variety
FS 114 begins in late LH IIIA:2; these jugs also have a globular shape, which may be
baggy, a ring base, a short narrow neck, and a flat vertical handle attached at the rim and
shoulder that can rise above the height of the rim (Mountjoy 1986, 74). Later in LH
IIIB:1, the jug FS 114 has a similarly short neck with a lipless rim, a ring or raised
concave base, and a handle attached to rim and shoulder that is round or oval in section
(Mountjoy 1986, 101).
Similar to Furumark, Mountjoy places the FS 115 variety of small globular jug in
LH IIIC, but she finds evidence for their existence throughout the entire period rather
than simply in its later phases. She writes that the basic shape of the small globular jug
continues from LH IIIB in LH IIIC Early, even though it is now classed as a new variant
(Mountjoy 1986, 143). It is notable that no jugs of FS 115 type appear in the Argolid
section of her 1999 volume either in her LH IIIB:2–LH IIIC Transitional phase nor in LH
IIIC early, but, again, because differentiating between jugs, hydriae, and amphorae in
sherd material is often impossible, it would not be out of line to assume that they were in
use. In LH IIIC Middle, Mountjoy notes that FS 115 jugs have a globular shape with
sloping shoulders and a ring base, in addition to a short, wide, and concave-shaped neck
and an oval or flattened rim connected at rim and shoulder. Decoration is now
monochrome, but sometimes the base and neck are reserved, sometimes the rim is dotted,
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and motifs can be present in the shoulder zone, located between the base of the neck and
the base of the handle (Mountjoy 1986, 186). Like in LH IIIC Early, she finds no
complete published examples of this jug variant in the Argolid in LH IIIC Middle
(Mountjoy 1986, 163). This appears to be reflected in the archaeological record from
Mycenae, as no small globular jugs in the present catalog can be dated any earlier than
LH IIIC Late, perhaps an indication that the small globular jug is not popular or not
produced before this phase.
Mountjoy writes that the FS 115 small jug has a globular or biconical shape on a
low ring base in LH IIIC Late, with sloping shoulders, a short neck that may be concave,
and a flaring, lipless rim. A strap handle is again connected from rim to shoulder, and
decoration is linear or monochrome (Mountjoy 1986, 186; 1999, 175). Later in the
Submycenaean period, FS 115 jugs display a great deal of variety in shape, particularly in
the Argolid (1999, 190). In general, however, they again have a globular shape on a ring
base, and a short wide neck and lipless rim, and decoration may be present in the
shoulder zone while the rest of the vase is linear or monochrome (Mountjoy 1986, 197).
Three LH IIIC Late small globular jugs from Mycenae have simple linear
decoration (nos. 2 [Fig. 3.29:a], 5 [Fig. 3.30:d], 6). It should be noted that Mountjoy
believes the shape of Small Globular Jug 2 to be closer to that of a globular wide-necked
jug FS 111, but because Furumark classed it as FS 115 she does not change its
classification (Furumark 1972a, 603; Mountjoy 1999, 175). Small Globular Jug 6 was
found with the Pithos Burial in the Cyclopean Terrace Building (Wace et al. 1921–1923,
407). Furumark initially dated this burial to the early part of his LH IIIC:1 phase, but
further research places it in LH IIIC Late (Mountjoy 1986, 186). Two small globular jugs
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in the catalog are dated LH IIIC Late but may be more appropriately considered
Submycenaean in date, if a distinction is to be made between the two. Small Globular Jug
3 was dated LH IIIC:2 by Desborough (1954, 259, pl. 43:d, left; see Fig. 3.26:a), but
because it has simple band decoration it is impossible to be precise, while Small Globular
Jug 4 is monochrome with reserved decoration and would fit comfortably in either LH
IIIC Late or Submycenaean (Desborough 1973, 95, no. 2, pl. 35:c; see Fig. 3.25:a). The
final small globular jug in the present catalog (no. 1) was found in the Lower Town; it is
undecorated as preserved, but tentatively dated LH IIIC Late on the basis of parallels
with other cataloged specimens (see Fig. 4.61).

The Production and Use of Small Globular Jugs at LH IIIC Mycenae

Six small globular jugs are cataloged from LH IIIC Mycenae. They are found in a
variety of locations in the area of Mycenae: three were located in chamber tombs in the
Kalkani and Third Kilometer cemeteries, one was found in a grave in the area of the
Prehistoric Cemetery, one was found in a tomb over the South House, one was found in
the Pithos Burial in the Cyclopean Terrace Building, and one was found in the new
Lower Town excavations. As is evident, a great majority of these were found in tombs,
indicating that, at least at Mycenae, these jugs were popular funerary offerings.
All of the small globular jugs in the present catalog date to LH IIIC Late, which is
consistent with the general idea that this shape becomes prevalent in the latter phases of
IIIC. The shape, however, ultimately originates in LH IIB (FS 112), and although there is
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some variety in the morphology of these jugs through to LH IIIC, they share the same
basic shape, thereby demonstrating a great degree of continuity, particularly following
the Collapse. Indeed, the LH IIIC FS 115 has the same basic shape as the LH IIIA:2 FS
114, which continues through LH IIIB, the only major difference being in the overall
shape, which can now be globular or biconical as opposed to simply ovoid.
The six small globular jugs in the present volume were manufactured from fine
fabrics. Desborough notably mentions that the fine fabrics from which Small Globular
Jugs 3 and 4 were manufactured contained mica, an indication perhaps that the local
Mycenaeans at this time were experimenting with new clay mixtures or sources, or that
these vessels were imported from elsewhere. The latter conclusion, if true, would nicely
support the assumption that the inhabitants of Mycenae following the collapse of the
palaces still had access to short- or long-range trade networks. As most if not all are
decorated, it is not hard to imagine that these vessels would have been well served as part
of a formal drinking set, along with other vessels like bowls and cups, although this does
not preclude their production for other purposes. They would have been equally useful
during ritual or informal occasions, but were clearly used for the controlled pouring of
liquid contents. Notably, because the height of most small globular jugs does not exceed
ca. 12 cm and is generally no less than 7 cm (Mountjoy 1986, 165, 185), they would have
held much less than their larger counterparts, and may have been intended for the
dispensation of more valuable liquids or those that were meant to be consumed only in
small amounts. In light of the fact that the majority of vessels in particular were found in
tombs, they may have been involved in important funerary rituals, perhaps holding
expensive substances like oil with which to anoint the dead or living participants.
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Finally, it is notable that no small globular jugs can be dated any earlier than LH
IIIC Late. This could be an indication that the shape is not popular or not produced at
Mycenae before this phase. Additionally, the introduction of a smaller-sized, single use
jug could be an indication of the importance of the individual over the corporate, palatial
group, a trend that is increasingly reflected in burial practices approaching the end of the
LH III period (see further discussion in Ch. 5, below). The increased popularity of this
shape could also signal the advent of smaller-scale commensal activities in contrast to the
large-scale feasts of pre-Collapse Mycenaean society.

Fine Ware Globular Wide-Necked Jugs (FS 109–111)

Four globular wide-necked jugs are cataloged from LH IIIC (Fig. 4.63). They
range in date from LH IIIC Early to LH IIIC Late and come primarily from the Kalkani
Cemetery (Fig. 4.64; see also Fig. 3.30:e); one specimen, Globular Wide-necked Jug 1,
comes from the Citadel House Area (French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 597). Furumark
discussed these vessels as in his 1972 volume, stating that they are the most common type
of Mycenaean jug, appearing as larger versions of jugs FS 105–107 and 112–115 (1972a,
34 n. 1). He notes that the jug FS 109 is the unpainted version, the jug FS 110 is identical
in form to FS 109 but is painted, and the jug FS 111 is a small type, with a wide, short
neck and a dumpy globular shape, usually decorated with bands and confined to his LH
IIIC:1 phase (1972a, 601–602). He also notes that the shape is derived from a late Middle
Helladic form that itself had prototypes in metal (Furumark 1972a, 34 nn. 1–2).
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Because they are unpainted, Mountjoy discusses no jugs of variety FS 109 in her
1986 volume. Furumark describes them as globular, globular-conical, globular-biconical,
or ovoid in shape, with a wide concave or concave-splaying neck and rounded rim
(1972a, 601). The version FS 110 is first noted by Mountjoy in LH IIIB:1 when it
evidently became a more popular, but still rare, painted shape (Mountjoy 1986, 83, 101).
In this phase, these jugs have a globular shape on a raised concave base, and a tall, wide
neck with a rounded rim. The single, round vertical handle is attached to the rim and
shoulder, and decoration is most commonly linear with occasional spiral motifs
(Mountjoy 1986, 101). Mountjoy notes that there are no complete examples of jugs FS
110 from the LH IIIB:2 period, and thus argues that it should be considered a “general
LH IIIB shape” that continues unchanged from LH IIIB:1 (1986, 125).
In her 1999 volume, Mountjoy includes examples of jugs FS 110 and 111 in her
Transitional LH IIIB:2–IIIC Early phase in her Argolid section. Here, she writes that jugs
FS 110 usually have linear decoration, as before. Additionally, she notes that FS 111 is
usually considered a shape that occurs only in LH IIIC, as was noted by Furumark (see
above), although a jug from Point Iria seems to indicate that it appeared somewhat earlier
(Mountjoy 1999, 152 n. 787). In LH IIIC Early, jugs FS 110 are globular in shape with a
raised flat or raised concave base and a tall, wide neck with rounded, squared, or cut-off
lip, which can also be slightly hollow, particularly in the Argolid (Mountjoy 1986, 143;
1999, 155). They have a single round or oval handle attached to the rim and shoulder, and
decoration is usually linear and confined to the body while the base is reserved. These
jugs often have an exterior rim band, and a wavy line is found down the handle
(Mountjoy 1986, 143). In the Argolid, along with amphorae and hydriae, jugs of this
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variety can have the tassel motif on the shoulder and the cross, vertical scroll, or opentopped figure eight on the handle (Mountjoy 1999, 155). Mountjoy also notes that jugs
FS 110 are rare in LH IIIC Middle and does not discuss them further (1986, 155). In the
Argolid section of her 1999 volume, jugs FS 109–111 are grouped together with
amphorae, jugs, and hydriae in LH IIIC Early, and she makes no mention of them in LH
IIIC Middle or Late (Mountjoy 1999, 155).
Three globular wide-necked jugs from Mycenae are dated to the LH IIIC Early
period (nos. 1–3). Two are classified FS 110, while the third was placed in FS 109 (no. 1;
French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 597). Because this specimen is decorated with bands,
however, it likely should be placed in FS 110 along with the other examples. Notably,
Globular Wide-necked Jug 3 was placed by Mountjoy in the Argolid section of her 1999
volume in the same category as amphorae and hydriae (FS 69/106, 110, 111, 128; 1999,
155), but it appears to be very well-preserved and can therefore be definitively called a
jug. The final jug of this variety from Mycenae is classified as FS 111 by Mountjoy in her
1999 volume, also appearing in her amphorae/jug/hydria category in LH IIIC Early
(1999, 155). Notably, however, French later placed this vessel in LH IIIC Late. This jug
has no preserved handle and displays only linear decoration. Additionally, it was found in
Tomb 515 of the Kalkani Cemetery (Wace 1932, no. 58), which has burials dating from
LH IIIC Early to LH IIIC Late, so it is difficult to ascertain to which phase this jug
should be assigned. Perhaps it is telling, however, that the vessel has no large
monochrome areas that would perhaps indicate its manufacture in the later portion of the
phase, but linear decoration does nonetheless occur throughout the entire period.
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All four globular wide-necked jars from LH IIIC Mycenae were produced from
fine, well-levigated fabrics, most commonly the fine buff variety. Because they are
decorated, it is possible that they formed a component of drinking sets intended to be
used during formal occasions, which may have included cups, bowls, and other accessory
vessels. They could have easily been used to serve liquids like wine, beer, or water, the
placement and quality of their spouts and handles allowing for the controlled pouring out
of contents. The cataloged jugs are not elaborately decorated, however, but are furnished
with simple linear decoration. Perhaps, then, they were not intended to be used in largescale occasions, like the former lavish palatial feasts, but in smaller-scale ones. They
would have also been well served in domestic contexts for the same purposes. Because a
majority of these jugs were found in funerary contexts, they served either as offerings to
the dead, perhaps to serve them in the afterlife, accouterments of funerary rituals, or were
prized possessions during life, in which case they could have been part of a drinking set.

Fine Ware Narrow-Necked Jugs (FS 117–121) and Lekythoi (FS 122–124)

A total of 16 fine ware narrow-necked jugs/lekythoi are listed in the catalog from
LH IIIC Mycenae (Figs. 4.65. 4.66). These vessels come from areas both within and
outside of the Citadel walls, including the Citadel House Area and the Aleoptrypa and
Kalkani cemeteries; one specimen, a lekythos (no. 1) was recovered from the new Lower
Town excavations (Fig. 4.67). Based on their morphology, narrow-necked jugs and
lekythoi appear to be the same vessels overall, as only their name changes with the
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advent of LH IIIC. Therefore, they are considered together in the present work. As these
vessels become rather popular in funerary contexts in LH IIIC, however, it is possible
that their function changed somewhat at this time, and it is thus important that the
distinction in their terminology be maintained.
Furumark classifies vessels of his FS 117–124 as narrow-necked jugs. Jugs of his
FS 117 he deems the tall variety of narrow-necked jug. These vessels, with gracefully
arched single vertical handles, are now known as ewers, and they are thought to occur
only in the LH II period on the mainland. Indeed, the examples cited by Furumark from
Mycenae may actually be Minoan in origin, and no LH cataloged LH IIIC narrow-necked
jugs are classed as FS 117 (1972a, 603; Mountjoy 1986, 28 n. 24, 232). Mountjoy
discusses ewers FS 117 only in the LH IIA section of her 1986 volume (1986, 28); no
evidence for this shape has been found in LH IIIC. Large narrow-necked jugs, notably
with handles that connect below the rim to the neck and to the shoulder, are classed by
Furumark as FS 119 (Myc. IIIA:1), FS 120 (Myc. IIIA:2–B), FS 121 (Myc. III[B–]C:1
early), FS 122 (Myc. IIIC:1 late), FS 123 (Myc. IIIC:1 late), and FS 124 (Myc. IIIC:2)
(1972a, 603–604). Jugs of FS 122–124 are now called lekythoi by Mountjoy and others
(1986, 232).
The jugs that fall into Furumark’s FS 118 are called “various narrow-necked
jugs.” For him, these occurr from LH IIIA:1 to his Myc. IIIC:1 phase and have several
different shapes with uniformly narrow necks (1972a, 603). These vessels also have
single vertical handles that connect at the rim and shoulder. In the Argolid section of her
1999 volume, Mountjoy similarly remarks on the variety of shapes of jugs FS 118,
including examples in LH IIIC Late (1999, 175) and the SM phase (1999, 192) only. Of
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the aforementioned shapes, three LH IIIC narrow-necked jugs from Mycenae fall into FS
118, and these vessels fittingly occur in LH IIIC Late and the Submycenaean period.
Narrow-necked Jug 7 was found in Tomb Gamma of the Alepotrypa cemetery; initially
dated to LH IIIC Middle, Mountjoy contends that it should be dated to a reuse of the
tomb in LH IIIC Late (Mylonas 1962, 77, pl. 83α). The other two FS 118 vessels from
Mycenae, located in Tomb Gamma 31 in the Citadel House Area, were notably deemed
lekythoi by Desborough (nos. 3 and 4; see Fig. 3.25:f, g). Mountjoy, however, prefers to
consider vessels such as these, with handles that connect from rim to shoulder rather than
from neck to shoulder, narrow-necked jugs FS 118 (1999, 192 n. 1007), and her
classification is followed here. Narrow-necked jugs 3 and 4 both have large monochrome
areas with reserved decoration, and they fittingly date to the LH IIIC Late/Submycenaean
period.
Mountjoy writes that narrow necked jugs with handles attached below the rim, of
FS 120–121, were introduced from Crete during the LH IIIA:1 period; they become a
relatively popular painted shape in LH IIIA:2 (1986, 67; 2001, 71). She does not
specifically consider FS 119 (placed in LH IIIA:1 by Furumark) in her 1986 volume, nor
are any narrow-necked jugs from LH IIIC Mycenae classed as such. In LH IIIA:2 late,
jugs of FS 120 have a globular shape on a flat or raised concave base, with a tall, narrow
neck that has a ridge at its base. The single vertical handle can be strap or ridged, and the
decorative zone is located on the shoulder, from the base of the neck to the base of the
handle, while the rest of the vessel is banded (Mountjoy 1986, 74–75, 203). Furumark
Shape 120 continues into LH IIIB:1 where the vessel has the same globular shape and
tall, narrow neck, now on a torus or raised base. The neck can have a short, horizontal or
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“inturned” rim, and attached from it to the shoulder is a single vertical oval or ridged
handle. The decorative zone can be narrow, reaching from the base of the neck to the
base of the handle, or it can be extended to the belly; the rest of the vessel is again banded
(Mountjoy 1986, 101). Two LH IIIC narrow-necked jugs from Mycenae, both from the
Citadel House Area, fall into FS 120 (Narrow-necked Jugs 1 and 2). Narrow-necked jug
is dated LH IIIB:2–LH IIIC Early while Narrow-necked Jug 2 is LH IIIC Early only. The
former specimen has decoration in its shoulder zone consisting of a paneled pattern with
joining semicircles and parallel chevrons; it would easily fit in LH IIIB:2 when jugs of
this type were decorated like Group B deep bowls (Mountjoy 1986, 125; French 2011a,
Suppl. PDF 465–466).
In LH IIIB:2, the narrow-necked jug is now FS 121. Mountjoy writes that the
large globular shape and tall narrow neck of these jugs persist, while the rim can be
rounded, squared, or flaring. The single vertical handle attached to the neck and shoulder
can be flat or ridged, and the base is now raised. Decoration is located on the shoulder
from the base of the neck to just above the belly, and the rest of the vessel is banded
(Mountjoy 1986, 125). Narrow-necked Jugs 5 and 6 are classified as FS 121 (Fig. 4.68).
The decorative details of Narrow-necked Jug 6, unearthed from Tomb 527 of the Kalkani
Cemetery, are difficult to discern in the literature, but Wace reports a frieze of diamonds
on its shoulder, simple bands on its body and neck, and no raised ring at the base of the
neck; Furumark dates it to his IIIC:1 phase, so it is here dated LH IIIC Early (Wace 1932,
97, no. 10, pl. XLVIII:10; Furumark 1972a, 603, no. 121.3). Narrow-necked Jug 5, also
from the Kalkani Cemetery (Tomb 533) displays simple band decoration and the wavy
line motif, and Wace reports a “slight” ring at the base of its neck (Wace 1932, 119–120,
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no. 16, pl. LVII:16). It is also dated by Furumark to Myc. IIIC:1, and here is LH IIIC
Early.
A smaller version of the narrow-necked jug FS 121, referred to as the lekythos FS
122–124, is a new shape in LH IIIC Early, and this jug type continues to be produced
through to the Protogeometric period (Mountjoy 1986, 134; 2001, 124). Although
Furumark placed the origins of lekythoi in LH IIIC Middle (his Myc. IIIC:1 late), these
vessels have been found in Phase 1 at Perati, thereby supporting a start in LH IIIC Early.
In this phase Mountjoy places lekythoi of the FS 122 variety; these have a small globular
shape with sloping shoulders on a ring base, a narrow, slightly concave neck with lipless
rim, and a single vertical handle, oval in section, connected at the neck and shoulder
(Mountjoy 1986, 143). The decorative zone is located on the shoulder between the base
of the neck and the base of the handle (paneled patterns, triglyphs, bivalve shells, joining
semicircles, isolated semicircles, chevrons, lozenge, and trigangular patch are popular
motifs) while the rim and lower portion of the vessel is banded (Mountjoy 1986, 143). No
lekythoi FS 122 from Mycenae in the catalog are dated LH IIIC Early.
Lekythoi of the FS 122 continue to be produced in LH IIIC Middle with the same
globular body shape on a somewhat higher ring base and tall, narrow neck. The neck at
this time is quite narrow, and its small mouth can have a sloping or rounded rim. The
single vertical handle is now oval or rectangular in section. Decoration is again located in
the zone from the bottom of the neck to the bottom of the handle (necklace, tassel,
elaborate triangle, isolated semicircles, triangular patch, and stemmed spirals are popular
motifs), the rim and body are banded, and the handle horizontal stripes resembling bars.
A new shape of lekythos (FS 123) is also produced, but other than a much larger
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globular-shaped body and flatter shoulders, it is much the same as FS 122. Popular motifs
on the larger lekythos FS 123 include triglyph with antithetic spiral, stemmed spiral, and
isolated semicircles (Mountjoy 1986, 165–166, 203; 1999, 165). According to Mountjoy,
lekythoi begin at this time to have a pierced hole on the shoulder; this feature continues
through the Submycenaean period (1986, 165, 203; 2001, 97). Two lekythoi from
Mycenae, Lekithoi 2 and 5, are dated LH IIIC Middle. Lekythos 2, found in the Citadel
House Area, is classed FS 123 while Lekythos 5, unearthed from the so-called Workshop,
according to excavators belongs to FS 122 (Daneilidou 2008, 151–152, fig. 121, pl. 54α;
French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 557–558).
In LH IIIC Late, three types of lekythoi are produced, types FS 122, 123, and 124.
Mountjoy considers all three together in her 1986 volume, stating that FS 122 and 124
have globular bodies while FS 123 has sloping shoulders. For all, the neck is narrow and
the mouth is small, the handle can be attached from neck to shoulder or from rim to
shoulder, and the base is low ring or high conical in form. The decorative zone is still
located on the shoulder (concentric semicircle, elaborate triangle, flower, necklace, tassel,
and triangle are popular motifs), the handle is again barred, and the body underneath can
have only a few bands, many bands that vary in width, or it can simply be monochrome
(Mountjoy 1986, 186). In the Argolid section of her 1999 volume, Mountjoy discusses
only lekythoi of the FS 122 variety in LH IIIC Late, stating that the biconical shape sits
on a ring base while the mouth can be narrow or quite wider and trumpet-shaped.
Decoration can be linear and darkground (meaning large monochrome areas), or these
vessels can be unpainted (Mountjoy 1999, 177). These features are readily apparent in
Lekythos 6, which is of the FS 122 variety and is the only lekythos in the catalog dated
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LH IIIC Late. This particular jug has an unpainted lower body and the rim was pressedout to form a spout at a right angle to the handle (see Fig. 3.31).
In the Submycenaean period, lekythoi are now only of the FS 124 variety and are
now one of the most common shapes in the repertoire. Notably, these vessels can have a
narrow mouth that is somewhat wider than previous periods or one that is much wider
and resembles a trumpet, with a lipless rim. Otherwise, there appears to be a great deal of
variety in shape, as lekythoi can be globular with sloping shoulders or biconical. The
single vertical handle, which is most often supplied barred decoration, is oval in section
and can be attached from either the rim or the neck to the shoulder. Decoration is again
located in the zone on the shoulder (popular motifs include semicircles, triangle, vertical
wavy line, and zigzag), but now the vessel will have large monochrome areas on its lower
body, and a monochrome, banded, or reserved neck (Mountjoy 1986, 194, 198, 203). In
the Argolid, Mountjoy notes that lekythoi FS 124 have trumpet-shaped mouths and
globular bodies on low ring bases (1999, 192). These features are apparent in Lekythoi 3
and 4, both dated to the LH IIIC Late or Submycenaean period and unearthed in Tomb
Gamma of the South House in the Citadel House Area; both feature large monochrome
areas with some reserved decoration (see Fig. 3.25:d, e). Notably, Desborough remarks
for both of these specimens that their fine buff clay contains mica inclusions. This
appears to be the case for several other vessels dated to the LH IIIC Late or
Submycenaean period, and could be an indication that that a new clay source was being
utilized or that these vessels were imported from other locations.
The lekythos from the Lower Town at Mycenae is tentatively dated LH IIIC
Middle on the basis of parallels. It is preserved only as a portion of a barred handle and it
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cannot be specifically classified using Furumark’s scheme; as we have seen that lekythoi
and narrow-necked jugs of all shapes are produced in LH IIIC, even though their origins
are sometimes much earlier. Nonetheless, its existence further supports the fact that these
important vessels were produced throughout the period following the Collapse. Three
lekythoi from Mycenae, Lekythoi 7–9, are classed by excavators no more specifically
than FS 122–124; these cannot be dated more precisely than LH IIIC (Daneilidou 2008,
256, 342, pl. 59:α:1, 4, 7).

The Production and Use of Narrow-Necked Jugs and Lekythoi at LH IIIC Mycenae

The narrow-necked jugs range in date from LH IIIC Early–LH IIIC Late/SM, and
of those lekythoi that can be securely dated, they range in date from LH IIIC Middle–LH
IIIC Late/SM. For those specimens for whom fabric details are known (10 total), they are
all produced in fine fabrics, most certainly a testament to their importance in the postCollapse Mycenaean potter’s repertoire.
Overall, both may have functioned much like those previously discussed, as
vessels that contained and allowed the pouring of liquid substances. They may have often
served as part of similarly decorated drinking sets during formal occasions, and the care
taken in their production, both the fine quality of their fabrics and their decoration,
indicate that they would have been well-suited for such a purpose. However, the narrow
necks of these jugs in particular would have allowed for the controlled pouring of
substances perhaps considered more valuable and thus used somewhat sparingly, for
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example perfumed olive oil or honey. These substances could have played an important
role in ceremonial activities, particularly those associated with the dead, and it is
therefore no surprise that lekythoi in particular were popular in tombs starting in LH IIIC
Early (Mountjoy 2001, 90). Indeed, Mountjoy asserts that lekythoi gradually replaced the
stirrup jar, thus leading to its complete absence following the end of LH IIIC Late (2001,
114). This signals significant changes in funerary practices approaching the end of the
LH period. To allow the replacement of the stirrup jar, a vessel that had been ubiquitous
and essential to funerary practice prior to the Collapse, rituals and beliefs must have
changed, perhaps because the shape was too reminiscent of an ill-remembered palatial
past, or because potters favored the lekythos and influenced taste (see Ch. 5 for further
discussion).
An interesting morphological detail that some lekythoi possess is a pierced airhole
in the shoulder, a feature that begins in LH IIIC Middle and continues through the
Submycenaean period (Mountjoy 2001, 97). Here, it appears that the necks of these
vessels had become too narrow to allow for a steady stream during pouring as it would
have been more difficult for air to enter the vessel and displace the liquid; the presence of
an airhole, which could have been covered or uncovered by the user depending on
circumstances, would have mitigated this. Furthermore with regard to their purpose, it is
important to mention that eight of the 16 narrow-necked jugs and lekythoi were
recovered from tombs, where they likely served as offerings for the dead, perhaps to
serve them in the afterlife, or ritual accouterments. In the latter respect, the containment
of oil would have been most appropriate.
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Fine Ware Trefoil-Mouthed Jugs (FS 137, 138)

There is a total of five trefoil- mouthed jugs dated to LH IIIC in the catalog (Fig.
4.69). These come from areas primarily inside the Citadel walls, although one is of
unknown provenience (no. 2) and another is from T. 502 of the Third Kilometer
Cemetery (Trefoil- mouthed Jug 5); no specimens were unearthed during the new Lower
Town or Building Kappa excavations. All cataloged trefoil- mouthed jugs were
manufactured from fine, well-levigated fabrics, most often the fine buff variety.
The basic shape of a trefoil- mouthed jug is a jug with a tall neck and trefoilshaped mouth, which from above resembles a plant (e.g., a clover) with three leaves.
Influenced by the earlier Minoan vessel shape, which appears as early as the Middle
Minoan period, the trefoil- mouthed jug FS 137 is a new shape in the Mycenaean world in
the early part of LH IIIC Middle, although they do not begin at Mycenae specifically
until the so-called Advanced Phase, which falls in the later part of the IIIC Middle
(Mountjoy 1986, 155 n. 13, 156; see also Sherratt 1981, 72; 2011, 76). In this period,
they are globular in shape with sloping shoulders and a neck that is high and straight,
sometimes with a ridge at its base. The trefoil mouth of the vessel can have a slight spout,
and its rim is long and rounded and sometimes also hollowed. These jugs also have a
single vertical handle from rim to shoulder that can be twisted (although rarely in the
Argolid [Mountjoy 1999, 163]), and they sit on a high ring base. Decoration is located in
the small zone between the base of the neck and the base of the handle; sometimes the
primary decorative motif is located on the shoulder directly opposite the handle, which
would have been visible to the individual for whom the vessel’s contents were being
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poured. Popular motifs include necklace, stemmed spirals, isolated semicircles, elaborate
triangle, and wavy line. Handle decoration consists of bars or a wavy line, but if the
handle is twisted, it is monochrome. The neck may also be provided monochrome
decoration, or it can have simple band decoration or be reserved, while the body is
banded and the base is reserved (Mountjoy 1986, 167).
Two cataloged trefoil- mouthed jugs (nos. 1, 4) from Mycenae date to LH IIIC
Middle, and both are notably decorated in the Close Style. Trefoil- mouthed Jug 1
preserves a monochrome twisted handle, a dotted ridge below the neck, and isolated
semicircles (FM 43) or antithetic spirals (FM 50) in its shoulder zone (Fig. 4.70). Found
in the Citadel House Area, this example also has three bands of varying thickness on and
below its interior rim, and indication that this portion of the vessel was meant to be seen,
most likely during pouring. Sherratt notably reports the presence of other trefoil- mouthed
jugs (likely fragmentary) in contexts in the Citadel House Area dating to this phase. She
writes that a version of the jug with an “elegant high-flung handle,” a detail nicely
demonstrated by Trefoil-mouthed Jug 1, is likely a feature unique to those vessels of the
type manufactured at Mycenae. Sherratt also notes that several of the Citadel House Area
jugs have added plastic bumps, possibly intended to resemble breasts, directly opposite
the handle on the shoulder (see, e.g., no. 1; Sherratt 1981, 73–74; 2011, 76–77). The
other LH IIIC Middle trefoil- mouthed jug (no. 4) has extremely elaborate Close Style
decoration that extends from the base of the monochrome neck to just below the widest
portion of the belly, after which the remainder of the vessel is monochrome (see Fig.
4.70).
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The trefoil- mouthed jug (FS 137, 138) is moderately popular in the Argolid in LH
IIIC Late (Mountjoy 1999, 177). In LH IIIC Late, trefoil- mouthed jugs (FS 137) can have
a globular, ovoid, or biconical shape, with sloping shoulders and a tall, narrow neck. The
trefoil mouth, which, according to Mountjoy, can be “very heavy and inelegant,” is
lipless and can sometimes be hollowed, and it may have a distinct spout (Mountjoy 1986,
181, 182; 1999, 177 n. 962). The handle is attached at the rim and the shoulder and the
base is again a high ring. Like in LH IIIC Middle, decoration is usually present in the
shoulder zone (popular motifs include the necklace, wavy line, and stemmed spiral), the
body can be banded or it can have broad band flanked by narrower ones, the base is
reserved or banded, and the neck can be monochrome or reserved with band at the rim;
an interior rim band is also sometimes present. Decoration on the handle is most
commonly barred or consists of a wavy line. The trefoil-mouthed jug FS 138 also occurs
in the LH IIIC Late period. The shape is very similar to the FS 137 version, but it has a
round or oval high-swung handle attached to the rim and shoulder, and the base can be
raised concave (Mountjoy 1986, 188).
The remaining three trefoil- mouthed jugs (nos. 2, 3, 5) date to the LH IIIC Late
period. One specimen, Trefoil- mouthed Jug 2, was found in the Citadel House Area. It
features the antithetic (FM 50) or stemmed spiral (FM 51) motif on its shoulder opposite
the handle, its lower body is monochrome, and its handle has a single vertical line
running down its center. Sherratt notes the presence of other vessels of this shape in the
so-called Final Phase of LH IIIC Late in the area. These jugs are commonly decorated
with horizontal wavy lines, and the necklace pattern (FM 72:11–14), diagnostic of LH
IIIC, is also quite popular on these vessels, which also commonly have handles decorated
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with bars (Sherratt 1981, 80; 2011, 80); these features conform well to Mountjoy’s
descriptions outlined above. Trefoil- mouthed Jug 3, unearthed by Wace in the nearby
Third Kilometer Cemetery, is largely monochrome as preserved with a reserved lower
body (see Fig. 3.29:b), while Trefoil- mouthed jug 5, found, also by Wace, in the Lion
Gate “Staircase” deposit, features the scroll motif (FM 48.3).
Notably, both varieties of the trefoil- mouthed jug continue into the
Submycenaean period, and the FS 137 version in particular remains somewhat common;
no cataloged specimens date to this phase. Now, the jug stands on a low ring or conical
base and decoration is much simpler, often consisting of wider and narrower
monochrome bands and few motifs (Mountjoy 1986, 194, 198).

The Production and Use of Trefoil-Mouthed Jugs at LH IIIC Mycenae

A total of five trefoil- mouthed jugs are cataloged from LH IIIC Mycenae. No
specimens were unearthed during the new Lower Town or Building Kappa excavations,
and the rest come from a mixture of settlement and funerary deposits both inside and
outside the Citadel walls. Indeed, only two of these jugs were found in graves, and while
one specimen from the Citadel House Area may have been used during rituals in areas
once connected with the Palatial period Cult Center, similar conclusions cannot be made
about the rest. It is clear, therefore, that these jugs may have served in a variety of
contexts. The trefoil- mouthed jug is a new shape in LH IIIC Middle, so, while it cannot
necessarily directly be used to corroborate theories about the continuality of vessel-shape
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production at Mycenae, its function as a type of jug clearly served a similar purpose both
before and after the Collapse.
It is clear is that these vessels were important. All were manufactured from fine,
well-levigated fabrics and decorated with care. There is reason to believe that these
vessels may have held some significance at LH IIIC Mycenae, as specimens from the
Citadel House Area (e.g., no. 1) are furnished with elaborate, high-swung handles and
nipples opposite their handles, details that are not found on examples of the shape found
in other locations. These jugs likely functioned as an important component of drinking
sets that would have included cups, bowls, and other vessels. The use of a fine fabric
during production would have allowed for the easy creation uniformly applied elaborate
decoration, particularly in the case of the LH IIIC Middle specimens, and also for the
creation of their unique trefoil-shaped mouths, which in turn would have enabled their
contents to be poured out into smaller vessels in a controlled fashion. Because both of the
LH IIIC Middle trefoil- mouthed jugs (nos. 1, 4) were provided elaborate and ornate
decoration, it is not hard to imagine that they were used only during special occasions.
The LH IIIC Late specimens were clearly not decorated as elaborately as those of the
previous phase, but as most pottery of that period displays a similar lack of
embellishment this is likely not a testament to their importance nor is it an indication that
their function changed. Their rims are also sometimes hollowed, a detail that likely
stemmed from the way that they were produced but probably also facilitated pouring,
straining, and capping.
Finally, the trefoil- moutjed jug shape is most notable because it was new in LH
IIIC Middle, likely an innovation of potters operating during this flourishing phase, and it
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was popular through the Submycenaean and into the Protogeometric period, at which
time they were both popular and essential to funerary practices, as they are mostly found
in tombs, either as offerings to the dead or as components of ritual practices.
Protogeometric examples in fact resemble Submycenaean versions greatly, as they are
most commonly provided dark-ground decoration (Lemos 2002, 67–68; see also Ch. Xx
for further discussion of this shape).

Fine Ware Stirrup Jugs (FS 150–154)

Only one stirrup jug is cataloged from LH IIIC Mycenae (Fig. 4.71). It was
unearthed by Wace in Tomb 532 of the Kalkani Cemetery, and it is dated to the LH IIIC
Early/Middle phase (Wace 1932, 113, no. 14, pl. LIII:14). Furumark deems these types of
jugs “amphoroid (beaked)” jugs, but “stirrup jug” is the modern term (Furumark 1972a,
608; Mountjoy 1986, 221). He cites examples of Minoan stirrup-handled jugs with
double or triple handles from as early as the MM I period, originally in clay but also
created in metal, as the likely influence of these types of jugs on the mainland (Furmark
1972a, 20 n. 4). Furumark furthermore determines that stirrup jugs FS 150, 151, and 152
are the tall versions of the shape while FS 153 and 154 are short, FS 150 occurring in LH
IIB–IIIA:2, FS 151 in LH IIIA:2–B, FS 152 in his Myc IIIC:1, FS 153 in LH IIIA:1/2,
and FS 154 in LH IIIA:2 (1972a, 608).
Somewhat differently from Furumark, Mountjoy writes that the stirrup jug,
specifically the FS 150 variety, is a new shape in LH IIIA:1 (1986, 51). Uncommon
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during the time period, the stirrup jug has a conical or piriform shape on a torus or
splaying base, and has a relatively tall and think neck topped by a spout with a round or
stirrup handle situated on each side of it, connecting the rim to the shoulder. At the base
of the neck is a ridge, a detail that is perhaps a hangover from metallic examples of the
shape from earlier periods. The neck, spout, and lower body receive banded decoration,
but a wide monochrome area extends from the base to a point on the lower body. Motifs
are located in the shoulder zone, which appears to be located from the base of the neck to
just below the widest part of the belly, slightly under the base of the handles (Mountjoy
1986, 61). Mountjoy also writes that stirrup jugs in LH IIIA:1 are sometimes glazed
(“tinned”) to appear as though they are metallic, and that they are sometimes found in
tombs as a pouring vessel that was part of a drinking set, which includes lipless bowls,
shallow angular bowls, and kylikes (2001, 66, 128). She places the FS 151 variety of the
jug in late LH IIIA:2, during which time it is rather common in tombs. Stirrup jugs of this
period have a piriform shape on a torus base, a slightly shorter neck, three stirrup handles
rather than just two, two flanking the spout and the third located opposite the spout and
also connected from rim to shoulder. The body is most commonly banded while the
handles are monochrome, and the decorative zone is located from the base of the neck to
the base of the handles on the body (Mountjoy 1986, 76). Differing from Furumark,
Mountjoy does not discuss the stirrup jug in any later periods (LH IIIB, IIIC), neither in
her 1986 volume nor in the Argolid section of her 1999 volume (see Mountjoy 1986,
table III).
Given the aforementioned details, it is possible that the chronology of Stirrup Jug
1 is debatable. Wace dates it generally to the LH III period, and states that it was found in
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a disturbed layer along with other LH III pottery (Wace 1932, 111–112). A LH IIIC
Middle stirrup jar (see below) was also found in T. 532, but it was similarly located in a
disturbed context and therefore cannot be used to definitively determine the chronology
of the stirrup jug (Wace 1932, 111; Thomatos 2006, 149). Later, Furumark places Stirrup
Jug 1 and all jugs of the FS 152 variety in his Myc. IIIC:1 phase, which includes both LH
IIIC Early and Middle. He writes that this particular jug, along with others of the FS 152
variety, has a conical-piriform shape with a short concave neck, a spout that resembles a
beak, and a torus base (Furumark 1972a, 608). Stirrup Jug 1 is not terribly well
preserved, but it is of the two-handled variety. It appears to have a large monochrome
area toward the base, a monochrome or thick-banded neck, and a decorative zone from
the base of the neck to the base of the handles on the body, which contains four groups of
horizontal parallel chevrons over two thin bands on the body (Wace 1932, pl. LIII:14).
These details unfortunately do not provide much clarity on the issue of chronology as
details about stirrup jugs in general are lacking in later periods, so it is perhaps best that
Stirrup Jug 1 is tentatively placed in the LH IIIC phase rather than in LH IIIA/B.
The use of a fine fabric during production also allowed for the creation of a spout
with a uniform, smooth interior, thereby facilitating the controlled pour of its contents
into other smaller vessels from which they could be consumed. The care taken in the
selection of Stirrup Jug 1’s fabric in addition to that of its decoration is a testament to its
importance and likely inclusion in a set of matching vessels that were used during formal
eating and drinking events. Because it was included in a tomb, the jug was likely of some
value to its former owner and was perhaps intended to serve them in the afterlife.
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Notably, stirrup jugs are a new shape in LH IIIA:1, where they are of FS 150.
Later variants, namely FS 151 and 152, the latter of which is the shape of Stirrup Jug 1,
occur in both LH IIIB and LH IIIC, thereby further demonstrating a degree of continuity
in the production and use of pottery both prior to and following the collapse of the palace
at Mycenae.

Strainer Jugs (FS 157)

Four LH IIIC side-spouted strainer jugs are cataloged from Mycenae, two from
fine-ware fabrics and two from coarse-ware fabrics (Fig. 4.72). Side-spouted Strainer
Jugs begin to be produced in the Argolid during the so-called Transitional LH IIIB:2–LH
IIIC Early period and continue throughout the Mycenaean area until LH IIIC Late
(Mountjoy 1986, table III; 1999, 153 n. 790, 1222). Notable is that Mountjoy includes no
examples of these jugs following the transitional period in the Argolid section of her
1999 volume, and she includes only one example in her 1986 volume in LH IIIC Middle.
The specimen featured in the latter volume is from Perati, and it is classified as FS 155, a
shape commonly found in tombs. Its basic shape is globular, with a ring base, a narrow
and tall lip that is rounded, one vertical handle that can be twisted or oval in shape, and a
spout on the upper belly opposite the handle that is open and has strainer holes. This
spout, which is sometimes formed through the attachment of a pierced conical cup, can
be placed on the body directly opposite the handle or at a 90º angle to it; both placements
allow the vessel to be tipped forward or to the side in order to empty its contents
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(Mountjoy 1986, 167; 2001, 102). Decoration on LH IIIC Middle side-spouted strainer
jugs can appear stretching from the rim down to the upper body or belly, or it can be
placed in separate shoulder and belly zones. The rim and body are most commonly
banded, and the handle can be monochrome or have a single band down its center
(Mountjoy 1986, 167). Jugs of FS 156 appear to have a shape very similar to that of FS
155. Furumark himself records no examples of this shape from Mycenae, but writes that
FS 157, which can be globular or baggy in shape, includes an "infusing spout," doubtless
a reference to the strainer, a narrow splaying neck with a rounded lip, and a "tripartite," or
twisted, handle (1972a, 608–609).

Fine Ware Strainer Jugs

Two fine-ware side-spouted strainer jugs are cataloged from LH IIIC Mycenae
(nos. 1, 2), both from the Citadel House Area and both from fine fabrics, both pinkish
yellow and fine buff in color. These jugs are globular in shape and have relatively simple
decorative motifs confined on their shoulders, consisting of trefoil rockwork (FM 29.23,
no. 1) and parallel chevrons (FM 58, no. 2); their belly zones are banded, and their lower
bodies are unpainted. The use of a fine fabric is a testament to their value and indicative
of the care with which these jugs were produced, and it is not hard to imagine that they
may have been part of a formal eating and drinking set, along with other finely decorated
bowls and cups.
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Coarse Ware Strainer Jugs

Two side-spouted strainer jugs from LH IIIC Mycenae were manufactured from a
coarse, pinkish-yellow fabric (nos. 3, 4; see Fig. 4.72). These two specimens are
preserved only as portions of their strainers. They were identified as strainer jugs
because, unlike frying pans, their holes are pierced all the way through their preserved
fragments. Because these vessels are made from coarse ware, it is not likely that they
would have been used during formal eating or drinking events. They would have been
well suited to certain industrial contexts, however, perhaps aiding in the production of
perfumed oils or wines that were strained of their flavoring agents before they were
bottled for distribution. Additionally, these jugs could have been used in domestic
contexts, where there was little need for fine ware vessels, or during cooking.

The Production and Use of Strainer Jugs at LH IIIC Mycenae

Four strainer jugs are included in the present catalog, two manufactured from fine
fabrics and 2 from coarse. Notably, two of these specimens were located during the new
Lower Town excavations, thus doubling the size of the known corpus of LH IIIC strainer
jugs from Mycenae. According to Mountjoy, they begin during the oft-debated
Transitional LH IIIB:2–LH IIIC Early period, of which there is little evidence for at both
Mycenae and Tiryns (see French and Stockhammer 2009). Although the existence of this
period is debatable, it is clear from the available evidence that the strainer jug is found in
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both LH IIIB and LH IIIC, thereby demonstrating continuity in both the production of
ceramic material and its use at Mycenae prior to and following the Collapse.
Notably, Tournavitou writes that the shape of all Mycenaean jugs indicates that
they served a "specialized function," with a wide and therefore stable base that would
have allowed for the balance of weight when spouts are not placed directly opposite the
handle. The globular or baggy body and tall, slender necks of these types of jugs indicate
that they would have been well suited for liquid contents, and the attachment of an open
spout that functioned as a strainer, usually attached to the point on the body with the
greatest diameter, is an indication that they would have served to strain its liquid contents
after being filled through their main spout (Tournavitou 1992, 189). Notably, a fine, welllevigated fabric that those used for the production of the cataloged specimens would have
enabled the formation of spouts with uniform interior surfaces, thereby allowing for even
more controlled pour of liquid contents. Side-spouted jugs would have therefore been
useful for the straining or purifying of beverages that had been enhanced with spices or
other flavoring agents, perhaps tea, wine, or beer. A side-spouted strainer jug from Perati
was notably found to have been filled with a mixture of honey and milk (Mountjoy 2001,
128). Because two of the specimens cataloged in the present work were made from fine
fabrics, it is unlikely that they were intended to withstand high heat, however, so if these
jugs were being used to consume hot beverages it is likely that they would have been
heated in different containers and then transferred.
The coarse ware specimens of this shape were identified as strainer jugs because,
unlike frying pans, their holes are pierced all the way through their preserved fragments.
Because these vessels are made from coarse ware, it is not likely that they would have
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been used during formal eating or drinking events. They would have been well suited to
certain industrial contexts, however, perhaps aiding in the production of perfumed oils or
wines that were strained of their flavoring agents before they were bottled for
distribution. Additionally, these jugs could have been used in domestic contexts, where
there was little need for fine ware vessels, or during cooking.

Amphorae

A total of 26 LH IIIC amphorae from Mycenae appear in the catalog of the
present work. Of these, four are belly handled and two are neck handled. Those that can
be dated fall rather uniformly in LH IIIC Early (6 total), LH IIIC Middle (6 total), and
LH IIIC Late (9 total), so it is clear that this shape, which originated in the LH II period,
continued to be produced and used following the collapse of the palace at Mycenae. They
were manufactured in a variety of fabrics, including fine, semicoarse, and coarse, in
pinkish-yellow, buff, and greenish-yellow colors (when fabric information is available).
These vessels have been excavated from both domestic and funerary contexts and in
areas both inside and outside the Citadel walls, including the Granary, the Citadel House
Area, the House of the Tripod Tomb, the “Workshop,” the Third Kilometer Cemetery,
the Lion Gate “Staircase” deposit, the area of the Great Poros Wall, the Lower Town, and
the Chania Burial Mound. They range in date from LH IIIB:2/IIIC Early to LH IIIC Late.
The amphorae from Mycenae come in two varieties: the belly-handled amphora (FS 58),
with horizontal handles located on the belly, the general amphora (FS 66–69), with
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handles attached from the rim to the shoulder, and the neck-handled amphora (FS 70),
with handles attached from the neck to the shoulder (Fig. 4.73).
Furumark writes that the amphora (in addition to the hydria; see below) is a vessel
type derived from “old” mainland Greek traditions. He finds amphorae, always with the
same general shape, in contexts ranging from LH IIB to LH IIIC in date. When they are
globular in shape, Furumark notes that these vessels are extremely similar in shape to
specific types of jugs, differing only in the number and type of accessories they display:
amphora FS 68, for example, parallels jug FS 109, amphora type FS 69 parallels jug FS
110, and amphora FS 58 parallels jugs FS 105 and 106 (1972a, 34 n. 3, 38). Here, it is
important to note that sherds of amphorae, jugs, and hydriae are difficult if not impossible
to discern from one another, particularly if no handles are present (Mountjoy 1986; 1999,
155, specifically FS 69/106, 110, 111/128). This is particularly true for the LH IIIC
period, when all three categories of shape feature hollowed rims (see below), and is also
unfortunately true for the material from the Building Kappa and Lower Town
excavations, where the ceramic assemblages are overwhelmingly comprised of single
sherds. Furumark also classes the belly-handled amphora as a “late storage jar,” along
with the amphoriskos (FS 59) and collar-necked jar (FS 63, 64), and he writes that these
vessel shapes are “transformation[s]” of pithoid-type jars and differ primarily in the
number and placement of their handles. For him, the belly-handled amphora in particular
is closely related to FS 37 and 38, two types of piriform jars, which, as we have seen, are
thought to be smaller versions of the pithos (FS 13; Furumark 1972a, 19, 38).
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Amphorae FS 66–69

A great majority (20 of 26) of the amphorae in the present catalog can be
considered “general” amphorae of FS 66–60. Two of these are classed as FS 66 (nos. 19,
20); unfortunately, fabric information is not available for these examples, but they were
likely manufactured from coarse or semicoarse fabrics. These amphorae are known from
earlier periods on the mainland as storage or cooking vessels (Furumark 1972a, 38;
Palaiologou 2013, 257–258). These amphorae, like the similar amphorae FS 67, are low
and wide-necked, and their two vertical handles start at the rim and attach to the shoulder.
One of the amphorae (FS 66) in the catalog is undecorated (no. 20), one having come a
trench near the Great Poros Wall, and it can be dated no more precisely than LH IIIC.
The other amphora, Amphora 19, was utilized as a cremation urn in the Chania Burial
Mound. It was provided simple band decoration and tassel motif (FM 72), and it has
diagonal bars across its handle. Palaiologou associates it with handmade burnished jars
with wide mouths and speculates that it may have been produced by foreign settlers
(Palaiologou 2013, 257–258).
The remainder of the “general” amphorae from LH IIIC Mycenae are of FS 69.
Incidentally, the main amphora shapes discussed by Mountjoy for the entire Mycenaean
period in both her 1986 and 1999 publications are FS 69 and 70. Thus, a majority (18 of
26) of the amphorae in the present work are cataloged, sometimes tentatively, as FS 69,
and they were executed in a variety of fabrics ranging from fine to coarse. Mountjoy
places amphorae of shape FS 69 overall in the LH IIIB:1–Protogeometric periods
(Mountjoy 1986, table III). These vessels become popular as decorated shapes in LH
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IIIB:1, where they are globular or ovoid in shape and have a tall neck with a lipless,
rounded, squared, or angular rim, a raised, concave or flat base, and two large, round
vertical handles attached at the rim and shoulder; band decoration is most common
(Mountjoy 1986, 93, 98). Unfortunately, no complete published examples of FS 69 have
thus far been found LH IIIB:2 contexts, and, according to Mountjoy, a number of rims
from the Causeway Deposit at Mycenae are published as such but could easily belong to
jugs (FS 105) or hydriae (FS 128; Wardle 1973, 308, fig. 6.1–6; Mountjoy 1986, 125 n.
15).
In LH IIIC Early the amphora FS 69 has the same basic shape as in previous
periods, but it now has a raised concave base and a long thickened lip, which may be
slightly hollow (Mountjoy 1986, 138; Thomatos 2006, 6). The scroll and tassel motifs
can be employed in the decorative zone between the handles, but band decoration is most
common; handles can have a straight band or a wavy line or figure-eight shape
(Mountjoy 1986, 138). At Mycenae in particular, amphorae (along with jugs FS 106 and
hydriae 128) of the Early Phase of LH IIIC Early display a propensity toward linear
decoration with a simple vertical wavy line down the backs of the handles, and a hollow
lip is standard (French 1969, 135; Sherratt 1981, 56; 2011, 65; Mountjoy 1986, 134, 135).
Little changes in the Tower Phase of the second part of LH IIIC Early at Mycenae,
although the tassel motif (FM 72) begins to appear on some amphorae, and again, also on
some jugs and hydriae (Sherratt 1981, 64; 2011, 69). Five of the cataloged LH IIIC Early
amphorae FS 69 are dated to LH IIIC Early, and these come primarily from the Citadel
House Area.
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In LH IIIC Middle, the amphora FS 69 is globular or ovoid in shape, with a tall
neck, a long rounded or hollow rim, two large round handles attached to the rim and
shoulder, and a raised concave base. In the Argolid, Mountjoy notes that the handles of
amphorae FS 69 may not be vertically placed but can instead slant in toward the base of
the vessel (1986, 156, 162; 1999, 161). These are decorated most commonly with bands
on the rim and body, a wavy line down the handle that ends in a hook below the handle
(which is now applied more thinly than in IIIC Early; e.g., no. 9; Fig. 4.74), and
decorative motifs are located on the shoulder between the handles; the base is reserved.
Popular motifs include the antithetic loop and the spiral, although the tassel and scroll are
still present (Mountjoy 1986, 156, 162). During the Developed Phase of early LH IIIC
Middle in the Citadel House Area, linear decoration is still most common on amphorae,
jugs, and hydriae, and all three shapes are frequently decorated with the tassel motif (FM
72), most commonly with a vertical wavy band down their handles although other handle
motifs, like the crossed loop, begin to appear but are rare (Sherratt 1981, 68; 2011, 72 no.
31; French 2007, 176). According to Sherratt, the rims of all three vessel types are more
noticeably hollow, a feature that perhaps aided in the pouring of the vessel’s contents.
She supposed that this hollowing was a result of techniques of manufacture, however,
wherein the potter placed his fingers on the inside of the rim while shaping its lip
(Sherratt 2011, 72–73 n. 32; see also French 2007). During the second half of LH IIIC
Middle, in the so-called Advanced Phase of the Citadel House area, amphorae, jugs, and
hydriae still commonly feature the tassel motif (FM 72), but the scroll and whisker motifs
are used for the first time, often together on the same vessel (see, e.g., Hydria 9; Wace et
al. 1921–1925, 51, pl. X:e; Sherratt 1981, 76–77; 2011, 78; French 2007, 179). Handles
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still feature vertical wavy bands, but now the crossed loop or diagonal cross decorations
are more common (Sherratt 2011, 78). Only one FS 69 amphorae in the present catalog is
securely dated LH IIIC Middle (no. 9; see Fig. 4.74).
Furumark Shape 69 amphorae are rare in LH IIIC Late, particularly at Mycenae
(Sherratt 1981, 78; see also French 2007, 179); this situation is paralleled throughout the
Mycenaean world, according to Mountjoy (Mountjoy 1986, 156, 162; 2001 108). It
should be mentioned, however, that eight amphorae FS 69 are cataloged from LH IIIC
Late Mycenae (nos. 1, 10–16); these come solely from the Citadel House Area, however,
and because they are preserved only in sherd material, they could alternatively be jugs or
hydriae (FS 106, 110, 111/128; French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 857–858, 860).

Fine Ware Amphorae FS 66–69

Twelve amphorae FS 66–69 from LH IIIC Mycenae were manufactured from fine
ware fabrics, including both the pinkish- yellow and fine buff varieties when color
information is available. These come from a variety of contexts, including: the Chania
Burial Mound, where Amphora 1 was fitting used as a cremation urn; the Granary, where
Amphora 9 was unearthed from the East Basement; the Citadel House Area, where
Amphora 3 was found with a great deal of pottery on the floor of Room xxxiv and was
likely used during ritual activities in the nearby Temple Complex area. An additional nine
fine ware amphorae were unearthed from Citadel House Area (nos. 2, 8, 10–16). Notably,
all but one (no. 3) of these fine ware amphorae are decorated, a feature that could have
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been indication of the importance of the contents that they were intended to hold, perhaps
valuable wine or beer to be consumed during formal (and perhaps ritual) eating and
drinking events.

Semicoarse to Coarse Ware Amphorae FS 66–69

Three vessels from the Lower Town (nos. 4–6), which cannot be dated more
precisely than LH IIIC, likely amphora (FS 69), jugs (FS 106, 110, 111), or hydria (FS
128). All were manufactured from a coarse to semicoarse pinkish-yellow fabric.
Amphora 4 preserves a flattened handle that attaches at a rim, and it is undecorated, while
Amphora 5 preserves a portion of a rim, which is not hollow, and a thick-walled upper
neck, both of which receive relatively thin rim bands. Amphora 6, which is undecorated,
preserves a large, flat, vertical handle with vertical ridges, and it appears to preserve the
portion of the handle just before it attaches to the rim. Given its large size, Amphora 6
likely belonged to a very large vessel, perhaps one intended for large-scale storage or
transport, and its semicoarse to coarse fabric would have rendered it, in addition to
Amphorae 4 and 5, very suitable for this purpose; indeed, Amphora 5 was recovered from
the same context as Amphora 6. A single amphora (no. 7) was manufactured from coarse
“oatmeal” fabric. It was found in the Citadel House Area and features linear decoration.
This specimen was doubtlessly manufactured to withstand frequent use, and could have
been easily moved around without causing breakage.
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Belly-Handled Amphorae (FS 58)

As noted above, the belly-handled amphora (FS 58; see Fig. 4.73) is the variant
supplied horizontal belly handles. The present catalog records is a total of four bellyhandled amphorae manufactured from both fine and coarse fabrics. This vessel shape is
noticeably absent from the LH IIIC Argolid section of Mountjoy’s 1999 volume,
doubtless an indication that the shape was relatively rare at the time in Mycenae and
other sites in the northeast Peloponnese (1999, 159, 424–425, 430; see also Thomatos
2006, 11, where they are rare throughout most of the mainland and popular in the
Dodecanese and Cyclades). In Mountjoy’s 1986 work, belly-handled amphorae are
tentatively listed as beginning in the middle of LH IIIC and continuing into the
Protogeometric period, and she more specifically states that they are rare in LH IIIC
Early and somewhat more common (though still rare overall) in IIIC Middle (Mountjoy
1986, 161, table III). During the latter period, these amphorae have an ovoid shape and
may have sharply sloping shoulders. They are provided a tall, concave neck with a short
and sloping lip that may be hollowed, and two round, horizontal handles are attached to
the belly, while smaller vertical handles or nipples may also adorn the shoulder.
Decoration is present on the area between the handles on the belly, and it is simple,
consisting most commonly of a wavy line motif; the handles are decorated with three
splashes, the neck and lip are monochrome, and the base is reserved (Mountjoy 1986,
161; 2001, 90).
The belly-handled amphora continues through the LH IIIC Late phase, wherein it
remains ovoid in shape with a tall neck, but now the rim may be flaring or sloping.
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Notably, as we have seen, the piriform jar (FS 38) disappears, and Mountjoy mentions
that the latter may have served to replace the former at this time. The amphora’s round
belly handles are now out curving, and the vessel is provided the same raised concave
base as was present in the earlier period (Mountjoy 1986, 181, 184, 196). In the
Submycenaean period, belly-handled amphorae have the same ovoid shape, with a tall
neck, a lipless flaring or sloping rim, two out-curving horizontal handles on the belly, and
a raised concave base. The decorative zone of these amphorae is located on the shoulder
and belly, and the handles receive long-splash decoration, which includes a long splash
along the entire handle and a long splash around each stub, the tails of which end at or
overlap the bands on the belly (Mountjoy 1986, 196). Notably, Mountjoy has these
vessels continuing through the Protogeometric period (1986, table III).

Fine Ware Belly-Handled Amphorae

One fine ware belly-handled amphora (no. 3; Fig. 4.75) is cataloged from LH IIIC
Middle Mycenae; it was unearthed by Wace from the West Basement of the Granary.
This specimen was notably furnished with Close Style decoration, which features birds
(FM 7.48), cuttlefish (FM 17.24, 26), bivalve shells (FM 25.18), circles and semicirlces
(FM 41), concentric arcs (FM 44.8), and parallel chevrons (FM 58), among other motifs.
Mountjoy writes that this vessel was also executed with an imitation of Octopus style on
its body, where the cuttlefish is represented only by pairs of tentacles minus a sack; the
tentacles instead connected with the bivalve shells (Mountjoy 1999, 159). Given the
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special quality of this specimen’s elaborate decoration (it is the most finely decorated of
all the amphorae in the present catalog) and its fine fabric, it is very likely that this vessel
was of some importance. Perhaps individuals living or working in or nearby the Granary
utilized this vessel during important formal eating and drinking events, as a container
from wine or other beverages were shared, and it is quite possible that it was used
alongside drinking sets that would have included jugs, cups, bowls, and other accessory
vessels.

Semicoarse to Coarse Ware Belly-Handled Amphorae

Two belly-handled amphorae (nos. 1 [Fig. 3.33:g], 2) were manufactured from a
semicoarse to coarse pinkish-yellow fabric, the color of which, as we have seen, is quite
popular at LH IIIC Mycenae. Both were found in the nearby Chania Burial Mound where
they were used a cremation urns (Palaiologou 2013, 260, 262, 266–267). Notably, these
types of amphorae (along with neck-handled amphorae FS 70; see below) become more
popular as the practice of cremation becomes more common in LH III Middle/Late and
eventually commonplace in the SM and Geometric periods, at which time they are used
as urns to hold ashes (Mountjoy 1986, 194; Palaiologou 2013, 267). It is perhaps
surprising that a semicoarse to coarse vessel would be chosen to contain the remains of
the dead, but these specimens may have been utilized because their coarse fabric made
them sturdy and able to withstand prolonged burial. However, neither is provided with
the elaborate decoration that one might expect to make a vessel appropriate for a funerary
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purpose: one has simple band decoration (no. 1), while the other has running-spiral (FM
46) and stemmed-spiral (FM 51) motifs in addition to band decoration (no. 2; Palaiologou
2013, figs. 9:a–c, 12:a, b). It is possible, then, that individuals preparing the burials did
not have enough time to order or manufacture vessels of a higher quality, that they did
not simply did not have the resources to procure them.

Fine Ware Neck-Handled Amphorae (FS 70)

Two neck-handled amphorae (nos. 1, 2) are included in the present catalog (Fig.
4.76; see also Fig. 3.29:c). Both were manufactured from fine fabrics, one in the
greenish- yellow variety. One was unearthed during the new Lower Town excavations and
one was found in Tomb 502 of the Third Kilometer Cemetery. The neck-handled
amphora FS 70 begins in the second half of LH IIIC Middle, but no published examples
of this shape have been published from this time period at Mycenae. Sherratt mentions,
however, that there are a few specimens from the Citadel House material, but that it does
not become common in general until LH IIIC Late when FS 69 amphorae are now rare
(Sherratt 1981, 78; see also French 2007, 179); this situation is paralleled throughout the
Mycenaean world, according to Mountjoy (Mountjoy 1986, 156, 162; 2001 108). Neckhandled amphorae are ovoid or globular in shape like their predecessors, with similarly
tall necks and lips that can be elongated and have a more pronounced hollow (e.g., no. 2;
see Thomatos 2006, 6) in addition to raised concave bases; but now their strap handles
are attached from the neck to the shoulder, rather than from the rim to the shoulder. They
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are commonly furnished with band decoration but can have decorative motifs in the
shoulder zone between the handles.
Neck-handled amphorae, along with jugs and hydriae, continue to be commonly
decorated with the scroll and tassel motifs in the Final Phase of LH IIIC Late at Mycenae,
although the necklace motif (FM 72.11–14) becomes popular, and wavy lines and
stemmed spirals are also common; handles can be decorated with a crossed loop (e.g., no.
1), wavy band, or figure eight (Mountjoy 1986, 182, 185; 1999, 175; Sherratt 2011, 80).
During this time at Mycenae, however, closed shapes overall feature broad monochrome
areas or a few bands above a reserved lower body, all of which can be seen on amphorae
of the phase (Sherratt 2011, 80). The specimen from the cemetery (no. 2), which features
the quirk (FM 48.3) and tassel (FM 72), was originally thought by Wace to belong to the
Granary Style and thus date to LH IIIC Middle, but further research has moved that date
forward to LH IIIC Late (Wace 1932, 7, no. 5; Mountjoy 1986, 185; French 2009b, table
2). Neck-handled Amphora 1 preserved only a flat handle with crossed loop decoration,
and because it is scantly preserved it can be dated to LH IIIC Middle/Late.
Because both neck-handled amphorae in the present catalog were manufactured
from fine fabrics, it is unlikely that they were intended to be used in industrial contexts
where vessels such as these would have needed to be durable and sturdy. Although the
preservation of Neck-handled Amphora 1 makes such an interpretation difficult, Neckhandled Amphora 2 was found inside a tomb and was doubtless intended as an offering,
perhaps as a container of wine for the deceased to use during the afterlife.
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The Production and Use of Amphorae at LH IIIC Mycenae

Four of the 26 amphorae in the catalog were found during the new excavations in
the Lower Town (see Fig. 4.76). Several amphorae were also recovered from funerary
contexts. Amphorae 1 and 19 and Belly-handled Amphorae 1 and 2 served as cremation
urns in the Chania Burial Mound, while Neck-handled Amphora 2 was found in T. 502 of
the Third Kilometer Cemetery. The Chania Burial Mound is thought to date to LH IIIC
Middle–Late, Cremation was not a popular form of internment during the LH IIIC period,
but it would eventually become more common through the Protogeometric and
Geometric periods. The use of amphorae urns this respect is indicative of an ideological
shift that took place following the collapse of the palaces at Mycenae and elsewhere,
away from cumulative inhumations in large chamber tombs and tholoi that served to
reinforce a palatially focused society, and toward the importance of the individual, a
point which will be returned to below (see Ch. 5 for further discussion; see also Lantzas
2012, 42–74).
In general, amphorae were likely primarily used in domestic contexts as
containers for liquid substances like water and wine, although the rim diameters of some
specimens (e.g., FS 66, 67) do not necessarily preclude their use as containers for dry
goods (Tournavitou 1992). They were also used for transportation, particularly durable
coarse ware varieties. Within the many varieties of the vessel form that will be outlined
below, there is great variation in shape and size and accessories, details Tournavitou
submits are likely related to different functional purposes. A small amphora, including
those manufactured from fine fabrics, would have been more portable and well suited for
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an everyday context, perhaps, for example, as a container for broths or other substances
in a kitchen, and was not intended for the long-term storage of its contents. An amphora
with a tall neck, a relatively small rim diameter, and handles that start high up on the
vessel, as seen in the neck-handled varieties, for example, would have allowed for the
easy pouring of liquid contents. Some of these same features could have served to keep
contents cool (or hot), as the smaller the opening of a vessel, the greater its ability to
insulate (Tournavitou 1992, 188); this ability could have been amplified by the presence
of high handles that facilitated stoppering by the attachment of lids and allowed the
vessel to be safely carried if its contents were hot. Tournavitou also determined that the
higher the handles of a vessel the easier it is to move from place to place when filled to
capacity (1992, 187). Belly-handled amphorae (FS 58), on the other hand, while also
having a tall, thin neck to facilitate insulation and covering, would have been more
cumbersome and difficult to handle, and thus more difficult to transport. In this respect, it
is significant that the majority of neck-handled amphorae from LH IIIC Mycenae are
furnished with undecorated or simply decorated handles, while at least one belly-handled
amphora (Belly-handled Amphora 3) was decorated in an elaborate pictorial style. As the
latter would have been more difficult to transport, perhaps it was intended to remain in
one location and serve a more decorative or even ritual purpose.
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Jars

Stirrup Jars (FS 164, 173–175, 177)

A total of 52 stirrup jars from LH IIIC Mycenae are included in the present
catalog (Fig. 4.77); 17 were recovered from the new Building Kappa and Lower Town
excavations (nos. 13–18, 20–26, 45–48; Figs. 4.78–4.81). Stirrup jars come in a variety of
sizes, some small enough to be held in the palm of one hand and presumably intended for
personal use, and others serving as much larger bulk storage and/or containers. Forty-four
of the 52 cataloged stirrup jars were manufactured from fine fabrics, while only eight
were manufactured from coarse ones. A centrally placed narrow neck, cylindrical in
form, which is topped by a clay disc, characterizes these closed shapes; this feature is
often called a false mouth. Two or three stirrup handles are attached at the disc of the
false mouth and are attached at the shoulder, with which these vessels can be easily
carried, and an off-center “true” spout for pouring is included directly in front of this
arrangement. Stirrup jars are most often considered specialized storage containers for
liquid commodities.
The stirrup jar was first produced by the Minoans on Crete during the MM III
period (Evans 1902–1903, 138; Furumark 1972a, 19, 38; Betancourt 1985, 105), and it
was developed from the amphoroid jar with the addition of three handles, a spout, and the
false mouth (Furumark 1972a, 19, 38 n. 1; Mountjoy 2001, 42). It was first introduced to
the mainland in LH IIA (Mountjoy 1986, 30–31). According to French, this first iteration,
which was generally large in size and baggy in shape with three handles, “didn’t take,”
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and a slimmer and taller piriform-shape version is sometimes found in LH IIIA:1
contexts (2011b, 68; see also Mountjoy 1999, 110). It was not until later in LH IIIA:2
when the stirrup jar became truly popular and occurred in a wide variety of types (FS
164, 166–167, 176–177; French 2011b, 68). Notably, in his classification of Mycenaean
pottery, Furumark notes 22 different types of stirrup jars. He appropriately calls them
“false-necked jars,” and he finds that his types 168, 171, 174–177, and 181 are found
throughout the LH IIIC period (Furumark 1972a, 610–615). Note, however, that
Mountjoy places only FS 174, 175, and 177 in LH IIIC and SM (1986, 233), while the
present catalog includes stirrup jars of FS 164 and 173 in addition to FS 174, 175, and
177.

Fine Ware Stirrup Jars

As briefly noted above, the vast majority (44 of 52) of stirrup jars from LH IIIC
Mycenae in the present catalog were manufactured from fine fabrics, most commonly the
yellowish-pinkish variety (24 of 44) but also in reddish-yellow, buff, and greenishyellow; 14 of the fine-ware stirrup jars were manufactured from fine fabrics of unknown
color. These vessels are primarily of FS 173–175, but a single example (no. 29), is of FS
177. They come from a variety of findspots in the area of Mycenae, including the Lower
Town, Building Kappa, Citadel House Area, Cyclopean Terrace Building, the Kalkani,
Third Kilometer, and Alepotrypa Cemeteries, Chania Burial Mound, the Granary, the
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“Workshop,” and the Great Poros Wall, although this information is unfortunately not
available for some.

The Stirrup Jar before LH IIIC. The FS 173 variety of stirrup jar begins in LH
IIIB:1, at which time it is globular in shape with a flat or rounded shoulder, a narrow
false neck with a flat or convex disc, a tall and narrow spout that is rounded, angular, or
lipless; the base is raised concave. According to Mountjoy, the FS 173 stirrup jar is
impossible to distinguish from the FS 171 variety in LH IIIB:1 when only sherd material
is present (1986, 106). Decoration consists largely of horizontal zones of bands, usually
groups of thin bands flanked by wider ones, and decorative zones on the belly and the
shoulder (Mountjoy 1986, 106). The shape continues to be produced in LH IIIB:2, at
which time it is the most popular closed shape (Mountjoy 1999, 35). These stirrup jars
continue to have a globular body on a raised concave base, but now is furnished with
sloping rounded shoulders, a convex disc on the false mouth, and a lipless or rounded rim
on the spout; decoration is much the same (Mountjoy 1986, 106).

Late Helladic IIIC Stirrup Jars at Mycenae. Mountjoy does not discuss FS 173 in
any phase of LH IIIC in her 1986 or 1999 volumes, and it is instead replace by globular
stirrup jars of FS 174–177 (see below), although she does include it in her Transitional
LH IIIB:2–IIIC Early period (1999, 38). Nonetheless, eight fine ware FS 173 stirrup jars
are included in the present catalog (nos. 1–5, 27, 28, 31) in addition to a single coarseware specimen (no. 52; see below). It should be noted that seven of these eight FS 173
stirrup jars are preserved as sherds only, and as it is impossible to ascertain their exact
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shape from the available evidence, they could have in fact belong to different Furumark
Shapes when initially manufactured. Additionally, their findspots are largely unknown,
the information provided in the literature going no farther than stating that they were
found on the Citadel. Their dating is not quite so dubious, however. Seven of the eight FS
173 stirrup jars in the present catalog were furnished with the bird pictorial motif (FM 7;
nos. 1–5, 27, 28). These birds are accompanied by linear decoration in each case,
primarily medium-sized bands, and their bodies are often filled with concentric arcs (FM
44), isolated semicircles (FM 43), and parallel chevrons (FM 58). The triangular patch
motif (FM 42) is also very frequent. Each of these seven stirrup jars with bird motifs date
to LH IIIC Middle, the height of the Close Style, in which pictorial motifs were
commonly used. The final FS 173 stirrup jar, Stirrup Jar 31, is dated to LH IIIC Early and
was furnished with a probable stag motif (FM 5) in addition to thick horizontal bands and
decorative zones with dots and zigzag lines.
By LH IIIC Early, all stirrup jars are globular in shape and are either of FS 174 or
175, and there is no evidence for either variant in LH IIIB; conical, piriform, and squat
stirrup jars are no longer in production (Mountjoy 1986, 126; 1999, 155). The shape
remains a popular one, particularly in funerary deposits, and popular LH IIIB motifs for
the most part continue to be utilized. There is a great deal of variety in size between both
FS 174 and FS 175 stirrup jars, although most of these types of jars in production are
small, FS 174 ranging between 8.5–15.8 cm and FS 175 between 10–30 cm (Mountjoy
1986, 145; 1999, 43). The two stirrup jar types are very easy to confuse with one another,
according to Mountjoy, and based on sherd evidence from the Lower Town are often
impossible to separate in sherd material; indeed, 10 of the 11 fine ware stirrup jars
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recovered from the Lower Town and all three from Building Kappa cannot be identified
more precisely than FS 174/175, while only one specimen from the Lower Town (no. 22;
see Fig. 4.89) can be identified as FS 175.
Furumark Shape 174 in LH IIIC Early is the most popular closed shape
(Mountjoy 1999, 43). The shape is, again, globular, and it sits on a raised concave base,
much like that of earlier periods. The false neck is either straight or concave in profile,
while its disc can either be flat or somewhat domed on the top and it spout rim is rounded
or lipless. Decoration again resembles very much that of LH IIIB: the body is covered
with fine line groups that alternate with broader bands, a decorative zone may be present
on the belly and the main decorative zone is on the shoulder, and the underside of the
base is sometimes decorated with concentric circles. The handles are most commonly
monochrome with a reserved triangle at the top, the disc is usually furnished with a spiral
or concentric circles, and narrow bands are present at the base of the false neck and the
spout and also on the lip of the spout. The shoulder zone is usually provided with isolated
motifs like flowers or lozenges, although isolated semicircles, U-pattern, triangular patch,
chevrons, and rosettes can also occur. The belly zone, when present, can have vertical or
horizontal wavy lines, zigzags, joining semicircles, and horizontal chevrons (Mountjoy
1986, 145). Two of the three FS 174 stirrup jars in the present catalog is dated LH IIIC
Early (nos. 32, 33; Fig. 4.82). One (no. 33), which was found by Wace in the Kalkani
Cemetery, was furnished with simple decoration consisting of bands, wavy line (FM 53),
and U-pattern (FM 45). It is small, with a height of only ca. 10 cm. The other (no. 32),
which is similarly small in height (ca. 10.7 cm), was found in the same cemetery and may
be an import as it has wide groups of fine lines down its body, a feature found on stirrup
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jars produced in Attica during this phase (Mountjoy 1999, 155). The existence of imports
at LH IIIC Mycenae indicates that at the very lease medium-range trade networks were
still in operation following the Collapse.
Furumark Shape 175 in LH IIIC Early is also globular in shape, but it overall has
much more variety in form than FS 174. This type of stirrup jar has a much more sloping
shoulder than the FS 174 variant, its lower body can be convex or conical in profile, and
it sits on a ring base. Like FS 174, however, its false neck is straight or concave in
profile, the disc of the false mouth if flat or slightly coned, and the spout has a rounded or
lipless rim. The decorative qualities of FS 175 are also incredibly similar to those of FS
174, with monochrome handles with a reserved triangle at the top, a spiral on the disc of
the false mouth, and concentric circles (rarely) on the underside of the base. Now,
however, bands present at the base of the false neck and the spout can form a single large
oval shape. Additionally, banding down the body is incredibly similar, although
sometimes single broad bands are found, and a decorative zone with isolated motifs is
present on the shoulder and sometimes another is present on the belly. Popular motifs in
both zones include lozenge, flower, triangular patch, isolated semicircles, zigzag, bivalve
shell, and joining semicircles (Mountjoy 1986, 145). Like FS 174, only one LH IIIC
Early stirrup jar in the present catalog can be securely identified as FS 175, Stirrup Jar no.
34 (see Figs. 3.30:f, 4.82). It was also found by Wace in the Kalkani Cemetery and has a
height of ca. 10 cm. Notably, Mountjoy writes that this specimen has a different motif
flanking the spout than that of the main zone on the shoulder, which she contends is a
feature of LH IIIC Middle, but also the “very fine wide line groups down the body giving
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a heavy banded effect,” which as we have seen is a feature that can be paralleled at LH
IIIC Early sites in Attica (Mountjoy 1999, 155, no. 310).
One stirrup jars from the new Building Kappa excavations that can be identified
no more precisely than FS 174/175 (nos. 13; see Fig. 4.78) due to its state of preservation
is dated to LH IIIC Early. Not a great deal can be said about it, however, as it preserves
only a small portion of the original vessel, but it was furnished with concentric circles on
the underside of its base. Similarly, a number of FS 174/175 stirrup jars from the Lower
Town are dated LH IIIC Early–Middle on the basis of parallels (nos. 14–18, 25; see Fig.
4.79). These are similarly poorly preserved, unfortunately, but they do preserve groups of
fine lines and thicker bands, in addition to vertical wavy lines (no. 17), isolated
semicirlces (no. 16), zigzag bands (no. 20), isolated spirals (no. 18), and bivalve shells
(no. 25), so their decorative motifs are in line with popular LH IIIC Early choices.
General observations on LH IIIC Early material from the Citadel House Area
indicates that overall the decorative aspects of stirrup jars from both the Early and Tower
Phases greatly resemble those of LH IIIB, although the shape is not terribly common
during either. There, the most common decorative motifs employed are circurmcurrent
flowers (FM 18C) on the shoulder, and a decorative zone in the belly is often present that
contains the zigzag (FM 61), quirk (FM 48), and joined semicircle (FM 42:4–8) motifs
(Sherratt 1981, 57, 65; 2011, 70). The aforementioned cataloged examples from the phase
conform well to these interpretations.
For Mountjoy, the stirrup jar in LH IIIC Middle is of the FS 175 variant, and it
remains the most popular closed shape. Here, these vessels can again display a great deal
of variation in size, but the shape remains globular and all have tall neck, spouts, and
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handles. These stirrup jars can have flattened or sloping shoulders, they sit on a high or
low ring base, and their false mouths have wide discs that are either flat or have a high
cone at the top. The spout can be straight or slightly concave in profile, with a rounded or
lipless rim that can often touch the false mouth, and the handles are wide strap in section
(Mountjoy 1986, 168–169; 1999, 50, 165). During LH IIIC Middle, the decorative
aspects of stirrup jars become somewhat more complex, and generally occur in three
types: (1) Close Style with elaborately decorated shoulders, false mouths, and handles,
and a number of decorated belly zones that may vary in width; (2) Typical IIIC Middle
decoration with an elaborate shoulder, only one decorative belly zone if present, a false
mouth with a spiral or concentric circles, and monochrome or simply decorated (bars,
cross, etc.) handles; and (3) Octopus Style with two large octopuses adorning the entire
body, in between the tentacles of which are elaborated motifs like fish and birds,
sometimes a shoulder zone with similar motifs, a false mouth with concentric circles or a
spiral, and handles that are either monochrome or adorned with wavy lines or vertical
stripes (Mountjoy 1986, 169).
Seventeen of the 44 fine ware stirrup jars included in the present catalog are dated
to LH IIIC Middle and are of FS 175. This is by far the largest group of identifiable and
dateable vessels of this type. Notably, 12 of these 44 are decorated in the elaborate Close
Style (nos. 6–11, 19–21, 38, 40, 41; Fig. 4.83; also Fig. 4.80), and seven of these 12
feature the bird motif (nos. 6–11, 40), which appears to have been a very popular
decorative choice at Mycenae. Stirrup Jar 39 from the Chania Burial Mound was
decorated in the Octopus Style, but as it is only preserved as a portion of its base and
upper body, only the tentacles and elaborate filling motifs of isolated semicircles and
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concentric arcs can be observed (Fig. 4.84). Additionally, Stirrup Jar 12 appears to have
been decorated in the Typical IIIC Middle Style, with simple quirk and zigzag motifs,
while Stirrup Jars 35–37 from the Citadel House Area and Kalkani Cemetery do not
preserve enough of their original vessels to make such identification.
A number of fine ware stirrup jars in the present catalog that cannot be identified
more precisely than FS 174/175 are dated to LH IIIC Middle (nos. 19–21, 26). One (no.
19) was found in the Citadel House Area, and, although it is very small, it preserves a
possible hedgehog motif (FM 8; Crouwel 1991, Suppl. PDF 203–204, no. C 22); it could
have easily been decorated in either the Close Style or with the Typical IIIC Middle
scheme. The remainder come from the Lower Town and Building Kappa excavations and
are unfortunately not well preserved enough to make any solid conclusions about the
nature of their decoration, but popular IIIC Middle motifs are used, such as triangular
patch, isolated semicircles, zigzag, and parallel chevrons (see Figs. 4.78, 4.80).
Stirrup jars are notably absent from the first phase of LH IIIC Middle
(Developed) in the Citadel House Area, but in the Advanced Phase, vessels decorated in
the Close Style and those that receive typical decoration do occur. For the Close Style
stirrup jars, birds are again notably rather common, in addition to dot fringes and multiple
decorative zones on the body (see, e.g., no. 40, although this specimen is from the nearby
Granary). Sherratt notes the differential treatment of separate areas of the shoulder zone,
as was noted above, and writes that the disc of the false mouth is most often conical and
decorated with an elaborate rosette, while handles most commonly have a diagonal cross
(1981, 74; 2011, 77).
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In LH IIIC Late, the stirrup jar, which is commonly FS 175, again exhibits a great
deal of variety in size and remains the most popular closed shape (Mountjoy 1999, 53).
They again have a globular shape and flattened or sloping shoulders, the base is high
ring, the handles are wide and strap in section, and the tall and narrow false neck has a
wide disc that is either flat or high cone. The spout, which again can touch the false neck,
has a rounded or sloping rim, and the shoulder will notably sometimes have an air hole
by the spout or opposite it, presumably to increase the flow of liquid when pouring.
Decoration is much more simple in this phase than in LH IIIC Middle, as the Close and
Octopus Styles are no longer in use, but that of the shoulder zone can be rather
interesting, as it is separated into three different zones, the semicircle opposite the spout
and the two areas between the spout and the handles, and the latter two areas are
furnished with different decoration than the former. The belly may or may not have
decorative zones, while the lower body is decorated with a “disintegration of the fine line
group,” which popular in previous periods, characterized by broad monochrome bands
that predict the wide monochrome zones of the Submycenaean period or many bands of
varying widths. Their handles commonly have a cross while the disc of the false mouth
will continue to have concentric circles or a spiral, and semicircles, joining semicircles,
elaborate triangles, flowers, and circles are popular motifs (Mountjoy 1986, 188–189;
1999, 181).
The stirrup jar remains popular during the SM phase and is one of the most
common shapes, but now of FS 177, it can have a globular or biconical shape, a thick
false neck, a broad disc on the false mouth with a flat or high-coned center, and a low
ring base. Its handles are often more narrow than that of FS 175 and are oval or rounded
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in section. The spout of the stirrup jar also has a rounded lip that often overlaps the edge
of the false mouth and air-holes are often present on the shoulder. Decoration consists of
a monochrome lower body or wide monochrome and narrow bands. The shoulder zone is
reserved for decorative motifs, which may include semicircles, vertical wavy lines, or
triangles, and the disc of the false mouth usually has concentric circles and rarely a spiral
(Mountjoy 1986, 199; 1999, 57).
Two fine ware stirrup jars in the present catalog are dated to LH IIIC Late (nos.
42, 43 [Fig. 3.29:d]); both are of FS 175. Stirrup Jar 42 from the Pithos Burial of the
Cyclopean Terrace Building notably preserves an airhole on its shoulder (see Fig. 3.28:c).
A single specimen of FS 174 (no. 30) is dated to LH IIIC Middle–Late, although its
excavator, Wace, contends it was of the Granary Style, which commonly occurs at LH
IIIC Middle Mycenae (see Fig. 3.27). Another, Stirrup Jar 29, is dated LH IIIC
Late/Submycenaean. Its disc is notably connected to its spout and it has a monochrome
lower body (see Fig. 3.25:c).
Stirrup jars are not particularly well represented in the Final Phase of the Citadel
House Area, although Sherratt notes that specimens receive much more simple shoulder
and body decoration (see, e.g., no. 12). Vessels do continue to be furnished with multiple
zones of decoration on the body, however, but wide monochrome areas are increasingly
frequent (Sherratt 1981, 80; 2011, 80).
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Coarse Ware Stirrup Jars

Eight coarse ware stirrup jars are cataloged from LH IIIC Mycenae (nos. 45–52),
and these vessels were produced in pinkish-yellow, buff, greenish- yellow, and “oatmeal”
fabrics. Like their fine ware counterparts, they come from locations both inside and
outside the Citadel Walls, including the new Building Kappa and Lower Town
excavations, the Citadel House area, and the Great Poros Wall. They are also produced in
a variety of forms, including the aforementioned FS 173–175 and FS 164, which
Furumark described as the “big domestic false-necked jar” (1972a, 610). His examples
notably date only to LH IIIA:1 and LH IIIB, but it is clear based on the present evidence
that stirrup jars of FS 164 continued to be produced in LH IIIC.
The morphological and decorative details of FS 173–175 have been discussed at
length above. One vessel in the present catalog is considered FS 173, Stirrup Jar 52 (Fig.
4.85). Made of the so-called oatmeal fabric, which has large, visible inclusions that
resemble oatmeal, it was recovered from an unknown location on the Citadel. Stirrup Jar
52 is dated LH IIIC Early, and it was furnished with paneled decoration over three bands
and a notable fish motif (FM 20). Stirrup Jars 46–48 were unearthed during the new
Lower Town and Building Kappa excavations, and due to their fragmentary nature these
vessels cannot be identified more precisely than FS 174/175 (see Figs. 4.78, 4.80, 4.81).
Stirrup Jar 46 is characterized by a monochrome exterior and reserved base, it has been
dated LH IIIC Middle, while both Stirrup Jars 47 and 48 cannot be dated more precisely
than general LH IIIC. Because each of these aforementioned vessels are poorly
preserved, it is difficult to ascertain their exact size, but it is estimated that each was at
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least 20 cm in height, thus rendering them perfect for the storage and transport of
valuable commodities. Indeed, their production in a coarse fabric would have rendered
them able to withstand the dangers of travel or also frequent use.
The final four coarse ware stirrup jars from LH IIIC Mycenae (nos. 45 [Fig. 4.81],
49–51). All four are of FS 164, which are considered to have been large bulk containers.
Indeed, Haskell writes that the average FS 164 stirrup jar from Pylos was able to hold ca.
13.5 liters of oil or other liquids (1984, 97–107 n. 28). Tournavitou writes that these
vessels are very heavy, particularly when full, and that they were produced to withstand
rough everyday use and transport (1992, 191–192). The spouts of these stirrup jars are
also often not as narrow as those found on smaller versions, indicating a somewhat
different purpose, most probably the pouring of larger amounts of liquids into smaller
vessels. One of the FS 164 jars in the present catalog was recovered from the Great Poros
Wall area (no. 50), while two (nos. 51, 52) were found on the floor of Room xxxiv in the
Citadel House Area, a location thought to have been a storage room serving the nearby
cult buildings.

The Production and Use of Stirrup Jars at LH IIIC Mycenae

A total of 52 stirrup jars are cataloged from LH IIIC Mycenae, from a variety of
contexts located both inside and outside the Citadel walls, including the Citadel House
Area, the Granary, the Cyclopean Terrace Building, the “Workshop,” the Great Poros
Wall, the Chania Burial Mound, and the Kalkani, Alepotrypa, and Third Kilometer
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cemeteries. Notably, 18 stirrup jars were added to the corpus from settlement contexts in
the new Lower Town and Building Kappa excavations. As noted above, 44 of the 52
stirrup jars cataloged were made of fine, well-levigated fabrics, most commonly in the
pinkish yellow variety but also in the reddish-yellow, buff, and greenish- yellow when
color information is available in the literature.
Compared to many other cataloged vessel shapes, the stirrup jar is rather common
among published LH IIIC vessels from Mycenae. This situation could be attributed to a
number of factors. To begin, the distinctive false mouth and stirrup handles of these jars
are fairly easy to identify in sherd material, potentially leading to a bias in their recording
during archaeological excavation and study. Similarly, their decoration, which regularly
consists of fine line groups bordered by wider bands, is also very easily recognizable and
does not commonly occur on other vessels of LH IIIC aside from feeding bottles (see,
e.g., Mountjoy 1986, 144, fig. 179); note that this hypothesis breaks down a bit, however,
as one approaches LH IIIC Late, where stirrup jars and many other vessels commonly
have wide monochrome areas on their lower bodies. It also has been mentioned that
stirrup jars were extremely popular in funerary contexts where they served as grave
goods. Because such contexts are often favored, and many, many tombs have been
excavated in the area of Mycenae, the stirrup jar inevitably has a marked presence in the
archaeological record. Even in the face of these potential biases, it is clear that the stirrup
jar remained a relatively popular closed vessel shape at Mycenae during LH IIIC.
As noted above, stirrup jars were specialized storage containers intended for
liquid commodities. The arrangement of their morphological traits clearly facilitated this
purpose: an individual could hold the jar with one hand at the false mouth, directly over
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the center of gravity, and use the other hand to tilt the vessel and easily pour from the offcenter spout (Haskell 1985, 222; Tournavitou 1992, 190). Generally, stirrup jars are
thought to have been intended for the containment of oil, both plain and perfumed, and
perhaps also wine (Haskell 1985, 222). Indeed, Tournavitou contends that the
morphological characteristics of this type of jar greatly implies that the contents of these
vessels were intended to be controlled: the tall, narrow spouts of all sizes of stirrup jar
allow only a small amount of liquid to pass through at a time, thus making them ideal for
valuable commodities or for those of which only a small amount was required at a time,
like perfumed oil. Furthermore, the narrow spout would have been easily covered or
stoppered to secure contents (1992, 190; see also Haskell 1985, 222).
A good deal of contextual evidence exists for the production and use of stirrup
jars during the Mycenaean period. In LH IIIB, the period directly before that which is
most relevant to the present work, the stirrup jar is the most common closed shape in
production and there were four specific small fine-ware types in use: a piriform-shaped
version, a rounded version, a squat version, and a conical version (Mountjoy 2001, 80).
Variations in size and shape could have been attributed to different kinds of commodities
or types of these commodities. Small fine-ware stirrup jars were very frequently
deposited in tombs as containers for perfumed oils or oils that were related to types of
funerary rites (Lantzas 2012, 82), while larger varieties, which were rarely deposited in
tombs were used for storage and transport of liquids. Stirrup jars were highly valued
outside of the mainland. Indeed, fine-ware stirrup jars produced in the Argolid at places
like nearby Berbati were transported all over the Aegean world in addition to places like
Sardinia, Anatolia, Nubia, and Syria-Palestine (Haskell 1984, 100; Leonard et al. 1993,
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106), and these vessels were valued not only for their contexts but also as objects in their
own right, eventually being produced locally as imitations in places like Cyprus and the
Levant during LH IIIC (Leonard et al. 1993, 106–107; van Wijngaarden 2002, 261–262).
At Mycenae, a variety of contextual and Linear B evidence dating to LH IIIB
exists for the use of stirrup jars as containers for oil, most specifically those specimens
from the aptly named House of the Oil Merchant. Small and medium sized stirrup jars
have been unearthed from nearby chamber tombs, the West House, and from Petsas
House (French 2011a, 69–70), while large transport stirrup jars (see below) inscribed
with Linear B have been unearthed from the West House, the area near the Great Poros
Wall, the House of Columns, the Northeast Extension, and the Citadel House Area
(Catling et al. 1980, 98; Haskell 1984, 97–98; Lantzas 2012, 82). Other transport stirrup
jars have been found in the House of the Oil Merchant, the West House, the House of the
Sphinxes, and Petsas House (Haskell, 1981, 230–234; Tournavitou 1995, 28–41, 290–
290; French 2011a, 69; see also Haskell et al. 2011, 112–113). Additionally, the residue
analysis of two stirrup jars from Mycenae indicated that they had contained wine
(Tzedakis, Martlew, and Jones, eds. 2008; French 2011a, 70).
In an attempt to discern the specific purpose that the fine ware stirrup jars from
LH IIIC Mycenae may have served locally, it may be useful to examine their size. For
those stirrup jars that were well enough preserved to allow measurements, 10 were ca. 8–
14 cm in height (nos. 12, 29–35, 42, 43), while four were ca. 20–30 cm in height (nos. 6–
8, 40). Notably, each of the jars measuring 20–30 cm in height are dated LH IIIC Middle,
while the jars of smaller heights were variously LH IIIC Early–SM in date. Additionally,
three of the four larger vessels were decorated in the Close Style, and here it is likely that
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a larger vessel size was preferred in order to allow for the elaborate decoration of these
jars, while it is also possible that both their size and decoration was an indication of the
value or character of their contents. For those smaller-sized stirrup jars, it is possible that
they were intended for personal use, perhaps as containers for perfumed oil or some other
substance useful for personal hygiene. Indeed, Cook posits that the small stature of many
stirrup jars would have made them ideal for self-anointing or anointing another individual
(1952, 167). Indeed, they could have been easily held in one hand and tilted over to
dispense their contents into the palm of the other hand. Fine ware stirrup jars that were
carefully formed and decorated would have certainly been valued as objects in their own
right, but if smaller versions were indeed intended for personal use, they would have been
considered highly personal objects, a situation that further explains why some were so
often included in funerary depositions (Lantzas 2012, 82).
In the introductory chapter on the most comprehensive volume on stirrup jars to
date (Haskell et al. 2011), in which many stirrup jars of FS 164 are appropriately deemed
“Transport Stirrup Jars,” Halford Haskell, Richard Jones, and Peter Day write that this
type of vessel was used widely throughout the Late Bronze Age Aegean, and that they are
found in a wide variety of contexts (2011, 1). They argue that these vessels were largely
valued for their contents rather than as luxury items, in stark contrast to fine ware
versions of the stirrup jar like those discussed above, and that they could have held oil,
wine, beer, and meat (Haskell, Jones, and Day 2011, 5). Stirrup Jars 45 (see Fig. 4.81)
and 51 are particularly relevant here: no. 51 was cataloged by Haskell, Jones, and Day as
belonging to their group B, and no. 46 in all likelihood should be included there as well,
as it like others in the group is characterized by an X or cross on the disc of its false
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mouth. Group B transport stirrup jars are associated with Central Crete, the Argolid,
Thebes, and Cyprus, and they can be ovoid, piriform, biconical, and globular in shape
(Haskell 2011, 19, 21; Haskell et al. 2011, tables 4, 27). Stirrup Jar 51 is notably
considered to be an Inscribed Stirrup Jar, because its shoulder as preserved decoration
consists of a number of Linear B signs spelling ka-]ra-u-ko; French maintains that there
would have been room for at least three more signs on the shoulder of the original vessel
(French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 485–486). This vessel is also typologically, chemically, and
petrographically associated with Central Crete, and its carefully written, small Linear B
signs also associate it with that area, so it was perhaps an import to Mycenae (Haskell et
al. 2011, tables 4, 27). The presence of this Linear B, however, suggests that Stirrup Jar
51 was associated with the administration of the earlier palaces, as the language is no
longer used after the Collapse, so it perhaps a holdover from an earlier period, but it
doubtlessly held some significance nonetheless.
As has been discussed, both fine and coarse ware versions of stirrup jars intended
to hold valuable commodities like wine and oil were doubtlessly produced both for
personal use and for exchange. The introduction of an air hole to some of these vessels
may be an indication that their intended purpose changed somewhat following the
collapse of the palaces, but surely not overly much, as this simple modification would
have only allowed the faster pouring out of contents. At any rate, the scale of production
of stirrup jars most certainly decreased in the absence of palatial control. It has already
been mentioned that three types of stirrup jar produced during the Palatial period
(piriform, conical, squat) were discontinued after the Collapse and that only the globular
variety was produced. This could be attributed to a decreased preference for more
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variously shaped jars in the absence of palatial influence, perhaps because the piriform,
squat, and conical versions were undesirably associated with administrative control.
Additionally, the globular variety of stirrup jar, although still complex in form, was likely
more simple and straightforward to produce by diminished workshops. This fact may
have gone hand-in-hand with changes in preferences during ritual and funerary practices,
wherein perhaps only globular stirrup jars were demanded. Indeed, it is well-established
that the stirrup jar was functionally replaced by the lekythos following the Submycenaean
period (see Ch. 5.). A lekythos is much simpler than a stirrup jar in its design, so a single
potter with a quota of vessels can make the required number in a much shorter time. To
allow the replacement of the stirrup jar, a vessel that had been ubiquitous and essential to
funerary practice prior to the Collapse, rituals and beliefs must have changed, either
because the shape was too reminiscent of an ill-remembered palatial past, or because
potters favored the lekythos and influenced taste.

Collar-Necked Jars (FS 63, 64)

Ten collar-necked jars are cataloged from Mycenae, from both settlement and
burial contexts located inside and outside the Citadel walls; three were unearthed during
the new Lower Town and Building Kappa excavatio ns (nos. 2, 3, 7; Fig. 4.86). These jars
are executed in both fine and coarse ware fabrics. Initially thought by Furumark to have
been a LH IIIC innovation, the collar-necked jar actually appears in the Mycenaean
repertoire at Mycenae itself in LH IIIB:1 (Furumark 1972a, 595; French 1967, pl. 38:c;
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Mountjoy 1986, 125 nn. 13, 14). The collar-necked jar, however, is not a popular
decorated shape until LH IIIC, and these decorated versions continue into the
Submycenaean period (Mountjoy 1986, 125, table III; 2001, 84). The shape is globular
with a short, straight neck, lipless rim, two appropriately sized round handles on the
belly, and three small vertical lugs on the shoulder that are pierced to accommodate the
tying on of a lid or other covering (Mountjoy 2001, 84). Late Helladic IIIC collar-necked
jars were produced in two sizes: the large size (FS 63), which begins in LH IIIC Early
(Mountjoy 1986, 134); and the small size (FS 64). It is likely that a closed shape such as
this, with no spout or handle to accommodate pouring, was probably used for the storage
of solid substances in both settlement contexts, perhaps in a domestic kitchen or storage
location, and funerary contexts, likely as containers for offerings. Notably, according to
Thomatos the only locations where collar-necked jars have been found outside of
funerary contexts (i.e., in settlement deposits) are in the Argolid (2006, 16). As only nine
specimens are securely accounted for at Mycenae, however, the shape appears to have
been relatively rare nonetheless.
Some variations in the shape, size, and decoration of collar-necked jars occur
throughout the LH IIIC period. In LH IIIC Early, neither the large (FS 63) nor the small
(FS 64) types are particularly common in the Argolid or the Mycenaean area in general
(Fig. 4.87; Mountjoy 1986, 134; 1999, 155). During this phase, the large collar-necked
jar can have a somewhat concave or straight neck while the shoulder may be provided
with vertical lugs, nipples, or small horizontal handles. The base is flat or raised concave,
and a single or pair of vertically pierced lugs are sometimes located in the area between
the handles on the belly. The decorative zone of the large collar-necked jar is also located
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on the belly in the zone between the handles; it is commonly decorated with the wavy
line (FM 53) or paneled pattern with isolated semicircles (FM 43, 75) while the lower
portion of the belly and also sometimes the lower body are banded. The handles are
decorated with a single band or three splashes across them, the neck is either banded or
monochrome, and the base is banded or reserved (Mountjoy 1986, 138). One large collarnecked jar from the Citadel House Area is dated LH IIIC Early. Its main decorative zone
is located on the belly in between the handles, both of which have three splashes across
them (French 2011a, suppl. PDF 325–326). The small collar-necked jar (FS 64) in LH
IIIC Early, of which no examples from Mycenae are cataloged, has a raised concave base
and a short, straight collar neck with lipless rim. It can have small horizontal handles on
the shoulder in addition to those on the belly, and the decoration, most often concentric
arcs (FM 44), is located on the shoulder of the vessel rather than on the belly, while the
lower body is banded and the base reserved (Mountjoy 1986, 138). Sherratt does report
the presence of a few fragments of collar-necked jars in both the Early and Tower phases
of the LH IIIC Early Citadel House Area (Sherratt 1981, 57, 65; 2011, 65, 66).
In LH IIIC Middle, decorated collar-necked jars are more common, particularly in
funerary deposits. The large variety (FS 63) has a short neck and lipless rim, one or two
lugs (sometimes pierced) on the shoulder, and a ring or raised concave base. The neck is
usually monochrome, the body banded, and the base reserved, and decoration is either on
the shoulder or shoulder and belly. Its horizontal handles can be decorated with splashes
or in the so-called long-splash system, which includes a long splash along the entire
handle and a long splash around each stub, the tails of which end at or overlap the bands
on the belly. Common motifs found on the shoulder of FS 63 include bivalve shell (FM
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25), circles (FM 41), running spiral (FM 46), zigzag (FM 61), tassel pattern (FM 72),
lozenge (FM 73), and triglyphs (FM 75). If the belly zone is decorated, common motifs
include joining semicircles (FM 42), running spiral (FM 46), antithetic spiral pattern (FM
50), wavy line (FM 53; e.g., no. 4), and tricurved arch (FM 62) (Mountjoy 1986, 161–
162). The small collar-necked jar (FS 64) has the same shape as those of LH IIIC Early,
but in LH IIIC Middle both the shoulder and belly zone are sometimes decorated, or the
decorated area extends all the way from the neck to the belly (Mountjoy 1986, 162).
Collar-necked jars can be decorated in the Pictorial Style in LH IIIC Middle
(Mountjoy 1993, 98). One cataloged specimen from Mycenae, Collar-necked Jar 8 from
the Citadel House Area (Fig. 4.88; Vermeule and Karageorghis 1982, no. XI.13; Crouwel
1991, Suppl. PDF 311–319, no. G2, fig. 10, pl. 2), is a fine example. Here, the short
collar neck is banded, a narrow decorative zone on the shoulder has the isolated spiral
(FM 52) motif, the lower body is banded, and the base is reserved. The wide decorative
zone on the belly is bounded by bands, inside of which is a frieze- like decoration
consisting of horses (FM 2) and birds (FM 7); the jar is hence often referred to as the
“Horse and Birds Jar.” One side has two monochrome-bodied horses, a running spiral in
added white preserved on one, and both horses have round reserved eyes with dots in the
center. Four birds in outline, all of which are incomplete, are among and standing on the
backs of the horses, and they have wavy lines and chevrons decorating their bodies
(Crouwel 1991, Suppl. PDF 311). Three horses adorn the opposite side, with similarly
monochrome bodies and reserved eyes. The central horse is smaller than the two that
flank it and may be a foal. Six birds are among these horses, two of which have
monochrome bodies; the birds in outline have bodies decorated with vertical stripes,
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concentric triangles, and wavy lines (Mountjoy 1993, 99–100). A second LH IIIC Middle
collar-necked jar from the Citadel House Area features a goat motif (no. 9), while another
from elsewhere on the Citadel features birds and horses (no. 10). Sherratt mentions no
collar-necked jars in her discussion of the Citadel House Area’s Developed Phase and
briefly writes that elaborately decorated versions are present in the Advanced Phase.
Both large (FS 63) and small (FS 64) versions are found in LH IIIC Late. The
large variety may have either lugs (sometimes pierced) or horizontal handles on the
shoulder, and it has a raised concave base. Both the shoulder and belly may be decorated,
most commonly with running spiral (FM 46), antithetic spiral pattern (FM 50), and tassel
pattern (FM 72) motifs, and the neck is monochrome and the base reserved or banded.
Handles may have cross bars or may be decorated in the long-splash system. The shape
and decoration of FS 64 is the same as that of FS 63 in LH IIIC Late, but the lower body
can sometimes be monochrome, as found on cataloged Collar-necked Jar 5 (see Fig.
3.29:e). Common motifs in the decorative zones include the wavy line (FM 53), also seen
on Collar-necked Jar 5, and the tassel pattern (FM 72). One fragmentary cataloged LH
IIIC Late collar-necked jar, which features concentric arcs (FM 44) comes from the
Citadel House Area excavations (no. 6), and Sherratt mentions the presence of collarnecked jars with horizontal wavy lines and necklace patterns in addition to broad
monochrome areas or reserved lower bodies during this phase as well; these features
parallel those of other closed vessel shapes in that location’s Final Phase of LH IIIC Late
(Sherratt 1981, 80; 2011, 80).
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By the Submycenaean period, the small variety of collar-necked jar is no longer
produced, and the small variety is rare (Mountjoy 1986, 184); no specimens of this date
have been found at Mycenae.

Fine Ware Collar-Necked Jars

Six collar-necked jars (nos. 1–6) from LH IIIC Mycenae were manufactured from
fine ware fabrics, including the pinkish-yellow and buff varieties. Notably, each of these
specimens is decorated, and only one (no. 4) was furnished with only simply wavy band
and linear decoration, the rest including a number of motifs like spirals, tassels, and
concentric arcs. Only one (no. 5) was recovered from a funerary context and was likely
intended as a container for offerings for the dead. The recovery of collar-necked jars from
settlement contexts, as we have seen, is rare for locations outside of the Argolid, and it is
based on the fact that a majority of specimens (6 of 10) were made from fine fabrics. It is
clear that these vessels may have been highly valued at Mycenae.

Coarse Ware Collar-Necked Jars

Only three collar-necked jars from LH IIIC Mycenae were manufactured from
coarse fabrics, including the pinkish-yellow and “oatmeal” varieties (nos. 7–9). From
Building Kappa, a single fragmentary sherd (no. 7; see Fig. 4.86) from a closed vessel
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preserves a shoulder fragment with decoration in the form of a vertical zigzag line
bordered by thin bands that resembles part of a paneled pattern, a scheme that parallels
the shoulder decoration on a LH IIIC Middle collar-necked jar from Perati (Mountjoy
1986, 161, fig. 204:1). These collar-necked jars would have been suitable for the storage
and transport of a variety of materials, and were likely manufactured to withstand
frequent use. That they were manufactured from coarse fabrics could be a testament to
their lack of importance, but because all are decorated, including Collar-necked Jar 8,
which was notably furnished with Pictorial Style motifs, this is unlikely. In the case of
no. 8 in particular it is clear that even coarse ware collar-necked jars could have been
considered valuable objects.

The Production and Use of Collar-Necked Jars at LH IIIC Mycenae

Ten collar-necked jars are cataloged from LH IIIC Mycenae, manufactured from
both coarse and fine ware fabrics. Most come from settlement deposits, including those in
the Citadel House Area and the new Building Kappa and Lower Town excavations, while
one was recovered from a chamber tomb in the Third Kilometer Cemetery. The collarnecked jars from LH IIIC Mycenae date throughout the period, from IIIC Early to IIIC
Late. The shape itself is thought to have been introduced on the mainland in LH IIIB:1,
so it is clear that potters at Mycenae were producing this shape both before and after the
Collapse. It is notable that the collar-necked jar reaches the height of its popularity in LH
IIIC, at which time they are often furnished with Pictorial Style decoration. Perhaps
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potters operating in the absence of palatial oversight were finally able to exercise some
artistic license, creating elaborately decorated jars in a shape that was previously
overlooked for such a purpose. Because the relatively small diameter of the mouth of the
collar-necked jar would have made it easy to cover and secure its contents, perhaps
individuals were using them to store valuable and highly sought-after materials or simply
valued them as objects in their own right.

Handmade Burnished Ware Hole-Mouth Jars (FS 100, 101)

Two hole-mouth jars are cataloged from Mycenae (Fig. 4.89). They were found in
contexts dating to LH IIIC Early. These vessels are unpainted with applied raised bands
and lugs, the latter in one case triangle shaped and in the other square shaped. Furumark
places this type of jar in LH I and IIA only (1972a, 600). Seager reported finding holemouth jars with bridge-spouts in EM II–III contexts at the small island of Mochlos on
Crete (see, e.g., Seager 1912, fig. 49:49, pl. 1:I j), and Furumark maintained that the
version transmitted to the mainland was fully developed by MM I (Evans 1921–1935, IV,
fig. 53:7; Furumark 1972a, 19 n. 9).
Mountjoy places vessels of this shape in LH I, LH II, and LH IIIA, but makes no
mention of the type in later periods (1986, 14, 26; 2001, 40; 1999). Furumark shape 100
is the earlier version of the hole-mouth jar, occurring in LH I, which can be large or small
and piriform in shape, with sides that are incurving and a flat rim that forms a ledge on
the exterior of the vessel. These hole-mouth jars are provided a small, round vertical
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handle, a large, bridged spout directly opposite the handle, and two large, round
horizontal handles on the side that rise to a height greater than that of the rim. The body
is sometimes furnished with nipples or lugs, like those from Mycenae (Mountjoy 1986,
14). In LH II, the hole-mouth jar FS 101 occurs with similar attributes, but it now has a
conical or conical-piriform shape, while the large version is provided a splaying base
while the small has a disc base (Mountjoy 1986, 26 n. 22).
Both cataloged hole-mouth jars (nos. 1, 2) were found in the Citadel House Area
in contexts dating to LH IIIC Early. Based on their relatively poor states of preservation,
both cataloged hole-mouth jars from Mycenae cannot be identified more precisely than
FS 100/101. It is nonetheless possible to observe that both jars have slightly incurving
sides, much like those of earlier hole-mouth jars as described by Mountjoy, and because
their rim diameters are relatively small (ca. 0.38 and 0.23 m) it is difficult to imagine that
they could belong to a larger storage shape like a pithos. As both examples are
undecorated and made of coarse fabric, perhaps undecorated versions flourished after the
LH IIIA period and are underrepresented in the archaeological record due to selective
choices during excavation or publication, or even due to problems with identification.
There is no evidence that these jars were furnished with spouts or handles, so it is
difficult to ascertain their possible use in precise terms. In this respect it is notable that
the rims of both hole-mouth jars are cut away inside, most likely to allow for the
placement of a lid that was then secured to the vessels by the lugs. These jars could,
therefore, have been used to store dry commodities, although their transport when full
would have been difficult if no handles (particularly large, horizontal ones) were
provided.
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Two hole-mouth jars are cataloged from LH IIIC Mycenae. Both jars were
recovered from the Citadel House Area, and both date to LH IIIC Early. This shape is
thought to have been introduced as early as LH I, so the fact that this shape is still found
following the collapse of the palace at Mycenae demonstrates a degree of continuity in
pottery production. The fact that no specimens dating to later phases in the period are
known could, however, be an indication that such jars were not produced often or were
eventually replaced by jars of different shapes.
Both LH IIIC hole-mouth jars were manufactured from so-called Handmade
Burnished Ware, the existence of which at Mycenae was first reported by French (1969).
Also called “barbarian ware,” a great deal has been written in the literature about
Handmade Burnished Ware, which has been found to occur in Late Bronze Age Aegean
contexts, specifically LH IIIIB:2–IIIC in date, in locations stretching from Italy to the
Eastern Mediterranean. Handmade Burnished Ware is of particular note because it differs
greatly from other pottery fabrics produced during the time period. In contrast to sherds
of mass-produced, high-quality wares that were manufactured in specialized, highly
organized workshops working with pottery wheels that are often found in archaeological
contexts, pottery of Handmade Burnished Ware appears to be of an earlier and less
advanced pottery tradition, being handmade, coarse and poorly levigated with frequent
inclusions, and often unevenly fired. Many vessels manufactured from the fabric type are
burnished, and when decorated applied plastic ropes, impressions, or knobs are utilized
(Small 1990, 3, 5; Romanos 2011, 5). Handmade Burnished Ware is also associated with
vessels that have mundane, household functions, like jars, basins, bowls, some cooking
shapes, cups, kantharoi, tankards, jugs, lids (see, e.g., Handmade Burnished Ware vessels
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from Troy [Blegen et al. 1958], Korakou [Rutter 1975, 1976, 1977], Tiryns [Kilian 1978;
1979, 404; 1981, 170, 180–181; 1983, 399; Avila 1980], and Aigeria [Deger-Jalkotzy
1977, 161–178]).
The appearance of Handmade Burnished Ware in the archaeological record has
been a subject of debate for quite some time, many scholars maintaining that it was an
indigenous development while others suggesting that it was introduced by foreigners
migrating from the north and either peacefully or forcefully settling in the Aegean area
during the Late Bronze Age. Because it appears in contexts dating shortly before the
collapse of the palaces, Handmade Burnished Ware has often been examined in the
context of the so-called Dorian invasion, for example, wherein these peoples are thought
to have invaded the Mycenaean world and brought about the destruction of the palaces
(see, e.g., Desborough 1972; Small 1990, 8–9; Romanos 2011, 3). Rutter, on the other
hand, suggested that individuals migrating from Eastern Europe were responsible for its
spread, finding comparison with material from Korakou (1975) Currently, many, if not
most, scholars agree that the appearance of Handmade Burnished Ware cannot be solely
attributed to foreign influence. Rutter, for example, later notes that its appearance could
represent the beginning of a growing tradition of handmade pottery that develops in the
Post-Mycenaean world, and stating that Handmade Burnished Ware from Korinth,
Kalapodi, Asine, and Mitrou can be considered a precursor to Early Iron Age handmade
pottery (1979, 1990; see also Romanos 2011, 194–195). Prior to the completion and
publication of the LH IIIC material from the Citadel House Area, Rutter noted that
Handmade Burnished Ware at Mycenae in particular has been found in contexts dating
from LH IIIB:2 to the end of LH IIIC. Indeed, from the Citadel House Area in particular,
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Sherratt reports vessels and sherds of Handmade Burnished Ware in contexts dating
throughout LH IIIC Early, in a variety of vessel shapes, including jars, bowls, and lamps,
and that the fabric there had large, frequent inclusions and burnished surfaces that were
black to mottled brownish-orange in color (1981, 56, 77–78; 2011, 65, 69, 70, 78–79; see
also French 2007, 177, 179). This is proof that Handmade Burnished Ware continued to
be produced and used following the collapse of the palaces and can be directly linked
with the handmade traditions of later periods.
Gisela Walberg notably writes that the spread of Handmade Burnished Ware can
be attributed to a changing social and economic climate leading up to and following the
Collapse (1976, 187). She maintains that as the Citadels were destroyed, well-organized,
specialized pottery workshops that mass produced pottery, which were closely associated
with the palaces, were no longer in operation and therefore were necessarily replaced by
small local workshops and household production. Indeed, Handmade Burnished Ware is
commonly associated with household (rather than workshop) production, again due to its
overall quality in contrast to that of mass-produced wares, wherein individuals who were
not necessarily highly trained in the production of pottery manufactured vessels as
needed. Household commercial production has also been suggested, wherein Handmade
Burnished Ware vessels were produced on a part-time basis to be exchanged at markets,
for example, as a way for a family to guard themselves against ups and downs in
subsistence farming (Peacock 1982, 17–23; Small 1990, 7–8). Such conditions almost
certainly occurred during the unstable LH IIIC period. Also, if the aforementioned
markets were in some way connected with larger trade networks, perhaps the spread of
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Handmade Burnished Ware, although not large in scale, could at least partially be
explained.

Fine Ware Piriform Jars (FS 19–23, 25–51)

The catalog includes five piriform jars from Mycenae (Fig. 4.90): one from a
chamber tomb in the Kalkani Cemetery (Wace 1932, 96, 97, no. 12, pl. XLVIII:12);
another from the Citadel House Area (French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 370–371); and the last
three from the Lower Town (Fig. 4.91). The general shape of a piriform (pear-shaped) jar
has a sloping, flat, or rounded rim on a short neck, similarly sloping, flat, or round
shoulders, a piriform- or pear-shaped lower body, and a torus base. Three round
horizontal or vertical strap handles are attached at the shoulder (Mountjoy 1986, 96–98).
Wace called them “three-handled amphora[e]” (1932, 97), while Furumark classified
them as “pithoid jars,” FS 19–51, only the FS 35, 37, 38, and 42 varieties occurring in his
Myc. IIIC period (1972a, 587–592). Furumark considered piriform jars to have been a
smaller version of the pithos, the mainland Mycenaean form having been borrowed from
a MM III/LM IA variant (1972a, 19 n. 2; see, e.g., Evans 1921–1935, II, 422–430).
Piriform jars appear as a decorated shape on the mainland during the LH I period, where
it is small in size, and larger and more varied versions of the shape appear as early as LH
II, and the small piriform jar, FS 48 in particular, is replaced by the amphoriskos (FS 59)
in LH IIIC Early (Mountjoy 1986, 12, 22–23, 38–40, 134).
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The extremely small number of piriform jars cataloged in the present work is
most probably a reflection of larger trends in LH IIIC ceramic production, as their
relative absence is commonly recognized in the scholarship. In both of Mountjoy's
prominent publications (Mycenaean Decorated Pottery [1986] and Regional Mycenaean
Decorated Pottery [1999]), the piriform jar has only a slight presence in the LH IIIC
period. In her 1986 volume, it receives only a brief mention in the LH IIIC Early period,
with no cataloged examples, and it is noted that most specimens come from the island of
Rhodes (Mountjoy 1986, 137). Sherratt notes in her 1981 dissertation that piriform jars of
FS 48 no longer appear in the earliest phase at Mycenae, and she does not mention them
again (1981, 57), but in her 2011 contribution to the postpalatial volume of the Citadel
House Area excavations, she notes that one specimen was found in the destruction level
associated with Phase IX (see below, Piriform Jar 2; 2011, 66 n. 19). In LH IIIC Middle,
only the larger, ovoid version of the shape is cataloged by Mountjoy (FS 38), and while a
number of these come from the Nauplion Study Collection, it is not possible to know
exactly from which site they originated (Mountjoy 1986, 160). Marina Thomatos, in her
volume on the LH IIIC Middle phase, notes that small examples of piriform jars die out
completely in LH IIIC, while larger examples appear only in settlement and tomb
deposits, primarily in the Dodecanese (2006, 20 n. 45). The shape is not cataloged by
Mountjoy in either the LH IIIC Late or Submycenaean periods of her 1986 volume, and it
receives no mention at all in the LH IIIC Argolid section of Mountjoy's 1999 volume.
Piriform Jar 5 (FS 42) was unearthed by Wace in Tomb 527 of the Kalkani
Cemetery (Fig. 4.92; Wace 1932, 94–97, no 12). He believed it to be associated with
skeleton number VI in the tomb because it lay along with a jug and stirrup jar near the
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bones and the skull. Decoration consists of a monochrome rim and neck on the exterior
(the interior of the neck and rim appear to be monochrome as well), a zone on the
shoulder bounded by two bands and filled with the diaper net motif (FM 57), and a series
of thin and thick bands down the lower body that end in a monochrome exterior base; the
handles are monochrome. Because this piriform jar formed part of a burial assemblage, it
was likely valued both for its contents (dry or liquid) and as an object in its own right.
Due to the nature of the chamber tomb and the qualities of the vessel, Piriform Jar 5 can
only be dated generally to the LH IIIB–IIIC periods (indeed, Furumark dated it
IIIB/IIIC:1: 1972a, 591), but the vessels found alongside it are fairly securely dated to LH
IIIC Early (Globular Wide-Necked Jar 3 and Stirrup Jar 4).
Piriform Jar 2 (FS 39/40) was found in a LH IIIC Early context in the Citadel
House Area at Mycenae likely associated with a destruction that occurred on the cusp of
the second half of the phase (see Fig. 4.92; French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 370–371). It is
decorated with a series of alternating thin and thick bands on the exterior, and it has a
monochrome neck and base; handles are monochrome. Notably, Piriform Jar 2 has a foot
attached to its thin base, which likely served to stabilize the vessel and secure its
contents, while Piriform Jar 1 has a base that is only slightly wider than the lower body.
Maybe these slight variations in vessel shape mean that these vessels were intended for
different purposes. Piriform Jar 1 was located in a burial context, so perhaps its stability
was never an issue, while Piriform Jar 2 was provided with a stabilizing foot to ensure
that its contents could be accessed often and with general ease.
The final piriform jars included in the present work, Piriform Jars 1 and 3 were
unearthed in probably LH IIIC deposits in the Lower Town, while Piriform Jar 4 was
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found in Building Kappa (see Fig. 4.91). All are fragmentary, preserved primarily as
portions of the rims, necks, and upper bodies of the vessels. Piriform Jars 1 and 3 are
sparsely decorated, with simple horizontal and vertical bands, while Piriform Jar 4 is
monochrome on its interior and exterior and its rim is barred. Of these, only Piriform Jar
4 can be dated more precisely than LH IIIC; on the basis of parallels it is dated LH IIIC
Middle.
As has been made apparent, the piriform jar has not received extensive treatment
in the LH IIIC-period literature, and that only two examples have thus far been published
from Mycenae is illuminating. It is perhaps prudent to consider that both of these vessels
were produced in the LH IIIB period. The specimen from Kalkani Cemetery was possibly
part of a LH IIIB burial, while the example from the Citadel House Area may have been
an heirloom. The fact that the smaller-sized piriform jar (FS 48) appears to have been
replaced by the amphoriskos in LH IIIC Early (Mountjoy 1986, 137), it is likely that the
larger versions of the vessel type fell out of vogue as time progressed.

The Production and Use of Piriform Jars at LH IIIC Mycenae

Only five piriform jars are cataloged from LH IIIC Mycenae. The extremely small
number of piriform jars cataloged in the present work is most probably a reflection of
larger trends in LH IIIC ceramic production, as their relative absence is commonly
recognized in the scholarship. Only one was found in a funerary context (no. 5, Kalkani
South Bank T. 527), the rest coming from settlement contexts in the Citadel House Area
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and Lower Town. Those that can be dated fall in LH IIIC early and LH IIIC Middle, and
as this shape is thought to have been introduced in LH I, most probably as the result of
Cretan influence, this again demonstrates continuity in pottery production both before
and after the collapse of the palace. That no piriform jars are found in LH IIIC Late at
Mycenae is likely a reflection of the fact that they were largely replaced by the
amphoriskos (see Ch. 5 for further discussion), and were therefore not often produced.
The piriform jar was most certainly originally intended to serve as a storage
vessel, perhaps as a sort of smaller, more versatile pithos (Tournavitou 1992, 187–188).
Like most jars, it is clear that the piriform jar has a lip to facilitate the pouring out of its
contents. Although this would be useful for liquid substances, like wine or oil,
Tournavitou observed that the wide, short neck of the vessel form meant that its contents
could not be slowly poured out in a controlled fashion, thereby making it unsuitable for
valuable commodities like perfumed oil. These types of jars have, however, been found
in perfumed-oil-producing contexts, for example at the West House at Mycenae (French
1967). Tournavitou does concede that piriform jars could have been used for both liquid
and dry substances (1992, 186). Unlike stirrup jars, it would have been more difficult to
seal and preserve the contents of a piriform jar (particularly in an air-tight fashion, thus
ruling out the storage of wine) due to its wide mouth (Mountjoy 2001, 123), but they
certainly could have been covered with other, smaller ceramic vessels or with animal
skins or fabric tied onto small handles or lugs with ropes. Tournavitou tested a number of
piriform jars from the West House at Mycenae in order to ascertain how they functioned
during use. Notably, when the vessels were filled with water, they proved difficult to use,
as it was hard to firmly grasp both the vertical and horizontal handles due to their
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generally small size. It is possible, therefore, that piriform jars were not meant to be
easily moved around, and this factor, along with the difficulty of sealing their contents,
may have resulted in the piriform jar often not having been used for the long-distance
trade of commodities. As they have been found as exports in locations around the
Mediterranean, however, perhaps they were valued as objects in their own right
(Tournavitou 1992, 187).
Mountjoy postulates that the smaller versions of the piriform jar could have been
used in funerary contexts as containers for unguents or honey because their wide mouths
would have allowed the use of utensils or fingers to easily remove them (Mountjoy 2001,
127). As all five cataloged piriform jars were manufactured from fine, well-levigated
fabrics, perhaps each was intended to serve a similar purpose. If they had been intended
to serve as sturdy storage containers that could be moved around and accessed frequently
without breakage occurring, they would have been produced from coarser and thus more
durable clay fabrics. The specimen from the Kalkani Cemetery in particular doubtlessly
served as a container for funerary offerings, and unguents or honey surely would have
been appropriate substances to be stored in such a context.

Amphoriskoi (FS 59, 61, 62)

The catalog includes a total of nine LH IIIC amphoriskoi recorded from
excavations carried out inside and outside of the Citadel of Mycenae, including that of
the Citadel House Area, the Chania Burial Mound, and the Alepotrypa, Third Kilometer,
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and Kalkani Cemeteries; none were located in the new Building Kappa or Lower Town
excavations (Fig. 4.93). All cataloged examples are decorated, and seven amphoriskoi are
manufactured from fine, well-levigated fabrics (nos. 1–7), one from a coarse fabric (no.
8), and one (no. 9) from an unknown fabric.
The amphoriskos begins in the Argolid as a replacement for the rounded
alabastron (FS 85) at the end of the LH IIIB:1 period, and it replaces the small version of
the piriform jar (FS 48) in LH IIIC Early (Mountjoy 1986, 121; 1999, 1215–1216;
Thomatos 2006, 46). At Mycenae in particular LH IIIB and LH IIIC Early and specimens
are noted from the Citadel House Area, both in the Room with the Fresco and postdestruction deposits associated with LH IIIB:2/LH IIIC Early (Sherratt 2011, 63, 66 n.
18). The amphoriskos was extremely common throughout the LH IIIC period, and it was
the most popular closed shape in LH IIIC Early, particularly in funerary contexts
(Mountjoy 1986, 121, 137; 2001, 90). This last point is likely indicative of the complete
absence of amphoriskoi from the Building Kappa and Lower Town excavations because,
although a few post-Mycenaean burials were located in both areas, no burials dating to
the LH III period were identified. It is possible, however, that amphoriskoi remain
unrecognized in the fragmentary sherd material furnished by both excavations.
The amphoriskos is generally small and globular or piriform in shape, with a
short, flaring neck, a lipless rim, a raised concave (LH IIIC Early) or ring base (LH IIIC
Middle and Late), and either two (FS 59) or three (FS 61) round, horizontal handles on
the shoulder (in LH IIIB:2) or just above the belly (in LH IIIC). The FS 59 type
sometimes has simple vertical lugs in LH IIIC Early, and there is a type with vertical
handles (FS 62), but it is not common (Mountjoy 1986, 124–125, 137–138, 161, 184). In
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LH IIIC Early, the decorative zone is between the handles; at Mycenae during the second
part of this phase, paneled or spiralform decoration sometimes appears (Sherratt 1981,
65; 2011). Additionally, the two-handled type (FS 59) has a monochrome neck,
monochrome handles, a banded belly, and a reserved base, while the three-handled type
(FS 61) has a monochrome or linear neck, a banded belly, a reserved base, and
monochrome or splashed handles (Mountjoy 1986, 137–138). The decorative zone
expands in LH IIIC Middle, situated from the shoulder to below the handles; the neck and
handles are monochrome, the body is banded, and the shape now has a ring base
(Mountjoy 1986, 161). At Mycenae in particular, during the Advanced Phase of LH IIIC
Middle, amphoriskoi can be decorated with elaborate motifs, abstract or pictorial in
character (Sherratt 1981, 77; 2011, 78).
Furumark Shapes 61 and 62 are not common in LH IIIC Middle, and FS 61 (and
presumably also FS 62), dies out in LH IIIC Late (Mountjoy 1986, 184). Also in LH IIIC
Late, the amphoriskos commonly has sloping shoulders, may have a concave or short
collar neck, and has a ring base; it is usually globular in shape, but it can also be biconical
or baggy. The decorative zone now is similar to that of LH IIIC Early: it can be wide or
narrow and is located between the handles, extending from the lower shoulder to the
belly. The body is banded, usually with thick bands, and the lower body can be
monochrome while the handles are commonly embellished with cross bars or a wavy line
(Mountjoy 1986, 184). At LH IIIC Late (Final Phase) Mycenae in particular, horizontal
wavy lines and necklace pattern (FM 72) are popular on closed shapes like amphoriskoi,
and they are commonly furnished with broad monochrome bands beneath the decorative
zone or a few bands above a reserved lower body (Sherratt 2011, 80).
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Fine Ware Amphoriskoi

All but three of the fine ware amphoriskoi recorded from Mycenae were found in
funerary contexts; these were located in the Citadel House Area and may have originated
in ruined tombs located on terraces above. Of the three, two have been dated to LH IIIC
Early (nos. 2, 3) and one (no. 1) to LH IIIC Middle. Amphoriskos 1 is notably
monochrome with a reserved band between the handles filled with concentric circles,
suggesting a date of LH IIIC Late, but it was found in a LH IIIC Middle context (Fig.
4.94; Mountjoy 1999, 161, no. 325, fig. 42:325). The remaining fine ware amphoriskoi
were located in cemeteries outside the Citadel walls and date to LH IIIC Late (see, e.g.,
nos. 4–6 in Figs. 3.29:f, 3.30:g, h). Another specimen (Amphoriskos 7), with a unique
wheel design on the underside of its base, was found by Wace in the Kalkani Cemetery
(see Fig. 3.30:i). He considered it to be associated with the Granary Class, which would
place it in LH IIIC Middle, but, as Mountjoy notes, not only is its convex base not a
feature of that period, but the vessel was associated with a burial later disturbed by one of
LH IIIC Early date, so it should be LH IIIC Early in date (Mountjoy 1999, 155). French,
however, later dated it to LH IIIC Late (2009b, table 2), presumably due to its tall
concave neck, but this is also seen on the specimen from the Chania burial mound that is
dated LH IIIC Middle. This fabric details of Amphoriskos 7 are not detailed in the
literature, but as a majority of these vessels were made from fine fabrics, it is included
here.
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Coarse Ware Amphoriskos

One amphoriskos (no. 8) was manufactured from a coarse fabric. It was found in
the Chania burial mound and served as a cremation urn. Amphoriskos 8 has been dated
LH IIIC Middle, and it was covered with a deep bowl of the same date (Palaiologou
2012, 258–259, fig. 8:a–d). The reason for its manufacture in a coarse fabric is unknown
as amphoriskoi are more commonly made of fine ware, a fact easily demonstrated by the
specimens detailed above, and because Amphoriskos 8 was found in a funerary context
and likely served a similar purpose. The fact that it served as a cremation urn may be
significant, but it does not appear that a coarse fabric would have been better suited for
the containment of ashes. It is notable, however, that a majority of pottery from the
Chania burial mound, both that which served as urns and that which served as offerings,
is relatively low in quality, so perhaps the nature of Amphoriskos 8’s fabric is a reflection
of its contextual situation rather than its function. Maybe the funds of those performing
the funerary rites were limited, thereby necessitating the purchase of lower-quality
vessels.

The Production and Use of Amphoriskoi at LH IIIC Mycenae

Nine amphoriskoi are cataloged from LH IIIC Mycenae. Two were recovered
from the Citadel House Area, four were unearthed from tombs in the Third Kilometer,
Kalkani, and Alepotrypa Cemeteries, and one served as a cremation urn in the Chania
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Burial Mound. The presence of this shape following the Collapse is again indicative of
continuity between potters and society in the absence of palatial administration. The
shape begins as a replacement for the rounded alabastron (FS 85) in LH IIIB:1 (although
note that at least two examples of this shape are cataloged from LH IIIC Early), and is
thought to have largely replaced the small piriform jar (FS 48) in LH IIIC Early, at which
time it is the most popular closed shape, particularly in funerary deposits. The
amphoriskos therefore has a relatively long tradition in the Mycenaean potters’ repertoire.
The amphoriskos from the Chania Burial Mound is additionally notable because, even
though cremation was a relatively rare activity during the Mycenaean period and only
slowly began to be more commonly practiced approaching the end of LH IIIC,
individuals interring the dead in the burial mound still chose to use a vessel that was
common to the funerary sphere throughout the Palatial period.
As noted above, amphoriskoi are extremely common in LH IIIC mortuary
contexts, and it is likely that they served primarily as containers for burial offerings. A
least one specimen from Mycenae, however, was used as a cremation urn (see below),
and some have been found in Italy (see, e.g., Wijngaarden 2002), indicating that they
may have been traded or traveled with individuals as valued objects. With regard to their
use as containers for funerary offerings, it is significant that the amphoriskos replaced the
small version of the piriform jar and the rounded alabastron, both versatile storage vessels
that would have been suitable for both liquid and solid contents. The replacement of
alabastra with amphoriskoi was likely carried out to fulfill the demands of new funerary
rituals and beliefs following the Collapse, and the influence of the potters who created
this shape lasted for generations (see Ch. 5 for further discussion). Tournavitou
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concluded that the piriform jar likely would have been unsuitable for the storage of oil
because its wide, short neck would not allow for the controlled pour of its contents (1992,
186). Because the necks of amphoriskoi are similarly wide and short, it is unlikely that
they would have held substances like perfumed oil. Additionally, amphoriskoi may have
been unsuitable for containing ointments or unguents, as, given their height and small
mouth diameter, it perhaps would have been difficult to access the bottom of the vessels
by hand or with utensils. Amphoriskoi, therefore, may have contained liquid or semiliquid substances like honey, water, or wine (although containers for the latter two, like
amphorae, deep bowls, or hydriae, are readily identifiable), or solid substances like grains
or spices. Overall, their small size would have made them portable and easy to handle
when filled, and their small mouth diameter (ca. <15 cm) enabled them to be easily
covered and/or sealed to preserve their contents with other ceramic vessels or with animal
skins or fabric tied on with ropes.

Fine Ware Alabastra (FS 80–86, 91–99)

There are five LH IIIC vessels from Mycenae that have been identified as
alabastra, three of them rounded (FS 80–86) and the other straight sided (FS 91–99; Fig.
4.95). According to Furumark, the vessel form of the Mycenaean alabastron is related to
Egyptian versions of the shape, more specifically tall and squat baggy types that were
imported to Crete and the mainland during the Bronze Age and locally imitated (1972a,
39, n. 1, contra Wace 1932, 150). The squat type of alabastron, rather than the tall,
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becomes popular in LH III. Vessel form FS 80, the predecessor to FS 86 (see below), is
perhaps a version of the LH I–IIA pithos FS 27, which has established MH roots. Indeed,
both vessel forms have a flat bottom, two horizontal handles, and a high, wide splaying
neck (Furumark 941a, 40–42, 588). Mountjoy writes, perhaps more precisely, that the
rounded alabastron is a smaller version of the piriform jar, and that it eventually develops
into the straight-sided alabastron, which itself appears in LH IIA (1999, 1218–1219;
2001, 33). She considers rounded alabastra (FS 80–86) to begin in LH I and run to the
middle of LH IIIC Early (1986, table III).

Rounded Alabastra (FS 80–86)

Two of the cataloged vessels (nos. 3, 4) are classified by Furumark as FS 86,
“squat jar[s] with curved profiles (alabastron shaped).” He describes rounded alabastra
FS 86 as having a globular-baggy shape, a straight, slightly spreading, or splaying neck,
and two to four handles, and he cites Furtwängler and Loeschke’s 1886 volume
Mykenische Vasen as his source for the two vessels in the catalog (1886, 63, 87, nos. 118,
119, pl. XLIV:118, 119), including them, along with FS 86, in his Myc. IIIC:1 early
phase (roughly equivalent with LH IIIC Early; Furumark 1972a, 597–598). The plate that
Furumark cites for the illustration of Alabastra 3 and 4 is large, and it includes schematic
line drawings of each type of vessel that Furtwängler and Loeschke identified.
Unfortunately, it shows very little in the way of decorative features, and associated pages
of text provide no contextual information aside from the site of excavation. Alabastra 3
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and 4 are included here, therefore, with the caveat that they could perhaps be excluded
under further scrutiny. The third rounded alabastron (no. 1) was located in the Lower
Town excavations (Fig. 4.96).
For Mountjoy, rounded alabastron FS 80 in LH I is a common shape, and it has a
somewhat more narrow mouth and sometimes a more concave neck than those of the
piriform jar. These alabastra have a flat or somewhat concave base and a globular body,
and their decoration is sometimes partially executed in added white (Mountjoy 1986, 9,
12; 1999, 1217). In LH IIA, rounded alabastra occur as forms FS 81 and 83. Rounded
alabastra of FS 81 are large with a flat and somewhat concave base, the underside of
which is decorated with a “wavy spoked wheel.” These vessels have three horizontal
handles that are round in section and exhibit some variety of neck shapes; necks can be
short and straight with a rounded rim or concave with an everted rim. The smaller
versions of FS 81 in LH IIA are vessels of FS 83, which continue into LH IIB (Mountjoy
1986, 25, 37). Now, FS 83 is commonly found in tombs, and these alabastra are medium
sized, and they can have the wavy spoked wheel motif on the underside of their flat bases
(Mountjoy 1986, 37, 42). The other type of LH IIB rounded alabastron is FS 82, larger in
size than FS 83, and it is also common in tombs. Notably, FS 82 alabastra become flatter
as time progresses, evolving into a shape with a squat profile, a low and concave neck
with a thin flaring rim, and a flat or somewhat concave base that is almost always
decorated with a wavy spoked wheel (Mountjoy 1986, 37, 40, 42).
Rounded alabastra of the LH IIIA:1 period are now of FS 84 type, a shape that
Mountjoy notes is rather popular at this time (French 1964, 247–250; Mountjoy 1986, 51
n. 11). She writes that Furumark separated FS 84 into three variations—high, medium, or
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flat—dependent upon the angle of the shoulder (Furumark 1972a, 597; Mountjoy 1986,
57 n. 16); indeed, the shape does appear to get more flat as one nears the LH IIIA:2
period. Overall, FS 84 rounded alabastra in LH IIIA:1 can have a high-baggy to very flat
shape, and the vessels have a low neck with a lip that is short, sloping, or spreading. They
are also furnished three horizontal handles, which are round in section and may be small,
in addition to a somewhat concave or completely flat base. The neck and handles of FS
84 are always monochrome at this time, while the rim, when it is sloping, may have
reserved bands. The underside of the base is always decorated with sets of concentric
circles (Mountjoy 1986, 57). Alabastra of FS 85 also occur in LH IIIA:1, and these
vessels have a globular or baggy shape, a short neck with a short lip that is angled
downward, three horizontal round handles, and a flat or somewhat concave base. The
neck and handles are again monochrome, the rim can have reserved bands, and the
underside of the base is decorated with concentric circles (Mountjoy 1986, 72–73).
Furumark Shape 85 continues into LH IIIB:1 and IIIB:2, according to Mountjoy. These
rounded alabastra, which remain popular in tombs, retain the same globular or baggy
shape, short neck and angled lip, three horizontal handles that are round in section, and
flat base. The neck and handles are still monochrome, the rim may have reserved bands,
and concentric circles continue to decorate the underside of the base (Mountjoy 1986, 99,
125).
Mountjoy has rounded alabastra continuing into LH IIIC Early in her 1986
volume as FS 86 (1986, 138). In the Argolid section of her regional volume, however,
straight-sided alabastra (specifically of FS 96–99; see below) are the only type noted in
LH IIIC (Early and Middle). Mountjoy includes FS 86 in the Transitional LH IIIB:2–LH
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IIIC Early phase in the Argolid, but the only cited example, which is from Tiryns,
appears to have been imported (Mountjoy 1999, 152 n. 784). It is perhaps telling,
therefore, that she does not note the examples cited by Furumark and cataloged here
(Alabastra 4, 5), and their exclusion could be an indication that they should be
overlooked as important LH IIIC shapes at Mycenae.
Nonetheless, it is worth mentioning Mountjoy’s description of rounded alabastra
of FS 86, as Alabastra 3 and 4 conform to it quite well, with small globular bodies, tall
necks that are concave (at least in the case of no. 3), two to three rounded and horizontal
handles located just above the belly (although no. 4 has four, two of which are subsidiary;
Furumark 1972a, 598), decorative zones on the shoulders in the area of the handles, and
finally the use of the isolated semicircle motif. Unfortunately, the flat or somewhat
convex base of FS 86 cannot be seen in Alabastra 3 and 4, and neither vessel is depicted
as having its sloping rim; indeed Alabastron 4 appears to have a short collar neck.
Alabastron 1 from the Lower Town also conforms well to FS 86 in LH IIIC Early, with a
fairly straight-sided neck and rounded upper shoulder; it is monochrome on its exterior
and on its interior neck.

Straight-Sided Alabastra (FS 91–99)

Alabastra 2 and 5 are straight-sided alabastra (see, e.g., Figs. 4.95, 4.96). As
mentioned, the straight-sided alabastron FS 91 likely developed out of the rounded
version of the shape in LH IIA. At this time, these vessels share several qualities in
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common with their predecessors, namely in their monochrome flaring necks and three
round handles, which are often also monochrome. These are located on a straight-sided
cylindrical lower body with sloping shoulders and a convex base, which, like some
rounded alabastra, is often adorned with a wheel motif on its underside (Mountjoy 1986,
25–26). By LH IIIA:1, the straight-sided body of alabastra FS 93 are taller with shoulders
that are more sloping than those of FS 91, and the monochrome neck is much shorter
with a short and splaying or rounded lip. The base can be convex or concave and is often
furnished with groups of concentric circles on its underside (also a feature of rounded
alabastra; see above), while the handles are again monochrome (Mountjoy 1986, 57–58).
In LH IIIA:2, the straight-sided alabastron is now of FS 94. It can now have
somewhat concave sides and feature a short neck with a rounded or sloping rim and a
convex base. The neck and handles are again monochrome, although there is sometimes a
reserved line at the exterior rim, and the base again receives groups of concentric circles.
Notably, the lower bodies of this shape during this period have linear decoration; the
decorative zone is quite narrow, usually located on the shoulder (Mountjoy 1986, 73–74).
Furumark Shape 94 continues through the LH IIIB period where its shape and decoration
strongly resemble that of LH IIIA (Mountjoy 1986, 100, 125).
Straight-sided alabastra exhibit a good deal more variation in LH IIIC Early.
Three types are present: FS 96, which features handles on its shoulders; FS 98, which
features round or rectangular horizontal handles attached to the lower body that rise well
above the height of the shoulder and sometimes the rim; and FS 99, which are furnished
with three short oval or ridged legs. Furumark shapes 98 and 99 notably feature collar
necks, while that of FS 96 is relatively tall and concave with a lipless rim. The decorative
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zone of FS 96 is located in the handle zone as in previous versions, its body is usually
linear, and the convex base can have the same concentric circle groups; its handles, which
are round in section, are monochrome as is the neck. Rounded alabastra of FS 98 are can
have a decorative zone on the shoulder or be supplied with simple linear decoration,
while FS 99 can have decorative zones on both its shoulder and its lower bodies
(Mountjoy 1986, 141).
In LH IIIC Middle, according to Mountjoy, FS 98 and 99 continue. Overall, they
are extremely similar to those of previous periods. Notably, the three legs of FS 99 can be
furnished with elaborate decoration, which is apparently present on cataloged Alabastron
5 in the form of concentric semicircles. These legs can also be short or long and flattened,
rounded, or rectangular in section. The shape can also sometimes have lugs on its
shoulder that may be pierced (Mountjoy 1986, 162–164). Here, it is important to note that
none of Mountjoy’s cited examples of straight-sided alabastra in her 1986 and 1999
volumes come from Mycenae (1999, 155, 160), likely a reflection of the shape’s rarity in
the Argolid as a whole (Thomatos 2006, 135). Nonetheless, Sherratt reports some
fragments of FS 99 from the Advanced Phase of LH IIIC Middle in the Citadel House
Area at Mycenae (Sherratt 2011, 78); indeed, the single cataloged straight-sided
alabastron from Mycenae is of this particular shape and dates to the aforementioned
period (French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 852, no. 27).
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The Production and Use of Alabastra at LH IIIC Mycenae

All six cataloged LH IIIC alabastra were manufactured from fine, well-levigated
fabrics. As noted, the rounded alabastron is often considered a smaller version of the
wide-mouthed piriform jar, and the straight-sided alabastron is considered its successor.
The function of alabastra in the Mycenaean potter’s repertoire, therefore, likely served
the same purpose as that of the piriform jar: the storage of thick substances like honey or
unguents that could not be poured but were instead extracted with fingers or utensils
(Mountjoy 2001, 127). Many of the substances contained in alabastra would have been
relatively hard to come by or produced in only small amounts and therefore expensive. It
is no surprise, therefore, that the cataloged alabastra were produced in fine fabrics and
elaborately decorated: they were likely highly valued both for their contents and as
objects in their own right.
The wide mouth of the alabastron would have perhaps made these vessels difficult
to seal to preserve their contents, but they could have been covered with other, smaller
ceramic vessels or animal skins or fabric tied onto their small handles. Also, their handles
were frequently very small and were likely not intended to aid in their transport, serving
instead to facilitate covering. It is perhaps also notable that alabastra were frequently
decorated on the underside of their base, so perhaps they were often hung or simply
overturned so that these decorative aspects could be observed; in a funerary or
ceremonial context, the latter circumstance could have been related to making offerings
to the underworld. Their relative infrequency in the settlement deposits at Mycenae could
be an indication that they were popular only in funerary contexts during that phase, but
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because they are also underrepresented in the latter at the site, no solid conclusions can be
made.

Hydriae (FS 128)

There are a total of 15 LH IIIC hydria cataloged from Mycenae, unearthed from
locations both inside and outside the Citadel walls, including the Citadel House Area, the
Granary, the Lion Gate “Staircase” deposit, the Chania Burial Mound, and the
Aleoptrypa Cemetery; none were recovered from the new Building Kappa or Lower
Town excavations. As we have seen, hydriae present the same issues with identification
as jugs and amphorae when accessory details are absent (see above), so it should be
repeated that cataloged vessels of the latter shapes could instead be hydriae.
Approximately half of the cataloged specimens are decorated, while the remaining half
are undecorated, and all range in date from LH IIIC Early to LH IIIC Late. Two were
manufactured from fine fabrics, 13 from semicoarse fabrics, and one from the coarse
“oatmeal” fabric, while the fabric of one specimen cannot be identified. Furumark
considers FS 128–130 hydriae, but in this respect Mountjoy and others only deal
extensively with FS 128 (Fig. 4.97). Furumark Shape 128 is tall and has two handles
situated at opposite sides of the widest part of the body, FS 129 is globular and widenecked with similar handles, and FS 130 is globular and narrow-necked (Furumark
1972a, 604–605); overall, these vessels could also be considered versions of the narrownecked jugs discussed above.
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Semicoarse and Coarse Ware Hydriae

Thirteen of the 15 hydriae cataloged from LH IIIC Mycenae were manufactured
from semicoarse or coarse fabrics (nos. 3–15; see, e.g., Fig. 4.98). Hydriae (FS 128)
begin as unpainted vessels during the LH I period, and they are painted starting in LH
IIIB:1 (Mountjoy 1986, 93; 2001, 38). Here, they have a globular shape, a tall neck, a
single large, round vertical handle attached from the rim to the shoulder, and two round
horizontal handles attached to both sides of the belly; decoration is always linear
(Mountjoy 1986, 103). In LH IIIB:2, as briefly mentioned above it becomes impossible to
differentiate between the rims of the amphora FS 69, the jug FS 105, and the hydria FS
128, unless both of the handles of the amphora are present, so there are no published
examples of the hydria dating to this specific phase, though it can perhaps be assumed
that the shape continues as before (Mountjoy 1986, 125).
Indeed, the hydria FS 128 continues to be produced in LH IIIC Early as in prior
periods, but at this point the rim may be slightly hollow, a diagnostic feature of the period
(Mountjoy 1986, 134; 2001, 90). In the Argolid, there were no complete published
examples of the hydria FS 128 in 1999; it is therefore again difficult to differentiate
between them and the large jug, so Mountjoy considers them together as a single
category (FS 69/106, 110, 111/128; 1999, 155; 1999, 155). From examples elsewhere,
she determines that the hydria still has a globular shape, a round or oval vertical handle
from rim to shoulder, two round horizontal handles on either side of the belly, and a tall
neck, although the neck is wide and can have a rounded, hollowed, squared, or sloping
lip; the base is raised concave (Mountjoy 1986, 144; 1999, 155). Late Helladic IIIC Early
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hydria carry simple decoration, often bands, but there can be a tassel or scroll motif
located opposite the vertical handle on the belly, and the vertical handle can have a wavy
line down it or a figure eight, while the horizontal handles have three splashes; the base is
often reserved (Mountjoy 1986, 144; 1999, 155; 2001, 91). At Mycenae specifically, in
the Early Phase of LH IIIC Early in the Citadel House Area, hydriae receive no shoulder
decoration and always have a hollow lip (e.g., nos. 1, 2; Mountjoy 1986, 135; Sherratt
1981, 55–56). A majority of the LH IIIC Early semicoarse or coarse ware hydria
cataloged from Mycenae, however, are undecorated (e.g., nos. 3–5, 8). All notably were
found in the Citadel House Area excavations, perhaps pointing to a uniformity of
function reflected in the style of decoration. During the Tower Phase of LH IIIC Early,
hydriae continue to be produced in a similar fashion to those of the previous phase, but
the tassel motif (FM 72), which is very popular later in the LH IIIC period, begins to
appear and the rim is even more hollowed than before (French 1969, 135; Sherratt 1981,
64; 2011, 69–70)
In LH IIIC Middle, hydriae FS 128 can have a globular or ovoid shape (primarily
ovoid in the Argolid: see Mountjoy 1999, 163), and their tall, wide necks can have a long
rounded or hollow lip. The vertical handle attached from rim to shoulder is now flattened
and may slant inward toward the base, two large horizontal handles are still placed on the
belly at 90º angles to the vertical handle, and the base is raised concave (Mountjoy 1986,
167; 1999, 163). Decoration is again in the form of simple bands, but motifs can be
painted on the belly opposite the vertical handle (popular motifs include antithetic loop,
isolated semicircles, tassel, stemmed spiral, or a pictorial motif), which itself can have a
wavy line or a stripe down each edge and cross bars; the side handles are decorated with
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the long-splash system (Mountjoy 1986, 167). Specifically at Mycenae, evidence from
the Developed Phase of LH IIIC Middle in the Citadel House Area indicated that hydriae
produced in general conform to the aforementioned characteristics. There, the rims of
hydriae are more distinctly hollowed, which is thought to be a function of the potter
running his fingers along the inside of the rim during production. Handles still commonly
have a vertical wavy line, but the crossed loop decoration sometimes appears (Sherratt
1981, 68; 2011, 72–73 nn. 31, 32; French 2007, 170). Later in the Advanced Phase of LH
IIIC Middle, the tassel motif continues to be common, but the scroll (FM 48:3) and
whisker (FM 50:29, 51:27) begin to appear for the first time, often together on the same
vessel (Wace et al. 1921–1923, pl. X:3). Additionally, the crossed loop is increasingly
common on handles in addition to the diagonal cross, and handles can sometimes be
twisted (Sherratt 1981, 76–77; 2011, 78; French 2007, 179).
Cataloged LH IIIC Middle hydriae from Mycenae (nos. 9–12, 15) are decorated
with bands; motifs include the antithetic loop (FM 50), the tassel (FM 72), wavy line (FM
53), quirk (FM 48), chevrons (FM 58), and joining semicircles (FM 42), but no pictorial
motifs are present.
In LH IIIC Late, the hydria FS 128 can again have a globular or ovoid shape, two
large round horizontal handles on the belly, and a long rounded or hollow lip. The
vertical handle attached at the rim and shoulder is now oval/strap in shape and the base is
flat concave. Again, the area on the belly located opposite the vertical handle can be
decorated, and the vertical handle can have cross bars or a wavy band while the side
handles carry the long-splash system of decoration (Mountjoy 1986, 186, 188; 1999,
178). Only one cataloged hydria from Mycenae is LH IIIC Late in date (Hydria 13); it
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was unearthed from the Lion Gate “Staircase” deposit, and its decoration consists of
bands and antithetic loops (FM 50). In the Submycenaean period, to which none of the
cataloged hydriae from Mycenae appear to belong, the shape is globular with a tall neck
and long rounded rim, a vertical oval handle attached from rim to shoulder, two round
horizontal handles on the belly, and a low ring base. The decoration is confined to the
shoulder and the belly between the handles, and all handles receive cross-bar decoration
(Mountjoy 1986, 198). From the Citadel House Area, hydriae during this phase (Final
Phase) largely continue as before (Sherratt 1981, 80–81; 2011, 80); significantly, a
similar claim can be made from hydriae from the site of Mycenae as a whole.

Fine Ware Hydriae

Two hydriae (nos. 1, 2 [Fig. 4.98]) were manufactured from fine fabrics. Notably,
they were both recovered from Early-Phase contexts in the Citadel House Area, and they
have no decoration. Based on the cataloged evidence, it appears that hydria were much
more commonly made from coarser fabrics, so it is possible that Hydriae 1 and 2 were
manufactured to serve a unique purpose. Notably, both were found on the same floor of
Room xxxiv, a room that held a great deal of other vessels of other shapes, including
cups, bowls, cooking pots, and other accessory vessels, and excavators believe the room
was intended for the storage of items that were used in nearby areas, possibly as part of
important rituals. Hydriae 1 and 2, therefore, may have been intended to be used only
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during ritual activities in the Citadel House Area and were thus carefully manufactured
from finer fabrics than would have been normally employed.

The Production and Use of Hydriae at LH IIIC Mycenae

The majority date to LH IIIC early (8 total), while six date to LH IIIC Middle and
only one to LH IIIC Late; the shape was clearly more popular in the earlier part of the
phase than it was approaching the end. The use of one specimen as a cremation urn (no.
12) is also notable, as this forms a clear link between long traditions of pottery and new
post-Collapse funerary activities.
Hydriae, much like amphorae, were likely primarily used for the storage and
pouring of water. This function is evidenced by the imagery present on an Archaic blackfigure hydria (see Ch. 5 for further discussion). Semicoarse and coarse ware varieties
would have been particularly well suited for storage and transport as they would have
been quite durable, and would have easily allowed the handling of hot contents. Their
hollowed rims could have facilitated pouring (Cardew 1969, 104; Sherratt 72–73 n. 32),
while the large horizontal handles located on the belly of these vessels would have
greatly facilitated the lifting and transport of these vessels while full, and would have
safely allowed for this if its contents happened to be hot. The vertical handle, again
located at a 90º angle to the horizontal handles and attached to the rim and shoulder,
would have been used during pouring, and the motif often present on the belly of the
vessel opposite this handle would have been visible to the party for whom a substance
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was being poured. This is perhaps an indication that these vessels would have been well
suited for special occasions like feasts or rituals, while undecorated hydriae could have
been employed in more mundane situations, like everyday meals.

Coarse Ware Pithoi (FS 13)

The catalog includes a total of 28 pithoi recorded from Mycenae (Fig. 4.99), from
locations both inside and outside the walls of the Citadel; the majority come from the
Citadel House Area and Lower Town (Figs. 4.100, 4.101). All are manufactured from
coarse fabrics with large, macroscopically visible inclusions, primarily pinkish yellow in
color but also buff (no. 19) and brick red (no. 20; see Fig. 3.28:a) when color information
is available. In general, a pithos is a large, thick-walled storage vessel, the creation of
which is facilitated by the use of coarse fabrics, which is found in domestic and industrial
contexts where it could have been used for both large-scale storage and smaller-scale
domestic storage or transport. The term “pithos” can be used to describe vessels of many
different shapes and sizes (Christakis 2005, 2), and dependent upon their morphology and
size they could have been utilized to store both liquid and dry substances required in
large amounts, like oil, water, and grain (Tournavitou 1992, 183, 184). According to
Furumark, Late Helladic versions of the shape were probably directly derived from pithoi
produced during the EH and MH periods (1972a, 74), and Minoan predecessors on Crete
doubtlessly would have also been influential.
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The general characteristics of pithoi did not change much throughout prehistory.
This situation can perhaps be attributed to the fact that they were large, heavy, and thickwalled, and therefore expensive and difficult to make. For this reason, Iphigenia
Tournavitou has argued that it is unlikely that they were mass-produced during the
Mycenaean period but rather made to order in sizes and shapes dependent upon the
financial capabilities and specific needs of the consumer (1992, 183). Additionally, the
thick walls of the vessels, which were reinforced during production by the mixing of a
variety of tempering materials into the clay paste, served to enhance the stability of the
vessel and likely aided in the preservation of its contents (Christakis 2005, 47), thus
making pithoi ideal for the bulk storage of essential commodities.
Excavators have classed in published accounts or all the pithoi in the present
catalog as FS 13 (see Fig. 4.99). In the case of the examples from the Lower Town, this
classification is arbitrary as not nearly enough of any vessel was preserved to discern its
exact shape. These vessels have a flat, very narrow base, a tall ovoid shape, no handles
(Furumark 1972a, 74), and rims of relatively small diameter.
Only two of the pithoi in the catalog are complete or nearly complete vessels.
One, a pithos (no. 20) from the Cyclopean Terrace Building, was very clearly used for
burial, as it contained the bones of an adult individual (see Fig. 3.28:a; Wace et al. 1921–
1923, 407). A smaller vessel was placed inside its mouth in order to close it, and the
burial inside was accompanied by three LH III vessels, two of which date to LH IIIC
(Small Globular Jug 3, Stirrup Jar 30; Wace et al. 1921–1923, 407, nos. 1, 3; Mountjoy
1986, 186). Furumark dated this pithos burial to his Myc. IIIC:1 early phase (1972a, 602–
603), roughly equivalent to LH IIIC Early, but later research has placed the two LH IIIC
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vessels found with it in the Late phase, thereby providing at the very least a terminus post
quem for the burial. The third vessel found inside the pithos, a squat stirrup jar (FS 182;
Wace et al. 1921–1923, 407, no. 2) is considered an anomaly as it likely dates to the LH
IIIB period (Mountjoy 1986, 186); perhaps it was a cherished heirloom of the deceased.
Only one of the pithoi recorded in the catalog from the Citadel House Area was
able to be restored from fragments; it is undecorated and recorded as having been found
on the floor Room xxxiv of the so-called West Complex (no. 1; French 2011a, Suppl.
PDF 397). As noted previously, a great deal of pottery of nearly all shapes was also found
in Room xxxiv, and according to plans kylikes, deep bowls, jars, and cooking pots were
found in close proximity to the pithos (French 2011a, fig. 16). Notably, larger pithoi are
often found with other pots that could be used for decanting materials into smaller vessels
(Tournavitou 1992, 185), and while French suggests that Room xxxiv was used for the
storage of objects intended for use in other areas (2011a, 19), the presence of a hearth
there suggests that perhaps some of the vessels, including Pithos 1, were also utilized
within the room itself.
Not a great deal can be said about the remaining pithoi cataloged from the Citadel
House Area, as they are largely fragmentary, represented by rim or body sherds only.
Two of the vessels (nos. 21, 22) were located in a destruction deposit associated with socalled Phase IX of the Citadel House Area, which is falls in Transitional LH IIIB:2–LH
IIIC Early according to excavators. Sherratt considers the pottery from this destruction
deposit to be stylistically more associated with LH IIIB:2 late, although “some admixture
of post-destruction material” is present and pithos fragments with relief, raised band, and
finger- mark decoration (2011, 63, 66; French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 834). The fragments of
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Pithoi 21 and 22 have been included here primarily because it is impossible to date them
to an earlier phase with any certainty, so they can be tentatively placed in the first half of
LH IIIC Early (Early Phase). Additionally, although none of the pithoi cataloged from the
Citadel House Area can be dated to the second phase of LH IIIC Early at Mycenae
(Tower Phase), Sherratt remarks that pithoi feature relief decoration similar to that of
earlier phases (2011, 70).
Notably, the remaining pithoi from the Citadel House Area fall in LH IIIC
Middle, according to excavators specifically LH IIIC Middle 2, the second part of the
phase and called the Advanced Phase at Mycenae. While some of these pithoi were
inventoried by excavators (nos. 2, 19), approximately 30–40 more fragments were
recovered from deposits considered to have washed down from points higher on the slope
of the acropolis, which are associated with Phase XI in the area, considered to fall in the
second part of LH IIIC Middle (Advanced Phase). Although these pithoi are illustrated in
French’s volume on the so-called postpalatial levels at Mycenae, they are provided no
further descriptive or contextual information, and it is therefore impossible to associate
them with a specific context, room, or building. For this reason, only six such
undocumented pithoi (nos. 23–27) have been included in the present work, primarily
because they exhibit decorative details considered to be innovative in LH IIIC Middle at
Mycenae, more specifically during the Advanced Phase, wherein pithoi are more
elaborately decorated with relief, stamped, and incised decoration on smooth, wellfinished vessel surfaces (French 2007, 179; 2011a, Suppl. PDF 856a–856b; Sherratt
2011, 79). Common motifs, all of which can be found on Pithoi 2, 19, and 23–27, include
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stamped rosettes, spirals, circles, and quirks applied and incised straight, wavy, and
zigzag bands of varying thickness.
Such refined distinctions as those seen in the Citadel House Area material
unfortunately cannot be applied to the pithoi cataloged from the selected contexts of the
Lower Town excavations, which total 15 in number (nos. 3–18; see Figs. 4.100, 4.101).
Because the pithoi recovered from probable LH IIIC contexts there are, for the most part,
fragmentary and absent of any kind of decoration, it is not possible to narrow down their
chronology with any more precision than the time period in general. Observations about
the popularity of elaborate stamped and incised decoration on pithoi from the Citadel
House Area, however, could be an indication that Pithos 7 can be tentatively placed in the
second half of LH IIIC Middle. Not much else can be said about the Lower Town pithoi,
because as of the present time no room or building revealed by excavations thus far has
been identified as storage space and no specimen was complete enough to allow for
illuminating scientific analyses like residue analysis.

The Production and Use of Pithoi at LH IIIC Mycenae

Twenty-eight pithoi are cataloged from LH IIIC Mycenae, primarily from
settlement contexts in the Lower Town and Citadel House Area. Indeed, 15 out of the 28
were recovered from the new Lower Town excavations, increasing the total known
specimens from this period by over 50%. The recorded examples date from LH III Early–
Late, demonstrating that this shape, which doubtlessly has a long tradition and began to
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be produced on the mainland in the EH period, was produced and utilized by potters’ and
individuals living in the area of Mycenae following the Collapse, most probably for
similar purposes than it had been in the prior periods. A single pithos, notably, served as
the container for a burial in the Cyclopean Terrace Building, a practice that is well
established throughout the Mycenaean period. This internment dates to LH IIIC Late, and
the individuals who carried this out were most probably drawing on long-standing
traditions, perhaps those passed down through generations.
These morphological characteristics are again directly related to their specific
function. Pithoi with small-diameter rims, for example, would have been easier to
stopper—perhaps by other smaller ceramic vessels created specifically for this purpose or
by animal skins or fabrics secured with rope—thus rendering their contents more secure
in terms of both access and preservation and making the vessel easier to transport
(Christakis 2005, 47). Due to the lack of handles, however, or the presence of only small
handles that would have been insufficient to hold the weight of the vessel while carried,
Tournavitou argues that it is likely that they were not intended to be moved frequently
(1992, 185). However, Kostas Christakis has argued that while a flat, wide base provides
a pithos with more stability and “suggests relative permanence” in its location, a narrow
base like those of FS 13 implies that the vessels would have been less stable and were
perhaps intended more for the transport of goods (2005, 47). Perhaps pithoi of this type,
then, were moved about with the aid of ropes, a detail that is frequently mirrored in
decorative motifs, and by grasping the rims, which are always thickened to aid in this
purpose and to prevent chipping.
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Overall, it is somewhat unclear as to why pithoi are seemingly underrepresented
in the archaeological record of LH IIIC Mycenae, with only 28 examples, the
overwhelming majority of which are fragmentary. Nonetheless, it is clear that these types
of vessels were being utilized there in LH IIIC, and it is unlikely that their general
purpose would have changed very much following the collapse of the palaces, although
the bulk storage and transport of comestibles in large pithos jars doubtless took place on a
drastically smaller scale than that of the palatial periods due to the absence of
establishments capable of mobilizing large-scale industries. Modern conditions may have
also contributed to the issue, as undecorated or utilitarian sherd material was often not
kept or cataloged during the many excavations that have taken place at Mycenae since the
end of the 1800’s, thereby perhaps accounting for the dearth of recorded pithoi in
excavation reports and monographs. If the archaeological record alone is to blame,
perhaps because the same characteristics that made pithoi cumbersome and costly
allowed unbroken specimens to be utilized for many different purposes over many years,
leading to their infrequent production and thus their relative dearth in sherd material. It is
also possible that their expense led peoples relocating out of the area to make every effort
to bring them along. This same scenario would also apply if the material contained in
pithoi were valuable enough to justify the effort put into their transport.
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ACCESSORY VESSELS

Fine Ware Dippers (FS 236)

There are eight dippers from Mycenae in the catalog (Fig. 4.102). All but one was
recovered from the Citadel House Area; it was located in Tomb 515 of the Kalkani
Cemetery (no. 8; see Fig. 3.30:j). The dipper first appeared in the MH period at Korakou,
and it is an unpainted shape in early Mycenaean phases and a common decorated shape
beginning in LH IIIA:2 (Blegen 1921, 19, fig. 26; Mountjoy 1981, fig. 7.45; 2001, 72 nn.
250, 251). Furmark classed dippers as “semiglobular cup[s] with raised handle”
(Furumark 1972a, 624). Dippers exhibit a great deal of variety in vessel form: they can
have a semiglobular, conical, or angular shape, they can be deep or shallow, and they can
have a tiny raised, dimple, or flat concave base, or even no base at all. These vessels can
be distinguished by their high swung handles, and they commonly have flaring or slightly
flaring lipless rims.
In LH IIIB:1, dippers may have linear decoration or be largely unpainted with a
simple dotted rim and narrow zonal decoration on the handle, and in LH IIIB:2, the linear
type seems to have disappeared in favor of the dotted variety (Mountjoy 1986, 112, 128).
All of the cataloged dippers from Mycenae date to LH IIIB–LH III Early. Mountjoy has
these vessels tentatively continuing into the first half of LH IIIC Early in her 1986
volume, but she catalogs no specific examples (1986, table III). Additionally, she records
none from the Argolid in LH IIIC in her 1999 volume, and her 2001 volume indicates the
presence of dippers in LH IIIC Early, but not after (Mountjoy 2001, 92). Nonetheless, the
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general characteristics of these vessels appear to not change overmuch from LH IIIB:2 to
LH IIIC early.
In LH IIIC Early, all but one cataloged dipper from Mycenae is undecorated.
Decorated Dipper 5 is furnished with a dotted rim, and it dates to LH IIIC Early (Fig.
4.103; French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 334–335). Here, it is important to note that a dotted rim
such as the one found on Dipper 5 is a diagnostic feature of the Rosette deep bowl,
popular in LH IIIB:2 and LH IIIC Early (see above), so these two vessel shapes may be
difficult to distinguish in sherd material. Generally, however, the rim diameters of deep
bowls are greater than those of dippers.

The Production and Use of Dippers at LH IIIC Mycenae

Eight dippers are cataloged from LH IIIC Mycenae, primarily from settlement
contexts in the Citadel House Area; one was recovered from a tomb in the Kalkani
Cemetery. These accessory vessels, like the majority of other types previously discussed,
have a relatively long tradition in Mycenaean pottery production, beginning as early as
the MH period. Thus, their presence in the corpus demonstrates clear continuity in
pottery production and use in the area of Mycenae following the Collapse
All eight of the dippers cataloged from LH IIIC Mycenae were manufactured in
fine fabrics, primarily the pinkish-yellow variety (5 of 8) when fabric color information is
available but also in the fine buff. Dippers were also made from coarse fabrics during the
Mycenaean period, but there is as of yet no evidence of this from LH IIIC Mycenae.
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Dippers without bases were doubtless not meant to stand up on their own (e.g.,
nos. 2, 6), and Tournavitou supposes that they were hung up by their strap handles when
not in use. Additionally, those with bases insufficient to balance the vessel against the
weight of the handle were likely hung as well (Tournavitou 1992, 197). Because the
handles of dippers are high swung, they doubtlessly functioned as accessory vessels
intended for the transfer of liquids and semisolid or solid comestibles like wine, water,
cooked foods, or grains from large vessels into smaller ones; many other morphological
features also support this assertion. Sometimes their rims were furnished spouts, for
example, like cataloged Dipper 8, which would have allowed pouring into narrowmouthed vessels; strainer holes are also sometimes added (Tournavitou 1992, 197).
Otherwise, the shape of their lipless, flaring rims alone, the formation of which was
facilitated at Mycenae by the utilization of fine, well-levigated fabrics, would have
greatly facilitated pouring. Tournavitou argues that the type and placement of handles
would have enabled the safe handling of hot substances like stews or soups, as the hand,
situated far from the body of the vessel, would have been protected (1992, 197).
Similarly, a shallow bowl coupled with a wide mouth would have enabled the fast
cooling of such substances, as seen in Dippers 5 and 8. Large dippers with deep bowls
(e.g., no. 1, with a height of ca. 20 cm and a rim diameter of ca. 19) could therefore be
associated with the transfer of large amounts of commodities, perhaps from one large
container to another; such a scenario would likely be related to large-scale and perhaps
commercial activities rather than everyday domestic situations (Tournavitou 1992, 197).
A small dipper (e.g., no. 3, with a height of 3 cm and a rim diameter of 5 cm), on the
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other hand, would have perhaps been used to transfer more valuable and sparse
commodities, like spices.
A painted dipper such as Dipper 5 in the catalog could have been used to carry out
the aforementioned functions in formal drinking and/or feasting events, perhaps to decant
wine or other liquids from kraters or jars into smaller deep bowls or cups, or even to
transfer solid or semisolid prepared foods into bowls or onto plates. Perhaps, then, the
undecorated dippers likely served a more every day, utilitarian purpose. Dippers 1, 2, 4,
and 6 from the Citadel House Area, for example, were notably found on the floor of a
room (Room xxxiv) associated with the storage of a wide range of vessels perhaps
intended for use in nearby rooms with hearths and benches, perhaps indicating their use
in a the preparation of an activity in a ritualized setting (French 2011a, 35, 46, 49, 56,
table 2, fig. 16).
In his article detailing the use-wear analysis of various Mycenaean vessel shapes,
Lis briefly discusses LH IIIC dippers from Lefkandi. He writes that if these Mycenaean
fine-ware versions of the shape were indeed used during feasting events to decant wine
from kraters into smaller vessels fit for drinking, light wear-marks like worn or broken
off areas of slip would be present primarily on the outer surface, which would have most
often made contact with the interior of the larger bowl. On dippers from Lefkandi,
however, he notes the presence of surface areas of heavy abrasion with vertical scratches
and rims of diminished thickness directly opposite the handle. Lis concludes that contact
with the interiors of fine-ware vessels like kraters, with no protruding inclusions, could
not have created such pronounced use-wear marks, but that the dippers must have been
used alongside coarse-ware vessels like cooking pots, pithoi, or vats. He supports this
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assertion by noting that the majority of dippers would have been small enough to fit
inside the mouths of most of these containers, and he notably states that none of the LH
IIIC kraters from Lefkandi sported wear-marks indicative of the use of dippers in such a
way that would create evidence of heavy abrasion (Lis 2010, 8, 10, fig. 1).
The literature from Mycenae unfortunately makes no note of use-wear marks on
the exterior or interior of dippers, nor do published photographs or drawings provide any
indication of their presence, but the rim diameters of the cataloged specimens (when
available) does indicate that they could have been used with vessels with restricted
mouths, like cooking pots; most diameters are less than or close to 10 cm wide (see, e.g.,
nos. 2–6). Although the LH IIIC dippers from Mycenae were manufactured from fine
fabrics, making them less resistant to heat, this does not preclude their use with cooking
pots, as they certainly could have withstood high temperatures for the limited amount of
time it would have taken to stir contents or move them into other vessels (Lis 2010, 10).
Perhaps, then, the undecorated dippers from Mycenae were more commonly used in less
formal contexts, like kitchens or households, rather than in formal events.

Lamps/Braziers (FS 311/312)

Six cataloged vessels from LH IIIC Mycenae are classed as lamp/brazier FS 311
or FS 312 (Fig. 4.104); four were manufactured from fine fabrics, while two were
manufactured from coarse fabrics. The lamps/braziers come primarily from the floor of
Room xxxiv in the Citadel House Area, but one example (no. 6) was found among the
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vessels unearthed in the East Basement of the Granary (Fig. 4.105; Wace et al. 1921–
1923, 53; French 2011a).
Furumark classes his FS 311 as “ladle[s] or brazier[s] with supporting handle,”
and he finds them from LH IIA to his Myc. IIIC:1 period (LH IIIC Early/Middle).
Vessels of FS 311 are shallow and rounded or angular in shape, commonly with a small
spout pinched-out from the rim opposite the handle, which in turn is attached at the rim
and curves down to the level of the base, thereby providing extra support for the vessel
when set down on a flat surface. This handle is thick and usually flattened in section, and
it is pierced at the end, presumably to enable hanging during storage. Vessels of FS 311
usually have a ring base, but they can also be flat or somewhat flattened (Furumark
1972a, 77, 639). Furumark classed vessels of his FS 312, which are extremely similar in
form to his FS 311, as braziers. According to him, the most noticeable difference between
the two shapes is that the rim of FS 312 is “bent-up vertically over the handle joint,”
presumably in order to protect the hand of the individual holding it from heat. Otherwise,
vessels of FS 312 come in three variations: (1) conical in shape, with a flat base, a broad
spreading lip, and a handle that is long, straight, and round, and tapers towards its end;
(2) shaped much like FS 311, with a handle pierced by four holes; or (3) more rounded in
shape. Notably, Furumark remarks that FS 312 has Minoan origins (Furumark 1972a, 77,
639).
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Fine Ware Lamps/Braziers

Four of the lamps/braziers in the present catalog were manufactured from a fine
pinkish-yellow fabric. One fine ware brazier from LH IIIC Mycenae is classed as FS 311
(no. 1). Fine ware Lamps/braziers 2–4 are classed by excavators as FS 312. All are
undecorated, which is often the case, doubtlessly leading to these vessels frequently not
receiving extensive treatment in the literature. Nonetheless, it appears that these two
vessel shapes (FS 311, 312) can be easily confused, as they share extremely similar
characteristics, and precise distinctions between them may therefore be largely
unnecessary.

Coarse Ware Lamps/Braziers

Two lamps/braziers in the present catalog were manufactured from coarse fabrics,
one in a reddish-brown cooking pot fabric and the other in a coarse domestic ware.
Furumark classes the specimen from the Granary (no. 6) as FS 311, but it is unfortunately
not illustrated. The excavators of Lamp/Brazier 5 similarly placed their specimen in FS
311, but it is apparent in published photographs that its rim is bent up in the area of the
handle joint, an indication that it is perhaps better classed as FS 312 (Fig. 4.105).
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The Production and Use of Lamps/Braziers at LH IIIC Mycenae

Six lamps/braziers are cataloged from LH IIIC Mycenae. They come from
settlement contexts only, primarily the Granary and the Citadel House Area. Both shapes
have a long tradition in Mycenaean pottery production, both appearing as early as LH
I/II; their presence in this period, therefore, further demonstrates continuity in both
manufacture and use. Because there are only six, one may conclude that they were not a
popular shape, but as both braziers and lamps would have been both necessary and vital,
perhaps they were less prone to breakage than other shapes and therefore would not have
been produced quite as often.
Due to the circumstances of their discovery, it could be concluded that the
cataloged specimens from the Citadel House Area served the same purpose, although the
coarse ware versions of the shape were perhaps manufactured to withstand heavier use
and higher temperatures. All were found on the floor of Room xxxiv, which, as noted
previously, is believed to have served as a storage room serving nearby buildings and
rooms. Lamp/brazier 4 in particular was found alongside the southern wall of the room,
near a hearth, a tripod cooking pot, a cup, a handmade miniature vessel, and a krater;
perhaps, then, all of these vessels were intended to be used together. A few of the
specimens (nos. 2, 4, 5) from Room xxxiv exhibit traces of burning on their interior
bases, an indication that they were likely braziers rather than lamps, as lamps more
commonly bear traces of burning on their rims from the wick. Additionally, four of the
six vessels in this category (nos. 1–4) were manufactured from pinkish-yellow fine
fabrics, and they therefore would have been unable to withstand high temperatures if
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placed like braziers directly on top or inside of heat sources. Lamps/braziers 5 and 6 were
produced from coarse fabrics, no. 5 in particular from a reddish-brown cooking pot
fabric, so these could well have functioned as braziers.
When vessels of FS 311 and FS 312 do not show traces of burning, it is very
possible that they were ladles rather than lamps or braziers; clearly, on occasions where
only the handle is preserved, it is not possible to distinguish between lamps/braziers and
ladles. Ladles would have served a function similar to that of dippers (FS 236): as
accessory vessels used for the transfer of liquids or semisolid or solid commodities from
large vessels into smaller ones. Tournavitou notes, however, that there must have been a
specific need for both shapes, so perhaps they were intended to deal with different types
of comestibles or in different circumstances (1992, 200–201). Decorated dippers, for
example, may have been used during large feasts or ceremonial events, while
undecorated ladles were used in kitchens. Other distinctions between the two shapes can
also be made. Tournavitou believes, for example, that the position of the spout (when
present) opposite the handle would have made the act of pouring somewhat awkward,
and she notes that the capacity of specimens from the Oil Merchant Complex are lower
overall than that of an average-sized dipper (1992, 201). Additionally, the handles of FS
311, as mentioned, would have effectively protected the hands from heat and steam,
much more so than the high-swung handles of dippers, so ladles may have been effective
while cooking over high temperatures, while stirring or removing/adding ingredients
(Tournavitou 1992, 201). Lamp/brazier 6 is called a “big ladle” by Wace, and as noted
above it was made from a coarse fabric, deemed “coarse domestic ware,” which could
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have made it suitable for use in high temperatures, perhaps with large-mouthed cooking
pots.

Semicoarse Ware Trays (FS 322)

Two vessels from LH IIIC Mycenae are tentatively identified as trays FS 322
(nos. 1, 2; Fig. 4.106). Furumark describes his FS 322 as a low vessel, with a flat bottom
and sides that are oblique, straight, or concave. These trays can have two handles,
attached to each opposite side and rising above the rim, or three handles, attached to and
symmetrically spaced along the rim. Part of his “various domestic vessels” category,
Furumark notes that trays occur from LH IIB to his Myc IIIC:1 period (1972a, 74, 641).
According to Mountjoy, and contrary to Furumark’s assertions, the tray FS 322 is new in
LH IIIC Middle (1986, 155).
Mycenaean trays have a circular shape with a flat bottom and short, straight, or
concave sides that end in a lipless rim. The vessel can have two or three basket handles
attached to the sides or to the rim, which are comprised of two or three round bands of
clay; if a tray has two handles they are usually attached at the sides, and if it has three
they are attached at the rim. Decoration, which can be sparse or elaborate, occurs both on
the interior and exterior of the vessel, and the exterior base can be decorated with
concentric circles; popular motifs include isolated semicircles, joining semicircles,
lozenge, bivalve shell, isolated spirals, wavy line, and triangular patch (Mountjoy 1986,
180). In the subsequent LH IIIC Late phase, the tray FS 322 retains its flat bottom and its
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arrangement of two or three basket handles, and it can have straight or concave sides.
Now, however, the shape is decorated in a simple linear fashion or is monochrome with a
decorated rim. Sometimes the interior rim and exterior sides of the vessel are also
decorated (wavy line and zigzag are popular motifs; Mountjoy 1986, 193).
Tray 1 in the present catalog was unearthed during the new Lower Town
excavations, and has been identified as a tray on the basis of its very flat and thick rim
and upper body. It is decorated on its exterior with a rim band over quirks (FM 48) and
another band, while its interior is monochrome. Joost Crouwel classifies Tray 2, which
was unearthed in the Citadel House Area, as a kalathos, but Mountjoy and Marina
Thomatos consider it a tray; their classification is followed here. Fortunately, all three
scholars agree on a date of LH IIIC Middle (Crouwel 1991, Suppl. PDF 281–283, no. F
2A–C; Mountjoy 1999, 174 n. 955; Thomatos 2006, 131, 133, no. 625, fig. 1450).
Nonetheless, the relatively poor preservation of the vessel in the form of three nonjoining
rim sherds doubtless contributes to the issue of identification, in addition to the fact that
both kalathoi and trays have (mostly) flat bases and similar interior and exterior
decoration, which may involve pictorial motifs. Although Tray 1’s decoration is not well
preserved, at least two fish motifs can be identified underneath a thick rim band on the
exterior of the vessel, and it appears that at least the interior sides were decorated in a
darkground fashion, with horizontal chevrons appearing in one of the reserved bands. The
rim was also reserved and decorated with a zigzag motif.
Trays during the Mycenaean period were most probably utilized in the same
fashion as they are today, as a means to safely carry a number of vessels or other items of
food and drink from one place to another, their sides just high enough to prevent spilling
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or dropping when carefully handled and their handles providing an added measure of
security. Both trays in the present catalog were manufactured from semicoarse fabrics,
one from the common pinkish-yellow variety. The relative thickness of these vessels,
particularly that of their bases, as facilitated by the use of a relatively rough fabric during
production, would have made them quite durable and thus well suited for supporting and
carrying other vessels, whether filled or empty. Elaborately decorated trays in particular
would have been appropriate for use during feasting events or ceremonies. When
decorated with pictorial motifs, as is Tray 2, their decorative programs could have
provided an indication of their contents. Perhaps, then, Tray 2 was used in feasting events
that involved the consumption of fish, as supposed for those kalathoi displaying fish
motifs (see above).

SPECIALIZED VESSELS

Coarse Ware Cooking Vessels

Twenty-three cataloged LH IIIC vessels from Mycenae can be considered coarse
ware cooking pots: 10 are tripod cooking pots (FS 320, 321; Fig. 4.107), while 13 cannot
be more precisely identified as cooking pot jars/jugs. All come from settlement deposits,
primarily in the Citadel House Area, the Granary, and the Lion Gate “Staircase” deposit,
and eight were located during the new Lower Town excavations, representing a sizable
percentage of the total corpus (Figs. 4.108, 4.109).
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As cooking ware is an integral part of any society, these types of vessels clearly
have a long tradition in the Mycenaean potter’s repertoire, and appear even earlier on
Crete during the Minoan period. As these vessels were often produced by hand, they may
not provide a great deal of support with regard to the continuity of pottery production
following the Collapse. They do, however, serve as a testament to the cultural similarities
that those individuals present after the demise of the palatial administration had with their
predecessors.
Tournavitou writes that tripod cooking pots FS 320 are “specialized domestic
vessels,” and that their morphological characteristics, as seen in other types of coarseware vessels, do not vary much throughout the Mycenaean period. They are made in a
wide variety of different sizes, which are likely related to their function—that is, the
types of food prepared with them and perhaps also the size or character of the fire over
which they placed during cooking (1992, 200–201). As has been made evident in this
discussion, the morphological characteristics of a particular vessel type are frequently
directly related to their function. Thus, because all vessels considered cooking pots
shared the same general purpose, there are some prevailing characteristics that can be
considered standard. Most importantly, all cooking vessels are made of a reddish-brown
coarse fabric with large, macroscopically visible inclusions, thus rendering them capable
of withstanding heat, and making them strong enough to be suitable for frequent,
everyday use. Additionally, the vessels benefit from having wide necks and rims, both of
which allow for stirring with utensils, and the shape of the lip will commonly allow for
the pouring of liquid or semiliquid substances. Cooking pots are also often furnished with
a handle or handles that are thick enough to withstand heat, thereby allowing for safe
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handling, and they are sometimes connected below the rim in order to protect the hand
from steam (Tournavitou 1992, 189). Otherwise, cooking pots occur in a variety of sizes,
which is presumably related in part to the type and quantity of comestibles that they were
used to prepare.

Tripod Cooking Pots (FS 320)

The tripod cooking pot is perhaps the most recognizable vessel of this type.
Tripod cooking pots are very frequently found in both Minoan and mainland Mycenaean
contexts, often identified only by their thick, coarse-ware legs, which tend to hold up well
in most contexts. Furumark calls his FS 320 “tripod cauldron[s],” noting that these
vessels are generally round in shape, with upper bodies that widen as you approach the
rim and end in somewhat spreading lips, or upper bodies that close in slightly and have
shorter spreading lips. His tripod cooking pots are furnished with two handles, round or
flattened in section, situated opposite each other, and attached at the rim and side of the
vessel, but modern research confirms that the number and placement of handles can vary
widely (Furumark 1972a, 640; Tournavitou 1992, 201). As their name implies, they have
three straight legs that are round in section (Furumark 1972a, 640).
Ten tripod cooking pots are cataloged from LH IIIC Mycenae, most dated to LH
IIIC Early and found in the Citadel House Area; one was located in the upper levels of
the Granary, and it is dated LH IIIC Late (no. 6; Fig. 4.110; Wace 1921–1923, 41), while
four were unearthed during the new Lower Town excavations (see Fig. 4.108). Again, all
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were manufactured in a reddish-brown coarse cooking pot fabric, all are undecorated, all
displayed traces of burning on their exteriors, and no two pots are the same, exhibiting a
great deal of variety in morphological characteristics. Tripod Cooking Pot 1, for example,
has short, flattened legs, vertical handles, round in section, which are attached at the rim
and upper belly, and a neck and rim that somewhat resemble a collar neck, while Tripod
Cooking Pot 5 has a concave upper body followed by a carination and rounded lower
body, a squared, vertical handle attached at the rim an carination, and oval legs.
Tripod Cooking Pots 2–4 were notably recovered from the floor of Room xxxiv in
the Citadel House Area, purported to have been a storage area servicing nearby buildings
and rooms, and they were found alongside a myriad vessel shapes, including deep bowls,
kraters, hydriae, and amphorae (French 2011a). Notably, each of these vessels preserves
clear traces of burning, most commonly on their interior and exterior base, a clear
indication that they were used for their intended purpose. Similar traces of burning can be
observed on Tripod Cooking Pots 1 and 5. Tripod Cooking Pots 7, 8, and 10, all
unearthed during the new Lower Town excavations, are preserved only as a portion of
one of their feet and thus do not preserve any traces of burning. Tripod Cooking Pot 9,
however, may preserve small traces of burning on its interior.

Other Cooking Pot Jars/Jugs

Fifteen additional vessels, all manufactured from the coarse reddish-brown
cooking pot fabric, are included in the catalog from LH IIIC Mycenae, and all can be
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considered cooking pots. Most date to LH IIIC Early, but one specimen (no. 9) from the
Lion Gate “Staircase” deposit was found in a LH IIIC Late stratum (see Fig. 3.24:e;
Wace et al. 1921–1923, 36). These vessels overall exhibit the same morphological variety
as evident among the tripod cooking pots, but in general they all resemble jugs or jars.
Cooking Pot Jar/Jug 8, for example, has a globular-shaped body on a raised base, in
addition to a collar neck that flares slightly and a single short, round handle attached at
the rim and upper body. Cooking Pot Jar/Jug 7, on the other hand, has an ovoid body,
raised base, and two handles, also short and round in section, attached at the rim and
shoulder.
These cooking pots were not supplied tripod legs and therefore would have been
placed directly over covered or open fires. Notably, all cataloged specimens have mostly
flat bases and no legs. Without legs, it is possible that these vessels would not have been
able to withstand high temperatures for as long as their tripod counterparts, and perhaps
they were then intended to be used to cook different types of food that required less time
over a fire. Like several of the tripod cooking pots mentioned above, several cooking pot
jar/jugs from the Citadel House Area were also found on the floor of Room xxxiv (nos.
3–5), a storage room filled with vessels of many types that likely served nearby ritual
areas. Each of the aforementioned vessels preserve clear traces of burning, as do Cooking
Pot Jars/Jugs 2, 6, 11, and 13. Additionally, some of the tripod cooking pots are quite
small, like no. 5, which is only 0.10 m tall with a rim diameter of only 0.08 m, while no.
2 is nearly twice its size, with a height of 0.27 m (French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 339–340;
410–411). Vessels such as these, with short handles, were likely intended for the
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preparation of small amounts of food, not only due to their size but also due to the fact
that it would have been difficult to move them around by their handles when full.

Coarse Ware Larnakes (FS 1)

Two larnakes (nos. 1, 2) dated to the LH IIIC period are detailed in the literature
on Mycenae; none are reported from the Building Kappa or Lower Town excavations. In
general, a larnax is a rectangular clay vessel that resembles a chest or bathtub, with
straight sides, four legs, and a gabled lid (Fig. 4.111; Watrous 1991, 285). Perhaps the
best-known group of Mycenaean larnakes is from the necropolis of Tanagra in Boeotia
where several hundred chamber tombs were discovered, a great many of which contained
ceramic larnakes decorated with dynamic scenes of mourning, providing valuable insight
into religious and funerary beliefs and practices (Immerwahr 1990, 147–148, 155; 1995).
Before the discovery of the Tanagra larnakes, these vessels were considered to be limited
to the island of Crete, from which it is likely the Mycenaeans adopted the form (see, e.g.,
Desborough 1964, 36; Vermeule 1965). Beginning in the Late Minoan III period,
larnakes became the customary burial container; larnakes are, however, known from the
Early Minoan period (Xanthoudides 1918). The Minoans painted their larnakes with a
variety of motifs and scenes, and human figures were occasionally depicted (Tzedakis
1971; Immerwahr 1990, 158) while Mycenaean examples are often decorated in a
paneled style with figures in mourning (Vermeule 1965, 126). It is likely that the
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decoration of both Minoan and Mycenaean larnakes relied heavily on other media
including pictorial vase painting (Immerwahr 1990, 158).
The first larnax (no. 1; Fig. 4.112) was found during the British School’s Citadel
House Area excavations. It is incomplete and preserved in only nine fragments, three of
which join, and because these fragments were found in a number of different contexts in
the area, the larnax presumably washed down from somewhere higher up on the slope of
the hill. Larnax 1 was manufactured from a coarse pinkish- yellow fabric with large,
visible inclusions that are black in color. A vessel intended to contain a corpse in addition
to a number of grave goods and also to withstand long-term burial would have been well
served by a coarse fabric such as that chosen for Larnax 1; it no doubt made the container
much more durable and also most probably contributed to its preservation in unstable
wash levels. Larnax 1 is notably decorated in the Pictorial Style. Joost Crouwel, who
included this specimen in his volume on the pictorial pottery from the excavations,
identified the figures of at least two men, presumably soldiers, wearing so-called
hedgehog helmets, another male figure wearing a tunic and carrying a sword, and two
animals facing each other, perhaps a dog and a deer or a boar (for a thorough examination
of the iconography, complete with parallels, see Crouwel 1991, Suppl. PDF 303–310.)
Crouwel hypothesized that the area with the animals depicted a hunting scene and the
male figures were perhaps included in a scene of marching soldiers (1991, CD 303–310).
He also noted that it might be significant that the larnax was not found in a funerary
context (1991, CD 308), but given its extremely fragmentary state and contextual
circumstances, it cannot be proven that its initial purpose was not for burial; indeed,
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iconography of processing or marching soldiers along with a hunt would not be-out-ofplace as such events could have been held during funerary rites.
The second larnax was found by Wace during his excavation of Stratum XI of the
Lion Gate “Staircase” (no. 2; see Fig. 3.24:a). He describes Larnax 2 as “a large
terracotta bath” but provides no information regarding its fabric. As we have seen with
respect to Larnax 1, however, a large vessel such as this would have most likely been
manufactured using a coarse fabric. Because broken bones that had possibly been
displaced by looters were located by the side of the larnax, he believed that it may have
served as a coffin (Wace et al. 1921–1923, 36). Although the larnax is undecorated, four
LH IIIC vessels found in association with it can aid in establishing its date. They include
two LH IIIC Late deep bowls, one found inside the larnax with a simple wavy line
decoration and monochrome interior, and another found nearby with monochrome
decoration and a reserved lower body (Deep Bowls 162, 166). Also nearby was an
undecorated amphora (Amphora 10) and a jug with a simple quirk and tassel motif (Jug
6). Although Wace considered the jug to be of the Granary Class, along with two of the
other vessels already mentioned, Mountjoy has dated it to the LH IIIC Late period (Wace
et al. 1921–1923, 36; Mountjoy 1986, 185; 1999, 175). Stratum XI itself is also generally
considered to be LH IIIC Late in date, Stratum X before it having been dated by Susan
Sherratt (1981) to the later part of LH IIIC Middle (at Mycenae known as LH IIIC
Advanced) and by Mountjoy to LH IIIC Late (see Thomatos 2006, 180 n. 6).
Burial in larnakes, though not particularly common, had a long-standing tradition
on both Crete and the mainland. Clearly, therefore, those individuals who utilized them at
Mycenae following the Collapse were drawing on this.
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The fact that only two larnakes are known from LH IIIC Mycenae suggests that
the shape was rare during this time period. Because other examples have been recovered
from mortuary contexts outside of Mycenae and only one of the larnakes from the site
(Larnax 2) can be tentatively assigned similar circumstances, it is likely that internment
in these vessels was never a particularly popular practice at the site, a perhaps surprising
proposition given the multiplicity of burial practices that it demonstrates overall.

Fine Ware Handmade Miniature Vases (FS 126)

A small group of vessels in the present work are classed by excavators as
handmade miniature vases; there are a total of four and all were recovered during the
Citadel House Area excavations (see, e.g., nos. 1, 2; Fig. 4.113). Although all four of the
cataloged specimens are dated LH IIIC Early, handmade miniature vases are
manufactured primarily in the LH IIIB period, when they are a new painted shape, and
they are frequently found in settlement contexts (Mountjoy 1986, 101, 103). These vases
were produced in a variety of shapes, including jugs, mugs, straight-sided alabastra,
goblets, cups, and bowls, but Furumark mentions only the jug variety, noting that it has
MH origins (Furumark 1972a, 34, 102, 604). The decoration on these vessels is often like
that of Mycenaean figurines, with simple wavy or straight vertical lines, there is no
conformity in shape, and they do not change overmuch throughout the phases during
which they are produced (Wardle 1969 277–278 n. 33).
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Handmade Miniature Vase 1 is in the shape of a small jug. In general, it conforms
well to Mountjoy’s description of the shape during the LH IIIB period (see Fig. 4.113;
1986, 103, 126, figs. 123, 153) with a short, narrow neck, a small vertical handle attached
at the rim and shoulder, and a convex base. It is decorated with bands and a small
decorative area on the shoulder contains groups of the multiple stem and tongue motif
(FM 19). The remaining three cataloged handmade miniature vases are cup- or bowlshaped, their overall shapes again fitting well into Mountjoy’s previously established
classifications (see, e.g., 1986, 103, 126). Handmade miniature vase 2, for example, is
deep with a flat base and lipless rim. It notably has two handles, one large vertical handle
that is square in section and attached at the rim and mid-body and another smaller,
monochrome horizontal handle, round in section and attached just below decorative
isolated semicircles that are pendant from the rim. Cataloged handmade miniature vases 3
and 4, finally, are both bowls, the former conical in shape with decoration in the form of
messy vertical lines from base to rim and a monochrome interior, and the latter also
conical in shape with vertical line decoration but much smaller and with a rounded base.
These types of vessels have a long tradition in Mycenaean Greece, appearing as
early as the LH IIB period. These vases are handmade, and thus their production did not
require specialization, so they do not provide a great deal of evidence with regard to
continuity in that respect. However, as most are thought to have been offerings, their
presence demonstrates a strong cultural link between peoples of pre- and post-Collapse
Mycenae.
Each cataloged handmade miniature vase was produced from a fine, welllevigated fabric, once again primarily the pinkish-yellow variety. The utilization of a fine
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fabric during the production of handmade vessels would have allowed the relatively easy
manipulation of the clay during forming in absence of a wheel, and it also would have
enabled the creation of vessel features like handles and rims in miniature form without
obstructions from large inclusions. Additionally, as these vessels are sometimes thought
to be ritual in nature, a fine fabric would have reflected this special purpose and also
allowed them to be uniformly decorated and handled with relative ease. Indeed,
Handmade Miniature Vases 1, 2, and 4 were notably found on the floor of Room xxxiv of
the Citadel House Area, a room thought to have been associated with the storage of ritual
items (French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 473). Examples from the acropolis of nearby Midea
have also been classified as ritual vessels and/or funerary offerings (Demakopoulou and
Divari-Valakou 2001, 188, pl. LIV:e;). Aside from a ritual purpose, many scholars have
also contended that HMVs may have been toys (Wardle 1969, 277–279 n. 33; MylonasShear 1987, 97; see also French 1969, 75).

Fine Ware Feeding Bottles (FS 159–163)

Three feeding bottles are cataloged from Mycenae, all from probable LH IIIC
deposits unearthed during the new Lower Town excavations (Figs. 4.114, 4.115).
Furumark calls them “side-spouted open jar[s] with basket handle,” and he dates them
from LH IIIA:1–LH IIIC (1972a, 609–610); further research, however, has determined
that feeding bottles first appear in LH IIA (Mountjoy 1999, 1222; Thomatos 2006, 80).
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So-called feeding bottles are a new decorated shape in the LH IIIA:1 period, at
which time they are of FS 159 and are usually monochrome. Vessels of this shape can
vary greatly in size and in general they have globular bodies on a ring or splaying base. A
tubular spout that narrows towards the lip is set at a 45º angle to the base, and the basket
handle, which is flat in section, is situated in line with the spout. In LH IIIA:2, feeding
bottles, now of FS 160, are commonly found in tombs and usually decorated in a linear or
monochrome fashion. They have the same globular body, but they now sit on a ring or
raised concave base and have a spout that tapers towards the end and in general is not as
long as those of LH IIIA:1 (Mountjoy 1986, 60, 77). Feeding bottles have a more
biconical shape in LH IIIB, where they are of FS 161, with a flat basket handle and a
short spout. They usually have linear decoration, and they are still most commonly found
in tombs (Mountjoy 1986, 104, 126).
The feeding bottle continues to be produced into LH IIIC, where it is now FS 162.
In LH IIIC Early, these vessels have a globular shape on a ring or raised concave base,
their shoulders have a pronounced slope, and their short, concave necks have lipless,
rounded, or hollowed rims. Their basket handles are oval in section, rise over the mouth
in a loop, and are in line with the spout, which is short and narrow. Linear decoration is
most common, but a decorative zone is sometimes present on the shoulder, while the
neck is usually monochrome, the handle is barred with a circle at the top (a scheme that
continues from LH IIIB), and the base is reserved. When the aforementioned decorative
zone is present, wavy line, zigzag, and triangular patch are the most popular motifs
(Mountjoy 1986, 144–145). Two cataloged feeding bottles are tentatively placed in LH
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IIIC Early (nos. 1, 2; see Fig. 4.115), but as they are undecorated, their chronology is
largely dependent on contextual information.
By LH IIIC Late, the feeding bottle retains its globular shape, but it now has a
tall ring base and a taller neck with rounded or sloping rim. A thin decorative zone is
present on the shoulder and may extend to the bottom of the spout; necklace and isolated
semicircles are common motifs, while the neck is monochrome, the handle is barred with
a circle at the top, the body is banded, and the spout is furnished with vertical lines.
Notably, the spout points upwards at a much larger angle to the base during this phase
(Mountjoy 1986, 188). Feeding bottle 3 is likely dated LH IIIC Late; although its
decoration is badly preserved, the band at the base of its spout greatly resembles those of
that period (see, e.g., Mountjoy 1986, fig. 246). Feeding bottles are rare but do continue
into the SM phase, where they have a much smaller ovoid shape that sits on a raised
concave base. The spout is very short and is no longer situated in line with the handle, but
rather sits at a 90º angle to it and is no longer almost vertical as in IIIC Late. The handle
is also no longer in line with the spout (Mountjoy 1986, 199).
Three feeding bottles, all manufactured from fine, well-levigated fabrics, are
cataloged from LH IIIC Mycenae. The shape begins in LH IIIA:1, thus demonstrating a
link between potters operating before and after the Collapse, and doubtless they would
have been used in the same fashion as well. Significantly, each cataloged example was
recovered from the new Lower Town excavations, and the shape was not known to have
been produced or used previously at LH IIIC Mycenae.
Tournavitou notes that the feeding bottle was a specialized vessel intended for the
pouring of liquids (1992, 190). Although called feeding bottles, a name that implies that
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these vessels were used to provide milk or other liquids to infants or small children, their
exact purpose is unknown. The small size of the feeding bottle would have certainly held
an appropriate amount, while the narrow spout would have been small enough to fit
inside the mouth of a baby or child. Drinking from a ceramic spout, however, may not
have been a very comfortable endeavor and also could have damaged developing teeth,
so perhaps softer materials like animal hides would have better served this purpose.
Perhaps, then, small feeding bottles with narrow spouts were used to aid in the controlled
pouring of valuable commodities like perfumed oil. Indeed, all three of the feeding
bottles cataloged in the present work were manufactured from a fine, well-levigated
pinikish-yellow fabric. Such a fabric would have been well suited to the manufacture of
these small vessels and would have allowed for the easy creation of a narrow spout.
Additionally, the use of a fine fabric while forming the spout lead to the creation of a
smooth interior surface, which would have allowed the liquid substances contained inside
the vessels to be poured out in a more controlled fashion.
The notable modifications made to the feeding bottle in LH IIIC Late and SM
could be an indication that the purpose of these vessels had changed during these phases.
When the spout becomes more vertical in LH IIIC Late phase, the vessel would have
needed to be tipped more significantly to empty its contents, while the varied placement
of the handle in SM would have necessitated a somewhat different action when pouring
out the contents of the vessel.
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Fine Ware Askoi (FS 194, 195)

There are five LH IIIC askoi cataloged from Mycenae, two from the Citadel
House Area and three from the new Lower Town excavations (Figs. 4.116, 4.117). These
askoi are zoomorphic, and the two from the Citadel House Area are shaped like birds,
while the specimens from the Lower Town are too poorly preserved to allow their
specific shapes to be identified.
Mycenaean-period askoi are are classified by Furumark as FS 194 and 195, which
he calls baseless askoi and based askoi, respectively. In general, these vessel shapes are
identical aside from the absence or presence of a base. They take the form of a crescentshaped tube that thins out to a tail at one end and has a round or oval-shaped mouth at the
other. A loop handle that is strap or round in section is attached on the back and begins at
or near the mouth (Mountjoy 1986, 44, 81). Desborough states that FS 194 in particular
has been described as a version of a wineskin in clay (1972, 245). These askoi appear for
the first time in LH IIB and are manufactured until LH IIIC Late; the baseless FS 194
version is more common following the collapse of the palaces (Mountjoy 1986; 1999,
213, 1224, fig. 60; Thomatos 2006, 134). There is not a great deal of variation in their
form or decoration throughout the aforementioned time periods, so they can generally
only be dated when contextual information is available (see, e.g., Mountjoy 1986, 81).
Because the cataloged LH IIIC askoi from Mycenae are zoomorphic in character,
they cannot be classified using Furumark’s system, although bird-shaped askoi of the
period have in the past been deemed FS 194 (see, e.g., Immerwahr 1971, 207). The
crescent-like shape of their bodies in addition to the placement of the handles and
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location of the heads or spouts are, however, attributes that were likely derived from
earlier askoi of FS 194 and 195 (Desborough 1972, 245). Bird-shaped askoi notably
occur at the end of and following the Mycenaean period, from LH IIIC/Submycenaean to
the Protogeometric period. Desborough identified two specific types: type I, which have
spouts on the back behind a bird head and a horizontal handle attached at the rim of the
spout and the back and is found in Cyprus and on the mainland, and type II, which have a
spout that replaces the bird head and a basket handle on the back and is found in Cyprus
and Crete (Desborough 1972, 245–246). The only specimen in the present catalog that is
complete enough to classify on the basis of his typology does not fit into either group (see
below).
Five askoi are cataloged from LH IIIC Mycenae, all from settlement contexts in
the Lower Town and Citadel House Area. Indeed, three of the five were recovered from
the Lower Town, representing a 60% increase in the number of known examples from the
site. Askoi have an incredibly long tradition in pottery production and use, both on Crete
and the mainland, appearing first in the Early Minoan period.
All are made from fine, well-levigated fabrics, primarily the pinkish-yellow
variety. Askoi in general are hollow vessels with single openings, and on Crete, askoi in
the shape of animals occur as early as the Early Minoan I and IIA periods; these vessels
are similar to later Minoan and Mycenaean rhyta but, again, have only a single opening,
usually at the rear of the “animal” (Branigan 1970a, 81; 1970b, fig. 19; Koehl 2006, 15).
A single basket handle is usually provided so as to enable the tipping of the vessel in
order to spill its contents.
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The askoi from the Citadel House Area (nos. 1, 4) were unearthed from the same
LH IIIC Early level of Room xxxiv, which was situated against the southern wall of the
South House and was perhaps used for the storage of items intended to be used in
connected areas (French 2011a, 19). Indeed, these vessels were found alongside a wide
range and number of vessels, including hydriae, cups, dippers, kylikes, deep bowls,
shallow angular bowls, lamps, and cooking pots, among others (French 2011a, Supp.
PDF 203–205). Askoi 1 and 3 are both bird shaped and are hollow, have one opening,
and stand on legs, and one is decorated with scale pattern (FM 70) while the other has
simple linear decoration. Given the location of Room xxxiv, in close proximity to the
former Temple Complex at Mycenae, it seems likely that these askoi, in addition to those
vessels found alongside them, were used during religious rituals, most probably the
pouring of libations. Because these vessels are zoomorphic, and, at least in the case of
Askos 1, preserve evidence for holes in the front of the animal under the neck (in the
chest), perhaps they were used in mock animal sacrifices.
Due to the overall form of the Lower Town specimens, they are most certainly
zoomorphic in character, as their preserved portions are too irregularly shaped to have
made effective vessel walls of cups or bowls, for example. The painted decoration of the
Lower Town askoi greatly resembles in particular that on the “back” of cataloged Askos
1 from the Citadel House Area, so they may very well have been bird shaped, but these
vessels could have also taken the shape of a bovid or other quadruped.
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Fine Ware Ring Vases (FS 196, 197)

Four vessels cataloged from LH IIIC Mycenae are categorized as ring-vases (FS
196, 197), two from the Citadel House Area and two from Tomb 502 of the Third
Kilometer Cemetery (Fig. 4.118). Furumark characterized the FS 196 ring-vases as
hollow vessels in the shape of horizontal rings, with a vertical or oblique spout with a
splaying or spreading rim situated on the top of one side. A basket handle is attached
from the root of the spout to the opposite side of the ring or at a 90º angle to it, or a loop
handle is attached from below the lip of the spout to its base. His FS 196 version is found
in LH IIIC Early and his FS 197 version of the shape has smaller vessels attached to the
top of the ring (Furumark 1972a, 617–618); all cataloged LH IIIC ring-vases are FS 196.
Notably, the findspot of the two ring-vases from the chamber Tomb 502 of the
Third Kilometer cemetery (nos. 3, 4; see Fig. 3.29:g, h), both of which date to LH IIIC
Late, indicate that they were vessels of some importance and could certainly have served
as offerings for the dead or implements utilized during a funeral ceremony. Both have
decoration consistent with the period, with primarily monochrome bodies and decoration
only in the shoulder zone, both spouts have trumpet-shaped rims, and both of their
handles are barred (Wace 1932, 7, nos. 7, 8, pl. XI:7, 8; Mountjoy 1999, 184, nos. 425,
426). Furthermore, one (no. 1) of the other two such vases from the Citadel House Area,
both of which date to LH IIIC Early, was found in an upper level of Room xxi, located in
the area of the earlier Temple Complex, in association with vessels that can be associated
with the consumption of liquids and libations, including a krater, a jug, a hydria, and a
side-spouted strainer jug. It has evidence for an oblique spout and a basket handle from
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the root of its spout to the opposite side of the ring, and simple band decoration adorns its
lower body while linked lozenges (FS 73) are present in its shoulder zone (French 2011a,
Suppl. PDF 118–119).
Four ring-vases, all manufactured from fine, well-levigated fabrics, are cataloged
from LH IIIC Mycenae, two from settlement contexts in the Citadel House Area and two
from the Third Kilometer cemetery. Vessels resembling these specimens appear as early
as LH IIIA:1 on the mainland (Furumark 1972a, 618), so their presence in LH IIIC
deposits clearly demonstrates continuity in both pottery production and use before and
after the Collapse. Their presence in funerary contexts serves to underline their cultural
importance.
Not a great deal has been written in the literature about these unique vessels, but
they are in general considered to have had a ritualistic function. Perhaps the care and
attention devoted to these complicated vessels during manufacture, which doubtlessly
necessitated a relatively high level of skill in addition to the use of fine fabrics in all four
specimens in the present catalog (two in pinkish yellow and two in buff), is an indication
of their cultural significance. Indeed, their spouts would have made them ideal for the
pouring of liquids during libations or other ceremonies, either by tipping them forward or
to the side dependent on the placement of the handles. Additionally, their relatively small
capacities and spout/rim diameters indicate that they would have been well suited to the
storage (perhaps only short term) and pouring of expensive commodities like perfumed
oil.
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Fine Ware Rhyta (FS 199)

There are five LH IIIC rhyta cataloged from Mycenae: one from the Citadel
House Area, two from the new Lower Town excavations, and another two from unknown
locations within the Citadel walls (Figs. 4.119, 4.120). Three of the rhyta from Mycenae
are dated to LH IIIC Early, while the others cannot be dated more precisely than LH IIIC.
As will be made apparent, rhyta are very scarce in the Mycenaean world following the
collapse of the palaces. The inability to more securely date the majority of the cataloged
specimens, in addition to the dubious provenances of Rhyta 1 and 2, is perhaps an
indication that some of these vessels are hangovers from an earlier period; all five rhyta
will nonetheless be considered here. Two of the specimens display Pictorial decoration
(one in the form of a bull [FM 3; no. 1] and the other a snake [FM 8] or octopus [FM 21;
no. 2]), a style that fits comfortably within the LH III period and whose presence does not
rule out a date of production following the Collapse. Additionally, Rhyta 4 and 5, with
their absence of blank space and small, poorly drawn zonal motifs, can both sit
comfortably within LH IIIC Early.
In general, a rhyton is a hollow vessel with two openings. Robert Koehl, in his
comprehensive volume Aegean Bronze Age Rhyta (2006), deemed these primary and
secondary openings. The primary opening, or mouth, of a rhyton is most commonly
larger than the secondary opening, which is small and usually found in the tip or base of
the vessel (Koehl 2006, 5). It is clear that rhyta were an important vessel type during the
Bronze Age, as evidenced by the wide range of shapes and media in which they were
produced, a circumstance not paralleled in any other vessel shape, and by the consistently
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high level of quality with which a majority of rhyta were formed and decorated (Koehl
2006, 1). Both Furumark (1972a, 71) and Mountjoy (1993, 42) have asserted that the
origins of the rhyton are unknown, but Koehl sees its possible beginnings in the Early
Minoan askos (see above), a hollow, single-opening vessel in the shape of an animal
(Koehl 2006, 13, 15). In mainland Greece, rhyta first appear in the LH I shaft graves of
Grave Circle A at Mycenae; they were heavily influenced by examples from LM I Crete
(Mountjoy 1993, 42; Koehl 2006, 298).
If they were not preserved only as fragments, the rhyta in the catalog (nos. 1–3, 5)
would have a tall, conical shape, one vertical handle, and a secondary opening in the
bottom tip. In LH IIIB:2 (and perhaps also in LH IIIC Early), these rhyta have sides that
buldge slightly and thick, flaing rims in addition to decoration consisting of blobs on the
rim, thick and thin exterior bands, and most often the whorl-shell (FM 23) when motifs
are present (Mountjoy 1986, 127). These rhyta fall into Koehl’s type III, which includes
the greatest number of extant specimens and has the longest continuous history of all the
non-figural types of rhyta, ranging from MM IIB/IIIA to LM/LH IIIC (Koehl 2006, 6–7,
46).
The stemmed cup-shaped rhyton found in the catalog (no. 4) is the only LH IIIC
rhyton from Mycenae cataloged in Koehl’s 2006 volume (no. 1223). He placed this
rhyton into his type IV cup category, generally defined as open vessels with single
vertical handles. On the mainland, these types of rhyta are first seen in LH IIA, notably in
areas demonstrably under the influence of Minoan culture. This particular rhyton has a
roughly conical profile with rounded shoulders, a low, wide stem, an everted rim, and a
looped handle (Koehl 2006, 59–61). Koehl notes that the stemmed-cup shape of this
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rhyton is usually only seen in LM IB contexts on Crete so its presence at LH IIIC
Mycenae is interesting. He posits that perhaps the Mycenaeans were attempting to
“revive a venerated Minoan libation ritual at a time when Mycenaean civilization itself
was beginning to experience a brief revival (Koehl 2006, 365). This rhyton was found in
Room 38, which is the anteroom to the House of the Frescoes in the Cult Center of the
Citadel House Area. On the basis of its findspot, it is not difficult to imagine that it may
have been used for ceremonial libations. This specimen it does not appear as a cataloged
item in French’s volume on “Post-Palatial” Mycenae, nor does any other rhyton (2011a);
nonetheless, it can be dated on the basis of context and decoration to LH IIIC Early as
noted above.

The Production and Use of Rhyta at LH IIIC Mycenae

Five rhyta are known from LH IIIC Mycenae, all manufactured from fine, welllevigated fabrics. They have an extremely long history in pottery production and use,
appearing in EM I and IIA contexts on Crete and in the LH I Shaft Graves at Mycenae.
Clearly, therefore, their presence in LH IIIC contexts demonstrates a clear link between
pottery production and use both before and after the collapse of the palace.
Rhyta have been found in a wide variety of sites and contexts throughout the
Bronze Age Aegean. Because they are most frequently found in ritual and funerary
contexts, most scholars agree that they were likely used for ceremonial libations, perhaps
to decant or mix a particular beverage or facilitate its transfer from one container to
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another (Mountjoy 1993, 125). Koehl determines that throughout the Bronze Age, the
secondary openings of rhyta consistently have a diameter of just 0.5 cm, while the
diameter of the primary opening can vary, more than likely an indication that these
vessels served the same function throughout the history of their production. Furthermore,
following a study of 165 contexts from 39 different habitation sites and settlements,
Koehl concludes that rhyta are most commonly found alongside vessels associated with
the storage, decanting, serving, and drinking of liquids like wine (2006, 5, 279). As Koehl
points out, representations of rhyta in iconography further shed light on how these vessels
were likely used. In the Procession Fresco from Knossos, for example, one of the
processing male individuals carries a conical rhyton (Evans 1921–1935, II.2, fig. 450,
suppl. pls. 25–27). From this, it is possible to ascertain how a rhyton may have been held,
as one of the man's hands holds the handle and the other the lower body of the vessel, and
because he does not block the secondary opening of the vessel, it was likely empty.
Perhaps at the end of this particular ceremonial activity, a libation to a deity would have
carried out using the rhyton (Koehl 2006, 270). Perhaps more relevant to the current
study is the depiction of a rhyton found on a Mycenaean Pictorial Style krater from
Enkomi on Cyprus (Koehl 2006, 269, no. P1). Here, a number of vessels are shown
between two male individuals, including a conical rhyton, narrow-necked jug, chalice,
ladle, and amphoroid krater. According to Koehl, if this scene is representative of an
activity during which rhyta were commonly utilized, it is possible to imagine one of the
men holding the rhyton while the other used the ladle to transfer some type of liquid from
the krater into the jug or the chalice via the rhyton, after which a libation could be poured
from the jug and the chalice could be drunk from (Koehl 2006, 269–270).
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Like most rhyta, the conical specimens from Mycenae were most likely used with
liquids during ritual libations. Indeed, the results from the organic residue analysis of a
LH IIIA:2–IIIB:1 example from nearby Midea lead to the conclusion that it was used
with a mixture of barley beer and wine (Martlew and Tzedakis 1999, 171; Koehl 2006,
260, no. 978). Koehl concludes, however, that if conical rhyta were used to decant or mix
fermented or flavored beverages, their tiny secondary openings would have become
clogged with debris. He notes, however, that conical rhyta in Egypt were found alongside
clay strainers that sat comfortably over their primary openings. As clay strainers are often
found in Mycenaean contexts, they could have served a similar function (Hein 1998, fig.
2:8070, 8101; Koehl 2006, 271, nos. E6–E9). Koehl additionally concludes that if wool,
the presence of which is well attested in Linear B tablets, is placed into the tip of a
conical rhyton, it successfully acts as a filter (2006, 270). Therefore, conical rhyta could
have served several functions, straining or purifying beverages, enhancing the flavor or
aroma of the beverage with the addition of spices or other flavoring agents, and filling
other vessels, perhaps channeling liquids from mixing containers into pouring vessels via
ladles or cups (Koehl 2006, 270).
For the stemmed cup rhyton (no. 3), a somewhat similar function can be
ascertained. Here, however, it is notable that the secondary opening of the rhyton is offcenter in its base and located directly opposite the handle (Koehl 2005, 224). This
feature, in addition to a flat base, would not have served to efficiently channel its liquid
contents or enable the easy filtering of debris. In an experiment with a reproduction of a
Type IV rhyton (Koehl 2006, no. 1248), Koehl concluded that this type of rhyton could
be used efficiently by submerging it so that liquid entered it via the secondary opening.
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Lifting the rhyton out of the liquid while it was still tilted allowed the secondary opening
to not be closed, and simply tilting it forward would allow a libation, for example, to be
poured. This method also allowed the secondary opening to not become clogged with
debris. Koehl suggests, then, that this type of tilting back-and-forth motion may have
been associated with the performance of libations during the Bronze Age and later.
Additionally, he notes that Type IV rhyta occur not only in a wide range of figural types
but also in a wide range of vessel shapes normally associated with liquids, like mugs and
cups. He suggests, therefore, that this type of rhyton may have served as an “everyday
libation vessel” (Koehl 2006, 275). Rhyton 3 was most definitely used during ritual
libations as it was found in Room 38 of the House of the Frescos in the Cult Center of the
Citadel House Area at Mycenae, an area with clear indications of religious activity.
All of the rhyta in the present work were manufactured from fine fabrics, most
commonly the pinkish- yellow variety. If these vessels were indeed utilized during
libation rituals, and they most probably were, it is not difficult to imagine that a certain
degree of care was taken during their production, from the thorough levigation of clay
paste to the application of decoration before firing.
The relative scarcity of known rhyta from LH IIIC Mycenae is paralleled in the
wider Mycenaean world. In addition to Rhyton 4, Koehl located only one other specimen
from a LH IIIC settlement on the mainland: a LH IIIC Early type III rhyton from
Phylakopi (Atkinson et al. 1904, pl. 32:12; Mountjoy 1986, 145; Koehl 2006, 326, no.
630). Eight LH IIIC Middle figural rhyta in the form of ducks are also known from
cemetery contexts in Achaea (Koehl 2006, 15, 20, 82–83, 326–327, 369, nos. 62–68, 70).
In earlier periods, conical rhyta in particular were most popular during LH IIIA:2 and
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somewhat less so during LH IIIB, so perhaps their limited availability in LH IIIC is
simply a continuation of their decline (see, e.g., Mountjoy 1986, 83, 109, 127).
Nonethtless, it is also possible that because rhyta played an important role in the ritual
and ceremonial activities of the palatial elite, following the fall of the palaces at the end
of LH IIIB:2 their association with former ideologies and rituals no longer strictly
adhered to resulted in less of a demand for their production (Mountjoy 1986, 143; Koehl
2006, 369).

CONCLUSIONS

The initial aim of this dissertation was to analyze and synthesize information
about the evolution and character of LH IIIC pottery at Mycenae in order to formulate a
more cohesive and widely applicable rubric for its study and classification. Problems
inherent in the analysis of ceramic materials from this time period noted above—
including issues of deposition and context, a general lack of publication, and most
importantly, the creation of distinct regional preferences and styles resulting in the
creation of dissimilar chronological schemes—have made it difficult to clarify its
development. The previous, lengthy discussion has unfortunately proven to be no
exception to this rule.
Nonetheless, LH IIIC pottery has typically been addressed in monographs focused
on one of the periods many subdivisions, which has created a somewhat false sense of
discontinuity and disruption in the production of ceramic material (see, e.g., Deger341

Jalkotzy and Zavadil, eds., 2003, 2007; Deger-Jalkotzy and Bächle, eds., 2007). The
present work, by presenting a soundly representative amount of the corpus of published
post-Collapse pottery from Mycenae, has clearly demonstrated that very little about the
production technology and methods and the repertoire of shapes and decorative schemes
changed after the demise of the palatial administration. Organized in this way, it has been
easier to examine the almost organic development of some shapes, the disappearance or
replacement of other shapes, the introduction of new shapes and styles (e.g., the trefoilmouthed jug and carinated cup or the Close and Granary Styles), and the changing
preferences of the market for which these objects were produced.
Because the defining characteristic of post-Collapse Greece is regionalism, it may
never be possible to define a single standardized chronological system for the pottery of
the LH IIIC period. Indeed, this picture conforms well to the general unrest and
instability that characterize a Mycenaean society operating in absence of a central,
palatial authority. Compounding this, such an endeavor may unnecessarily complicate the
overall picture, lessening the value of establishing well-founded, smaller-scale contextual
and depositional sequences that allow for the understanding of site-specific
circumstances. In fact, as noted many times above, the veracity of the ceramic sequences
derived from the thorough study of the material from the Citadel House Excavations has
been well supported through fruitful comparisons with the select LH IIIC assemblages
from both the new Building Kappa and Lower Town excavations. Thus, the solid
identification of LH IIIC ceramic sequences at Mycenae both has and will continue to
permit fruitful comparisons to be made to other locations in the future.
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The crisis that immediately followed the Collapse resulted in the complete
elimination of the social, economic, and ideological infrastructure that the palatial
administration provided. Thus, the market provided by the Palatial period ceramic
industry, demanding the rapid fabrication of shapes in great quantities intended for
rituals, feasts, and trade, no longer existed. This was a severe blow to potters, resulting in
the loss of that major market. The implications of the new innovations of LH IIIC potters
will be discussed further in Chapter 5; nonetheless, the aforementioned ceramic evidence
from Mycenae is a testament to the ingenuity of potters operating after the Collapse and
their ability to reinvigorate what must have been an ailing industry and influence trends
in pottery production for centuries to come. By creating a number of new shapes that
would become essential to everyday life by the Protogeometric period and beyond,
shapes that were consumable and disposable, as well as capable of being produced
quickly and easily, potters were able to maintain a smaller but steadier stream of revenue.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS:
RESPONSES TO THE CRISIS FOLLOWING THE COLLAPSE OF THE
MYCENAEAN PALATIAL ADMINISTRATION AT MYCENAE

RESPONSE NO. 1 TO THE CRISIS: POTTERY FOR FUNERARY PRACTICES

In the crisis that immediately followed the collapse of the Mycenaean palaces,
both the economic and ideological infrastructure that these administrations provided was
obliterated. Thus, the market provided by the Palatial period ceramics industry, which
demanded the mass production of vessel shapes intended to meet the needs of rituals,
feasts, and major overseas trade, was similarly demolished. This was a severe blow to
potters, resulting in the catastrophic loss of that major market. In their diminished
capacity, struggling LH IIIC potters recouped some of their losses through the
modification of several aspects of production. No longer operating under the aegis of a
palace-dominated system, funerary beliefs and practices underwent significant
transformation as communities struggled to define themselves and adapt to shifting
political and social realities. By creating a number of new shapes that would become
essential to newfound funerary beliefs and practices by the Protogeometric period and
beyond, shapes that were consumable and disposable, as well as capable of being
produced quickly and easily, potters were able to maintain a smaller but steady stream of
revenue.
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The contrast between LH IIIB and Protogeometric funerary assemblages is
intreresting and can be seen in Figure 5.1. The main LH IIIB drinking vessel, which was
used for feasts and also frequently included in funerary deposits, was the kylix. Although
it is unpainted and can be made quickly on the wheel, it is tall, sleek, and aristocratic in
form, requiring a high level of manufacturing expertise. On the other hand, the main
Protogeometric drinking vessel, the deep bowl (now referred to as the skyphos), is easier
to produce with a squat and more practical form and a wider base; it is always painted
and similarly frequently found in burials. The LH IIIB oil vase, the stirrup jar, is complex
and enigmatic, with a false, closed-off spout, and a number of other accessory features,
and its production required a number of complicated steps. The new oil shape in the
Protogeometric period, the lekythos, is straightforward and practical, requiring less steps
during production. Additionally, the two new amphorae popular in the Protogeometric
period, both designed for the new funerary custom of burying cremated ashes, were
absolutely necessary for funerary practices. These are also most frequently painted,
requiring more time to make, and thus they are more expensive. Because all of these new
vessels would have been buried with the dead in funerary practices, new ones were
constantly in demand.
It is clear that Palatial period potters formed an integral part of the funerary
industry, supplying the most prevalent and arguably most integral component of grave
assemblages at the time: ceramic vessels employed in rituals or intended as objects for
the dead. At the end of LH IIIB, collective burial in chamber tombs and tholos tombs,
which placed an emphasis on hereditary ties, kinship, and standardized, corporate palatial
ideology, was the dominant practice (Dickinson 1994, 222–227; Wright 2008a, 149;
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2008b, 238). A tholos tomb is a completely stone-built structure, complete with a narrow
dromos (entranceway) leading to a stomion (doorway) that in turn leads to a large,
circular chamber with a corbeled stone vaule (Pelon 1976). A chamber tomb is a rock-cut
structure, uniformly smaller than a tholos, with a long dromos leading through a stomion
into a burial chamber that can vary in shape (Cavanagh and Mee 1998, 54–55; Mee 2010,
285). Individual inhumations in cists, pits, and vessels, however, were not unknown (see,
e.g., Lewartowski 2000, 111, where 12 such burial contexts are cataloged from the LH
IIIA:1–IIIB Argolid). The funerary rituals associated with these tombs centered on lavish
displays of wealth, both in the amount of time and materials invested in tomb
construction and in the quantity and quality of grave goods (Cavanagh 2008, 337).
Specifically in the LH IIIB period, the most common vessels found in burials were stirrup
jars, which, along with flasks, would have been suitable for the containment of perfumed
oils (Fig. 5.2). Piriform jars and alabastra were also common; small piriform jars along
with alabastra would have perhaps contained honey and various unguents. Various types
of jugs and kylikes were also common to LH IIIB internments, and these may have
formed part of eating and drinking sets, along with conical cups and shallow angular
bowls (Mountjoy 2001, 127–128, table V). Kylikes in particular appear to have been
important in Palatial period burials, as they are frequently discovered shattered in and
around the entranceways of chamber tombs, and thus they may have been utilized for
funeral toasts or libations (see, e.g., Wace 1932, 131).
On the surface, burial practices at the beginning of LH IIIC appear to have carried
on much the same as before, as collective burials in chamber tombs continued. A closer
examination of the evidence, however, reveals that the substantial sociopolitical
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alterations that took place following the collapse of the palaces brought about notable
changes. No major tholoi and even fewer chamber tombs were constructed in LH IIIC
and the later Submycenaean period (Cavanagh and Mee 1998, 89–97; Dickinson 2006,
178–183), and mortuary contexts that favored the individual, specifically cists, pits,
vessel inhumations, and cremations, gradually became widespread, both approaching and
throughout the subsequent Early Iron Age. The myriad burial choices exemplified in the
mixed landscape of the final years of Mycenaean culture is in stark contrast to the
uniformity of the LH IIIA–IIIB periods. Nonetheless, the most common grave offerings
in LH IIIC, similar to their palatial predecessors and to the benefit of potters, were
ceramic vessels. Closed shapes predominate, most commonly stirrup jars and
amphoriskoi; lekythoi and alabastra are also found. Among open shapes, vessels
associated with pouring, drinking, and eating are reported, including jugs and deep bowls.
New shapes like the belly-handled amphora, neck-handled amphora, and trefoil- mouthed
jug are also encountered occasionally at the beginning of the period, and belly-handled
amphorae and large amphoriskoi become much more common as cremation urns in LH
IIIC Middle and Late (Fig. 5.3; Mountjoy 2001, 127).

The Evidence in Detail

As noted in Chapter 3, there are only six chamber tombs at Mycenae that exhibit
signs of LH IIIC reuse (Tomb P-I, Panagia Cemetery; Tombs 515, 517, and 532, Kalkani
Cemetery; Tomb 502, Third Kilometer Cemetery; Tomb G-III, Gourtsoulia Cemetery),
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while one additional tomb was both constructed and used exclusively in this period
(Grave Gamma, Alepotrypa Cemetry). There are also reports that an unknown tomb
excavated by Tsountas in the Asprochoma East Cemetery furnished LH IIIC Middle
material (Tsountas 1888, 136–138; Shelton 1993, 194–195). These circumstances are in
plain contrast to the over 230 tombs of this type in use at various times during the Palatial
period. Many arguments about the reuse of chamber tombs following the Collapse have
been put forth by various scholars—for example, foreign invaders reoccupying the tombs
of conquered peoples (Wace 1932, 138) or impoverished communities seeking
economical ways to dispose of their dead (Desborough 1964, 32–40)—but many of these
theories alone have proven insufficient. While it is possible that fluid and unstable
populations in the wake of the Collapse resulted in the inability of former residents to
object to the practice (Cavanagh and Mee 1978; Mee and Cavanagh 1984, 59–60), it is
also possible that the same individuals and communities that resided in locations prior to
the Collapse remained there, simply continuing to rely on old burial forms.
The slow evolution toward individual burials that can be observed at Mycenae
and elsewhere, rather than the rapid adoption of these practices, perhaps adds weight to
the notion that the cultural makeup of post-Collapse communities was not significantly
altered. At least 20 single and relatively poor cist, pit, and vessel inhumations are known
from the LH IIIC site, located in areas both inside and outside the Citadel walls (cist
beneath Processional Way; larnax in Stratum X of the Lion Gate “Staircase” deposit;
Tomb Gamma 31; pit grave near the Lion Tomb; Graves I–V in the “Workshop”; Grave
XXXIX; six pit graves above the House of the Tripod Tomb and the Tripod Tomb; pithos
internment and pit grave above Cyclopean Terrace Building; pit above Room 12 of the
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Panagia Houses). These internments are, notably, primarily (although not exclusively)
confined to LH IIIC Late, a further indication of gradual changes in funerary practices
At least 41 vessels were recovered from the aforementioned LH IIIC burials at
Mycenae. From this data, it is immediately apparent that potters in the area worked to
fulfill the demands of an evolving funerary industry. A number of stirrup jars are present,
for example, and these are only of the globular type (e.g., nos. 29 [Fig. 3,25:c], 30 [Fig.
3.27], 32–35 [Figs. 3.30:f, 4.82], 41–43 [Figs. 3.28:c, 3.29:d], and the jar from Tomb GIII [Fig. 3.32]).
As noted in Chapter 4, only the globular stirrup jar was produced in LH IIIC, and
the piriform, squat, and conical types no longer appeared. This constriction in variety is a
clear indication that forms other than the globular were not required for burial rites or as
grave goods following the Collapse, whereas all varieties could be found in tombs of the
earlier Palatial period.
It is additionally clear that stirrup jars are no longer produced following LH IIIC
Late/Submycenaean, and it is widely accepted that these vessels were completely
replaced by lekythoi during the Protogeometric period (Desborough 1952, 69; Mountjoy
2001, 114). Although lekythoi, essentially smaller versions of narrow-necked jugs, were
in use in LH IIIC before the stirrup jar completely fell out of fashion, they were intended
for an identical function, the containment of small amounts of valuable liquid
commodities (almost certainly perfumed oil). To allow the replacement of the stirrup jar,
a vessel that had been ubiquitous and essential to funerary practice prior to the Collapse,
rituals and beliefs must have changed, perhaps because the shape was too reminiscent of
an ill-remembered palatial past, or because potters favored the lekythos and influenced
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taste. It is notable that in the Submycenaean cist tomb Gamma 31 at Mycenae, where two
narrow-necked jugs (nos. 3, 4; Fig. 3.25:f, g) and two lekythoi (nos. 3, 4; Fig. 3.25:d, e)
were found alongside a single stirrup jar (no. 29; Fig. 3.25:c). If these vessels are
associated with different internments that took place in subsequent phases, the evolution
in both practices and production trends can be observed in a single tomb. The effect on
the pottery industry was ultimately very positive. A lekythos is much simpler than a
stirrup jar in its design, so a single potter with a quota of vessels can make the required
number in a much shorter time.
A number of amphoriskoi are also noted in the chamber tombs (4–7, 9; see Figs.
3.29:f, 3.30:g–i), and these are again one of the most common vessels found in LH IIIC
tombs. This shape is thought to have replaced the alabastron, a trend that began at the end
of LH IIIB:1 and reached its fruition in LH IIIC. Alabastra occured, though rarely, until
LH IIIC Late, while amphoriskoi notably continued through the Protogeometric period
(Lemos 2002, 63). Amphoriskoi eventually became common cremation urns in the later
phases of LH IIIC. Similar to the scenario laid out above for stirrup jars and lekythoi,
therefore, the replacement of alabastra with amphoriskoi was likely carried out to fulfill
the demands of new funerary rituals and beliefs following the Collapse, and the influence
of the potters who created this shape lasted for generations.
A single neck-handled amphora (no. 2; see Fig. 3.29:b), dated to LH IIIC Late,
was also present in the chamber tombs at Mycenae. This shape is notably new in LH IIIC
Middle, perhaps an innovation of the short-lived renaissance that occurred during that
phase. Neck-handled amphorae continued to be produced through Submycenaean into in
the Protogeometric period, at which time the shape began to receive somewhat more
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elaborate decoration (see below). By this time, both it and the belly-handled amphora,
which also originated in LH IIIC, would begin to be used as cremation urns, the former
commonly for men and the latter for women (Fig. 5.4; Dickinson 2006, 124, 128). These
two new shapes, therefore, first manufactured in the initial phases following the Collapse,
would be regarded as essential to later funerary practices.
The practice of cremation was fairly widespread but not particularly well attested
in LH IIIC. Post-Collapse examples of the rite, however, mark the beginning of a
funerary ritual that would gain in popularity and run throughout many of the following
centuries. At Mycenae itself, the only known examples of LH IIIC cremation burials
come from the tumulus at Chania, located 3 km to the southwest of the Citadel. A total of
nine inurned cremations dating to LH IIIC Middle and early LH IIIC Late are contained
therein (Palaiologou 2013, 249–250). Several vessels, including two belly-handled
amphorae (nos. 1 [Fig. 3.33:g], 2) and a single amphoriskos (no. 8), were utilized as
cremation urns, in addition to two amphorae (nos. 1 [Fig. 3.33:f], 19), two large jugs
(nos. 8 [Fig. 3.33:e], 9), one stirrup jar (no. 39), and one hydria (no. 12). Notable for the
Chania Burial Mound is the fact that of a number of shapes common prior to the Collapse
and new shapes that become common in LH IIIC and beyond were represented, including
those that were used to cover the urns, namely deep bowls (nos. 147 [Fig. 3.33:b], 164), a
shallow angular bowl (no. 37; Fig. 3.33:c), a basin (no. 6; 3.33:d), and a deep
semiglobular cup (no. 12; Fig. 3.33:a). These vessels nicely embody the changing
demands that new sociopolitical and cultural norms exerted on pottery workshops, and
show how these workshops responded to demands and shaped production for the funerary
industry well into the Protogeometric period and beyond.
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The larnax burial in the Lion Gate “Staircase” deposit (Larnax 2; Fig. 3.24:a),
when combined with the pithos burial from the Cyclopean Terrace Building (Pithos 20;
Fig. 3.28:a), is also notable with respect to pottery production. Lantzas has shown that
vessel inhumations in amphorae, pithoi, and other vessel types also began to be more
popular throughout LH IIIC, and they then became increasingly common in the
subsequent Protogeometric period (Lantzas 2012, fig. 34). Echoing sentiments by
Branigan and Boyd, she argues that vessel inhumations containing one individual are
further indications of the shift away from collective burial and thus in turn a shift away
from palatial burial practices (Branigan 1993, 66; Boyd 2002, 70; Lantzas 2012, 70).
Potters, then, would have been increasingly called upon to create the large vessel shapes
appropriate for such burials, and were therefore uniquely positioned to exploit an
emerging market.
Notably, individual burials at Mycenae that greatly resemble the aforementioned
post-Collapse internments—both in the forms of burials and in the offerings they
sometimes contained, most commonly ceramic vessels—took place well into the
Submycenaean period and Early Iron Age (ca. 18 total, see Ch. 3; Lemos 2002, 183, 185;
Dickinson 2006, 185). Indeed, Dickinson sees the individual inhumations of the EIA as a
continuation of those trends that developed during the LH IIIC and Submycenaean
periods (2006, 183–184), at which time vessels continued to be among the most common
offerings to the dead, and often the only such items provided (Lemos 2002, 189). Many
of the developments noted in LH IIIC pottery can be observed to have come to their
fruition in the Protogeometric–Geometric tombs from Mycenae, although the majority of
these burials are relatively poor in terms of grave goods. Early Protogeometric tomb PG
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601, for example, and Protogeometric cist tomb PG 606 contained belly-handled
amphorae, shapes that initially became popular in LH IIIC (see Fig. 5.4). Protogeometric
tomb Gamma 23 also contained a lekythos, along with a neck-handled amphora (Fig.
5.5). Additionally, trefoil- mouthed jugs, again a new shape in LH IIIC Middle, were
prevalent in these tombs, at least 10 having been found in Late Protogeometric–Early
Geometric tomb PG 602 and Early Geometric tombs G 603, G 604, and G 607 (Fig. 5.6).
Tomb G 607 also furnished two amphoriskoi, four deep bowls, and a neck-handled
amphora (Fig. 5.7).

RESPONSE NO. 2 TO THE CRISIS: THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
PROTOGEOMETRIC SYMPOSIUM ASSEMBLAGE

The Archaic and Classical period symposium—a conversation between a host and
several guests set within a household dinner party and knit together by fine food,
excellent wine, and an attractive display of tableware—was such a mainstay of Greek
culture that Plato turned it into a literary form to explain the philosophies of Socrates.
The tableware setting that helped fashion this cultural activity was given a major step
forward by the potters of LH IIIC. With the loss of the palaces, the great palatial feasts
became household dinners, and recently transformed and carefully painted vessels helped
standardize the practice and make it into a social tradition.
The loss of a significant revenue stream threatened potters operating at postCollapse Mycenae and elsewhere: the massive demand for vessels to be used in large353

scale feasts. Although producers were not solely dependent upon the palaces for their
survival, the massive demand for vessels for feasting occasions likely formed a
cornerstone of their profits. The loss of these earnings in the face of the Collapse was
therefore a severe setback. In the absence of palatial influence, fractured communities
utilized smaller-scale collective eating and drinking activities as a tool for fostering group
cohesion and maintaining stability. Adaptable potters were thus able to reinvigorate their
besieged industry by catering production to these events, creating vessel shapes and new
decorative styles both suitable for and influential to new beliefs and practices. The
influence of LH IIIC potters in this respect would extend well into the Protogeometric
period. The Protogeometric vessels would influence those utilized in the symposia of
later periods.
The LH IIIB feasting assemblages and the Protogeometric symposium
assemblages can be seen in Figures 5.8 and 5.9. In the Protogeometric period, some
shapes common to LH IIIB feasting assemblages are present, such as the krater and the
hydria (see, e.g., the later Late Geometric house at Xeropolis, with mugs and kraters
along with skyphoi and trefoil- mouthed jugs; Popham et al. 1980, 14; Fox 2009, 135).
The trefoil- mouthed jug, a new shape in LH IIIC, also appears, and its presence is a
strong testament to the influence of the pottery manufactures of that period (see, e.g.,
location 74L-N at Asine, where trefoil- mouthed jugs and skyphoi were found;
Eagerström 1988a, 127; Fox 2009, 133–134). Most significantly, it is evident once again
that the kylix has been replaced by the skyphos (deep bowl; see above, Ch. 4, and below
for further discussion about the replacement of the kylix), a shape that has been found to
be dominant in many assemblages of the period considered to be representative of
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communal eating and drinking practices (see, e.g., Unit IV-1 at Nichoria, where the
assemblages was dominated by skyphoi [Eagerström 1988a, 34, 128; 1988b, 39; Fox
2009, 129–133], and Building C at Asine [Wells 1983, 34; Mazarakis Ainan 1997, 197;
Lemos 2002, 211, Fox 2009, 134–135]). The one-handled cup, new in LH IIIC and
known then as the deep semiglobular cup, is also present, and would have served much
the same purpose as the skyphos. In both cases, there is a clear preference for more
practical shapes that are faster and easier to produce. Also, in most cases, decorated
vessels in the Protogeometric repertoire have large monochrome areas, a form of
decoration that can be easily executed by a relatively unskilled individual, perhaps by
simply dipping a vessel into paint. This is in stark contrast to elaborately and intricately
decorated LH IIIB vessels that would have required a great deal more time to produce.
Additionally, the straight lines often seen on Protogeometric vessels could have been
easily accomplished with the use of a ruler, string line, or compass, or by a steady hand
holding a brush up to the vessel while it spun on the wheel. Clearly, the necessity to
quickly and easily produce vessels in the LH IIIC period doubtlessly had an effect on
prevailing Protogeometric sensibilities.
Prior to the Collapse, the Mycenaean palatial administrations imparted their
collective, group ideology to surrounding communities by sponsoring various activities in
the sociopolitical sphere (Davis and Bennet 1999, 113; Wright 2004, 16; 2008b, 244).
Some of these activities were large-scale feasts, which allowed for the display and
legitimization of important values and also aided in the establishment and reinforcement
of complex relationships. Potters during the Palatial period supported these events
through the mass production of a select assortment of consumable, disposable vessel
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shapes. The kylix in particular, which was an incredibly popular and often produced
shape during the Palatial period, as well as dippers, kraters, goblets, shallow angular
bowls, deep bowls, and jugs have been singled out for use in Palatial feasts (see Fig. 5.8;
Wright 2004, 49–59; see also Cavanagh and Mee 1998; Gallou 2005).
In the absence of palatial influence after the crisis, surviving communities
struggled to navigate the unsettled and anxious sociopolitical environment. Among these
fractured communities, small-scale collective eating and drinking activities acted as an
arena for important social negotiations during a time of uncertainty. Such events may
have been organized by individuals interested in endorsing themselves, legitimizing their
personal power through links to the palatial past by their ability to mobilize resources.
Although it is clear pottery was no longer mass produced for such events in LH IIIC,
there is reason to believe that individuals at Mycenae were participating in such
occasions. Vessels found at LH IIIC Mycenae that can be associated with communal
eating and drinking activities perform many of the same functions as those found prior to
the Collapse, with deep bowls being the dominant shape, accompanied by deep
semiglobular cups, kraters, dippers, shallow angular bowls, jugs, hydriae, and trays (Fig.
5.10). Kylikes are also found in LH IIIC, although in significantly fewer numbers. While
they may have enjoyed a limited use in communal activities, it is clear that their symbolic
value was on the decline, and the kylix was eventually replaced completely by the
Protogeometric period.
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The Evidence in Detail

Deep bowls are by far the most common shape in the entire cataloged assemblage
(219 total), and these were produced from LH IIIC Early through the Submycenaean
period (Fig. 5.11; see also Figs. 4.19–4.28); most are from settlement contexts, but a
number are from burials as well. They outnumber the formerly popular kylix by a ratio of
more than 3 to 1, and they similarly dwarf the total numbers of all other cup types
represented. The dominance of deep bowls in other LH IIIC assemblages in the Argolid
is an indication that communal eating and drinking activities may have been a widely
accepted practice at this time. Deep bowls, in addition to kraters and shallow angular
bowls, formed the majority of the LH IIIC pottery assemblage in the altered megaron on
Terrace 10 at nearby Midea, and the kylix was notably almost totally absent from the area
(Walberg 1995, 87, 90; 1999, 887; 2007, 66–67, 114, 140–141, 144, fig. III:2). Other
indications of feasting at IIIC Midea were found in two rooms in the back of the
megaron, including millstones, pounders, whetstones, and animal bones, and food
production is thought to have taken place there (Walberg 1998, 214; 1999, 888; 2007,
64–65; Walberg and Reese 2008, 241). The preponderance of drinking vessels was also
highlighted in LH IIIC Early–Late deposits at nearby Tiryns (Fox 2009, 117–118, table
5.3). Deep bowls were also useful in funerary rituals involving drinking and perhaps also
eating, and several are found in tombs at Mycenae (e.g., nos. 167, 168, 170, 177, 189).
Clearly, the demand for deep bowls existed outside the funerary realm as well as within
it, and deep bowls are found in earlier burial deposits, but their inclusion in tombs is a
further testament to their newfound importance to LH IIIC society.
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The deep bowl would be produced through the Protogeometric period, at which
time it is referred to as the skyphos (see Fig. 5.9:b). The Protogeometric shape is
considered to have evolved directly from LH IIIC examples, as it took the form of a bowl
with two horizontal handles, was of a size somewhat larger than a cup, and was most
often largely monochrome on its interior and exterior (Lemos 2002, 33). Thus, potters
producing the deep bowl for feasting occasions in LH IIIC were able to directly influence
its popularity throughout many of the following generations. Like the kylix was to earlier
potters, deep bowls formed an indispensable component of production and became
essential to life.
Another type of cup produced at LH IIIC Mycenae that may have been common
to communal eating and drinking assemblages is the deep semiglobular cup (Fig. 5.12;
see also Figs. 4.8, 4.9). Nineteen of these appear in the present catalog. This shape was
new in the period following the Collapse, likely produced by potters to fulfill new
practices and beliefs. Three deep semiglobular cups (nos. 12, 17, 19) were recovered
from IIIC funerary deposits, indicating its importance to ritual drinking activities in that
realm. It remained influential well through the Submycenaean period and into the
Protogeometric period, at which time it is referred to as a one-handled cup; indeed, the
Protogeometric version, which is largely monochrome painted, changes very little from
that of the Submycenaean period (see Fig. 5.9:c; Lemos 2002, 27).
Kraters are also prevalent in the cataloged assemblage from LH IIIC Mycenae
(139 total; see Fig. 5.13; see also Figs. 4.43–4.49). These vessels were most probably
employed during communal eating and drinking occasions as containers for the mixing of
wine. Additionally, with large surface areas available for exterior decoration, the LH IIIC
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krater would have made a nice center- or display piece for a formally arranged table.
Indeed, many kraters from this time period are furnished with impressive and elaborate
pictorial decoration, an aspect that served to communicate important ideological and
social messages to attendees no doubt enhanced the influential nature of the shape.
Kraters survived well into the Protogeometric period and beyond, although because
relevant settlement contexts are hard to come by they are considered rare. Protogeometric
kraters in particular are thought to have been influenced by LH IIIC types that have
straight sides and rope patterns just below their rims (cf. Figs. 5.9:a, 5.13:a). Potters
producing kraters following the Collapse, therefore, clearly influenced the accoutrements
of communal eating and drinking occasions well after their heyday. Indeed, in the
Homeric epics, mixing wine with water in kraters and then drinking the mixture is an
important component of feasts as they are described (see, e.g., Od. 14.112; Sherratt 2004,
187–188).
Dippers, which may have been used to extract liquids from kraters and other
vessels during communal eating and drinking events, are also found at LH IIIC Mycenae,
although they are relatively rare (8 total; see also Figs. 4.102, 4.103). Notably, these
vessels do not appear to survive into LH IIIC Middle at Mycenae, at which time they may
have been replaced by the more versatile and multi- use carinated cup (14 total; Fig.
5.14:b; see also Figs. 4.15–4.18). The latter shape, however, did not last into the
Protogeometric period, and though it would have most certainly been suitable for feasting
events, it may represent an ultimately failed innovation of LH IIIC Middle potters.
Dippers, on the other hand, are found in the later Protogeometric period, although they
are similarly rare and in the Argolid are only found in tombs (Lemos 2002, 82). If the
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dipper indeed “reappeared” in the ceramic assemblage sometime in the Protogeometric
period, this circumstance might be a testament to their importance to LH IIIC communal
eating and drinking events and the lasting influence of potters.
The shallow angular bowl, thought to have been common to LH IIIB feasting
assemblages, is also present at LH IIIC Mycenae (40 total; see Figs. 3.33:c, 4.29–4.34).
Shallow angular bowls could have been used like dippers to extract the contents of larger
vessels, and would have also been suitable for the serving of semi-solid or solid foods,
like meat dishes. This shape, however, is not found at Mycenae following the end of LH
IIIC Late, illustrating well changing attitudes and practices surrounding communal eating
and drinking events following the Collapse.
Jugs suitable for serving of guests are also found at LH IIIC Mycenae. Small
globular jugs, for example, are noted, and although they were produced before the
Collapse, these vases became even more prevalent in the later phases of LH IIIC. Many
of these were found in funerary contexts (nos. 2, 3, 5, 6; see Figs. 3.26:a, 3.28:b, 3.29:a,
3.30:d) may have been used in funerary rituals involving eating and drinking. Globular
wide-necked jugs (4 total; see Figs. 3.30:e, 4.64) are cataloged in the present volume,
although only one example is found outside of a funerary context (no. 1), so these may
have been more commonly employed in burials. The globular wide-necked jug notably
survives into the Protogeometric period (Lemos 2002, 74). Another jug, the trefoil
mouthed variety, is also found at LH IIIC Mycenae (5 total; see Figs. 3.23, 3.29:b, 4.69,
4.70). These elaborate fine ware vessels would have been very well suited to communal
events, and all but one (no. 3) were found outside of funerary contexts, indicating that
they could have been used for both communal and funerary eating and drinking events.
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This shape is notable because it was new in LH IIIC Middle, likely an innovation of
potters operating during this flourishing phase, and it was popular through the
Submycenaean and into the Protogeometric period, at which time they were both popular
and essential to funerary practices, as they are mostly found in tombs, either as offerings
to the dead or as components of ritual practices. Protogeometric examples in fact
resemble Submycenaean versions greatly, as they are most commonly provided darkground decoration (Lemos 2002, 67–68).
The hydria may have also been important during LH IIIC communal eating and
drinking occasions, and they are cataloged from Mycenae (15 total, although some
fragmentary vessels recorded as jugs or amphorae may in fact by hydriae; see Figs. 4.97,
4.98), from both settlement and funerary contexts. These vessels would have been used
for the storage and pouring of water. This function is evidenced by the imagery present
on an Archaic black-figure hydria, which depicts women filling hydriae at a water
fountain (Fig. 5.15). The three handles include two horizontal ones high on the vessel for
lifting it when it is full and heavy, plus a vertical handle for holding it steady on the
shoulder or head and (later) for pouring. Although they commonly have simple linear
decoration in LH IIIC, many hydriae sport a motif on the belly opposite of the handle that
would have been visible to the party for whom a substance was being poured, rendering
them suitable for formal events. Notably, the hydria continues through the Submycenaean
period into the Protogeometric period, at which time it was available in both large and
small sizes (Lemos 2002, 65–66). In later symposia, hydriae were used alongside
amphorae containing wine and kraters for mixing in preparation for drinking.
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Finally, kalathoi may have served as a part of the LH IIIC communal eating and
drinking assemblage (Fig. 5.16:a; see also Figs. 4.50–4.55). Only 28 are cataloged from
Mycenae dating to this time period, but the shape survives into the Protogeometric
period, although no examples have been recovered thus far from Submycenaean or Early
Protogeometric contexts (Lemos 2002, 55). Kalathoi were likely used as vessels with
which to serve solid or semisolid foods, and their interiors are often decorated with
elaborate motifs, sometimes in the Pictorial or Close Styles. Trays, of which there are two
cataloged from LH IIIC Mycenae, also with elaborately decorated interiors, may have
served a similar purpose to the kalathos. This shape is a new shape in LH IIIC Middle,
and is found in the Protogeometric period, although no complete examples survive
(Lemos 2002, 88).
Other archaeological evidence for communal eating and drinking events at
Mycenae during LH IIIC Middle/Late was revealed through excavations of the East
House in the Lower Town, which is one of the best-preserved buildings dating to this
important phase (Tournavitou 2015). Indications for LH IIIC Late activity in this location
is significant, because indications of the limited reoccupation of Mycenae in other
locations in the area only indicate activity through LH IIIC Middle (Tournavitou 2015,
51). There, excavators revealed a closed fill containing a large quantity of pottery, nearlycomplete vessels, both open and closed and of all types, in addition to fragments of
cooking vessels. The latest material in this deposit dated to LH IIIC Late, including a
shallow angular bowl, long thought to have formed an important component of feasting
assemblages. Also found were archaeobotanical remains in the form of olives, legumes,
almonds, figs, cereals, and weeds, in addition to faunal remains including sheep, pig,
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goat, cattle, and red deer. The hypothesis is that is represents a “formal activity of
consumption [a feast] after which remains were deposited together (Tournavitou 2015,
43–45, fig. 10). Also, as has been shown in the catalog, a large deposit of high-quality
pottery was found to have washed down to the Citadel wall from places higher up on the
hill, containing the largest collection of LH IIIC pictorial pottery (French 2002, 136;
Thomatos 2006, 121 n. 10, 242). Although the source is unknown, its presence could be
an indication that feasting activities involving high-quality fine wares were taking place
in these locations during LH IIIC.

The Abandonment of the Kylix

Kylikes are relatively rare from LH IIIC Mycenae (70 total), in both settlement
and funerary contexts. Based on the current evidence, they are no longer encountered
after LH IIIC Middle at Mycenae, although they are found into the Early Iron Age at
select sites (e.g., Nichoria and Ithaca in western Greece; Dickinson 2006, 120). This
circumstance is in stark contrast to the extreme prevalence of the shape in LH IIIB, when
the kylix, strongly associated with palatial ideology, was mass produced on a large scale.
The gradual abandonment of the kylix that occurs throughout the period immediately
following the Collapse likely indicates a substantial change in beliefs and practices. Late
Helladic IIIC potters produced versions of the shape that varied from those of the Palatial
period, most substantially in decoration but also in form, but they were ultimately unable
to substantially influence the market, resulting in the eventually loss of the shape. By
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turning their attention to other types of cup, however, like the deep bowl and the deep
semiglobular cup, both of which were more practical and infinitely easier to produce,
they were able to survive following the Collapse.
That the kylix was of extreme importance to society in Palatial period Mycenaean
Greece can be surmised from evidence derived from both settlement and funerary
contexts that strongly indicates that the shape was at the height of its popularity at this
time (Mountjoy 1993, 120). The kylix is found in overwhelming numbers in a majority of
excavations. Those at the palace of Pylos, for example, have indicated that approximately
90.6 m2 was dedicated to their storage, and the shape made up ca. 50% of the overall
assemblage of over 8,000 ceramic vessels (Morris 1986, 138, 141). Hruby also concluded
that all of the fineware pottery from rooms 18–22 of the palace was made by a single
potter who was probably commissioned for a single occasion (see above; Hruby 2006,
192, 194, 215; Galaty 1999), lending support to the notion that the palaces engaged in the
sponsorship of large-scale feasts.
That the kylix was essential to palatial feasting practices can also be surmised
from a brief analysis of the activity’s hierarchical aspects. It has been argued that feasting
provided opportunities for individuals of every class and part of society. Elite individuals,
for example, could legitimize and reaffirm their standing, while the poor would be fed
and allowed to participate equally in the occasion, utilizing the same “forms of
expression” (Bendall 2004, 128; Hruby 2006, 230). Along this vein, it is likely that
ceramic kylikes were imitations of kylikes made of precious metals, now lost to history,
which could have been afforded by the rich but were well beyond the reach of most
individuals (Bendall 2004, 122–123). Undecorated ceramic kylikes, mass produced by
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palatial potters, therefore afforded members of lower classes of society an opportunity to
emulate and internalize the status symbols of their betters. Thus, the kylix as it was
utilized during feasts possessed great meaning, perhaps embodying palatial largesse and
the ability of the elite to mobilize and redistribute goods (Galaty 1999; Lantzas 2012, 81).
There is also evidence that feasting activities took place in secondary settlements in
addition to primary ones (i.e., palaces), for example at Tzoungiza, a settlement that is
often associated with Mycenae itself (Dabney, Halstead, and Thomas 2004, 77) and was
perhaps under its purview.
Palatial period kylikes are also often found in areas where cult activity is
suspected to have taken place, a further testament to their importance. One case in
particular, House G at Asine, where a kylix was found in a context likely intended for
libation rituals, led Hägg to suggest that the kylix was the vessel most commonly used in
both public and private libations during the Mycenaean period (1990). At Mycenae,
kylikes have been found in the Cult Center of the Citadel House Area in contexts
indicative of ritual feasting activities in the Room of the Fresco Complex and the Temple
Complex. There, in the Room with the Fresco Complex and the Temple Complex (Moore
and Taylour 1999, 84–87; Tzedakis and Martlew 1999, 128). In the funerary realm, the
kylix is most commonly associated with drinking rituals. Numerous examples have been
found deposited in the dromoi of tombs dating from LH IIIA to LH IIIB:2, the height of
palatial control (Cavanagh and Mee 1998, 111; Gallou 2005, 88–89). The popularity of
kylikes in this respect can be easily demonstrated by the situation at Dendra, a cemetery
located not far from Mycenae in the Argolid, which was probably associated with the
palace at Midea. There, kylikes made up ca. 40% of the total ceramic assemblage (Gallou
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2005, 94). One can imagine participants in a funerary ritual drinking a toast to or pouring
a libation for the dead, and then throwing their kylix against the door of the stomion or
simply into the dromos, breaking it to perhaps symbolize the interred’s break with the
living. Indeed, Fox writes that the consumption of alcohol at funerary rituals may have
served to “eas[e] the transition of the dead’s presence to their absence…[and] bond[ed]
guests at the funeral” (2009, 109).
The aforementioned feasting and religious activities were clearly heavily
influenced by the palatial elite at Mycenaean centers. Following the collapse of the
palaces, however, in the absence of a higher authority dictating aspects of taste, similar
types of proceedings would have taken on very different qualities, necessitating new
vessel shapes to fulfill their needs. Along these lines, it has already been demonstrated
that the kylix was replaced by the deep bowl in overwhelming numbers, at Mycenae and
other locations, an indication that it gradually lost its significance with respect to
communal eating and drinking activities. In the funerary sphere, it is also notable that
they are no longer found in great quantities in the dromoi, shafts, or chambers of tombs.
At Perati in Attica, for example, the large LH IIIC cemetery furnished only four kylikes
in its entire assemblage, and it contained hundreds of different tombs (Iakovidis 1980,
26). In this light, perhaps the kylix and the symbolism it possessed, having been largely
reminiscent of palatial largesse and mass production, was no longer relevant to new
practices and beliefs and was intentionally rejected (Galaty 1999; Lantzas 2012, 81).
Perhaps also, struggling potters did not have the time or manpower necessary to create
elaborate shapes like the kylix, gradually persuading their clientele to adopt vessels that
were easier to produce.
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Other indications that funerary drinking rituals changed in nature following the
Collapse come from other sites on mainland Greece. Kraters, cups, and bowls, for
example, were found in the dromoi of chamber tombs at Elateia-Alonaki in Central
Greece dating to LH IIIB/LH IIIC Early, although kylikes were still relatively fewer in
number, particular in the later stages (Cavanagh and Mee 2014, 52; Bachle in press).
Additionally, LH IIIC kraters depicting funerary scenes are reported from the dromoi of
chamber tombs at Hagia Triada and Kladeos in Elis, located in the Western Peloponnese
(Vikatou 1999, 2001), and four kraters and a single kylix, all dating to LH IIIC, were
found in the dromos of chamber tomb K2 at Pisaskion near Pylos (Blegen et. al. 1973,
229–130, figs. 289, 290). This is both an indication that kylikes were no longer utilized in
the same way as before and that, at least in some places, the custom of drinking libations
or toasts during funerals did continue. The predominance of deep bowls and kraters over
kylikes, however, means that these rituals likely changed in nature and necessitated the
hasty adaptation of potters.
Nonetheless, is notable that decorated kylikes, particularly at Mycenae,
experience a resurgence in LH IIIC, in contrast to the LH IIIB period when undecorated
versions of the shape were the norm (see above, Ch. 4). This may be representative of an
effort by potters to reinvigorate interest in the kylix, and they may have intended to
elevate the shape and increase demand by providing nicely decorated versions. In this
respect, they may have been successful for a time in religious activities, where,
particularly at Mycenae, new complexes thought to be shrines constructed over the old
Cult Center of the Palatial period contained kylikes in their pottery assemblages (Fox
2009, 177–178, table 5.3; see also Albers 1994, 51–52; Thomatos 2006, 215). Perhaps
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some individuals, many of whom may have belonged to a new type of elite class,
commissioned these symbolically laden objects to harken back to a better time or to
legitimize their own status as heirs to the palatial regime.

RESPONSE NO. 3 TO THE CRISIS: ATTEMPTED RENEWAL IN LH IIIC MIDDLE

The eradication of the infrastructure provided by the palatial administration at
Mycenae resulted in the destruction of the lucrative market provided by its demands on
the ceramic industry, inflicting a severe blow to the livelihood of potters operating in LH
IIIC. In the absence of such formerly significant and reliable sources of business,
producers of pottery were required to either adapt to their new diminished circumstances
or perish. The impoverishment of potters in the earliest years following the Collapse can
be well observed in the quality of the products that they produced: LH IIIC Early vessels
tended to be poorly formed and fired, and they displayed a smaller repertoire of
uncomplicated patterns, resulting in simpler, most often banded or monochrome
decoration. Approaching and throughout LH IIIC Middle, however, innovative potters
attempted a renaissance of sorts, working to reinvigorate and stimulate the market
through the introduction of increasingly elaborate pottery, which was decorated in
innovative ways with a wider variety of more complex patterns and a broader assortment
of motifs. These advances ultimately resulted in the production of higher-quality finished
products at Mycenae and elsewhere, as greater care in the forming and firing of vases was
taken. This revival was also accompanied by the creation of a number of local styles. The
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revitalization of the ceramics industry in LH IIIC Middle proved to be unsustainable, a
circumstance linked to the unstable nature of society at the time. Pottery workshops were
not able to reclaim their former glory, and they would never again rival those that
developed and were utilized under the palaces. This is exemplified by the diminished
quality of LH IIIC Late pottery, which is often characterized by simplified and carelessly
applied decoration and uneven firing. The contrast between LH IIIC Early, LH IIIC
Middle, and LH IIIC Late pottery can be observed in Figure 5.17.

The Evidence in Detail

The most obvious indication of a revival in pottery production in LH IIIC Middle
was the emergence of elaborate local styles—that is, the Octopus Style, the Granary
Style, the Close Style, and the Pictorial Style. The development of these local styles is
most commonly attributed to the rarity or total absence of other richly decorated media
coveted by elite individuals, for example seals, wall paintings, and vessels of made of
stone, metal, or exotic imports like ivory, ostrich eggs, or ebony (Rutter 1992, 62–67).
The ability of potters and their patrons to try new things in the absence of palatial
influence is also cited (Thomatos 2006; Lantzas 2012). Taking this a step further, one
could argue that the increasing experimentation and innovation of potters in their struggle
to rejuvenate rundown local markets culminated in the creation of these innovative and
imaginative styles.
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The Octopus Style is commonly found in the Dodecanese, Naxos, and Skyros,
and also on the mainland in Attica, Phocis, Laconia, Arcadia, Messenia, and the Argolid.
It appears solely on stirrup jars; two elaborate octopuses are placed on each side of the
vessel, and the spaces in between them are filled with a variety of intricate ornaments like
birds, fish, and abstract motifs (Mountjoy 1986, 156; 1999, 50). Stirrup Jar 39, which
served as a cremation urn in the Chania Burial Mound, is decorated in the Octopus Style,
while Belly-handled Amphora 3, found in the West Basement of the Granary, includes an
imitation of the style on its body (Figs. 4.75, 5.18; Wace et al. 1921–1923, pl. IX:b;
Mountjoy 1999, 159 n. 858; Palaiologou 2013, fig. 12:c, d).
More notable for the present volume is the Granary Style, which was originally
coined to describe vessels found on the floor of the East Basement of the Granary (Wace
first called it the “Granary Class”; Wace et al. 1921–1923, 30). Overall, this style is
simple in nature, with potters utilizing only a small variety of motifs, most commonly
wavy lines, antithetic loops, scrolls, and tassels. Many vessels simply have linear
decoration, while some shapes are monochrome; monochrome vessels were commonly
furnished with reserved lines and dotted rims. The Granary Style was commonly used on
hydriae, jugs, amphorae, cups, kraters, and deep bowls (Mountjoy 1986, 156; 1999, 49;
2001, 98). Many Granary Style vessels are included in the present catalog from Mycenae,
including Amphora 9 [Fig. 4.74], Amphoriskos 9, Hydria 11, Deep Semiglobular Cup 14,
Carinated Cup 11, Deep Bowl 139, Shallow Angular Bowl 36, and Kalathos 22 (see, e.g.,
Fig. 5.19).
The Close Style, which was produced in the Argolid and perhaps locally in a
workshop at Mycenae (Crouwel 2007, 74), can essentially be considered the antithesis of
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the Granary Style. Characterized by lively and elaborate designs that occupy every
available blank space of the vessel, it is a miniature style that is often found on stirrup
jars and deep bowls, and occasionally also occurs on trefoil-mouthed jugs, kylikes,
amphoriskoi, and kalathoi. Close Style vessels are most commonly decorated with birds,
animals, and abstract motifs, and the triangular patch is the most frequently employed
filling motif (Mountjoy 1986, 155; 1999, 50; 2001, 98–100). Significantly, vessels of the
Close Style were widely exported, and they have been found in Thebes, Rhodes,
Phthiotis, Laconia, Achaea, Arcadia, Phocis, Attica, and the Korinthia. Copies of the
style have also been unearthed in Boeotia, Phocis, and Rhodes (Mountjoy 1999, 50).
These details speak to the popularity of this innovative and elaborate style, and to the
limited success of potters to stimulate not only local markets but also those involved in
wider activities of exchange. Close Style vessels that can be found in the present catalog
include, among others, Mug 7, Deep Bowl 186, Kalathos 11, Trefoil- mouthed Jug 4,
Belly-handled Amphora 3 (on the shoulder), Stirrup Jar 6, and Hydria 15 (see, e.g., Fig.
5.20).
Finally, the rise of the Pictorial Style is another significant innovation of LH IIIC
Middle potters. The style is found in Messenia, the eastern mainland (including the
Argolid), and the Aegean islands, and Mycenae is considered to have been one of its
main centers of production, along with Tiryns, Lefkandi, Volos, Naxos, and Kos. The
Pictorial Style, which is not as elaborate in character as the Close and Octopus Styles,
most frequently included human figures, horses, and other animals in chariot, war, and
hunting scenes. Birds are a frequent occurrence, and sometimes added white paint was
employed as an added enhancement (Mountjoy 1986, 156; 1999, 50; 2001, 98–100). In
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many cases, however, Close style vessels include pictorial motifs, and it appears that the
Close Style and Pictorial Style are sometimes conflated. Significantly, this style was most
popular on kraters, and was also employed on collar-necked jars.
The popularity and utility of the krater in LH IIIC communal eating and drinking
activities has already been discussed. Additionally, it is clear that pictorial pottery was
more popular after the Collapse than before, as Vermeule and Karageorghis cataloged a
total of 11 LH IIIA:1, 34 LH IIIA:2, 123 LH IIIC, 117 LH IIIB/IIIC, and 150 LH IIIC
examples (1982; Fox 2009, 143 n. 30). The specific preponderance of kraters with
pictorial motifs is therefore significant. With the disappearance of other “higher” art
forms, the relatively large area available for decoration on this type of vessel afforded the
potter a larger “canvas” on which to paint. Experimentation and innovation in this area,
then, allowed for the creation of prestigious display pieces. Perhaps this vessel shape,
then, as the appropriate and standard centerpiece of any table, served as a means of
communication. Elite individuals who could afford large, richly decorated kraters could
effectively advertise their status and wealth, and also promote certain ideological and
social ideals (Crouwel 2006, 19, 22; Thomatos 2006, 141–142; Fox 2009, 143; Lantzas
2012, 83–84). Such large kraters could have also served as aids for the telling of oral tales
or epics (Fox 2009, 143), which themselves served to promote societal principles.
The new types of pictorial motifs and scenes employed on kraters in this style are
seen as a major and significant change from those of the Palatial period, and their
examination can perhaps provide information about deviations in ideology and social
practices. In the LH IIIC Pictorial Style, human figures were depicted in dynamic scenes
that had never before been seen on pottery, including individuals hunting, seafaring,
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fishing, playing music, dancing, racing chariots, and practicing funerary activities. Scenes
of obvious palatial interest like bull-jumping or boxing were no longer desired, likely
because activities associated with the palaces were actively abandoned following the
Collapse (Rutter 1992, 63; Thomatos 2006, 141; Fox 2009, 144). Additionally, most
human figures were shown armed and ready for or engaging in battle, likely conveying a
need to achieve power through the display of strength; attributes like bravery and battle
prowess were doubtlessly considered a necessity during an unstable time, particularly for
elite individuals (Stockhammer 2009, 167; Yasur-Landau 2010, 94–95). Interestingly,
Yasur-Landau maintains that similar imagery can be seen in iconography created during
the Shaft Grave period, which comprised the formative years of the Mycenaean world, a
similarly insecure period (2010, 94).
It is also interesting to note that while pictorial pottery of LH IIIA and IIIB was
intended primarily for export, that of LH IIIC was most commonly consumed on a more
local basis (Yasur-Landau 2010, 83). This state of affairs could be indicative of a
breakdown of trading networks, but it also may indicate a desire for the elite to convey
messages on a smaller scale, with a focus on solidifying their power and their
communities in order to make for a more stable home environment. Whatever the specific
purpose of Pictorial Style pottery, the manufacture of this type of pottery and its
flourishing during LH III Middle is a testament to the increased size and sophistication of
ceramic workshops at this time, and to their ability to affect stylistic trends on a
widespread scale.
Many fascinating examples of the Pictorial Style can be found at LH IIIC Middle
Mycenae, a fact that led Crouwel to hypothesize about the presence of a large workshop
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there that also produced Close Style pottery (2007, 74). The so-called Warrior Vase is the
most notable example (no. 44; see Fig. 3.18). This vessel shows a line of armored
soldiers marching, presumably off to battle, and a female figure bidding them farewell.
The artist of this particular vessel is notably often connected to that of a painted
sandstone stele from Aleoptrypa tomb 70, which shows a similar file of soldiers
(Tsountas 1896; Xenaki-Sakellariou 1985, 203–204, frontispiece; Immerwahr 1990, 150–
151, pl. 84; Günter 2000, 358–359). Along the same vein, Kraters 23 and 24 may show
warriors carrying shields (see Fig. 4.46), in one case onto a chariot, while a man, horse,
and possible chariot can be found on Deep Bowl 89 (Fig. 5.21:a; see also Fig. 4.27).
Overall, chariots appear to have been quite popular, and they are found on six other
cataloged examples from Mycenae (Deep Bowl 90, Kraters 69, 76, 94; see, e.g., Fig.
5.21:b, c; see also Fig. 4.27). Additionally, a hunting scene involving a deer running
away from a dog can be found on Krater 123, and a variety of birds and horses can be
seen on Collar-necked Jar 8, the so-called Horses and Birds jar (Fig. 5.22; Crouwel 1991,
nos. G 2, G 5A–B; 2007, 79–80).
A final sign of a revival in pottery manufacturing at Mycenae can be observed in
the pottery sequence derived from material from the Citadel House Area, which has been
developed by Sherratt and French. The LH IIIC ceramic assemblage from this location
was divided into five separate chronological phases: Early, Tower, Developed,
Advanced, and Late. These phases and their limitations have been previously discussed in
greater deal, particularly in reference to trends among individual shapes. In brief,
however, the Early and Tower Phases comprise the first and second parts of LH IIIC
Early, while the Developed and Advanced Phases comprise the first and second parts of
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LH IIIC Middle. A majority of these phases appear have been defined stratigraphically,
but the Developed Phase is based solely on stylistic observations. Additionally,
excavators have stated that the exact origins of a great deal of the material from the
Citadel House Area is ultimately unknown, as much had been washed down from other
locations on the Citadel, resulting in secondary deposition and scattered isolated deposits
(French 2007, 175–176; Sherratt 2011, 61).
Because of these not insignificant drawbacks, the many phases defined by this
material have been largely avoided in the present volume in favor of the tripartite scheme
(LH IIIC Early, Middle, Late), which is more easily applied to other archaeological sites.
Nonetheless, the Developed and Advanced Phases can be defined at Tiryns, and
Mountjoy has managed to link the Developed Phase at Mycenae to Phase Ib at Lefkandi,
and the Advanced Phase to Phase 2a at Lefkandi, Perati II, and the dromos niche in Tomb
5 at Asine (1999, 49; 2007, 222). Based on the available evidence, the Citadel House
Area phases cannot be reliably applied to other locations at Mycenae, but this situation
could change with the excavation of more stratigraphically sound and reliable LH IIIC
deposits in the future.
Nonetheless, it can be observed throughout the five phases of the Citadel House
material that styles in pottery changed gradually, becoming increasingly elaborate
approaching the Advanced Phase (LH IIIC Middle 2), notably when both the Close and
Granary Styles began to be produced at Mycenae. In the Early Phase (LH IIIC Early 1),
the material is related closely to that of LH IIIB, and is considered by excavators as
possibly mixed LH IIIB:2 and LH IIIC Early in character. Deep bowls are the most
prominent shape, and plain linear decoration is common on larger closed vessels (Sherratt
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2011, 63–67). In the Tower Phase (LH IIIC Early 2), deep bowls continue to be the most
popular shape and many shape still carry linear decoration, but painted conical kylikes
appear and carinated cups appear for the first time. Additionally, unpainted shapes make
up less of a percentage of the overall assemblage than before, in direct contrast to LH
IIIB trends (Sherratt 2011, 68–71).
In the first part of LH IIIC Middle, the Developed Phase (LH IIIC Middle 1),
monochrome deep bowls with a single reserved line below the rim are introduced, highly
standardized, linear-decorated shallow angular bowls are found for the first time, and the
linear decoration so prominent on larger closed vessels is accompanied by the tassel
motif (FM 72). Additionally, more elaborate decoration can be found on many shapes,
including deep bowls, small jugs and jars, and kraters, while even less unpainted shapes
can be found (Sherratt 2011, 72–73). Finally, in the Advanced Phase, monochrome deep
bowls sport multiple reserved lines both inside and out, while the Close Style can be
found on many shapes, including deep bowls, trefoil-mouthed jugs, and stirrup jars.
Elaborate pictorial patterns are found on many kraters, linear shallow angular bowls
make up a significant proportion of the assemblage, and unpainted shapes appear even
less (Sherratt 2011, 73–79).
All of the aforementioned evidence points toward a gradual resurgence in the
artistic sensibilities of LH IIIC potter at Mycenae, and toward a renewed interest in
pottery that is elaborately decorated in ways that differ from that of the earlier Palatial
period. Potters utilized more complex patterns, different modes of arrangement, and a
wider variety of pictorial themes. They also created a number of innovative, elaborate
local styles, some of which were ultimately traded far and wide. It was during this
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attempted revival that LH IIIC pottery reached its acme, and the ability of potters to have
achieved even a brief renaissance is a likely indication that society had begun to stabilize
for a time and individuals had begun to prosper. This can be exemplified by the situation
at Tiryns, for example, where signs of social differentiation and authority are present in
the construction of Megaron W and House O in the Lower Town (Thomatos 2006, 194–
196, 258–259; Mülenbruch 2009, 315).
Nonetheless, it is clear that LH IIIC society was still largely insecure, as no
monumental architecture was produced and luxury goods and metals were rare. Overall,
populations continued to decline and sites were increasingly abandoned, resulting in the
decrease of local patronage and the further breakdown of markets and trade networks, all
symptoms of processes that had begun in the years immediately following the Collapse.
Additionally, the phase ended in a number of destructions, notably at Mycenae, where the
Granary was destroyed by fire and never rebuilt (Mountjoy 1999, 48). As a result of this
unfavorable environment, potters were unable to sustain this brief revitalization of their
industry into LH IIIC Late and beyond.

CONCLUSIONS

Overall, the loss of the palaces marked the emergence of the household as the
cornerstone of society. Linear B evidence from the eras prior to the Collapse indicate that
individual households were able to procure materials necessary for everyday living from
craftspeople associated with the palaces. Some households, however, were involved in
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production and exchange via networks that existed outside the realm of the palatial
administrations and involved in particular extra-palatial potters and bronze workers
(Nakassis 2013). After the fall of the palaces, these household-supported networks
became even more substantial, allowing for their survival and for the survival of their
associated communities.
The immediate effects on the sociopolitical and economic nature of LH IIIC
following the Collapse were profound and permanent, and they immediately proved
detrimental to potters who were largely reliant upon the organization provided by the
palatial administration. The removal of the social conformity promoted and emphasized
by palatial culture following the Collapse, however, allowed for newfound arenas of
choice, perhaps spurred on by various loci of power operating in close proximity to one
another. Individuals were free to be more selective about what kind of cultural
accouterments they desired, including the kinds of pottery they required to fulfill their
rapidly evolving needs, and pottery producers, in the interest of survival, worked hard to
meet and influence these arenas. New ceramic forms were developed that met the new
requirements of the people, forms that would prove essential to life in later
Protogeometric Greece and beyond.
Protogeometric funerary customs, for example, required specific vessels to meet
evolving needs and practices, and the crucial origins of these shapes can be found in the
repertoires of LH IIIC potters. Intricate shapes that required a great deal of expertise to
produce were replaced by less complex ones that could be rapidly produced—the kylix
was replaced by the deep bowl, while the stirrup jar was replaced by the lekythos. Neckhandled and belly-handled amphorae, both essential to the increasingly common practice
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of cremation, were further developed and their decoration gradually elaborated.
Elsewhere, amphoriskoi replace alabastra and large shapes required for vessel burials are
increasingly in demand.
Additionally, the eventual Archaic and Classical symposium required specific
table ware for the formal drinking ceremony. The roots of the shapes that became
essential to this practice can be found in the LH IIIC and Protogeometric periods. A
container for the wine, a jug or amphora, was required, in addition to a container for the
water, the hydria. A large mixing bowl with a wide upper rim in which the two liquids
could be contained, the krater, was also a necessity, and it often served as a centerpiece
for the table. Vessels with which to dip the wine out of the mixing bowl and pour it into
drinking vessels were required, and dippers would have handily served this purpose.
Finally, deep bowls, carinated cups, and deep semiglobular cups served as drinking
vessels.
The changing needs of those operating within LH IIIC society eventually sparked
a renaissance in LH IIIC Middle, which was spurred on by improving economic
circumstances and characterized by a renewed interest in higher-quality, elaborate and
uniquely decorated pottery. This revival was also accompanied by the creation of a
number of local styles, including the Close and Granary Styles in the Argolid, perhaps at
Mycenae itself. Additionally, the circumstances specific to pottery production at
Mycenae leading up to, during, and following the LH IIIC Middle renaissance
significantly can be traced through the study of the five-phase ceramic sequence
developed from the Citadel House Area material. Although the revitalization of the
ceramics industry at this time was unsustainable due to the unstable nature of society at
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the time, the simple fact of its existence is an indication that pottery workshops at LH
IIIC worked hard to remain relevant, productive, and lucrative in the face fallout of the
Collapse.
As noted in Chapter 3, LH IIIC Mycenae was a community in transition, seeking
new equilibrium in the absence of a large central authority. Invidivuals at Mycenae
looked to define themselves by adopting innovative economic, social, and cultural
practices, both funerary and mundane, that have been shown to be an interesting mix of
old and new customs. The analysis of ceramic remains from LH IIIC Mycenae, as a
ubiquitous artifacts commonly indicative of both the everyday and aesthetic needs of a
society, has provided crucial data toward the understanding of this time period. Not only
is the pottery from post-Collapse Mycenae a testament to the ability of its remaining
population to survive and thrive, but also to the ingenuity and tenacity of potters
operating at the time, and also to their ability to reinvigorate what must have been an
ailing industry. In the absence of the palaces, potters were able to both create and exploit
a market that was lucrative enough to sustain them, and this market ultimately enabled
them to create new and exciting shapes and decorative styles that would influence pottery
production in Greece for centuries to come.
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APPENDIX A
CATALOG OF LH IIIC POTTERY FROM MYCENAE

I. OPEN VESSELS
A. Cups
1. Kylikes (FS 257, 264, 267, 273–275, 277)
a. Fine Pinkish-yellow Fabric
Kylix 1 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-1513; Mycenae Museum BE 16249). FS 264.
Undecorated. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 511. Comments: Found on
floor of Room xxxiv. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Kylix 2 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-419; Mycenae Museum BE 24334). FS 267.
Undecorated. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 467. Comments: Found on
floor of Room xxxiv. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Kylix 3 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-417; Mycenae Museum BE 16312). FS 267.
Undecorated. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 464. Comments: Found on
floor of Room xxxiv. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Kylix 4 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-508; Mycenae Museum BE 16206). FS 274.
Undecorated. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 399. Comments: Found on
floor of Room xxxiv. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Kylix 5 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-912; Mycenae Museum BE 16203). FS 277.
Undecorated. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 439. Comments: Found on
floor of Room xxxiv. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
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Kylix 6 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0299, 2011_PU_131; Fig. 4.1). FS 274/275. Int.
monochrome. H. 5.2 cm. Portion of lower body, stem, and base preserved. Date:
LH IIIC Early.
Kylix 7 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0443, 2011_PU_120; Fig. 4.1). FS 274/275.
Ext. tails of whorl shell FM 23.10(?); int. monochrome. L. 3.1; w. 2.8; est. diam.
12. Sherd; body. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Kylix 8 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_1133, 2011_PU_410; Fig. 4.2). FS 274/275.
Ext. undecorated as pres.; int. monochrome. L. 2.1; w. 1.8; est. diam. 10 cm.
Sherd; body. Date: LH IIIC Early–Middle.
Kylix 9 (Building Kappa; Inv. no. MYCK_03_0140; Mycenae Museum bag 32514; Fig.
4.2). FS 274/275. Ext. linear decoration; int. undecorated. H. 6.2; th. of stem 2
cm. Portion of lower body and stem preserved. Date: LH IIIC Early–Middle.
Kylix 10 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0268, 2011_PU_373; Fig. 4.2). FS 274/275.
Linear decoration. H. 2; th. of stem 2.5 cm. Date: LH IIIC Early–Middle.
Kylix 11 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0384, 2009_PU_258; Fig. 4.2). FS 274/275.
Linear decoration. H. 4.1; est. diam. 5.2; th. of stem 2 cm. Portion of lower body
and stem. Date: LH IIIC Early–Middle.
Kylix 12 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0190, 2009_PU_271; Fig. 4.2). FS 274/275.
Linear decoration. H. 3.46; th. of stem 2.25 cm. Portion of stem preserved. Date:
LH IIIC Early–Middle.
Kylix 13 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0114, 2009_PU_318; Fig. 4.2). FS 274/275.
Linear decoration. L. 3.1; w. 2; diam. of base 10 cm. Portion of base. Date: LH
IIIC Early–Middle.
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Kylix 14 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_1063, 2010_PU_221; Fig. 4.2). FS 274/275.
Linear decoration. H 5.7; th. of stem ca. 2 cm. Portion of stem preserved. Date:
LH IIIC Early–Middle.
Kylix 15 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0431, 2010_PU_282; Fig. 4.2). FS 274/275.
Linear decoration. H. ca. 1.6; w. 3.9; diam. base 10 cm. Portion of base. Date: LH
IIIC Early–Middle.
Kylix 16 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_1030, 2008_PU_327). FS 274/275. Ext. linear
decoration; int. monochrome. L. 2.5; w. 2.5 cm. Sherd; body. Date: LH IIIC
Early–Middle.
Kylix 17 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0646, 2010_PU_343; Fig. 4.2). FS 274/275.
Ext. linear decoration; int. monochrome. L. 1.95; w. 3.9; est. diam. 14 cm. Sherd;
body. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, fig. 222. Date: LH IIIC Early–Middle.
Kylix 18 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0081, 2009_PU_239; Fig. 4.2). FS 274/275.
Ext. linear decoration; int. monochrome. L. 2.56; w. 3.06; est. diam. 9. Date: LH
IIIC Early–Middle.
Kylix 19 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0490, 2009_PU_300; Fig. 4.2). FS 274/275.
Ext. linear decoration; int. monochrome. H. 3; est diam. 6.5 cm. Portion of lower
body and stem. Date: LH IIIC Early–Middle.
Kylix 20 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0109, 2009_PU_318; Fig. 4.3). FS 274/275.
Int. monochrome; handle reserved as pres. L. of handle pres. 3.5; w. 2.5; th. of
handle 0.6 cm. Portion of body with vertical flattened, high-swung handle
attachment. Date: LH IIIC Middle–Late.
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Kylix 21 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0495, 2009_PU_300; Fig. 4.4). FS 267. Ext.
extremely badly pres., possibly vertical wavy lines, FM 53; int. monochrome. H.
4; w. 7.6; diam. rim 14 cm. Sherd; rim and body. Date: LH IIIC(?).
Kylix 22 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-442; Mycenae Museum BE 16165). FS 274.
Undecorated. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 684. Date: LH IIIC.
Kylix 23 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0424, 2009_PU_135; Fig. 4.4). FS 274/275.
Undecorated. H. 2.83; th. of stem 2.2 cm. Portion of stem and base preserved.
Date: LH IIIC.
Kylix 24 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0466, 2009_PU_161; Fig. 4.4). FS 274/275.
Undecorated. H. 2.4; diam. base 6 cm. Portion of base and lower stem preserved.
Date: LH IIIC.
Kylix 25 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0473, 2009_PU_161; Fig. 4.4). FS 274/275.
Undecorated. H. 8; th. of stem 2.6 cm. Portion of stem, lower body, and base
preserved. Date: LH IIIC.
Kylix 26 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0493, 2009_PU_300; Fig. 4.4). FS 274/275.
Undecorated. H. 7.5; th. of stem 1.8 cm. Portion of lower body, complete stem,
and portion of base. Date: LH IIIC.
Kylix 27 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0143, 2010_PU_285; Fig. 4.4). FS 274/275.
Undecorated. H. 4.8; th. of stem 1.8 cm. Portion of stem and lower body pres.
Date: LH IIIC.
Kylix 28 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0863, 2010_PU_367; Fig. 4.4). FS 274/275.
Undecorated. Diam. of base 6 cm. Portion of base preserved. Date: LH IIIC.
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Kylix 29 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0174, 2009_PU_344; Fig. 4.4). FS 274/275.
Undecorated. H. 3.8; th. of stem 2 cm. Portion of stem preserved. Date: LH IIIC.
Kylix 30 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0069, 2011_PU_394; Fig. 4.4). FS 274/275.
Undecorated. Base, stem, and portion of lower body preserved. H. 5.9; diam of
base 5.2 cm. Date: LH IIIC.
Kylix 31 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0181, 2011_PU_271; Fig. 4.4). FS 274/275.
Undecorated. H. 3.12; th. of stem 1.7; diam. of base 5.5 cm. Date: LH IIIC.
Kylix 32 (Building Kappa; Inv. no. MYCK_05_0401; Mycenae Museum bag 34266; Fig.
4.4). FS 274/275. Monochrome as pres. H. 2.5; diam. of base 8 cm. Date: LH
IIIC.
Kylix 33 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0173, 2011_PU_344; Fig. 4.4). FS 274/275; or
possibly 264, 267. Monochrome as pres.; int. undecorated. L. 2.8; w. 4.7; est.
diam. 7 cm. Portin of body with vertical, flattened handle attachment. Date: LH
IIIC.
Kylix 34 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0303, 2011_PU_131; Fig. 4.4). FS 274/275.
Ext. monochrome as pres. H. 3.9 cm. Date: LH IIIC.
Kylix 35 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0403, 2011_PU_365; Fig. 4.4). FS 274/275; or
possibly 264; 267. Int. and ext. monochrome as pres. L. 2.7; w. 2.1; est. diam. 7
cm. Date: LH IIIC.
Kylix 36 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0745, 2010_PU_346; Fig. 4.4). FS 274/275.
Int. and ext. monochrome as pres. H. 2.3; th. of stem ca. 2 cm. Lowest portion of
body and portion of stem preserved. Date: LH IIIC.
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Kylix 37 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0984, 2008_PU_300; Fig. 4.4). FS 274/275.
Int. and ext. monochrome as pres. L. 3.3; w. 3.7; est. diam. 16. Sherd; body. Date:
LH IIIC.
Kylix 38 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0386, 2009_PU_258; Fig. 4.4). FS 274/275; or
possibly 264, 267. Int. and ext. monochrome as pres. H. 3.6; w. 3.6; diam. of rim
12. Rim and body preserved. Date: LH IIIC.
Kylix 39 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0182, 2011_PU_271). FS 274/275; or possibly
267. Int. and ext. monochrome as pres. H. 4; w. 5.6; diam. rim 15 cm. Date: LH
IIIC. 4; 5.6; 15
Kylix 40 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0453, 2011_PU_175). FS 274/275. Int. and
ext. monochrome as pres. H. 3.3; w. 3 cm. Portion of rim and upper body; not
enough preserved to determine diam of rim. Date: LH IIIC.

b. Fine Buff Fabric
Kylix 41 (Citadel House Area; Inv. No. 66-464; Mycenae Museum BE 16348; Fig. 4.6).
FS 257. Linear decoration; spiral running up stem; int. concentric circles on base.
Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 359–360. Date: Transitional LH IIIB:2–
LH IIIC Early.
Kylix 42 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-519; Mycenae Museum BE 16202). FS 267.
Undecorated. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 418. Comments: Found on
floor of Room xxxiv. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
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Kylix 43 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-602; Mycenae Museum BE 16246). FS 273.
Undecorated. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 493. Comments: Found on
floor of Room xxxiv. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Kylix 44 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-518; Mycenae Museum BE 16212). FS 274.
Undecorated. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 416–417. Comments:
Found on floor of Room xxxiv. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Kylix 45 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-901; Mycenae Museum BE 16197). FS 274.
Undecorated. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 421–422. Comments:
Found on floor of Room xxxiv. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Kylix 46 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-902; Mycenae Museum BE 16215). FS 274.
Undecorated. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 423–424. Comments:
Found on floor of Room xxxiv. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Kylix 47 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-903; Mycenae Museum BE 16209). FS 274.
Undecorated. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 425–426. Comments:
Found on floor of Room xxxiv. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Kylix 48 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-904; Mycenae Museum BE 16194). FS 274.
Undecorated. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 427–428. Comments:
Found on floor of Room xxxiv. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Kylix 49 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-1512; Mycenae Museum BE 16247). FS 274.
Undecorated. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 510. Comments: Found on
floor of Room xxxiv. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
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Kylix 50 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-445; Mycenae Museum BE 16336). FS 274.
Undecorated. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 596. Date: LH IIIC Early
(Early).
Kylix 51 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0160, 2011, PU_365; Fig. 4.2). FS 274/275.
Ext. vertical wavy lines (FM 53?) and linear decoration; int. monochrome; ext.
linear decoration, vertical wavy lines (FM 53). H. 4.7; w. 3; diam. of rim 16 cm.
Sherd; rim and upper body. Date: LH IIIC Early–Middle.
Kylix 52 (Mycenae; Nauplion Museum no. 1294.2; Fig. 4.7). FS 275. Int. horse, FM 2(?),
or dog, FM 8(?), dog; ext. isolated semicircles, FM 43, parallel chevrons.
Bibliography: Furtwängler and Loeschcke 1886, pl. XL:417; Furumark 1972a,
449, no. 14; Åkerström 1953, fig. 7.1; Sakellarakis 1992, no. 57; Vermeule and
Karageorghis 1982, 224, no. XI.74; Mountjoy 1986, 172, fig. 222:5; Mountjoy
1999, 170, no. 360, fig. 48:360. Comments: Interior hunting scene in white paint
on a dark ground, perhaps showing one dog attacking an animal or two dogs (see
Sakellarakis 1992, nos. 195, 196). Exterior decoration is perhaps Close Style
(Mountjoy 1999, 170). Date: LH IIIC Middle.

c. Fine Reddish-yellow Fabric
Kylix 53 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0323, 2009_PU_284; Fig. 4.4). FS 274/275.
Undecorated. H. 8.6; th. of stem 2.2 cm. Stm preserved. Date: LH IIIC.
Kylix 54 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0046, 2009_PU_286; Fig. 4.4). FS 274/275.
Undecorated. H. 2.2; diam. of base 6 cm. Base and lower portion of stem
preserved. Date: LH IIIC.
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Kylix 55 (Building Kappa; Inv. no. MYCK_04_0229; Mycenae Museum bag 33794; Fig.
4.4). FS 274/275. Monochrome. H. 1.5; diam. of foot 7.5 cm. Foot preserved.
Date: LH IIIC.
Kylix 56 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0239, 2009_PU_438; Fig. 4.4). FS 274/275; or
possibly FS 264, FS 267. Int. and ext. monochrome. H. 3.2; w. 2.2; diam. of rim
16. Sherd; rim and upper body. Date: LH IIIC.

d. Fine Greenish-yellow Fabric
Kylix 57 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 68-481; Mycenae Museum BE 16490). FS 267.
Band decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF
598–599. Date: LH IIIC Early (Tower).

e. Fine Fabric, Color Information N/A
Kylix 58 (Kalkani South Bank, T. 515; Fig. 3.30:a). FS 274. Undecorated. Bibliography:
Wace 1932, 57, no. 11, pl. XXVII:11; Furumark 1972a, 632, no. 274.1. Date: LH
IIIC Early.
Kylix 59 (Granary, East Basement). FS 275. Undecorated. Bibliography: Wace et al.
1921–1923, 52, pl. X:c; Furumark 1972, 632, no. 275.1. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Kylix 60 (Citadel House Area). FS 275. Int. and ext. monochrome. Bibliography: French
2011a, Suppl. PDF 857, 858, 860, no. 5. Date: LH IIIC Late.
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f. Semifine Buff Fabric
Kylix 61 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0120, 2009_PU_318; Fig. 4.3). FS 274/275.
Linear decoration. H. 5.1; stem th. 2.6 cm. Portion of base and stem preserved.
Date: LH IIIC Middle.

2. Deep Semiglobular Cups (FS 215–216)
a. Fine Pinkish-yellow Fabric
Deep Semiglobular Cup 1 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-512; Mycenae Museum BE
16199; Fig. 4.9, left). FS 215. Unpainted exterior; monochrome interior with
reserved base; upper half of handle monochrome. Bibliography: Mountjoy 1986,
146, fig. 183:3; 1999, 156, no. 313, fig. 41:313; French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 406–
407. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Deep Semiglobular Cup 2 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1298.28). FS 215. Ext. fish,
FM 20. Bibliography: Sakellarakis 1992, 105–106, no. 235. Date: LH IIIC Early.

b. Fine Buff Fabric
Deep Semiglobular Cup 3 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-415; Mycenae Museum BE
16250). FS 215. Dotted rim; splash on handle. Bibliography: Mountjoy 1986, 146,
fig. 183:4; 1999, 156, no. 312, fig. 41:312; French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 461–462.
Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Deep Semiglobular Cup 4 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-405; Mycenae Museum BE
16242). FS 215. Int. and ext. Linear decoration; handle solid with reserved
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triangle at top. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 446–447. Date: LH IIIC
Early (Early).
Deep Semiglobular Cup 5 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 60-404; Mycenae Museum BE
21760). FS 217. Int. and ext. linear decoration; handle monochrome.
Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 564–565. Date: LH IIIC Middle
(Advanced).
Deep Semiglobular Cup 6 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-471; Mycenae Museum BE
16188). Ext. quirk, FM 48.15, and linear decoration; int. linear decoration.
Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 689. Date: LH IIIC.

c. Fine Buff Fabric with Mica
Deep Semiglobular Cup 7 (South House, T. Gamma 31; Inv. no. 64-473; Fig. 3.25:b). FS
217. Monochrome; reserved band exterior belly. Bibliography: Desborough 1973,
95, no. 1, pl. 35:c center; Mountjoy 1999, 194, no. 465, fig. 60:465. Parallels: see
Mountjoy 1999, 194. Date: Submycenaean.

d. Fine Fabric, Color Information N/A
Deep Semiglobular Cup 8 (Citadel House Area). FS 215. Traces of paint on handle.
Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 841, 845, 847, no. 8. Date: LH IIIC
Early.
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Deep Semiglobular Cup 9 (Citadel House Area). FS 215. Ext. linear decoration; int.
monochrome. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 835, 837, 840, no. 32.
Date: LH IIIC Early (Tower).
Deep Semiglobular Cup 10 (Citadel House Area). FS 215. Int and ext. linear decoration.
Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 841, 845, 847, no. 9. Date: LH IIIC
Early (Tower).
Deep Semiglobular Cup 11 (Granary, East Basement; Fig. 4.9, center). FS 215.
Undecorated as pres. Bibliography: Wace et al. 1921–1923, 53, pl. XI:j; Furumark
1972a, 621, no 215.1. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Deep Semiglobular Cup 12 (Chania Burial Mound, Cremation 3; Fig. 3.33:a). FS 215.
Int. and ext. linear decoration. Bibliography: Palaiologou 2013, 257, fig. 7:c, d.
Comments: Cover for urn in Cremation 3. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Deep Semiglobular Cup 13 (Granary, East Basement). FS 216. Undecorated.
Bibliography: Wace et al. 1921–1923, 53, pl. XI:g; Furumark 1972a, 621, no.
216.3. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Deep Semiglobular Cup 14 (Granary, East Basement). FS 216. Ext. linear decoration.
Bibliography: Wace et al. 1921–1923, 53, pl. XI:i; Furumark 1972a, 621, no.
216.4. Comments: Granary Style. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Deep Semiglobular Cup 15 (Lion Gate “Staircase,” Stratum X; Inv. no. 20-104; Nauplion
Museum no. 2843; Mycenae Museum BE 8429; Fig. 4.9, right). FS 216. Int. and
ext. linear decoration. Bibliography: Tsountas 1887/1889; Xenaki-Sakellariou
1985, pl. 59; Wace et al. 1921–1923, 33, fig. 9:d; Furumark 1972a, 621, no.
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216.1; Mountjoy 1986, 190, fig. 249:1; 1999, 186, no. 429, fig. 56:429; French
2009b, table 2. Date: LH IIIC Late.
Deep Semiglobular Cup 16 (Citadel House Area). FS 216. Int. and ext. linear decoration.
Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 857, 858, 860, no. 9. Date: LH IIIC Late
(Final).
Deep Semiglobular Cup 17 (Third Kilometer Cemetery; Nauplion Museum no. 2258). FS
216. Int. and ext. linear decoration; FM 52, isolated spiral, on bottom of base.
Bibliography: Tsountas, 1887/1888; Xenaki-Sakellariou 1985, 133, 160, 317 n.
22, pl. 59; Mountjoy 1999, 186, fig. 56:430. Date: LH IIIC Late.
Deep Semiglobular Cup 18 (Granary, East Basement; Nauplion Museum no. 8314). FS
216. Ext. wavy line, FM 53; monochrome interior with reserved base.
Bibliography: Wace et al. 1921–1923, 53, pl. XI:f; Furumark 1972a, 612, no.
216.2; Mountjoy 1999, 169, no. 358, fig. 48:358; Thomatos 2006, 113, no. 550,
fig. 1.380. Comments: Granary Style. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Deep Semiglobular Cup 19 (Alepotrypa Cemetery, Tomb Gamma). Undecorated.
Bibliography: Verdelis 1962a, 77, pl. 83β. Comments: Plastic nipple opposite
handle; second nipple perhaps not preserved. Date: LH IIIC.

3. Domestic Shallow Cups (FS 222)
a. Semifine Fabric, Color Information N/A
Domestic Shallow Cup 1 (The “Workshop”). Undecorated. Bibliography: Daneilidou
2008, 143, pl. 48γ. Parallels: Furumark 1972a, fig. 15. Date: LH IIIC Early.
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4. Mugs (FS 225, 226)
a. Fine Yellowish-pinkish Fabric
Mug 1 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-517; Mycenae Museum BE 16211).
Undecorated. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 414–415. Comments:
Found on floor of Room xxxiv. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Mug 2 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0267, 2011_PU_373; Fig. 4.11). Concentric
circles on underside of base. L. 2.1; w. 3.2 cm. Sherd; small portion of base.
Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, 147, fig. 184:3. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Mug 3 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0062, 2011_PU_393; Fig. 4.11). Concentric
circles on underside of base; monochrome interior. L. 2.2; w. 2.5 cm. Sherd; small
portion of base. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, 147, fig. 184:3. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Mug 4 (Building Kappa; Inv. no. MYCK_03_0147, Mycenae Museum bag 32514; Fig.
4.11). Concentric circles on underside of base. L. 4; w. 4 cm. Sherd; small portion
of base. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, 147, fig. 184:3. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Mug 5 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_1065, 2010_PU_221). Band at base, concentric
circles on underside of base. L. 2.8; w. 3.2 cm. Sherd; portion of base. Parallels:
Mountjoy 1986, 147, fig. 184:3. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Mug 6 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0118, 2009_PU_318; Fig. 4.11). Ext. running
spiral(?), FM 46, above or below two horizontal bands; int. slipped. L. 4.1; w. 3.5;
est. diam. 12 cm. Sherd; body. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, 147, fig. 184:3. Date:
LH IIIC Early.
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b. Fine Fabric, Color Information N/A
Mug 7 (Citadel House Area; Fig. 4.13). Ext., bird, FM 7, concentric arcs, FM 44, and
linear decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliograpy: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 852,
853, 855, no. 16. Comments: Close Style. Possibly has two grooves/ridges at
waist. Date: LH IIIC Middle (Developed/Advanced).

5. Cups with Three Vertical Handles (FS 233)
a. Fine Fabric, Color Information N/A
Cup with Three Vertical Handles 1 (Granary, East Basement; Fig. 4.14). Undecorated.
Bibliography: Wace et al. 1921–1923, 53, pl. XI:a; Furumark 1972a, 624, no.
233.1. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Cup with Three Vertical Handles 2 (Granary, East Basement; Fig. 4.14). Undecorated.
Bibliography: Wace et al. 1921–1923, 53, pl. XI:b; Furumark 1972a, 624, no.
233.2. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Cup with Three Vertical Handles 3 (Granary, East Basement; Fig. 4.14). Undecorated.
Bibliography: Wace et al. 1921–1923, 53, pl. XI:c; Furumark 1972a, 624, no.
233.3. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Cup with Three Vertical Handles 4 (Granary, East Basement; Fig. 4.14). Undecorated.
Bibliography: Wace et al. 1921–1923, 53, pl. XI:d; Furumark 1972a, 624, no.
233.4. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
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Cup with Three Vertical Handles 5 (Granary, East Basement; Fig. 4.14). Undecorated.
Bibliography: Wace et al. 1921–1923, 53, pl. XI:e; Furumark 1972a, 624, no.
233.5. Date: LH IIIC Middle.

6. Carinated Cups (FS 240)
a. Fine Pinkish-yellow Fabric
Carinated Cup 1 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_1073, 2010_PU_221; Fig. 4.15).
Monochrome int. and ext. as pres. H. 1.4; w. 2.7; diam. of rim 11 cm. Sherd; rim
and upper body preserved. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, fig. 220. Date: LH IIIC
Middle.
Carinated Cup 2 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0756, 2010_PU_165; Fig. 4.15). Ext.
multiple stem and tongue pattern, FM 19, over monochrome area; int.
monochrome. L. 2.5; w. 1.8; est. diam. 9 cm. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, fig. 220.
Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Carinated Cup 3 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_1072, 2010_PU_221; Fig. 4.15). Ext.
isolated semicircles, FM 43, linear decoration, over monochrome area; int.
slipped. L. 2.9; w. 1.5 cm. Sherd; body. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, fig. 220. Date:
LH IIIC Middle.
Carinated Cup 4 (National Museum no. 2654.7; Fig. 4.17, left). FM 7, bird, joining
semicircles (triangular patch), FM 44, zigzag, FM 61, and linear decoration; int.
monochrome. Bibliography: Schliemann 1878, 76, pl. X:40, 45; Vermeule and
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Karageorghis 1982, 225, no. XI.113; Sakellarakis 1992, 93, no. 196. Date: LH
IIIC Middle.

b. Fine Buff Fabric
Carinated Cup 5 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-569; Mycenae Museum BE 16190).
Int. and ext. monochrome. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 553. Date:
LH IIIC Early (Tower).
Carinated Cup 6 (National Museum no. 2654.6; Fig. 4.17, right). Ext. bird, FM 7, joining
semicircles (triangular patch), FM 44, and linear decoration; int. monochrome
with reserved band beneath rim containing two rows of joining semicircles, FM
44. Bibliography: Schliemann 1878, 76, pl. X:43; Vermeule and Karageorghis
1982, 225, no. XI.111; Sakellarakis 1992, 93, no. 195. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Carinated Cup 7 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-760; Mycenae Museum BE 10789;
Fig. 4.18). Animal head proteme (bovine), presumably from handle of carinated
cup. Monochrome with some reserved areas. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl.
PDF 652–653. Date: LH IIIC Middle (Advanced).
Carinated Cup 8 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-1113; Mycenae Museum BE 17166).
Animal head proteme (bovine), presumably from handle of carinated cup. Ext.
bivalve shell, FM 25. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 654–655. Date:
LH IIIC Middle (Advanced).
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c. Fine Fabric, Color Information N/A
Carinated Cup 9 (Citadel House Area). Int. and ext. monochrome. Bibliography: French
2011a, Suppl. PDF 841, 845, 847, no. 7. Date: LH IIIC Early (Tower).
Carinated Cup 10 (Citadel House Area). Ext. linear decoration; int. monochrome.
Bibliography: French 2011a, CD 835, 837, 840, no. 33. Date: LH IIIC Early
(Tower).
Carinated Cup 11 (Granary, South Corridor). Monochrome. Bibliography: Wace et al.
1921–1923, 47, fig. 12:a. Comments: Granary Style. Wace called it a stemmed
bowl (Wace et al. 1921–1923, 50–51, fig. 12:a), but vessel appears to be heavily
restored with handle and stem added during conservation. Date: LH IIIC Middle
Carinated Cup 12 (Citadel House Area). Ext. concentric arcs, FM 44, and linear
decoration; dotted rim; reserved band on interior. Bibliography: French 2011a,
Suppl. PDF 852, 854, 855, no. 21. Date: LH IIIC Middle (Developed/Advanced).

d. Fabric Information N/A
Carinated Cup 13 (Causeway Deposit). Monochrome. Bibliography: Wardle, Crouwel,
and French 1973, 335, fig. 21:239, pl. 60:c:239. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Carinated Cup 14 (Causeway Deposit). Monochrome. Bibliography: Wardle, Crouwel,
and French 1973, 335, fig. 21:240, pl. 60:c:240. Date: LH IIIC Early.
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B. Bowls
1. Deep Bowls (FS 284–286)
a. Fine Pinkish-Yellow Fabric
Deep Bowl 1 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 69-1433; Mycenae Museum BE 16560). FS
284. Ext. zigzag, FM 61; int. and ext. band decoration; splashed handle.
Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 308–309. Date: Transitional LH IIIB:2–
LH IIIC Early.
Deep Bowl 2 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 69-1434; Mycenae Museum BE 6573). FS
284. Ext. parallel chevrons, FM 58, zigzag, FM 61, paneled pattern, FM 75; int.
and ext. linear decoration; splashed handle. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl.
PDF 310–311. Comments: Group A. Date: Transitional LH IIIB:2–LH IIIC Early.
Deep Bowl 3 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 59-234; Mycenae Museum BE 15955). FS
284. Ext. linear decoration; int. monochrome; splashed handle. Bibliography:
French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 582–583. Date: Transitional LH IIIB:2–LH IIIC Early.
Deep Bowl 4 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0066, 2011_PU_393; Fig. 4.19). FS 284.
Ext. vertical whorl-shell, FM 23; int. monochrome. L. 4; w. 2.6; est. diam. of
body 20 cm. Sherd; body. Comments: Could also be a krater. Parallels: Mountjoy
1986, fig. 284. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Deep Bowl 5 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0113, 2009_PU_318). FS 284. Ext. “sea
anemone,” FM 27, with filled triangles; int. undecorated. L. 2.6; w. 4; est. diam.
14 cm. Sherd; body. Comments: Rosette Deep Bowl. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986,
fig. 190.2. Date: LH IIIC Early.
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Deep Bowl 6 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0821, 2010_PU_271; Fig. 4.19). FS 284.
Ext. “sea anemone,” FM 27; int. undecorated. L. 2.5; w. 1.5 cm. Sherd; body.
Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, fig. 190.3. Comments: Rosette Deep Bowl. Date: LH
IIIC Early.
Deep Bowl 7 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0838, 2010_PU_329; Fig. 4.19). FS 284.
Ext. lozenge, FM 73, with triglyph and half rosette(?), FM 74, including pendent
triangles, FM 61A; int. undecorated. L. 3.2; w. 4 cm; est. diam. of body 22 cm.
Sherd; body. Comments: Perhaps also krater. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, fig. 189.
Date: LH IIIC Early.
Deep Bowl 8 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0923, 2010_PU_372; Fig. 4.19). FS 284.
Ext. thin rim band over sloppy band; int. rim band over horizontal band. H. 3.2;
w. 4.4; diam. rim 14 cm. Sherd; portion of rim and upper body. Parallels:
Mountjoy 1986, fig. 189. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Deep Bowl 9 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0937, 2010_PU_316; Fig. 4.19). FS
284/285. Ext. paneled pattern, FM 75. L. 1.3; w. 3.6. cm. Sherd; body. Parallels:
Mountjoy 1986, fig. 189.11, 13–16. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Deep Bowl 10 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_1066, 2010_PU_221; Fig. 4.19). FS 284.
Ext. “sea anemone,” FM 27; int. undecorated. L. 2.7; w. 3.5; est. diam. body 13
cm. Sherd; body. Comments: Rosette Deep Bowl. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, fig.
190.3. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Deep Bowl 11 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_1071, 2010_PU_221; Fig. 4.19). FS 284.
Ext. “sea anemone,” FM 27; int. undecorated. H. 1; w. 1.5 cm; unable to
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determine rim diam. Sherd; portion of rim and upper body. Parallels: Mountjoy
1986, fig. 190.3. Comments: Rosette Deep Bowl, miniature. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Deep Bowl 12 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_1078, 2010_PU_221). FS 284. Ext.
paneled pattern, FM 75, and thin horizontal band; int. undecorated. L. 1.6; w. 2.3
cm. Sherd; body (probably just below rim). Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, fig.
189.11, 13–16. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Deep Bowl 13 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0095, 2009_PU_484; Fig. 4.19). FS 284.
Ext. “sea anemone,” FM 27; int. undecorated. L. 1.9; 1. 1.8 cm. Sherd; body.
Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, fig. 190. Comments: Rosette Deep Bowl. Date: LH
IIIC Early.
Deep Bowl 14 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0484, 2009_PU_225; Fig. 4.19). FS 284.
Ext. medium rim band over vertical quirk, FM 48.23; int. thick rim band. H. 3.9;
w. 5.5; est. diam. of rim 16 cm. Sherd; rim and upper body. Parallels: Mountjoy
1986, fig. 189.11, 13, 14. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Deep Bowl 15 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 69-404). FS 284. Ext. “sea anemone,” FM
27, dotted rim; splashed handles. Bibliography: Mountjoy 1986, 151, fig. 190:2.
Comments: Rosette Deep Bowl. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Deep Bowl 16 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1298.19). FS 284. Ext. horse, FS 2.
Bibliography: Sakellarakis 1992, 43, no. 49. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Deep Bowl 17 (National Museum no. 2654.4). FS 284. Ext. fish, FM 20, and linear
decoration. Bibliography: Vermeule and Karageorghis 1982, 218, no. X.84;
Sakellarakis 1992, 105, no. 233. Date: LH IIIC Early.
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Deep Bowl 18 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 69-421; Mycenae Museum BE 16608). FS
284. Ext. running spiral, FM 46; int. and ext. linear decoration; splashed handle.
Bibliography: French 2011a, 36, fig. 9, Suppl. PDF 301–302. Comments: Group
A. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Deep Bowl 19 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 68-454; Mycenae Museum BE 16416; Fig.
4.24, top). FS 284. Ext. linear decoration; int. monochrome; splashed handle.
Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 341–342. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Deep Bowl 20 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-1405; Mycenae Museum BE 16391). FS
284. Ext. linear decoration; int. monochrome; splashed handle. Bibliography:
French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 348–349. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Deep Bowl 21 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-913; Mycenae Museum BE 16219). FS
284. Undecorated. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 440–441. Comments:
found on floor of Room xxxiv. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Deep Bowl 22 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-402; Mycenae Museum BE 16255). Ext.
tricurved arch, FM 62.31, and linear decoration; monochrome handle.
Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 445. Comments: found on floor of Room
xxxiv. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Deep Bowl 23 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-408/617; Mycenae Museum BE 16248).
FS 284. Ext. “sea anemone,” FM 27; dotted rim; splashed handle. Bibliography:
French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 450–451. Comments: Rosette Deep Bowl; found on
floor of Room xxxiv. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
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Deep Bowl 24 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-409; Mycenae Museum BE 16260). FS
284. Undecorated. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 452. Comments:
found on floor of Room xxxiv. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Deep Bowl 25 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-414; Mycenae Museum BE 16265). FS
284. Ext. “sea anemone,” FM 27.3; dotted rim; splashed handle. Bibliography:
French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 459–460. Comments: Rosette Deep Bowl; found on
floor of Room xxxiv. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Deep Bowl 26 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 68-482; Mycenae Museum BE 23770). FS
284. Ext. bird, FM 20, or antithetic spiral pattern, FM 50, and linear decoration;
int. monochrome; splashed handle. Bibliography: Crouwel 1991, Suppl. PDF
247–248, no. E 27; French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 544–545. Date: LH IIIC Early
(Early/Tower).
Deep Bowl 27 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-568; Mycenae Museum BE 16192). FS
285. Ext. antithetic spiral pattern, FM 50, lozenge, FM 73, and linear decoration;
int. monochrome. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 551–552. Date: LH
IIIC Early (Tower).
Deep Bowl 28 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0627, 2010_PU_039; Fig. 4.19). FS
284/285. Ext. triglyph with half rosette, FM 74; int. undecorated. H. 3.5; w. 3.8
cm. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, fig. 189.11, 13–16. Comments: Rosette Deep
Bowl. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Deep Bowl 29 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0634, 2010_PU_277; Fig. 4.19). FS 284.
Dotted rim. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, fig. 190.3. H. 1.2; w. 2.9; diam. rim 12 cm.
Sherd; rim and upper body. Comments: Rosette Deep Bowl. Date: LH IIIC Early.
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Deep Bowl 30 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0637, 2010_PU_039; Fig. 4.19). FS
284/285. Ext. paneled pattern, FM 75, and isolated semicircle, FM 43; int.
undecorated. L. 3.1; w. 2.1; est. diam. body 19 cm. Sherd; body. Parallels:
Mountjoy 1986, fig. 189.11, 13–16. Date: LH IIIC Early(?).
Deep Bowl 31 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0711, 2010_PU_055; Fig. 4.19). Ext.
paneled pattern, FM 75; int. undecorated. L. 2.2; w. 4.3 cm. Sherd; body.
Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, fig. 189.11, 13–16. Date: LH IIIC Early(?).
Deep Bowl 32 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0681, 2010_PU_374; Fig. 4.19). Ext.
rosette, FM 27; int. undecorated. H. 2.6; w. 2.6 cm. Sherd; body. Parallels:
Mountjoy 1986, fig. 190.3. Comments: Rosette Deep Bowl. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Deep Bowl 33 (Building Kappa; Inv. no MYCK_02_0019, Mycenae Museum bag 32439;
Fig. 4.19). FS 284/285. Ext. thin rim band over vertical parallel chevrons, FM 58;
int. undecorated(?) as pres. H. 5.6; w. 3.3; est. diam. of rim 16 cm. Sherd; rim and
upper body. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, fig. 189.14. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Deep Bowl 34 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0147, 2010_PU_285; Fig. 4.20). FS
284/285. Ext. paneled pattern, FM 75; int. monochrome. L. 1.5; 1.5 cm. Sherd;
body. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, figs. 189, 227. Date: LH IIIC Early–Middle.
Deep Bowl 35 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0193, 2009_PU_271; Fig. 4.20). FS
284/285.Ext. vertical wavy lines, FM 53, and linear decoration; int. monochrome.
L. 3.13; w. 3.2; est. diam. body 12 cm. Sherd; body just below rim. Comments:
Could also be a bowl with everted rim. Date: LH IIIC Early–Middle(?).
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Deep Bowl 36 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0195, 2009_PU_271; Fig. 4.20). FS
284/285. Ext. medium band(?) and paneled pattern, FM 75; int. monochrome. L.
3; w. 2.5; est. diam. of body 11 cm. Sherd; body. Date: LH IIIC Early–Middle.
Deep Bowl 37 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0208, 2011_PU_264; Fig. 4.20). FS
284/285. Ext. thin bands; int. monochrome; dotted handle. H. 2.6; w. 2; th. of
handle 1 cm. Portion of body with horizontal handle attached. Parallels:
Mountjoy 1986, figs. 191, 227, 228, 230. Date: LH IIIC Early–Middle.
Deep Bowl 38 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0288, 2011_PU_370; Fig. 4.20). FS
284/285. Ext. linear decoration, band across handle; int. monochrome. H. 2.2; 1.
6.8; est. diam. 10; th. of handle 0.6 cm. Portion of body and thick horizontal
handle. Comments: Perhaps kylix? Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, figs. 192.1, 254.4,
5. Date: LH IIIC Early–Middle. 2.2; 6.8
Deep Bowl 39 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0337, 2010_PU_290; Fig. 4.20). FS
284/285. Ext. thick band; int. monochrome. H. 2.4; w. 2.1; rim diam. ca. 12.
Sherd; rim and upper body. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, figs. 189.3, 6, 7, 9, 192,
227.2, 4, 8, 9. Date: LH IIIC Early–Middle.
Deep Bowl 40 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_1077, 2010_PU_221; Fig. 4.20). FS
284/285. Ext. isolated spiral, FM 52, triangular patch, FM 42, over three
horizontal bands; int. monochrome. L. 2.5; w. 3.8. Sherd; body. Parallels: MDP
figs. 284.3(?), 285.1. LH IIIC Early–Middle.
Deep Bowl 41 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0483, 2009_PU_225; Fig. 4.20). FS 284.
Ext. handle decorated with long-splash system(?), int. monochrome. H. 3.3; w.
4.5; L. of handle pres. 2.18; w. of handle 0.6 cm. Portion of body with horizontal,
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round handle attachment. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, figs. 189, 227. Date: LH IIIC
Early–Middle.
Deep Bowl 42 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 62-536; Mycenae Museum BE 21741). FS
285. Ext. running spiral, FM 46, and linear decoration; int. monochrome with
reserved base; splashed handle. Bibliography: Mountjoy 1986, 176, fig. 227:1;
1999, 174, no. 364, fig. 49:364; Thomatos 2006, 98–99, no. 456; French 2011a,
Suppl. PDF 573–574. Comments: Group A Deep Bowl. Date: LH IIIC Middle
(Tower).
Deep Bowl 43 (Citadel; National Museum no. 2685). FS 285. Ext. bird, FM 7, rosette,
FM 17, joining semicircles (triangular patch), FM 42, and linear decoration; int.
monochrome with two reserved bands at rim. Bibliography: Vermeule and
Karageorghis 1982, 174, 225, no. XI.102; Sakellarakis 1992, 89, no. 185.
Comments: Close Style? Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Deep Bowl 44 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1275.18). FS 285. Ext. bird, FM 7, rosette,
FM 17, joining semicircles (triangular patch) FM 42, concentric arcs, FM 44, and
linear decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliography: Vermeule and Karageorghis
1982, 146, 225, no. XI.100; Sakellarakis 1992, 91, no. 189. Comments: Close
Style? Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Deep Bowl 45 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1275.21). FS 285. Ext. bird, FM 7, joining
semicircles (triangular patch), FM 44, joining semicircles, and linear decoration;
int. monochrome with three reserved bands at rim. Bibliography: Sakellarakis
1992, 93, no. 194. Comments: Close Style? Date: LH IIIC Middle.
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Deep Bowl 46 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1275.27). FS 284/285. Ext. bird, FM 7,
joining semicircles (triangular patch), FM 42, concentric arcs, FM 44, and linear
decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliography: Vermeule and Karageorghis 1982,
225, no. XI.105–107; Sakellarakis 1992, 94, no. 201. Comments: Close Style?
Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Deep Bowl 47 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1277.1; Fig. 4.26). FS 285. Ext. bird, FM
7, parallel chevrons, FM 58, tricurved arch, FM 62, and linear decoration; int.
monochrome. Bibliography: Schliemann 1878, 76, pl. VIII:32; Furtwängler and
Loeschke 1886, 64, no. 361, pl. XXXV; Furumark 1972a, 393, fig. 68:62:26;
Vermeule and Karageorghis 1982, 147, 226, no. XI.120; Sakellarakis 1992, 98–
99, no. 215. Comments: Close Style? Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Deep Bowl 48 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-484; Mycenae Museum BE 16223). FS
285. Int. and ext. monochrome; ext. reserved base and lower body with blob
decoration (accidental?). Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 638–639.
Date: LH IIIC Middle(?).
Deep Bowl 49 (Citadel House Area; Inv. No. 64-1405; Mycenae Museum BE 16144). FS
285. Ext. and int. monochrome; int. reserved rim band. Bibliography: French
2011a, CD 661–662. Date: LH IIIC Middle(?).
Deep Bowl 50 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-497; Mycenae Museum BE 16230). FS
285. Ext. “bivalve shell,” FM 24, joining semicircles (triangular patch), FM 42,
stemmed spiral, FM 51, and linear decoration; dotted rim; int. monochrome with
two reserved bands near rim. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 645–646.
Comments: Close Style. Date: LH IIIC Middle (Advanced).
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Deep Bowl 51 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-498B; Mycenae Museum 23773). FS
285. Ext. goat, FM 8, linear decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliography: Crouwel
1991, Suppl. PDF 194–195, no. C 19. Comments: Close Style? Date: LH IIIC
Middle.
Deep Bowl 52 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-490A; Mycenae Museum 23786). FS
285. Ext. bird, FM 7, rosette, FM 17, joining semicircles (triangular patch), FM
42, linear decoration; dotted rim; int. monochrome with reserved bands.
Bibliography: Crouwel 1991, Suppl. PDF 250–251, no. E 29. Comments: Close
Style. Date: LH IIIC Middle (Advanced).
Deep Bowl 53 (Citadel House Area; Mycenae Museum 23801). FS 285. Ext. bird, FM 7,
joining semicircles (pendant triangle), FM 42, joining semicircles and linear
decoration; int. monochrome with reserved band under rim. Bibliography:
Crouwel 1991, Suppl. PDF 252, no. E 30. Comments: Close Style. Date: LH IIIC
Middle (Advanced).
Deep Bowl 54 (Citadel House Area; Mycenae Museum 23801). FS 285. Ext. bird, FM 7,
concentric arcs, FM 44, diaper net, FM 57, linear decoration; int. monochrome.
Bibliography: Crouwel 1991, Suppl. PDF 253–254, no. E 31. Comments: Close
Style. Date: LH IIIC Middle (Advanced).
Deep Bowl 55 (Citadel House Area; Mycenae Museum 23801). FS 285. Ext. bird, FM 7,
concentric arcs, FM 44, and linear decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliography:
Crouwel 1991, Suppl. PDF 278, no. E 50. Comments: Close Style. Date: LH IIIC
Middle (Advanced).
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Deep Bowl 56 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0924, 2010_PU_372; Fig. 4.21). FS 284.
Ext. paneled pattern, FM 75, over two thin horizontal bands and one thick
horizontal band; int. monochrome. L. 4.1; w. 5.1; est. diam. body 17 cm. Sherd;
body. Comments: Possibly a krater. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, fig. 227.1. Date:
LH IIIC Middle
Deep Bowl 57 (Building Kappa; Inv. no. MYCK_03_0110, Mycenae Museum bag
33503; Fig. 4.21). FS 285. Ext. medium rim band over zigzag, FM 61.17–19; int.
monochrome with thin reserved band just below rim. H. 2.8; w. 2.8; est rim diam.
12 cm. Sherd; rim and upper body. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Deep Bowl 58 (Building Kappa; Inv. no. MYCK_03_0128, Mycenae Museum bag
33475; Fig. 4.21). FS 285. Portion of round handle with multiple splashes. L. 2.3;
w. 1 cm. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, fig. 227.1. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Deep Bowl 59 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0575, 2009_PU_247; Fig. 4.21). FS 294.
Ext. four horizontal bands over monochrome area; int. monochrome. L. 5.3; w.
5.5 cm. Sherd; body. Comments: Could alternatively be a krater. Parallels:
Mountjoy 1986, fig. 223. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Deep Bowl 60 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0934, 2010_PU_316; Fig. 4.21). FS 285.
Ext. and int. monochrome as pres; int. reserved circle at base. H. 2; diam. of base
4 cm. Full base and portion of lower body preserved. Parallels: Moutjoy 1986,
figs. 227.1, 228.1, 254.6. Date: LH IIIC Middle–Late.
Deep Bowl 61 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-485; Mycenae Museum BE 16229). FS
285. Monochrome; ext. reserved lower body and base; int. reserved rim band.
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Bibliography: French 2009b, table 2; 2011, Suppl. PDF 674–675. Date: LH IIIC
Late(?).
Deep Bowl 62 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-496; Mycenae Museum BE 16226). FS
285. Monochrome; ext. reserved lower body and base. Bibliography: French
2009b, table 2; 2011, Suppl. PDF 678–679. Date: LH IIIC Late(?).
Deep Bowl 63 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-454; Mycenae Museum BE 16160). FS
284. Ext. linear decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl.
PDF 685–686. Comments: Potter’s mark on base (3 uneven lines). Date: LH IIIC.
Deep Bowl 64 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-482; Mycenae Museum BE 16396). FS
294. Ext. quirk, FM 48.12, and linear decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliography:
French 2011a, CD 703. Comments: Group B. Date: LH IIIC.
Deep Bowl 65 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0091, 2009_PU_145; Fig. 4.22). FS
284/285. Ext. decoration not pres.; int. monochrome. L. 2.2; w. 2; est. diam. body
15. Sherd; body. Date: LH IIIC.
Deep Bowl 66 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0297, 2009_PU_266; Fig. 4.22). FS
284/285. Undecorated as pres. H. 2; diam. of base as pres. 4 cm. Small portion of
base and lower body preserved. Comments: Could also be stemmed bowl.
Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, figs. 190, 230.2, 254.3, 4. Date: LH IIIC.
Deep Bowl 67 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0843, 2010_PU_329; Fig. 4.22). FS
284/285. Ext. six wavy lines, FM 53; int. monochrome. L. 3.5; w. 4; est. diam.
body 26 cm. Comments: Could also be a krater. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, figs.
189, 227, 254. Date: LH IIIC.
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Deep Bowl 68 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_1068, 2011_PU_221; Fig. 4.22). FS
284/285. Int. and ext. monochrome as pres. H. 2.7; w. 2.7; est. diam. rim 17 cm.
Parallels: MDP figs. 191, 230, 254, 269. LH IIIC.
Deep Bowl 69 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_1147, 2010_PU_087; Fig. 4.22). FS
284/285. Int. and ext. monochrome as pres. Diam. rim 17; diam. base 7 cm.
Partially restorable from 30 sherds; height undetermined. Parallels: Mountjoy
1986, figs. 191, 230, 254, 269. Date: LH IIIC.
Deep Bowl 70 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0579, 2009_PU_247; Fig. 4.22). FS
284/285. Int. and ext. monochrome as pres. H. 2.8; w. 2.8; est. diam. rim ca. 20
cm. Comments: Could be krater; stemmed bowl (wide rim diam.). Parallels:
Mountjoy 1986, figs. 191, 230, 254, 269. Date: LH IIIC.
Deep Bowl 71 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0614, 2010_PU_228; Fig. 4.22). Ext. and
handle undecorated as pres.; int. monochrome as pres. L. 3.6; w. 2.9; est. diam.
interior 15; L. of handle pres. ca. 3; w. of handle ca. 1.15 cm. Parallels: Mountjoy
1986, figs. 189, 227, 254. Date: LH IIIC.
Deep Bowl 72 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0489, 2009_PU_300; Fig. 4.22). FS
284/285. Int. and ext. monochrome as pres. H. 0.90; diam. of base 5 cm. Portion
of base and lower body. Comments: Thin walled. Miniature? Could alternatively
be small cup or bowl. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, figs. 191, 230, 254, 269. Date:
LH IIIC.
Deep Bowl 73 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0682, 2010_PU_374; Fig. 4.22). FS
284/285. Int. and ext. monochrome as pres; dec. on underside of base. H. 2; est.
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diam. base 6 cm. Portion of base and lower body. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, figs.
191, 230, 254, 269. Date: LH IIIC.
Deep Bowl 74 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0684, 2010_PU_374; Fig. 4.22). FS
284/285. Int. and ext. monochrome as pres; reserved white line at bottom of ext.
base. H. 1.9; est. diam. base 6 cm. Portion of base and lower body. Parallels:
Mountjoy 1986, figs. 191, 230, 254, 269. LH IIIC.
Deep Bowl 75 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0685, 2010_PU_374; Fig. 4.22). FS
284/285. Int. and ext. monochrome as pres. L. 3.7; est. diam. of rim 12 cm. Sherd;
rim and upper body. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, figs. 191, 230, 254, 269. Date:
LH IIIC.
Deep Bowl 76 (Building Kappa; Inv. no. MYCK_02_0011, Mycenae Museum bag
32439; Fig. 4.22). FS 284/285. Ext. isolated spiral with solid center, FM 52; int.
monochrome. H. 2.6; w. 2.6; est. rim diam. 12 cm. Sherd; rim and upper body.
Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, figs. 189, 227. Date: LH IIIC.

b. Fine Buff Fabric
Deep Bowl 77 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 69-423; Mycenae Museum BE 16610). FS
284. Ext. joining semicircles, FM 42, zigzag, FM 61, paneled pattern, FM 75, and
linear decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliography: Mountjoy 1986, 150, fig.
189:3; 1999, no. 315, 158, fig. 41:315; French 2011a, 36, fig. 9, Suppl. PDF 303–
304. Comments: Group A. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Deep Bowl 78 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-412; Mycenae Museum BE 16259). FS
284. Ext. “sea anemone,” FM 27.31, dotted rim; splashed handles. Bibliography:
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Mountjoy 1986, 151, fig. 190:1; 1999, 158, fig. 41:316; French 2011a, Suppl.
PDF 456. Comments: Rosette Deep Bowl; found on the floor of Room xxxiv.
Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Deep Bowl 79 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-449; Mycenae Museum BE 16340). FS
284. Ext. lozenge, FM 73; dotted rim; splashed handle. French 2011a, 35, 40, fig.
9, Suppl. PDF 328–329. Comments: Rosette Deep Bowl. Date: LH IIIC Early
(Early).
Deep Bowl 80 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-575; Mycenae Museum BE 16180; Fig.
4.24, center). FS 284. Ext. linear decoration; int. monochrome; splashed handle.
Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 375–376. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Deep Bowl 81 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-502; Mycenae Museum BE 16221; Fig.
4.24, bottom). FS 284. Ext. isolated semicircles, FM 43, and linear decoration; int.
monochrome; splashed handle. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 389–
390. Comments: found on the floor of Room xxxiv. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Deep Bowl 82 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-511; Mycenae Museum BE 16201). FS
284. Dotted rim; splashed handle. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 404–
405. Comments: Rosette Deep Bowl; found on the floor of Room xxxiv. Date: LH
IIIC Early (Early).
Deep Bowl 83 (Citadel House Area; Inv. No. 66-601; Mycenae Museum BE 16245). FS
284. Ext. “sea anemone,” FM 27. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 491–
492. Comments: Rosette Deep Bowl; found on the floor of Room xxxiv. Date: LH
IIIC Early (Early).
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Deep Bowl 84 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-1510; Mycenae Museum BE 16264). FS
284. Ext. “sea anemone,” FM 27; dotted rim. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl.
PDF 507. Comments: Rosette Deep Bowl; found on the floor of Room xxxiv.
Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Deep Bowl 85 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-1531; Mycenae Museum BE 16382). FS
284. Ext. “sea anemone,” FM 27.31; dotted rim; splashed handle. Bibliography:
French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 532. Comments: Rosette Deep Bowl; found on floor of
Room xxxiv. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Deep Bow1 86 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-1534; Mycenae Museum BE 16332). FS
284. Ext. “sea anemone,” FM 27.31; dotted rim; splashed handle. Bibliography:
French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 535. Comments: Rosette Deep Bowl; found on floor of
Room xxxiv. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Deep Bowl 87 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 59-233; Mycenae Museum BE 8050). FS
284. Ext. antithetic spiral pattern, FM 50.8; int. monochrome; splashed handle.
Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 580–581. Date: LH IIIC Early(?).
Deep Bowl 88 (89) (Citadel House Area; Inv. No. 64-498A; Mycenae Museum 23787).
FS 285. Ext. goat, FM 6, fish, FM 20, joining semicircles (pendent triangle), FM
42; int. monochrome with reserved bands. Bibliography: Mountjoy 1986, 177, fig.
228:3; Crouwel 1991, Suppl. PDF 320–323, no. G 3. Comments: Close Style.
Called the “Goats and Fish Bowl.” Date: LH IIIC Middle (Advanced).
Deep Bowl 89 (Citadel; National Museum nos. 1141.3, 1141.4). FS 284. Ext. man, FM 1,
horse, FM 2, chariot, FM 39, concentric arcs, FM 44; int. monochrome.
Bibliography: Furtwängler and Loeschke 1886, 65, nos. 390, 391, pl.
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XXXVIII:390, 391; Furumark 1972a, 449, nos. 5, 6; Vermeule and Karageorghis
1982, 122, 220, no. XI.2. Comments: Close Style? Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Deep Bowl 90 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1294.4). FS 284. Ext. man, FM 1.39,
chariot, FM 39.22, and linear decoration. Bibliography: Furtwängler and
Loeschke 1886, 67, no. 420, pl. XL:420; Furumark 1972a, 240, 334 (classified as
a krater, FS 282), 449, no. 8, figs. 26:1:39, 56:39:22; Vermeule and Karageorghis
1982, 122, 220, no. XI.6; Sakellarakis 1992, 39, no. 35. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Deep Bowl 91 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1275.22). FS 284. Ext. bird, FM 7,
concentric arcs, FM 44, and linear decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliography:
Sakellarakis 1992, 86, no. 177. Comments: Close Style(?). Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Deep Bowl 92 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1309.1). FS 285. Ext. bird, FM 7, rosette,
FM 17, joining semicircles (triangular patch) FM 42, joining semicircles, and
linear decoration; dotted rim; int. monochrome with three reserved bands at rim.
Bibliography: Vermeule and Karageorghis 1982, 147, 225, no. XI.101;
Sakellarakis 1992, 89, 90, nos. 186, 187. Comments: Close Style? Date: LH IIIC
Middle.
Deep Bowl 93 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1275.25). FS 285. Ext. bird, FM 7, palm,
FM 14, joining semicircles (triangular patch) FM 42, and linear decoration; dotted
rim(?); int. monochrome with two reserved bands at rim. Bibliography:
Furtwängler and Loeschke 1982, 67, fig. 36; Vermeule and Karageorghis 1982,
147, 225, no. XI.108; Sakellarakis 1992, 90–91, no. 188. Comments: Close Style?
Date: LH IIIC Middle.
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Deep Bowl 94 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1141.6; Fig. 4.26). FS 285. Ext. bird, FM
7.49, joining semicircles (triangular patch), FM 42, concentric arcs, FM 44, and
linear decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliography: Furtwängler and Loeschke
1886, 65, no. 383, pl. XXXVIII; Furumark 1972a, 252, fig. 31:7:49; Vermeule
and Karageorghis 1982, 147, 225, no. XI.103; Sakellarakis 1992, 91, no. 190.
Comments: Close Style? Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Deep Bowl 95 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1275.16). FS 285. Ext. bird, FM 7, joining
semicircles (triangular patch), FM 42, zigzag, FM 61, and linear decoration; int.
monochrome with two reserved bands and one dotted reserved band at rim.
Bibliography: Vermeule and Karageorghis 1982, 225, no. XI.109; Sakellarakis
1992, 92–93, no. 193. Comments: Close Style? Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Deep Bowl 96 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1274.1; Fig. 4.26). FS 285. Ext. bird, FM
7, joining semicircles, FM 42, antithetic spiral pattern, FM 50, and linear
decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliography: Schliemann 1878, 76, pl. VIII:30, 34;
Furtwängler and Loeschke 1886, 64, no. 364, pl. XXXVI; Sakellarakis 1992, 98,
no. 213. Comments: Close Style? Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Deep Bowl 97 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1298.31). FS 284. Ext. bird, FM 7; int.
monochrome. Bibliography: Sakellarakis 1992, 100, no. 221. Comments: Close
Style? Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Deep Bowl 98 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-916; Mycenae Museum BE 16510). FS
284. Ext. running spiral, FM 46, and linear decoration; int. monochrome.
Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 612–613. Date: LH IIIC Middle
(Advanced).
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Deep Bowl 99 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 60-329). FS 284/285. Ext. monochrome
with reserved area under handle. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 626–
627. Date: LH IIIC Middle(?).
Deep Bowl 100 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 62-442; Mycenae Museum BE 10501). FS
285. Ext. and int. monochrome; int. reserved band below rim. Bibliography:
French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 629–630. Date: LH IIIC Middle(?).
Deep Bowl 101 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-492; Mycenae Museum BE 16234). FS
285. Ext. joining semicircles (triangular patch), FM 42, antithetic spiral pattern,
FM 50, stemmed spiral, FM 51, zigzag, FM 61, and linear decoration; int.
monochrome. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 643–644. Date: LH IIIC
Middle (Advanced).
Deep Bowl 102 (Citadel House Area; Inv. No. 64-1401; Mycenae Museum BE 16147).
FS 285. Int. and ext. monochrome with reserved bands; dotted rim. Bibliography:
French 2011a, CD 656–657. Date: LH IIIC Middle(?).
Deep Bowl 103 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-484; Mycenae Museum BE 16393). FS
285. Ext. and int. monochrome; ext. reserved base. Bibliography: French 2011a,
Suppl. PDF 665–666. Date: LH IIIC Middle (Advanced).
Deep Bowl 104 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-485; Mycenae Museum BE 16390). FS
285. Ext. linear decoration; int. monochrome with reserved bands. Bibliography:
French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 667–668. Date: LH IIIC Middle (Advanced).
Deep Bowl 105 (Citadel House Area; Mycenae Museum 23800). FS 285. Ext. goat, FM
8, joining semicircles (triangular patch), FM 42, linear decoration. Bibliography:
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Crouwel 1991, Suppl. PDF 196, no. C 20. Comments: Close Style. Date: LH IIIC
Middle.
Deep Bowl 106 (Citadel House Area; Mycenae Museum 23801). FS 285. Ext. bird, FM
7, concentric arcs, FM 44; int. monochrome. Bibliography: Crouwel 1991, Suppl.
PDF 257, no. E 34. Comments: Close Style. Date: LH IIIC Middle (Advanced).

c. Fine Greenish-yellow Clay
Deep Bowl 107 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-532; Mycenae Museum BE 16266). FS
284. FM 41.22, circle; dotted rim. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 489–
490. Comments: Rosette Deep Bowl; found on floor of Room xxxiv. Date: LH
IIIC Early (Early).
Deep Bowl 108 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-416; Mycenae Museum BE 16258). FS
284. Ext. “sea anemone,” FM 27; dotted rim; splashed handle. Bibliography:
French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 463. Comments: Rosette Deep Bowl; found on floor of
Room xxxiv. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Deep Bowl 109 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-1508; Mycenae Museum BE 16263).
FS 284. Ext. zigzag, FM 61, lozenge, FM 73, paneled pattern, FM 75.
Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 503–504. Comments: found on floor of
Room xxxiv. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Deep Bowl 110 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-1515; Mycenae Museum BE 16267).
FS 284. Ext. antithetic spiral pattern, FM 50.27, lozenge FM 73; int. and ext.
linear decoration. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 514–515. Comments:
found on floor of Room xxxiv. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
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Deep Bowl 111 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 62-402; Mycenae Museum BE 15991). FS
286. Int and ext. monochrome with reserved bands. Bibliography: French 2011a,
Suppl. PDF 571–572. Date: LH IIIC Middle (Advanced).
Deep Bowl 112 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-579; Mycenae Museum BE 16240). FS
284. Ext. running spiral, FM 46, and linear decoration; int. monochrome with two
reserved bands near rim. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 648–649. Date:
LH IIIC Middle (Advanced).

d. Fine Reddish-yellow Fabric
Deep Bowl 113 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0625, 2010_PU_039; Fig. 4.20). FS
284/285. Ext. paneled pattern, FM 75; int. monochrome. L. 3.2; w. 5.4; est. diam.
body 13 cm. Sherd; body. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, figs. 189, 227. Date: LH
IIIC Early–Middle.

e. Fine Fabric, Color Information N/A
Deep Bowl 114 (Citadel House Area). FS 284. Ext. paneled pattern, FM 75(?). int. and
ext. linear decoration. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 829, 831, 833, no.
10. Comments: Group A. Date: Transitional LH IIIB:1–LH IIIC Early.
Deep Bowl 115 (Citadel House Area). FS 284. Ext. paneled pattern, FM 75; int. and ext.
linear decoration. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 829, 831, 833, no. 11.
Comments: Group A. Date: Transitional LH IIIB:1–LH IIIC Early.
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Deep Bowl 116 (Citadel House Area). FS 284. Ext. parallel chevrons, FM 58; ext. and
int. linear decoration. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 829, 831, 833, no.
12. Transitional LH IIIB:1–LH IIIC Early.
Deep Bowl 117 (Citadel House Area). FS 284. Ext. anthtietic spiral pattern, FM 50, and
linear decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF
835, 836, 838, no. 1. Comments: Medium band. Date: LH IIIC Early (Tower).
Deep Bowl 118 (Citadel House Area). FS 284. Ext. zigzag(?), FM 61, paneled pattern,
FM 75, and linear decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliography: French 2011a,
Suppl. PDF 835, 836, 838, no. 2. Date: LH IIIC Early (Tower).
Deep Bowl 119 (Citadel House Area). FS 284. Ext. iris, FM 10:a:6, and linear
decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 835, 836,
838, no. 3. Date: LH IIIC Early (Tower).
Deep Bowl 120 (Citadel House Area). FS 284. Ext. linear decoration; int. monochrome.
Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 835, 836, 838, no. 13. Comments:
Medium band. Date: LH IIIC Early (Tower).
Deep Bowl 121 (Citadel House Area). FS 284. Ext. linear decoration; int. monochrome.
Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 835, 836, 838, no. 14. Comments:
Medium band. Date: LH IIIC Early (Tower).
Deep Bowl 122 (Citadel House Area). FS 284. Ext. linear decoration; int. monochrome.
Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 835, 836, 838, no. 15. Comments:
Medium band. Date: LH IIIC Early (Tower).
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Deep Bowl 123 (Citadel House Area). FS 284. Ext. linear decoration; int. monochrome.
Bibliography: French 2011a, CD 835, 836, 838, no. 16. Comments: Medium band.
Date: LH IIIC Early (Tower).
Deep Bowl 124 (Citadel House Area). FS 284. Ext. linear decoration; int. monochrome.
Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 835, 836, 838, no. 17. Comments:
Medium band. Date: LH IIIC Early (Tower).
Deep Bowl 125 (Citadel House Area). FS 284. Ext. linear decoration; int. monochrome.
Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 835, 836, 838, no. 18. Comments:
Medium band. LH IIIC Early (Tower).
Deep Bowl 126 (Citadel House Area). FS 284. Ext. linear decoration; int. monochrome.
Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 835, 836, 838, no. 19. Comments:
Medium band. Date: LH IIIC Early (Tower).
Deep Bowl 127 (Citadel House Area). FS 284. Ext. linear decoration; int. monochrome.
Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 835, 836, 839, no. 20. Comments:
Medium band. Date: LH IIIC Early (Tower).
Deep Bowl 128 (Citadel House Area). FS 284. Ext. linear decoration; int. monochrome.
Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 835, 836, 839, no. 21. Comments:
Medium band. Date: LH IIIC Early (Tower).
Deep Bowl 129 (Citadel House Area). FS 284. Ext. linear decoration; int. monochrome.
Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 835, 836, 839, no. 22. Comments:
Medium band. Date: LH IIIC Early (Tower).
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Deep Bowl 130 (Citadel House Area). FS 284. Ext. antithetic spiral pattern, FM 50, and
linear decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF
835, 837, 840, no. 31. Comments: Medium band. Date: LH IIIC Early (Tower).
Deep Bowl 131 (Citadel House Area). FS 284. Ext. linear decoration; int. monochrome.
Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 835, 837, 840, no. 35. Date: LH IIIC
Early (Tower).
Deep Bowl 132 (Citadel House Area). FS 284. Ext. linear decoration; int. monochrome.
Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 835, 837, 840, no. 36. Date: LH IIIC
Early (Tower).
Deep Bowl 133 (Citadel House Area). FS 284. Ext. stemmed spiral, FM 51, parallel
chevrons, FM 58, and linear decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliography: French
2011a, Suppl. PDF 841, 843, 847, no. 2. Date: LH IIIC Early (Tower).
Deep Bowl 134 (Citadel House Area). FS 284/285. Ext. running spiral, FM 46; int. and
ext. linear decoration interior. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 841, 843,
847, no. 3. Date: LH IIIC Early (Tower).
Deep Bowl 135 (Citadel House Area). FS 284. Ext. linear decoration; int. monochrome.
Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 841, 844, no. 4. Comments: Medium
band. Date: LH IIIC Early (Tower).
Deep Bowl 136 (Citadel House Area). FS 284/285. Dotted rim. Bibliography: French
2011a, Suppl. PDF 841, 845, 847, no. 6. Comments: Rosette Deep Bowl. Date:
LH IIIC Early (Tower).
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Deep Bowl 137 (Citadel House Area). FS 284/285. Ext. “sea anemone,” FM 27; dotted
rim. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 841, 846, 847, no. 10. Comments:
Rosette deep bowl. Date: LH IIIC Early (Tower).
Deep Bowl 138 (Granary, East Basement; Nauplion Museum no. 2858). FS 285. Ext.
monochrome with multiple reserved lines; dotted rim; int. monochrome with
reserved base. Bibliography: Wace et al. 1921–1923, 52, pl. XI:n; Furumark
1972a, 634, no. 285.10. Mountjoy 1986, 178, fig. 229:1; 1999, 174, fig. 49:366;
Thomatos 2006, 98–99, no. 458, fig. 1.310. Comments: Granary Style. Date: LH
IIIC Middle.
Deep Bowl 139 (Granary, East Basement; Nauplion Museum no. 2565). FS 285. Ext.
bird, FM 7:51, joining semicircles (triangular patch), FM 42:29, and linear
decoration; dotted rim; int. monochrome with reserved bands at rim and reserved
base. Bibliography: Wace et al 1921–1923, 52, pl. VII:b; Furumark 1972a, 634,
no. 285.5; Vermeule and Karageorghis 1982, 225, no. XI.110; Mountjoy 1999,
172, 174, no. 365, fig. 49:365; Thomatos 2006, 98–99, no. 457, fig. 1.309.
Comments: Close Style. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Deep Bowl 140 (Granary, Corridors, Upper level; Nauplion Museum no. 8365). FS 285.
Monochrome with multiple reserved lines on ext. and int.; int. reserved base.
Bibliography: Wace et al. 1921–1923, 41, pl. VIII:d; Furumark 1972a, 634, no.
285.7; Mountjoy 1999, 174, no. 367, fig. 49:367; Thomatos 2006, 98–99, no. 460,
fig. 1.312; French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 733. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Deep Bowl 141 (Granary, Corridors, Upper Level; Fig. 4.25). FS 285. Ext. multiple stem
and tongue pattern, FM 19, rosette, FM 17:24, joining semicircles (triangular
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patch), FM 41:29. Bibliography: Wace et al. 1921–1923, 41, pl. VII:a; Furumark
1972a, 634, no. 285.4. Comments: Decorated in Close Style, but Granary Style.
Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Deep Bowl 142 (Granary, Corridors, Upper Level; Fig. 4.25). FS 285. Ext. and int.
monochrome with multiple reserved lines; int. reserved base. Bibliography: Wace
et al. 1921–1923, 41, pl. VIII:c; Furumark 1972a, 634, no. 285.6; French 2011a,
Suppl. PDF 733. Comments: Granary Style. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Deep Bowl 143 (Granary, South Corridor; Fig. 4.25). FS 284. Ext. antithetic spiral
pattern, FM 50, parallel chevrons, FM 58, and linear decoration. Bibliography:
Wace et al. 1921–1923, 47, pl. V:f; Furumark 1972a, 634, no. 284.12. Comments:
Granary Style. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Deep Bowl 144 (Granary, East Basement; Fig. 4.25). FS 285. Ext. monochrome with
multiple reserved bands and reserved base. Bibliography: Wace et al. 1921–1923,
52, pl. X:b; Furumark 1972a, 634, no. 285.8. Comments: Granary Style. Date: LH
IIIC Middle.
Deep Bowl 145 (Granary, East Basement; Fig. 4.25). FS 285. Ext. and int. monochrome
with multiple reserved bands; ext. reserved base. Bibliography: Wace et al. 1921–
1923, 52, pl. XI:m; Furumark 1972a, 634, no. 285.9. Comments: Granary Style.
Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Deep Bowl 146 (South House, East Room; Fig. 4.25). FS 285. Ext. rosette, FM 17,
joining semicircles (triangular patch), FM 42, trivurved arch, FM 62:36.
Bibliography: Wace et al. 1921–1923, 52, 92, fig. 25:c; Furumark 1972a, 634, no.
285.11. Comments: Close Style. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
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Deep Bowl 147 (Chania Burial Mound, Cremation 6; Mycenae Museum BE 27290; Fig.
3.33:b). FS 285. Ext. bird, FM 7, joining semicircles, FM 42, concentric arcs, FM
44, diaper net, FM 57, zigzag, FM 61, paneled pattern, FM 75, and linear
decoration; int. monochrome with reserved bands at rim. Bibliography:
Palaiologou 2013, 262–264, fig. 10:c, d. Comments: Close Style; cover of
cremation urn BE 27331. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Deep Bowl 148 (Citadel House Area). FS 285. Ext. and int. monochrome; ext. reserved
band. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 848, 849, 851, nos. 1, 2. Date: LH
IIIC Middle (Developed/Advanced).
Deep Bowl 149 (Citadel House Area). FS 285. Monochrome. Bibliography: French
2011a, Suppl. PDF 848, 849, 851, no. 3. Date: LH IIIC Middle
(Developed/Advanced).
Deep Bowl 150 (Citadel House Area). FS 285. Int. monochrome. Bibliography: French
2011a, Suppl. PDF 848, 849, 851, no. 4. Date: LH IIIC Middle
(Developed/Advanced).
Deep Bowl 151 (Citadel House Area). FS 285. Int. monochrome. Bibliography: French
2011a, Suppl. PDF 848, 849, 851, no. 5. Date: LH IIIC Middle
(Developed/Advanced).
Deep Bowl 152 (Citadel House Area). FS 285. Monochrome. Bibliography: French
2011a, Suppl. PDF 848, 849, 851, no. 6. Date: LH IIIC Middle
(Developed/Advanced).
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Deep Bowl 153 (Citadel House Area). FS 285. Monochrome. Bibliography: French
2011a, Suppl. PDF 848, 849, 851, no. 7. Date: LH IIIC Middle
(Developed/Advanced).
Deep Bowl 154 (Citadel House Area). FS 285. Monochrome. Bibliography: French
2011a, Suppl. PDF 848, 849, 851, no. 8. Date: LH IIIC Middle
(Developed/Advanced).
Deep Bowl 155 (Citadel House Area). FS 285. Monochrome. Bibliography: French
2011a, Suppl. PDF 848, 849, 851, no. 9. Date: LH IIIC Middle
(Developed/Advanced).
Deep Bowl 156 (Citadel House Area). FS 285. Monochrome. Bibliography: French
2011a, Suppl. PDF 848, 849, 851, no. 10. Date: LH IIIC Middle
(Developed/Advanced).
Deep Bowl 157 (Citadel House Area). FS 285. Ext. linear decoration; int. monochrome.
Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 848, 849, 851, no. 11. Comments:
Medium band. Date: LH IIIC Middle (Developed/Advanced).
Deep Bowl 158 (Citadel House Area). FS 285. Ext. linear decoration; int. monochrome.
Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 848, 849, 851, no. 12. Comments:
Medium band. Date: LH IIIC Middle (Developed/Advanced).
Deep Bowl 159 (Citadel House Area). FS 285. Ext. linear decoration; int. monochrome.
Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 848, 849, 851, no. 13. Comments:
Medium band. Date: LH IIIC Middle (Developed/Advanced).
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Deep Bowl 160 (Citadel House Area). FS 285. Ext. running spiral, FM 46, linear
decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 849, 850,
851, no. 33. Date: LH IIIC Middle (Developed/Advanced).
Deep Bowl 161 (Citadel House Area). FS 285. Ext. antithetic spiral pattern, FM 50,
linear decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF
849, 850, 851, no. 34. Date: LH IIIC Middle (Developed/Advanced).
Deep Bowl 162 (Citadel House Area). FS 285. Ext. antithetic spiral pattern, FM 50,
linear decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF
849, 850, 851, no. 35. Date: LH IIIC Middle (Developed/Advanced).
Deep Bowl 163 (Citadel House Area). FS 285. Ext. joining semicircles, FM 42, and
linear decoration; dotted rim; int. monochrome with reserved band at rim.
Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 852, 854, 855, no. 22. Date: LH IIIC
Middle (Developed/Advanced).
Deep Bowl 164 (Chania Burial Mound, Cremation 4; Mycenae Museum BE 27294). FS
285. Ext. running spirals, FM 46, and linear decoration; int. stippled bands.
Bibliography: Palaiologou 2013, 260, fig. 8:c, d. Comments: cover of cremation
urn BE 27291. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Deep Bowl 165 (Lion Gate “Staircase,” Stratum X; Inv. no. 20-005; Nauplion Museum
no. 2849; Mycenae Museum BE 8436). FS 285. Ext. monochrome with reserved
base; int. monochrome with reserved band below rim. Bibliography: Wace et al.
1921–1923, 31, 33, fig. 9:f; Furumark 1972a, 634, no. 285.2; Mountjoy 1986,
190–191, fig. 254: 2; 1999, 188, no. 445, fig. 58:445; French 2009b, table 2.
Date: LH IIIC Late.
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Deep Bowl 166 (Lion Gate “Staircase,” Stratum X; Inv. no. 20-004; Nauplion Museum
no. 2845; Mycenae Museum BE 8432). FS 285. Ext. monochrome with reserved
lower body; int. reserved band below rim and reserved base. Bibliography: Wace
et al. 1921–1923, 31, 33, fig. 9:e; Furumark 1972a, 634, no. 285.1; Mountjoy
1986, 191, fig. 254:3; 1999, 188, no. 446, fig. 58:446; French 2009b, table 2.
Date: LH IIIC Late.
Deep Bowl 167 (Lion Gate “Staircase,” Bath Grave; Inv. no. 20-002; Mycenae Museum
BE 29020; Nauplion Museum no. 2842; Fig. 3.24:b). FS 285. Ext. wavy line, FM
53, in narrow decorative zone; int. monochrome. Bibliography: Wace et al. 1921–
1923, 36, fig. 9:b; Furumark 1972a, 634, no. 285.3; Mountjoy 1986, 191, fig.
254:4; 1999, 188, no. 442, fig. 58:442; French 2009b, table 2. Date: LH IIIC Late.
Deep Bowl 168 (Kalkani South Bank, T. 515; Inv. no. 20-227; Mycenae Museum BE
8139; Nauplion Museum no. 2721; Fig. 3.30:b). FS 285. Ext. and int.
monochrome; ext. narrow reserved zone; int. reserved base. Bibliography: Wace
1932, 61, no. 59, pl. XXXI:59; Furumark 1972a, 634, no. 285.12; Mountjoy 1986,
191, fig. 254:6; 1999, 188, no. 443, fig. 58:443; French 2009b, table 2. Date: LH
IIIC Late.
Deep Bowl 169 (Granary East Basement, Upper Level; Inv. no. 20-020; Mycenae
Museum BE 8396; Nauplion Museum no. 2867). FS 285. Ext. wavy line, FM 53,
and linear decoration; int. monochrome with reserved band below rim and
reserved base. Bibliography: Wace et al. 1921–1923, 50, fig. 12:b; Mountjoy
1986, 191, fig. 254:10; Mountjoy 1999, 188, no. 440, fig. 58:440; French 2009b,
table 2. Date: LH IIIC Late.
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Deep Bowl 170 (Lion Gate “Staircase,” Stratum XI, Bath Grave; Inv. no. 20-106;
Mycenae Museum BE 8433; Fig. 3.24:c). FS 286. Int. and ext. monochrome; ext.
reserved lower body and base. Bibliography: Wace et al. 1921–1923, 36, fig. 9:a;
Furumark 1972a, 635, no. 286.1; French 2009b, table 2. Date: LH IIIC Late.
Deep Bowl 171 (Lion Gate “Staircase,” Stratum X). FS 284. Ext. wavy line, FM 53,
linear decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliography: Wace et al. 1921–1923, 34, fig.
7:h; Furumark 1972a, 634, no. 284.11. Date: LH IIIC Late.
Deep Bowl 172 (Citadel House Area). FS 285. Monochrome. Bibliography: French
2011a, Suppl. PDF 857, 858, 860, no. 1. Date: LH IIIC Late (Final).
Deep Bowl 173 (Citadel House Area). FS 285. Monochrome. French 2011a, Suppl. PDF
857, 858, 860, no. 2. Date: LH IIIC Late (Final).
Deep Bowl 174 (Citadel House Area). Ext. linear decoration; int. monochrome. French
2011a, Suppl. PDF 857, 858, 860, no. 3. Comments: Medium band. Date: LH IIIC
Late (Final).
Deep Bowl 175 (Citadel House Area). FS 285. Ext. linear decoration; int. monochrome.
Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 857, 858, 860, no. 4. Comments:
Medium band. Date: LH IIIC Late (Final).
Deep Bowl 176 (Citadel House Area). FS 285. Monochrome; ext. and int. reserved
bands; dotted rim. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 857, 858, 860, no. 25.
Date: LH IIIC Late (Final).
Deep Bowl 177 (Kalkani South Bank, T. 515; Inv. no. 20-229; Mycenae Museum BE
8134; Fig. 3.30:c). FS 284. Undecorated. Bibliography: Wace 1932, 61, no. 57, pl.
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XXXI:57; Furumark 1972a, 634, no. 284.16; French 2009b, table 2. Date: LH
IIIC Late.

f. Semifine Pinkish-yellow Fabric
Deep Bowl 178 (National Museum no. 2584.2). FS 284. Ext. bird, FM 7, and linear
decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliography: Sakellarakis 1992, 84, no. 172;
Mountjoy 1999, 158 n. 841. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Deep Bowl 179 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1272.5) FS 285. Ext. man, FM 1:35,
diaper net, FM 57, paneled pattern FM 75.23; int. monochrome. Bibliography:
Furtwängler and Loeschke 1886, 68, no. 425, pl. XLI:425; Furumark 1972a, 449,
no. 30; Vermeule and Karageorghis 1982, 112, 217, no. X.30; Sakellarakis 1992,
22–23, no. 6; Mountjoy 1999, 158 n. 840. Comments: Decoration of a human
figure, possibly a soldier carrying a stick from which a bag or vessel hangs
(Sakellarakis 1992, 22). Date: LH IIIC Early.
Deep Bowl 180 (Citadel; National Museum no. 10228). FS 284. Ext. stag, FM 5, and
linear decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliography: Vermeule and Karageorghis
1982, 115, 217, no. X.47; Sakellarakis 1992, 60–61, no. 94; Mountjoy 1999, 158
n. 841. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Deep Bowl 181 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1303.17). FS 284. Ext. goat, FM 6, and
linear decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliography: Schliemann 1878, 76, pl.
VIII:31; Furtwängler and Loeschke 1886, 67, no. 409, pl. XXXIX:409;
Schliemann 1880, pl. VII:31; Furumark 1972a, 449, no. 21; Vermeule and
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Karageorghis 1982, 116, 217, no. X.53; Sakellarakis 1992, 66–67, no. 112;
Mountjoy 1999, 158 n. 841. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Deep Bowl 182 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-420; Mycenae Museum BE 16210). FS
284. Ext. “sea anemone,” FM 27; dotted rim; splashed handle. Bibliography:
French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 386. Comments: Rosette Deep Bowl; found on the
floor of Room xxxiv. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Deep Bowl 183 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-501; Mycenae Museum BE 16217). FS
284. Ext. “sea anemone,” FM 27.31; dotted rim; splashed handle. Bibliography:
French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 387–388. Comments: found on floor of Room xxxiv.
Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Deep Bowl 184 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 68-422; Mycenae Museum BE 16477). FS
2894. Ext. and int. monochrome; int. reserved band below rim. Bibliography:
French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 669–670. Date: LH IIIC Middle(?).
Deep Bowl 185 (Citadel House Area; Mycenae Museum 23801). FS 285. Ext. bird, FM
7, joining semicircles (pendant triangle), FM 42; int. monochrome with reserved
lines. Bibliography: Crouwel 1991, Suppl. PDF 256, no. E 33. Comments: Close
Style. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Deep Bowl 186 (Citadel House Area; Mycenae Museum 23801). FS 284. Ext. bird, FM
7, and linear decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliography: Crouwel 1991, Suppl.
PDF 246, no. E 26. Comments: Medium band at rim. Date: LH IIIC Middle
(Advanced).
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Deep Bowl 187 (Citadel House Area; Mycenae Museum 23795). FS 284. Ext. unknown
pictorial and linear decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliography: Crouwel 1991,
Suppl. PDF 364, no. H 31. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Deep Bowl 188 (Citadel; National Museum no. 2674). FS 284. Ext. man, FS 1.32; int.
monochrome. Bibliography: Furumark 1972a, 249 n. 5, 450, no. 40, fig. 26:1:32;
Vermeule and Karageorghis 1982, 134, 222, no. XI.46; Sakellarakis 1992, 34, no.
29. Date: LH IIIC Middle.

g. Semifine Buff Fabric with Mica
Deep Bowl 189 (Prehistoric Cemetery, Grave XXXIX; Inv. no. 53-079; Mycenae
Museum BE 8703; Nauplion Museum no. 11074; Fig. 3.26:b). FS 286. Ext.
monochrome with narrow decorative zone containing wavy line, FM 53; int.
monochrome with reserved band under rim. Bibliography: Desborough 1954, 258,
no. 1, pl. 43:d, right; French 2009b, table 2. Date: LH IIIC Late.

h. Fabric Information N/A
Deep Bowl 190 (Causeway Deposit). FS 284. Ext. linear decoration; int. monochrome.
Bibliography: Wardle, Crouwel, and French 1973, 335, no. 227, fig. 21:227, pl.
60:c:227. Comments: Medium band Deep Bowl. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Deep Bowl 191 (Causeway Deposit). FS 284. Ext. linear decoration; int. monochrome.
Bibliography: Wardle, Crouwel, and French 1973, 335, no. 228, fig. 21:228, pl.
60:c:228. Comments: Medium band Deep Bowl. Date: LH IIIC Early.
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Deep Bowl 192 (Causeway Deposit). FS 284. Ext. linear decoration; int. monochrome.
Bibliography: Wardle, Crouwel, and French 1973, 335, no. 229, fig. 21:229, pl.
60:c:229. Comments: Medium band Deep Bowl. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Deep Bowl 193 (Causeway Deposit). FS 284. Ext. linear decoration; int. monochrome.
Bibliography: Wardle, Crouwel, and French 1973, 335, no. 230, fig. 21:230.
Comments: Medium band Deep Bowl. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Deep Bowl 194 (Causeway Deposit). FS 284. Ext. linear decoration; int. monochrome.
Bibliography: Wardle, Crouwel, and French 1973, 335, no. 231, fig. 21:231.
Comments: Medium band Deep Bowl. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Deep Bowl 195 (Causeway Deposit). FS 284. Ext. linear decoration; int. monochrome
interior. Bibliography: Wardle, Crouwel, and French 1973, 335, no. 232, fig.
21:232. Comments: Medium band Deep Bowl. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Deep Bowl 196 (Causeway Deposit). FS 284. Ext. linear decoration; int. monochrome.
Bibliography: Wardle, Crouwel, and French 1973, 335, no. 233, fig. 21:233.
Comments: Medium band Deep Bowl. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Deep Bowl 197 (Causeway Deposit). FS 284. Ext. linear decoration; int. monochrome.
Bibliography: Wardle, Crouwel, and French 1973, 335, no. 234, fig. 21:234.
Comments: Medium band Deep Bowl. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Deep Bowl 198 (Causeway Deposit). FS 284. Ext. linear decoration; int. monochrome.
Bibliography: Wardle, Crouwel, and French 1973, 335, no. 235, fig. 21:235.
Comments: Medium band Deep Bowl. Date: LH IIIC Early.
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Deep Bowl 199 (Causeway Deposit). FS 284. Ext. linear decoration; int. monochrome.
Bibliography: Wardle, Crouwel, and French 1973, 335, no. 236, fig. 21:236.
Comments: Medium band Deep Bowl. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Deep Bowl 200 (Causeway Deposit). FS 284. Ext. linear decoration; int. monochrome.
Bibliography: Wardle, Crouwel, and French 1973, 335, no. 237, fig. 21:237.
Comments: Medium band Deep Bowl. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Deep Bowl 201 (Causeway Deposit). FS 284. Ext. linear decoration; int. monochrome.
Bibliography: Wardle, Crouwel, and French 1973, 335, no. 238,fig. 21:238.
Comments: Medium band Deep Bowl. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Deep Bowl 202 (Causeway Deposit). FS 284. Ext. running spiral, FM 46, and linear
decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliography: Wardle, Crouwel, and French 1973,
335, no. 241, fig. 21:241, pl. 60:c:241. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Deep Bowl 203 (Causeway Deposit). FS 284. Ext. running spiral, FM 46; int.
monochrome. Bibliography: Wardle, Crouwel, and French 1973, 335, no. 242, pl.
60:c:242. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Deep Bowl 204 (Causeway Deposit). FS 284. Ext. running spiral, FM 46; int.
monochrome. Bibliography: Wardle, Crouwel, and French 1973, 335, no. 243, pl.
60:c:243. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Deep Bowl 205 (Causeway Deposit). FS 284. Ext. linear decoration; int. monochrome.
Bibliography: Wardle, Crouwel, and French 1973, 336, no. 244, fig. 21:244.
Date: LH IIIC Early.
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Deep Bowl 206 (Causeway Deposit). FS 284. Ext. linear decoration; int. monochrome.
Bibliography: Wardle, Crouwel, and French 1973, 336, no. 245, fig. 21:245.
Date: LH IIIC Early.
Deep Bowl 207 (Causeway Deposit). FS 284. Ext. linear decoration. Bibliography:
Wardle, Crouwel, and French 1973, 336, no. 246, fig. 21:246. Date: LH IIIC
Early.
Deep Bowl 208 (Causeway Deposit). FS 284. Ext. and int. linear decoration.
Bibliography: Wardle, Crouwel, and French 1973, 336, no. 247, fig. 21:247.
Date: LH IIIC Early.
Deep Bowl 209 (Causeway Deposit). FS 284. Ext. running spiral, FM 46. Bibliography:
Wardle, Crouwel, and French 1973, 336, no. 248, pl. 60:c:248. Date: LH IIIC
Early.
Deep Bowl 210 (Causeway Deposit). FS 284. Ext. running spiral, FM 46. Bibliography:
Wardle, Crouwel, and French 1973, 336, no. 249, pl. 60:c:249. Date: LH IIIC
Early.
Deep Bowl 211 (Causeway Deposit). FS 284. Ext. zigzag, FM 61, paneled pattern, FM
75.10. Bibliography: Wardle, Crouwel, and French 1973, 336, no. 250, pl.
60:c:250. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Deep Bowl 212 (Causeway Deposit). FS 284. Ext. running spiral, FM 46; int.
monochrome. Bibliography: Wardle, Crouwel, and French 1973, 336, no. 251,
fig. 22:251, pl. 60:d. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Deep Bowl 213 (The “Workshop”). FS 284/285. Ext. joining semicircles (scale triangle),
FM 42, lozenge, FM 73, and paneled pattern, FM 75. Bibliography: Daneilidou
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2008, 100, 256, 342, fig. 77. Parallels: Mountjoy 1999, 7, no. 163. Date: LH IIIC
Early.
Deep Bowl 214 (House of the Tripod Tomb). FS 284. Monochrome. Bibliography:
Onasoglou 1995, 30, fig. 1:17. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, 151, fig. 191. Date: LH
IIIC Early.
Deep Bowl 215 (House of the Tripod Tomb). FS 284. Monochrome. Bibliography:
Onasoglou 1995, 30, fig. 2:2. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, 151, fig. 191. Date: LH
IIIC Early.
Deep Bowl 216 (House of the Tripod Tomb). FS 284. Ext. N-pattern, FM 60, and linear
decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliography: Onasoglou 1995, 74, fig. 16:20.
Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, 150, fig. 189. Comments: Type A. Date: LH IIIC
Early.
Deep Bowl 217 (Citadel House Area). FS 285. Ext. bird, FM 7, concentric arcs, FM 44,
diaper net, FM 57. Bibliography: Crouwel 1991, Suppl. PDF 255, no. E 32.
Comments: Close Style. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Deep Bowl 218 (The “Workshop”). FS 284/285. Ext fish, FM 20. Bibliography:
Daneilidou 2008, 210, 256, 342, pl. 80:12. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, fig. 228:3.
Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Deep Bowl 219 (House of the Tripod Tomb). FS 285. Ext. monochrome with reserved
lower belly and linear base; int. monochrome interior. Bibliography: Onasoglou
1995, 136–137, fig. 55:1, pl. 58β. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, 192, fig. 254:3.
Date: LH IIIC Late.
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2. Shallow Angular Bowls (FS 295, 296)
a. Fine Pinkish-yellow Fabric
Shallow Angular Bowl 1 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-905; Mycenae Museum BE
16204). FS 295. Undecorated. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 429.
Comments: Type A. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Shallow Angular Bowl 2 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-520; Mycenae Museum BE
16198). Undecorated. Date: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 419–420. Comments:
Could also be a kalathos, FS 290. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Shallow Angular Bowl 3 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-401; Mycenae Museum BE
16243). FS 295. Int. and ext. linear decoration. Bibliography: Mountoy 1986, 153,
fig. 197:2; 1999, no. 322, fig. 41:322; French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 444. Comments:
Type B. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Shallow Angular Bowl 4 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-461; Mycenae Museum BE
16346). FS 295. Int. and ext. linear decoration; splash handle. Bibliography:
French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 382–383. Comments: Type B, if identification correct;
could also be a basin, FS 294. Shape is shallow and rounded. Date: LH IIIC Early
(Tower).
Shallow Angular Bowl 5 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 68-452; Mycenae Museum BE
16411). FS 295. Int. and ext. linear decoration; dots on rim. Bibliography: French
2011a, Suppl. PDF 337–338. Comments: Type B? Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Shallow Angular Bowl 6 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-1403; Mycenae Museum BE
16394). FS 295. It. and ext. linear decoration; dashes on rim. Bibliography:
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French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 344–345. Comments: Type B. Date: LH IIIC Early
(Early).
Shallow Angular Bowl 7 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-462/1402; Mycenae Museum
BE 16353; Fig. 4.31, left). FS 295. Int. and ext. linear decoration; isolated spiral,
FM 52, on int. base. Bibliography: Mountjoy 1986, 153, fig. 197:1; 1999, 159,
fig. 41:320; French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 377–378. Comments: Type A. Date: LH
IIIC Early (Early).
Shallow Angular Bowl 8 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-911; Mycenae Museum BE
16196; Fig. 4.31, right). Linear decoration on ext.; concentric bands on underside
of base. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 437–438. Comments: Type B;
found on the floor of Room xxxiv. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Shallow Angular Bowl 9 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0180, 2009_PU_271; Fig.
4.29). FS 295. Undecorated. H. 5.6; w. 5; diam. of rim 18 cm. Sherd; rim and
body. Comments: Type A. Date: LH IIIC Early(–Middle?).
Shallow Angular Bowl 10 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0122, 2009_PU_318; Fig.
4.29). FS 295. Undecorated. H. 2.7; w. 4.2; rim diam 11 cm. Portion of rim and
body pres.; possible horizontal handle attachment. H. 4; w. 3.9; diam. rim 11 cm.
Sherd; rim and body. Comments: Type A. Date: LH IIIC Early(–Middle?).
Shallow Angular Bowl 11 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0491, 2009_PU_300; Fig.
4.29). FS 295. Portion of rim and body. Undecorated. H. 3.9; w. 5.2 cm; unable to
determine rim diam. Sherd; rim and body. Comments: Type A. Date: LH IIIC
Early(–Middle?).
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Shallow Angular Bowl 12 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0613, 2010_PU_228; Fig.
4.29). FS 295. Ext. undecorated; int. concentric circles at base. H. 1.6; diam. of
base 4.3 cm. Portion of base and lower body. Comments: Type B. Parallels:
Mountjoy 1986, figs. 197.2, 223. Date: LH IIIC Early(–Middle?).
Shallow Angular Bowl 13 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-460; Mycenae Museum BE
16169; Fig. 4.33, left). FS 295. Int. linear decoration. Bibliography: French
2011a, Suppl. PDF 608–609. Type B. LH IIIC Middle (Advanced).
Shallow Angular Bowl 14 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 54-575; Mycenae Museum BE
15912). FS 295. Int. and ext. linear decoration. Bibliography: French 2011a,
Suppl. PDF 620–621. Date: LH IIIC Middle(?).
Shallow Angular Bowl 15 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-472; Mycenae Museum BE
16189). FS 295. Int. linear decoration; ext. thin rim band. Bibliography: French
2011a, Suppl. PDF 690–691. Comments: Type A. Date: LH IIIC Middle
(Advance).
Shallow Angular Bowl 16 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-578; Mycenae Museum BE
16241). FS 295. Int. linear decoration; ext. thin rim band; isolated spiral, FM 52,
on int. base. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 647. Type A. LH IIIC
Middle (Advanced).
Shallow Angular Bowl 17 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 62-422; Mycenae Museum
16008; Fig. 4.34, right). FS 295. Ext. linear decoration; isolated spiral, FM 52, on
int. base. Bibliography: Mountjoy 1986, 180, fig. 233:1; 1999, 174, no. 371, fig.
49:371; Thomatos 2006, 110, no. 539, fig. 1.370; French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 568–
569. Date: LH IIIC Middle (Advanced).
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Shallow Angular Bowl 18 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1298.22). Ext. bird, FM 7, and
linear decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliography: Sakellarakis 1992, 96, no. 206.
Date: LH IIIC Middle.

b. Fine Buff Fabric
Shallow Angular Bowl 19 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-1402; Mycenae Museum BE
16153). FS 296. Ext. linear decoration. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF
658. Comments: Could also be a basin, FS 293. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, 153,
fig. 196. Date: LH IIIC Middle(?).
Shallow Angular Bowl 20 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 68-421; Mycenae Museum BE
16472; Fig. 4.34, left). FS 295. Ext. band below rim; int. rim band. Bibliography:
French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 706. Comments: Type B. Date: LH IIIC Late(?).

c. Fine Greenish-yellow Fabric
Shallow Angular Bowl 21 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-1404; Mycenae Museum BE
16395; Fig. 4.32). FS 296. Linear decoration int. and ext. Bibliography: French
2011a, Suppl. PDF 346–347. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).

e. Fine Reddish-yellow Fabric
Shallow Angular Bowl 22 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 59-235; Mycenae Museum BE
7185). FS 295. Linear decoration int.; splash handle. Bibliography: French 2011a,
Suppl. PDF 584. Comments: Type B. Date: Transitional LH IIIB:2–LH IIIC
Early.
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Shallow Angular Bowl 23 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1298.32). Ext. fish, FM 20; int.
monochrome. Bibliography: Vermeule and Karageorghis 1982, 218–219, no.
X.89; Sakellarakis 1992, 106, no. 236. Comments: Could also be basin, FS 294
Date: LH IIIC Early.
Shallow Angular Bowl 24 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1275.29). Ext. bird, FM 7,
joining semicircles (triangular patch), FM 42, concentric circles, FM 44, and
linear decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliography: Vermeule and Karageorghis
1982, 245, no. XI.104; Sakellarakis 1992, 91–92, no. 191. Comments: Close
Style? Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Shallow Angular Bowl 25 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-567; Mycenae Museum BE
16167; Fig. 4.34, right). FS 295. Int. band decoration; band on ext. rim, possible
band on upper surface of handle. French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 698–699. Comments:
Type B. Date: LH IIIC Late(?).

f. Semicoarse Buff Clay
Shallow Angular Bowl 26 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-571; Mycenae Museum BE
16181). Int. and ext. linear decoration; splashed handle. Bibliography: French
2011a, Suppl. PDF 373–374. Comments: Type B? Could also be basin, FS 294.
Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Shallow Angular Bowl 27 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-581; Mycenae Museum BE
16227). FS 295. Int. linear decoration ; ext. narrow rim band; dot at center of
underside of base. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 650–651. Comments:
Type A. Date: LH IIIC Middle (Advanced).
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g. Coarse Buff Fabric
Shallow Angular Bowl 28 (Acropolis; National Museum Inv. No. 2684). FS 295(?). Bird,
FM 7. Vermeule and Karageorghis 1982, 103, 214, no. IX.105 (LH IIIB here);
Sakellarakis 1992, 96–97, no. 209. Comments: Bird decoration appears on interior
of vessel. Date: LH IIIC Middle.

h. Fine Fabric, Color Information N/A
Shallow Angular Bowl 29 (House of the Tripod Tomb). FS 295. Int. and ext. linear
decoration. Bibliography: Onasoglou 1995, 64, fig. 9:9. Parallels: Mountjoy
1986, 153, fig. 197:1, 2. LH IIIC Early.
Shallow Angular Bowl 30 (Citadel House Area). Int. and ext. linear decoration.
Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 835, 836, 839, no. 23. Date: LH IIIC
Early (Tower).
Shallow Angular Bowl 31 (Citadel House Area). Int. and ext. linear decoration.
Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 835, 836, 839, no. 24. Date: LH IIIC
Early (Tower).
Shallow Angular Bowl 32 (Citadel House Area). Int. and ext. linear decoration.
Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 835, 836, 839, no. 25. Date: LH IIIC
Early (Tower).
Shallow Angular Bowl 33 (Citadel House Area). Int. and ext. linear decoration.
Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 835, 836, 839, no. 26. Date: LH IIIC
Early (Tower).
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Shallow Angular Bowl 34 (Citadel House Area). Int. and ext. linear decoration.
Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 835, 836, 839, no. 27. Date: LH IIIC
Early (Tower).
Shallow Angular Bowl 35 (Citadel House Area). Int. and ext. linear decoration.
Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 835, 836, 839, no. 28. Date: LH IIIC
Early (Tower).
Shallow Angular Bowl 36 (Granary, East Basement). Int. linear decoration; ext.
undecorated. Bibliography: Wace et al. 1921–1923, 52–53, pl. XI:k; Furumark
1972a, 636, no. 295.5. Comments: Granary Style. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Shallow Angular Bowl 37 (Chania Burial Mound, Cremation 7; Mycenae Museum BE
27295; Fig. 3.33:c). FS 295. Int. and ext. linear decoration; isolated spiral, FM 52,
on int. base. Bibliography: Palaiologou 2013, 264, fig. 11:c, d. Comments: Cover
of urn BE 27325. LH IIIC Middle.
Shallow Angular Bowl 38 (Citadel House Area). Int. and ext. linear decoration.
Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 857, 858, 860, no. 8. Date: LH IIIC Late
(Final).
Shallow Angular Bowl 39 (Citadel House Area). Int. and ext. linear decoration.
Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 857, 858, 860, no. 9. Date: LH IIIC Late
(Final).
Shallow Angular Bowl 40 (Lion Gate “Staircase,” Stratum X/XI; Inv. no. 20-105;
Mycenae Museum BE 8431). FS 295. Int. linear decoration; ext. undecorated.
Bibliography: Wace et al. 1921–1923, 34, fig. 9:c; Furumark 1972a, 636, no.
295.4; French 2009b, table 2. Date: LH IIIC Late.
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3. One-handled Conical Bowls (FS 242)
a. Fine Pinkish-yellow Fabric
One-handled Conical Bowl 1 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-431; Mycenae Museum
BE 16163). Int. and ext. linear decoration; isolated spiral, FM 52, on underside of
base. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 633–634. Date: LH IIIC Early–
Middle.
One-handled Conical Bowl 2 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0273, 2009_PU_277; Fig.
4.36). Int. linear decoration; handle monochrome(?); ext. possibly monochrome.
H. 1.9; w. 1.9; est. rim diam. 13; L. of handle 3; w. of handle 0.7 cm. Sherd; rim
and upper body with horizontal handle attached. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, fig.
221. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
One-handled Conical Bowl 3 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0494, 2009_PU_300; Fig.
4.36). Decoration very poorly preserved; int. monochrome with thin reserved
band below rim. H. 3; w. 2.9; est. rim diam. 12; L. of handle ca. 2; w. of handle
ca. 0.6 cm. Sherd; rim and upper bod with horizontal handle attached. Parallels:
Mountjoy 1986, figs. 221, 251. Date: LH IIIC Middle–Late.

b. Fine Buff Fabric
One-handled Conical Bowl 4 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0123, 2009_PU_318; Fig.
4.36). Ext. thin rim band, two horizontal bands below base of handle; int.
undecorated as pres. H. 3.6; w. 2.5; est. rim diam. 8; L. of handle 2.3; w. of
handle 1 cm. Sherd; rim and upper body with horizontal handle attached.
Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, fig. 221. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
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One-handled Conical Bowl 5 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0648, 2010_PU_343; Fig.
4.36). Decoration very poorly preserved: ext. monochrome area underneath
handle; int. monochrome. H. 2.9; w. 2.1; est. rim diam. 15; L. of handle 1.6; w. of
handle 0.5 cm. Sherd; rim and upper body with horizontal handle attached.
Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, figs. 221, 251. Date: LH IIIC Middle–Late.
One-handled Conical Bowl 6 (old no. 6) (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0730,
2010_PU_280; Fig. 4.36). Ext. thin rim band, thick band over monochrome lower
body (?); int. monochrome. H. 2; w. 1.9; est. rim diam 8 cm. Sherd; rim and upper
body with horizontal handle attachment. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, figs. 221,
251. Date: LH IIIC Middle–Late.

4. Stemmed Bowls (FS 305)
a. Fine Pinkish-yellow Fabric
Stemmed Bowl 1 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-603; Mycenae Museum BE 16251).
Undecorated. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 494. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Stemmed Bowl 2 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0479, 2009_PU_225; Fig. 4.38). Ext.
band near bottom of bowl; int. monochrome. H. 3.3; est. diam. of base 6 cm.
Portion of base, stem, and lower body preserved. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, fig.
198. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Stemmed Bowl 3 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-430; Mycenae Museum BE 16175).
Int. and ext. monochrome. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 542. Date:
LH IIIC Early (Tower).
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Stemmed Bowl 4 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0468, 2009_PU_161; Fig. 4.38).
Monochrome or thick-banded stem; ext. linear lower body; int. undecorated. H. 4;
est. th. of stem 5.5 cm. Stem and portion of lower body preserved. Parallels:
Mountjoy 1986, fig. 198. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Stemmed bowl 5 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0581, 2009_PU_19; Fig. 4.38). Ext.
thin rim band over thick horizontal band and isolated semicircles, FM 43; int.
horizontal band below rim. H. 3.3; w. 4.2; est. rim diam. 14 cm. Sherd; rim and
upper body. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, fig. 198. Date: LH IIIC Early.

b. Fine Buff Fabric
Stemmed Bowl 6 (National Museum no. 2584.1). Ext. goat, FM 6, parallel chevrons, FM
58, paneled pattern, FM 75:20, and linear decoration; int. monochrome.
Bibliography: Vermeule and Karageorghis 1982, 116, 217, no. X.82; Sakallarakis
1992, 66, no. 110; Mountjoy 1999, 159 n. 855. Date: LH IIIC Early.

c. Fine Fabric, Color Information N/A
Stemmed Bowl 7 (Citadel House Area). Ext. wavy line, FM 53, paneled pattern, FM 75;
int. and ext. linear decoration. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 829, 831,
833, no. 8. Date: Transitional LH IIIB:2–LH IIIC Early.
Stemmed Bowl 8 (Citadel House Area). Ext. isolated semicircles, FM 43, and linear
decoration. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 829, 831, 833, no. 9. Date:
Transitional LH IIIB:2–LH IIIC Early.
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Stemmed Bowl 9 (Citadel House Area). Ext. linear decoration; int. monochrome with
reserved band. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 835, 836, 838, no. 12.
Date: LH IIIC Early (Tower).

d. Fabric information N/A
Stemmed Bowl 10 (Causeway Deposit). Isolated semicircles, FM 43; int. and ext. linear
decoration. Bibliography: Wardle, Crouwel, and French 1973, 336, no. 252, fig.
21:252. Date: LH IIIC Early.

C. Kraters (FS 281, 282)
a. Fine Pinkish-yellow Fabric
Krater 1 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-1509; Mycenae Museum BE 16261). FS 281.
Ext. isolated semicircles, FM 43.25, lozenge, FM 73, diaper net FM 57.
Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 505–506. Comments: found on floor of
Room xxxiv. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Krater 2 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-449; Mycenae Museum BE 21733). FS 281.
Ext. scale pattern, FM 70; int. and ext. linear decoration; splashed handles.
Bibliography: French 2011a, 39, fig. 12, Suppl. PDF 313–314. Date: LH IIIC
Early (Early).
Krater 3 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0651, 2010_PU_343; Fig. 4.39). FS 282. Ext.
medium band over lozenge chain, FM 73.y; int. monochrome. L. 4.6; w. 4.6; est.
diam. of body 28 cm. Sherd; body. Date: LH IIIC Early.
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Krater 4 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 69-1531/7; Mycenae Museum BE 21772). FS 282.
Ext. joining semicircles (triangular patch), FM 44, wavy line, FM 53, zigzag, FM
61, paneled pattern, FM 75, and linear decoration; int. linear decoration.
Bibliography: Mountjoy 1986, 148, fig. 188:2 (misidentified as a deep bowl);
1999, 156, no. 314, fig. 41:314; French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 363–364. Date: LH
IIIC Early (Tower).
Krater 5 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 69-1538; Mycenae Museum BE 16536). FS 282.
Unidentified decoration: flowers(?); concentric semicircles(?); interior linear
decoration. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 365–366. Date: LH IIIC
Early (Tower).
Krater 6 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1298.26; Fig. 4.44, left). FS 282. Ext. fish, FM
20, and linear decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliography: Vermeule and
Karageorghis 1982, 219, no. X.93; Sakellarakis 1992, 105, no. 234; Mountjoy
1999, 170. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Krater 7 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0099, 2009_PU_484; Fig. 4.39). FS 282. Ext.
band at base; int. monochrome. H. 2.4; est. diam. base 8 cm. Base and lower body
preserved. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, figs. 188, 226. LH IIIC Early.
Krater 8 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0126, 2009_PU_318; Fig. 4.39). FS 282. Ext.
lozenge chain, FM 73; int. monochrome. L. 2.7; w. 4 cm. Sherd; body (very
small). Date: LH IIIC Early.
Krater 9 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0178, 2009_PU_271; Fig. 4.39). FS 282. Ext.
paneled pattern, FM 75, vertical row of dots and circles(?), FM 41; int.
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monochrome. L. 2.6; w. 3.4 cm. Sherd; body. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, fig. 188.
Date: LH IIIC Early.
Krater 10 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0197, 2009_PU_271; Fig. 4.39). FS 282. Ext.
parallel chevrons, FM 58, and circles, FM 41; int. monochrome. Parallels:
Mountjoy 1986, fig. 188. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Krater 11 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0306, 2010_PU_306; Fig. 4.39). FS 282. Ext.
possible running spirals, FM 46, chevron(?), and linear decoration; int.
monochrome. L. 5.4; w. 4.5; est. diam. body 26 cm. Sherd; body. Parallels:
Mountjoy 1986, figs. 188.1, 223.5. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Krater 12 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0792, 2010_PU_355; Fig. 4.39). FS 282. Ext.
paneled pattern, FM 75; int. monochrome. L. 3; w. 4.5; est. diam. body 38 cm.
Sherd; body. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, figs. 188, 223. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Krater 13 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0805, 2010_PU_135; Fig. 4.39). FS 282. Ext.
circles, FM 41; int. monochrome. L. 1.8; w. 1.8 cm. Sherd; body (small).
Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, figs. 188, 223. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Krater 14 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0090, 2009_PU_145; Fig. 4.39). FS 282. Ext.
band just above base; int. monochrome. H. 2.5; diam. base 8 cm. Base and portion
of lower body preserved. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, fig. 188.1. Date: LH IIIC
Early.
Krater 15 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_1048, 2011_PU_138; Fig. 4.39). FS 282. Ext.
paneled pattern, FM 75; int. monochrome. L. 2.7; w. 2.9; est. diam. body ca. 35
cm. Sherd; body. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, fig. 188.1. Date: LH IIIC Early.
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Krater 16 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0295, 2011_PU_353; Fig. 4.39). FS 282. Ext.
many vertical bands, part of paneled pattern, FM 75; int. monochrome. H. 3; w.
7.7; est. diam. 25 cm. Sherd; body. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, figs 188.1. Date:
LH IIIC Early.
Krater 17 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0644, 2010_PU_228; Fig. 4.39). FS 282. Ext.
isolated spiral, FM 52; int. monochrome. L. 3.2; w. 2.3 cm. Sherd; body.
Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, figs. 188. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Krater 18 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0687, 2010_PU_374; Fig. 4.39). Ext. paneled
pattern, FM 75; int. undecorated. L. 3.3; w. 5.8 cm. Sherd; body. Parallels:
Mountjoy 1986, figs. 188.2. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Krater 19 (Building Kappa; Inv. no. MYCK_02_0013, Mycenae Museum bag 32439;
Fig. 4.39). FS 282. Ext. tricurved arch, FM 62, under horizontal band; int.
undecorated. L. 4.1; w. 4; max. diam. 24 cm. Sherd; preserved just below rim.
Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, figs. 188, 223. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Krater 20 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0198, 2009_PU_271; Fig. 4.39). FS 282. Ext.
linear decoration and isolated semicircles(?), FM 43; int. monochrome. L. 2.5; w.
3.3; est. diam. body 19 cm. Sherd; body. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, figs. 188,
223. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Krater 21 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0116, 2009_PU_318; Fig. 4.39). Ext. body
monochrome as pres., bar at base of handle and band on either side. LH IIIC
Middle. L. 3.3; w. 3; w. of handle 2.3; th. of handle 0.7 cm. Portion of body with
vertical handle attachment; flattened handle. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, fig. 218.
Date:
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Krater 22 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-1403; Mycenae Museum BE 16151). FS 282.
Ext. rosette, FM 17, joining semicircles (triangular patch), FM 42, concentric
semicircles, FM 44, parallel chevrons, FM 58, zigzag, FM 61, tricurved arch FM
62, lozenge (linked), FM 73, paneled pattern, FM 75; int. monochrome.
Bibliography: Mountjoy 1986, 174, fig. 225:1; French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 659–
660. Comments: Squared rim; slashed rib below rim. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Krater 23 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1212.12; Fig. 4.46:a) FS 282. Ext. man, FM 1;
int. monochrome. Bibliography: Sakellarakis 1992, 33, no. 26. The man is
perhaps holding a shield. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Krater 24 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1272.6; Fig. 4.46:b). FS 282. Ext. man, FM
1.34, chariot, FM 39, chariot; int. monochrome. Bibliography: Furtwängler and
Loeschke 1886, 68, no. 427; Furumark 1972a, 240, 449, no. 9. fig. 26:1:34;
Vermeule and Karageorghis 1982, 121, 220, no. XI.1A; Sakellarakis 1992, 34, no.
28. Comments: Probably shows chariot with warriors carrying shields onboard.
Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Krater 25 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1294.1). FS 282. Ext. horse, FM 2; int.
monochrome. Bibliography: Furtwängler and Loeschke 1886, 67, no. 421, pl. XL;
Furumark 1972a, 449, no. 26; Vermeule and Karageorghis 1982, 123, 220, no.
XI.12; Sakellarakis 1992, 44, no. 52. Comments: Horse sometimes interpreted as a
bull’s head, but these are rarely depicted frontal (Sakellarakis 1992, 44). Date: LH
IIIC Middle.
Krater 26 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1303.13). FS 282. Ext. bird, FM 7, wavy line,
FM 53, lozenge, FM 73, and linear decoration. Bibliography: Furtwängler and
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Loeschke 1886, 66, no. 399a–b, pl. XXXIX; Vermeule and Karageorghis 1982,
117, 218, no. X.74; Sakellarakis 1992, 100, no. 218. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Krater 27 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 59-197; Mycenae Museum BE 15959). FS 282.
Ext. stemmed spiral, FM 51, and linear decoration; int. monochrome.
Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 606–607. Date: LH IIIC Middle(?).
Krater 28 (Citadel House Area; Mycenae Museum 23796). FS 281/282. Ext. horse, FM 2;
int. monochrome. Bibliography: Crouwel 1991, Suppl. PDF 131, no. A 14. Date:
LH IIIC Middle (Advanced).
Krater 29 (Citadel House Area; Mycenae Museum 23793). FS 282. Ext. man, FM 1,
zigzag, FM 61, paneled pattern, FM 75; int. monochrome. Bibliography: Crouwel
1991, Suppl. PDF 145–147, no. B 4A–B. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Krater 30 (Citadel House Area; Mycenae Museum 23793). FS 282. Ext. man, FM 1; int.
monochrome. Bibliography: Crouwel 1991, Suppl. PDF 154, no. B 10. Date: LH
IIIC Middle (Advanced).
Krater 31 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0044, 2009_PU_286; Fig. 4.41). FS 282. Int.
and ext. monochrome as pres. L. 7.2; w. 8.1 cm. Sherd; body. Parallels:
Mountjoy 1986, fig. 224 (carinated type). Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Krater 32 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0045, 2009_PU_286; Fig. 4.41). FS 282. Ext.
horizontal and vertical bands, possible paneled pattern, FM 75; int. monochrome.
Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, figs. 223–225. L. 5.9; w. 6.2; est. diam. of body 30 cm.
Sherd; body. Comments: Very poorly preserved decoration. Date: LH IIIC
Middle.
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Krater 33 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0762, 2010_PU_165; Fig. 4.41). FS 282. Ext.
foliate band, FM 64, over/under thick band. L. 3.6; w. 5.6; est. diam. body 21 cm.
Sherd; body. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, figs. 188.1, 282. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Krater 34 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0542, 2009_PU_219; Fig. 4.41). FS 282. Int.
and ext.monochrome; ext. running spiral, FM 46, added white. H. 3.8; w. 4; diam.
rim 18 cm. Sherd; rim and portion of upper body. Date: LH IIIC.
Krater 35 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1298.29). FS 282. Ext. fish, FM 20, diaper net,
FM 57, and linear decoration. Bibliography: Vermeule and Karageorghis 1982,
219, no. X.91; Sakellarakis 1992, 109, no. 243. Date: LH IIIC.

b. Fine Buff Fabric
Krater 36 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-448; Mycenae Museum BE 16174). FS 281.
Ext. antithetic spiral pattern, FM 50, paneled pattern, FM 75, and linear
decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 585–587.
Date: LH IIIC Early (Tower).
Krater 37 (National Museum no. 2654.5; Fig. 4.44, center). FS 282. Ext. goat, FM 6,
parallel chevrons, FM 58, paneled pattern, FM 75.10, and linear decoration; int.
monochrome. Bibliography: Vermeule and Karageorghis 1982, 116, 217, no.
X.52; Sakellarakis 1992, 66–67, no. 111. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Krater 38 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-563; Mycenae Museum BE 16193; Fig. 4.45).
FS 282. Ext. joining semicircles, FM 42, antithetic spiral pattern, FM 50,
chequers, FM 56. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 594–595. Date: LH
IIIC Early–Middle.
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Krater 39 (Citadel House Area; Inv. nos. 64-570, 64-574; Mycenae Museum BE 16185;
Fig. 4.47). FS 282. Ext. circles, FM 41, running spirals, FM 46, quirk, FM 48;
largely monochrome with reserved areas of decoration. Bibliography: French
2011a, Suppl. PDF 603–604. Comments: Called the “Spectacle Krater.” Date: LH
IIIC Early–Middle.
Krater 40 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-562; Mycenae Museum BE 16179). FS 282.
Ext. parallel chevrons, FM 58; largely monochrome with reserved areas of
decoration. Bibliography: Mountjoy 1986, 174, fig. 224:1; 1999, 172, no. 362, fig.
48:362; Thomatos 2006, 82–83, no. 382, fig. 1.260; French 2011a, Suppl. PDF
601–602. Comments: Carinated. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Krater 41 (Wash levels above House of Sphinxes, Citadel House Area; Exc. no. 54-804).
FS 282. Ext. horse, FM 2, isolated semicircles, FM 43, wavy line, FM 53,
chequer, FM 56, parallel chevrons, FM 58, scale pattern FM 70, paneled pattern,
FM 75, and linear decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliography: Crouwel 1988, 25,
28, no. 1, fig. 1, pl. 3:a. Vermeule and Karageorghis 1982, nos. XI:16, 21–22, 25,
28. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Krater 42 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1141.7). FS 282. Ext. man, FM 1.33, chequer,
FM 56; int. monochrome. Bibliography: Furtwängler and Loeschke 1886, 66, no.
394, pl. XXXVIII; Furumark 1972a, 240, 449, no. 29, fig. 26:1:33; Vermeule and
Karageorghis 1982, 134, 222, no. XI.44; Sakellarakis 1992, 35, no. 30. Date: LH
IIIC Middle.
Krater 43 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1141.8). FS 282. Ext. man, FM 1.31, horse, FM
2, wavy line, FM 53, lozenge, FM 73, linear decoration; int. monochrome.
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Bibliography: Schliemann 1878, 77, pl. X.47; Furtwängler and Loeschke 1886,
66, no. 395, pl. XXXVIII; Furumark 1972a, 449, no. 12, fig. 26:1:31; Vermeule
and Karageorghis 1982, 123, 220, no. XI.8; Sakellarakis 1992, 35, no. 31. Date:
LH IIIC Middle.
Krater 44 (House of the Warrior Vase; National Museum no. 1426; Fig. 3.18). FS 282.
Ext. man, FM 1.29, bird, FM 7.47, circles, FM 41, linear decoration; int.
monochrome. Schliemann 1878, 153–158, fig. I; Furtwängler and Loeschke 1886,
nos. 430, 431, pls. XLII, XLIII; Tsountas 1887, 160; 1890, 26 n. 4; Furumark
1972a, 240, 252, 449, 633, nos. 28, 282.3; Vermeule and Karageorghis 1982, 130,
222, no. XI.42; Immerwahr 1990, 149–151, pls. 85–87; Sakellarakis 1992, 36–37,
no. 32; Mountjoy 2001, 100, no. 266; Thomatos 2006, 82–83, no. 383, fig. 1.261.
So-called “Warrior Vase.” Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Krater 45 (Tomb of Clytemnestra; National Museum no. 4691). FS 282. Ext. man, FM 1,
horse, FM 2.9, concentric arcs, FM 44, zigzag, FM 61, zigzag; int. monochrome.
Bibliography: Wace 1921–1923, 364–365, no. 73; Furumark 1972a, 243, 449, no.
11; fig. 26:2:9; Vermeule and Karageorghis 1982, 123, 220, no. XI.7; Sakellarakis
1992, 38–39, no. 33. Comments: Wace attributed it to Sophia Schliemann’s 1876
excavation of the Treasury of Clytemnestra (1921–1923, 364–365). Date: LH IIIC
Middle.
Krater 46 (Citadel House Area; Mycenae Museum 23793). FS 282. Ext. man, FM 1,
linear decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliography: Crouwel 1991, Suppl. PDF
148, no. B 5. Date: LH IIIC Middle (Developed).
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Krater 47 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0013, 2009_PU_302; Fig. 4.41). FS 282. Ext.
running spiral (FM 46); int. undecorated. L. 4.1; w. 2.8; est. diam. body 24 cm.
Sherd; body. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, fig. 226.1, 2. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Krater 48 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0014, 2009_PU_302; Fig. 4.41). FS 282. Ext.
running spiral (FM 46) above or below horizontal band(s); int. undecorated. L.
3.4; w. 4.1; est. diam. body 22 cm. Sherd; body. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, fig.
226.1, 2. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Krater 49 (Citadel House Area; Exc. no. 64-982; Mycenae Museum BE 16239). FS
281/282. Ext. wavy line, FM 53, parallel chevrons(?), FM 58; hatch marks on rim;
linear decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliography: French 2009b, table 2; 2011,
Suppl. PDF 680–681. Date: LH IIIC Late.

c. Fine Reddish-yellow Fabric
Krater 50 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0377, 2009_PU_141; Fig. 4.39). FS 282. Ext.
paneled pattern, FM 75; int. monochrome. L. 3.6; w. 4.4; est. diam. body 32 cm.
Sherd; body. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, fig. 188.2. Date: LH IIIC Early. 3.6; 4.4;
32
Krater 51 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0796, 2010_PU_072; Fig. 4.41). FS 282.
Portion of body. Ext. linear decoration as pres.; int. monochrome. L. 5; w. 7.4;
est. diam. body 40 cm. Comments: Close Style? Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, fig.
225.5. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Krater 52 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0797, 2010_PU_072; Fig. 4.41). FS 282.
Portion of body. Ext. linear decoration and horizontal zigzag, FM 61; int.
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monochrome. Comments: Close Style? Decoration poorly preserved. L. 3.7; w.
4.5; est. diam. body 40 cm. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986 fig. 225.5. Date: LH IIIC
Middle.
Krater 53 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0300, 2011_PU_131; Fig. 4.42). FS 282.
Portion of lower body and base preserved. Monochrome int. and ext. as pres. H.
4.6; diam. of base 16 cm. Date: LH IIIC.
Krater 54 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0302, 2011_PU_131; Fig. 4.42). FS 282.
Portion of lower body and base preserved. Monochrome int. and ext. as pres. H.
2.9; diam. of base 10. Date: LH IIIC.

d. Fine Fabric, Color Information N/A
Krater 55 (Citadel House Area). FS 281/282. Linear decoration; int. monochrome.
Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 835, 837, 840, no. 37. Date: LH IIIC
Early (Tower).
Krater 56 (Citadel House Area). FS 281/282. Ext. ivy, FM 12, quirk, FM 48, paneled
pattern FM 75, and linear decoration; int. monochrome interior. Bibliography:
French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 841, 842, no. 1. Date: LH IIIC Early (Tower).
Krater 57 (National Museum Inv. No. 2775; Fig. 4.44, right). FS 282. Ext. snake, FM 8:8,
or wavy line, FM 53:26, and linear decoration; some added white. Bibliography:
Kavvadias 1909, 271, 273, fig. 334; Furumark 1972a, 633, no. 282.4; Vermeule
and Karageorghis 1982, 144, 244, no. XI:90; Sakellarakis 1992, 113, no. 250;
Mountjoy 156 n. 830. Comments: According to Kavvadias (1909, 273), probably
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found in a chamber tomb in the area of Mycenae. In the catalog of the National
Museum, “Acropolis 1886” is recorded. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Krater 58 (Granary, East Corridor). FS 282. Ext. antithetic spiral pattern, FM 50:11,
wavy line, FM 53, triglyph and half rosette, FM 74:6, and linear decoration; int.
monochrome. Bibliography: Wace et al. 1921–1923, 41, pl. VIII:a; Furumark
1972a, 633, no. 282.1; French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 733, fig. F:4. Comments: Wace
reported this as a Deep Bowl (Wace et al. 1921–1923, 41), but given the rim
diameter (ca. 31 cm), this vessel is probably a krater. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Krater 59 (Granary East Basement, Upper Level; Exc. no. 20-021; Mycenae Museum BE
9019; Nauplion Museum no. 2808; Fig. 4.48). FS 282. Ext. wavy line, FM 53, and
int. and ext. linear decoration. Bibliography: Wace et al. 1921–1923, 50, fig. 12:b;
Furumark 1972a, 633, no. 282.2; Mountjoy 1986, 190, fig. 253:1; 1999, 188, no.
438, fig. 57:438, pl. 5b; French 2009b, table 2. Date: LH IIIC Late.

e. Semicoarse Pinkish-yellow Fabric
Krater 60 (Citadel; National Museum nos. 1303.5, 1303.6). FS 281/282. Ext. horse, FM
2. Bibliography: Furtwängler and Loeschke 1886, 66, nos. 405, 407, pl. XXXIX;
Furumark 1972a, 384, 449, nos. 17, 19, 24; Vermeule and Karageorghis 1982,
111, 215, no. X.20; Sakellarakis 1992, 42–43, no. 47. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Krater 61 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1308.8). FS 281/282. Ext. bird, FM 7.
Bibliography: Furtwängler and Loeschke 1886, no. 397, pl. XXXIX; Vermeule
and Karageorghis 1982, 103, 214, no. IX.101 (LH IIIB here); Sakellarakis 1992,
84, no. 173. Date: LH IIIC Early
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Krater 62 (Citadel; National Museum nos. 2581.2, 2581.1) FS 282. Ext. dog, FM 8, and
linear decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliography: Vermeule and Karageorghis
1982, 101–102, 214, no. IX.82; Sakellarakis 1992, 45, no. 54; Mountjoy 1999,
156 n. 827. Comments: Two nonjoining fragments show portions of three
animals; row of dogs likely (Sakellarakis 1992, 45). Decorative motif identified as
lions or bulls by Vermeule and Karageorghis (1982, 214). Date: LH IIIC Early.
Krater 63 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1275.31). FS 282. Ext. bird, FM 7, and linear
decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliography: Vermeule and Karageorghis 1982,
218, no. X.72; Sakellarakis 1992, 83, no. 169; Mountjoy 1999, 156 n. 826. Date:
LH IIIC Early.
Krater 64 (Citadel; National Museum no. 3051.4). FS 282. Ext. fish, FM 20, “bivalve
shell,” FM 25, zigzag, FM 61, paneled pattern, FM 75. Bibliography: Vermeule
and Karageorghis 1982, 218, no. X.86; Sakellarakis 1992, 106–107, no. 238.
Date: LH IIIC Early.
Krater 65 (Treasury of Atreus; National Museum no. 1308.2). FS 282. Ext. horse, FM
2.9, zigzag, FM 61, p,aneled pattern(?) FM 75. Bibliography: Vermeule and
Karageorghis 1982, 111, 216, no. X.23; Sakellarakis 1992, 32, no. 23. Comments:
Originally recorded as having come from Mycenae Tomb Alpha (old name of the
Treasury of Atreus). Wace, however, attributed it to Sophia Schliemann’s 1876
excavation of the Treasury of Clytemnestra (Wace et al. 1921–1923, 366, no. 74;
Sakellarakis 1992, 32). Date: LH IIIC Early.
Krater 66 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1298.20). FS 282. Ext. bull, FM 3, zigzag, FM
61, and linear decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliography: Vermeule and
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Karageorghis 1982, 116, 217, no. X.55; Sakellarakis 1992, 58–59, no. 89. Date:
LH IIIC Early.
Krater 67 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1293.2). FS 281/282. Ext. bird, FM 7, scale
pattern, FM 70, and linear decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliography:
Sakellarakis 1992, 84, no. 171. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Krater 68 (Citadel; National Museum no. 2580). FS 282. Ext. man, FS 1. Bibliography:
Stais 1926, 135, no. 2580; Furumark 1972a, 459, no. 3; Vermeule and
Karageorghis 1982, 122, 220, no. XI.3; Sakellarakis 1992, 33–34, no. 27. Date:
LH IIIC Middle.
Krater 69 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1141.1). FS 282. Ext. “bivalve shell,” FM 25,
chariot, FM 39, quirk, FM 48, diaper net, FM 57, parallel chevrons, FM 58.
Bibliography: Furtwängler and Loeschke 1886, 66, no. 392, pl. XXXVIII:392;
Furumark 1972a, 314, 449, nos. 7, 7b, fig. 52.7b; Sakellarakis 1992, 39, no. 34.
Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Krater 70 (Citadel; National Museum no. 2688.2). FS 282. Ext. bird, FM 7, isolated
semicircles, FM 43, paneled pattern, FM 77; int. monochrome. Bibliography:
Sakellarakis 1992, 85–86, no. 176. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Krater 71 (Citadel; National Museum no. 3051.1). FS 282. Ext. bird, FM 7, isolated
semicircles, FM 43, antithetic spiral pattern FM 50, zigzag, FM 61, and linear
decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliography: Vermeule and Karageorghis 1982,
147, 226, no. XI.124; Sakellarakis 1992, 97–98, no. 212. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Krater 72 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 68-484; Mycenae Museum BE 23792). FS 282.
Ext. bird, FM 7, isolated spiral, FM 52, and linear decoration; splash handle; int.
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monochrome. Bibliography: Crouwel 1991, Suppl. PDF 233–234, no. E 15A–B;
French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 614–615. Date: LH IIIC Middle (Advanced).
Krater 73 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-577; Mycenae Museum BE 16237). Ext.
running spiral, FM 46, and linear decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliography:
French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 617–618. Date: LH IIIC Middle (Advanced).
Krater 74 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-480; Mycenae Museum BE 16232). FS 292.
Ext. sea anemone, FM 27, joining semicircles (triangular patch), FM 42, isolated
semicircles, FM 43, parallel chevrons, FM 58, triangle, FM 61A, paneled pattern
FM 75, and linear decoration. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 635–637.
LH IIIC Middle (Advanced).
Krater 75 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-487; Mycenae Museum BE 16235). FS 282.
Ext. sea anemone, FM 27, joining semicircles (triangular patch), FM 42, running
spiral, FM 46, zigzag, FM 61, triangle, FM 61A, paneled pattern, FM 75, and
linear decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF
640–642. Date: LH IIIC Middle (Advanced).
Krater 76 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 50-345; Nauplion Museum no. 5399). FS 281.
Ext. man, FM 1, chariot, FM 39; int. monochrome. Bibliography: Crouwel 1991,
Suppl. PDF 121–122, no. A 9. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Krater 77 (Citadel House Area; Exc. no. 54-576; Nauplion Museum no. 12537). FS
281/282. Ext. horse, FM 2; int. monochrome. Bibliography: Crouwel 1991, Suppl.
PDF 129–130, no. A 13. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
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Krater 78 (Citadel House Area; Mycenae Museum 23793). FS 282. Ext. man, FM 1; int.
monochrome. Bibliography: Crouwel 1991, Suppl. PDF 150, no. B 7. Date: LH
IIIC Middle.
Krater 79 (Citadel House Area; Mycenae Museum 23801). FS 282. Ext. bird, FM 7; int.
monochrome. Bibliography: Crouwel 1991, Suppl. PDF 226, no. E 8. Date: LH
IIIC Middle (Advanced).
Krater 80 (Citadel House Area; Mycenae Museum 23801). Ext. bird, FM 7, isolated
semicircles(?), FM 43, and linear decoration. Bibliography: Crouwel 1991, Suppl.
PDF 241, no. E 21. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Krater 81 (Citadel House Area; Mycenae Museum 23801). FS 282. Ext. bird, FM 7, and
linear decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliography: Crouwel 1991, Suppl. PDF
243, no. E 23. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Krater 82 (Citadel House Area; Mycenae Museum 23795). FS 282. Ext. man, FM 1, or
deer, FM 8, zigzag, FM 61; int. monochrome. Bibliography: Crouwel 1991,
Suppl. PDF 333, no. H 1. Date: LH IIIC Middle (Advanced).
Krater 83 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0172, 2009_PU_423; Fig. 4.41). FS 282. Ext.
isolated semicircles, FM 43, under/over thick horizontal band; int. monochrome.
L. 2.2; w. 3.2; est. diam. body 30 com. Sherd; body. Comments: Close Style?
Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, fig. 225. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Krater 84 (Citadel House Area; Exc. no. 64-499; Mycenae Museum BE 23771; Fig.
4.49). FS 282. Ext. bird, FM 7, parallel chevrons, FM 58, zigzag, FM 61, paneled
pattern, FM 75, and linear decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliography: Crouwel
1991, Suppl. PDF 216–218, no. E 1, fig. 4; Mountjoy 1999, 188, no. 439, fig.
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58:439; French 2009b, table 2. Comments: Late version of the Pictorial style.
Called the “Late Bird Krater.” Pierced base, perhaps libation vessel or tomb
marker (French 2009b, 152). Date: LH IIIC Late.
Krater 85 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0374, 2009_PU_137; Fig. 4.42). FS 282. Int.
and ext. monochrome. L. 5.8; w. 8.1; est. diam. body 44 cm. Sherd; body. Date:
LH IIIC.

f. Semicoarse Buff Fabric
Krater 86 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0151, 2009_PU_285; Fig. 4.40). FS 282. Ext.
palm(?), FM 15; int. monochrome. L. 2; w. 1.9 cm. Sherd; body. Parallels:
Mountjoy 1986, figs. 188, 223. Date: LH IIIC Early–Middle.
Krater 87 (Citadel House Area; Mycenae Museum 23801). FS 282. Ext. bird, FM 7; int.
monochrome. Bibliography: Crouwel 1991, Suppl. PDF 235, no. E 16. Date: LH
IIIC Early–Middle.
Krater 88 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1294.3). FS 282. Ext. bird, FM 7, joining
semicircles, FM 42, wavy line, FM 53; int. monochrome. Bibliography:
Furkwangler and Loeschke 1886, 67, no. 419, pl. XL; Vermeule and
Karageorghis 1982, 147, 226, no. XI.123; Sakellarakis 1992, 97, no. 211. Date:
LH IIIC Middle.
Krater 89 (Treasury of Atreus; National Museum no. 1308.3). FS 282. Ext. bird, FM 7,
and linear decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliography: Vermeule
andKarageorghis 1982, 210, no. VIII.24; Sakellarakis 1992, 100, no. 220. Date:
LH IIIC Middle.
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Krater 90 (Citadel; National Museum no. 253). FS 282. Ext. caterpillar(?), FM 8.12,
wavy line, FM 53, paneled pattern(?), FM 75; added white paint. Bibliography:
Furtwängler and Loeschke 1886, 67, no. 418a–b; Furumark 1972a, 256, figs.
31:8:12, 57:43:42; Vermeule and Karageorghis 1982, 143, 224, no. XI.86;
Sakellarakis 1992, 114, no. 253. Comments: Motif has no parallels (Sakellarakis
1992, 114). Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Krater 91 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1212.5). FS 282. Unidentifiable motif, possibly
part of helmet with hanging plume; linear decoration; int. monochrome.
Bibliography: Vermeule and Karageorghis 1982, 134, 223, no. XI.48;
Sakellarakis 1992, 118, no. 260. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Krater 92 (National Museum no. 5224). FS 281/282. Ext. bucranium, FS 4, bird, FS 7,
quirk, FM 48; plastic decoration. Bibliography: Vermeule and Karageorghis 1982,
82, 210, no. VIII.13 (dated LH IIIA:2 here); Sakellarakis 1992, 59, no. 90.
Comments: Part of birds’ wings(?) on exterior; top of rim, three parallel rows of
quirks and bucranium. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Krater 93 (National Museum nos. 1216.3, 1216.1, 1216.2). FS 282. Ext. bird, FM 7(from
FM 61A, triangle); some added white; int. monochrome. Bibliography:
Furtwängler and Loeschke 1886, 64, no. 360, pl. XXXV; Vermeule and
Karageorghis 1982, 147, 226, no. XI.121; Sakellarakis 1992, 99, no. 216;
Mountjoy 1999, 170. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Krater 94 (Citadel House Area; Mycenae Museum 23796). FS 282. Ext. horse, FM 2,
chariot, FM 39; int. monochrome. Bibliography: Crouwel 1991, Suppl. PDF 119–
120, no. A 8A–B. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
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Krater 95 (Citadel House Area; Mycenae Museum 23793). FS 282(?). Ext. man, FM 1.
Bibliography: Crouwel 1991, Suppl. PDF 151, no. B 8. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Krater 96 (Citadel House Area; Mycenae Museum 23800). FS 282. Ext. deer(?), FM 8,
int. monochrome. Bibliography: Crouwel 1991, Suppl. PDF 180, no. C 15. Date:
LH IIIC Middle.
Krater 97 (Citadel House Area; Mycenae Museum 23801). FS 282. Ext. bird, FM 7, and
linear decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliography: Crouwel 1991, Suppl. PDF
229, no. E 11. Date: LH IIIC Middle (Developed).
Krater 98 (Citadel House Area; Mycenae Museum 23795). FS 282. Ext. man, FM 1, and
linear decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliography: Crouwel 1991, Suppl. PDF
340, no. H 7. Comments: Somewhat resembles the Warrior Krater (Crouwel 1991,
Suppl. PDF 340). Date: LH IIIC Middle.

g. Semicoarse Fabric, Color Information N/A
Krater 99 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1298.17). FS 282. Ext. bird, FM 7; int.
monochrome. Bibliography: Sakellarakis 1992, 100, no. 219. Date: LH IIIC
Middle.
Krater 100 (Granary East Basement, Upper Level; Inv. no. 20-021; Mycenae Museum
BE 9019; Nauplion Museum no. 2808). FS 282. Ext. wavy line, FM 53, and int.
and ext. linear decoration. Bibliography: Wace et al. 1921–1923, 50, fig. 12b;
Furumark 1972a, 633, no. 282.2; Mountjoy 1986, 190, fig. 253:1; 1999, 188, no.
438, fig. 57:438, pl. 5b; French 2009b, table 2. Date: LH IIIC Late.
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h. Coarse Pinkish-yellow Fabric
Krater 101 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1303.16). FS 281. Ext. stag(?), FM 5, dog, FM
8.5, and linear decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliography: Schliemann 1878, 76,
pl. X:41; Furtwängler and Loeschke 1886, 67, no. 411, pl. XXXIX; Vermeule and
Karageorghis 1982, 223, no. XI.72; Sakellarakis 1992, 46–47, no. 56; Mountjoy
1999, 156 n. 829. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Krater 102 (Treasury of Atreus; National Museum no. 1308.1). FS 282. Ext. bird, FM 7,
and linear decoration. Bibliography: Sakellarakis 1992, 85, no. 175. Date: LH
IIIC Middle.
Krater 103 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1274.2). FS 282. Ext. bird, FM 7, isolated
semicircles, FM 43, concentric arcs, FM 44, antithetic spiral pattern FM 50, or
tricurved arch, FM 62. Bibliography: Furtwängler and Loeschke 1886, 64, no.
363, pl. XXXVI; Vermeule and Karageorghis 1982, 226, no. XI.122; Sakellarakis
1992, 98, no. 214. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Krater 104 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1303.14). FS 282. Ext. dog, FM 8, zigzag, FM
61, and linear decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliography: Furtwängler and
Loeschke 1886, 67, no. 410, pl. XXXIX; Furumark 1972a, 453 n. 4; Vermeule
and Karageorghis 1982, 129, 224, no. XI.73; Sakellarakis 1992, 47, no. 58.
Comments: Decoration probably part of a hunting scene (Sakellarakis 1992, 47).
Date: LH IIIC.
Krater 105 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0459, 2009_PU_320; Fig. 4.42). FS 282.
Ext. many vertical wavy lines, FM 53; int. monochrome. L. 6.5; w. 5.6; est. diam.
of body 35 cm. Sherd; body. Date: LH IIIC.
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i. Coarse Buff Fabric
Krater 106 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0153, 2010_PU_285; Fig. 4.40). FS 282.
Ext. tassel(?), FM 72; int. monochrome. L. 2.4; w. 3.4; est. diam. body 17 cm.
Sherd; body. Date: LH IIIC Early–Middle.
Krater 107 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1141.5). FS 282. Ext. horse, FM 2, isolated
semicircles, FM 43, paneled pattern, FM 75.29, paneled pattern; int.
monochrome. Bibliography: Furtwängler and Loeschke 1886, 65, no. 389, pl.
XXXVIII; Furumark 1972a, 449, no. 15; Vermeule and Karageorghis 1982, 123,
220, no. XI.9; Sakellarakis 1992, 44, no. 51. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Krater 108 (Citadel; National Musuem no. 1303.11). FS 282. Ext. bird, FM 7, and linear
decoration. Bibliography: Furtwängler and Loeschke 1886, 66, no. 400, pl.
XXXIX; Vermeule and Karageorghis 1982, 117, 218, no. X.68; Sakellarakis
1992, 99–100, no. 217. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Krater 109 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1212.8). FS 282. Unidentifiable motif; linear
decoration; rib below outside rim slashed. Bibliography: Sakellarakis 1992, 118,
no. 261. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Krater 110 (Great Poros Wall Area, Trench E; Exc. no. 53-142). FS 281/282. Ext. horse,
FM 2.7. Bibliography: Taylour 1955, 230, no. 78, pl. 44:g; Vermeule and
Karageorghis 1982, 216, no. X.26. Comments: Furumark attributes FM 2.7 to the
LH IIIA:2–B periods, but the presence of black matt paint suggested to Taylour
that the vase belongs to LH IIIC. Date: LH IIIC.
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Krater 111 (Citadel House Area; Mycenae Museum 23796). FS 281/282. Ext, man, FM 1,
or horse, FM 2, or unidentified animal, FM 8; int. monochrome. Bibliography:
Crouwel 1991, Suppl. PDF 133, no. A 16. Date: LH IIIC.

j. Coarse Reddish-yellow Fabric
Krater 112 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0478, 2009_PU_225; Fig. 4.40). FS 282.
Portion of body. Ext. horizontal wavy lines, FM 53; int. monochrome. L. 4.3; w.
3.9; est. diam. body 40 cm. Sherd; body. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, figs. 282,
223, 225. Date: LH IIIC Early–Middle.
Krater 113 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0643, 2010_PU_228; Fig. 4.40). FS 282.
Portion of body. Ext. paneled pattern, FM 75, and lozenges, FM 73; int.
monochrome. L. 4.9; w. 7.3; est. diam. body 24 cm. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986,
figs. 188, 223. Date: LH IIIC Early–Middle.

k. Coarse “Oatmeal” Fabric
Krater 114 (Citadel House Area; Mycenae Museum 23796). FS 282. Ext. horse(?), FM 2;
int. monochrome. Bibliography: Crouwel 1991, Suppl. PDF 134, no. A 17. Date:
LH IIIC Middle (Advanced).
Krater 115 (Citadel House Area; Mycenae Museum 23796). FS 282. Ext. horse(?); int.
monochrome. Bibliography: Crouwel 1991, Suppl. PDF 138, no. A 19. Date: LH
IIIC Middle (Advanced).
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Krater 116 (Citadel House Area; Mycenae Museum 23793). FS 282. Ext. man, FM 1, and
linear decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliography: Crouwel 1991, Suppl. PDF
152–153, no. B 9. Date: LH IIIC Middle (Advanced).
Krater 117 (Citadel House Area; Mycenae Museum 23800). FS 282. Ext. bovid or deer,
FM 8. Bibliography: Crouwel 1991, Suppl. PDF 210, no. C 28. Date: LH IIIC
Middle (Advanced).
Krater 118 (Citadel House Area; Mycenae Museum 23800). Ext. deer(?), FM 8; int.
monochrome. Bibliography: Crouwel 1991, Suppl. PDF 212, no. C 30. Date: LH
IIIC Middle.
Krater 119 Citadel House Area; Mycenae Museum 23801). FS 282. Ext. bird, FM 7,
linear decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliography: Crouwel 1991, Suppl. PDF
228, no. E 10. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Krater 120 (Citadel House Area; Inv. No. 54-274; Nauplion Museum 11390). FS 282.
Ext. bird, FM 7; int. monochrome. Bibliography: Crouwel 1991, CD 232, no. E
14. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Krater 121 (Citadel House Area; Mycenae Museum 23801). FS 282. Ext. bird, FM 7,
isolated semicircles, FM 43. Bibliography: Crouwel 1991, Suppl. PDF 271, no. E
43. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Krater 122 (Citadel House Area; Mycenae Museum 23798). FS 282. Ext. dog/deer, FM
8; int. monochrome. Bibliography: Crouwel 1991, Suppl. PDF 324, no. G 4.
Hunting scene. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
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Krater 123 (Citadel House Area; Mycenae Museum 23798). FS 282. Ext. deer/dog, FM
8; int. monochrome. Bibliography: Crouwel 1991, Suppl. PDF 326–327, no. G
5A–B, pl. 3. Comments: Hunting scene. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Krater 124 (Citadel House Area; Mycenae Museum 23795). FS 282. Ext. deer(?), FM 8,
and linear decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliography: Crouwel 1991, Suppl. PDF
341, no. H 8. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Krater 125 (Citadel House Area; Mycenae Museum 23795). FS 292. Ext. fish(?), and
linear decoration; int. monochrome; added white. Bibliography: Crouwel 1991,
Suppl. PDF 350, no. H 17. Date: LH IIIC Middle (Developed).

l. Fabric information N/A
Krater 126 (Panagia Cemtery, T. 15; National Museum no. 2379). FS 281/282(?). Ext.
man, FM 1. Bibliography: Tsountas 1888, 142, 161, fig. 14; Furumark 1972a,
450, no. 42; Vermeule and Karageorghis 1982, 112, 216, no. X.29; XenakiSakellariou 1985, 79, 2379, pl. 15. Comments: Probably found by Tsountas in the
dromos of Tomb 15 (Tsountas 1888, 142). Date: LH IIIC Early.
Krater 127 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1303.7). FS 281/282. Ext. horse, FM 2.
Bibliography: Furtwängler and Loeschke 1886 66, no. 403, pl. XXXIX; Furumark
1972a, 449, no. 16; Vermeule and Karageorghis 1982, 96, 216, no. X.27. Date:
LH IIIC Early.
Krater 128 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1298.12). FS 282. Ext. horse, FM 2; int.
monochrome. Bibliography: Vermeule and Karageorghis 1982, 111, 216, no.
X.25; Sakellarakis 1992, 32, no. 22. Date: LH IIIC Early.
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Krater 129 (Causeway Deposit). FS 281/282. Ext. zigzag, FM 61, paneled pattern, FM
75, and linear decoration. Bibliography: Wardle, Crouwel, and French 1973, 336,
no. 257, fig. 21:257. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Krater 130 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1141.2). FS 282. Ext. bird, FM 7, fish, FM 20,
isolated semicircles, FM 43, wavy line, FM 53. Bibliography: Schliemann 1878,
76, pl. XI:50; Vermeule and Karageorghis 1982, 147, 225, no. XI.125;
Sakellarakis 1992, 97, no. 210. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Krater 131 (Citadel House Area; Mycenae Museum 23801). FS 281/282. Ext. bird, FM 7.
Bibliography: Crouwel 1991, Suppl. PDF 224, no. E 6. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Krater 132 (The “Workshop”). FS 281/282. Ext. chequer, FM 56. Bibliography:
Daneilidou 2008, 124, 256, 342, pl. 43β:3. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, fig. 223:6.
Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Krater 133 (The “Workshop”). FS 281/282. Ext. chequer, FM 56, and linear decoration.
Bibliography: Daneilidou 2008, 228, 256, 342, pl. 88β:6. Parallels: Mountjoy
1986, 223:6. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Krater 134 (The “Workshop”). FS 281/282. Ext. flower, FM 18, vertical hatch marks on
exterior of base, and linear decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliography:
Daneilidou 2008, 142, pl. 43β:6. Parallels: Mountjoy 1999, 309, nos. 259–260.
Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Krater 135 (The “Workshop”). FS 281/282. Ext. circles, FM 41, linear decoration.
Bibliography: Daneilidou 2008, 148, pl. 51:1. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, fig.
223:1. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
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Krater 136 (The “Workshop”). FS 281/282. Ext. antithetic spiral pattern, FM 50, and
linear decoration. Bibliography: Daneilidou 2008, 177–178, fig. 153, pl. 66.
Parallels: French 1965, pl. 52b:4. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Krater 137 (The “Workshop”). FS 282. Ext. stemmed spiral, FM 51, parallel chevrons,
FM 58, zigzag, FM 61, paneled pattern, FM 75, and linear decoration.
Bibliography: Daneilidou 2008, 256, 342, pl. 64:13. Date: LH IIIC.
Krater 138 (The “Workshop”). FS 281/282. Ext. scale pattern, FM 70, paneled pattern,
FM 75, and linear decoration. Bibliography: Daneilidou 2008, 256, 342, pl. 81α:1.
Date: LH IIIC.
Krater 139 (The “Workshop”). FS 281/282. Ext. chequer, FM 56. Bibliography:
Daneilidou 2008, 256, 342, pl. 3β:8. Date: LH IIIC.

D. Kalathoi (FS 290, 291)
a. Fine Pinkish-yellow Fabric
Kalathos 1 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-446; Mycenae Museum BE 16338; Fig.
4.52). FS 290. Int. lily, FM 9(?), or iris, FM 10A; Ext. foliate band, FM 63(?), on
rim. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 331–332. Date: LH IIIC Early
(Early).
Kalathos 2 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-407; Mycenae Museum BE 16262). FS 291.
Blobs across rim; splashed handle. Bibliography: Mountjoy 1986, 152, fig. 195:1;
1999, 158, no. 319, fig. 41:319; French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 449. Comments:
Found on the floor of Rom xxxiv. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
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Kalathos 3 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-561; Mycenae Museum BE 16176). FS 291.
Ext. foliate band, FM 64, lozenge (chain), FM 76; int. and ext. linear decoration,
also in underside of base. Bibliography: French 2011a, CD 592–593. Comments:
Close Style(?), no blank space on exterior. Date: LH IIIC Early(?).
Kalathos 4 (Building Kappa; Inv. no. MYCK_03_0130, Mycenae Museum bag 33475;
Fig. 4.51). Ext. thin rim band(?); (groups of?) cross-bars(?) on rim. H. 2.5; w. 3.1;
rim diam. 12 cm. Sherd; rim and body. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, fig. 195. Date:
LH IIIC Early.
Kalathos 5 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-491; Mycenae Museum 23791; Fig. 4.53).
FS 291. Int. band of fish, FM 20, fish; ext. and int. linear dec5oration; rim cross
bar with parallel chevrons, FM 58. Bibliography: Mountjoy 1986, 179, fig. 232:4;
1999, 174, fig. 49:369; Crouwel 1991, Suppl. PDF 279–280, no. F 1, fig. 6:F1;
Thomatos 2006, 125, no. 605, fig. 1.432. Date: LH IIIC Middle (Advanced).
Kalathos 6 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1292.1). FS 291. Ext. bird, FM 7, joining
semicircles (triangular patch), FM 42, and linear decoration. Bibliography: `;
Mountjoy 1999, 174 n. 948. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Kalathos 7 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_1079, 2010_PU_221; Fig. 4.51). Hatched
lines into scales on rim, circles, FM 41, or running spiral, FM 46, on ext.; int.
monochrome. H. 1.5; w. 3.7; diam. rim 21 cm. Sherd; rim and upper body.
Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, fig. 232. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Kalathos 8 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0426, 2009_PU_135; Fig. 4.51). Ext.
medium rim band over foliate band(?), FM 64; bands on top of rim; int.
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monochrome. H. 1.8; w. 2.4; diam. of rim 10 cm. Sherd; rim and upper body.
Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, fig. 291. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Kalathos 9 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0718, 2010_PU_294; Fig. 4.51). Int. rim
band over two bands; ext. undecorated. H. 1.8; w. 3; rim diam. 20 cm. Sherd; rim
and upper body. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, fig. 291. Date: LH IIIC Middle.

b. Fine Buff Fabric
Kalathos 10 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1309.2; Fig. 4.53). FS 291. Ext. bird, FM 7,
concentric arcs, FM 44; hatch marks on rim; linear decoration. Bibliography:
Schliemann 1878, 76, pl. X:42; Vermeule and Karageorghis 1982, 147, 225, no.
XI.112; Sakellarakis 1992, 95, no. 202; Mountjoy 1999, 174 n. 948. Date: LH
IIIC Middle.
Kalathos 11 (Citadel House Area; Mycenae Museum 23801; Fig. 4.53). FS 291. Ext.
bird, FM 7, joining semicircles, FM 42, linear decoration. Bibliography: Crouwel
1991, Suppl. PDF 260, no. E 36. Comments: Decoration is on interior. Close
Style. Date: LH IIIC Middle.

c. Semicoarse Pinkish-yellow Fabric
Kalathos 12 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1292.3). FS 291. Ext. bird, FM 7, joining
semicircles (triangular patch), FM 44, parallel chevrons, FM 58, zigzag, FM 61,
and linear decoration. Bibliography: Sakellarakis 1992, 96, no. 205; Mountjoy
1999, 174 n. 948. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
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Kalathos 13 (Citadel House Area; Mycenae Museum 23799). FS 291. Fish, FM 20, fish,
paneled pattern, FM 75, and linear decoration. Bibliography: Crouwel 1991,
Suppl. PDF 287–288, no. F 5. Comments: Decoration on interior. Date: LH IIIC
Middle (Developed).
Kalathos 14 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1292.2). Ext. bird, FM 7, joining semicircles,
FM 42, quirk, FM 48, and linear decoration. Bibliography: Sakellarakis 1992, 95,
no. 204; Mountjoy 1999, 174 n. 948. Date: LH IIIC Middle.

d. Semicoarse Buff Fabric
Kalathos 15 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1294.9). FS 291. Ext. hedgehog (beneath
handle), FM 8.7, bivalve shell, FM 25, concentric arcs, FM 44. Bibliography:
Furtwängler and Loeschke 1886, 67, no. 414a–b, pl. XL; Furumark 1972a, 256,
fig. 31:8:7; Vermeule and Karageorghis 1982, 143, 224, no. XI.88; Sakellarakis
1992, 114, no. 254; Sherratt 2011, 77–78 n. 43. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Kalathos 16 (Citadel House Area; Mycenae Museum 23799). FS 291. Fish, FM 20, wavy
line, FM 53, and linear decoration; rim zigzag, FM 61. Bibliography: Crouwel
1991, Suppl. PDF 284, no. F 3. Comments: Pictorial decoration is on interior.
Date: LH IIIC Middle (Developed).
Kalathos 17 (Citadel House Area; Mycenae Museum 23799). FS 291. Fish, FM 20,
joining semicircles, FM 42, triangle FM 61A, with fill of scale pattern, FM 70,
and linear decoration. Bibliography: Crouwel 1991, Suppl. PDF 285–286, no. F 4.
Comments: Close Style decoration? Decoration on interior. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
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Kalathos 18 (Citadel House Area; Mycenae Museum 23798; Fig. 4.55). FS 291. FM 1,
man (ext.); FM 7, bird (int.); FM 57, diaper net; linear decoration. Bibliography:
Crouwel 1991, Suppl. PDF 331–332, no. G 7. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Kalathos 19 (Citadel House Area; Mycenae Museum 23801). Ext. bird, FM 7, joining
semicircles FM 52; int. and ext. band decoration; hatch marks on rim.
Bibliography: Crouwel 1991, Suppl. PDF 258–259, no. E 35A–B. Date: LH IIIC
Middle.
Kalathos 20 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1294.5). FS 291. Fish, FM 20, bivalve shell,
FM 25.18, isolated semicircles, FM 43.i, and band decoration. Bibliography:
Furtwängler and Loeschke 1886, 67, no. 415, pl. XL; Vermeule and Karageorghis
1982, 118, 219, no. X.95; Sakellarakis 1992, 107, no. 240; Mountjoy 1999, 188 n.
990. Date: LH IIIC Late.

e. Fine Fabric, Color Information N/A
Kalathos 21 (Granary, East Basement). FS 291. Undecorated. Bibliography: Wace et al.
1921–1923, 53, pl. XI:l; Furumark 1972a, 635, no. 291.4. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Kalathos 22 (Granary, East Basement). FS 291. Int. and ext. linear decoration; FM 52,
isolated spiral, on underside of base. Bibliography: Wace et al. 1921–1923, 53, pl.
X:a; Furumark 1972a, 635, no. 291.2. Comments: Granary Style. Date: LH IIIC
Middle.
Kalathos 23 (Granary, East Basement). FS 291. Ext. and int. linear decoration.
Bibliography: Wace et al. 1921–1923, 53, pl. XI:h; Furumark 1972a, 635, no.
291.3 Comments: Granary Style. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
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Kalathos 24 (Lion Gate “Staircase,” Stratum X; Inv. no. 20-006; Nauplion Museum no.
2828; Mycenae Museum BE 8424; Fig. 4.54). FS 291. Monochrome with
reserved decorative zone; hatch marks on rim. Bibliography: Wace et al. 1921–
1923, 34, fig. 8:a; Furumark 1972a, 635, no. 291.1; Mountjoy 1986, 193, fig.
255:1; 1999, 188, no. 449, fig. 59:449; French 2009b, table 2. Date: LH IIIC Late.

f. Fabric Information N/A
Kalathos 25 (Citadel House Area). Ext. linear decoration; int. monochrome.
Bibliography: Sherratt 1981, fig. 48a:14; 2011, 70. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Kalathos 26 (Citadel House Area). Ext. linear decoration, cross-hatched lozenge (FM 64).
Bibliography: Sherratt 1981, fig. 48a:14; 2011, 70. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Kalathos 27 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 68-463). FS 291. Ext. monochrome with
reserved band; int. monochrome; linear decoration on underside of base.
Bibliography: Mountjoy 1986, 179, fig. 232:5; 1999, 174, no. 370, fig. 49:370;
Thomatos 2006, 125, no. 606, fig. 1.433. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Kalathos 28 (“Workshop”). FS 291. Fish, FM 20 (int.); linear decoration. Bibliography:
Daneilidou 2008, 108, 256, 342, pl. 38α:3. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, fig. 232:1,
4. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
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E. Basins (FS 294)
a. Fine Pinkish-yellow Fabric
Basin 1 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-406; Mycenae Museum BE 16244).
Undecorated. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 448. Comments: Found on
the floor of Room xxxiv. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Basin 2 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-1507; Mycenae Museum BE 16257). Int. and
ext. monochrome. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 501–502. Comments:
Found on the floor of Room xxxiv. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Basin 3 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-1532; Mycenae Museum BE 16331). Int. and
ext. linear decoration; rim band continues across handle. Bibliography: French
2011a, Suppl. PDF 533. Comments: Found on the floor of Room xxxiv. Date: LH
IIIC Early (Early).
Basin 4 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 68-483; Mycenae Museum BE 16492). Ext. band
decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 546–547.
Date: LH IIIC Early (Early/Tower).
Basin 5 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 68-485; Mycenae Museum BE 16489). Ext. wavy
line, FM 53, and linear decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliography: French
2011a, Suppl. PDF 548–549. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early/Tower).
Basin 6 (Chania Burial Mound, Cremation 2; BE 27292; Fig. 3.33:d). Ext. wavy line, FM
53, and linear decoration; int. monochrome. Bibliography: Palaiologou 2013, 256,
fig. 6:c, d. Comments: Cover of cremation urn BE 27329. Date: LH IIIC Late.
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b. Fine Buff Fabric
Basin 7 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1303.10; Fig. 4.57). Horse, FM 2. Bibliography:
Furtwängler and Loeschke 1886, 67, no. 406, pl. XXXIX; Furumark 1972a, 449,
no. 18; Vermeule and Karageorghis 1982, 220, no. XI.11; Sakellarakis 1992, 43,
no. 50. Date: LH IIIC Middle.

c. Fine Fabric, Color Information N/A
Basin 8 (Citadel House Area). FS 294. Ext. band decoration. Bibliography: French
2011a, Suppl. PDF 835, 837, 840, no. 41. Date: LH IIIC Early (Tower).

II. CLOSED VESSELS
A. Jugs
1. Large Jugs (FS 105–107)
a. Fine Pinkish-yellow Fabric
Large Jug 1 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-450; Mycenae Museum BE 21732). FS
105/106. Linear decoration. Bibliography: Mountjoy 1986, 143, fig. 175:1; 1999,
155, no. 307, fig. 40:307 (in amphora/jug/hydria category); French 2011a, 41, fig.
14, Suppl. PDF 315–316. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Large Jug 2 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0632, 2010_PU_277; Fig. 4.59). FS 106.
Vertical round handle preserved. Line down length of handle. L. of handle 9.8; w.
of handle 2.1 cm. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, fig. 175. Comments: Could also be
amphora FS 69 or hydria FS 128. Date: LH IIIC Early.
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Large Jug 3 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0703, 2010_PU_108). FS 106. Vertical
round handle preserved. Line down length of handle. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986,
fig. 175. Comments: Could also be amphora FS 69 or hydria FS 128. Date: LH
IIIC Early.
Large Jug 4 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0757, 2010_PU_165; Fig. 4.59). FS 106.
Portion of shoulder/upper body(?). Exterior tassel, FM 72, and spiral or concentric
circle under thick band. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, figs. 175.2, 240. L. 2.9; w. 5.4;
est. diam. body 15 cm. Comments: Could also be amphora FS 69 or hydria FS
128; or thick-walled krater. Date: LH IIIC Early(?).

b. Fine Buff Fabric
Large Jug 5 (Lion Gate “Staircase,” Stratum XI, Bath Grave; Inv. no. 20-107; Mycenae
Museum BE 5397; Nauplion Museum no. 2857; Fig. 3.24:d). FS 106. Ext. quirk,
FM 48.3, tassel pattern, FM 72, and linear decoration. Bibliography: Wace et al.
1921–1923, 36, pl. VI:b; Furumark 1972a, 598, no. 106.1; Mountjoy 1986, 185,
fig. 240:1; 1999, 175, no. 378, fig. 50:378; French 2009b, table 2. Date: LH IIIC
Late.

c. Semifine Buff Fabric
Large Jug 6 (Citadel House Area; Exc. no. 64-513; Mycenae Museum BE 16207). FS
105. Linear decoration. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 408–409.
Comments: Found on the floor of Room xxxiv. Date: LH IIIC Early.
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Large Jug 7 (Acropolis; National Museum no. 1298.23; Fig. 4.60). FS 106. Ext. bird, FM
7, bird, and linear decoration. Bibliography: Sakellarakis 1992, 96, no. 207. Date:
LH IIIC Middle.

d. Fine Fabric, Color Information N/A
Large Jug 8 (Chania Burial Mound; Mycenae Museum BE 27326; Fig. 3.33:e). FS 106.
Linear decoration exterior and interior below rim. Bibliography: Palaiologlou
2013, 254, 256, fig. 5:a. b. Used as a cremation urn. Date: LH IIIC Middle(/LH
IIIC Late?).

e. Fabric Information N/A
Large Jug 9 (Chania Burial Mound, Cremation 7; Mycenae Museum BE 27325). FS 106.
Ext. tassel pattern, FM 72, and linear decoration. Bibliography: Palaiologou 2013,
264, fig. 11:a, b. Comments: Used as cremation urn. Date: LH IIIC Middle.

2. Small Globular Jugs (FS 115)
a. Fine Pinkish-yellow Fabric
Small Globular Jug 1 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0704, 2010_PU_108; Fig. 4.61).
FS 115. Undecorated as pres. H. ca. 1.6; w. 3.4; diam. rim ca. 8; L. of handle ca.
1; th. of handle 1.2 cm. Date: LH IIIC Late(?).
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b. Fine Buff Fabric.
Small Globular Jug 2 (Third Kilometer Cemetery, T. 502; Inv. no. 20-118; Mycenae
Museum BE 8079; Nauplion Museum no. 3843; Fig. 3.29:a). FS 115. Linear
decoration. Bibliography: Wace 1932, 7, no. 6, pl. XI:6; Furumark 1972a, 603,
no. 115.2; Mountjoy 1986, 186, fig. 241:1; 1999, 175, no. 381, fig. 51:381;
French 2009b, table 2. Comments: Has broad body and short neck closer to FS
111, but Furumark classed it as FS 115 (Furumark 1972a, 603; Mountjoy 1999,
175). Date: LH IIIC Late.

c. Fine Fabric with Traces of Mica
Small Globular Jug 3 (Prehistoric Cemetery, Grave XXXIX; Inv. no. 53-080; Mycenae
Museum BE 8716; Nauplion Museum no. 11075; Fig. 3.26:a). FS 115. Linear
decoration. Bibliography: Desborough 1954, 259, pl. 43:d, left; French 2009b,
table 2. Comments: According to Desborough, there is no FS number for this
“late” shape; jug is also given a LH IIIC:2 date (1954, 259). Date: LH IIIC
Late/Submycenaean.
Small Globular Jug 4 (South House, T. Gamma 31; Exc. no. 64-474; Fig. 3.25:a). FS 115.
Ext. triangle, FM 61A, triangle; monochrome with reserved decoration.
Bibliography: Desborough 1973, 95, no. 2, pl. 35:c, left; Mountjoy 1999, 192, no.
453, fig. 59:453. Date: LH IIIC Late/Submycenaean.
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d. Fine Fabric, Color Information N/A
Small Globular Jug 5 (Kalkani South Bank, T. 515; Inv. no. 20-226; Mycenae Museum
BE 8135; Fig. 3.30:d). FS 115. Linear decoration. Bibliography: Wace 1932, 61,
no. 60, pl. XXXI:60; Furumark 1972a, 602–603, no. 115.3; French 2009b, table 2.
Comments: Although Wace thought it Granary Style, French later dated it to LH
IIIC Late (Wace 1932, 61; French 2009b). Date: LH IIIC Late.
Small Globular Jug 6 (Cyclopean Terrace Building, Pithos Burial; Inv. no. 20-930;
Mycenae Museum BE 8438; Nauplion Museum no. 2548; Fig. 3.28:b). FS 115.
Linear decoration. Bibliography: Wace et al. 1921–1923, 407, no. 3, pl. LXII:I:a;
Furumark 1972a, 602–603, no. 115.1; Mountjoy 1986, 186, fig. 241:2; 1999, 175,
no. 380, fig. 51:380; French 2009b, table 2. Comments: Furumark dated the Pithos
Burial to LH IIIC:1 early (1972a, 602–603); increased knowledge shows that this
jug, and the stirrup jar FS 175 are LH IIIC Late (Wace et al. 1921–1923, pl.
LXII:I:b); squat stirrup jar (FS 182) is an anomaly, although should be earlier
(Wace et all 1921–1923, pl. LXII:I:c) (Mountjoy 1986, 186). Date: LH IIIC Late.

3. Globular Wide-Necked Jugs (FS 110, 111)
a. Fine Buff Fabric
Globular Wide-necked Jug 1 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-1401; Mycenae Museum
BE 16396). FS 110. Linear decoration. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF
597. Date: LH IIIC Early (Tower).
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Globular Wide-necked Jug 2 (Kalkani North Bank, T. 524; Nauplion Museum no. 2590;
Fig. 4.64, left). FS 110. Linear decoration. Bibliography: Wace 1932, 42, no. 19,
pl. XXII:19; Furumark 1972a, 602, no. 110.3; Mountjoy 1986, 143, fig. 176:1.
Date: LH IIIC Early.
Globular Wide-necked Jug 3 (Kalkani South Bank, T. 527; Nauplion Museum no. 2649;
Fig. 4.64, right). FS 110. Linear decoration. Bibliography: Wace 1932, 97, no. 11,
pl. XLVIII:11; Furumark 1972a, 602, no. 110.4; Mountjoy 1986, 143, fig. 176:2;
1999, 155, no. 308, fig. 40:308. Comments: In amphora/jug/hydria (FS 69/106,
110, 111, 128) category in Mountjoy 1999, 155. Date: LH IIIC Early.

b. Fine Fabric, Color Information N/A
Globular Wide-necked Jug 4 (Kalkani Cemetery T. 515; Inv. no. 20-230; Mycenae
Museum BE 6955; Nauplion Museum no. 2713; Fig. 3.30:e). FS 111. Linear
decoration. Bibliography: Wace 1932, 61, no. 58, pl. XXXI:58; Mountjoy 1999,
155, no. 309, fig. 40:309; French 2009b, table 2. Comments: In
amphora/jug/hydria (FS 69/106, 110, 111, 128) category in Mountjoy 1999, 155.
Date: LH IIIC Late.

4. Narrow-Necked Jugs (FS 118, 120, 121)
a. Fine Buff Fabric
Narrow-necked Jug 1 (Citadel House Area; Exc. no. 66-418; Mycenae Museum BE
21750a, 21750b). FS 120. Ext. joining semicircles, FM 42, parallel chevrons, FM
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58, paneled pattern, FM 75, and linear decoration. Bibliography: French 2011a,
Suppl. PDF 465–466. Comments: Found on the floor of Room xxxiv. Date: LH
IIIC Early (Early).
Narrow-necked Jug 2 (Citadel House Area; Exc. no. 69-645; Mycenae Museum BE
16524). FS 120. Ext. rosette, FM 17, and linear decoration. Bibliography: French
2011a, Suppl. PDF 351–352. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).

b. Fine Buff Fabric with Mica
Narrow-necked Jug 3 (Citadel House Area, T. Gamma 31; Inv. no. 64-477; Fig. 3.25:f).
FS 118. Ext. wavy line, FM 53; largely monochrome with reserved decoration.
Bibliography: Desborough 1973, 95, no. 5, pl. 35:b, left (identified as lekythos);
Mountjoy 1999, 192, no. 457, fig. 59:457. Date: Submycenaean.
Narrow-necked Jug 4 (Citadel House Area, T. Gamma 31; Inv. no. 64-479; Fig. 3.25:g).
FS 118. Ext. wavy line, FM 53. Bibliography: Desborough 1973, 95, no. 7, pl.
35:b, right (identified as lekythos). Date: Submycenaean.

c. Fine Greenish-yellow Fabric
Narrow-necked jug 5 (Kalkani South Bank, T. 533; Fig. 4.68). FS 121. Ext. wavy line,
FM 53, and lineardecoration. Bibliography: Wace 1932, 119–120, no. 16, pl.
LVII:16; Furumark 1972a, 603, no. 121.4. Date: LH IIIC Early.
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d. Fine Fabric, Color Information N/A
Narrow-necked jug 6 (Kalkani South Bank, T. 527; Fig. 4.68). FS 121. Linear decoration.
Bibliography: Wace 1932, 97, no. 10, pl. XLVIII:10; Furumark 1972a, 603, no.
121.3. Comments: Wace (1932, 97) reported a “frieze of diamonds” on the
shoulder. Date: LH IIIC Early.

e. Fabric Information N/A

Narrow-necked Jug 7 (Alepotrypa Cemetery, T. Gamma). FS 118. Ext. stacked triangle,
FM 61A, with solid center. Bibliography: Verdelis 1962a, 77, pl. 83α; Mountjoy
1999, 192 n. 1010. Comments: From reuse of tomb, according to Mountjoy 1999,
so places it in LH IIIC Late. Date: LH IIIC Middle/Late.

5. Lekythoi (FS 122–124)
a. Fine Pinkish-yellow Fabric
Lekythos 1 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0787, 2010_PU_355; Fig. 4.67). FS 122–
124. Barred. L. 2.9; th. of handle ca. 0.5 cm. Portion of handle. Parallels:
Mountjoy 1986, fig. 123.4. Date: LH IIIC Middle.

b. Fine Buff Fabric
Lekythos 2 (Citadel House; Inv. no. 60-319; Mycenae Museum BE 21763). FS 123. Ext.
antithetic spiral, FM 50, or stemmed spiral with fill of parallel chevrons, FM 58.
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Bibliography: Mountjoy 1986, 166–167, fig. 211:4; 1999, 163, no. 336, fig.
43:336; French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 557–558. Date: LH IIIC Middle (Advanced).

c. Fine Buff Clay with Mica
Lekythos 3 (Citadel House Area, T. Gamma 31; Exc. no. 64-478; Fig. 3.25:d). FS 124.
Ext. cross-hatched triangle; largely monochrome with reserved decoration.
Bibliography: Desborough 1973, 95, no. 6, pl. 35:a left; Mountjoy 1999, 192, no.
458, fig. 59:458. Date: LH IIIC Late/Submycenaean.
Lekythos 4 (Citadel House Area, T. Gamma 31; Exc. no. 64-476; Fig. 3.25:e). FS 122–
124. Ext. triangle, FM 61A, triangle; largely monochrome with reserved
decoration. Bibliography: Desborough 1973, 95, no. 4, pl. 35:a, right. Date: LH
IIIC Late/Submycenaean.

c. Fabric Information N/A
Lekythos 5 (The “Workshop). FS 122. Ext. isolated semicircles. Ext. isolated semicircles,
FM 43, and linear decoration. Bibliography: Daneilidou 2008, 151–152, fig. 121,
pl. 54α. Parallels: Mountjoy 1999, fig. 43:334. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Lekythos 6 (Kalkani South Bank, T. 517; Exc. no. 20-188; Mycenae Museum BE 8155;
Nauplion Museum no. 2697; Fig. 3.31). FS 122. Blob decoration. Bibiography:
Wace 1932, 74, no. 49, pl. XXXIV:49; Furumark 1972a, 604, no. 122.1;
Mountjoy 1999, 177, no. 389, fig. 51:389; French 2009b, table 2. Date: LH IIIC
Late.
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Lekythos 7 (The “Workshop”). FS 122–124. Ext. stemmed spiral, FM 51, tricurved arch,
FM 52. Bibliography: Daneilidou 2008, 256, 342, pl. 59α:4. Date: LH IIIC.
Lekythos 8 (The “Workshop”). FS 122–124. Ext. stemmed spiral, FM 51. Bibliography:
Daneilidou 2008, 256, 342, pl. 59α:1. LH IIIC.
Lekythos 9 (The “Workshop”). FS 122–124. Ext. stemmed spiral, FM 51. Bibliography:
Daneilidou 2008, 256, 342, pl. 59α:7. Date: LH IIIC.

6. Trefoil-mouthed Jugs (FS 137, 138)
a. Fine Buff Fabric
Trefoil- mouthed Jug 1 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-1406; Mycenae Museum BE
16156; Fig. 4.70, left). FS 137. Ext. isolated semicircles, FM 43, or antithetic
spiral, FM 50, and linear decoration. Bibliography: Mountjoy 1986, 167, fig.
213:1; 1999, 163, no. 338, fig. 44:338; Thomatos 2006, 69, no. 310, fig. 1.202;
French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 663–664. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Trefoil- mouthed Jug 2 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 60-309; Mycenae Museum BE
15966; Fig. 3.23). FS 137. Ext. stemmed spiral, FM 51, or antithetic spiral, FM
50, and linear decoration; lower body monochrome. Bibliography: Mountjoy
1986, 188, fig. 244:2; 1999, 177, no. 293, no. 392, fig. 51:392; French 2009, table
2; 2011, Suppl. PDF 576–577. Comments: Inside pithos in North Baulk, likely
burial. Date: LH IIIC Late (Final).
Trefoil- mouthed Jug 3 (Third Kilometer Cemetery, T. 502; Inv. no. 20-123; Nauplion
Museum no. 2620; Mycenae Museum BE 8087; Fig. 3.29:b). FS 138.
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Monochrome with reserved lower body. Bibliography: Wace 1932, 7, no. 9, pl.
XI:9; Furumark 1972a, 606, no. 138.2; Mountjoy 1986, 188, fig. 245:2; 1999, 177
n. 962; French 2009b, table 2. Date: LH IIIC Late.

b. Fine Fabric, Color Information N/A
Trefoil- mouthed Jug 4. FS 137 (Acropolis; Fig. 4.70, right). Ext. isolated semicircles, FM
43, stemmed spiral, FM 51, parallel chevrons, FM 58, zigzag, FM 61.
Bibliography: Furtwängler and Loeschcke 1886, pl. XXXVII:382; Mackeprang
1938, 545, pl. XXV:8. Comments: Close Style. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Trefoil- mouthed Jug 5 (Lion Gate “Staircase,” Stratum X; Inv. no. 20-011; Nauplion
Museum no. 2840; Mycenae Museum BE 8423). FS 138. Ext. quirk (scroll), FM
48.3. Bibliography: Wace et al. 1921–1923, 31, fig. 8:b; Furumark 1972a, 606,
no. 138.1; Mountjoy 1986, 188, fig. 245:1; 1999, 177, no. 394, fig. 51:394;
French 2009b, table 2. Date: LH IIIC Late.

7. Stirrup Jugs (FS 150–154)
a. Fine Fabric, Color Information N/A
Stirrup Jug 1 (Kalkani South Bank, T. 532; Fig. 4.71, right). FS 152. Ext. parallel
chevrons, FM 58, and linear decoration. Bibliography: Wace 1932, 113, no. 14,
pl. LIII:14; Furumark 1972a, 608, no. 152.1. Date: LH IIIC Early/Middle.
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8. Strainer Jugs (FS 157)
a. Fine Pinkish-yellow Fabric
Strainer Jug 1 (Citadel House Area; Inv. nos. 64-453/66-442; BE 16339). Side-spouted.
Ext. trefoil rockwork, FM 28.23 and linear decoration. Bibliography: French
2011a, 40, fig. 13, Suppl. PDF 321–322. Date: LH IIIC Early.

b. Fine Buff Fabric
Strainer Jug 2 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-425; Mycenae Museum BE 16300). Ext.
parallel chevrons, FM 58, and linear decoration. Bibliography: French 2011a,
Suppl. PDF 471–472. Comments: Found on the floor of Room xxxiv. Date: LH
IIIC Early (Early).

c. Coarse Pinkish-yellow Fabric
Strainer Jug 3 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0146, 2010_PU_285; Fig. 4.72).
Undecorated. L. 2; w. 2.6 cm. Sherd; portion of strainer only. Date: LH IIIC.
Strainer Jug 4 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0119, 2009_PU_318; Fig. 4.72).
Undecorated. L. 3.2; w. 2.2 cm. Sherd; portion of strainer only. Date: LH IIIC.
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B. Amphorae
1. Amphorae (FS 66–69)
a. Fine Pinkish-yellow Fabric
Amphora 1 (Chania Burial Mound, Cremation 2; Mycenae Museum BE 27329; Fig.
3.33:f). FS 69. Ext. tassel pattern, FM 72, and linear decoration; int. rim band.
Bibliography: Palaiologou 2013, 256, fig. 6:a, b. Comments: Used as a cremation
urn. Date: LH IIIC Late.

b. Fine Buff Clay
Amphora 2 (jug, FS 105) (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-420; Mycenae Museum BE
21753). FS 69. Ext. linear decoration. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF
468–469. Comments: Could also be jug, FS 105; found on the floor of Room
xxxiv. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Amphora 3 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-906; Mycenae Museum BE 16195). FS 69.
Undecorated. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 430–431. Comments:
Found on floor of Room xxxiv. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).

c. Semicoarse to Coarse Pinkish-yellow Fabric
Amphora 4 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0067, 2011_PU_401; Fig. 4.76). FS 69. One
flattened vertical handle attached at rim preserved. Undecorated. H. 7.7; w. 6.7;
est. diam. of rim 30; preserved L. of handle ca. 6; w. of handle 2.1 cm. Comments:
Could also be jug, FS 106, 110, 111, or hydria FS 128. Date: LH IIIC.
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Amphora 5 (Lower Town, Inv. no. MYCLT_0112, 2009_PU_318; Fig. 4.76). FS 69.
Portion of rim and upper neck. Exterior thin rim band; interior medium rim band.
H. 3.3; w. 4.2; diam. of rim 17 cm. Date: LH IIIC.
Amphora 6 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0839, 2009_PU_318; Fig. 4.76). FS 69.
Large vertical handle with vertical ridges. Undecorated. L. of handle 7.5; w. of
handle 1.4 cm. Comments: Could also be jug, FS 106, 110, 111, or hydria FS 128.
Date: LH IIIC?

d. Coarse “Oatmeal” Fabric
Amphora 7 (Citadel House Area). FS 69. Band decoration interior and exterior.
Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 835, 837, 840, no. 29. Date: LH IIIC
Early.

e. Fine Fabric, color information N/A
Amphora 8 (Citadel House Area). FS 69. Linear decoration interior and exterior.
Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 835, 837, 840, no. 30. Date: LH IIIC
Early (Tower).
Amphora 9 (Granary, East Basement; Nauplion Museum no. 2809; Fig. 4.74). FS 69. Ext.
wavy line, FM 53, and linear decoration; int. monochrome with reserved rim
band. Bibliography: Wace et al. 1921–1923, 51, pl. IX:a; Furumark 1972a, 595,
no. 69.1; Mountjoy 1986, 162, fig. 206:1; 1999, 161, no. 330, fig. 43:330;
Thomatos 2006, 6, no. 1, fig. 1.1. Comments: Granary Style; road band descends
each handle and end in a quirk on the body below. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
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Amphora 10 (Citadel House Area). FS 69. Linear decoration on interior and exterior.
Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 857–858, 860, no. 7. Comments: Could
also be jug, FS 106, or hydria, FS 128. LH IIIC Late (Final).
Amphora 11 (Citadel House Area). FS 69. Interior and exterior thin rim band.
Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 857–858, 860, no. 10. Comments: Could
also be jug, FS 106, 110, 111, or hydra, FS 128. Date: LH IIIC Late (Final).
Amphora 12 (Citadel House Area). FS 69. Ext. monochrome; int. band below rim.
Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 857–858, 860, no. 11. Comments: Could
also be jug, FS 106, 110, 111, or hydra, FS 128. Date: LH IIIC Late (Final).
Amphora 13 (Citadel House Area). FS 69. Ext. wavy line, FM 53. Bibliography: French
2011a, Suppl. CD 857–858, no. 15. Comments: Could also be jug, FS 106, 110,
111, or hydra, FS 128. Date: LH IIIC Late (Final).
Amphora 14 (Citadel House Area). FS 69. Ext. tassel, FM 72, and linear decoration.
Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 857–858, no. 18. Comments: Could also
be jug, FS 106, 110, 111, or hydra, FS 128. Date: LH IIIC Late (Final).
Amphora 15 (Citadel House Area). FS 69. Ext. tassel, FM 72. Bibliography: French
2011a, Suppl. PDF 857, no. 19. Comments: Could also be jug, FS 106, 110, 111,
or hydra, FS 128. Date: LH IIIC Late (Final).
Amphora 16 (Citadel House Area). FS 69. Ext. tassel, FM 72. Bibliography: French
2011a, Suppl. PDF 857, no. 20. Comments: Could also be jug, FS 106, 110, 111,
or hydra, FS 128. Date: LH IIIC Late (Final).
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f. Fabric Information N/A
Amphora 17 (The “Workshop”). FS 69. Ext. joining semicircles; FM 42, isolated
semicircles, FM 43, and linear decoration. Bibliography: Daneilidou 2008, 184,
256, 342, pl. 68β:1. Comments: Could also be jug, FS 106. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Amphora 18 (jug, FS 106) (The “Workshop”). FS 69. Ext. running spirals, FM 46, and
linear decoration. Bibliography: Daneilidou 2008, 188, 256, 342, pl. 70α:3.
Comments: Could also be jug, FS 106. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Amphora 19 (Chania Burial Mound, Cremation 3; BE 27327). FS 66. Linear decoration
exterior and interior rim. Bibliography: Palaiologou 2013, 257–258, fig. 7:a, b.
Comments: Used as a cremation urn. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Amphora 20 (Great Poros Wall Area, Trench F; Mus. Inv. 53-146). FS 66. Undecorated.
Bibliography: Taylour 1955, 229–230, no. 76, pl. 43:f. Date: LH IIIC.

2. Belly-Handled Amphorae (FS 58)
a. Semicoarse to Coarse Pinkish-yellow Fabric
Belly-Handled Amphora 1 (Chania Burial Mound, Cremation 5; Mycenae Museum BE
27332; Fig. 3.33:g). Used as cremation urn. Exterior band decoration; interior
band decoration on rim/neck. Bibliography: Palaiologou 2013, 260, 262, fig. 9:a–
c. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Belly-Handled Amphora 2 (Chania Burial Mound, Cremation 8; Mycenae Museum BE
27330). Used as cremation urn. Ext. running spiral, FM 46, stemmed spiral, FM
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51, and linear decoration. Bibliography: Palaiologou 2013, 266–267, fig. 12:a, b.
Used as cremation urn. Date: LH IIIC Middle.

b. Fine Fabric, Color Information N/A
Belly-Handled Amphora 3 (Granary, West Basement; National Museum no. 1126; Fig.
4.75). Ext. bird, FM 7.48, rosette, FM 17.24/17.26, cuttlefish, FM 21, bivalve
shell, FM 25.18, circles, FM 41, isolated semicircles, concentric arcs, FM 44.8,
parallel chevrons, FM 58, zigzag, FM 61.3, and linear decoration. Bibliography:
Furtwängler and Loeschke 1886, pl. XXXVII:380; Wace et al. 1921–1923, 46, pl.
IX:b; Mackeprang 1938, 545, pl. XXV:4; Furumark 1972a, 594, no. 58.1;
Desborough 1964, 8, pl. 4:a; Vermeule and Karageorghis 1982, 147, 225, no.
XI.119; Sakellarakis 1992, 88–89, no. 184; Mountjoy 1999, 159 n. 858.
Comments: Body decoration consists of pairs of tentacles without a sac united at
the back of the vessel by bivalve shells; under the handles where the sac would be
are birds (Mountjoy 1999, 159). Furumark assigned it FS 58 (1972, 594), but
vessel has two vertical handles on the shoulder in addition to the two side handles.
Close Style decoration on shoulder; imitation of Octopus Style on body
(Mountjoy 1999, 159). Date: LH IIIC Middle.

c. Fabric Information N/A
Belly-Handled Amphora 4 (House of the Tripod Tomb). Undecorated. Onasoglou 1995,
86, fig. 45:5. LH IIIC Early.
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3. Neck-Handled Amphorae (FS 70)
a. Fine Greenish-yellow Clay
Neck-Handled Amphora 1 (Lower Town; Inv. no. 0293, 2011_PU_068; Fig. 4.76). Flat
handle preserved with crossed loop decoration; band around base of handle. L.
pof handle 6.3; th. of handle 2 cm. Comments: Could also be jug, FS 106, 110,
111, or hydria FS 128. Date: LH IIIC Middle/Late.

b. Fine Fabric, color information N/A
Neck-Handled Amphora 2 (Third Kilometer Cemetery, T. 502; Exc. no. 20-124;
Mycenae Museum BE 9021; Nauplion Museum no. 2612; Fig. 3.29:c). Ext. quirk,
FM 48.3, tassel patern, FM 72. Bibliography: Wace 1932, 7, no. 5, pl. XII:5;
Furumark 1972a, 596, no. 70.1; Mountjoy 1986, 185, fig. 239:1; 1999, 175, no.
377, fig. 50:377; French 2009b, table 2. Date: LH IIIC Late.

C. Jars
1. Stirrup Jars (FS 164, 173–175, 177)
a. Fine Pinkish-yellow Fabric
Stirrup Jar 1 (National Museum no. 2584.4). FS 173. Ext. bird, FM 7, quirk, FM 48.18,
and linear decoration. Bibliography: Sakellarakis 1992, 86–87, no. 179. Date: LH
IIIC Middle.
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Stirrup Jar 2 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1279.1). FS 173. Ext. bird, FM 7, concentric
arcs, FM 44, quirk, FM 48, and linear decoration. Bibliography: Sakellarakis
1992, 86, no. 178. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Stirrup Jar 3 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1275.17). FS 173. Ext. bird, FM 7, isolated
semicircles, FM 43, joining semicircles (triangular patch), and linear decoration.
Bibliography: Sakellarakis 1992, 92, no. 192. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Stirrup Jar 4 (National Museum no. 2654.1). FS 173. Ext. bird, FM 7, joining semicircles
(triangular patch), FM 42, zigzag, FM 61, and linear decoration. Bibliography:
Sakellarakis 1992, 93–94, no. 198. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Stirrup Jar 5 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1275.13). FS 173. Ext. bird, FM 7, joining
semicircles, FM 42, concentric arcs, FM 44, zigzags, FM 61, and linear
decoration. Bibliography: Sakellarakis 1992, 94, no. 199. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Stirrup Jar 6 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1074). FS 175. Ext. bird, FM 7.48, rosette,
FM 17.24, bivalve shell, FM 25, concentric arcs, FM 44.8, joining semicircles,
FM 42.29, isolated semicircles, FM 43, zigzag, FM 61.3, elaborate triangle, FM
71. Bibliography: Furtwängler and Loeschke 1886, 66, no. 393, pl. XXXVIII:393;
Tsountas and Manatt 1897, 245, fig. 130; Kavvadias 1909, 273, fig. 335;
Furumark 1972a, 613, 175.6; Mackeprang 1938, 545, pl. XXV:7; Desborough
1964, pl. 4b; Vermeule and Karageorghis 1982, 147, 225, no. XI:117;
Sakellarakis 1992, 87–88, no. 183; Mountjoy 1999, 165 n. 886. Comments: Close
Style. Elaborate triangle on shoulder; zones of rosette, antithetically placed
semicircles, zigzag, and birds down the body (Mountjoy 1999, 165 n. 886). Date:
LH IIIC Middle.
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Stirrup Jar 7 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1077). FS 175. Ext. bird, FM 7.47, joining
semicircles, FM 42.28, parallel chevrons, FM 58.33, zigzag, FM 61.3, and linear
decoration. Bibliography: Vermeule and Karageorghis 1982, 147, 225, no.
XI.118; Sakellarakis 1992, 84–85, no. 174; Mountjoy 1999, 165 n. 891; Thomatos
2006, 23, no.90, fig. 1.61. Comments: Close Style. Triangular patch on shoulder;
frieze of birds around the belly among zones of zigzag and chevron (Mountjoy
1999, 165 n. 891). Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Stirrup Jar 8 (Citadel House Area; Exc. no. 64-981; Mycenae Museum 23768). FS 175.
Ext. bird, FM 7, rosette, FM 27, joining semicircles, FM 42, isolated semicircles,
FM 43, concentric arcs, FM 44, zigzag, FM 61, and linear decoration.
Bibliography: Crouwel 1991, Suppl. PDF 263–266, no. E 39. Comments: Close
Style. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Stirrup Jar 9 (Citadel House Area; Mycenae Museum 23801). FS 175. Ext. bird, FM 7,
joining semicircles (pendant triangle), FM 42, isolated semicircles, FM 43,
concentric semicircles, FM 44, diaper net, FM 57, zigzag, FM 61, and linear
decoration. Bibliography: Crouwel 1991, Suppl. PDF 267, no. E 40. Comments:
Close Style. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Stirrup Jar 10 (Citadel House Area; Mycenae Museum 23801). FS 175. Ext. bird, FM 7,
joining semicircles (pendant triangle), FM 42, parallel chevrons, FM 58, parallel
chevrons. Bibliography: Crouwel 1991, Suppl. PDF 268, no. E 41. Comments:
Close Style. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Stirrup Jar 11 (Citadel House Area; Mycenae Museum 23801). FS 175. Ext. bird, FM 7,
bivalve shell, FM 25, lozenge, FM 73(?). Bibliography: Crouwel 1991, Suppl.
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PDF 269–270, fig. 6, no. E 42. Comments: Close Style. Bird protemes present
around the shoulder flanking a lozenge (Mountjoy 1999, 165 n. 893). Date: LH
IIIC Middle (Advanced).
Stirrup Jar 12 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-495; Mycenae Museum BE 16228). FS
175. Ext. quirk, FM 48.6, 48.23, zigzag, FM 61, and linear decoration.
Bibliography: French 2009, table 2; 2011, Suppl. PDF 676–677. Date: LH IIIC
Late.
Stirrup Jar 13 (Building Kappa; Inv. no. MYCK_02_0012, Mycenae Museum Bag
321439; Fig. 4.78). FS 174/175. Portion of base and lower body. Ext. fine bands
above thick band at base, concentric circles on underside of base. H. 2; diam. of
base 4 cm. Comments: Small size. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, figs. 180, 181. Date:
LH IIIC Early.
Stirrup Jar 14 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0324, 2009_PU_284; Fig. 4.79). FS
174/175. Ext. inear decoration. L. 2.2; w. 3.3; est. diam. body 20 cm. Sherd; body.
Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, figs. 180, 181, 215. Date: LH IIIC Early–Middle.
Stirrup Jar 15 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0379, 2009_PU_258; Fig. 4.79). FS
174/175. Ext. vertical wavy line (?), FM 53, and linear decoration. L. 3.4; w. 4;
est. diam. of body 11 cm. Sherd; body. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, figs. 180, 181,
215. Date: LH IIIC Early–Middle.
Stirrup Jar 16 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0096, 2009_PU_484; Fig. 4.79). FS
174/175. Ext. isolated semicircles, FM 43, over area of thin bands. L. 2.7; w. 20.4
cm. Sherd; body. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, figs. 180, 181, 215. Date: LH IIIC
Early–Middle.
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Stirrup Jar 17 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0610, 2010_PU_228; Fig. 4.79). FS
174/175. Ext. horizontal zigzag, FM 61, over horizontal bands. L. 1.8; w. 3.4; est.
diam. body 17 cm. Sherd; body. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, figs. 180, 181, 215.
Date: LH IIIC Early–Middle.
Stirrup Jar 18 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0726, 2010_PU_228; Fig. 4.79). FS
174/175. Portion of shoulder? Ext. isolated spiral, FM 52. L. 3; w. 3.3 cm.
Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, figs. 180, 181, 215. Date: LH IIIC Early–Middle.
Stirrup Jar 19 (Citadel House Area; Mycenae Museum 23800). FS 174/175. Ext.
hedgehog, FM 8. Bibliography: Crouwel 1991, Suppl. PDF 203–204, no. C 22.
Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Stirrup Jar 20 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0192, 2009_PU_271; Fig. 4.80). FS
174/175. Ext. triangular patch(?), FM 42, isolated semicircles, FM 43, or zigzag,
FM 61. L. 3.5; w. 2.6; est. diam. body 23 cm. Sherd; body. Parallels: Mountjoy
1986, fig. 215.1, 2. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Stirrup Jar 21 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0446, 2011_PU_120; Fig. 4.80). FS
174/175. Ext. triangular patch(?), FM 42, concentric circles, FM 44, or spiral, FM
52, and linear decoration. L. 2.1; w. 1.5; est. diam. of body ca. 10 cm. Sherd;
body. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, fig, 215. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Stirrup Jar 22 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0294, 2011_PU_353; Fig. 4.80). FS 175.
Very poorly preserved sherd; possible band decoration. L. 3.8; w. 3.6; est. diam.
body 17 cm. Comments: Airhole. Date: LH IIIC Middle–Late(?).
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Stirrup Jar 23 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0205, 2011_PU_364; Fig. 4.81). FS
174/175. L. 3.5; w. of mouth ca. 1; th. of handle 0.5 cm. Portion of false top of
small jar and partial disc with circle. Date: LH IIIC(?).
Stirrup Jar 24 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0804, 2010_PU_135; Fig. 4.81). FS
174/175. Portion of shoulder? Ext. triangular patch, FM 42, and linear decoration.
L. 1.9; w. 2.3 cm. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, figs. 180, 215, 216, 247. Date: LH
IIIC.

b. Fine Reddish-yellow Fabric
Stirrup Jar 25 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0445, 2011_PU_120; Fig. 4.79). FS
174/175. Ext. bivalve shell, FM 25.8, concentric circles, FM 44, or spiral, FM 52,
and linear decoration. L. 3.3; w. 3.2; est. diam. of body 12 cm. Sherd; body.
Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, figs. 180, 181, 215. Date: LH IIIC Early–Middle.
Stirrup Jar 26 (Building Kappa; Inv. no. MYCK_03_0142, Mycenae Museum bag 32514;
Fig. 4.78). FS 174/175. Portion of body. Ext. triangular patch, FM 42, over thin
band. L. 3.2; w. 2.7; est. diam. of body 21 cm. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, figs.
215, 216. Date: LH IIIC Middle.

c. Fine Buff Fabric
Stirrup Jar 27 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1275.9). FS 173. Ext. bird, FM 7, joining
semicircles (triangular patch), FM 42:32, concentric arcs, FM 44, and linear
decoration. Bibliography: Vermeule and Karageorghis 1982, 147, 225, no.
XI.115; Sakellarakis 1992, 93, no. 197. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
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Stirrup Jar 28 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1275.14). FS 173. Ext. bird, FM 7,
concentric arcs, FM 44, parallel chevrons, FM 58, and linear decoration.
Bibliography: Sakellarakis 1992, 94, no. 200. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Stirrup Jar 29 (South House, T. Gamma 31; Inv. no. 64-475; Mycenae Museum BE
16228; Fig. 3.25:c). FS 177. Ext. chequers, FM 56, diaper net, FM 57, triangle,
FM 61A, and linear decoration; monochrome lower body. Bibliography:
Desborough 1973, 95, no. 3, pl. 35:c, right; Mountjoy 1999, 194, no. 462, fig.
60:462; French 2009b, table 2. Comments: Disc of false mouth has a central knob;
disc also connected to spout. Date: LH IIIC Late/Submycenaean.

d. Fine Greenish-yellow Fabric
Stirrup Jar 30 (Cyclopean Terrace Building, Second Burial; Inv. no. 20-931; Mycenae
Museum BE 8427; Nauplion Museum no. 2547; Fig. 3.27). FS 174. Ext. isolated
semicircles, FM 43, wavy line FM 53, elaborate triangle, FM 71, and linear
decoration. Bibliography: Wace et al. 1921–1923, 406, fig. 92; Furumark 1972a,
612–613, no. 174.1; Mountjoy 1999, 169, no. 356, fig. 47:356; Thomatos 2006,
23, no. 89, fig. 1.60; French 2009b, fig. 6. Comments: Granary Style(?). Elaborate
triangle flanks spout; wavy line on belly and down handle; cross on side of spout;
loop joins base of false neck and spout (Mountjoy 1999, 169). Date: LH IIIC
Middle–Late
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e. Fine Fabric, Color Information N/A
Stirrup Jar 31 (National Museum no. 10805). FS 173. Ext. stag, FM 5(?), zigzag, FM
61.4, foliate band, FM 64(?). Bibliography: Sakellarakis 1992, 70, no. 122. Date:
LH IIIC Early.
Stirrup Jar 32 (Kalkani South Bank, T. 527; Nauplion Musuem no. 2652). FS 174. Ext.
lozenge, FM 73, and linear decoration. Bibliography: Wace 1932, 97, no. 13, pl.
XLVII:13; Furumark 1972a, 612–613, no. 174.2; Mountjoy 1986, 145, fig. 180:1;
1999, 156, no. 311, fig. 40:311. Comments: Jar has “very wide fine line groups
down the body giving a heavy banded effect,” something also found at Attic sites
in this phase (Mountjoy 1999, 155). Date: LH IIIC Early.
Stirrup Jar 33 (Kalkani South Bank, T. 527). FS 174. Ext. wavy line, FM 53, U-Pattern,
FM 45, and linear decoration. Bibliography: Wace 1932, 97, no. 14, pl.
XLVII:14; Furumark 1972a, 612–613, no. 174.3. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Stirrup Jar 34 (Kalkani South Bank, T. 515; Nauplion Museum no. 2723; Fig. 3.30:f). FS
175. Ext. N-pattern, FM 60, foliate band, FM 64, and linear decoration. Ring
around base of false neck and spout. Bibliography: Wace 1932, 60–61, no. 53, pl.
XXXI:53; Furumark 1972a, 613, no. 175.4; Mountjoy 1999, 155, no. 310, fig.
40:310. Comments: This Stirrup Jar has a different motif flanking the spout than
that of the main zone on the shoulder, a feature of LH IIIC Middle. Jar has “very
wide fine line groups down the body giving a heavy banded effect,” something
also found at Attic sites in this phase (Mountjoy 1999, 155). Date: LH IIIC Early.
Stirrup Jar 35 (Kalkani South Bank, T. 532; Mus. Inv. 2542). FS 175. Ext. isolated spiral,
FM 52, zigzag, FM 61, lozenge FM 73, and band decoration. Bibliography: Wace
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1932, 113, no. 9, pl. LIII:9; Furumark 1972a, 613, no. 175.5; Mountjoy 1986,
168, fig. 215:2; 1999, 169, no. 349, fig. 46:349; Thomatos 2006, 23, no. 78. Date:
LH IIIC Middle.
Stirrup Jar 36 (Citadel House Area). FS 175. Ext. fish, FM 20, isolated semicircles, FM
43, diaper net, FM 57, and linear decoration. Bibliography: Crouwel 1991, Suppl.
PDF 293, no. F 10. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Stirrup Jar 37 (Citadel House Area). FS 175. Ext. fish, FM 20, isolated semicircles FM
43, and linear decoration. Bibliography: Crouwel 1991, Suppl. PDF 294, no. F 11.
Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Stirrup Jar 38 (The “Workshop”). FS 175. Ext. isolated semicircles, FM 43, zigzag, FM
61. Bibliography: Daneilidou 2008, 256, 342, pl. 12:8. Comments: Close Style.
Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Stirrup Jar 39 (Chania Burial Mound, Cremation 8; Mycenae Museum BE 29912). FS
175. Ext. octopus, FM 21, isolated semicircles, FM 43, concentric arcs, FM 44.
Bibliography: Palaiologou 2013, 267, fig. 12:c, d. Comments: Octopus Style.
Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Stirrup Jar 40 (Granary, East Basement). FS 175. Ext. bird, FM 7.52, isolated semicircles,
FM 43, concentric arcs, FM 44, isolated spiral, FM 52, diapernet, FM 57, zigzag,
FM 61, triangle, FM 61A, and linear decoration. Bibliography: Wace 1921–1932,
51, pl. X:g; Furumark 1972a, 613, 175.1; Vermeule and Karageorghis 1982, 225,
no. XI.116. Comments: Close Style. Triangular patch on shoulder; zones of
semicircles and zigzag on belly (Mountjoy 1999, 165 n. 885). Date: LH IIIC
Middle.
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Stirrup Jar 41 (Alepotrypa Cemetery, T. Gamma). FS 175. Ext. joining semicircles
(triangular patch), FM 42, isolated semicircles, FM 43, quirk, FM 48, zigzag, FM
61. Bibliography: Verdelis 1962a, 78, pls. 84β, 85β; Mountjy 1999, 65 n. 884.
Comments: Close Style. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Stirrup Jar 42 (Cyclopean Terrace Building, Pithos Burial; Exc. no. 20-929; Mycenae
Museum BE 8435; Nauplion Museum no. 2544; Fig. 3.28:c). FS 175. Ext. diaper
net, FM 57, elaborate triangle, FM 71, and linear decoration. Bibliography: Wace
et al. 1921–1923, 407, pl. LXII:I:b; Furumark 1972a, 613, no. 175.2; Mountjoy
1999, 184, no. 415, fig. 55:415; French 2009b, table 2. Comments: Airhole. Loop
joining base of false neck and spout (Mountjoy 1999, 184). Date: LH IIIC Late.
Stirrup Jar 43 (Third Kilometer Cemetery, T. 502; Exc. no. 20-122; Mycenae Museum
BE 28511; Nauplion Museum 2616; Fig. 3.29:d). FS 175. Ext. joining
semicircles, FM 42, isolated semicircles; FM 43(?), zigzag, FM 61. Bibliography:
Wace 1932, 7–8, no. 10, pl. XI:10; Furumark 1972a, 613, no. 175.3; Mountjoy
1986, 188, fig. 247:1; 1999, 181, no. 409, fig. 54:409; French 2009b, table 2.
Comments: On belly, joining semicircles with zigzag; ring around base of false
neck and spout (Mountjoy 1999, 181). Date: LH IIIC Late.
Stirrup Jar 44 (The “Workshop”). FS 175. Ext. flower, FM 18, isolated spiral, FM 52, and
linear decoration. Bibliography: Daneilidou 2008, 256, 342, pl. 51:16. Date: LH
IIIC.
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f. Coarse Pinkish-yellow Fabric
Stirrup Jar 45 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0334, 2010_PU_290; Fig. 4.81). FS 164.
Top of false mouth and portion of single flat handle. H. 4; w. of handle 3; th. of
handle 1; diam, of false mouth 9 cm. Circle with “X” or cross inside on upper
surface. Comments: Haskell Group B? (Haskell 2011, 19, 21). Date: LH IIIC.

g. Coarse Buff Fabric
Stirrup Jar 46 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0939, 2011_PU_328; Fig. 4.80). FS
174/175. Ext. monochrome with reserved base. H. 4; diam. of base 15 cm. Portion
of base and lower body. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, fig. 215.1(?). Date: LH IIIC
Middle.
Stirrup Jar 47 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0929, 2010_PU_372; Fig. 4.81). FS
174/175. Ext. triangular patch, FM 42. L. 1.6; w. 2.5 cm. Sherd; body. Parallels:
Mountjoy 1986, figs. 180, 215, 216, 247. Date: LH IIIC.

h. Coarse Greenish-yellow Fabric
Stirrup Jar 48 (Building Kappa; Inv. no. MYCK_03_0126, Mycenae Museum bag 33475;
Fig. 4.78). FS 174/175. Bands on edges of handle and around false mouth, band
around disc of false mouth, bar at base of handle. Sherd: L. 4.5; w. 6.3 cm.
Handle: L. 12.5; th. 2.1 cm. Est. diam. of false mouth 11 cm. Date: LH IIIC.
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i. Coarse “Oatmeal” Fabric
Stirrup Jar 49 (Great Poros Wall Area, Trench L, SW Sector; Exc. no. 52-644). FS 164.
Ext. isolated semicircles, FM 43:d, wavy line, FM 53, and linear decoration.
Bibliography: Taylour 1955, 226, no. 32, pls. 42:e, 45:c. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Stirrup Jar 50 (Citadel House Area; Inv. No. 66-1511; Mycenae Museum BE 16268). FS
164. Linear decoration. Bibliography: French 2011a, 508–509. Comments: found
on floor of Room xxxiv. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Stirrup Jar 51 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-505; Mycenae Museum BE 16319). FS
164. Ext. linear decoration; inscribed with three Linear B signs in shoulder zone
(ka-]ra-u-ko), would have been room for three more. Bibliography: French 2011a,
Suppl. PDF 485–486; Haskell et al. 2011, 142, no. MYC05. Comments: found on
floor of Room xxxiv. Haskell group b (Haskell et al. 2011, table 3); perhaps a
holdover from LH IIIB. Date: LH IIIC Early?
Stirrup Jar 52 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1303.3). FS 173. Ext. fish, FM 20, joining
semicircles, FM 42, chequers, FM 56, zigzag, FM 61, paneled pattern, FM 75,
and linear decoration. Bibliography: Furtwängler and Loeschke 1886, 66, no. 402,
pl. XXXIX; Vermeule and Karageorghis 1982, 118, 218, no. X.87; Sakellarakis
1992, 106, no. 237. Date: LH IIIC Early.
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2. Collar-necked Jars (FS 63, 64)
a. Fine Pinkish-yellow Fabric
Collar-necked Jar 1 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-458/541; Mycenae Museum BE
16158). FS 63. Ext. antithetic spiral pattern, FM 50, stemmed spiral, FM 51,
paneled pattern, FM 75, and linear decoration. Bibliography: French 2011a, 35,
40, fig. 13, Suppl. PDF 325–326. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Collar-necked Jar 2 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0089, 2009_PU_145; Fig. 4.86).
Ext. lozenges (chain), FM 73(.3?). H. 4.1; w. 5.6; diam. of rim 30 cm. Sherd; rim
and neck. Date: LH IIIC (Middle?).
Collar-necked Jar 3 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0925, 2010_PU_372; Fig. 4.86).
Ext. paneled pattern, FM 75. L. 3.1; w. 2 cm. Sherd; body, shoulder? Parallels:
Mountjoy 1986, fig. 204. Date: LH IIIC Middle.

b. Fine Buff Fabric
Collar-necked Jar 4 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-914; Mycenae Museum BE 16142).
FS 63. wavy line, FM 53, and linear decoration. Bibliography: French 2011a,
Suppl. PDF 610–611. Date: LH IIIC Middle (Advanced).

c. Fine Fabric, Color N/A
Collar-necked Jar 5 (Third Kilometer Cemetery, T. 502; Inv. no. 20-117; Nauplion
Museum no. 2609; Mycenae Museum BE 8077; Fig. 3.29:e). FS 64. Ext. wavy
line, FM 53, tassel pattern, FM 72, and linear decoration. Bibliography: Wace
1932, 8, no. 11, pl. XI:11; Furumark 1972a, 595, no. 64.1; Mountjoy 1986, 184,
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fig. 238:1; 1999, 175, no. 375, fig. 50:375; French 2009b, table 2. Date: LH IIIC
Late.
Collar-necked Jar 6 (Citadel House Area). FS 63. Ext. concentric arcs, FM 44, vertical
bars, and linear decoration. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 857, 859,
no. 27. Date: LH IIIC Late (Final).

d. Coarse Pinkish-yellow Fabric
Collar-necked Jar 7 (Building Kappa; Inv. no. MYCK_02_0010; Mycenae Museum Bag
32439; Fig. 4.86). Ext. vertical zigzag, FM 61, bordered by thin bands;
reminiscent of part of paneled pattern FM 75. L. 6; w. 11; est. diam. body 16 cm.
Sherd; body. Date: LH IIIC (Middle?).

e. Coarse “Oatmeal” Fabric
Collar-necked Jar 8 (Citadel House Area; Exc. no. 64-564; Nauplion Museum no.
14623). FS 63. Ext. horse, FM 2, bird, FM 7, running spirals, FM 46, wavy line,
FM 53, parallel chevrons, FM 58, zigzag, FM 61, triangle, FM 61A, triangle, and
linear decoration; traces of added white. Bibliography: Vermeule and
Karageorghis 1982, 124, no. XI.13; Crouwel 1991, Suppl. PDF 311– 319, no. G
2, fig. 10, pl. 2; Mountjoy 1993, 99–100, no. 264; Thomatos 2006, 16, no. 39 fig.
1.31. Comments: Close Style. Known as the “Horse and Birds Jar.” Date: LH IIIC
Middle.
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f. Coarse Fabric, Color N/A
Collar-necked Jar 9 (Citadel House Area; Mycenae Museum 23800). FS 63. Ext. goat,
FM 8, goat, and linear decoration. Bibliography: Crouwel 1991, Suppl. PDF 197–
198, no. C 21. Date: LH IIIC Middle (Developed/Advanced).

g. Fabric Information N/A
Collar-necked Jar 10. FS 63/64. Ext. bird, FM 7, horse, FM 2, foat, FM 8, running spiral,
FM 46, and linear decoration. Bibliography: Taylour 1965, pl. 146a; Mountjoy
1993, 99–100, no. 264. Comments: Pictorial Style. Date: LH IIIC Middle.

3. Hole-mouth Jars (FS 100, 101)
a. Handmade Burnished Ware
Hole-mouth Jar 1 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-455; Mycenae Museum BE 16172).
Applied raised band with triangle-shaped lug. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl.
PDF 588–589. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Hole-mouth Jar 2 (Citadel House Area; Exc. no. 64-456; Mycenae Museum BE 16173).
Applied raised band with square-shaped lug. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl.
PDF 590–591. Date: LH IIIC Early.
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4. Piriform Jars (FS 19–23, 25–51)
a. Fine Pinkish-yellow Fabric
Piriform Jar 1 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0206, 2011_PU_364). FS 37/42(?). Ext.
vertical and horizontal bands; int. monochrome. Portion of neck(?) and upper
body preserved. H. 4.8; w. 4.6 cm. Date: LH IIIC

b. Fine Yellowish-buff Fabric
Piriform jar 2 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-477; Mycenae Museum BE 16344). FS
39/40. Linear decoration. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 370–371.
Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Piriform Jar 3 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0326, 2009_PU_347). FS 39/40/42(?).
Band around base of neck. H. 2.7; w. 10.2; diam. of neck ca. 8. Portion of neck(?)
and upper body. Date: LH IIIC.

c. Reddish-yellow Fine Fabric
Piriform Jar 4 (Building Kappa; Inv. no. MYCK_03_0111, Mycenae Museum bag
33503). FS 38. Ext. and int. monochrome; bars on top of rim. L. 2.5; w. 4.9; diam.
of rim 16 cm. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, fig. 201.2. Date: LH IIIC Middle.

d. Fabric Information N/A
Piriform Jar 5 (Kalkani South Bank, T. 527). FS 42. Diaper net, FM 57, and band
decoration. Bibliography: Wace 1932, 97, no. 12, pl. XLVIII, top:12; Furmark
1972, 594, no. 42.1. Date: LH IIIB–LH IIIC.
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D. Amphoriskoi (FS 59, 61, 62)
a. Buff Fine Clay
Amphoriskos 1 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 60-401; Mycenae Museum BE 21759). Ext.
monochrome with reserved decoration; concentric arcs, FM 44.10. Bibliography:
Taylour and Papadimitriou 1960, pl. 69b; Mountjoy 1999, 161, no. 325, fig.
42:325; Thomatos 2006, 46, no. 189, fig. 1.119; French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 559–
560. Comments: Darkground appearance suggests LH IIIC Late, but the vessel
was found in a LH IIIC Middle context (Mountjoy 1999, 161). Date: LH IIIC
Middle (Advanced).

b. Fine Fabric, Color N/A
Amphoriskos 2 (Citadel House Area). Traces of paint on exterior. Bibliography: French
2011a, Suppl. PDF 835, 837, 840, no. 38. Date: LH IIIC Early (Tower).
Amphoriskos 3 (Citadel House Area). Band decoration exterior and interior.
Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 835, 837, 840, no. 39. Date: LH IIIC
Early (Tower).
Amphoriskos 4 (Third Kilometer Cemetery, T. 502; Inv. no. 20-119; Mycenae Museum
BE 8084; Nauplion Museum no. 2615; Fig. 3.29:f). Ext. wavy line, FM 53, and
linear decoration. Bibliography: Wace 1932, 8, no. 12, pl. XI:12; Furumark
1972a, 594, no. 59.1; Mountjoy 1986, 184, fig. 236:1; 1999, 175, no. 372, fig.
50:372. Date: LH IIIC Late.
Amphoriskos 5 (Kalkani South Bank, T. 515, Burial XIV; Inv. no. 20-231; Mycenae
Museum BE 8128; Nauplion Museum no. 2716; Fig. 3.30:g). Ext. wavy line, FM
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53, and linear decoration. Bibliography: Wace 1932, 61, no. 56, pl. XXXI:56;
Furumark 1972a, 594, no. 59.4; Mountjoy 1999, 155, no. 303, fig. 40:303; French
2009b, table 2. Comments: Although Wace considered it Granary Style, French
later dated it to LH IIIC Late (Wace 1932, 61; French 2009b). Date: LH IIIC
Late.
Amphoriskos 6 (Kalkani South Bank, T. 515; Exc. no. 20-228; Mycenae Museum BE
8131; Fig. 3.30:h). Linear decoration. Bibliography: Wace 1932, 61, no. 55, pl.
XXXI:55; Furumark 1972, 594, no. 59.3; French 2009b, table 2. Comments:
Although Wace considered it Granary Style, French later dated it to LH IIIC Late
(Wace 1932, 61; French 2009b). Date: LH IIIC Late.
Amphoriskos 7 (Kalkani South Bank, T. 515, Burial XIII; Exc. no. 20-238; Mycenae
Museum BE 8138; Nauplion Museum no. 2722; Fig. 3.30:i). Linear decoration;
wheel motif on underside of base. Bibliography: Wace 1932, 61, no. 54, pl.
XXXI:54; Furumark 1972a, 594, no. 59.2; Mountjoy 1999, 155, no. 306, fig.
40:306; French 2009b, table 2. Comments: Wace considered it Granary Style
(French 2009b). According to Mountjoy, vase has a tall concave neck commonly
associated with LH IIIC Middle, but has a convex base that is not a feature of that
period, and it was part of a LH IIIC Early burial that was disturbed by one dating
to LH IIIC Middle (1999, 155). French later dated it to LH IIIC Late (2009b, table
2). Wheel motif on underside of base is unique (Mountjoy 1999, 155). Date: LH
IIIC Middle–Late.
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c. Coarse Fabric, Color N/A
Amphoriskos 8 (Chania Burial Mound, Cremation 4; Mycenae Museum BE 27291).
Band decoration, thick. Bibliography: Palaiologou 258, 260, fig. 8:a, b. Parallels:
Close to the monochrome type that is common in the Argolid (Tiryns and Asine:
Podzuweit 2007, 142, pl. 72/3; Mountjoy 1999, 160–161, no. 328, fig. 42:328).
Comments: Used as a cremation urn. LH IIIC Middle.

d. Fabric Information N/A
Amphoriskos 9 (Alepotrypa Cemetery, Tomb Gamma). Band decoration. Bibliography:
Verdelis 1962a, 77, pl. 82β. Comments: Granary Style. Date: LH IIIC Middle.

E. Alabastra (FS 80–86, 91–99)
a. Fine Pinkish-yellow Fabric
Alabastron 1 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0380, 2009_PU_258). Rounded, FS 86.
Exterior and interior monochrome. H. 2.7; w. 3.9; est. diam. where neck meets
body 8 cm. Sherd; portion of neck and upper shoulder. Date: LH IIIC (Early?)
Alabastron 2 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0207, 2011_PU_364). Straight sided, FS
96, 98/99. Ext. linear decoration and net, FM 57. H. 3.3; w. 2.8; est. diam. of body
17 cm. Sherd; portion of lower body. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986 figs. 173.1, 207,
209. Date: LH IIIC Early–Middle.
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b. Fabric Information N/A
Alabastron 3. Rounded, FS 86. Bibliography: Furtwängler and Loeschke 1886, 44, no.
118; Furumark 1972a, 598, no. 86.1. LH IIIC Early.
Alabastron 4. Rounded, FS 86. Bibliography: Furtwängler and Loeschke 1886, 44, no.
119; Furumark 1972a, 598, no. 86.2. LH IIIC Early.
Alabastron 5 (Citadel House Area). Straight sided, FS 98/99. Only leg pres.; rectangular
in section. Concentric semicircles, FM 44. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl.
PDF 852, no. 27. Date: LH IIIC Middle (LH IIIC Middle 2 [Advanced]).

F. Hydriae (FS 128)
a. Fine Buff Fabric
Hydria 1 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-1517; Mycenae Museum BE 16380).
Undecorated. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 518–519. Comments:
Found on the floor of Room xxxiv. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).

b. Fine Buff Fabric
Hydria 2 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-506; Mycenae Museum BE 16352).
Undecorated. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 395–396. Comments:
Found on the floor of Room xxxiv. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
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c. Semicoarse Pinkish-yellow Fabric
Hydria 3 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-504/509; Mycenae Museum BE 21790).
Undecorated. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 400–401. Comments:
Found on the floor of Room xxxiv. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Hydria 4 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-1514; Mycenae Museum BE 21754).
Undecorated. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 512. Comments: Found on
the floor of Room xxxiv. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Hydria 5 (Citadel House Area; Exc. Inv. No. 66-1530; Mycenae Museum BE 16321).
Undecorated. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 530–531. Comments:
Found on the floor of Room xxxiv. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Hydria 6 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 60-402; Mycenae Museum BE 21765). Ext.
antithetic spiral pattern, FM 50, wavy line, FM 53, and linear decoration.
Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 561–562. Date: LH IIIC Middle
(Advanced).

d. Semicoarse Buff Fabric
Hydria 7 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-476; Mycenae Museum BE 16352). Linear
decoration. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 368–369. Date: LH IIIC
Early (Early).
Hydria 8 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-1516; Mycenae Museum BE 21752).
Undecorated. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 516–517. Comments:
Found on the floor of Room xxxiv. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
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e. Semicoarse Fabric, Color Information N/A
Hydria 9 (Granary, East Basement; Nauplion Museum no. 2892). Ext. antithetic loop, FM
50, tassel pattern, FM 72, and linear decoration. Bibliography: Wace et al. 1921–
1923, 51, pl. X:e; Furumark 1972a, 604, no. 128.4; Mountjoy 1986, 166–167, fig.
212:1. Comments: Granary Style. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Hydria 10 (Granary, East Basement). Ext. tassel pattern, FM 72:11, and linear decoration.
Bibliography: Wace et al. 1921–1923, 51, pl. X:d; Furumark 1972a, 604, no.
128.3. Comments: Granary Style. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Hydria 11 (Granary, East Basement). Ext. tassel pattern, FM 72.8, and linear decoration.
Bibliography: Wace et al. 1921–1923, 51, pl. X:f; Furumark 1972a, 604, no.
128.5. Comments: Granary Style. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Hydria 12 (Chania Burial Mound, Cremation 6; Mycenae Museum BE 27331). Ext. quirk
(scroll), FM 48, antithetic spiral pattern, FM 50, and linear decoration.
Bibliography: Palaiologou 2013, 262, fig. 10:a, b. Used as a cremation urn.
Comments: Pierced at base, perhaps used as rhyton. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Hydria 13 (Lion Gate “Staircase,” Stratum X; Inv. no. 20-010; Nauplion Museum no.
2810; Mycenae Museum BE 35298). Ext. antithetic loops, FM 50, and linear
decoration. Bibliography: Wace et al. 1921–1923, 31, fig. 8:c; Furumark 1972a,
604, no. 128.2; Mountjoy 1986, 186, 188 fig. 243:1; Mountjoy 1999, 177, no.
390, fig. 51:390; French 2009b, table 2. Comments: In Mountjoy’s East
Mainland–Aegean Koine (Mountjoy 2009, 291). Date: LH IIIC Late.
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f. Coarse “Oatmeal” Fabric
Hydria 14 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-452; Mycenae Museum BE 16162). Linear
decoration. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 319–320. Date: LH IIIC
Early (Early).

g. Fabric Information N/A
Hydria 15 (Alepotrypa Cemetery, T. Gamma). Ext. isolated semicircles, FM 43, joining
semicircles (triangular patch) FM 42, parallel chevrons, FM 58, and running
spiral, FM 46; multiple splashes on handles. Bibliography: Verdelis 1962a, 77–
78, pls. 84α, 85α; Mountjoy 1999, 163 n. 880. Comments: Close Style; two
nipples opposite a vertical handle attachment on shoulder. Date: LH IIIC Middle.

E. Pithoi (FS 13)
a. Coarse Pinkish-yellow Fabric
Pithos 1 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-507; Mycenae Museum BE 21793).
Undecorated. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 397–398. Comments:
Found on the floor of Room xxxiv. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Pithos 2 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 62-1358; Mycenae Museum BE 16130). Stamped
decoration of rosettes, running spirals, hatch marks. Bibliography: French 2011a,
Suppl. PDF 631–632. Date: LH IIIC Middle (Advanced).
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Pithos 3 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0060, 2011_PU_393; Fig. 4.100). Undecorated.
H. 5.7; w. 12.7; est. diam. of rim 30 cm. Sherd; rim and upper body. Date: LH
IIIC.
Pithos 4 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0107, 2009_PU_318; Fig. 4.100). Undecorated.
L. 9.9; w. 11.3; est. diam. of body 40 cm. Sherd; body. Date: LH IIIC.
Pithos 5 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0204, 2011_PU_364; Fig. 4.100). Undecorated.
H. 5; w. 11.8; est. rim diam. ca. 32 cm. Date: LH IIIC.
Pithos 6 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0261, 2011_PU_373; Fig. 4.100). Undecorated.
H. 4.6; w. 14.6; est. diam. of rim 55 cm. Date: LH IIIC.
Pithos 7 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0640, 2010_PU_277; Fig. 4.100). Applied and
stamped decoration of bands and circles on exterior rim. H. 12; w. 17; diam. of
rim 50 cm. Sherd; rim and upper body. Date: LH IIIC Middle(?).
Pithos 8 (Lower Town, MYCLT_0641, 2010_PU_228; Fig. 4.100). Incised and stamped
decoration of circles, hatch marks, and wheel-like shape. L. 5.8; w. 7.3 cm. Sherd;
body, thick walled. Date: LH IIIC Middle(?).
Pithos 9 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0861, 2010_PU_367; Fig. 4.100). Incised hatch
marks on top of rim; otherwise undecorated. H. 2; w. 3.5 cm. Sherd; rim and
upper body. Date: LH IIIC.
Pithos 10 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0241, 2010, 2009_PU_438; Fig. 4.100).
Undecorated. Thick, flattened handle; broken body attachment. L. of handle ca.
6.3; w. of handle 3.2 cm. Date: LH IIIC.
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Pithos 11 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0260, 2011_PU_373; Fig. 4.101).
Undecorated. H. 7.3; w. 14.6; diam. rim ca. 40 cm. Sherd; rim and upper body
with horizontal(?) handle attachment. Date: LH IIIC.
Pithos 12 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0307, 2011_PU_131; Fig. 4.101).
Undecorated. H. 5.8; diam. of base 27 cm. Portion of flat base and lower body.
Date: LH IIIC.
Pithos 13 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0888, 2011_PU_110). Undecorated. L. 6.3; w.
6.9; L. of handle 6.4; th. of handle 2.9 cm. Flattened, vertical handle with body
sherd attached. Date: LH IIIC.
Pithos 14 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0889, 2011_PU_110; Fig. 4.101).
Undecorated. H. 7.5; w. 8.3; diam. of rim 32 cm. Sherd; rim and upper body.
Date: LH IIIC.
Pithos 15 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0094, 2011_PU_110; Fig. 4.101).
Undecorated. H. 9.6; w. 11.1; est. diam. of rim >25 cm. Comments: Could
alternatively be a coarse, undecorated krater FS 282. Date: LH IIIC.
Pithos 16 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0389, 2009_PU_215). Undecorated. L. 2.9; w.
5.4; est. diam. of rim 32 cm. Sherd; rim and upper body with round, horizontal
handle attachment. Date: LH IIIC.
Pithos 17 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0824, 2010_PU_226; Fig. 4.101).
Undecorated. H. 6; w. 8; est. diam. of rim (inside) 32 cm. Sherd; portion of
broken rim and upper body. Date: LH IIIC.
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Pithos 18 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0639, 2010_PU_277; Fig. 4.101).
Undecorated. H. 5.8; diam. of base 18 cm. Sherd; portion of base and lower body.
Date: LH IIIC.

b. Coarse Buff Clay
Pithos 19 (Citadel House Area; Exc. no. 62-411; Mycenae Museum BE 16003).
Impressed and incised decoration: rosettes, small circles, band rope decoration
(vertical and horizontal). Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 628. Date: LH
IIIC Middle (Advanced).

c. Coarse Brick-red Fabric
Pithos 20 (Cyclopean Terrace Building, Pithos Burial; Fig. 3.28:a). Applied and incised
decoration of vertical and horizontal wavy lines, bands, and spirals. Bibliography:
Wace et al. 1921–1923, 406–407, pl. LXII:2; Furumark 1972a, 585, no. 4.1. Date:
LH IIIC Late.

d. Coarse Fabric, Color Information N/A
Pithos 21 (Citadel House Area, Γ32’69/92). Two rows of applied rope decoration.
Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 834. Date: Transitional LH IIIB:2–LH
IIIC Early.
Pithos 22 (Citadel House Area, Γ32’69/92). Row of small incised holes underneath
exterior rim. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 834. Date: Transitional LH
IIIB:2–LH IIIC Early.
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Pithos 23 (Citadel House Area, wash levels associated with Phase XI). Incised decoration
of hatch marks and reeds(?).Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 856a, no. 8.
Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Pithos 24 (Citadel House Area, wash levels associated with Phase XI). Incised
decoration: thin lines, hatch marks. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF
856a, no. 12. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Pithos 25 (Citadel House Area, wash levels associated with Phase XI). Incised decoration
of wavy lines, U-shape. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 856a, no. 14.
Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Pithos 26 (Citadel House Area, wash levels associated with Phase XI). Incised decoration
of wavy bands; stamped decoration of circles. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl.
PDF 856a, no. 15. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Pithos 27 (Citadel House Area, wash levels associated with Phase XI). Stamped
decoration: rosettes bordered by zigzag bounded by two lines. Bibliography:
French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 856b, no. 26. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Pithos 28 (Citadel House Area, wash levels associated with Phase XI). Stamped
decoration: isolated spirals and circles. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF
856b, no. 27. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
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III. ACCESSORY VESSELS
A. Dippers (FS 236)
a. Fine Pinkish-yellow Fabric
Dipper 1 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 69-429; Mycenae Museum BE 16613).
Undecorated. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 306. Date: Transtional LH
IIIB:2–LH IIIC Early.
Dipper 2 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. *66-1525; Mycenae Museum BE 16329).
Undecorated. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 526–527. Comments:
Found on floor of Room xxxiv. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Dipper 3 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. *66-1527; Mycenae Museum BE 16333).
Undecorated. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 528. Comments: Found on
floor of Room xxxiv. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Dipper 4 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-907; Mycenae Museum BE 16200).
Undecorated. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 432. Comments: Found on
floor of Room xxxiv. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Dipper 5 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-459; Mycenae Museum BE 16613). Dotted
rim. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 334–335. Date: LH IIIC Early
(Early).

b. Fine Buff Fabric
Dipper 6 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-410; Mycenae Museum BE 24321).
Undecorated. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 453–454. Comments:
Found on floor of Room xxxiv. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
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Dipper 7 (Citadel House Area; Inv. No. 64-428; Mycenae Museum BE 16170).
Undecorated. Bibliography: French 2011a, CD 540–541. Date: LH IIIC Early
(Tower).

c. Fine Fabric, Color Information N/A
Dipper 8 (Kalkani South Bank, T. 515; Fig. 3.30:j). Undecorated. Bibliography: Wace
1932, 57, no. 14, pl. XXXI:14; Furumark 1972a, 624, no. 236.1. Comments:
Small spout opposite handle. Date: LH IIIC Early.

B. Lamps/Braziers (FS 311, 312)
a. Fine Pinkish-yellow Fabric
Lamp/brazier 1 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-1529; Mycenae Museum BE 16330).
FS 311. Undecorated. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 529. Comments: Found
on floor of Room xxxiv; no traces of burning pres. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Lamp/brazier 2 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-411; Mycenae Museum BE 16256). FS
312. Undecorated. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 455. Comments:
Found on floor of Room xxxiv; possible traces of burning on int. base. LH IIIC
Early (Early).
Lamp/brazier 3 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-1533; Mycenae Museum BE 16387).
FS 312. Undecorated. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 534. Comments: Found
on floor of Room xxxiv; no traces of burning pres. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
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Lamp/brazier 4 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-427; Mycenae Museum BE 16293).
Undecorated. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 474. Comments: Found on
floor of Room xxxiv; traces of burning on int. base. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).

b. Coarse Reddish-brown Cooking Pot Fabric
Lamp/brazier 5 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-1506; Mycenae Museum BE 24332). FS
311/312. Undecorated. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 499–500.
Comments: Found on floor of Room xxxiv; possible traces of burning on int. base.
Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).

c. Coarse Domestic Ware, Color Information N/A
Lamp/brazier 6 (Granary, East Basement). FS 311. Undecorated. Bibliography: Wace et
al. 1921–1923, 53 (not illustrated); Furumark 1972a, 639, no. 311.1. Comments:
Wace considered this a “big ladle” (Wace et al. 1921–1923, 53); no mention of
traces of burning. Date: LH IIIC Middle.

C. Trays (FS 322)

a. Semicoarse Pinkish-yellow Fabric
Tray 1 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0102, 2011_PU_412). Ext. rim band over quirk,
FM 48, over horizontal band; int. monochrome. H. 3.9; w. 4.2; diam. rim 21 cm.
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Sherd; rim and upper body. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, figs. 234, 256. Date: LH
IIIC Middle–Late.

b. Semicoarse Fabric, Color Information N/A
Tray 2 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 54-275; Nauplion Museum no. 11391). Fish, FM 20
(ext.), parallel chevrons, FM 58, (ext.); int. and ext. linear decoration.
Bibliography: Crouwel 1991, Suppl. PDF 281–283, no. F 2 A–C. Comments:
Could also be a kalathos, FS 291. Date: LH IIIC Middle.

IV. SPECIALIZED VESSELS
A. Cooking Pots
1. Tripod Cooking Pots (FS 320)
a. Coarse Reddish-brown Cooking Pot Fabric
Tripod Cooking Pot 1 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. *66-1537; Mycenae Museum BE
16327). Undecorated. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 537. Comments:
traces of burning inside and out. Date: LH IIIB–LH IIIC Early.
Tripod Cooking Pot 2 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-457; Mycenae Museum BE
16161). Undecorated. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 323–324.
Comments: Found on floor of Room xxxiv; possible traces of burning visible on
exterior lower body. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Tripod Cooking Pot 3 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-505; Mycenae Museum BE
24323). Undecorated. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 393–394.
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Comments: Found on floor of Room xxxiv; traces of burning on interior and
exterior base. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Tripod Cooking Pot 4 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-908; Mycenae Museum BE
16213). Undecorated. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 433–434.
Comments: Found on floor of Room xxxiv; traces of burning on exterior. Date:
LH IIIC Early (Early).
Tripod Cooking Pot 5 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-413; Mycenae Museum BE
24327). Undecorated. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 457–458.
Comments: possible traces of burning on exterior base. Date: LH IIIC Early
(Early).
Tripod Cooking Pot 6 (Granary, Corridors, Upper Level). Undecorated. Bibliography:
Wace et al. 1921–1923, 41, pl. VIII:b; Furumark 1972a, 639, no. 320.1; French
2011a, Suppl. PDF 733, fig. E:6. Date: LH IIIC Middle.
Tripod Cooking Pot 7 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0492, 2009_PU_300; Fig. 4.108).
Undecorated. H. of foot 5.3; th. of foot 3.3 cm. Portion of foot. Date: LH IIIC.
Tripod Cooking Pot 8 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0121, 2009_PU_318; Fig. 4.108).
Undecorated. H. of foot 6.2; th. of foot 3.3 cm. Portion of foot. Date: LH IIIC.
Tripod Cooking Pot 9 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0390, 2009_PU_215; Fig. 4.108).
Undecorated. H. 3.5; w. 3.6; diam. of rim 12; L. of handle 1; th. of handle 0.7 cm.
Portion of body and attachment of round horizontal handle. Comments: Traces of
burning. Date: LH IIIC.
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Tripod Cooking Pot 10 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0841, 2010_PU_329; Fig.
4.108). Undecorated. H. of foot 5.4; th. of foot 2.8 cm. Portion of foot. Date: LH
IIIC.

2. Other Cooking Pots
a. Coarse Reddish-brown Cooking Pot Fabric
Cooking Pot Jar/jug 1 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. *66-1519; Mycenae Museum BE
24333). Undecorated. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 522–523. Date:
LH IIIB–LH IIIC.
Cooking Pot Jar/jug 2 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 68-453; Mycenae Museum BE
16419). Undecorated. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 339–340.
Comments: two handled; possible traces of burning on exterior body. Date: LH
IIIC Early (Early).
Cooking Pot Jar/jug 3 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-503; Mycenae Museum BE
16218). Undecorated. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 391–392.
Comments: Found on floor of Room xxxiv; traces of burning on exterior and
interior. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Cooking Pot Jar/jug 4 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-515; Mycenae Museum BE
16214). Undecorated. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 410–411.
Comments: Found on floor of Room xxxiv; traces of burning on exterior. Date:
LH IIIC Early.
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Cooking Pot Jar/jug 5 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-516; Mycenae Museum BE
16208). Undecorated. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 412–413.
Comments: Found on floor of Room xxxiv; traces of burning on exterior. Date:
LH IIIC Early (Early).
Cooking Pot Jar/jug 6 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-1518; Mycenae Museum BE
24326). Undecorated. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 520–521.
Comments: Found on floor of Room xxxiv; possible traces of burning on lower
exterior body. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Cooking Pot Jar/jug 7 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-1520; Mycenae Museum BE
16375). Undecorated. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 524–525/ Comments:
Found on floor of Room xxxiv; possible traces of burning on lower exterior body.
Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Cooking Pot Jar/jug 8 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-909; Mycenae Museum BE
21727). Bridge-spouted. Undecorated. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF
435–436. Comments: Found on floor of Room xxxiv; possible traces of burning
on lower exterior body. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Cooking Pot Jar/jug 9 (Lion Gate “Staircase,” Stratum XI, Bath Grave; Inv. no. 20-008;
Mycenae Museum BE 5416; Fig. 3.24:e). Undecorated. Bibliography: Wace et al.
1921–1923, 36, pl. VI:a; Furumark 1972, 595, no. 66.1; French 2009b, table 2.
Date: LH IIIC Late.
Cooking Pot Jar/jug 10 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0103, 2011_PU_214; Fig.
4.109). Undecorated. H. 5.5; w. 7.5; diam. of rim 16 cm. Sherd; portion of rim
and upper body. Date: LH IIIC?
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Cooking Pot Jar/jug 11 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_1150, 2010_PU_087; Fig.
4.109). Undecorated. H. 7; diam. of base 18 cm. Portion of base and lower body.
Date: LH IIIC.
Cooking Pot Jar/jug 12 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0710, 2010_PU_055; Fig.
4.109). Undecorated. H. 3.9; w. 7.8; diam. of rim 16 cm. Portion of rim and upper
body. Comments: Traces of burning on ext. and int. Date: LH IIIC.
Cooking Pot Jar/jug 13 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_1148, 2010_PU_087; Fig.
4.109). Undecorated. L. 5.5; w. 6.5 cm. Sherd; body. Date: LH IIIC.

B. Larnakes (FS 1)
a. Coarse Pinkish-yellow Fabric
Larnax 1 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-486; Mycenae Museum 23763). FM 1, man;
FM 8, dog, deer, and boar. Bibliography: Crouwel 1991, Suppl. PDF 303–310,
no. G 1. Hunting scene. Date: LH IIIC Middle.

b. Fabric Information N/A
Larnax 2 (Lion Gate “Staircase,” Stratum XI; Fig. 3.24:a). Undecorated. Bibliography:
Wace et al. 1921–1923, 36, pl. VI:c; Furumark 1972a, 585, no. 1.2. Date: LH IIIC
Middle/Late.
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C. Handmade Miniature Vases (FS 126)
a. Fine Pinkish-yellow Fabric
Handmade Miniature Vase 1 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. *66-501; Mycenae Museum
BE 16254). Jug. Ext. multiple stem and tongue pattern, FM 19. Bibliography:
French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 478–479. Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, fig. 123.3 (LH
IIIB). Comments: Found on the floor of Room xxxiv. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Handmade Miniature Vase 2 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-504; Mycenae Museum
BE 16335). Cup. Ext. isolated semicircles, FM 43:h, and ext. and int. rough linear
decoration. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 483–484. Parallels:
Mountjoy 1986, fig. 123.12 (LH IIIB). Comments: Found on the floor of Room
xxxiv. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Handmade miniature vase 3 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 69-432). Conical bowl.
Vertical linear decoration; monochrome interior. Bibliography: French 2011a,
Suppl. PDF 307. Date: LH IIIC Early.

b. Fine Buff Fabric
Handmade Miniature Vase 4 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 66-426; Mycenae Museum
BE 16378). Bowl. Ext. vertical lines; int. linear decoration interior. Base of small
horizontal handle preserved. Bibliography: French 2011a, Supp. PDF 473.
Comments: Found on the floor of Room xxxiv. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
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D. Feeding Bottles (FS 159–163)
a. Fine Pinkish-yellow Fabric
Feeding Bottle 1 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0425, 2009_PU_135; Fig. 4.115).
Undecorated. L. of spout 2.33; diam. of spout 0.68 cm. Portion of spout.
Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, fig. 179. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Feeding Bottle 2 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0472, 2009_PU_161; Fig. 4.115).
Undecorated. L. of spout 2.1; w. of spout 1.1 cm. Portion of spout/ Parallels:
Mountjoy 1986, fig. 179. Date: LH IIIC Early.
Feeding Bottle 3 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0887, 2010_PU_110; Fig. 4.115).
Band at base of spout. Portion of spout. L. of spout 2.2; diam. of spout ca. 1 cm.
Parallels: Mountjoy 1986, 188, fig. 246. Date: LH IIIC Late(?).

E. Askoi (FS 194, 195)
a. Fine Pinkish-yellow Fabric
Askos 1 (Citadel House Area; Exc. no. 66-610; Mycenae Museum BE 16276). Linear
decoration. Bird shaped. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 497–498.
Comments: Found on floor of Room xxxiv; possible traces of burning on lower
exterior body. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).
Askos 2 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0124, 2009_PU_318; Fig. 4.117). Linear
decoration. Overall shape unknown. L. 2.9; w. 4.8. Sherd; body. Date: LH IIIC
Early(?).
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Askos 3 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0327, 2009_PU_347; Fig. 4.117). Linear
decoration; irregular vertical bars. L. 2.5; w. 3.6; est. diam. body 16 cm. Overall
shape unknown. Date: LH IIIC Early(?).

b. Fine Buff Fabric
Askos 4 (Citadel House Area; Exc. no. 66-216; Mycenae Museum BE 17395). Stripe on
leg; scale pattern, FM 70.2. Bird shaped. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF
443. Comments: Found on floor of Room xxxiv; possible traces of burning on
lower exterior body. Date: LH IIIC Early (Early).

c. Fine Reddish-yellow Fabric
Askos 5 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0196, 2009_PU_271; Fig. 4.117). Linear
decoration; overall shape unknown. L. 2.4; w. 3.9; est. diam. of body 11 cm.
Sherd; body. Date: LH IIIC Early(?).

F. Ring Vases (FS 196, 197)
a. Fine Pinkish-yellow Fabric
Ring Vase 1 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 64-451; Mycenae Museum BE 16164). Ext.
lozenge (linked), FM 73, and linear decoration. Preserves evidence of spout and
basket handle. Bibliography: French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 317–318. Date: LH IIIC
Early (Early).
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Ring Vase 2 (Citadel House Area; Inv. no. 54-276; Mycenae Museum BE 15919). Ext.
quirk, FM 48, zigzag, FM 61, linear decoration. Bibliography: French 2011a,
Suppl. PDF 579. Date: LH IIIC Early.

b. Fine Buff Fabric
Ring Vase 3 (Third Kilometer Cemetery, T. 502; Inv. no. 20-120; Mycenae Museum BE
28516; Nauplion Museum no. 4190; Fig. 3.29:g). Isolated semicircles, FM 43;
belly monochrome with reserved lower portion (interior and exterior); horizontal
bars on handle. Bibliography: Wace 1932, 7, no. 8, pl. XI:8; Furumark 1972a,
617–618, no. 196.2; Mountjoy 1999, 184, no. 425, fig. 67:425; French 2009b,
table 2. Date: LH IIIC Late.
Ring Vase 4 (Third Kilometer Cemetery, T. 502; Inv. no. 20-121; Mycenae Museum BE
8085; Nauplion Museum no. 3939; Fig. 3.29:h). Blob decoration; belly
monochrome with reserved lower body (interior and exterior); horizontal bars on
handle. Bibliography: Wace 1932, 7, no. 7, pl. XI:7; Furumark 1972a, 617–618,
no. 196.1; Mountjoy 1999, 184, no. 426, fig. 56:426; French 2009b, table 2. Date:
LH IIIC Late.

H. Rhyta (FS 199)
a. Fine Pinkish-yellow Fabric
Rhyton 1 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1212.7). Conical, FS 199. Ext. bull, FM 3;
plastic decoration. Bibliography: Sakellarakis 1992, 58, no. 88. Comments: Plastic
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decoration is a characteristic of LH IIIC (Sakellarakis 1992, 58). Date: LH IIIC
Early.
Rhyton 2 (Citadel; National Museum no. 1212.9). Conical, FS 199. Ext. snake, FM 8, or
cuttlefish, FM 21. Bibliography: Sakellarakis 1992, 113, no. 251. Date: LH IIIC.
Rhyton 3 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0064, 2011_PU_393; Fig. 4.120). Conical, FS
199. Portion of body pres. Ext. two sets of fine bands. H. 5.1; w. 3.3; est. diam. of
body 8 cm. Sherd; body. Date: LH IIIC(?).

b. Fine Buff Fabric
Rhyton 4 (Room 38, House of the Frescoes, Cult Center, Citadel House Area, Inv. no.
66-466). Stemmed cup, FS 305. Ext. joining semicircles, FM 42.7, quirk, FM
48.7, quirk, FM 61, and linear decoration; exterior dotted rim. Bibliography:
Koehl 2006, 60, 224, 326, no. 1223, fig. 43:1223, pl. 55:1223. Date: LH IIIC
Early.

c. Fine Reddish-yellow Fabric
Rhyton 5 (Lower Town; Inv. no. MYCLT_0175, 2009_PU_259). Conical, FS 199.
Portion of rim and upper body. Ext. two thick horizontal bands; rim decorated
with series of dots; interior monochrome. H. 2; w. 4.4; diam. of rim 10 cm. Sherd;
rim and upper body. Date: LH IIIC Early(?).
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FIGURES

Figure 1.1. Aerial view of the citadel of Mycenae showing Grave Circle B (lower left
corner), Grave Circle A (left and below center), and the Palace (right and above center).
After Peterson 2011, pl. 1.

Figure 1.2. The location of the site of Mycenae in the Argolid region of the Peloponnese,
southern Greece. After Lantzas 2012, fig. 21.
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Figure 1.3. Map of the larger area of Mycenae. Grave Circle A (A); Grave Circle B (B);
Tomb of the Lions (C); Tomb of Clytemnestra (D); Tomb of Aigisthos (E); Tomb of the
Genii (F); Cyclopean Tomb (G); Epano Phournos Tomb (H); Panagia Tomb (I); Treasury
of Atreus (J); Kato Phournos Tomb (K); Lion Gate (L); Petsas’s House (M); Panagia
Houses (N); House of the Oil Merchant complex (O); House of Lead (P); Plakes House
(Q); House of Columns (R); Tsountas’s House (S); House of the Wine Merchant (T);
Cyclopean Terrace Building (U). Modified from Mylonas Shear 2004, fig. 3.
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Figure 1.4. Plan of Building Kappa following the 2006 season of excavation, showing
Rooms 1–3 (south–north). Plan Prof. Ch. Maggidis. After Peterson 2011, fig. 2.
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Figure 1.5. Aerial view of the Northwest Quarter of the citadel of Mycenae, showing
location of Building Kappa (A), situated between the Storerooms (Λ) of Megaron M (B)
and Building Complex N (C). Photo Prof. Christofilis Maggidis.

Figure 1.6. View of the Lower Town of Mycenae from the Citadel House Area, taken
from the northeast. Photo Prof. Christofilis Maggidis.
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Figure 1.7. Aerial view of the excavated areas of the Lower Town from the southeast.
Possible LH III retaining Walls A and B are shown, as well as the location of a
Geometric grave. The remainder of the architecture, including a number of possible
apsidal structures (upper right, top center, lower left) and a cobble surface (center left), is
likely post-Mycenaean in date. Photo Prof, Christofilis Maggidis.
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Figure 3.1. Areas with evidence for LH IIIC activity within the Citadel at Mycenae.
Building Kappa (A); North Wall “Gallery” (B); North Storerooms and Houses Delta and
Gamma (C); Houses Psi and Omega (D); walls in the area of the Great Court (E); the
Southwest Quarter (F); the Citadel House Area (G); the Granary (H). Modified from
French 2002, 136, fig. 64. Courtesy Mycenae Archive.

Figure 3.2. Map of the larger area of Mycenae with areas of LH IIIC activity outside the
Citadel outlined in gray. Modified from Mylonas Shear 2004, fig. 3.
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Figure 3.3. Plan of the excavated areas of the Cylopean Terrace Building, located
northwest of the Citadel, showing the Pithos Burial (A) in the southern room. Modified
from Wace et al. 1921–1923, fig. 91.

Figure 3.4. Plan of the excavated rooms of the “Workshop,” located north of the Citadel.
Modified from Daneilidou 2008, fig. 4.
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Figure 3.5. Plan of the excavated areas of the East House, located west of the Citadel and
north of the Lower Town, showing the North sector, North room, and South room.
Modified from Tournavitou 2015, fig. 4.
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Figure 3.6. Plan showing walls above the Great Court of the Palace on the Citadel,
showing the Megaron (A), walls in the area of the Great Court (B), and the later
Hellenistic Temple (C). Modified from Tsountas 1888.

This image could not be included due to copyright restrictions.
Figure 3.7. Plan showing Building T (in gray) on the Citadel of Tiryns, located directly
on top of the former megaron. After Maran 2001, pl. XXXI.
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Figure 3.8. Plan of the East Wing of the Citadel of Mycenae, showing the Artisan’s
Quarter (A), the House of Columns (B), and Houses Delta (D) and Gamma (C). Modified
from Iakovidis 1983, plan 13.

Figure 3.9. Plan showing Houses Psi (A) and Omega (B) constructed over the House of
Columns (C), in addition to Houses Delta (D) and Gamma (E), in the East Wing of the
Citadel. Modified from Mylonas 1968, fig. 9. Courtesy Austrailian Academy of the
Humanities.
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Figure 3.10. Plan showing the North Storerooms (A) on the Citadel of Mycenae, in
addition to the Palace (B), Artisan’s Quarter (C), House of Columns (D), and Buildings
Delta and Gamma (E). Modified from Iakovidis 1983, plan 11.

Figure 3.11. Plan of the western portion of the North Quarter of the Citadel of Mycenae,
showing Houses N (A), I (B), and II (C). Modified from Iakovidis 2006, plan 1.
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Figure 3.12. Plan of the eastern portion of the North Quarter of the Citadel of Mycenae,
showing Building Complex M (A) and storerooms inside the north fortification wall (B).
Modified from Iakovidis 1983, plan 9.

Figure 3.13. Photo approaching the monumental Lion Gate at Mycenae, from the north.
Photo Dr. Katie Lantzas.
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Figure 3.14. Plan showing location of “Stairway” Deposit (A) situated between the
Granary (B) and the courtyard just inside the Lion Gate (C) within the Citadel walls.
Modified from Wace et al. 1921–1923, pl. I.

Figure 3.15. Plan of the Lion Gate “Stairway” strata, showing the location of the Bath
Grave and associated artifacts. Modified from Wace et al. 1921–1923, fig. 4.
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Figure 3.16. Plan of the ground (A) and first (B) floors of the Granary, situated in the
western portion of the Citadel. Modified from Wace et al. 1921–1923, pl. I.

Figure 3.17. Plan showing the location of the House of the Warrior Vase (B), situated
south of Grave Circle A (A), north of the South House (C), and west of the Ramp House
(D) on the Citadel. Modified from Wace et al. 1921–1923, pl. I.
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Figure 3.18. Decoration on the Pictorial Style Warrior Vase from Mycenae (Krater 44).
Top row. Not to scale. After Furtwängler and Loeschke 1886, nos. 430, 431, pls. XLII,
XLIII.

Figure 3.19. Plan of the Citadel House Area at Mycenae in LH IIIB:2. South House and
South House Annex (A); Ramp House (B); Room with the Frescoes (C); Temple (D);
Megaron (E); Tsountas’s House (F). Modified from Taylour 1981, Suppl. PDF 124, plan
6. Courtesy Mycenae Archive.
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Figure 3.20. Plan of post-Collapse phases of Citadel House Area at Mycenae, situated
above the South House and South House Annex (A), the Room with the Frescoes (B), the
Temple (C), and the Megaron (D). Phase IX is shown in red, Phase X in green, and Phase
XI in purple. Modified from French 2011a, Suppl. PDF 105. Courtesy Mycenae Archive.
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Figure 3.21. Plan showing the Citadel House Area (A), Processional Way (B), and
Hellenistic Tower (C; labeled Polygonal Tower) in the western portion of the Citadel.
Modified from Iakovidis 1983, plan 7.

Figure 3.22. Plan of the Southwest Quarter of the Citadel of Mycenae, showing the 52
rooms Alpha through Lambda. LH IIIC remains were recovered from Building
Complexes Alpha (A), Beta (B), Zeta (C), and Theta (D). Modified from Iakovidis 2013,
plan 1.
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Figure 3.23. Trefoil- mouthed Jug 2 from the pithos burial in the Northern Baulk of the
Citadel House Area Excavations. Modified from French 2011a, no. 60-309, Suppl. PDF
576. Courtesy Mycenae Archive.

Figure 3.24. Larnax 2 and associated vessels (a), Deep Bowls 170 (c) and 167 (b), Large
Jug 5 (d), and Cooking Pot Jar/Jug 9 (e) from Stratum XI of the Lion Gate “Stairway”
Deposit. Not to scale. Modified from Wace et al. 1921–1923, fig. 9:a (c), b (b), pl. VI (a,
d, e).
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Figure 3.25. Deep Semiglobular Cup 7 (b), Small Globular Jug 4 (a), Narrow-necked
Jugs 3 (f) and 4 (g), Lekythoi 3 (d) and 4 (e), and Stirrup Jar 29 (c) from Tomb Gamma
31 at Mycenae. Modified from Desborough 1973, pl. 35:a–c.

Figure 3.26. Deep Bowl 189 (b) and Small Globular Jug 3 (a) from Grave XXXIX at
Mycenae. Modified from Desborough 1954, pl. 43:d.
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Figure 3.27. Stirrup Jar 30 from the Cyclopean Terrace Building. Not to scale. After
Wace et al. 1923–1923, fig. 92.

Figure 3.28. Pithos 20 (a), Stirrup Jar 42 (c), and Small Globular Jug 6 (b) from the
pithos burial in the Cyclopean Terrace Building. Not to scale. Modified from Wace et al.
1921–1923, pl. LXII:a (b), b (c), 2 (a).
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Figure 3.29. Small Globular Jug 2 (a), Trefoil-mouthed Jug 3 (b), Neck-handled
Amphora 2 (c), Stirrup Jar 43 (d), Collar-necked Jar 5 (e), Amphoriskos 4 (f), and Ring
Vases 3 (g) and 4 (h) from Tomb 502 in the Third Kilometer Cemetery. Not to scale.
Modified from Wace 1932, pls. XI:6–12, XII:5. © The Society of Antiquaries of London.

Figure 3.30. Kylix 58 (a), Deep Bowls 168 (b) and 177 (c), Small Globular Jug 5 (d),
Globular Wide-necked Jug 4 (e), Stirrup Jar 34 (f), Amphoriskoi 5–7 (g–i), and Dipper 8
(j) from Tomb 515 in the Kalkani Cemetery. Not to scale. Modified from Wace 1932, pls.
XXVII:11, XXXI:14, 53–60. © The Society of Antiquaries of London.
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Figure 3.31. Lekythos 6 from Tomb 517 in the Kalkani Cemetery. After Wace 1932, pl.
XXXIV:49. © The Society of Antiquaries of London.

Figure 3.32. Close Style stirrup jar from the G-III in the Gourtsoulia Cemetery. Modified
from Shelton 2000, fig. 7f.
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Figure 3.33. Deep Semiglobular Cup 12 (a), Deep Bowl 147 (b), Shallow Angular Bowl
37 (c), Basin 6 (d), Large Jug 8 (e), Amphora 1 (f), and Belly-Handled Amphora 1 (g)
from the Chania tumulus. Modified from Palaiologou 2013, figs. 5:b, 6:b, d, 7:d, 9:b,
10:d, 11:d. Courtesy Austrian Academy of Sciences.

Figure 4.1. Late Helladic IIIC Early Kylikes 6 (left) and 7 (right) from the Lower Town.
Drawings S. Peterson.
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Figure 4.2 Late Helladic IIIC Early–Middle Kylikes 8–19 and 51 from Building Kappa
and the Lower Town. Drawings S. Peterson.
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Figure 4.3. Late Helladic Middle Kylix 61 and LH IIIC Middle–Late Kylix 20 from the
Lower Town. Drawings S. Peterson.
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Figure 4.4 Late Helladic IIIC Kylikes 21, 23–40, and 53–56 from Building Kappa and the
Lower Town. Drawings S. Peterson.
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Figure 4.5. Kylix shapes FS 256–258, 264, 257, 274, and 275. Modified from Furumark
1972a, figs. 16, 17.

Figure 4.6. Kylix 41 from the Citadel House Area. After French 2011a, no. 66-464,
Suppl. PDF 359. Courtesy Mycenae Archive.
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Figure 4.7. Kylix 52 from an unknown location on the Citadel. Not to scale. Modified
from Furtwängler and Loeschcke 1886, pl. XL:417.

Figure 4.8. Deep semiglobular cup shapes FS 211, 212, and 215–220. Modified from
Furumark 1972a, figs. 13, 14.
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Figure 4.9. Deep Semiglobular Cups 1 (left), 11 (center; not to scale), and 15 (right; not
to scale). Modified from French 2011a, no. 64-512, Suppl. PDF 407 (1) (courtesy
Mycenae Archive); Wace et al. 1921–123, fig. 9:d (15), pl. XI:j (11).

Figure 4.10. Domestic shallow cup shape FS 222. Modified from Furumark 1972a, fig.
15.
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Figure 4.11. Mugs 2–6 from the Lower Town and Building Kappa excavations. Drawings
S. Peterson.

Figure 4.12. Mug shapes FS 225 and 226. Modified from Furumark 141a, fig. 15.
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Figure 4.13. Mug 7 from the Citadel House Area. Modified from French 2011a, Suppl.
PDF 853. Courtesy Mycenae Archive.

Figure 4.14. Cups with Three Vertical Handles 1–5 from the East Basement of the
Granary. Not to scale. Modified from Wace et al. 1921–1923, pl. XI:a–e (1–5).
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Figure 4.15. Carinated Cups 1–3 from the Lower Town. Drawings S. Peterson.

Figure 4.16. Carinated cup shape FS 240. Modified from Furumark 1972a, fig. 15.
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Figure 4.17. Carinated Cups 4 (left) and 6 (right) from Schliemann’s excavations on the
Citadel. Not to scale. After Schliemann 1878, pl. X:40, 43.

Figure 4.18. Bovine animal head protome from the handle of Carinated Cup 7 from the
Citadel House Area. After French 2011a, no. 64-760, Suppl. PDF 653. Courtesy Mycenae
Archive.
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Figure 4.19. Late Helladic IIIC Early Deep Bowls 4–14 and 28–33 from Building Kappa
and the Lower Town. Drawings S. Peterson.
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Figure 4.20. Late Helladic IIIC Early–Middle Deep Bowls 34–41 and 113 from the
Lower Town. Drawings S. Peterson.
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Figure 4.21. Late Helladic IIIC Middle Deep Bowls 56–59 and LH IIIC Middle–Late
Deep Bowl 60 from Building Kappa and the Lower Town. Drawings S. Peterson.
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Figure 4.22. Late Helladic IIIC Deep Bowls 65–76 from Building Kappa and the Lower
Town. Drawings S. Peterson.
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Figure 4.23. Deep bowl shapes FS 282, 284–286. Modified from Furumark 1972a, figs.
13, 14.

Figure 4.24. Late Helladic IIIC Early Deep Bowls 19 (top), 80 (center), and 81 (bottom).
Modified from French 2011a, nos. 68-454 (19), 64-575 (80), 64-502 (81), Suppl. PDF
342, 376, 390. Courtesy Mycenae Archive.
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Figure 4.25. Late Helladic IIIC Middle Deep Bowls 141–146. Not to scale. Modified
from Wace et al. 1921–1923, fig. 25:c (146), pls. V:f (143), VII:a (141), VIII:c (142), X:b
(144), XI:m (145).

Figure 4.26. Late Helladic IIIC Middle Close Style Deep Bowls 47, 94, and 96. Not to
scale. Modified from Furtwängler and Loeschke 1886, pls. XXXVI:361 (47), 364 (96),
XXXVIII:383 (94).
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Figure 4.27. Late Helladic IIIC Middle Deep Bowls 89 and 90. Not to scale. Modified
from Furtwängler and Loeschke 1886, pls. XXXVIII:390, 391 (89), XL:420 (90).

Figure 4.28. Late Helladic IIIC Late Deep Bowls 165 (top), 166 (center), and 167
(bottom). Not to scale. Modified from Wace et al. 1921–1923, fig. 9:b (167), e (166), f
(165).
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Figure 4.29. Shallow Angular Bowls 9–12 from the Lower Town. Drawings S. Peterson.

Figure 4.30. Shallow angular bowls shapes FS 295 and 206. Modified from Furumark
1972a, fig. 15.
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Figure 4.31. Type A Shallow Angular Bowl 7 (left) and Type B Shallow Angular Bowl 8
(right). Modified from French 2011a, nos. 66-463/1402 (7), 64-911 (8), Suppl. PDF 377,
437. Courtesy Mycenae Archive.

Figure 4.32. Shallow Angular Bowl 21 from the Citadel House Area. Modified from
French 2011a, no. 64-1404, Suppl. PDF 346. Courtesy Mycenae Archive.

Figure. 4.33. Late Helladic IIIC Middle Shallow Angular Bowls 13 (left) and 17 (right).
Modified from French 2011a, nos. 62-422 (17), 64-460 (13), Suppl. PDF 568, 608.
Courtesy Mycenae Archive.
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Figure 4.34. Late Helladic IIIC Late Shallow Angular Bowls 20 (left) and 25 (right).
Modified from French 2011a, nos. 64-567 (25), 68-421 (20). Suppl. PDF 698, 706.
Courtesy Mycenae Archive.

Figure 4.35. One-handled conical bowl shape FS 242. Modified from Furumark 1972a,
fig. 13.
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Figure 4.36. One-handled Conical Bowls 2–6 from the Lower Town. Drawings S.
Peterson.

Figure 4.37. Stemmed bowl shape FS 305. Modified from Furumark 1972a, fig. 18.

Figure 4.38. Stemmed Bowls 2, 4, and 5 from the Lower Town. Drawings S. Peterson.
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Figure 4.39. Late Helladic IIIC Early Kraters 3, 7–18, 20, 21, and 50 from the Lower
town, and Krater 19 from Building Kappa. Drawings S. Peterson.
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Figure 4.40. Late Helladic IIIC Early–Middle Kraters 86, 106, 112, and 113 from the
Lower Town. Drawings S. Peterson.
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Figure 4.41. Late Helladic IIIC Middle Kraters 31–34, 47, 48, 51, 52, and 83 from the
Lower Town. Drawings S. Peterson.
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Figure 4.42. Late Helladic IIIC Kraters 53, 54, 85 and 105 from the Lower Town.
Drawings S. Peterson.
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Figure 4.43. Krater shapes FS 281 and 282. Modified from Furumark 1972a, figs. 13, 14.

Figure 4.44. Late Helladic IIIC Early Pictorial Style Kraters 6 (left), 37 (center), and 57
(right). Not to scale. Not to scale. Modified from Sakellarakis 1992, 66–67, 105, 113,
nos. 111 (37), 234 (6), 250 (57).
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Figure 4.45. Late Helladic IIIC Early Krater 38 from the Citadel House Area. After
French 2011a, no. 64-563, Suppl. PDF 595. Courtesy Mycenae Archive.

Figure 4.46. Pictorial Style Kraters 23 (a) and 24 (b) from Mycenae, which possibly show
soldiers carrying shields. Not to scale. Modified from Sakellarakis 1992, nos. 26 (a), 28
(b).
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Figure 4.47. The “Spectacle Krater” (no. 39) from the Citadel House Area. Modified
from French 2011a, no. 64-570, Suppl PDF 603. Courtesy Mycenae Archive.

Figure 4.48. Krater 59 from the East Basement of the Granary. Not to scale. After Wace
et al. 1921–1923, fig. 12:b.
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Figure 4.49. The “Late Bird Krater” (no. 84) from the Citadel House Area. After Crouwel
1991, no. E 1, Suppl. PDF 218. Courtesy Mycenae Archive.

Figure 4.50. Kalathoi shapes FS 290 and 291. Modified from Furumark 1972a, fig. 15.
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Figure 4.51. Kalathos 4 from Building Kappa and Kalathoi 7–9 from the Lower Town.
Drawings S. Peterson.

Figure 4.52. Kalathos 1 from the Citadel House Area. Modified from French 2011a, no.
64-446, Suppl. PDF 331. Courtesy Mycenae Archive.
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Figure 4.53. Late Helladic Middle Kalathoi 5, 10, and 11. Modified from Crouwel 1991,
no. E 36, Suppl. PDF 250 (11) (courtesy Mycenae Archive); Sakellarakis 1992, 95, no.
202 (10); Mountjoy 1999, fig. 49:369 (5). No. 10 not to scale.

Figure 4.54. Kalathos 24 from the Lion Gate “Staircase.” Not to scale. After Wace et al.
1921–1923, fig. 8:a.
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Figure 4.55. Kalathos 18 from the Citadel House Area. After Crouwel 1991, no. G 7,
Suppl. PDF 332. Courtesy Mycenae Archive.

Figure 4.56. Basin shape FS 294. Modified from Furumark 1972a, fig. 14.

Figure 4.57. Basin 7 from Mycenae. Not to scale. Modified from Furtwängler and
Loeschke 1886, 67, pl. XXXIX:406).
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Figure 4.58. Large jug shapes FS 105–107. Modified from Furumark 1972a, fig. 7.

Figure 4.59. Large jugs 2 and 4 from the Lower Town. Drawings S. Peterson.

Figure 4.60. Large Jug 7 from the Citadel at Mycenae. Not to scale. After Sakellarakis
1992, 96, no. 207.
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Figure 4.61. Small Globular Jug 1 from the Lower Town. Drawing S. Peterson.

Figure 4.62. Small globular jug shapes FS 112–115. Modified from Furumark 1972a,
figs. 5, 6.
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Figure 4.63. Globular wide-necked jug shapes FS 109–111. Modified from Furumark
1972a, fig. 7.

Figure 4.64. Globular Wide-necked Jugs 2 (left) and 3 (right). Modified from Mountjoy
1986, fig. 176:1 (2), 2 (3).
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Figure 4.65. Narrow-necked jug shapes FS 117, 118, and 120. After Furumark 1972a,
figs. 3, 5, 6.

Figure 4.66. Lekythoi shape FS 123. Modified from Furumark 1972a, fig. 6.

Figure 4.67. Lekythos 1 from the Lower Town. Drawing S. Peterson.
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Figure 4.68. Narrow-necked Jugs 5 and 6. Modified from Wace 1932, pls. XLVIII:10 (6),
LVII:16 (5). © The Society of Antiquaries of London.

4.69. Trefoil- mouthed jug shape FS 137. Modified from Furumark 1972a, fig. 6.

Figure 4.70. Trefoil- mouthed Jugs 1 (left) and 4 (right). Modified from Furtwängler and
Loeschcke 1886, pl. XXXVII:382 (4; not to scale); French 2011a, no. 64-1406, Suppl.
PDF 663 (courtesy Mycenae Archive).
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Figure 4.71. Stirrup jug shape FS 150 (left) and Stirrup Jug 1 (right). Left: modified from
Furumark 1972a, fig. 3; right: after Wace 1932, pl. LIII:14 (not to scale) (© The Society
of Antiquaries of London).

Figure 4.72. Strainer jug shape FS 157 (left) and Strainer Jugs 3 and 4 from the Lower
Town. Drawings S. Peterson; left modified from Furumark 1972a, fig. 3.
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Figure 4.73. Amphora shapes FS 58, 66, 67, and 69. Modified from Furumark 1972a,
figs. 7, 8.

Figure 4.74. Amphora 9 from the East Basement of the Granary. Not to scale. After Wace
et al. 1921–1923, pl. IX:a.
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Figure 4.75. Belly-handled Amphora 3 from the West Basement of the Granary. After
Wace et al. 1921–1923, pl. IX:b.

Figure 4.76. Neck-handled Amphora 1 and Amphorae 4–6 from the Lower Town.
Drawings S. Peterson.
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Figure 4.77. Stirrup jar shapes FS 164, 173, 175, and 177. Modified from Furumark
1972a, figs. 6, 8, 9.

Figure 4.78. Late Helladic IIIC Stirrup Jars 13, 26, and 48 from Building Kappa.
Drawings S. Peterson.
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Figure 4.79. Late Helladic IIIC Early–Middle Stirrup Jars 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, and 25 from
the Lower Town. Drawings S. Peterson.

Figure 4.80. Late Helladic Middle Stirrup Jars 20, 21 and 46 and LH IIIC Middle–Late
Stirrup Jar 22 from the Lower Town. Drawings S. Peterson.
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Figure 4.81. Late Helladic IIIC Stirrup Jars 23, 24, 45, and 47 from the Lower Town.
Drawings S. Peterson.

Figure 4.82. Stirrup Jars 32 (left), 33 (center), and 34 (right) from the Kalkani Cemetery.
Modified from Wace 1932, pl. XLVII:14 (33; not to scale) (© The Society of Antiquaries
of London); Mountjoy 1986, fig. 180:1 (32); 1999, fig. 40:310 (34).
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Figure 4.83. Close Style Stirrup Jars 6 (left) and 40 (right). Not to scale. Modified from
Furtwängler and Loeschke 1886, pl. XXXVIII:393 (left); after Wace 1921–1923, pl. X:g
(right).

Figure 4.84. Stirrup Jar 39 from the Chania Burial Mound. After Palaiologou 2013, fig.
12:c. Courtesy Austrian Academy of Sciences.
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Figure 4.85. Stirrup Jar 52 from the Citadel. Not to scale. Modified from Furtwängler and
Loeschke 1886, pl. XXXIX:402.

Figure 4.86. Collar-necked Jars 2 and 3 from the Lower Town, and Collar-necked Jar 7
from Building Kappa. Drawings S. Peterson.
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Figure 4.87. Collar-necked jar shapes FS 63 and 64. Modified from Furumark 1972a, fig.
9.

Figure 4.88. Collar-necked Jar 8 from the Citadel House Area, the “Horse and Birds Jar.”
After Crouwel 1991, pl. 2. Courtesy Mycenae Archive.
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Figure 4.89. Hole-mouth jar shape FS 100. Modified from Furumark 1972a, fig. 3.

Figure 4.90. Piriform jar shapes FS 19–23, 26–28, 32–38, 42, 44, 45, and 47–49.
Modified from Furumark 1972a, figs. 3, 4, 8, 12.
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Figure 4.91. Piriform Jars 1 and 3 from the Lower Town, and Piriform Jar 4 from
Building Kappa. Drawings S. Peterson.

Figure 4.92. Piriform Jars 2 (right) and 5 (left). Modified from Wace 1932, pl. XLVIII:12
(5; not to scale) (© The Society of Antiquaries of London); French 2011a, no. 66-477,
Suppl. PDF 371 (courtesy Mycenae Archive).
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Figure 4.93. Amphoriskos shapes FS 59, 61, and 62. Modified from Furumark 1972a,
figs. 8, 9.

Figure 4.94. Amphorskos 1 from the Citadel House Area. Modified from French 2011a,
no. 60-401, Suppl. PDF 559. Courtesy Mycenae Archive.
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Figure 4.95. Alabastra shapes FS 80–86, 91–99. Modified from Furumark 1972a, figs.
11, 12.

Figure 4.96. Alabastra 1 (rounded) and 2 (straight sided) from the Lower Town.
Drawings S. Peterson.
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Figure 4.97. Hydria shape FS 128. Modified from Furumark 1972a, fig. 7.

Figure 4.98. Hydriae 2 (left), 6 (center), and 11 (right). Modified from Wace et al. 1921–
1923, pl. X:d (11; not to scale); French 2011a, nos. 64-506 (2), 60-402 (6), Suppl. PDF
396, 561 (courtesy Mycenae Archive).
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Figure 4.99. Pithos shape FS 13. Modified from Furumark 1972a, fig 21.
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Figure 4.100. Pithoi 3–10 from the Lower Town. Drawings S. Peterson.
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Figure 4.101. Pithoi 11–18 from the Lower Town. Drawings S. Peterson.
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Figure 4.102. Dipper Shape FS 236. Modified from Furumark 1972a, figs. 13, 14.

Figure 4.103. Dipper 5 from the Citadel House Area. After French 2011a, no. 64-459,
Suppl. PDF 335. Courtesy Mycenae Archive.

Figure 4.104. Lamp/brazier shapes FS 311 and 312. Modified from Furumark 1972a, fig.
21.
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Figure 4.105. Lamp/brazier 5 from the Citadel House Area. After French 2011a, no. 661506, Suppl. PDF 500. Courtesy Mycenae Archive.

Figure 4.106. Tray 1 from the Lower Town and Tray 2 from the Citadel House Area.
Right after Crouwel 1991, no. F 2 A–C, Suppl. PDF 283 (courtesy Mycenae Archive);
left drawing S. Peterson.

Figure 4.107. Tripod cooking pot shape FS 321. Modified from Furumark 1972a, fig. 21.
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Figure 4.108. Tripod cooking pots 7–10 from the Lower Town. Drawings S. Peterson.
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Figure 4.109. Cooking Pot Jar/jugs 10–13 from the Lower Town. Drawings S. Peterson.
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Figure 4.110. Tripod Cooking Pot 6 from the Granary. Not to scale. After Wace et al.
1921–1923, pl. VIII:b.

Figure 4.111. Larnax shape FS 1. Modified from Furumark 1972a, fig. 21.
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Figure 4.112. Larnax 1 from the Citadel House Area. After Crouwel 1991, no. G 1,
Suppl. PDF 307. Courtesy Mycenae Archive.

Figure 4.113. Handmade Miniature Vases 1 (left) and 2 (right) from the Citadel House
Area. Modified from French 2011a, nos. *66-501 (1), 66-504 (2), Suppl. PDF 478, 483.
Courtesy Mycenae Archive.
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Figure 4.114. Feeding bottle shapes FS 159–161. Modified from Furumark 1972a, figs. 5,
6.

Figure 4.115. Feeding Bottles 1–3 from the Lower Town. Drawings S. Peterson.

Figure 4.116. Askos shapes FS 194 and 195. Modified from Furumark 1972a, fig. 20.
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Figure 4.117. Askoi 2, 3, and 5 from the Lower Town. Drawings S. Peterson.

Figure 4.118. Ring vase shapes FS 196 and 197. Modified from Furumark 1972a, fig. 20.
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Figure 4.119. Rhyton shape FS 199. Modified from Furumark 1972a, fig. 20.

Figure 4.120. Rhyta 3 and 5 from the Lower Town, and Rhyton 4 from the House of the
Frescoes. Bottom after Koehl 2006, no. 1223, fig. 43:1223; top drawings S. Peterson.
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Figure 5.1. Late Helladic III funerary pottery (a, b) and Protogeometric funerary pottery
(c–f). Modified from Mountjoy 2001, nos. 196(a), 222 (b); after Desborough 1954, pl.
43:c (f); 1973, pls. 29:a (e), c (c), 34:a (d).

Figure 5.2. Assorted ceramic vessels common to LH IIIB burial assemblages (a–e).
Modified from Mountjoy 2001, nos. 192 (b), 193 (c), 195 (d), 196 (a), 222 (e).
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Figure 5.3. Assorted ceramic vessels found in LH IIIC burial assemblages (a–h). Not to
scale. Modified from Mountjoy 2001, nos. 279 (f), 278 (b), 284 (c), 285 (h), 287 (a), 293
(d), 307 (g), 309 (e).

Figure 5.4. Belly-handled amphorae from tombs PG 601 (a) and PG 606 (b). Modified
from Desborough 1954, pl. 43:c (a); 1956, pl. 35:c (b).
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Figure 5.5. Lekythos (left) and neck-handled amphora (right) from tomb Gamma 23.
After Desborough 1973, pl. 34:a.

Figure 5.6. Select trefoil- mouthed jugs from tomb PG 602 (a), PG 603 (b), and PG 604
(c). Modified from Desborough 1955, pls. 47:c (a), 48:b (b), 49:e (c).
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Figure 5.7. Neck-handled amphora (a), deep bowl (b), amphoriskos (c), and trefoilmouthed jug (d) from tomb PG 607. Modified from Desborough 1973, pls. 29:a (a), c (b),
32:a (c), d (d).

Figure 5.8. Select vessels for use in LH IIIB feasting activities (a–f). Not to scale.
Modified from Mountjoy 2001, nos. 195 (f), 201 (a), 203 (c), 207 (d) 222 (b), 225 (e).
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Figure 5.9. Select vessels for use in Protogeometric symposia (a–e). Not to scale.
Modified from Lemos 2002, nos. 57.1 (d), 63.6 (c), 67.5 (b), 75.2 (a), 90.2 (e). © Oxford
University Press.

Figure 5.10. Select vessels for use in LH IIIC communal eating and drinking activities
(a–h). Modified from Mountjoy 2001, nos. 246 (c), 258 (d), 288 (b), 294 (a), 297 (f), 298
(e), 313 (h), 314 (g). No. h not to scale.
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Figure 5.11. Deep Bowls 42 (a), 102 (b), and 168 (c) from Mycenae. Modified from
Mountjoy 1999, figs. 49:364 (a), 58:443 (c); French 2011a, no. 64-1401 (b), Suppl. PDF
656 (courtesy Mycenae Archive).

Figure 5.12. Deep Semiglobular Cups 1 (a), 5 (b), and 15 (c) from Mycenae. Modified
from Mountjoy 1999, fig. 56:429 (c); French 2001, nos. 60-404 (b), 64-512 (a), Suppl.
PDF 407, 564 (courtesy Mycenae Archive).
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Figure 5.13. Kraters 22, 39, and 59 from Mycenae. Modified from Mountjoy 1999, no.
438 (c), fig. 57:438; French 2011a, nos. 64-570/64-574(b), 64-1403 (a), Suppl. PDF 604,
659 (courtesy Mycenae Archive).

Figure 5.14. Dipper 5 (a) and Carinted Cup 5 (b) from Mycenae. Modified from French
2011a, nos. 64-459 (a), 64-569 (b), Suppl. PDF 335, 553. Courtesy Mycenae Archive.
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Figure 5.15. Water jar (hydria) with women at the fountain, by the Priam Painter. Greek,
Archaic Period, ca. 520 B.C.; Greece, Attica, Athens; Ceramic, Black Figure; h. 53 cm;
diam. with handles 37 cm; Museum of Fine Arts, Boston; William Francis Warden Fund;
no. 61.195. Photograph © Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.

Figure 5.16. Kalathos 5 (a) and Tray 2 (b) from Mycenae; Protogeometric kalathos (c).
Modified from Crouwel 1991, no. F 2A–C (b), Suppl. PDF 283 (Courtesy Mycenae
Archive); Mountjoy 1999, no. 369, fig. 49:369 (a); Lemos 2002, no. 42.7 (c) (© Oxford
University Press).
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Figure 5.17. Late Helladic IIIC Early (a), Middle (b), and Late (c) deep bowls from
Mycenae (nos. 19, 146, 167). Modified from Wace et al. 1921–1923, fig. 25:c (b; not to
scale); Mountjoy 1999, no. 442, fig. 58:442 (c); French 2011a, no. 68-454 (a), Suppl.
PDF 341 (courtesy Mycenae Archive).

Figure 5.18. Octopus Style Stirrup Jar 39 from Mycenae. After Palaiologou 2013, fig.
12:c. Courtesy Austrian Academy of Sciences.
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Figure 5.19. Granary Style Amphora 9 (a), Hydria 11 (b), and Deep Bowl 139 (c). Not to
scale. Modified from Wace et al. 1921–1923, pls. IX:a (a), X:f (b), XI:n (c).

Figure 5.20. Close Style Trefoil-mouthed Jug 4 (b), and Stirrup Jar 6 (c). Not to scale.
Modified from Furtwängler and Loeschcke 1886, pls. XXXVII:382 (a), XXXVIII:393
(b).
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Figure 5.21. Fragments of Pictorial Style Deep Bowls 89 (a) and 90 (b) and Krater 69 (c)
showing chariots with soldiers. Not to scale. Modified from Furtwängler and Loeschke
1886, pls. XXXVIII:390, 391 (a), 392 (c), XL:420 (b).

Figure 5.22. Pictorial Style Krater 123 (a) and the “Horse and Birds Jar” (Collar-necked
Jar 8; b) from Mycenae. Modified from Crouwel 1991, nos. G 2 (b), G 5A–B (a), Suppl.
PDF 313, 327. Courtesy Mycenae Archive.
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